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ABSTRACT 12 

This descriptive, sociolinguistic study examines six middle grade children's 

perceptions and productions of English and French written narratives in a suburban 

Montreal English Protestant, French Immersion school in the province of Quebec during 

the period of one school year. 

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the children's perceptions of 

writing stories in English and French and strategies for writing stories in two languages 

and classrooms. Interviews were transcribed, coded for emerging patterns and interpreted 

as socially negotiated texts. A secondary purpose was to analyze their use of temporal 

perspectives, verb forms for self chosen English and French written stories. Descriptive 

statistics such as frequencies, means and percentages were utilized in data analysis. 

Major findings of this study were the following: 

1. Across interviews in both English and French the children are very consistent in their 

perceptions of story writing in L2 as being more complex than in L 1. 

2. . They perceive the writing of narrative in English and French to involve a culturally 

organized system of strategies and values learned in specific contexts of situations. 

3. The use of varied interviewing techniques serves as a cross validation of children's 

perceptions. 

4. . The children have similar and systematic ways of assigning tense to their stories in 

both languages. 

5. The children were exposed to contradictory models of language instruction and 

narrative discourse. The teachers' models of language learning, narrative discourse 



influenced the children's perceptions of themselves as language learners and story 13 

writers. 

6. The six children provide evidence to support the hypothesis that there might be a 

single processing mechanism across languages that is flexible enough to handle 

differences among bilingual children in their perceptions of and use of strategies for 

writing stories in English and French. 

Findings from this study suggest that the relationship between first and second 

language learning is more similar than different. Direct teaching of linguistic forms can 

have a deleterious effect on children's written productions and perceptions of themselves as 

language learners.Large scale, product analysis studies, may no longer be a viable way to 

tap and assess the language, narrative competence and performance of bilingual children. 



PROLOGUE 

IL ME SEMBLE ME SOUVENIR QUE ..• 

(I SEEM TO REMEMBER THAT ... ) 

A Researcher Remembering 

Every genuinely imponant step forward is accompanied by a return to the 
beginning ... more precisely, to a renewal of the beginning - only memory 
can go forward. (M.M. Bakhtin, 1978, p.xv) 

This study is based on my convictions that narrative is a linguistic universal; 

narrating is a way of knowing and creating; and the more children take active roles in 

narrating and using language to narrate in social contexts, the more they define. create, 

control their world and shape the world in general (Maguire, 1987). 

14 

In his critique of story grammarians in search of a holy discourse grail, the narrative 

'macrostructure', Harold Rosen (1985) argues that the 'WilY IT' "is remembered is just as 

important as what is remembered" (p.32). I have included a prologue to this study. because 

I recall the WHAT: I remember how in the summer of 1982 in London. England, I began 

thinking about bilingual children's narrative competence. My general intent was to 

characterize how bilingual children over time develop a range of narrative competence and 

conceptualize narrative discourse. I also wanted to examine how these conceptualizations 

would be reflected in the stories created and influenced by the educational contexts from 

which they emerged. Various facets of this study have been presented at conferences 

(Maguire, 1984, 1985A, 1985B, 1986A. 1986B, 1986C). or have appeared in publications 

(Maguire, 1985, 1988A, 1988B). These dialogic forums have influenced my continuous 

thinking about the issue/so 
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However, I remember more vividly the WHY of the actual motivation for this 

inquiry into bilingual childrens' story making. It came from the insights of three and a half 

year old Marie, who spoke with me in April, 1983 about her entry into French kindergarten 

the following September. In response to my question, "Why do you want to go to French 

school?," she replied, "Because I already know English, and besides I already know how 

English stories work." (Maguire, 1985C). 

To consider children's perceptions of language as social semiotic (Halliday, 1978), 

and how stories work for children as they work their stories, means understanding the 

following: 

The child's task is to construct the system of meaning that represents his 
own model of social reality. This process takes place inside his own head. It 
is a cognitive process but it takes place in the context of social interaction 
(Halliday, 1974, p.16). 

Thus three and a half year old Marie made me step back and consider the problem 

of how narrative competence, from the perspective of the child narrator, emerges as a 

symbolic language function for bilingual children. 

She inspired my reflecting upon children's story making in general; in particular she 

made me wonder how it might exist within the socio-political, linguistic, cultural and 

personal contexts in which children live in the Province of Quebec, where French is the 

official language. 

Herein lies the challenge - to understand the dialectical interplay between two types 

of texts - between literary texts constructed by children and social texts as institutions, 

which like literary genres function according to social rules (Foucault, 1981). In particular, 

we need to understand the interplay between bilingual children's literary texts and the social 



texts of bilingual institutions. Thus, this study poses the problem of how classrooms and 

social texts enhance or constrain a selected group of French Immersion childrens' 

perceptions of stories. In addition, it examines the distinguishing features which do or do 

not emerge from their literary productions. 

Saville-Troike (1983) argues that 

16 

children themselves often have definite ideas about the nature of language, 
how it is learned and how it is used, but while children have been frequent 
objects of observation by ethnographers, they are seldom interviewed 
(Saville-Troike, 1983, p.245). 

Malinowski (1923) says "language in its structure mirrors the real categories 

derived from the practical needs of the child .. " (p.327). Halliday (1973) maintains that 

educators must do more than learn about language: they must learn what children perceive 

and believe language to be, and what they can do with language. 

Although the now large corpus of L 1 and L2 child language studies provides 

insight into what young children do with language and how they learn language/s, there is 

little evidence for what young children perceive language to be, especially during middle 

childhood and bilingual education. Some L2 researchers are reluctant to address this issue 

of bilinguals' selfreporu (Seliger, 1983) because of methodological difficulties in relying 

on and interpreting this kind of data. They perceive discrepancies and inconsistencies 

between what learners do and what they say and think they do. On the other hand, a 

growing body of Ll and L2 researchers engaged in longtitudinal early literacy studies 

(Applebee, 1978; Ferriero, 1979; Goodman and Goodman, 1983; Harste, et. al, 1983, 

1984; Heath, 1983) are intrigued by childrens' statements and beliefs about written 

language. Their studies provide rich evidence for a logic underlying childrens' perceptions 

of the fonns and functions of written language in social contexts. Applebee, in particular, 



through his interviews with children about their concepts of stories, found children of 

varied ages to have quite defmite concepts of stories, and such narrative variables as plot. 

character, setting, real time and story time. 
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If Ervin-Tripp (1983) is correct in her assumption that we can expect children's 

second language to reflect many of the same processes of development those used to 

develop; then the question arises: Is, from a child's viewpoint, writing a story in a second 

language that much more complex than in a first language? 

The Complexity of the Written Language Event: 

The Child's Point of View 

Studies of children's early literacy in Ll provide evidence that in natural language 

settings, children test their theories about written language. From an early age, children 

develop an intuitive sense of how written language functions and varies in the different 

contexts in which they find themselves (Maguire, 1986A). Goodman and Goodman (1983) 

maintain that 

children use in writing what they observe in reading. But they also must be 
reading like writers. They may notice characteristics of print in their 
environment, but it is only when they try to create written language that this 
observation focuses on how fonn serves function. (p. 591) 

Recent research in early literacy (Clay, 1975, 1979; Ferriero & Teberosky, 1982; 

Goodman & Goodman, 1983; Harste, Burke & Woodward, 1983, 1984; Heath, 1982) 

confirms that young children are active investigators of written language. To make sense of 

written language, children create the written language event for themselves. It is through 

reading and writing, through exploring the written language processes, that children 

establish connections between reading, writing and language. Thus, I believe in close 

observation of how these early reading and writing relationships develop among young 
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children. Heath (1982) defines a literacy event as "any occasion in which a piece of writing 

is integral to the nature of the participants' interactions and interpretative processes" (Heath, 

1982, p.50), and sees it as a key concept for understanding how children make sense of the 

written language system. 

Thus, I return to Marie, this three and half year old, who provided me with a 

problem to study- what might childrens' story making look like in bilingual schools in the 

Province of Quebec? On the second occasion when Marie talked with me about French and 

English stories, she volunteered to write an English and French story for me. A close 

analysis of two samples of her scribble writing in Figures 1 and 2, reveals that she knows 

very well the sociolinguistic contexts in which she may operate. I see in these two samples 

of French and English scribble stories Marie's attempts to construct the text-like features of 

how to represent the two codes of written language that she has observed operating in the 

sociolinguistic environment of the Province of Quebec. (Maguire, 1985C). 

How did Marie leam the diacritical marks which are characteristic of the French 

writing system? And how did she learn/and or perceive that English representation of 

stories in a writing system may be different? Rosen (1985) argues that children who are 

immersed in written language leam the conventions of written language that most resembles 

their natural language learning. Marie's self assured comments about her personal 

knowledge, "I already know how English stories work," would no doubt intrigue scholars 

interested in young children's metacognitive and metalinguistic awareness (Gleiunan, L.R., 

Gleitman, H. and Shirley, E. 1972). However, I believe her comments point more 

significantly to an interesting theoretical and practical problem of why some children may 

or may not differentiate between linguistic codes, or languages as systems, (Halliday. 

1978), when writing stories in two languages. 
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Critical to the issue of writing stories in Ll and L2 is the following theoretical and 

practical problem which is the focus of this study: HOW 00 CHILDREN wrrn lWO OR 

MORE LANGUAGES DIFFERENTIATE BElWEEN LANGUAGES AT TIIE 

PRODUCTION LEVEL WHILE UNITING TIIEM INfERNALL Y AT TIIE LEVEL OF 

VERBAL MEANING AND rnOUGlIT. 



FiGURE 1. 

FlGURE2. 

Histoira griffonne an fran~is par Marie a I'age de 3.6 ans. 
(French scnbbla writing by Maria age 3.6 years) 

Histoire gntfonne en anglais par Marie a I'age de 3.6 ans. 
(E:1gtish scribble writing by Marie age 3.6 years) 

20 
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CHAPTER I 

ONCE UPON ATYME NOT SO VERY LONG AGO 

(jason 6.5 years) 

Introduction and Significance of the Study 

Is writing a story in a second language that much more complex than in a first 

language? This study generally focusses on the problem of differences in perceptions and 

productions of Ll and L2 story making among a selected group of ten and eleven year old 

children in Montreal French Immersion school. Consider the following excerpt, which 

occurs at the beginning of an open ended retrospective interview with six middle grade 

children talking about story writing in English and French in their English Language Arts 

classroom. (lnt=lnterviewer) 

Int: Today is .. ah .. June 6th. It's a Thursday and this is a group 
interview and we're talking about story writing in English and in French. 
Would anyone like to stan .. ah .. just right off the bat? 

Katie: Okay. 

Int: Okay. 

Katie: I like story writing. 

Int: Okay ... you like story writing .. Ah .. in which class? 

Katie: In English and in French but mostly English because English is my 
mother tongue. 

Int: Anyone else have a comment? You .. ah .. Nicky .. you want to .. 
ah .. say.. She said she likes to learn in English .. do you share that 
opinion? 

Nicky: Uh .. uh .. yeah .. It's easier in English. 

Jenny: Well... 

Int: It's easier in English. 



Nicky: Uh .. uh .. 

Jenny: I fmd it a lot more easier in English because I can express myself 
more clearly .. like ah .. I can, can write what I feel.. and well in French. 
It's much harder .. It's a lot more difficult. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Int: Well, can you elaborate more? Why is it easier then? .. Why is it 
easier to ah write stories in English? An' you .. 

Nicky: Uh .. it's my mother tongue. 

Jenny: Yeah. 

Katie: Yeah .. and you know more English and you know .. you can .. it.. it 
goes faster in English. I think it takes a longer time to write something 
sorta in French. Like you can dream something up but you can write 
a good story in less time in English than in French . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Nicky: Well it's probably true, often for people who are French .. 
It's their mother tongue .. They probably say, "Well I hate writing 
stories in English." (Retrospective Group Interview English (06/06/85» 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Jenny claims "in French, it's much harder .. it's a lot more difficult." Nicky thinks, 

"it goes faster in English." Although Katie says she enjoys writing stories in English and in 

French, she prefers, "mostly English because English is her mother tongue." Nicky agrees 

with Katie and her mates' time and effort concerns about L2 story writing; she says, "it's 

probably true, often for people who are French .... These initial comments reflect a common 

perception of the relationship between native and second language acquisition in the L2 

literature: the encoding of ideas in L2 is a slower process than in one's native tongue 



(Hatch, 1978; Macnamara, 1967; Winitz, 1981). This interview is part of the data from this 

year long cross linguistic study which focusses on 
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1) how six childrens' language and learning systems (Halliday, 1978; 1985) interact 

with their perceptions of writing stories in English and in French, and 

2) their use of temporal expressions within the institution of schooling in English 

Language Arts and French Immersion. 

These six children and their twf '-four classmates unanimously agree that writing 

a story in French is much more complex than it is in English. Thus, one could easily 

dismiss the question (concerning children's storywriting in a flrst and second language) in 

this introduction on the grounds that it is both theoretically unworkable and somewhat 

simplistic. However, I believe that understanding and explaining the source of these 

childrens' perceptions of the complexity of linguistically realizing a story in French as 

opposed to English is much more intricate than much of the L2 literature suggests. In 

particular, the differences between the children as they explain "why" story writing (in their 

terms) is more complex in L2 than in LI, reflects the complexity inherent in characterizing 

the interplay between individual experience and individual differences in language learning 

in social contexts. 

This study looks at six children writing stories in English and in French and their 

perceptions of story making within the institution of schooling in English Language Arts 

and French Immersion. A central premise is that writing stories in school in any language 

foregrounds cenain aspects of choosing for the writer. In a sense writing itself is a 

recursive process, and always involves a foregrounding and backgrounding of events, 

characters or particular features of story and linguistic forms in a panicular context. Thus, 
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for a researcher to uncover the raison d'etre of the kinds of selection which are 

characteristic of bilingual childrens' story making means perceiving pathways to both the 

literary texts in which the children 'live', in a secondary sense, and the pathways within the 

social situations, construed as texts, in which they dwell (Maguire, 1988) 

General Contribution 

This thesis is built on the assumption that theory, research and educational practice 

are intertwined. Recent research in narrative discourse, from a wide range of disciplines, 

aesthetics, anthropology, linguistics, literature, philosophy, psychology and sociology, 

points to the complexity between universalities of the human mind and the shaping forces 

of particular cultures in the diverse linguistic patterning of narratives, and an individual' s 

personal shaping of stories. real or imagined. If the urge to tell or write stories is as 

"primary an act of mind" as many contemporary scholars claim (Barthes. 1980; Culler. 

1981; Hardy, 1977; Harding, 1977; Heath, 1982; Hymes, 1980; Prince, 1982; Rosen, 

1982, 1983), and can serve such a variety of functions and take such a variety of forms, 

how young children approach narrative discourse when writing stories in two languages 

within the institution of schooling, presents intriguing questions for researchers. theorists 

and practitioners. 

Fundamental to this study is whether it will provide evidence to support the position 

that there is a unity of process that characterizes all language functions in L 1 and L2. Will 

this unity of process be reflected in the perceptions and use of similar strategies in the 

writing of Ll and L2 stories? Or will this study provide evidence to support Fillmore's 

claim that the use of general strategies by some bilingual children does not rule out the 

possibility of individual variation among other children, differences in strategies used by 

the same child in L 1 and L2, and across children (Fillmore. 1979). What will these six 



children then tell and show us, that might help solve some of the unresolved theoretical, 

methodological and applied issues in first and second language learning in middle 

childhood? 
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In general, few studies have explored the written language narrative texts of 

Canadian bilingual children (Genesee, 1983,1987; Lapkin, 1982; Stevens, 1984; Swain, 

1969). Like the majority of first language writing research studies in the early 60' s, these 

few studies of children's texts in French Immersion have been large scale psychometric, 

product analysis studies. Most published work of significance in Canadian second 

language writing research studies has relied for its primary data on comparative analyses of 

the writing achievement of French Immersion students with non French Immersion 

students. Although these are interesting, there are serious grounds for questioning whether 

the data collecting methods of these studies really penetrate the complex process of writing 

narratives in a first language, let alone a second language. 

Systematic observing and tracking of these same six children over a 9 month period 

in one school, but in two different classroom contexts, will allow for more subtle variables 

in Ll and L2learning in general, and in the writing of stories in particular, to be 

uncovered. This study will contribute to the existing corpus of research on French 

Immersion in Canada and within the Province of Quebec, where the concept was first 

explored in the classic St. Lamben Experiment on the South Shore Suburb of Montreal 

(Lamben, W.E and Tucker, G.R., 1972). 

Another general contrlDution of this study will be to provide infonnation on the Ll 

and L2 alliance among bilingual children in the middle grades. For example, in a 1935 

paper entitled, "The Question of Multilingualism in Childhood," Vygotsky emphasized the 

unification of diverse processes characterizing the acquisition of first and second language. 
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Since the publication of this paper, which stressed the critical role of the social environment 

in the development of human consciousness, much scholarly debate has focused on the 

issues of similarities and differences between the acquisition of a flrst and second language. 

And while some scholars (Dulay and Bun, 1975; Halliday, 1976; Macnamara, 1976; Tripp, 

1981) argue for a basically common process and others (Selinker, 1972; Swain, Dumas, 

1978; and Naiman, 1974) perceive L2 acquisition to involve different sets of psychological 

processes, this study will show that scholars and researchers are not the only ones 

grappling with the i!.sue. Do these children perceive story writing as a unitary process 

across the two languages or do these children perceive story writing in English to be 

different from story writing in French? Why or why not? 

A third contribution of this study will be to provide insights into the notion of the 

dialectic of consciousness. The Canadian constitutional debate of 1982 affmns the fact that 

the Canadian nation, its people and its literature exist in a dialectic of regional, ethnic and 

linguistic tensions and self consciousness (Giroux, H.A., 1983). Thus, two perspectives, 1) 

the literary and linguistic, and 2) the ethnographic, coexist to create critical contact points 

for understanding how children's texts become verbal expressions of social activity, 

created in different situations with differentiated purposes and functions. 

The Canadian preference for a mosaic culture, in which all the regions retain their 

distinctiveness, situates the problem of differences in childrens' written narrative texts. 

Jerome Bruner argues that narrative is "a transfonnation of intuitions into expressions in a 

symbolic system" (Bruner, 1986, p. 16). Since these children's initiation into literacy occurs 

in this dialectic of regional, ethnic and linguistic tensions, two theoreticaVapplied questions 

are posed by these perspectives. The literary-linguistic perspective raises the following 

question: What does the child and his tales tell us? The ethnographic perspective asks: What 



do their stories tell us about the cultures these children are perceiving and creating in this 

particular sociolinguistic context, Quebec, and about the contextual configuration of the 

environments, the worlds (Bruner, 1986), they are creating and perceiving. 

The following issues raise theoretical, research and instructional implications for 

ways of looking at children's narrative discourse, and for characterizing children's 

narrative competence in bilingual contexts. 

Theoretical Significance 
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The primary contribution of this study will be its contribution to a theory of second 

language learning and to a general theory of language processing. 

The Ll and L2 Alliance. Much of the controversy in the Ll and L2 debate 

focuses on the issue of what guides the L 1 and L2 process (processes?). I believe the issue 

to be less of a WHAT question and more of a WHO/WHA T/WHY /WHERE question. For 

example, are the perceived differences within languages as systems or within the language 

systems themselves (Halliday, 1985)? Do the differences result because of rules governing 

particular genres or modes? Are these learners learning new fonns for old ideas (Ervin

Tripp, 1981)? Is there a single language system operating which then implies a common 

underlying proficiency (Slobin, 1973)? Or are two linguistic subsystems being stored in 

human memory, in keeping with Macnamara's two tank hypothesis of language storage in 

the brain? Are two sets of rules being learned? To what extent is Grammont's "Une 

personne, une langage" principle applicable to language learning in L 1 and L2 within the 

institution of schooling? 

The problem of linguistic representation as a symbolic language function among 

bilingual children is indeed intricate when we attempt to deal with written language in L 1 
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and L2. For example, Vygotsky believed that leaming to write involves a deeper conscious 

awareness of one's own speech. Similar to claims made by L2 researchers of the cognitive 

consequences of bilingualism, such as Peal and Lambe" (1962), and Ben Zeev's (1972) 

notion of cognitive flexibility, and Cummins and Gulutson's (1974) notion of verbal 

originality, are claims made by Ll writing researchers (Emig, 1976) for writing being a 

higher order thinking process than speaking. 

In the field of anthropology there have been claims for (Goody, 1982) and counter 

claims against (Heath, 1983; Tannen, 1982A) the cognitive consequences of literacy. Of 

theoretical interest to this study are the following questions: If Ervin-Tripp is correct in her 

claim that we can expect the second language of children to reflect many of the same 

processes of development that they used in Ll, then does it follow that from a child's 

viewpoint writing a story in a second language is that much more complex than in a first 

language; and if it is, should it be so? What variables contribute to any perceived 

complexity in writing stories on the writing processes? And how are these perceptions 

reflected in the distinguishing features which emerge from these children's English and 

French stories? 

Methodological 

Much of what is known about writing in L2, particularly among Canadian 

Immersion students, is largely inferred from aggregated data bases of students' 

achievement scores. This is surprising given both the long tradition of Immersion as a way 

of schooling in Canada, and the strong emphasis in ethnograph~c and anth!-opological 

research in considering the meanings of social contexts and language use from the 

participant's perspective. In addition, there is a well documented theoretical, 



methodological, anthropologicalliterarure which attributes significance to capturing the 

"native's point of view" (Geenz, 1976). 

When bilinguals have been interviewed about their perceptions (Lamben, 1981), 

most of the interviews have been cross sectional and have taken place on only one 

occasion. Although Seliger (1983) questions the validity of self repons as a research 

methodology, ironically, many leading linguists-parents have relied on just such data as 

diaries and self repons from their own children learning first and second languages 

simultaneously (e.g. Ronjat, 1913; Leopold, 1949, 1953,1954) and/or learning a second 

language successively (e.g. Ravem, M., 1968; Ervin-Tripp, 1970; Hakuta, 1976; Wode, 

1976) in fonnulating their theories of language development. 

More recently child language theorists (Harste & Burke, 1980; Donaldson, 1978) 

emphasize the importance of using children as infonnants in studies of language 

development. Donaldson argues that 

The general conclusion seems unavoidable: preschool children are not 
nearly so limited in their ability to "decenter" or appreciate someone else's 
point of view, as Piaget has for many years maintained. The abandonment 
of belief in pronounced childhood egocentrism has far reaching 
implications. But its significance will be better understood if it is seen in the 
light of recent evidence and arguments about the ways in which children 
learn to use and understand language (Donaldson, 1978, p. 25). 
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Thus, I agree with Miller (1983) that although it is difficult to get at a bilingual's 

experience and perceptions of that experience it is theoretically and pedagogically important 

to do so. Because the data for this study consists of many hours of audiotaped group and 

individual interviews with the six children in both English and in French, this study will 

result in a greater understanding of what a I\~search technique like interviewing can actually 

elicit. Triangulation (Guba, 1978) of varied types of interview data will allow for cross 



validating of consistency of perceptions, as well as reoccurrence of and/or shifts in 

patterns. This study will contribute to the recommendation by the Conseil des Ans du 

Canada: The Individual, Language and Society, for more in depth case studies 

describing the sociolinguistic nature of literacy in L2 in naturally occurring situations. 

Applied Significance or The Study 
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Much L2 instruction has traditionally focussed on the conscious and direct teaching 

of linguistic forms and skills. While Vygotsky himself emphasized conscious and 

deliberate acquisition of a foreign language, Steiner (1985) believes that because "he 

situated the L2 acquisition process within the institution of schooling, his claim may be 

exaggerated." (Steiner, 1985, p.350). Edelsky (1981) says that "to be fair, we are only 

beginning to know about the development of such a process (writing process) in any kind 

of program, bilingual or monolingual." (p.64). 

Recent research in Ll writing supports free, spontaneous, natural use of language 

and a holistic approach to language instruction. Can such use be envisioned for the L2 

learning environment? For example, Macnamara (1973) distinguishes between street 

learning of L2 and school learning of L2, the latter being more conscious and deliberate and 

the former more natural and tacit. Does the fact that L2learning has traditionally been a 

conscious rule governed process in many Immersion classrooms, mean that this is how 

learning in L2 should naturally unfold in such institutions? How conscious must language 

learners be of their linguistic processes? Is there any evidence from what these six children 

say and do that older learners are more efficient in some aspects of language learning than 

younger learners, as Swain (1980) claims from the results of her large scale study of 

Ontario Anglophone children in French Immersion. In addition to its contribution to a 

theory of language processing, and in particular writing in L2, the study of narrative 
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writing in a bilingual setting has implications for teaching methods, materials utilized in Ll 

and L2 for the teaching and evaluation of written narratives, and teacher education. 

While it is logical to assume that bilingual children will use whatever information in 

both L 1 and L2 sociolinguistic contexts they perceive as salient and accessible to them to 

solve the L2 linguistic puzzle, I can only speculate that it might be theoretically and 

pedagogically unwise to assume that the mutual inter-dependency Vygotsky assumes 

between L 1 and L2 has to be an isomorphic or parasitic relationship. Why some children 

do or do not differentiate between linguistic codes when writing in Ll and L2, is a 

theoretical and research puzzle with important implications for bilingual programs, and 

schools which operate "dual system" programs and evaluate language proficiency in more 

than one language. For example, should bilingual teachers expect young bilingual story 

writers in the middle grades to demonstrate similar patterns and strategies for each language 

being acquired - something akin to Slobin's (Slobin, 1973) operating principles (i.e. 

strategies learners use regardless of the language they are exposed to)? Or should they 

expect patterns and strategies which vary by language, stylistically or according to 

childrens' preferred styles of writing or what is needed and called for by the particular 

context of situations they fmd themselves in? 

Background: Past and Present 

Meek maintains that: 

.. what comes out in response to the request of the adult to 'tell me a story' 
[shows] how some children before they go to school have a range of skills 
that are distinctly related to the organization of text. Here we have evidence 
of children's ability to use the literary conventions of story telling in ways 
that go beyond earlier narrative competence. These are spontaneously 
spoken poems with textual intricacies, 'a son of collision of oral and literary 
cultures', stories that make clear the children's awareness of the diverse 



functions of narrative in relation to listeners and their acknowledgment of a 
range of narrative discourse. (Meek, et al. 1983, p.8) 
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In recent years, strong claims have been made for narrative in general as a universal 

mode of discourse (Barthes, 1977; Culler, 1981), and in particular as a "primary act of 

mind" (Hardy, 1977; Hymes, 1980; Rosen, 1984) through which human beings create 

signification, or as Britton (1970) says, "symbolize reality in order to handle it" (Britton, 

1970, p.20). Many of these scholars consider "the telling and making of stories" an 

intrinsic part of young children's language development, learning how to mean (Halliday, 

1975), and as "opening moves" into verbal art (Meek, 1983). 

There seems to be little doubt that narrative is the most pervasive, fundamental form 

of discourse young children encounter in a variety of contexts, before fonnal schooling in 

the narrative genre. However, at present, very little is known about how or why young 

children in school contexts actually weave meanings into their tales and make specific 

linguistic choices when they write stories in a first language, let alone a second language. 

This study is generally concerned with how a selected group of ten and eleven year 

old children in a French Immersion school approach and perceive the writing of stories in 

English and in French over the period of one school year. More specifically, the study 

examines the problem of differences among six childrens' perceptions of narrating English 

and French stories, and differences in their temporal stance marking in their selected 

samples of their French and English written stories. 

Bruner (1986) argues that through language we impose a perspective on a scene or 

situation. He poses the following question: "Is it the case, for example, that the generic 

unity on the world of a fictional text depends upon the maintenance of a space time 

structure and this unity requires consistent marking of tense and person" (p. 6)? Bruner 
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sees some stance markings as invitations to the use of thought, reflection, elaboration and 

fantasy and others as "flat declarations of fixed factuality" (p. 124). 

Comrie (1985) argues that tense is a grammatical expression of location in time. He 

maintains that "all clear instances of tense cross linguistically can be represented in terms of 

the notion of deictic centre ... location at, before, or after the deictic center" (p. 9). He 

differentiates between the kind of location in time concepts that are characteristically 

grammaticalized, versus those that are characteristically lexicalised. 

The notions that are most commonly grammaticalized across the languages 
of the world are simple anteriority, simultaneity and posteriority, ie. with 
the present moment as deictic centre, past, present and future. (Comrie, 
1985, p. 11) 

Because tense is a system which relates entities to a reference point it is deictic. 

Coupe (1986) states that "tense can frequently relate the meaning of the verb to a time scale, 

and present and past tense - the two forms available in English-often signal present and 

past time respectively. However, each verb may serve other functions" (Coupe, 1986, p. 

138). 

Meek believes that children's narrations and their annotations of time are 

inseparable. She says the plain fact is, 

children's notions of time are intimately bound with their language 
development before the objective and subjective meanings of time are within 
their grasp of consciousness. Not a day passes without alerting them to the 
preoccupation adults have with time in all its aspects ... When children 
investigate clocks and watches they know that the verb is TO TELL when 
you say what the time is. Their initial experience of 'to mention in order' , is 
the same as 'to make known, to narrate'. (Meek, 1984, p.153) 
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She goes on to argue that "children come to understand very complicated notions of 

time both by telling stories and by reading those specifically written for them where time is 

the author's chosen theme. Stories are patterns of shifters" (Meek, 1984, p.154). 

In writing about this grammatical phenomena, labeled shifter by the Danish linguist 

Jespersen (1947), Russian linguist R. Jakobson acknowledges the tremendous role this 

major organizing device plays in spoken and written narratives. He writes: 

The concept of the shifter has seemed to me for some time to be one of the 
cornerstones of linguistics, although it has not been sufficiently appreciated 
in the past and therefore demands more attentive elaboration. The general 
meaning of the grammatical fonn called shifter is characterized by a 
reference back to the given speech act that uses this form. Thus, the past 
tense is a shifter because it literally designates one event that precedes the 
given act of speech. The desirability of including grammatical tense in 
linguistic usage occurs in a fairly early stage in the child's acquisition of 
language, at the moment when the beginner ceases to be satisfied with a 
direct verbal reaction to what happened before him at a given moment. (R. 
Jakobson & K. Pomoroska, 1983, p. 12) 

Expanding on Langer's notion of transfonning experience into a symbolic 

representation, Goodman, Smith, Meredith and Goodman (1987) postulate a personal on 

going cycle of PERCEIVING (meeting a new object, happening or idea), IDEATING 

(coming to terms with a new object, happening or idea) and PRESENTING (transforming 

conceptions into presentations, modes and symbols) in the coming to know process. They 

see the young child as announcing himself to the world, "that is his idea of the situation. In 

a real sense, the presentational symbols are his world" (Goodman, Smith, Meredith & 

Goodman, 1987, p. 116). 

Carol Fox's (1983) study of preschoolers' spontaneous narratives shows the 

diversity of ways young children "can transform their literary experiences to thL'ir own 

narrative purposes" (Fox, 1983, p.23). Rosen sees the telling of stories as involving the 
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taking of a stance towards events and rather than reflecting a world, as creating a world. 

"To begin a story," he writes, "is to make a choice from an infmity of possibilities selecting 

one set rather than another" (Rosen, 1986, p.231). Genette (1980) a French literary 

structuralist, says that "schematically we can say that a narrative ... may tell once what 

happened once, N times what happened N times, N times what happened once, once what 

happened N times" (Genette, 1980, p. 114). 

Implied in Genette's commentary on narrative is the story maker's problem of 

choosing a particular verb form, from a wide range of possibilities, to reflect the temporal 

perspective of a particular story. Implied in Rosen's statement is the choice of how one 

reflects upon and represents events into a presentational symbolic form and temporal 

process. Explicit in Fox's study is rich evidence that young children can do this naturally. 

In this sense, narrative is a powerful, generative linguistic and educational concept. For 

example, Paul Ricoeur (1983) poses an interesting question in his book, Time and 

Narrative: From what temporal and spatial point of view does an author look upon the 

events he describes as well as reflect upon the events he has created? 

Langer (1953) believes that "in the use of verb forms one finds devices that disclose 

the real nature of the literary dimension in which the image of life is created" (p. 260). This 

notion of adopting or choosing a temporal perspective, or what Jerome Bruner (1986) 

refers to as "stance marking" in narrating, invites speculation about the role played by 

stories written in more than one language by bilingual children, in their encoding and 

understanding of time in English and in French within the institution of school. The latter 

mode of learning has had a more formalist tradition of language and learning which can be 

historically u-aced to 17th and 18th century Cartesianism and the rationali:.l, philosophical 

mind-body, subject-object debate. 



Lyons (1981) says that: 

as a philosophical doctrine, dualism is associated notably with Plato and 
Descartes. But argreeably by virtue of its religious underpinning in the 
Christian tradition it is also the tacitly accepted creed of the unreflecting 
European man-in-the-street The dualist holds not only that mind exists, but 
that it differs from matter in being non physical. In the traditional Christian 
teaching, the mind is usually described as the faculty of the soul. (p. 241) 
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Volosinov (1973), a Russian literary critic, argues that "engendered on French soil, 

the ideas of abstract objectivism still hold sway predominately in Paris" (p. 58). He writes 

"abstract objectivism finds its most striking expression at the present time in the so called 

Geneva school of Ferdinand de Saussure (p. 60). Saussure's main thesis according to 

Volosinov was that "Language stands in opposition to utterance in the same way as does 

that which is social to that which is individual." (p. 60) This dualist model of language is 

reflected in the distinction Saussure has made between language derived from speech (the 

sum total of all possible verbal manifestations) - langue; and language used in acts of 

individual utterance - parole. 

At the 1980 conference on narratology in Chicago, Barbara Hermstein Smith 

critiqued dualistic models of narrative structure as posited by early formalist criticism and 

Sausserian linguistics. She argues against the view of narrative (and language), "as sets of 

surface discourse - signifiers that represent (actualized, manifest, map or express) set of 

underlying story - signified" (Hermstein Smith, 1980, p.26). She poses a view of 

narrative "as the verbal acts of particular narrators performed in response to - and thus 

shaped and constrained by-sets of multiple interacting conditions" (Hermstein Smith, 

1980, p.226). Her argument suggests that narratives be regarded not only as structures but 

also as acts. Thus, the features of narrative, "like the features of all other acts [are) 
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functions of the variable set of conditions to which they are perfonned" (p.226). From her 

perspective, we might conceive of narrative discourse most minimally and most generally 

as verbal acts consisting of 'someone telling someone else that something happened'. 

She makes the following argument for the advantage of conceptualizing narratives 

as verbal acts, and as part of social transactions: 

It suggests why in seeking to account for either the fonns and features of 
narratives or the similarities and differences, we might profitably direct our 
attention to the major variables involved in those transactions: that is to the 
particular motives and interests of narrators and audiences and to the 
particular social and circumstantial conditions that elicit and constrain the 
behavior of each of them. (p.233) 

She goes on to argue that depending on the narrators' interest and engagement in 

the narrative, they will construe some kind of chronology of events based on some 

combination of the following: 

1) their prior knowledge or beliefs concerning the chronology of those implied 

events as derived from other sources, including other narratives; 

2) their familiarity with the relevant conventions of the language in which that 

narrative is presented (verb tenses, adverbs and adverbial clauses, time markers in other 

modes); 

3) their familiarity with the relevant conventions and traditions of the style and 

genre of narrative; 

4) their knowledge and beliefs, including cultural assumptions with respect to how 

things are in general, and how the particular kinds of things with which that narrative is 

concerned happened and "follow from" each other - that is, their sense of the "logic" of 

temporal and causal sequence; and 



5) certain more or less universal perceptual and cognitive tendencies involved in 

their processing - apprehending and organizing - infonnation in any form (p.239). 

La Problematique: D'Ecrire Les Histoires, C'est Choisir 
(The Problem: To Write Stories is to Choose) 
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This study is situated within the political sociolinguistic context of the Province of Quebec, 

where French is the official language, and within an educational setting, a suburban 

elementary school, where it is the dominant language of instruction in grades four, five and 

six. This mainstream suburban community traditionally has been perceived .c9. Figure 1.1 

Overlapping contexts;as the last garrison of "Anglo" culture within the province. It has also 

experienced considerable demographic shifts since the 1976 language legislation declared 

French the dominant language, and its purpose to immerse children in the French language 

and culture of Quebec. If as the Soviet developmental psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (1935) 

argues that consciousness emerges out of social life, how much of these overlapping 

contexts, as illustrated in Figure l.l, are within these children's consciousness and influence 

their perceptions of a linguistic universal like narrative? How much of these overlapping 

contexts influence their choices of specific linguistic features, like past, present, or future 

verb forms, in realizing their intentions in their English and French written stories? That 

Quebec is "different," is a conunon leitmotif that emerges throughout many texts on Quebec 

politics, history, culture, language, schooling and recently, in the current debate on school 

board reform and the Quebec school curriculum, LE REGIME PEDAGOOIQUE. Thus, to 

understand and examine children's narrative choices within these sociolinguistic and 

educational genres, is to understand 

1. the notion of DIFFERENCE, in the general sense, of elements, features or 

factors that distinguish codes, genres and situations, and 
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2. the notion of DIFFERANCE, as put forward by the French, post structuralist, Jacques 

Derrida which implies choice and selection. (Derrida, 1978). 

To examine the problem of differences in narrative texts within the genre of 

schooling, a further distinction must be made between GENRE and STYLE. 

For the purpose of this study, 

GENRE - refers to things regularly done, such as the rules of the narrative genre; 

we expect a story, a particular text to have the specific, obligatory features, like a 

beginning, middle and an end. If we use genre in Foucault's sense of social text, it may be 

that some children predict with great accuracy the licensed appropriate features of story 

writing in classrooms in which they experience story writing.STYLE - refers loosely to a 

regular way of doing things, such as a personal and preferred style of writing. If we use 

style in Rosen's sense of "telling in one's own words," it may be that some children set 

themselves "on the path of liberating themselves from the authority of another's discourse 

while not rejecting the discourse itself' (Rosen, 1986, p.236). 

While Fox demonstrates this self liberating process in very young children, this 

study looks at the dialectical relationship between genre and style within the institution of 

schooling in a particular bilingual setting among middle grade French Immersion children. 

Whenever one looks at languages and narratives one will of course find differences. 

One basic function of language is to differentiate. We can for example theoretically 

differentiate about narrative itself from varied perspectives in the literature: the proposition 

based perspective of story representation on human memory; the computational model of 

De Beaugrande for representing texts as networks; the goal directed theories of prototypical 

narratives, of Stein and Glenn; the sociolinguistic (Labov) and/or anthropological 
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perspective (Basso) of viewing texts as raw material for linguistic and cultural study; the 

search for the relationships between narrative structure and its constitutive principles from 

the perspective of the Russian Fonnalists or French Structuralists among others. 

Given that all these varied perspectives raise theoretically compelling questions, the 

problem still remains: What might narrative, and more specifically story making, actually 

look like within the genre of schooling? What can be uncovered in two different classroom 

contexts where the same children are commanded to perform within the narrative genre, 

and/or when they perceive themselves licensed to take up the role of narrator for 

themselves? Are the differences perceived or preferred differences, within languages as 

systems (Halliday, 1985), or genres as rule governed or are the perceived differences 

influenced by educational institutions as social texts? 

Research Questions 

This year long, cross linguistic study seeks to understand and characterize 1) how 

six bilingual children conceptualize narrative discourse in English and in French in general; 

2) how these conceptualizations are reflected in the stories they create, specifically their 

choice of temporal perspectives for their stories; 3) how both their perceptions and choices 

of perspectives, mayor may not be influenced by the educational contexts from which 

these stories emerge. 

In a general sense, this study raises the following larger issues: What might the 

presentational forms (Langer, 1953; Goodman, Smith, Meredith and Goodman, 1987) of 

children's narrative texts look like in a bilingual sening? How might these fonns be 

influenced by the social contexts in which they were created? However, this study 

specifically seeks to answer the following questions: 



I. WHAT ARE A SELECfED GROUP OF TEN AND ELEVEN YEAR 
OLD CIDLDREN'S PERCEPTIONS OF WRITING STORIES IN 
ENGLISH AND IN FRENCH IN A FRENCH IMMERSION SElTING 
IN SUBURBAN MONTREAL? 

1.1 How are these children's conceptualizations of narrating stories in 
English and in French influenced by the social organization of the 
classrooms from which these stories emerge? 

I.2How are their conceptualizations influenced by their teachers' models of 
narrative discourse both theoretical and operational? 

1.3 What other variables might influence these conceptualizations? 

II. WHAT KINDS OF TEMPORAL PERSPECTIVES DO A SELECfED 
GROUP OF TEN AND ELEVEN YEAR OLD CHILDREN CHOOSE IN 
SELF SELECfED SAMPLES OF TIffiIR STORIES WRITTEN IN 
ENGLISH AND IN FRENCH OVER THE PERIOD OF ONE SCHOOL 
YEAR? 

2.1 What are the patterns of variation in the children's choices in temporal 
perspectives in these self selected samples of English and French wrinen 
stories? 

2.2 Do their choices of panicular tenses vary according to a stylistic 
preference across the two languages, or do they vary interlinguistically? 

In the next sections that follow I present a list of the major theoretical principles 

which underlie this study and discuss the problematique and theoretical framework in 

relation to the various perspectives on childrens' narrative discourse in the research 

literature. 

List of Theoretical Principles 

The ambiguous status of narrative as a form of knowledge, and the complexity of 
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narrating as a way of knowing and creating, suggests the need for studies of the interaction 

between ability and opponunity of narrative experience and its resultant forms and 
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functions in an educational context. Narrative has been one of the most extensively studied 

discourse fonns since Aristotle's influential treatise on the subject of fonn in Chapters 

seven and eight of his Poetics. His notion of textual unity led to a long held view of text 

processing as a unidirectional imparting of significance, and a view of narrative 

productions involving a linear sequencing of at least two temporal units. 

At present, however, the scope of narrative discourse is vast (Barthes, 1980); its 

aesthetic, cognitive, educational, linguistic, philosophical and social significance inviting 

(Langer 1957; Hymes, 1978; Meek, 1983; Prince, 1982; Rosen, 1983) and its shape 

sometimes protean (Propp, 1982; Heath, 1983). In a chapter, "Introduction to the 

Structural Analysis of Narrative," Barthes describes the problem of narrative text as "the 

infinity of sociological, ethnological, linguistic and aesthetic perspectives from which they 

can be studied" (Barthes, 1980, p.245). He claims: "The analyst finds himself in more or 

less the same situation as De Saussure, confronted by the heterogeneity of language 

(langue) and seeking to extract a principle of classification and a central focus for 

description from the apparent confusion of the individual narratives" (Barthes, 1980, p. 

245). 

Because narrative can be studied from such a variety of perspectives, this section 

presents the key theoretical principles which underlie this study. These principles will help 

to provide a conceptual and theoretical framework for interpreting the findings of this 

study. In the next sections, I present a discussion of the problem in relation to these twelve 

principles, discuss theoretical perspectives of narrative discourse and selected studies of 

children's narrative discourse from sociolinguistic and educational perspectives. 

The following are twelve theoretical principles which frame this study: 



1. Narrative is a linguistic universal which can be approached from a number 
of diverse perspectives. 

2. Narrating is a way of knowing and creating. 

3. Writing stories are active, aesthetic, complex, cognitive, linguistic, 
symbolic, personal, and social acts. 

4. Story writing serves diverse functions for bilingual children in school 
contexts. 

5. The more children take active roles in narrating and using language to 
create in school contexts, the more they define, create and control their 
worlds and shape the world in general. 

6. There are linguistic forms, which are possible theoretically in bilingual 
childrens' story making, but which do not appear in their stories because of 
constraints imposed by what children are asked to read. 

7. A single performance is only a skewed sample of available skills and an 
imperfect measure of narrative competence. 

8. Context of situation influences the creation of text in any literacy event 
and, likewise, the creator's perception of the text and its construction. 

9. Teachers play an important role in nurturing the active voice of the child 
as narrator, as natural symbolist within the genre of schooling. 

10. Within the genre of schooling, there are two texts in the story making 
process: the commanded text which is the text a child writes to please his 
teacher and the preferred text which is the text that reflects the child's 
personal style of writing and intentionality. 

II. Interviews are sociolinguistic cultural texts. 

12. Differences in children's perceptions are a consequence of the interplay 
between the ways in which children decide to create a story and their 
perceptions of whom the narrative text serves and what it can accomplish in 
a particular story-telling and story-writing situation. (Maguire, 1986C) 

Discussion of the Problem, Theoretical Perspecti ves 

of Narrative Discourse and Related Studies 

of Children's Narrative Discourse 

They said: "You have a blue guitar 

You do not play things as they are. 

The man replied: "Things as they are 

Are changed upon the blue guitar. tt 

(Wallace Stevens, The Blue Guitar, 1953) 
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General Discussion 

Narrative discourse serves as an interesting area to examine and to compare and 

contrast researchers' theoretical frameworks, foci, methodologies and claims about 

narrative competence and perfonnance. It is not possible within the purview of this thesis 

to evaluate critically all the historical and currently available theories and studies of narrative 

discourse. This section presents a selective but representative sampling of the similarities 

and differences among key theorists' and researchers', ways of coming to terms with the 

varied, theoretical, methodological and applied issues of narrative discourse as well as 

children's "fashioning of stories," their narrative e styles. and creative language play in 

varied social contexts. 

There seems to be universal agreement among child language and educational 

theorists that narrative is one of the most fundamental forms of discourse children 

encounter before fonnal schooling, and learn and use in their construal of social reality. 

Narrative is universally acknowledged by many scholars from a wide range of disciplines 

(Barthes, 1980; Bruner 1986; Culler, 1981; Hardy, 1976; Hymes, 1978; Heath, 1983; 

Meek, 1983; Prince, 1982; Rosen 1985) as a fundamental way in which children, and 

human beings in general across cultures and languages, create meaning and make sense of 

the world and their worlds. 

says: 

One of the most influential of these primary act of mind theorists, Barbara Hardy, 

My argument is that narrative, like lyric or dance, is not to be regarded as an 
aesthetic invention used by artists to control, manipulate, and order 
experience, but as a primary act of mind transferred to art from life ... What 
concerns me here are the qualities which fictional narrative shares with that 
inner and outer story-telling that plays a major role in our sleeping and 
waking lives. For we dream in narrative remember, anticipate, hope, 
despair, believe, doubt, plan, revise, criticise, construct, gossip, learn, hate 



and love by narrative. In order really to live, we make up stories about 
ourselves and others, about the personal as well as the social past and 
future. (Hardy, B., 1968, p. 12) 
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However, although most theorists would agree with Hardy's powerful argument 

for narrative as a way of knowing, there is less agreement among scholars on what 

constitutes narrative competence, on the degree of variability in form. features and structure 

inherent in narrative texts, and the constitutive principles and conventions specific to 

narrative discourse. In addition, there is linle research, which aims at developing a 

theoretical framework for characterizing the wrinen narratives of bilingual children, or for 

describing their emerging narrative competence in bilingual school contexts. 

At best, what we have is a long tradition in the 'doing of school', of moving 

children to canonical forms of discourse and teacher preferred narrative styles. For 

example, Michael's (1981) study of first graders' anempts to gain access to literacy 

opportunities during sharing time, shows that the differential access to literacy events in the 

classroom context was not only based on students' narrative styles, but was also influenced 

by the teacher's tacit model of what constituted appropriate narrative behavior. Students 

who used the teacher-preferred "topic centered" narrative style experienced greater ease in 

gaining access to literacy events and maintaining the floor during sharing time, than the 

students who adopted an "associational style" with a looser chronicity and more implicit 

link between reported episodes and events. 

Heath's (1983) study confmns that although narrative can be construed as a 

universal, we need further inquiry into why, how and for whom, children tell and write 

stories in different social contexts. Heath believes that narrative ways of "abilities ranging 

from metalinguistic awareness to predictable skills are held to derive from cultural 



experiences with writing" (Heath, 1982, p.92). Rosen (1982,1983,1986) has frequently 

argued that children derive the written language system from what they experience of it. 
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Heath's narrative (1983) Ways With Words, a cross cultural comparison of the 

variations of language socialization among three different social groups in the Piedmont 

Carolinas, illustrates how the differentiated patterns of language socialization in the three 

communities are reflected in different patterns of adjusttnent to school, and how the 

community's view of narrative discourse influences how children create and learn. Rosen's 

theoretical belief that all children have internalized a rich semiotic system of meanings 

developed in their culture, which includes modes of story telling, is well founded when 

viewed against Heath's longitudinal study, which spans the years 1969-1978. While there 

is evidence to suggest that patterns of story making are cross culturally diverse, they may 

or may not be cross linguistically diverse, at least from the perspective of some bilingual 

story makers living within the sociolinguistic context of the Province of Quebec. 

While more recent ethnographic research like Heath's has focused on the diversity 

in form and function of childrens' narratives in varied social contexts, there still remains a 

"Chomskyian like" concern among some educators, child psychologists and linguists, 

about young children's abilities to construct a "well fonned" or "proto narrative" (King and 

Rental, 1981, 1982, 1983; Hasan, 1980; Slaughter and Bennett, 1983; Stein and Glenn, 

1977). A major assumption underlying many such traditional approaches to narrative is that 

stories are perceived to be a unique form of discourse having a consistent, fixed, 

identifiable structure and minimum constitutive principles. This assumption has led to a 

strong propensity among theorists, researchers and educators to conceptualize a 

procrustean bed for narrative within which individual narratives mayor may not lie. It has 
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resulted as well in a pedagogical compulsion to explicitly teach children the conventions of 

narrative discourse. 

Langer argues that this is only natural because 

whenever people fmd several species of a genus, they look for the prime 
form, the archetype that is supposed to be differently disguised in each case, 
so for a long time philosophers hoped to fmd the true quality of meaning by 
collecting all its various manifestations and looking for a common 
ingredient. (Langer, 1953, p.53) 

On the other hand, Chomsky (1965) asked the question: What are the initial 

assumptions concerning the nature of language that the child brings to language, and how 

detailed and specific is the innate schema (the general definition of grammar) that gradually 

becomes more explicit and differentiated as the child learns language? With respect to a 

child's narrative competence then, if we take a nativist position, we might ask: Is there a 

discourse schema for narrative that is independent of language? If we take a Vygotskian 

perspective, we might ask: To what extent is a child's narrative discourse schema 

determined by language and its use in a particular context of situation? 

The research literature on narrative discourse suggests that it no longer seems 

sensible for educator; to make single judgements about a child's narrative competence in 

single contexts; it might be more realistic and theoretically sound to look for distinguishing 

features in children's narrating, and for the purpose of this study, written narratives, in 

varied contexts. This approach might serve to be more indexical of the social organization 

of their learning, and of their perceptions of the forms and functions of narrative discourse 

in school settings. 

Bruner argues that "we would do well with as loose fining a constraint as we can 

manage concerning what a story 'must be' to be a story .. " (Bruner, 1986, p.17). 

Nevertheless, this drive for the fixed text or "true story," has led some discourse theorists 



in search of a holy discourse grail, as Rosen argues, "the narrative macrostructure," 

through their empirically verifiable studies of children's discourse processing and story 

grammars. 

The rest of this section relates the problem of differences in bilingual children's 
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narrative discourse to the following perspectives on narrative discourse in the literature: I) 

cognitive psychology and the notion of story grammars; 2) literary theory and the notion of 

text; 3) sociolinguistic and ethnographic studies and the acquisition of literacy and narrative 

abilities in varied social contexts; and 4) literacy and literary education and studies of 

children's narrative competence in educational settings. 

Cognitive Perspectives on Narrative Discourse and the 

Notion of Story Grammars: A Goal Directed Theory 

Within the last fifty years, narrative/story reading comprehension has been the 

focus of much research in experimental educational and cognitive psychology (Bartlett, 

1932; Thorndyke, 1977; Rummelhan, 1976; Kintch, 1977; Stein and Glenn, 1977; 

Frederickson, 1987; Olson and Hilyard, 1982). This research has largely been aimed at 

uncovering predictions about readers' recall and structural reorganization of stories read 

aloud, as well as their knowledge inferencing abilities and processing of information. 

This tradition of story grammars, which was first established by Banlett (1932), and 

later developed by Stein and Glenn (1975, 1977) is built on the following theoretical 

assumptions: 

1. Readers possess internal schemata, frames which influence how they 

process and store texts as types of genres (Stein and Glenn 1977), and as propositional 

information. (Frederickson, 1987); 
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2. Stories have flxed basic patterns: story grammarians thus postulate an ideal 

narrative structure (Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Rummelhan, 1975; Stein and Glenn, 1975); 

3. Comprehending and producing stories presumes certain cognitive processes 

(i.e. integration of memory and internal mental operations of the hearer/reader of stories; 

4. To learn about these processes, researchers need to study how children 

learn these fixed archetypal patterns; 

5. Narrative may be fomlalized and operationalized into a story grammar based 

on causal relations in a story and their minimal constitutive principles (i.e. the Stein 

andGlenn model has the following components: setting, initiating event, internal response, 

attempt, consequence, reaction). Stories have basic patterns and archetypal patterns which 

are then evaluated by minimal constitutive features and structures; 

6. Narrative is an invariant fonn of discourse; 

7. Recalling and recognizing, reorganizing and restructuring a given narrative 

structure/sequence characterizes how or why a narrative is remembered or created; 

8. AU narratives move linearly toward a goal and unfolding resolution. 

This goal directed theory of narrative discourse and resultant research led to a 

pedagogical compulsion among educators to teach young children relevant models of 

appropriate narrative discourse structure. These models are largely derived from three 

sources: 1) linguistic morphology with minimal units distributed in chains such as the 

models of Propp, 1968; Dundas, 1962; Bremond, 1964; Greimas, 1966; 2) generative 

transfonnational grammar with structural elements rewritten by generative rules, such as 

the models of Rummelhan, 1975 and Thorndyke, 1977; 3) logical semantics and its 



emphasis on propositional knowledge and chaining of inferences, such as the models of 

Meyer,1975; Kintch, 1977; Van Dijk, 1977; Frederickson,1987. 
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In an applied sense, this view of narrative is akin to the 1960's pedagogical practice 

of providing children with the nomenclature of narrative discourse (i.e. plot, character. 

setting, climax). It has also led to a view of children as processors of stories, and children 

being ideal or not ideal narrators, a view somewhat akin to Fillmore's notion of ideal 

speakers. 

A serious problem that frequently arises when these researchers attempt to assess 

story reading comprehension is a mismatch between what subjects AcrtJALL Y RECALL 

of a text and the propositional information in the text as established a priori by these 

researchers, and what SHOULD BE IN TIlE SUBJEcrS' RECALL. It can be argued that 

the subjects in these experiments are not functioning as story tellers in the real world and 

are simply capitulating to a greater or lesser degree to the task of verbatim recalling of what 

they hear in the context of a research experiment. 

Another problem with this approach is that it leads to a view of text processing as 

involving an isomorphic relationship between a text and the reader's construction of the 

text. This view is untenable in the light of Goodman's psycholinguistic model of the 

reading process, his notion of dual text (the physical existence of the text on the page and 

the reader's construction of the text on the page), and his large corpus of research on 

miscue analysis, which validates both his model and his notion of dual text. It is as well 

untenable in the light of current theories of texts from literary theory, the topic of the next 

section. 
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Funhennore, the stories read aloud to the subjects in the story grammar research 

experiments all tend to be of a particular type of narrative discourse, a short fairy tale or 

fable and/or tale artificially contrived by the researcher. Cochran-Smith (1984) believes the 

major contribution emanating from this tradition of story reading comprehension is to 

demonstrate that "making sense of stories is indeed a constructive process rather than only 

a function of memory alone" (Cochran-Smith, 1984, p. 9). However, the notion of reading 

as a constructive process has been validated long before formal story grammar research 

(Huey, 1907). What we still do not know enough about is how children consume the 

stories of others or produce their own stories in natural situations. 

Mishler argues that the chief contribution of Propp's functional analysis of fairy 

tales is his demonstration that "all fairy tales are of one type in regard to their structure" (p. 

23) and that "the sequence of functions is always identical" (p. 22). (As quoted in Mishler, 

1986, p. 85) However, this is a limited view of narrative discourse and discounts the social 

functions of narrative events as well as narrative's cultural significance. 

Literary Theory and the Notion of Text: A Theory of Narrative Con\'entions 

Fundamental to narrative literary theory have been the attempts of scholars to 

understand the conventions of narrative discourse. It has frequently been noted in the 

literature since Aristotle that narrative must have some minimal components and/or 

obligatory features (i.e. beginning, middle and end). In a sense, literary theory since 

Aristotle has attempted to create a "poetic of sameness - an eye for resemblances." 

Structuralism: Constitutive Principles. The focus of literary theorists in the 

sixties on structural differences in texts can be traced to Sausserian linguistics and the 

notion of the ordering of signifiers and signified, to the Russian formalists Jakobson and 
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Mukarovsky and their emphasis on the bipolar nature of language, as well as to the French 

structuralists Greimas, Genette and Bremond and their nuclear units of narrative discourse. 

In the early structuralist literary period emphasis was on how individual units of any 

system have meaning by virtue of their relations with one another. 

The study of narrative discourse led some literary theorists like the French 

structuralist Seymour Chatman to seek the answer to an epistemalogical question - what is 

narrative, and what are its necessary and ancillary components? Other structuralists like 

Strauss, Bremond and Genette focus on the structure of narrative, the elements of story 

telling, and their combination and articulation. In particular, the aim of French structuralist 

Genette was to demonstrate that although narrative texts may share the same resources, 

these resources are differently deployed in each narrative by different authors. 

Genette postulates the following distinctions: 

TENSE - the relations between the treatment of time in the discourse and time in 

the story; 

MOOD - the wafS in which a narrative takes on a particular perspective and 

establishes a particular distance; 

VOICE - ways of regulating information, the relations between the narrator and 

the story he tells. 

Genette's contribution to the development of narrative discourse is in his 

development of the distinctions between story - the framed text in which the events are 

reponed; and narrating - the act of telling - the process of fashioning a discourse. 

Post Structuralism: Notion of Intertextuality. Another French literary 

structuralist (now post structuralist), Roland Barthes, maintains that "the ~()al of a literary 
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work is to make the reader no longer a consumer but a producer of text" (Barthes, 1975, p. 

12). Barthes proposes a number of principles about narrative and narrating; he attempts to 

work out a system for understanding how narratives come to mean. 

He believes that 1) the narrative is the making; 2) meaning is not at the end of the 

narrative; 3) narrative exists across and within a text; 4) a narrative can receive its meaning 

only from the world which makes sense of it; 5) narrative is not a simple set of linear 

propositions but an enormous mass of elements. 

Barthes sees the search for meaning in narrative discourse as occurring either 

horizontally or vertically across a text depending on how the reader has established a set of 

narrative relations. He asserts that a narrative unit is not a linguistic unit, and defines it as 

"any segment of a story which can be seen as a term of correlation between the statement of 

detail and the function of the narrative' (Barthes, 1980, p. 251). Barthes major contribution 

to literary theory has been his notion of intenextuality - that is, texts are related to other 

texts thus presupposing the existence of other stories as verbal acts. 

In proposing this wide range of possibilities by which narrative and meanings may 

be linked, Barthes theory of narrative discourse suggests interesting possibilities for 

collecting sets of children's written narrative protocols, which can be studied and which 

might produce insights into how child narrators produce and consume texts. For example. 

Barthes' distinction between the metaphoric (function of being) and metyonmic (function of 

doing) serving different functions in a narrative raises interesting questions about the range 

of possibilities which may exist in children's written narratives. These would depend on 

their intentions and the social contexts which shape their opportunities for, and use of, 

conventions for narrating 
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On the other hand, other structuralists from the Russian formalist tradition, like 

Propp, argue for highly conventionalized functions of story. For example, on the basis of 

his analysis and classification of the Russian fairy tale Skaski, Propp identified thirty one 

functions which may operate in any given fairy tale (Propp, Morphologia Skaski, 1968). 

Both the French structuralists and the Russian formalists emphasize the forms of discourse 

rather than the substance of the narrative content in stories. 

Narrative As Dialogic Process: Centrifugal and Centripetal Forces. 

More recently Bakhtin (1981) proposes more protean shapes for narrative discourse, and 

entertains the notion of narrative as a dialogic process in a social context. Bakhtin sees two 

forces at work in language use in general, and in the creation of narrative discourse in 

particular: the CENTRIFUGAL FORCE - which pulls the author away from the normative 

centre, and invites discontinuity and disjunction between the actual and the alternative. 

including the violation of rules and conventions; and the CENTRIPETAL FORCE - which 

pulls the author towards a set of rules, genre conventions, and discourse behavior. 

including the emphasis on centralized verbal ideological thought. 

Many of these literary scholars are attempting to work out an abstract theory of 

narration and of story. However, the question which arises from these traditions for literary 

education within the genre of schooling is whether any differences among children's 

narrative texts appear at the abstract level of story, or in the semiotic organization of 

abstract structure of narrative. Or are the differences more a result of the ways in which 

children decide to create a story in a particular context, and their perception of for whom the 

narrative text serves and what it can accomplish in a particular storytelling/writing situation? 

Many of these literary theorists view the act of selection in the constructing of 

narrative. and the shaping of a story as an active, complex. cognitive. creative. linguistic 
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and social act (Bakhtin, 1981; Chatman, 1975; Jakobson, 1957; Bruner, 1986; Langer, 1953; 

Rosenblatt, 1978). French structuralist Seymour Chatman describes the process of selection 

in narrative in the following way: 

But a narrative - any narrative regardless of the style - is always a fmite 
choice represented by a limited number of discrete statements among a 
continuum of actions; no such choice can ever be totally complete since the 
number of possible statements of the number of small actions or fragments 
of larger actions is infinite ... the author selected those events which he feels 
are sufficient to elicit in the mind of his audience. (Chatman, 1975, p. 305) 

Thus, we return to Bruner's question: "Is it the case for example that the generic 

unity in the world of a fictional text depends upon the maintenance of a space-time structure 

and this unity requires consistent marking of tense and person" (Bruner, 1986, p. 6)? 

If Bruner is correct then, one of the tasks facing the young child in this artful act of 

selection and combination is the task of controlling one or more characters and events along 

a spatio-temporal axis. This requires that the young story writer situate himself in the 

position of narrator and listenerlreader from a particular temporal perspective, and choose a 

particular verb form to represent this perspective. Fox (1983) argues that narrative/literary 

competence includes the rules about the relationship of the narrator to the listener/reader 

(Fox, 1983, p. 17). Her argument suggests that the construction of a narrative text does not 

imply an a priori structure but occurs as a result of the "face to face" social interaction 

between the narrator and his audience. 

A large corpus of first language writing research indicates that in many educational 

contexts the child's real interlocutor is the teacher or some adult in the role of the examiner 

(Britton, 1978; King and Rental, 1981; Slaughter and Bennett, 1982). Nancy Martin 

characterizes this constraining situation as the child informing someone who is already 

infonned, rather than experiencing what Barthes calls ecriture as a jouissance (a free play) 

of language and consciousness. A number of questions arise. Is the child's narrative 
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statement presented indirectly or mediated by someone? At issue is not only the identity of 

the narrator in a child's story but also the audience whom the narrative text serves. Who is 

the real narratee? And how does this affect the temporal distancing chosen by a narrator and 

the events he describes? 

Narrative as Transaction: Texts in Context. Several literary theorists like 

Rosenblatt and N. Frye are interested in not only a theory of literature and literary texts but 

a theory of literary education as well. Rosenblatt states that "a text derives its life from the 

stream of readers who incorporate the text into the changing matrix of their lives" (p. 28), 

and that "texts possess the highest potential for bringing the whole personality, as 

Coleridge put it, into activity" (Rosenblatt, 1978, p. 28). In conceptualizing the reading of a 

literary text as both a constructive and transactional process, Rosenblatt says that "the poem 

(which she extends to other forms of verbal an, including narrative) comes into being in the 

live circuit set up between reader and text" (Rosenblatt, 1978, p. 28). For Rosenblatt, "a 

literary work is a situation in which each element conditions the other" (p. 27). If literary 

transactions are woven into the fabric of individual lives, 

then such an effort to consider texts always in relation to specific readers 
and in specific cultural conditions and to honor the role of literary 
experience in the context of individual lives has powerful educational 
implications. (Rosenblatt, 1978, p. 161) 

Rosenblatt's concepts of transaction and of selective attention, which are central to 

her definition of the aesthetic experience, raise some fundamental pedagogical questions 

about children's creation of narrative texts and their emerging narrative/literary competence 

in a bilingual school setting. For example, are there features which theoretically can appear 

in a linguistic sense in their texts but do not because of constraints imposed on what 

children are asked to read or perceive themselves licensed or not licensed to include in their 

stories? 



Bruner states the problem in another way: 

In so far as we account for our actions and for the human events that occur 
around us principally in terms of narrative, story, drama, it is conceivable 
that our sensitivity to narrative provides the major link between our own 
sense of self and our sense of others in the social world. Our sense of other 
in the social world around us, the common coin may be provided by the 
forms of narrative that the culture offers us. (Bruner, 1986, p. 69) 

Sociolinguistic and Ethnographic Studies of Children's Narrative 
Abilities: A Socio-Cultural Theory of Narrative. 

In the last ten years, there has been increasing concern about, and ethnographic 

research on, the historical notion of orality and literacy as differing frames of mind and 

with different cognitive consequences (Goody & Watt, 1977), and literacy as a social 

orientation into specific discourse styles, particularly with respect to oral and written 

narrative abilities (Tannen, 1981, 1982). Focus has been on the protean shapes of literacy 

and narratives in diverse communities (Heath, 1983), as well as on how children from 

varied ethnic backgrounds are socialized into "literacy" in home and school contexts 

(Heath, 1983; Philips, 1983; Schiefflin, 1986). 

Several things in this corpus of sociolinguistic and ethnographic research have 

emerged as the center of concern about children's and adults' views of the task of 
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becoming literate: 1) the literacy competencies demonstrated by children before they are 

schooled into appropriate literate behaviors; 2) the role of adults, parents and teachers in the 

language learning process; 3) the nature of the texts and talk children experience in the 

culture of school, and in their home, community and culture (Meek, 1986). 

Gumperz and Gumperz state that "research in the cultural aspects of literacy had its 

origins in folklorist and literary scholar's examination of the processes by which folk epics 

are transmitted" to the next generation (Gumperz and Gumperz, 1978, p. 3). Olson, a 
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cognitive psychologist, believes that this research shows that "the introduction of writing 

systems has had important consequences for the cognitive processes of individuals and for 

the cultural practices of social groups (Olson, 1977, p. 257). More recently, sociolinguistic 

and ethnographic studies by Heath and Tannen and others challenge these early historical 

and fossilized assumptions about oral and literate traditions, particularly the assumptions 

about how narrative performances are accomplished in varied modes by varied social 

groups and individuals in different socio-cultural contexts. 

The rest of this section is sub-divided into the following five areas, which reflect 

the varied shifts in the perspectives of scholars on literacy and narrative discourse, i.e. a 

shift from a cognitive and historical perspective to an emphasis on social-cultural contexts. 

processes, strategies and discourse forms. These five perspectives are: 

a) Literacy as Cognition - The Dichotomous View of Orality and Literacy as Ways 

of Knowing; b) Literacy as Contextual and Cultural Use of Verbal Strategies for 

Encompassing a Social Situation; c) Literacy as Orientation Into Discourse Styles in 

Classroom Contexts; d) Literacy as Protean Shapes and Socio-Cultural Phenomena in 

Diverse Communities; e) Literacy as a Discourse Continuum Connecting Oral and Written 

Modes. 

Literacy as Cognition - The Dichotomous View of Orality and 

Literacy as Ways of Knowing. This body of research aims to son out the range of 

factors related to literacy, schooling and cognition by positing a theory of binary 

oppositions between oral and written traditions as alternative paths to knowledge (Goody, 

1977,1982). Discussions of the cognitive consequences of orality and literacy can be traced 

to Havelock's (1963) argument. based on research data from classical Greece that alphabetic 

writing changed the structure of human thought, logic and apprc1ch to knowledge. 
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In the 1960's, Goody & Watt and a number of scholars built on Havelock's 

argument and argued: 1) that writing is linked with the eventuality of increased abstraction 

and corresponding abilities, 2) "puts a distance between man and his verbal acts" (Goody, 

1977, p.151), and 3) creates a "greater consciousness of form and formalization" (Goody, 

1977). Because Goody et al. tend to view writing as providing an objective correlative - a 

material counterpart to oral discourse, they predicate a dichotomous view of oral and literate 

traditions, oral and literate societies, and the noetic effects of both on the individual and the 

society. Orality and literacy are perceived as differing frames of mind, and the more 

members of an oral society increasingly participate in literacy, they lose habits with the oral 

tradition. 

The Primacy of Modes Argument. Thus, literate society, (sometimes referred 

to as the societal essayist tradition), views knowledge as involving an explicit, abstract, 

objective and decontextualized use of language, which is codified in grammatically 

signalled concepts into an abstract prose essay, and has linle audience participation and a 

fictionalized author-reader relationship. Oral society, (sometimes referred to as the tribal 

narrative tradition), views knowledge as involving a highly contextualized, concrete, 

subjective, formulaic, rhapsodic use of language, which is prosodically signalled into 

narrative performances, and has audience participation and face-ta-face interaction. In the 

literate tradition, truth lies in the unerance and meaning in the text, whereas in oral 

societies, truth lies in the experience and performance and meaning in the context. In 

summary, the intellectual tradition may be characterized as thematic abstraction, holisitic 

and inferential thinking, unfocussed interpretation of texts in the oral mode, and explicit 

language, classifying, detailing and grammatical coding of ideas, and focused interpretation 

of texts in the literate mode. 
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In particular, the focus of Goody's research has been to specify certain differences 

between oral and literate cultures, or more precisely to outline certain implications of the 

written register, both from an historical perspective and from a comparative perspective of 

the varied modes and functions of literacy among the LoDagaa in Africa. In 1977, In 

Domestication of the Savage Mind, Goody analyzes and traces the historical effect of 

writing on modes of thought, and argues that "literacy leads to organization by 

classification through access to display that the visual mode provides" (1977, p.76). Using 

lexical lists, event lists and recipes as cultural artifacts to suppon this thesis, Goody goes 

on to argue that "the materialization of the speech act in writing enables it to be inspected, 

manipulated and reordered in a variety of ways" (1977, p. 76), and the degree to which a 

society or individual can do this and plays out these oral and literate frames, determines 

whether they are literate or restricted in literacy. This reorganization shaped the 

development of rational and critical thinking associated with civilization, and the historical 

outcome was, in his view, widespread literacy .. 

However, in 1968, Goody did warn that a writing system in and of itself does not 

cause technological determinism or changes in the individual or society, but rather the 

CONCRETE CONTEXT OF WRITfEN COMMUNICATION determines how the 

POTENTIAL of literacies develop in societies. The issue of access to literacy or restricted 

literacy is as much a concern in enthnographic studies of minority children in classroom 

contexts as it was and is in traditional societies. This is perhaps the chief contribution of 

Goody's view of literacy, although the view of writing that he posited in 1977 can be 

challenged. 

Writing is critical not simply because it preserves speech over time and 
space, but because it transforms speech, by abstracting its components, by 
assisting backward scanning, so that communication by writing creates a 



different cognitive potentiality for human beings than communication by 
word of mouth. (p. 128) 

In 1982. Goody revisits this "Grand Dichotomous" viewpoint in an article. 

"Alternative Paths to Knowledge in Oral and Literate Cultures," by reflecting back on his 

30 years of observational research among the African society of LoDagaa. He says what 

concerns him most 

about the expanding system in Africa and about the compulsory situation in 
Europe, .. is overvaluation of literate tasks .. and continuing undervaluation 
of essential work in society holding what it claims are egalitarian values and 
.. systematic devaluation of the oral register.(Goody, 1980, p. 201) 
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In LoDagaa. two alternative paths to knowledge exist, and the modes of acquiring 

knowledge affect the nature of that knowledge and the way in which it is socially 

organized. He argues that the opposition between learned, booklearned and unlearned and 

unschooled, divides the whole society and the whole culture not only in tenns of cultural 

diversity but in the division of labor as well. In attempting to map out his "1 'esprit humain," 

(the nature of human thought), and take account of differences in the modes of 

communication between and within human beings, Goody seems to be seeking a 

rapprochement between the old Greek composers (aoidoi) and reciters (rhapsodes). 

More recently, the work of Scribner and Cole has no doubt influenced his framing 

of the problem, in more societal than mentalistic tenns; however, he still clings to writing 

as a primary mode of thinking. His major assumption that "symbolic technologies" (i.e. 

writing systems. and we can now include computers), promote better cognitive growth is 

questionable. It is. I believe. technologies accessible to individuals in a given culture that 

may determine the range and abilities of its members rather than the technology itself. 

While writing systems might have influenced social life, Goody is still unclear in how they 

might have affected, or might affect. the organization of the cognitive system. 



Although the initial aim of Scribner and Coles' work on the Vai literacy was to 

discover the cognitive effects of the uses of oral and written language, non schooled and 

schooled literacy, their empirical research evidence shows that the social organization 

creates conditions for a variety of literacy activities and the varied functional uses of the 

three different Vai literacies: the Vai script, Arabic script and English. This leads them to 

argue for functional and flexible learning systems. 
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On the other hand, Olson, a cognitive psychologist, still argues that writing is a 

more specialized language code which is tied to more specialized language systems. He 

hypothesizes that written language represents a distinctive register of language, which in 

tum contributes to distinctive modes of thought which are associated with literacy and 

schooling. In talking about the language of schooling and the archival language of cultures, 

Olson sees writing as a means of communication and an archival resource for society and 

as serving the same role as ritualized speech in oral societies. 

However, Olson's studies (1977, 1981) of the language of adults and children force 

him into making theoretical claims for differences in the logic of speech and writing which 

are questionable. He views speech as coded for action and opinions and attitudes and 

personal conviction as functions reserved for speech. Writing, on the other hand, codifies 

the principles behind the action and as such, claims Olson, the ability to draw conclusions 

from stated premises is unique to literate thinking. Writing particularizes thought in text in 

such a fashion that 1HE TRUTH may be derived from an inductive assessment of what is 

uttered. When applied to narrative discourse, it would seem that Olson's theoretical stance 

forces him to deny that the "truth telling function" ~Heath, 1983) in speaking and writing is 

similar (i.e. a truth telling narrator communicates his truth not the truth). 
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In his 1977 frequently cited article, "From Utterance To Text: The Bias Of Written 

Language," Olson maintains his dichotomous view of orality and literacy and the separate 

modes of reasoning argument. He writes 

The bias of written language toward providing definitions making 
assumptions and premises explicit, observing formal rules of logic produces 
an instrument of considerable power for building an abstract coherent theory 
of writing. (p. 273) 

In keeping with his argument that writing is the production of explicit, autonomous 

and decontextualized texts, he and his associate Hillyard studied 36 third and fifth grade 

children's listening and reading comprehension using 4 different types of manipulated 

narrative texts of approximately 12-14 lines in length. They concluded that listeners attended 

more to what is meant, and readers more to the actual words presented in texts, and that 

listeners and readers extracted different kinds of information from oral and written 

statements. Olson and Hillyard make fum judgments about what young children 

accomplish (i.e. readers and listeners do adopt somewhat different strategies in 

comprehending narrative discourse). 

Olson's research methodolgy ignores the social context of these childrens' learning; 

therefore his claim that oral language is usually characterized by an indirect mode of 

expression with its meanings determined by context and shared understandings is 

questionable. A central issue is whether his perceived differences between listening and 

reading are more an artifact of his research methodology than actual real inherent 

differences in the two modes. The end result of this type of research leads scholars like 

Olson to naively depict children and preliterate societies as awkwardly suspended 

'somewhere' between oral and literate traditions. 
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If Halliday is correct in assuming that context of situation is "a semantic structure 

derived from the totality of meaning relations that constitutes the social system. [and that] 

text is semantic choice and situation is the semantic environment of the text" (Halliday, 

1978, p. 126), Olson's claim may be exaggerated. Halliday argues that social interaction 

typically takes a linguistic form which we call a text.. [thus,]. "the environment of the text 

is the context of situation which is an instance of the social context or situation type." (p. 

126) 

At issue here in the work of Goody and Olson, is whether one mode which realizes 

a text is to be accorded more primacy than another, or whether one mode is more relevant 

for the participants in one situation than another. The real issue is what individuals can 

accomplish in specific contexts as a result of their perceptions of the forms and functions of 

the oral and written modes; this would apply to children's oral and written narratives as 

well. Differences between the oral and literate modes may be more a result of the way in 

which children, individuals and societies are commanded to, invited to, opt to, or allowed 

to perform within these traditions. The separate modes of reasoning argument seemed to 

undergo some erosion as scholars like Boggs and Watson-Gegeo began to look at more 

functional, contextual approaches and strategies, to understand differences in acquisition of 

literacy, and to explain these differences in more cultural than cognitive terms as had been 

the Goody, Watt and Havelock tradition. 

Literacy as Use of Cultural Verbal Routines for Encompassing a 

Situadon. During the seventies, sociolinguistic research provided evidence of the cultural 

and linguistic diversity of human communities, at particular levels of linguistic structure 

and with respect to grammatical diversity. It as well demonstrated the diversity and 

multifocality of linguistic symbols and context interdependence of interpretative processes 



as essential components in the signalling resources that members rely on to accomplish 

their goals in everyday life (Gumperz, 1981). 
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Talk Story. In particular in the seventies, Boggs and Watson-Gegeo examined 

the conditions and circumstances which enabled selected groups of Hawaiian children (ages 

5-7; 6-8; 10-12 years), to tell long and involved stories of their own creations. Talk Story is 

a construct that grew out of this research, which is in the tradition of conversational 

analysis and contextual variation of language use. Talk Story was identified as an important 

non school routine for these part Hawaiian children; it involved children in a co-narrating 

process of constructing rambling narratives of personal experiences, and frequently joking, 

interrupting or teasing one another. Thus, the chief characteristic of Talk Story is joint, 

group narration rather than individual narrative performance. The Talk Story reading-like 

lesson became an essential element of the KEEP READING PROJECf, which has as its 

aim the balance of rights hypothesis - culturally compatability in interactional patterns 

including reading achievement for culturally different minority students. 

Between 1970-1977, Boggs and Watson-Gegeo examined the cultural diversity in 

verbal routines and their influence on the acquisition of literacy among part Hawaiian 

children. Imponant to these studies is their evidence that the social context and cultural 

circumstances of children's story telling influence how and what they accomplished in 

rendering narrative performances, and that different ways of using oral and written 

language was culturally linked to ways in which these children used language in general to 

encompass social situations. 

Following on Boggs' earlier work, Watson-Gegeo audio taped and studied the 

speech acts of SS pan Hawaiian children who were members of the Napua Team, an 

ungraded class of five to seven year olds in an Hawaiian homestead neighborhood. The 
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focus of her study was on the recordings of oral stories, joking, teasing, arguments, 

recitations and other speech events perfonned before a self selected peer audience without 

the presence of a teacher. 

Watson-Gegeo's Labovian type analysis of the LSO narrative productions indicated 

that the stories were long and complex, with a mean average of words being 148; of the 102 

stories analyzed, there were an average of 10.8 narrative clauses. Two thirds of the sample 

of thirty stories contained initial orientation, description, summaries, and formula closing; 

and one half contained interpretations. In addition Watson found that the children displayed 

remarkable rhetorical skills as narrators, as evidenced from their use of dramatization to 

attract and maintain audience interest, and spontaneous implication of passerbys into their 

narratives. 

In a chapter from their 1977 book, Child Discourse entitled "From Verbal Play 

to Talk Story: The Role of Routines in Speech E,vents Among Hawaiian Children." 

Watson-Gegeo and Boggs discuss the factors that enabled the children to perform in such a 

complex manner. Their analysis suggest that although the children made use of three 

different but culturally familiar types of verbal routines in their perfonnances, some 

additional situational and contextual factors were additionally responsible for the narrative 

performances that occurred. In another later but briefer study, recordings were also made in 

a kinderganen classroom of the KEEP project to assess how much the children shifted in 

their use of Hawaiian and English between home and school, when not specifically doing 

school work. 

In the 1 en7 study, they describe and cite the influence of three different routines on 

the children's narrative performances: 1) SEX NARRATIVES - stories based on sexual 

teasing, a routine children already engage in at home, which consists of alternating 
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allegations and counterallegations; 2) THE CONTRADICI1NG ROUTINE AND THE 

CONTRAPUNTAL STRUCI1JRE OF NARRATIVES - a comparison of stories of 

disputing and joking routines which manifest a contrapuntal structure, i.e. a joint 

perfonnance in which two or more speakers alternated rhythmically to produce the event. 

Underlying this contrapuntal structure, which Boggs (1974) labels the contradicting routine, 

is the making of an assertion claim or allegation by one speaker, followed by the 

contradiction, denial or counter assertion of a second speaker; 3) DRAMATIZATION 

ROUTINES AND MIMES - a dramatic or mime routine which implies clumsiness and 

stupidity or connotes sexual behavior ranging from flination to physical gestures. 

The contradicting routine was found in the recording from each of the families 

which were observed by Boggs as well as in the KEEP kinderganen and the interactions of 

the Napua Team of children. The contradicting routine could function as a fonn of insult, 

as a disjunction in the story telling performance, as a lead or rebuttal, or as a direct 

contribution to the narrative as a joint performance - a co narrative. Watson-Gegeo and 

Boggs point out that "at rimes such interruptions appear to be triggered by a member of the 

audience interpreting a narrator's statement as a claim to know" (p. 79). Co-narration 

consisted of supponiog or competing assertions relations to the story, and is a key feature 

of this contrapuntal structure. However, rather than competing and contradicting with a 

different story, its function is to provide the second speaker with a point of entry into the 

narrative by adding his own knowledge. 

They conclude that story telling viewed in this way takes on the characteristic of a 

transaction, which resembles Rosenbatt's use of the same tenn in literary theory: it 

becomes a mutual confmnation of the children's dynamic relationship and of the validity of 



their knowledge. The children frequently associated this fonn of teasing with having fun 

and frequently initiated it with Boggs and Watson-Gegeo. 
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The third routine of dramatization and mime resembles Sapir's indexical notion of 

social meaning, i.e. particular fonns of speech point to a person's social identity in Sapir's 

(1915) analysis of variant uses of abnonnal types of speech in Nootka. The most frequently 

used technique used by the children in this routine was dialogue - as a means of avoiding 

direct claims of knowledge, or as a means to lend intimacy, immediacy or realism to events 

and characters. In story telling as well as joking, the children dramatized by voice 

intonation and imitated speech. 

Boggs and Watson-Gegeo account for the sources of these dramatic routines as 

coming from I) the home experience of reenacttnents of scenes between and among 

relatives; 2) the children's own experience in playing house, store, school; 3) a 

transmission of stylized scenes by older adolescents, especially girls; and 4) the influence 

of media in their borrowing from entenainers on TV, or at lauas, and the flinatious style of 

Mahu radio entenainers. 

Boggs and Watson-Gegeo cite the following situational and contextual factors in the 

group as responsible for the abilities of these children to perfonn verbally and cognitively 

in a complex manner at such a young age. One imponant factor was the presence of an 

interested, non controlling, non judgmental adult. The children's self initiated development 

of tum taking suggests that because the control of the perfonnance rested with them, they 

developed their own group nonn for turn taking. They note that children in general tend to 

talk this way with people who trust them or regard them as favorites. 
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When the stories were compared structurally and rhetorically, their findings suggest 

l) that the children were able to construct such long and complex narratives in the particular 

circumstances of the group interaction; 2) the contrapuntal structure was traced to the verbal 

routines or disputing and teasing the children experience at home; 3) that under particular 

circumstances of the group recording sessions they were able to approximate the 

performances of persons many years older. They conclude with an interesting possibility: 

that children acquire the basic structure of some verbal routines and have the ability to 

perform them some years before they regularly have an opponunity to practice them or 

demonstrate their ability to others. 

In another article, "Interweaving Routines: Strategies For Encompassing A Social 

Situation," Boggs and Watson-Gegeo (1980) investigate the social nature story telling and 

how it relates to successful performance of narrative in relation to situational and individual 

variation - the most obvious of which is the role played by the narrator in the narrative 

performance. They attribute the role of the group as being crucial to creating and 

maintaining a context in which story telling can flourish, attract more story tellers and 

continue despite intenuption. In this paper they argue that a verbal routine "provides an 

already existing more or less fixed pattern" (p. 376) for the participants, much like a story 

they all know or what Sutton Smith calls the "intermingling of bits of business" before and 

during the narrative. Thus, the verbal routines function to structure events and provide 

means for moves in social interaction, and under some conditions the resulting 

interweaving of routines succeeds in establishing a context for highly successful narrative 

performances. 

They define communicative routine as "a sequence of utterances or hduviors which 

is regular and procedwal and which communicates as much by its form as by its content" 



(p. 377) In this anicle, the focus is on name play, i.e. use of another's name in distorted 

fonns through alliteration or repetition. 
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Their data consisted of 1) seven hours of recorded talk by Watson-Gegeo from 66 

occasions over a four month period; 2) a recording of stories by Boggs from individual 

children in a class of flrst and second graders (1972); and 3) a variety of speech events of 

10-12 year old boys recorded by Boggs. Although they initially focused on one routine at a 

time, in 1974 they switched to a study of mixed routines; i.e. instances of one routine were 

interwoven with another. They distinguished between two types of mixed routines; 

TEMPORAR Y - where there was a shift out of an ongoing routine followed by a return to 

the original routine; PERMANENT - where there was a shift out of ongoing routine to a 

new routine, which then became the ongoing routine. 

Boggs and Watson-Gegeo drew the following conclusions: I) individual routines 

can constrain responses to a degree but they serve a dynamic function to keep exchanges 

within a general category such as narrative or verhal play; 2) the interweaving of routines 

gives speakers and audiences means for making moves in social interactions; 3) although 

such moves do not provide a direct context for narration, they can result in the negotiation 

of a context for narration involving a tum taking based on the simple idea of retaliation. 

Thus, narrative competence in these part Hawaiian children includes the ability to 

incorporate routines introjected by other speakers and use these routines creatively in 

building a narrative; therefore, mixed routines should not be construed as mere competitive 

noise as even Boggs and Watson-Gegeo had initially thought. These routines can be taken 

seriously or jokingly, and provide participants an opponunity to sound out and manipulate 

their relationships to each other. This infonnal way of assessing and establishing role 

relationships is very much a part of the Hawaiian cultural pattern of social interactions. 
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Interweaving routines can be viewed as a non-explicit way of establishing context 

and incorporating it into the discourse to reafflnn (in Halliday's sense of Field) what is 

actually going on. Meta statements of what was to be talked about or what routine to follow 

also appear in their data Boggs and Watson-Gegeo explain that the relative frequency of 

explicit and implicit means of contextualizing depends upon situation as well as upon age. 

While this is the most important contribution of their studies, their interpretation of 

interweaving routines as another example of communication resembling that of restricted 

codes is disappointing. After building a strong case for the creativity and resourcefulness of 

these young Hawaiian children, their use of Bernstein's (1971) metaphor of restricted 

codes seems to imply a pejorative attitude towards these children's language use, which has 

important implications for how TALK STORY gets operationalized in classroom reading 

lessons. 

Literacy as orientation into the discourse styles of classroom 

contexts. During the eighties a number of scholars (Michaels, 1981; Michaels and Collins, 

1984; Michaels and Cazden, 1986) continue the focus on the cultural context of literacy with 

particular emphasis on minority children's acquisition of the "literate framework of 

schooling" (Cazden, 1988). The purpose of this research is to focus on social interactions in 

classrooms as providing differentiated contexts for learning, as social systems and as 

communicative environments. 

Sharing time. Michaels began a series of classroom "sharing time" studies in 

California and replicated them with Cazden in Boston; these studies provide a detailed 

description of sharing styles among children of different ethnic backgrounds in different 

classroom contexts. The primary aims of these "sharing time" studies are twofold: 1) to 

identify recurring activities in the classroom and develop an hypothesis which can account 
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for adverse educational outcomes; 2) and by using an interpretative approach to develop 

systematic ways of documenting discourse processes between children and teachers. Their 

approach focuses on interaction from the following perspectives: 1) the observation of 

ongoing social interaction in particular contexts; 2) after the fact interviews with 

participants; and 3) the analysis of signalling mechanisms at the level of prosodic cueing 

and discourse expectations. 

Central to these classroom based studies is the view of the oral mode of sharing 

time as a kind of preparation for literacy which denies or provides access to key literacy 

related experiences for children, depending on the degree of synchrony between teacher's 

and children's discourse conventions and strategies. In Michaels and Cazden 's view 

sharing time in these series of studies becomes a "window to equity in education." In her 

1981 Berkley study Michaels's views sharing time as 

a key situation and speech event, as a potentially rich practice ground for 
using literate discourse strategies serving to bridge the gap between the oral 
discourse competence the child brought from home and the acquisition of 
literate discourse features required in written communication. (Michaels, 
1981, p. 426) 

This statement suggests a view of oral and written language as primary and 

secondary systems of representation, and a dichotomous view of oral and literate 

discourse. As well Michaels seems to imply that children become literate only in school and 

that written language development is parasitic on oral language development. This view 

leads to a pedagogical belief that children must be enculturated into the oven activity of 

talking first at home and the coven activity of writing later at school. However, early 

literacy studies provide evidence that demonstrates that children know a lot about written 

language before they are schooled in literacy, and that children's initial encounters with 
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print demonstrates their use of alternate symbolic modes of communicating (Goodman and 

Goodman, 1983; Harste et al., 1983; Meek and Mills, 1988). 

In her 1981 study Michaels provides evidence to support her view that children from 

different backgrounds come to school with different narrative strategies and prosodic 

conventions for rendering narrative accounts. Her data consists of systematic audiotapes of 

50 sharing time episodes over the period of one school year in one first grade ethnically 

mixed classroom. Her data reveals that in this situation sharing time was a clearly bounded 

event which opened formulaically, was physically located on a rug and governed by 

explicit rules (i.e. raise your hand, no sharing of private family matters, no sharing of TV 

or movies, share only what is important and one event at a time). 

Michaels reports that the discourse styles of white children tend to be topic centered: 

the narratives are tightly organized and focus on a single clearly defined topic. Children 

develop the theme of their stories by a focused description of a single object or event. In 

contrast, black children use a topic associating style of discourse. Their narrative accounts 

consist of a series of implicitly associated personal anecdotes rather than a linear 

progression of events; they are characterized by an absence of connectives, of explicit 

statement, and of overall theme or point; teachers perceive them to be rambling unfocused 

narratives. 

Michaels observes that the white rather than the black children's sharing styles are 

more congruent with the teacher's expectations of what counts as appropriate or adequate 

sharing. The topic centered narratives suggest a linear, chronological verbally explicit link 

between episodes and concepts. The associative style implies a looser chronicity and more 

implicit link between episodes and events. According to Michaels, the consequences of the 

differences in these interactive styles are the foUowing: the topic centered styles of sharing 
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are easier for the classroom teacher to understand and thus facilitate the collaborative 

exchanges between children and teacher, who is able to build on their narrative intentions; 

the topic associating style results in the teacher misinterpreting and interrupting the children 

whose efforts are generally unacknowledged and unrewarded. Michaels insists that these 

conversational mismatches have nothing to do with teacher attitudes toward children. 

However, the model of literacy a teacher assumes and operationalizes in a classroom can be 

inferred from the social interactions between teacher and children, and conveys a tacit 

attitude, in Smith's sense, of who is admitted and deemed admissible to the literacy club 

(Smith, 1988). 

In a 1984 study "Oral Discourse Styles: Oassroom Interaction and the Acquisition 

of Literacy," Michaels and Collins build on the earlier 1981 study and Michaels' claim that 

white children use an oral style closer to the teacher's expectations and also closer to the 

required school related tasks. In this study, in addition to replicating the 1981 study, they 

also compare the oral and written narratives of two fourth grade children who are asked to 

recount the events of a six minute fUm they have seen. Michaels and Collins impose a 

frame on the narrative tasks similar to the one in Chafe's "Pear Studies" (Chafe, 1980). 

Michaels and Collins conftrm the results of the previous fmdings from the 1981 

study and demonstrate that those children who use a literate spoken style are able to write 

stories that conform more closely to the literate norms of the classrooms. This study also 

conftrms that the two participants' perceptions of sharing time are at variance with one 

another and the differential treatment they receive reinforces differences in discourse styles. 

In discussing their comparison of the children's oral and written versions of the ftlm, 

Michaels and Collins report recurring differences among the children: some used lexical 
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items, syntactic constructions and prosodic cues to signal thematic cohesion, and some 

relied on lexical grammatical elaboration to signal thematic cohesion. 

Michaels and Collins claim that they attempted to give "their fmdings a task specific 

analysis": we ask how differing discourse devices serve to signal connective links between 

oral and written narration and how these differences influence classroom interaction" 

(Michaels and Collins, 1981, p. 243). However, it could be argued that the 'this task 

specific assignment' might have skewed their results, and that the differences they uncover 

between the two modes might well be an artifact of their elicitation procedures for oral and 

written narratives. Michaels and Collins refer to their study as a naturalistic experiment. 

Although use of naturally occurring data is commonly referred to in ethnographic research, 

what one accepts as naturally occurring vs. researcher induced is problematic. For 

example, how natural is it for children, or any adult for that matter, to render an oral and 

written account of a film they have just seen? In addition, the large corpus of data on 

writing research on the differences between assigned and unassigned writing suggests 

caution in interpreting their data on the differences between oral and written narratives. 

Their suggestion that oral discourse is more home based and written formal 

discursive prose is more school based is also questionable. Their argument is similar to one 

advanced by Gumperz and Gumperz: 

the division of social space that incremental learning requires continues to 
change the lives of children and to introduce a discontinuity between the 
acquisition of literacy as an oral skill from infancy and the acquisition of 
written language as a separate skill .. and the two modes of transmission 
imply a different underlying principle of learning. (Gumperz and Gumperz, 
1979, p. 16) 

The Gumperz' s central argument that the children's transition from their oral culture 

at home and nursery school, where they have learned to make sense and achieve social 



actions within their own communicative systems, requires a change of communicative 

understanding is questionable. Does the move into literacy actually require children, 

cognitively and linguistically, to change their process of interpretation, or does it expand 

the verbal repertoires and communicative strategies they already have in their attempts to 

accommodate themselves into the routinized activities of classrooms and doing school? 

Different kinds of communicative situations and tasks in a school setting will impose on 

children's freedom to play freely up and down the symbolic scales of oral and written 

discourse. 

In 1981-1982, Michaels and Cazden replicated the single site Berkley study in four 

primary classrooms in Boston to test the generality of its findings. In an article describing 

this study, "Teacher/Child Collaboration as Oral Preparation for Literacy," Michaels and 

Cazden (1986) argue that they find 

increasing evidence that discourse patterns related to ethnic background 
affect the quality of teacher/child collaboration in ways that, cumulatively, 
deny certain children access to key learning opportunities in the classroom. 
(Michaels and Cazden, 1986, p. 132) 
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Similar to the results of the Berkley study, they fmd: 1) fundamental patterns in the 

way teachers respond, on the spot, to children's oral narratives; and 2) collaboration with 

urban black children is a widespread phenomenon not just an isolated fact about one 

classroom. However, one notable difference to emerge between the Boston and Berkley 

studies is the absence of the Boston teachers use of confrontational strategies, i.e. cutting 

the children short or explicitly asking them to talk differently. 

The sharing time studies provide a contribution to the research on social interaction 

and classroom processes. The fine grained analysis used in these studies uncovers 

differences between oral and written narratives of black and white children and teacher's 
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styles of organizing and responding to sharing time as a classroom routine. However, there 

is a need to treat these studies with caution. Cazden argues for the imponance of sharing 

time as a routine for children to produce narratives within the context of the classroom. 

However, because sharing time occurs as a regular event in most classrooms and can be 

"bracketed" and analyzed as a speech event, in Hymes sense, (1971) does not necessarily 

mean it is an authentic literacy event for children. Dixon and Stratta (1986) argue that 

narratives arise from personal and social experiences. There is a danger that teachers' use 

of the sharing time routine for children's narrative productions may result in their treating 

children's narratives as preconceived educational tasks, rather than, as Langer puts it, 

symbolic acts of creating and discovering "signified form" (Langer, 1953). 

Imaginative teachers know that other pathways and contexts for creating narratives 

are possible for children (Meek and Mills, 1988). Moreover, Sutton-Smith (1979) 

distinguishes between two views of stories: a dialogic view - that is, stories are seen as 

communication with a focus on audience, occasion and context; and a monologic view -

that is, stories are seen as representations of underlying intrapsychic processes involving 

memory, fantasy and imagination (Sutton-Smith, 1979, p.53). Current writing process 

theory supports a social, dialogic view of storying. However, Smith believes that 

children's fictional narratives are 

monologues that attend to the invariances of the childish hean. It is not that 
context cannot upset these monologues or reflect their character but that 
when it does so, this is the exception rather than normative root.(Sutton
Smith, p.64) 

The sharing time studies provide evidence that the ways in which stories are 

narrated, the forms they take and the functions they serve may differ across cultures. Van 
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Dogen (1987) states that stories may provide cultural interpretation of human experiences or 

may serve as entertainment. The roles which narratives play within a culture can be viewed 

through: 1) uses in daily life, rituals and tradition; 2) teachings and values about the "good 

life" and 3) entertainment. These cultural emphases influence how children relate to 

narratives, how they approach narratives in school and how they respond through their 

reading and writing to school expectations of a well-formed story. 

Researchers of these sharing time studies demonstrate that teacher intervention in 

this routinized activity can help children talk in focused, extended narratives. However, 

there are important value issues implicit in this notion of teachers' providing an 

instructional scaffold for children's stories: Searles criticises this Vygotskyian notion and 

asks: " Why are the children performing? Whose intentions are being honored?" (Searles, 

1984, p. 481) Meek points out that "when children's purposes in reading and writing are 

fore grounded , the texts they produce and the books they choose do not always fit the 

expectations of the adult" (Meek and Mills, 1988, p. 3). Rosen argues that 

the further up the school system we go, the less likely it is that spontaneous, 
pupil-made narrative will be able to insert itself comfortably and naturally 
into the flow of talk. For in most classrooms the chief and privileged 
storyteller.(stories of any kind) is the teacher (Rosen, 1981, p. 14) 

Pradle ( 1979) says 

our response frequently has involved pressuring the child to elaborate the 
world more fully in a linguistic sense (we have entire language arts curricula 
which seek to move the child in ever more elaborated and abstract directions 
- and we wonder why youngsters lose touch with their feelings) rather than 
revelling in the feelings of mastery created by the evoked verbal world of 
the previously lived experience, real or imagined. They give us words just 
to pacify us.(Pradle, 1979, p. 25) 

However, Cazden and Michaels refer to sharing time as collaborative exchanges: 



connected stretches of discourse in which, jointly, teacher and child develop 
an elaborated set of ideas on a particular topic -as for example in giving a 
narrative account, summarizing infonnation, describing an object, providing 
evidence or giving an argument" (Michaels and Cazden, 1986, p. 133) 
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In their view Vygotsky's zone of proximal development plays a central role in this 

kind of collaborative exchange. However, as Searles (1984) points out, there is a danger 

that the teacher or adult too readily appropriates the child's narrative; therefore, the 

exchange can no longer be viewed as collaborative. Although sharing time is a socially 

negotiated event in many classrooms, its routinized character may result in what Rosen 

calls a subtle repression of the child's narrative intention and function. Britton (1971) views 

the stories children create and read as a fonn of play: "Play is a voluntary activity: it 

occupies because in itself it preoccupies and not for any reason outside itself - not for 

example, as the direct legacy of any other kind of activity" (Britton, 1971, p.4). If story 

reading, telling and writing are viewed in classrooms as only immediate, purposeful, 

dialogic communication, it is quite probable that this playfulness can be truncated and lost. 

Literacy in diverse communities as protean shapes. Research literature on 

cross cultural differences in story telling suggests that children's narrative ability is 

influenced by the fonns and uses of narratives which are embedded in their particular 

communities. Anthropologists such as Hymes, Heath and the Scollons focus on the 

contexts as well as the structural performance nonns of stories across cultures. The varied 

patterns of story telling uncovered by these anthropologists have implications for the 

classroom: teachers should not assume all children come to school with narrative strategies 

that confonn to the school's expectation of appropriate story telling behavior which is more 

often than not based on a Western model of narrative discourse. 
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From speech events to literacy events. In the seventies, scholars such as 

Cazden and Michaels found Hymes' notion of the speech event and his theory of 

perfonnance useful contructs to analyze and understand what language users could or could 

not accomplish in a given sociolinguistic context such as a bounded routine like sharing 

time in school. Heath's work moves beyond routines and classroom organization to an 

examination of ways in which literacy learning is intertwined with contexts and textures of 

relationships, social patterns and "ways of taking" from communities (Heath, 1982). Heath 

views the literacy event as a key concept for understanding and using meaning from written 

sources across communities. She defines a literacy event as 

any occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of the 
participants and their interpretative processes. Each community has rules for 
socially interacting and sharing knowledge in literacy events. (Heath, 1982, 
p.50) 

In the late seventies, both Hymes research on Native American Indians' narrative 

discourse and Heath's classic study of the range of narrative abilities in three different 

speech communities in the Piedmont Carolinas urge scholars to adopt a wider framework 

for looking at what speakers and writers do in particular social contexts. In her seven year 

study ( Heath, 1983), she uncovers differences in the way stories are narrated, structured 

and valued across three cultural groups of a Southern United States textile mill town: black 

textile workers of Tracton, white Appalachian textile workers of Roadville and Maintown 

people (business people and professional groups). Children in these communities develop 

competency in telling stories in contrasting ways. Heath's evidence demonstrates that the 

meaning of stories in these communities develop as children and parents make life to text 

and text to life IJX)ves. Some cultural groups take reading fictional narrative as ways of 

extending their understanding of living for granted; children are helped to make connections 
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between fIrst hand and second hand experiences. Other groups do not read to their children 

nor intentionally teach them to attend and respond to print. 

Tracton children learn to tell stories "by drawing heavily on their abilities to render a 

context, to set a stage and to call upon the audience's power to join in the imaginative 

creation of story" (Heath, 1982, p. 67). Her detailed analysis of how Maintown, school 

oriented children come to learn to take from books, suggest that these children learn not 

only how to take meaning from books but also how to talk about it. In contrast, Roadville 

children are rarely able to take knowledge learned in one context and shift it to another. 

Tracton children's stories exhibit all the features of what Applebee calls fully developed 

narrative, and the children display tremendous creativity in their analogical style of story 

telling. However, Heath concludes that these "children's natural abilities to metaphorically 

link two events and situations to recreate stories were not tapped in schools" (Heath, 1982, 

p.70). 

Tracton stories are creative and fIctionalized accounts of individuals asserting 

strength and power. Similar to the Hawaiian children in Boggs and Watson- Gego's 

studies, these narrators frequently produce stories in cooperation with others who join in to 

create a fanciful, exaggerated tale. They use few formulaic openings to introduce 

themselves as storytellers. The stories appear to have no point but continue as long as the 

audience enjoys the entertainment. They use no formulaic closings, although stories can 

have a closing in which the strengths of the main character are reasserted. This closing can 

also function as an opening to yet another story. Thus, storytelling is viewed as a 

continuous literacy event and dialogic process. 

In contrast to the Tracton narrators, Roadville narrators tell stories with little 

exaggeration. Their stories are factual accounts of events which occur to either the story 
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teller or to someone present, and which reiterate the expected behavioral nonns of the 

community and group membership. The behavior of the storyteller points to the 

weaknesses of the group and the need to overcome such weaknesses. Roadville storytellers 

use fonnulaic openings: these are either statements of comparison or questions asked by the 

storyteller. They usually end their stories with either a summary statement of a moral, 

proverb or a quotation from the Bible. 

Heath describes the Maintown stories as rooted in a literate tradition. From an early 

age, children are socialized into narrative genres. Maintown children develop stories 

through events which occur during nunuring routines, i.e. bedtime story, read aloud 

experiences, imaginative play. As Maintown children are encouraged to tell their own 

stories, and recount their experiences, their mainstream parents ask for further explanation 

of events and sometimes suggest alternative outcomes to them. 

Subsequent studies, such as Brady's (1984) study of Navajo children's stories told 

at school, confmn Heath's observations that differences exist in the ways in which 

members of different cultures are socially oriented to stories. Their stories reveal aspects of 

the value and belief system of the Navajo culture. 

Brady examines the narrative perfonnance of these Navajo children to detennine the 

ways in which the skills of competently structuring a narrative are learned within a peer 

group. She evaluates the story telling of ten and eleven- year old Navajo children living 

near Window Rock, Arizona. Brady collected the stories the children told in self selected 

peer groups within the classroom. Their stories are mainly about the more traditional 

figures of Navajo culture such as skinwalkers, the Navajo equivalent of werewolves. 
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Brady's Labovian analysis of story structure (Le. abstract, orientation, complicating 

action, evaluation, resolution and coda) leads her to conclude that competence in ordering 

and structuring a narrative remains intimately connected with the interactions of a narrator's 

peers. It is through the peer group social interaction that children learn what is acceptable, 

exciting, involving and meaningful. Brady argues that narrative competence in structuring a 

story cannot be measured simply on a scale of cognitive abilities and age-grade 

achievements. 

Heath believes that 

For most anthropologists, the question of "What is a story?" (Stein 1982) 
can be answered only according to judgments of members of the social 
group performance, telling, and listening to narrative in context.. For some 
groups, a story implies only a fictional narrative; the accounting of real 
events or the recounting of events known to all listeners is not considered a 
story ... For other groups a story is not defmed by its basic plot structure, 
but by the audience and purpose of the telling ... For still other groups, a 
story is any connected discourse which presents state-event-state change. 
(Heath and Branscombe, 1986, p. 16) 

Heath views narratives as expressions of experiences which have been stored in 

memory by the teller, are selected for attention in the telling, and are organized in 

knowledge structures which can be predicted by listeners (Heath, p. 16). She sees a range 

of genre possibilities along a narrative continuum. However, each society or cultural group 

will permit only some combination of possibilities along this continuum. 

Heath distinguishes among four types of narratives: 1) Recounts are retellings -

either voluntarily or in response to a question providing a scaffold for experiences or 

information known both to teller and listener; 2) accounts are narratives generated by either 

the teller or another person to provide raw information or new interpretations of 

information which is already known to both. 3) event casts are running narratives on events 



cUIl'ently in the attention of teller and listeners; 4) stories are fictional narratives which 

include an animate being who moves through a series of events with goal-directed 

behavior. 
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Scollon and Scollon (1984) report that Athabaskan narratives are either traditional or 

personal and storytelling is a co-partnership. The story teller's performance develops 

around the abstract of the story; the aim is to get the audience to jointly negotiate the sense 

of the story. Athabaskan narratives have a four part structure. 

Fictionalization of self. Both Foucault (1972) and the Scollons (1981) view the 

"fictionalization of self' as an essential aspect in becoming literate. The author of a 

story/text becomes a third person in relationship to the character of the story and the text 

itself. The Scollons compare the literacy orientation of their young daughter Rachel with 

several Chipewyan children in Fort Chipewayn, Alberta (Canada). They argue that by two 

years of age, Rachel was literate because she had adopted "their typification of literacy, that 

is, an orientation to the discourse patterns of white, English-speaking, educated, middle-

class Americans and Canadians" (Scollon and Scollon, 1981, p. 97). Rachel viewed herself 

as both a reader and a writer and expected reading and writing as routines of day to day 

living; in contrast the Chipewyan children perceived themselves to be readers but not 

writers, and the church or school to be the custodians of literacy. 

Heath argues that 

if we want to understand the place of literacy in hwnan societies and ways 
children acquire the literacy orientations of their communities, we must 
recognize two postulates of literacy and language development: 1) Strict 
dichotomization between oral and literate traditions is a construct of 
researchers, not an accurate portrayal of reality across cultures. 2) A 
unilinear model of development in the acquisition of language structures and 
uses cannot adequately account for culturally diverse ways of acquiring 
knowledge or developing cognitive styles. (Heath, 1982, p. 73) 
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Heath is interested in the wider educational effects of reading and writing 

experiences in school. However, she appears to view the child's task as ultimately moving 

to the school's norms for appropriate literate behavior. This suggests that children and 

teachers are still on the receiving end of pedagogy, rather than, in Freire's sense, operating 

from a transforming pedagogy which has an effect on community and the social order. 

Although Heath describes the cultural shaping of stories in diverse communities in great 

detail, she appears to adhere to a linear goal directed theory of narrative discourse. Langer 

argues that "one single progressive action is not the only pattern in which narrative can 

unfold" (Langer, 1953, p. 283). 

Literacy as a discourse continuum connecting oral and written modes. 

While Heath argues that the traditional distinctions, either oral or literate traditions, 

may not actually exist in many communities in the United States (Heath, 1982), Tannen 

(1982) posits that a construct of an oralIliterate continuum of discourse might bener capture 

the forms and functions of language use within the two modes, and has implications for 

understanding communicative style and cross cultural communication. In Tannen's view all 

communication is cross cultural. 

Tannen argues that it will not do to label some people as oral and some as literate 

(Tannen, 1982, p. 12). She believes that we are confronting more complex distinctions than 

simply orality vs literacy, and the implications and ramifications of such changing traditions 

for individuals and societies are also complex (Tannen, 1982, p. 12). The cumulative thrust 

of two volumes of papers from recent conferences (Tannen, 1982, 1982), suggest the 

features distinct to each tradition are also found in both traditions and that a closer 

relationship might exist between these traditions than has been commonly assumed. In 

these edited collections of papers, Tannen notes that the inadequacy of dichotomous 
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divisions was a recurring leittnotif among many participants' talks and texts. Many scholars 

are starting to think that these two entities should no longer be viewed as separate genres to 

be compared and contrasted but rather as overlapping aspects of a single entity (Tannen, 

1981). 

Tannen draws on her own research on narrative and conversational strategies 1) 

between natives of different countries (Le. American and Greeks); 2) between compatriots 

of different cultural, ethnic and geographical backgrounds (Le. non immigrants vs 

immigrant parents and grandparents from New York and California); and 3) between men 

and women in different social contexts. In her study of English and Greek spoken and 

written narratives, students in groups of five watch a film (with sound but no dialogue), of 

the stealing of some pears, then go at individual times to another room to tell what 

happened to someone of similar culture, gender and age. The written stories are written at 

the same time after they all watch the film as a large group. She draws on the work of 

Irving Goffman and his notion of footing- the actual metaphorical stance of speaker toward 

audience - and examines the "presentation of self" demands in the oral and written contexts 

and the narrative stance of her narrators - the posited relationship between speaker and 

audience. 

In explaining the significance of her data, she argues that all interpretation grows 

out of a speaker-writer's cognitive frame. She examines her data using four frames: 1) 

subject of experiment frame; 2) story telling frame; 3) film frame; and 4) film viewer frame. 

Her data confinns Sapir's (1949) notion that personality and communicative styles are 

intertwined factors that motivate linguistic choices. Her Greek and American narrative data 

reveals differences between these students in their approach to the tasks and the strategies 

they employ. 
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Tannen observes that her Greek students tell better stories, constructing them 

around a theme, omit details that do not contribute to the theme and are generally shorter. 

Her American students tend to include as many details as they could recall and seem 

concerned with getting the temporal sequence right. Whereas the Americans approach the 

task as a memory exercise, the Greeks approach the task as a story telling. While the 

Americans talk about the film, the Greeks interpret and talk about the mm in terms of 

familiar sayings. The Americans present themselves as recallers and film critics and focus 

on the mm maker's techniques. The Greeks present themselves as accurate judges of 

character and human behavior, good storytellers and film interpreters. Greek women tend 

to interpret more than American women. However, American women interpret more than 

American men. 

Reflecting upon what these differences might mean, Tannen concludes that 

Americans seem to be drawing on their willingness to approach a school task for its own 

sake and treat the mm as a decontextualized object. The Greeks draw upon their own 

interactive experiences which focus on interpersonal involvement, i.e. telling a story in a 

way that would interest the interviewer. In both cases she maintains that the students are 

responding in culturally conventionalized ways. Tannen claims the implications of her 

studies and fmdings are relevant to cross cultural communication. However, her notion of 

an oral/literate continuum also suggests a need to reexamine the typology of discourse. Her 

study lends support to her theoretical claim that the drive to represent experience as 

narrative in a social context requires a broad framework of sociocultural emphasis and 

analysis. Similarly in her book, Toward a Speech Act Theory of Literary 

Discourse, Pratt (1977) states that 
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The issues under consideration here are not new ones; rather they emerge from 

much larger discussions taking place today in both linguistics and literary studies. In the 

latter field, this discussion has caused a movement from intrinsic to reader-based criticism; 

in the fonner a movement from syntax-based, meaning-independent linguistics to semantic-

based, context-dependent linguistics. Both movements suggest and support a view apart 

from the context in which it occurs and the people who participate in it. (Pratt, 1977, p. viii) 

Literacy and literary education- Selected studies of children's 

narrative abilities and discourse. In her book, Between Past and Future, 

Hannah Arendt (1962) writes about children as "newcomers" with a perception of a 

common world being kept alive in time: 

Education is the point at which we decide whether we love the world 
enough to assume responsibility for it and by the same token to save it from 
that ruin which, except for renewal, except for the coming of the new and 
young, would be inevitable. And education, too, is where we decide 
whether we love our children enough not to expel them from our world and 
leave them to their own devices, not to strike from their hands their choice 
of undertaking something new, something unforseen by us, but to prepare 
them in advance for the task of renewing a common world. (Arendt, 1962, 
p. 196) 

Many child development theorists (Bruner, 1986; Donaldson, 1978; Winnicott, 1971 ) 

agree that development has no fixed end point; children do not develop in accord with fixed 

unchanging nonns and "ideal models." Many recognize there are idiosyncratic "ways of 

taking" (in Heath's sense) and "making use of the cultural tools" (in a Vygotskyian sense) a 

particular culture, community or context of situation provide. Many a parent and 

grandparent would agree that generalizations about Piagetian stages and structures do not 

capture the nuance and significance of an individual child's development in a particular 

context of situation. 
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However, in the literature on children's narrative competence and discourse, 

researchers tend to investigate children's abilities from an adult model of narrative 

discourse and to evaluate their narrative perfonnances/productions according to a 

predetennined model of analysis. These studies tend to exclude children's tacit efforts to 

construct meanings and to engage in interpretative, symbolic modes (Geertz, 1983; Langer, 

1953), and in what Bruner (1986) calls narrative ways of thinking. In the view of many of 

these researchers, childrens' stories are perceived as being in transition and in some stage 

of incompleteness; they are seen as being on some kind of continuum moving in linear 

fashion toward the ideal adult canonical model of a well formed story. Similarly much of 

the significant research on children's narrative competence imposes a model of 

development on children, rather than looking for patterns of children's models of narratives 

and intentionalities (Meek and Mills, 1988). 

It is not possible within the purview of this dissertation to critically evaluate all the 

currently available studies of children's narrative competence. The next section summarizes 

in chronological order studies by scholars who are interested in children's narrative 

discourse in school settings and discuss the implications of their findings. 

These studies are representative of the differences and similarities of how 

researchers have of come to terms with children's narrative competence and discourse. 

They draw from varied theoretical frameworks; some like Applebee attempt to look at 

organizational structure within a Vygotskyian framework, while others like Wilkinson look 

for distinguishing stylistic features in children's written productions from the perspective of 

Moffet's theory of discourse as processes of decentering and abstracting. As well, most of 

these studies have been conducted with mainstream children. There is much in the literature 



which is too unsubstantial for educators to apply to classroom practice because the 

perspectives are too narrow or too removed from the social realities of the classroom. 
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Ways of looking and thinking about children's narratives. Meek (1988) 

maintains that children's literacy and literary development are inseparable phenomena. In 

her view storying is a central feature of the culture of childhood; children's stories have the 

formal characteristics of literature that unfold through patterns of structures and 

relationships such as between the teller and the told (Scholes, Kellog, 1966). Several 

scholars are interested in I) how children organize and shape elements of narrative 

discourse such as events, characters, settings; 2) choose themes; and 3) establish a point of 

view in their stories. However, most of these scholars focus on story telling rather than 

story writing. 

Structure and Content. Peterson and McCabe (1978) use a Labovian type 

analysis to examine the three longest oral narratives of 96 working class children who were 

between the ages of three and half to nine years. Their data reveals a logical unfolding of 

story through such patterns as: initiating event, motive, attempt and consequence. They use 

three types of analysis: high point, episodic and dependency. 

High point analysis draws heavily upon Labov's definition of narrative as a 

sequence of two clauses which are temporally ordered: that is, a change in the temporal 

sequence of the original semantic interpretation (Labov, 1972). The results from Peterson 

and McCabe's use of this analysis indicate a developmental ordering in the structural 

pattern of the children's narratives: younger children tend to omit some of the salient 

contributing events; older children tend to forget resolving actions. Older children tend to 

organize their narratives around a central point; for example, the oldest child in the study 
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provides more differentiated orientation at the beginning, more abstracts to foreshadow the 

emerging story, and more codas to recapitulate and evaluate events. 

Episodic analysis focuses on the structuring of narratives as organized information 

about purposive behavior, i.e. motives which produce goal-directed actions with resultant 

consequences. Narrative statements are classified from the least complex (descriptive 

sequence) to the most complex (interactive episode). Peterson and McCabe's analysis 

indicates that younger children structure their narratives around a description of a 

motivation or intention to achieve a goal. Whereas the previous high point analysis is 

concerned with semantic content, this analysis uncovers children's knowledge about events 

and the role of protagonists in stories. The narratives of the older children are considered to 

be more complex because they provide more generic information. 

Dependency analysis focuses on the syntax of narratives, i.e. syntactic propositions 

and interrelated transfonnations. Peterson and McCabe claim that because older children 

talk more, they produce more propositions than younger children. They point out that each 

method has a different focus and this results in seeming contradictions in what constitutes 

well formed narratives. For example, many narratives which are classified as primitive in 

dependency analysis can be classified as sophisticated in high point analysis. A primitive 

action sequence in episodic analysis may be classified as an ideal hierarchy in dependency 

analysis. These researchers claim that reliance on anyone method of analysis does not 

provide a complete picture of children's narrative abilities. 

Chaining and centering. In his analysis of the 1963 Pitcher and Prelinger 

collection of 360 fantasy stories told by children who ranged from two to five years in age, 

Applebee (1978) shows that children organize their stories through two devices: chaining 

and centering. Their use of chaining indicates their knowledge about the changing 
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relationship of events through time and causality. i.e. there is a sequence of events. 

concrete or abstract. each of which leads to the next Their use of centering indicates their 

knowledge of how events are linked to a central aspect such as character or theme, i.e. 

there is a nucleus formed in which other elements of the story are linked. 

Applebee identifies six patterns of organization that children appear to use as they 

develop skill in centering and chaining. These patterns run parallel to children's concept 

development. In his view children create well formed stories when these two organizational 

strategies are integrated. 

Applebee shows that as early as two years of age children are able to produce a 

story which has the external frame of narrative, that is a series of events that follow one 

another. In these early attempts at creating stories, the sequence may be arbitrary and the 

events loosely connected to one another. Applebee characterizes these stories as "heaps"; 

children seem to heap one item on to the next in much the same way that they begin to play 

with blocks. In the second organization pattern, which he calls "sequences," sequence is 

achieved when the events of the story are linked together upon the basis of common 

attributes or upon a repetition of events which form the core of the story (i.e. A does X, A 

does Y. A does Z). 

A third organization type is the "primitive narrative' which develops around an 

object or event which temporally assumes some importance for the child. Applebee points 

out that although these events are related to the focus of the story, they are complementary 

rather than similar. These stories tend to be collections of complementary events organized 

around a central situation, i.e. being a bad boy leads to a spanking. 
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In the fourth organizational type, the "unfocused chain," the events, in series, lead 

directly from one to another, however, the defining attributes which link them are 

constantly shifting; characters in these stories pass in and out of the narrative. In the fifth 

organizational type, "the focused chain," stories usually develop around a main character 

who goes through a series of events which are linked one to another i.e. ("the continuous 

adventure of ... "). The sixth organizational type, the well formed narrative, Applebee 

considers to be the stage of well formed narrative. Each incident complements the center; 

there is expanded use of centering in these stories and a climax linked to a theme. These 

stories begin to include morals and themes. 

Applebee cautions that some stories do not fit neatly into these six categories; some 

stories may have different types of narrative structure within different sections of the same 

story. He concludes that between the ages of three and five some children simply chain 

events together using temporal and cause and effect links which are not chained to a central 

focus. From the age of five or six, children teU longer stories, conjure up more complex 

plot structures and make more use of dialogue. The events are linked to a central focus such 

as a main character or theme and the events are logically chained to one another. He also 

claims that as the children's stories become longer they tend to take on more shape; they 

begin and end with conventional openings (i.e. once upon a time) and closings (i.e. they 

lived happily ever after). Although Applebee's study contributes to the literature on 

children's ways of ordering experience into narrative form, the weakness of his study lies 

in its lack of consideration of the social context from which these stories emerge. 

After examining the use of openings and closings of narrative strategies among two 

five year oIds, PradJe concludes that they "gain the form of an ending without grasping its 

substance or essence" (Pradle, 1979, p. 23). He claims that there are three stages in 



children's movement towards fonn: 1) an undifferentiated stage of egocentricity (two 

years); 2) ritualized repetitive behavior which leans on cliched conventions of the outside 

world (three- five years); and 3) a stage of identity in which conventions are internalized 

(five years). However, Pradle points out that 

"the end" might really be the end for the child, even it if fails to appear 
complete for us. This is not paradoxical in terms of reference; rather it 
points to the notion that children are tuned to a different completeness 
frequency than adults and thus, the adult is better off suspending any 
immediate judgment. (p. 24) 

He goes on to argue that children must learn to trust their own tales. 

If children learn to earn their endings from the inside, they will not have to 
spend their lives mixed in graceless outside exits. By reinforcing their 
ability to predict and integrate, we help children to construct unique 
identities which is the only way they will become masters of their own 
social identities. (p.2S) 
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Wilkinson, Barnsley, Hanna and Swan (1980) assen that any method of assessment 

is related to one's beliefs about one's role as a teacher of language and one's evaluative 

assumptions underlying various models of English teaching (i.e. skills, developmental, 

personal growth and context). "Development obviously takes place, but does not take place 

obviously" (Wilkinson et al., 1980, p. 3). In their 1980 Crediton project they present a four 

dimensional developmental model of assessing written language and describe the 

distinguishing cognitive, stylistic, affective and moral features of the written language of 

seven, ten and thineen year olds on four writing tasks: narrative, autobiography, 

explanatory and argumentative. They claim that the writing style of seven year olds is a 

spoken style; and th~ stories of the ten year olds tend to be predominately chronological; the 

thirteen year olds are much more in control of the core narrative (p. 220). 
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In 1985, Paramour and Wilkinson expand on the Crediton project with a panicular 

focus on narrative. They present the same three narrative tasks to three groups of seven, ten 

and thirteen year old children in three neighboring schools on the outskirts of Norwich, 

England: 1) an autobiographical account of a memorable occasion; 2) an imaginative 

narrative in response to one of a choice of three pictures; and 3) an imaginative narrative 

intended for an audience of five year olds. They claim that the contribution of this research 

is "in the formulation of a new model, the Development of Storying, associated with the 

descriptions of temporal, spatial and eventual probabilities" (Paramour and Wilkinson, 

1985, p. 392). 

They believe that it seems reasonable to expect that children of seven to eight have 

the competence to relate events in temporal sequence. They distinguish between chronicle 

type stories in which events conform to all expectations of "ordinary" time, place and social 

relationships, and stories in which the "disruption of the probable pattern" renders events 

less predictable and repeatable ( Paramour and Wilkinson, 1985, p. 394). The major types 

of disruption of probabilities "range from slight deviations from the norm to considerably 

more bizarre conditions" (p. 394). Paramour and Wilkinson claim that 

The evidence of this small East Anglia sample of written narratives indicates 
a progression from the simple chronicle of events, through simple stories 
based on a disruption of the probabilities, to more highly developed stories. 
The latter may contain not only more elaboration for the reader but also, in 
many cases more than one level of storying - either the stories of events and 
of emotions, or the stories at the literal and symbolic levels. (Paramour and 
Wilkinson, 1985, p. 403) 

They also claim that when children write imaginative narratives for younger 

children they are able to draw on models of "story" and to consider the "story form" as an 

object In outlining their model of storying, Paramour and Wilkinson adhere to Labov's 

definition of narrative of at least two clauses temporarily ordered in relation to each other. 
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Although the method of analysis in both the earlier Crediton Project is convoluted, and the 

Story Model Project, both projects provide more useful indices of children's writing 

development than marks traditionally assigned by teachers. However, there is a danger that 

some teachers using these models might view narrative competence as grade or age related, 

i.e. children's development and is telling stories as a linear process. 

Creating imaginary worlds. Based on work done at Scisset Middle school, 

Dixon and Farmer (1982) examine how a selected group of nine eleven year old children 

create imaginary worlds, and how these creations offer insights into the complex web of 

storying. They argue that building an imaginary world is a more complex task than 

narrating personal experiences and caution teachers about the dangers of using recipes for 

educating the imagination rather than helping children make the imaginative world their 

own. 

What we can say from evidence here is that young writers can use a lot of 
time simply working out who to be, or what plan of action to propose, or 
how to imagine the opposition's reaction .. or how to picture the scene of the 
encounter. But from the fIrst lesson different children chose different things 
to focus on. That's what we are teaching. (Dixon and Farmer, 1982, p. 29) 

In the introduction to their book Writing Narrative - And Beyond, Dixon and 

Stratta (1986) state 

it is about students' achievements. You can treat it, if you wish, as an 
anthology that demonstrates what students aged 12-18 ( and across ability 
range) are capable of producing. This is in itself a son of manifesto, 
proclaiming what English can offer a humane education (Dixon and Stratta, 
1986, p. ix) 

Dixon and Stratta explore students' writing in new ways. They depart from the 

traditional large scale evaluation of students' narrative and treat each student's piece 

individually, discovering an array of features that contribute to its achievement. They claim 
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that storying is a human propensity; "a story is a graphic way of stating and showing what 

you believe" (p. 1). They move from examining achievements in what they call an 

elementary story, in which the prime focus is on external actions, to the signs of 

achievement in another story by a more confident writer, in which "inner thoughts and 

feelings are just beginning to be dwelt on and evoked, making important contributions to 

the significance of certain episodes" (p. 8). According to Dixon and Stratta, the confident 

author is able to speed up and slow down significant episodes, two processes which they 

call highlighting and integration. 

Dixon and Stratta see narrative as moving in two fundamental directions from 

personal and social experiences. However, they also argue that "from an early age, we 

learn to romanticize our personal lives and fly in to fiction" ( p.27). In the second section of 

their book they compare the achievement signs of an elementary imaginative story and one 

by a more confident writer. Although the first narrative reads more like a repon, both these 

writers choose "one specific line of exploration, using imaginary stories to "experience life 

through one individual's perceptions, sensations, feelings and activities" (Dixon and 

Stratta, 1986, p. 33). In the next section they penetrate funher into the individual 

consciousness of these writers looking for maturer signs of development, i.e. more 

complex inner psychological states among the characters, use of third person narrators, and 

presentation of worlds through the ftlter of a narrator's consciousness. Dixon and Stratta 

claim that "there are clear continuities then with the kinds of experiences being explored in 

personal and imaginary stories. What changes are the roles for the writer and the ways the 

experiences are shaped and construed" (p. 50). 

Patterns of Story Telling. When children tell stories they reveal valuable 

insights into the ways their stories are influenced by their exposure to varinu, literacy 
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events, be these stories in books, in the movies or on television. Chatman (1980) and 

Kintsch and Van Dijk (1983) maintain that telling and retelling stories involves a process of 

selecting elements based on stories they have experienced and storytellers wish to include 

in their creations. 

Mikklesen (1985) analyzes seventy seven stories she collected from fifteen children 

ages seven and half to ten years according to the way the children relied on various literary 

elements in creating their own stories. She repons that fifty two of the stories are inspired 

or relate to stories children read. She uncovers five patterns of story development based on 

the degree of literary influence exhibited in each story: retelling, borrowing, blending, 

recreating and transfonning. 

Retellings are stories in which there is minimal interference from the original 

stories; the setting, dominant events and sequence of events are preserved as well as the 

character's reactions, interactions and actual dialogue. Borrowings are stories in which the 

children rely on major aspects of an original story, i.e. a set of characters in a particular 

setting or the same initiating event. However, in these stories children incorporate their 

own ideas into their stories and emphasize different elements as the plot unfolds. 

In Mikkelsen's third pattern, blending, children move from borrowing heavily from 

one literacy source to borrowing elements from several sources. Sometimes they create 

new versions of one story with elements from another. In these stories children include 

characters and events from their own personal and cultural experiences. Recreation 

involves borrowing only a single element, a character type, and recreating this type in a 

new situation. Mikkelsen's fifth pattern consists of stories which resemble transformations: 

children dramatize the theme of an original story with new or additional characters. She 

states that in transformations" the thematic scaffolding of an old story is present hut 
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elements have been recycled in such a way that the original story is no longer recognizable" 

(Mikkelsen, 1985, p. 190). She repons that older children produce more blendings and 

transfonnations while younger children produce more borrowings and recreations. Her 

data confmns Meek's argument that 

Children's understandings of imagery, metaphor, pictures, symbols and 
signs, what they learn from television and other media, are as imponant as 
their encounters with print and paper. (Meek, 1988, p.3) 

Fox (1985) also examines how literary sources influence children's ability to 

produce their own stories. She draws on her collection of three to five year old children's 

oral monologues in response to the request, "Would you like to tell me a story?" In contrast 

to the studies I described earlier in this section and which tend to view children's narrative 

perfonnances as incomplete and underdeveloped, Fox's data shows how children have 

internalized a range of narrative skills long before they enter school. She repons that the 

stories these children tell reveal their awareness of the rules of various kinds of narrative 

discourse, i.e. storytelling, poetry and written modes. The stories the children hear would 

appear to be their models in reconstructing their own interpretations of events and ideas. 

Many of the researchers in the studies described earlier in this section have been 

influenced by educational theorists of discourse functions and structures. Moffett and 

Britton for example both attempt to work out correlations between discourse types and the 

personal growth of individuals by observing their use of and flexibility in using spoken and 

written language in a variety of contexts. They both see growth as a continuous process of 

learning how to mean. Britton views growth in relation to audience (for whom) and to 

language functions (for what). Moffett views growth as an abstracting, decentering process 

in the human personality, in tenns of two dimensions: 1) of space (relating to one's 



audience); and 2) of time (relating to hierarchies of abstracting, what happens, what 

happened and what may happen). 
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Moffett acknowledges "how early youngsters acquire the full repertory of narrative 

techniques, for their writing may depend a lot on the reading materials they have been 

exposed to" (Moffett, 1981, p. 74). However, he describes his own equivocal position 

about children's narrating strategies and abilities and admits that "still to be learned is how 

strong an influence the juxtaposing of actual and fictional equivalents would have on 

children's choice of story telling techniques and their ability to handle the more difficult 

first person range" (Moffett, 1981, p. 73). Moffett's equivocation on this point raises an 

interesting question as to the nature of the literary influence in literacy development, its 

relation to being literate and to the whole sociolinguistic aspect of becoming literate. 

If the object of the game in fiction, in Wittgenstein's sense, (1953) is for both 

reader and writer to share the creation of a world, how does the tradition in which children 

write narratives in school allow them to be fluent users of written language, to create reality 

and adopt what Hymes (1980) calls a narative view of the world? We can only know the 

answers to this question by collecting evidence of children's narratives and their process of 

narrating. Then we must trace their development as storytellers and analyze the interplay 

between the "texts" and the "events" which give rise to their narratives. These scholars 

have forged interesting paths to follow through their studied events of children's narratives 

and narrating strategies. 

Summary 

My presentation and discussion of the problematic of this study suggests that we 

still need to know how children develop what Bruner (1986) calls "Narrative Thinking," or 
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"Ways of Knowing' and what Hymes (1980) calls a "Narrative View of the World." We 

still need to understand how social context in general, as well as the social text of a 

panicular school or classroom, influences the juxtaposItion of actual and fictional 

equivalents in children's choices of story making modes, worlds, and techniques, and how 

narrative competence emerges as a volitional as well as symbolic language function for 

children who live and write stories in more than one language. 

This study focuses on the relationship between first and second language writing by 

a selected sample of ten and eleven year old children in a mainstream French Immersion 

setting. 

Edelsky (1981) maintains that the resolution of the problem of L2 learning, and more 

specifically writing in L2, depends on whether one adheres to a theoretical model of writing 

that consists of the use of discrete skills, or whether one maintains a model that captures the 

recursiveness of accessing and juggling multiple cueing systems and the highly 

contextualized nature of the writing process. 

Halliday emphasizes the importance of considering the influences of personal and 

soci<rcultural as well as psychological factors on language learning; he sees 

essentially two directions in which one can look beyond the meaning 
system: the cognitive and the social. We can consider a child learning to 
mean against the background of a cognitive system, as pan of learning to 
think; or we can consider it against the background of his social 
development as pan of learning to interact. The former implies some theory 
of individual learning and cognitive development; the latter implies some 
theory of social learning - of socialization and the social construction of 
reality. (Halliday, 1976, pp. 9-10) 

In his systemic theory of language, Halliday (1978, 1985) views language from both 

an "intra" and "inter" organism perspective; he maintains that "the context plays a pan in 
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detennining what we say; and what we say plays a part in detennining the context; as we 

learn how to mean we learn to predict each from the other" (1978, p. 3). 

Thus, from a Hallidayan perspective, the problem of differences in Ll and L2 story 

writing in this study is embedded within the political and sociolinguistic context of Quebec 

where French is the official language, and within an educational setting, a West Island 

mainstream suburban school, where it is the dominant language of instruction in grades 

four, five and six. If, as Vygotsky and Halliday argue, although with somewhat different 

emphases, that consciousness emerges out of social life, how much of these overlapping 

contexts are within the grasp of these children's consciousness? Moreover, how much do 

these contexts influence their perceptions of a linguistic universal like narrative and their 

perceptions of how it should or could be linguistically realized in two language systems? A 

broader conception of context then what is traditionally reponed in the literature (i.e. a 

classroom) underlies this research study and is described in the chapter that follows. 

From a sociolinguistic perspective, Halliday would view the CONTEXT OF 

SITUA nON described above as a setting of relevant actions, events and relationships 

among participants in a discourse. For him, a text, and this would include narrative text, is 

"any piece of language that is optional functioning as a unity in some context of situation" 

(1979, p. 293). A text is embedded within and shaped by the social, pragmatic and 

linguistic contexts from which it is created. Halliday views text as a continuous semantic 

process encoded in a lexico-grammatical system; in its most general sense, text is a 

sociological event, "a semiotic encounter through which meanings that constitute the social 

system are exchanged" (Halliday, 1974, p. 4). 

Halliday (1974, 1978) in his systemic, functional model of language cautions th:lt the 

notion of text 



does not mean that we are left with only one possible reading of a text 
because in any real text there will be both ambiguities and conflicts in the 
"co text" - the relevant textual environment - at any point. Different features 
may be counted as relevant; some features will allow more than one 
interpretation; and some features will run counter to others in the pressure 
they exert. But there will always be a vast number of theoretically possible 
readings that are ruled out by the co text so that the number of sensible 
interpretations is reasonably small. (1974, p. 8; 1978, p. 133) 
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Jerome Bruner (1986) poses the notion of cultural posture, which he defines as the 

manner in which a theory relates "the growing individual to the culture at large, since 

language is the coin in which the relationship is effected" (Bruner, 1986, p. 142). He 

maintains that the notion of cultural posture in a theory of development is also revealed by 

the role it assigns to language in the growth process. He describes how three great titans of 

this century, Freud, Piaget and Vygotsky, express a cultural posture, each of which implies 

a view "as well about the symbolic environment and how one is presumed to operate within 

it" (p. 142). From Bruner's perspective, Vygotsky gives language a cultural past and 

generative present; Freud faces the present from the past; Piaget respects the inviolate 

nature of the present 

Vygotsky's belief in the generative powers of language, its power as a controller or 

raiser of consciousness and its role as a vehicle for the transmission of cultural history, 

leads him to conceptualize GROWTIf AS A REACHING. His notion of the zone of 

proximal development can be seen as a turning of cultural past into generative present by 

which we reach toward the future. Vygotsky sees language as having the following three 

functions: I) as an agent for altering the powers of thought; 2) as a new means for 

explicating the world; and 3) as a repository for new thoughts once achieved. 

For Vygotsky, growth does not happen naturally nor unassisted. It is detennined 

neither by its history nor by the logical constraints of present operations. hut hv the 
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availability and distribution of those prosthetic devices within a culture. Thus, culture for 

Vygotsky is a tool kit for achieving higher ground, and intelligence is the readiness to use 

culturally transmitted knowledge and procedures as prostheses of the mind. Language is 

rooted in social unconsciousness and sociai activity but Bruner questions," whose higher 

ground?" and "who decides?" 

For Freud, language is a battleground in which "warring impulses fight their 

claims" (p. 143) Language is rooted in a unconscious power of the human mind. The power 

of language resides in its power to express inner life, the archaic and the repressed. Thus, 

growth is conceptualized by Freud as an INFORMAL STRUGGLE against the past - a 

working through, a search for, and expression of the individual self among others. 

For Piaget, language reflects thought but does not detennine it. In assigning 

language a subordinate role in favor of the powers of thought, Piaget conceptualizes 

growth as the NURTURING of intrinsic logic. He respects the unity of the child's mind in 

tenns of its own logic. For Piaget, growth happens naturally through the child's 

reinvention of the world which is achieved through action in it. "To understand," says 

Piaget, "is to invent" (as quoted in Bruner, 1986, p. 141) 

From Bruner's viewpoint none of the titans solved the problem of the socio

psychogenesis of language development and its use. From Goodman's view neither 

Vygotsky's nor Piaget's stages of concept development should be construed as distinct 

periods, ages or discrete phases in a child's development, when a cenain development is 

exhibited or a particular linguistic feature appears. "Rather they are descriptions of a 

STYLE OR MODE OF TI-lINKING which the child uses in coming to tenns with his 

environment" (Goodman et al. 1987, p. 137). Bruner believes that children teach us the 

meaning of possibility and possible worlds, Halliday maintains that language learning is a 
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progressive mastery of meaning potential (1978); Goodman claims that "errors" provide a 

window on the language learning process. 

I believe that writing stories is a significant way for children to give meaning to and 

express their understandings of their experiences. Their choice of a particular temporal 

ordering invites speculation about how they perceive the relation between language and 

reality. 

French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty (1964) sees temporal structure as 

providing an "occasion both for restructuring relations with others he lives with and 

at the same time for acquiring new dimensions of existence (past, present and 

future) with a supple play among them" (p. llO). 

Vygotsky stresses the importance of play in understanding the social genesis of 

language development. He believes children themselves "play" an active role in their own 

development, and put themselves in a position to observe and involve themselves in any 

ongoing activity. 

The next chapter presents the methodology for studying middle grade French 

Immersion children's perceptions and productions of written narratives within a broad 

conception of context of situation. This conception of social context includes the 

national and provincial, as well as community and school, contexts in which their story 

writing is embedded. Because any researcher at any given time essentially "walks" into a 

context of situation "in media res," the next chapter discusses the notion of context of 

situation from both the perspective of the past and present and, in some instances, the 

future. The task of the researcher involves taking what Umberto Eco (1979) calls an 



"inferential walk" into the lives of the six children, (in this study) their worlds and their 

stories. 
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CHAPTER 2 

D'ICI LA 

(BETWEEN THEN AND NOW) 

Overview 

In his book, Straight From the Heart, former liberal cabinet minister, and 

native born Quebecer, Jean Chretien writes: 

Of course, it has not always been easy for French Canadians to keep 
their language and their culture across the country, but this is changing. 
English Canadians are beginning to relate their own identity to the presence 
in their midst of a large and dynamic francophone population, and more and 
more anglophones are learning French. Both cultures are discovering the 
advantages of knowing a second language, not in terms of rights or duties, 
but for personal satisfaction and intellectual gratification. Eventually 
speaking both languages should become a common experience in Canada. 
That has been a consistent theme in my career. (Chretien, 1985, p. 152) 
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The meaning of bilingualism in Canada and Quebec cannot be separated from its 

historical roots, which has generated a politics of language planning out of Francophone

Anglophone social-political-linguistic interactions, and remains a central theme in Canadian 

and Quebec education. The reasons why Anglophones and Francophones, and others 

living in Quebec in the 1980's, choose to learn a second language, and how they use 

language in the sociolinguistic, political context of this province, pose a complex set of 

questions. In particular, there is the historical nature of the Ll and L2 alliance in different 

speech communities, and the great amount of sociolinguistic and political legislation 

governing the educational rights of anglophones and francophones, as well as allophones 

(individuals other than English and French native speakers) in Canada and Quebec that has 

appeared in the last ten years. For example, The Canadian Charter of Human Rights (1982) 
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and Quebec's Chaner of the French Language - Bill 101 (1977), are diametrically opposed, 

and influence an individual's decisions and opponunities to learn a second language in 

educational contexts (1). Perhaps of greatest concern is the aspect of social change in 

Canada, Quebec and Montreal, especially with respect to transfer moves in and out of this 

province. 

In this chapter I discuss the dialectical nature of bilingual education within a 

Canadian context (in which French and English are the designated official languages of the 

nation) and within the provincial context of Quebec (in which French is the designated 

official language). I provide specific infonnation about the context of French Immersion in 

a West Island Montreal suburban community and a traditional English Protestant 

elementary "chool. I also describe how this contextual framework led to the selection of six 

children for close observation, and to a set of conceptual tools for gathering information on 

how these children perceive the writing of stories in English and in French. In addition I 

describe the data collection procedures used in this microethnographic study, the purpose 

of which is to examine how these conceptualizations are or are not reflected in the stories 

these children create, and, specifically, the temporal perspectives they choose. 

The Context or Minority Language Education: A Canadian-Quebec 
Dialectic 

One of the most important examples of government involvement in language 

planning and language use appears in Canadian and Quebec education, in panicular as it 

relates to the language of instruction and the social organization of languages taught in 

schools. Historically, conflicts over issues of languages, cultures and schooling predate the 

1867 British Nonh America Act (section 93). At that time, the Fathers of Confederation 

theoretically embraced a principle of Canadian linguistic dualism However, they 



established provincial rights to denominational schooling (Catholic and Protestant), and 

responded to the divisive nature of the language issue by moving responsibility for 

education "out of the national political system and into the subsystems of the provinces 

where the differences could flourish" (Mallory, 1976, p.2). 
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Since the colonial period, issues such as the survival of linguistic groups, 

individual rights and language education continue to be central concerns for the founding 

French and English language groups. In Canada, French Immersion programs are 

embedded in provincial educational systems which serve an English language majority. In 

Quebec, French Immersion programs serve a minority language group in a predominantly 

French province. 

In 1985, enrollment in French Immersion programs in Canada reached 15.643; this 

figure represents an increase of 247 per cent over a seven year period between 1977-1978 

and 1984-1985 (The CPF Immersion registry 1986-1987). Table 2.1 below provides recent 

statistics for enrollment programs in both Canada and Quebec. 

Table 2.1 Enrollment In Elementary School French Immersion Programs 

YEAR 

Canada 1977-78 

1985-86 

Quebec 1977-78 

1985-86 

TOTAL SCHOOL 

POPULATION 

5.143,535 

4,664,475 

1,232,678 

1.059,445 

FRENCH IMMERSION 

ENROLLMENT 

37.881 

180,345 

17.754 

18,391 
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Some anglophone parents feel that Immersion programs provide their children with 

education in French which is non-assimilationist Other teachers and parents perceive this 

expansion of Immersion programs as a threat to English language education in Quebec. 

Some educators within the Francophone academic community criticize immersion programs 

because students do not have native-like language proficiency and tend to maintain an 

English language and cultural identity. 

More recently, the Canadian-Quebec language education dilemma has resurfaced 

over issues of providing minority language education for Anglophones in Quebec, and 

Francophones in the rest of Canada, as well as accommodating children of immigrants and 

native peoples into an educational system. Mallea argues that 

to a greater extent than any other single issue .. [minority language education] 
affects and is understood by Quebecers from all socio-cultural-linguistic 
groups - minority language provisions serve as a barometer of French
English relations in Quebec and by extension the rest of Canada. (Mallea, 
1984, p. 224) 

In Quebec, three things have become a main concern to parents and English 

educators: I) The Charter of the French Language-Bill 101 (1977), which restricts English 

language schooling to children of parents who received their primary education in English 

in Quebec, and threatens the continued existence of English schooling; 2) Bill 3 (1985), 

which aims to set up a network of French language and English language school boards to 

replace the denominational school boards as legally constituted by the British North 

American Act, and threatens the existence of English language denominational boards off 

the island of Montreal; and 3) Le Regime Pedagogique (Pedagogical Plan) an all 

encompassing provincial curriculum which determines what subjects will be taught in 

which grades from kindergarten through grade eleven. There are, however, within this 
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provincial curriculum different theoretical frameworks and methodologies for language 

instruction in English and in French (2). For example, the English Elementary Language 

Arts Curriculum recommends a whole language, child centered integrated approach to 

reading, writing, speaking and listening; the French curriculum on the other hand, 

emphasizes the notion of communicative competence and children's acquisition of oral 

language before written language. 

Since Confederation, Quebec has supported the existence of a complete English 

language school system and French language school system from the primary school level 

through university. The English educational system is socially organized on a confessional 

basis with approximately 213 Catholic, 31 Protestant and 4 "multiconfessional" school 

commissions (3). In the preface to Vanessc's book, L'evolution de la population 

scolaire du Quebec, (1980), Gordon Robertson writes: 

There have been few policies as volatile in Quebec as those concerned with 
access to English-language schools. With the implementation of Bill 22 in 
1974 and the passage of Bill 101 in 1977, the province has had three different 
policies of access to English schools in less than a decade. The policy that 
will apply over the long term will have far-reaching implications for future 
linguistic, cultural and social orientation in Quebec. With the emotional as 
well as practical aspects of so important an issue, it is not surprising that the 
decision of policy in this area has touched a sensitive public nerve, sparking 
considerable conttoversy not only in Quebec, but throughout Canada. 
(Robertson, G. 1980, p. vii) 

The federal-provincial dialectic with respect to the issue of minority language 

education is clearly seen in the 1984 ruling on the Canada Clause of the Canadian Chaner of 

Rights and Freedoms. Section 23 of the Chaner ensures that Canadian citizens educated in 

French or English in this country, and living in a province where their language is in the 

minority, have the constitutional right to educate their children in the same language. In 
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July 1984, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the Canada Clause overrides the 

education clauses of Quebec's language law BillIOl. The late and former Quebec Premier 

Rene Levesque publically stated that the language rights provisions in the Canadian 

Charter, "impinge on an area of provincial responsibility and threaten French linguistic and 

cultural security." 

French Immersion 

In view of this historical and current political-sociolinguistic context, it is 

understandable why the tradition of French Immersion has become a popular way of 

schooling in Canada since the classic 1965 St. Lambert Project on the South Shore of 

Montreal. In the early sixties a group of middle class parents foresaw and responded to the 

increasing "French Fact" and "Quiet Revolution"(4) in this province by opting for French 

Immersion as a way of socializing their children into the French language and culture. 

However, in the eighties the consequence of French Immersion on English education, has 

become an even greater concern for many parents, and especially the mainstream parents in 

the community in which this study was conducted (5). 

The term Immersion has been applied to classroom situations in which instruction is 

given in French to Anglophones or Allophones in English language schools, which are 

usually referred to as dual track schools. The aim of this method is communicative 

competence (Hymes, 1961) in the second language; its main characteristics are 1) that the 

language of instruction is incidental to educational content; and 2) that children master the 

second language in a natural manner in their daily interactions with native francophone 

teachers and through subject matter taught in French. There are now Immersion classes in 

all ten provinces of Canada, although the majority are in Ontario and Quebec, freqlll'nrly 

perceived as the bilingual belt of the country. 
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In Canada, French Immersion programs are usually intended mainly for English 

speaking children, who from the fIrst day of school fmd themselves with a teacher who 

usually speaks to them only in French for a majority of their subjects during the entire 

school day. However, the patterns of French Immersion and/or bilingual schooling are 

extremely varied. I use the term French Immersion in this study as recently defined by the 

Association Canadienne des Professeurs D'Immersion (Canadian Association of 

Immersion Teachers) in April 1986. The pattern referred to in this study is therefore defined 

as Immersion Moyenne (Middle Immersion). 

Une approche qui debute en quatrieme annee ou en cinquieme annee et se 
poursuit au moinsjusqu'a la fm du secondaire. Le pourcentage 
d'enseignement dans la langage seconde devrait s'echelonner de la fa\on 
suivante: 

4 a6: 

7 a 12: 

80% a 100% 

50% a 80% 

An approach which begins in fourth or fifth grade and continuing at least to 
the end of high school. The percentage of teaching in the second language 
should be apportioned as follows: 

4 to 6: 

7to12: 

80% to 100% 

50% to 80% 

The school board in which this study was conducted during 1984-1985 uses the term 

Partial Immersion. I draw attention to the differences in tenninology and definitions; I 

believe the very terms "Immersion" and even its correlative "Bilingual" have been 

overused. They are not very useful because of the varied social, political, linguistic and 

personal realities these words reflect today. For example, although the population of this 
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study draws from the suburban middle class, there has been a misleading interpretation that 

"Immersion Programs" in Canada involve only middle class populations. 

A common assumption in the sociolinguistic literature is that language differences 

exist among "minority children" from varied linguistic and/or ethnic backgrounds. I 

deliberately chose "this middle class population." I assumed that differences would also 

manifest themselves among middle class children and especially in an environment 

traditionally perceived as "a homogeneous speech community"! For readers interested in 

the varied patterns of schooling in Immersion and their consequences, I refer them to the 

Genesee (1983) article and book (1987) cited in the bibliography. 

In view of the varied patterns of French Immersion, it is understandable that 

parents, teachers and school administrators in this middle class community are consciously 

concerned about children's language proficiency in English and in French. On the one 

hand, concern is expressed that children be immersed in the French language and culture of 

Quebec, and on the other hand, concern is also expressed about the status and future of 

English education and English as a minority language within this unilingual French 

province. In addition, there is the dilemma faced by parents in having to choose either 

early, partial or late Immersion as the most viable and appropriate option for their children's 

schooling. 

Within this community two school boards have committed themselves to different 

patterns of French Immersion and publicly marketed them as the effective way of 

schooling in this province. The Catholic Jacques Canier Board opted for Early Immersion 

while the Riverview Protestant Board opted for Middle Immersion. The Riverview Board 

claims "its primary major goal (is) to provide an education in English for all its pupils 

which is second to none in North America. Its secondary major goal is to produce bilingual 
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graduates." (REF. Field Notes - Infonnal Conversation With Upper Management Board 

Official, ll/l9/84 and Document 87/04/04, p. I). 

The Education Committee of this board believes that its original 1960's orientation 

to provide middle Immersion is still "the most effective way for the Board to produce 

bilingual graduates and remain true to the Board's entire educational mission" (REF. As 

quoted by a Senior Board Official at an Infonnation Meeting for Parents of the Maple Tree 

Home/School Association, 05/18/87). 

Context of Situation 

Michael Halliday states that "language comes to life only when functioning in some 

environment" (Halliday, 1978, pp. 28-29). He maintains that environment does not refer to 

the bits and pieces of the material environment More specifically, what he refers to as 

CONTEXT OF SITUATION (and what Vygotsky refers to as situation specific) means the 

interaction of three situational variables as illustrated in Figure 2.1: 1) HELD - a setting of 

relevant actions and events; 2) TENOR - relationships between participants in the 

discourse; 3) MODE - the medium of communication employed (Halliday, 1978, p. 31). 

Figure 2.1 Halliday and Vygotsky • Context of Situation 

Halliday Vygotsky 

Field Experimental Situation Specific 

Tenor Interpersonal Intersubjectivity 

Mode Textual Semiotic Mediation 
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In a Hallidayan sense, context influences the creation of text in any literacy event; it 

also influences its creator's perception of the text and its construction. Before dealing with 

the varied contexts of situation for the children's text production in this study, in the next 

section I will discuss the interrelationships between context and text within a Hallidayan 

framework, and my concept of overlapping contexts. 

Context and Text 

Halliday states that context of situation "is a semantic structure deriving from the 

totality of meaning relations that constitutes the social system" and that "text is semantic 

choice and situation is the semiotic environment of the text" (Halliday, 1978, p. 126). He 

argues that "social interaction typically takes a linguistic form, which we call a text... 

[thus], the environment of the text is the context of situation, which is an instance of a 

social context or situation type" (Halliday, 1978, p. 25). 

The three highly general concepts, Field, Mode and Tenor are concepts used by 

Halliday and Hasan for describing how the context of situation determines the kind of 

meanings that are expressed and "collectively define the context of situation of a text" 

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 221). These concepts are graphically displayed in Figure 2.2. 

The situation type is a semiotic construct which is structured in terms of 1) the text 

generating activity (i.e. story telling); and 2) the role relations of the participants (i.e. 

teachers - students); 

HELD - what is actually taking place - the total event of which the text is a part; it 

includes the purposive activity of the writer and subject matter of the text. Halliday refers to 

field as the IDEATIONAL component of language. 
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Figure 2.2 Halliday's notion of text 
and context of situation. 
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TENOR - who is taking part - the role relationships that exist between participants 

in the context; the set of relevant social relationships pennanent and temporary. Halliday 

refers to tenor as the INTERPERSONAL component of language. 

MODE - what part the language is playing - the function of the text in the event, in 

the context of situation, including both the channel take by the language (i.e. spoken and/or 

written) and its genre or rhetorical mode (i.e. narrative, recipe, conversation). Halliday 

refers to MODE as the TEXTUAL component of language. 

It is these three variables taken together which determine the range within which 

meanings and fonns which are used for their expression are selected (1978, p. 31). Halliday 

argues that these three situational variables, FIELD, MODE and TENOR which are related 

respectively to the IDEATIONAL, INTERPERSONAL and TEXTUAL components of the 

semantic system, serve as signals for the direction of one's attention in the creation of 

meaning. 

Meaning as content (the observer function of language) meaning as 
participation (the intruder function) and meaning as texture (the relevance 
function). They are related in the sense that each of the situational features 
typically calls forth a network of options from a corresponding semantic 
component; in this way the semiotic properties of a particular situation type, 
its structure in tenns of field, mode and tenor detennine the semantic 
configuration of register - the meaning potential that is characteristic of the 
situation type in question and is realized as what is known as a "speech 
variant." (Halliday, 1978, p. 125) 

The concept of register is a more elusive and abstract concept within Halliday's 

theoretical framework. He uses the tenn to describe the "semiotic structure of the situation"; 

the tenn implies the variety of ways in which language can be/is used across different social 
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situations and contexts and is linguistically realized through the semantic choices speakers 

and writers make. Halliday says that 

register can be defined as the configuration of semantic resources that the 
member of a culture typically associates with a situation type. It is meaning 
potential that is accessible in a given social context. (1978, p. lll) 

He views the process of learning how to mean "as regulated by the code, the semiotic grid 

or principles of the organization of social meaning that represent the panicular angle on the 

social system" (1978, p. 125) .. 

Notion of Overlapping Contexts 

Halliday's view of context leads me to conceptualize this Firthian derived notion as 

one of overlapping contexts (schematized in Figure 2.3), and to argue against Green and 

Bloome's claim that contexts can be separated, or tredi~d as separate foci for heuristic 

purposes (Green and Bloome, 1985). I envisi~'n a much broader view of context of 

situation than what is traditionally purported in the ethnographic, educational research 

literature: in microethnographies context is often thought of as the physical setting, people 

within setting, what they are doing, and where and when they are doing it (Erickson & 

Shultz, 1981). 

For example, in the situation examined in this study there is at the macro level the 

Canadian context of a country committed to a language policy of two official languages, 

English and French; there is the political, socio-linguistic context of Quebec, where the 

1977 language legislation, Bill 101, declared French the dominant language of the Province; 

and there are the community and school contexts, a West Island mainstream suburban 

community and a traditional elementary school, where French is the dominant language of 

instruction in the middle grades as opposed to grades I, 2, 3 in anOlher school board within 
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the same community. In addition, there are the two classroom contexts, an English 

Language Ans classroom and a French Immersion classroom, in which these children 

experience language instruction in English for fifty minutes of the school day and 

instruction in French the rest of the day. There is the historical context of French 

Immersion as a way of schooling that most English parents in this francophone province 

opt for, as well as the historically uneasy alliance between these two language groups. 

Finally, there is the personal context of an individual child, like Nicky, playing with 

and exploiting the language systems for her own needs at both a micro and macro 

level. Consider the following excerpt from a retrospective group interview: 

Nicky: How I usually write my story .. I.. I make a mistake like I was 
going to write .. like my story, Les, The Lion, was going to be 
the .. only something .. it was going to be the lonely worm or 
something .. and I put "Ie" instead of "the"; so I thought of Les .. 
so then I said "The Lion" so then I put "Les, The Lion." .. so 
sometimes I write stories .. cause I make mistakes and use the 
mistakes. 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 

Nicky's comments lend suppon for Corder's argument that the L2 speakers' 

perception of the distances between first and target languages appear to influence their 

learning strategies. Corder (1978) maintains that the issue of equivalences and differences 

between Ll and L2 involves the L21eamers' perceptions as well as measurable and specific 

linguistic features of the languages as systems. Nicky shows that she is aware of the two 

languages, English and French, as systems outside herself, as well as systems she can 

exploit and personally generate and use as resources. It would appear from her comments 

that Corder might be correct in assuming that "it is one of the strategies of learning to fmd 

out just how far down the scale it is going to be necessary to go before staning to build up 

again" (As quoted in Miller, 1983, p. 43). None the less, Nicky demonstrates the interplay 
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between her language awareness and language accessibility; she shows her awareness of a 

marked linguistic feature in the French written language system (namely, 

grammaticaVgender) and her ability to take advantage of her linguistic processing at a micro 

level, and to describe how she moves to a more macro level, exploiting her error, and using 

it as the subject of her Ll story. 

The Community Context, French Immersion And The Children 

Six children in two split grade five-six classrooms in a mainstream community were 

systematically observed writing stories in English Language Ans and in French Immersion. 

They were taught English by a second generation Greek teacher and taught French by a 

native Quebec francophone teacher. They were systematically tracked (Halliday, 1978) and 

interviewed in both languages during 1984-85. Figure 2.4 provides background 

information about the six children. This data has been summarized l) from the different 

types of interviews conducted with the children, and 2) from school documents and 

comments from parents, teachers and school administrators. It will be referred to 

throughout this dissenation. 

Background Inrormation and Choosing The Children 

The thiny children in these two classrooms were observed and interviewed during 

various phases of this study. However, the six children - Chris, Jenny, Alison, Katie, 

Nicky and David - were selected for systematic and close observation by their two teachers 

who participated in the study. Mrs. G. and Marie Josee selected these six children in 

response to my request: Tell me which six children I might closely observe this year 

because you find them interesting for one reason or another. The following are excerpts 

from field notes which describe my initial impressions of the children. 
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Narrative Segment 2.1: First Impressions - A Summary 

CHRIS is a quiet, friendly, curly haired eleven year old who enjoys reading and 

writing adventure stories in English and in French. Born in England, he recalls both 

parents reading English stories to him and visits to his maternal grandparents in Germany. 

Although he told me his favorite television shows are Knight Rider, Transformers and Star 

Trek and his favorite movies are Ghostbusters, Indian Doom and Return of the Jedi, he 

seems comfonably at home reading and writing stories in both languages. 

JENNY is a tall, dark haired, loquacious ten year old who appears seriously 

concerned about her academic achievement in school. Although she was born in Montreal, 

she frequently talks about her father who was born in France. She comes from a bilingual 

home in which English and French are used interchangeably, yet she did not recall her 

parents reading any French stories to her when she was youngJenny considers English to 

be her native tongue. Jenny appears to have established a commitment to reading; she has 

set herself a personal goal to read over one hundred English books, and makes regular 

weekly visits to both the school and community library. 

ALISON is a vivacious, auburn haired ten and half year old who speaks English, 

French and Armenian. Born in Montreal, she considers English to be her native tongue. 

She prides herself on her sense of humor and likes to read and to write funny stories. She 

recalls her mother reading Chip and Dale books, Mother Goose rhymes and Sesame Street 

books to her when she was young. She thinks that the "key word to be an author of 

English and French stories is willing." 

KATIE is a dark haired eleven year old who enjoys reading on her own and talking 

about books that she has read. Although her mother was born in India, Katie considers 
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English to be her native tongue and reponed that her family does not speak much of her 

mother's dialect at home. She recalls both parents reading to her before she went to school. 

Katie thinks that an author has to "think like a kid; they can't be themselves." 

NICKY is a tall, blond haired eleven and half year old who was born in Ontario and 

moved to Montreal in grade five. She recalls going to kindergarten in Kingston and to 

grade one and two in Sudbury and living in Oakville, a suburb of Toronto, before the 

family moved to Montreal. Her father is French speaking and she recalls his reading both 

English and French stories to her. She spends most of her recreational time watching 

television, listening to music and reading magazines such as Cricket, People Magazine and 

Rock Pop. She says that English tends to be the language that she and her family speak 

more frequently at home. She believes that "sometimes you have to take a chance with a 

book." 

DAVID is a brown haired ten year old who was born in England in Bradford-on

A von. He recalls his mother reading both English and French stories to him before they 

moved to Montreal when he was eight years old He said that he didn't enjoy the stories in 

French nor did he remember any French stories in particular. He remembers visits to 

France and his kindergarten and grade one years in school in Paris. David is fluently 

bilingual and speaks both English and French at home. His career at school seems at risk 

this year. 

(Field Notes 10/13/84) 

The Children, The Community and the Sociolinguistic Context 

The diversity in linguistic and cultural background among the six children chosen 

for the study is striking; the demographic data, however, as represented in Figure 2.4. 
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community. It has been traditionally perceived as a "homogeneous speech community" -

the last garrison of Anglo culture in this French province. With the exception of Jenny, 

who perceives she lives in a predominately French speaking community, the rest of the 

children seem to share the traditional view of this suburb as a largely English speaking 

environment. 

Their viewpoints may be explained in part by the historical perception of this 

community as a homogeneous Anglo speech community, as well as by an increased use of 

English within Montreal and this suburb since the election of the Liberal government in the 

fall of 1984, the year this study was conducted. 

Ervin-Tripp maintains that "the basic reason for the great individual differences in 

successes in language learning is the wide range of speech activities that different learners 

enter" (Ervin-Tripp, 1981, p. 45); I agree with Tripp, but would modify this statement to 

read "perceive themselves to have entered" To use Miller's metaphor (1983), where the 

individual language learner "positions himself in the language" and within the overlapping 

contextual configurations as shown in Figure 2.3 are important factors in understanding 

what he is attempting to accomplish in a particular context of situation. 

Because school districts are divided along both linguistic and confessional lines, 

this middle class community has varied contextual configurations, which reflect the ways in 

which children may be initiated into and schooled in literacy in both languages. David and 

Katie explain to the interviewer in the following transcript: 

David: ... and I just finished grade one here (in Paris) .. .in English and I 
went English all the way to 'till... 'till I got to grade four and 
then I went to French Immersion. 

Int: Is .. is that.. is .. is that when most of the .. into French 
Immersion .. grade four? 
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which children may be initiated into and schooled in literacy in both languages. David and 

Katie explain to the interviewer in the following transcript: 

David: ... and I just fInished grade one here (in Paris) .. .in English and I 
went English all the way to 'till... 'till I got to grade four and 
then I went to French Immersion. 

Int: Is .. is that.. is .. is that when most of the .. into French 
Immersion .. grade four? 

Katie: Vh uh. 

Int: Is that .. is that typical of this school district or this school? I 
mean is that what they do? Is that where it starts? 

Katie Vh .. uh. 

David Yes and no. There's ab 

Katie St. Peter's and St. Emonds .. oh .. they have .. urn a choice of 
either English or French. 

Int: Vh. Uh. 

Katie: Like .. urn they have at St. Peter's .. when you start kin .. 
kindergarten .. you can go into kindergarten in English or you 
can go in French .. ; it's up to them .. the parents .. I think .. cause 
the children, I don't think they would make a decision like that... 

Katie: And them .. urn .. ab .. what they .. the choices .. you have in 
French to think .. urn .. like in some .. some schools .. it must be 
very hard for some people who are coming from an all English 
school.. everybody in French Immer .. like has just been put in 
French Immersion and suddenly you're going to this class with 
people .. who have been in French Immersion for about.. since 
grade one and they just moved .. this in .. in grade four. 

Int: Vh .. 



Katie: And every .. that would be pretty hard for someone to cope with 
um. cause people could be late for a school year. The Jacques 
Cartier .. it would be sana a good if .. (Katie makes reference to a 
different school board within this same community.) ... if we did 
it that way ... 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 
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One thing these children have in common despite their diverse backgrounds is that. 

as David recalls, they all began a collective experience of fonnal instruction in French in 

grade four - the pattern of Immersion adopted and mark~tf"rl by this particular school 

board. Katie explains that within this same community alii 'lher school board offers another 

option, sometimes referred to in the L2literature as "Early Full Immersion." She atuibutes 

part of the difficulty of writing in L2 for some children to their sudden entry into 

Immersion in mid year as a result of transfer moves, especially in the later elementary 

grades. 

It is interesting to note that many of the children shared Katie's belief that Early Full 

Immersion was "the better route." However, their reasons were more pragmatically than 

linguistically oriented. As David put it "if you come to school in the middle of things 

happening you can have problems." The issue of Early or Late Immersion is a frequent 

subject of conversation among parents in this West Island Community. All of the children 

perceived themselves to be as the Russian psychologist Leont'ev (1981) put it "masters of 

their native tongue." 

It is understandable that the parents, teachers and school administrators in this 

community, and in particular, its conservative, traditional elementary school, are "school-

oriented" (Heath, 1983) and consciously concerned about their children's language 

proficiency in English and in French. Likewise, the children are consciously concerned 

about the same general issue. although their backgrounds and perceptions reveal different 
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socio-cultural-linguistic histories and understandings. Consider the following excerpt from 

a retrospective group interview: 

David: When we were in France like I was born in England .. and I 
studied like that proper English and French, not English 
Canadian and French Canadian. And I moved here and it was 
like the .. like the both languages were so .. , so diff..different and 
I never heard them so different before. Like I was saying .. like 
flrst I heard them saying like an English Canadian .. and I'll say 
"comment ca va" (pronounces with an Anglo accent) .. Because 
after I went to English .. that to England .. that I knew the right 
stuff.. proper English .. and I carne here .. and I was ah .. and 
when I heard French Canadian .. which is even more different 
than the French .. and I said "it sure was a strange place" but I 
got used to it after I lived here .. after a couple of years. 

Int: Uh .. Uh. 

Jenny: Well .. my father's French. He used to live in France. He was 
born in France and he came to Canada when he was eleven years 
old and when he was there .. there he start .. he started to get used 
to our English .. Whenever he talks, he goes "de car.". You 
know, he still has that French accent. He goes, "Da." It's like 
this person from France just came over to Canada .. and they 
were just learning English .. They'd have that funny accent and 
they still have it for most of their life. 

Int: Uh .. Uh. 

Jenny: He can say most.. a lot of words properly but somewhere he 
goes "da" and "dem.". He ( ) and it's really funny. "The" just 
before "T", he says "Tee." 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 

In a later section of this interview, Alison offers the following commentary about 

moving back and forth between linguistic contexts and two autonomous systems of sound 

and structure. 



Int: You were in France .. Were you able to get along with what you 
know? What you know? 

Alison: Sona .. ah it was . .it was pretty funny when in Europe cause, 
cause I'm .. I'm used to hearing the French Canadian accents and 
whenever I heard the people talk ... they had the French accent 
and it really sounded funny ... But ah .. I got used to it after a 
while. So when I came back here it sounded really dull and I 
mean they're not talking right.. it doesn't.. it sounds funny .. 
whenever you change from one whatever .. from one urn one 
background to another. 

These children's comments indicate their awareness of language as a system that 
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varies according to different sociolinguistic contexts, not only the two international contexts 

of Alison's comments but also two classroom contexts. 

Context or The Research Site 

Beachwood School is a traditional, public, English Protestant elementary school 

within the Riverview School Board, which services a population of approximately 11,300 

children. The school is located on a quiet residential street in a conservative mainstream. 

West Island suburban community of Montreal. The parents of the children panicipating in 

this study identified themselves as school oriented, middle class families with genuine 

concern about their children's literacy development in English and in French. 

Recent demographic data indicates a marked increase of single parents in this school 

community. Of the 490 children attending this school at the time of the study, over mnety 

percent live within two to four miles of the school and walk to school; the other ten percent 

are either bused or driven. During an open ended interview, the principal characterized the 

school as "traditional with the majority of teachers except Mrs. G. and Marie Josee using 

teacher directed and skills approaches to children's language and learning, and moving 

slowly and gradually toward more child centered approaches and the whole language 
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philosophy espoused by the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec" (05123/85) All thirty 

children consistently used infonnal fonns of address (Mrs. G. and Marie Josee) for these 

two teachers. The rest of the teachers in this school were consistently addressed more 

formally as "Madam Sauve" or "Mr. Hudon." 

A fundamental concern of the majority of the parents, teachers and principal of this 

school during the duration of this study was the implementation of the new Quebec 

Curriculum, English Language Arts I-VI (Document 16-209A). This document is the 

official policy statement of the Direction Generale de Developpement Pedagogique, 

Ministere de l'Education for the Province of Quebec. In particular, the teachers and the 

principal of this school were concerned about reconciling two different theoretical and 

pedagogical approaches to children's language and learning. On the one hand is the 

provincial mandated child centered, whole language approach to learning, and on the other 

is the school board's economical and professional investment into the clinical, prescriptive, 

teacher centered Madeline Hunter approach to teaching. Each approach reflects different 

philosophical beliefs, different theoretical and applied assumptions about childrens' 

language and learning, and different ideologies about the role of the teacher. 

Although the English Language Arts document is part of a larger educational 

refonn, Le Regime Pedagogique, in Quebec, it is interesting to note that at no time 

during the study did the principal, teachers, nor parents make reference to, nor express 

concern about the French counterpart of this document, the official policy statement for 

French second language and learning. This latter document espouses a communicative 

approach to French language instruction, but in some respects differs in theoretical 

orientation from its English counterpart. These differences and their consequences on 
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Context Of Classrooms As Communities And Social Texts 

A classroom exists as a community (Goodman, 1984; Graves, 1982) and as a social 

text, in the sense that institutions like schools or classrooms are comparable to genres. A 

classroom exists like an individual text within the genre of schooling, and its generic 

possibilities enable or disable the production of other texts and their distinguishing features 

(Maguire, 1987). For example, both the English Language Arts and French Immersion 

classrooms are marked by specific teacher assumptions, ideologies, features in routines, 

activities, meanings and invitations to which are discussed in Chapter 3. 

The French Immersion teacher's assumed at the beginning of the study l) that 

"ecriture en fran\ais" (writing in French) story writing would be "tres difficile" (very 

difficult) for these children; and 2) that wrinen French is more formal than oral French are 

notewonhy. This laner perception is reflected in her attitude to code switching: as one child 

repons, "it's okay in speaking, but jamais, jamais en ecriture"(never, never in writing) 

In one of my early interactions with Marie Josee, the French Immersion teacher, 

she describes the major difference between the two classrooms in this way: "Magdaline 

wouldn't do dictees and I do dielees au vocabulaire every day" (vocabulary dictees) (7). A 

sample dictee is provided in Appendix l. While Marie Josee believed that I would find 

"d'autres mondes entre les deux classes" (different worlds between the two classes), one of 

the children, Chris, did not perceive much of a difference between the two social texts and 

contexts except to say that: 

Chris: Well, sometimes well .. Mrs. G. doesn't correct our stories. She 
just takes them and reads them. She doesn't correct them but 
Marie Josee ... she corrects them and fmds all our mistakes .. so 
that is something different that they do. 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 
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Although it is not possible within the scope of this chapter to describe in detail the 

differences and similarities between the two classrooms, Jenny, another child, offers her 

perceptions of the different routines operating in the two classrooms and the ways in which 

the children were generally invited to write stories. 

[nt: I see .. If Jim (graduate student) were to come to your urn 
English Class and your French Class during your story writing 
time how .. what would he hear Marie Josee say when she 
invites you to write a story? 

Jenny: Well, he would .. Well Marie Josee would probably say ... well I 
urn want you to use this sentence in your story and/or she would 
say it's a free subject. And with Mrs. G. she says you can write 
any story that you want.. you brainstorm up a story, brainstorm 
a whole bunch of stories .. down .. put whatever you want down 
in five minutes and then choose the ones that you want and then 
she would say choose one of your brainstorms and brainstorm 
one of your stories .. or she would tell us to write a story .. and 
this .. well not .. usually .. well once in a while she told us to 
write a story from a certain title .. because .. She goes "if you 
read this book." She goes .. "If I found a treasure .. " It was a 
book called The Secret Tunnel; she was a period author. It took 
place in Newfoundland. And well. they found this treasure in a 
cave that was tens of thousands of years ago. Well urn and so 
she says, "well what would you do if you found that treasure." 
Like Marie Josee she asks us questions of our stories or she 
would say it's a free .. a free subject. 

Int: How would she say that in French? 

Jenny: Well sujet libre (free subject) in French. 
(Individual English Interview 05/02/85) 

In the next excerpt Jenny offers not only a reference to the routines she observes in 

her English Language Arts class, but a commentary on my own observational behaviors. 



Jenny: Well I come in and I well ... pick up any books and I read. I 
usually read books of adventure and after that we work in 
groups on our stories and our plays and then sometimes you 
might come around and watch what we're going to be doing .. 
what.. what we are going to be doing .. what we've said to you .. 
like ( ) told me that you were going to use this type of idea and 
it's very science fiction looking .. like ESP or people talking. 
You'd just see what you're writing .. what we are 
writing .. what .. what we're doing .. what we're talking about and 
what we're discussing and what we're ah well .. Maybe you 
would ask "Well where did we get these ideas .. where we get 
these ideas from what books .. Ah, what urn things have we 
seen .. what experiences have you had .. like well urn .. " 
(Individual Interview 05/02/85) 
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Descriptions Of Research Design and Data Collection Procedures 

Gaining Access to The Riverview School Board 

I chose the Riverview School Board because of l) its long tradition of French 

Immersion programs; 2) my familiarity with the language and learning philosophies of its 

officials; 3) my experience in working with some of the teachers within this board on an in

service course during the year prior to this study and during the year of the study itself; and 

4) my own teaching experience as a secondary school English teacher in a different Board 

within this same community. 

The following segments describe the various phases in my gaining access to this 

school and the two classrooms. 

Background and Motivation: Making Connections and Making Contact 

Two Literacy Events. I stated in the Prologue that my motivation for this study 

initially came from the insights of a four year old child. This is indeed true! However, my 

motivation also derives, in part, from my involvement with, and observation of, two 

teachers, Mrs. Brown and Mrs. G., who participated in an inservice course I taught for the 



Riverview School Board during the year 1982-1983. The following narrative segments 

record two significant events in the teaching lives of Mrs. Brown and Mrs. G. These 

events influenced my decision to situate the study within the context of the Riverview 
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School Board, as well as my theoretical thinking about the narrative competence of 

bilingual children. These two events reinforced my theoretical beliefs 1) that children can 

write in a second language much sooner than is traditionally assumed or documented in the 

research literature; and 2) that teacher ideology and the social organization of the classroom 

influences children's perceptions of what they can do and do. 

Narrative Segment 2.3: Mrs. Brown's Inquiry - How do third graders 
approach writing in a second language? 

It was a hot day the second to last week of May 1983. Mrs. Brown had been 
reluctant and uncertain what she would do for her action research project. In 
March, she settled on a question in her journal: What would happen if I 
asked my third graders to write in French for fifteen minutes a day for the 
next six weeks even though I can't speak French? The following are 
excerpts from her report which she read to her colleagues: 

Excerpt A 

Like many school boards in the Province of Quebec, French is generally 
taught within the Riverview School Board for a half hour daily within the 
English kindergarten class. Many schools within my board have a policy of 
one half day kindergarten in French, which is provided through the Home 
and School Association but parent funded. From grades one to three, the 
children receive an hour daily of French instruction to "acclimatize their ear 
and to practice French." In addition children do Dictees which consists of 
writing out words or paragraphs they memorize the night before and render 
back the following day in written form. At the grade four level, the children 
are concentrating on oral French for four hours daily and receive one hour 
daily of instruction in English Language Arts. By grade four these children 
are expected to pick up an equivalent of a grade five French program and be 
at level with other children in French schools. 



Excerpt B 

I wanted to see what would happen if grade three children were asked to 
write anything they wanted to in French for fifteen minutes each week. 
They were not being asked to write in their regular French class. I selected 
ten children who were not bilingual but were quick with a French-English 
dictionary. I myself am not bilingual and therefore could not offer any help 
to the children when they wrote in French. I made no corrections on the 
children's writing samples. It would seem that any improvement that was 
made by the children came from their own initiatives. 

Excerpt C 

On March 9th, the children started the project. They averaged 15.6 
words as well as their names and the date wrinen in French. Two of the 
children made lists of numbers, months or named immediate members of 
their families. Seven children wrote journals, many of which staned with 
Mon nom es ---(My name is ---). A long story was written by Alex who 
wrote 38 words and used punctuation. I saw linle creative imagination and I 
think the children were really just trying to get something down on the page. 
Although the French-English dictionaries were on the children's desks, they 
did not use them during these flfteen minute writing sessions. The children 
did not express any surprise nor resistance to the idea that I was asking 
them to write in French even though they knew I couldn't speak the 
language. 

Excerpt 0 

On March 15th, the children were all writing in French. This time they 
wrote an average of 41. 7 words, an increase of 16.1 over the previous week. 
This time they did not use capitals and periods, although they were using 
these conventions in their English writing. However, some children staned 
to use accents "to make the words look French." Three children wrote out 
poems they had memorized in French and the rest continued to write in their 
journals. 
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Excerpt E 

On March 23rd, the children wrote in French and much to my surprise 
the word count dropped to an average of 23 words, which was just a little 
higher than at the first writing session. However, only one child wrote lists, 
four wrote in journals and the rest of the children began to write imaginative 
stories. It is interesting that some children began to use English words 
within these French stories so as not to interrupt their flow of thought. For 
example, one child wrote the following: "n begin vers pleut." 

Excerpt F 

On March 29th, the average length of the children's writing improved 
slightly to an average of 28.3 words. However, only one child wrote a list 
and two wrote in journals and the rest were continuing to write imaginative 
stories. 

ExcerptG 

On April 13th all ten children chose to write imaginative stories. The 
average word count dropped to 18.2 words. When I asked them what they 
were doing, they told me they were writing stories in French. When I asked 
them how they decided to write imaginative stories in French, they told me 
that "they had been looking for French story books in the library and 
looking to see if some of those French words popped into their stories." 

Excerpt H 

On April 20th, all ten children wrote imaginative stories which averaged 
31.7 words and were using capitals and punctuation conventionally and 
some appropriate use of accents. 
(03/10/83) 
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In abstracting the meaning of this event for myself, I concluded two things: 1) that it 

would seem that writing in French in a second language was something that even a 

monolingual classroom teacher believed her students could do and this expectation 

influenced the children's perceptions; and 2) that writing in a second language is not a 

sequential nor linear process; these children seemed to be exploring the French written 

language system on several dimensions at once. 
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In the last few journal entries for the month of April, Mrs. G. talked about TS, (as she 

called him) a student in her fifth grade class and whom she had also taught in Grade two 

and "who remembered what he could do and wasn't doing this year." She frequently 

expressed concern that "they weren't making connections." She phoned me one evening 

and read me TS's autobiography and asked if he could read it to our class. On May 8,1983, 

TS, a chubby ten year old arrived at the door of Room 216 in the Faculty of Education at 

5:00 p.m. ready and eager to assume the author's chair. At 5:10 p.m. he began reading the 

following piece: 

TS Autobiography 

It is the late afternoon of Sept. 15, 1972, when a baby was born at the 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Montreal. His Ukranian parents called him 
___ , which, in English, means T.S. He came into the world silent and 
happy, but that wouldn't last long. At the tender age of two, while being 
babysat, he was playing in the bathtub, unseen by his baby-sitter, a 
neighbor. He turned a few valves enjoying himself. As a result, the water 
gushed out of the spout, temporarily burning his feet. In a few months, his 
feet were okay, his feelings weren't. From that day forward anything that 
was cold to anyone else would be very hot to T .... 

When he was three, he went to a daycare center at the Hollefeur Chalet. 
His parents also sent him to Ukranian school for three hours every 
Saturday. He loved playing in nursery school, but he would hate the 
strenuous work from kindergarten to grade four. (He didn't go into grade 
five.) 

Nothing eventful happened until he reached the ripe age of five. Then he 
started kindergarten at Lakewood Elementary School. His principal was Mr. 
1. and his teacher was Mrs. R. The boys in Mrs. R.'s class loved to make a 
building out of boxes and cylinders. After the building was high enough, 
they would remove two of the bottom cylinders, then making the building 
fall and collapse. 



In grade one his teacher was Miss c., the music specialist. If her 
singing group sung the notes wrong, she used to warm them up by making 
them sing the scale backwards. Through Miss C., T's long wanted urge to 
read came true, and his reading group became famous in Miss C. 's record 
books. They overran the reading level for grade one, and they had to be 
given a novel to read in class!! 

In grade two, he was in a mixed two/three class, in which his teacher 
was Mrs. G. He started in a so-so reading group, but he quickly rose to the 
second best reading group. (The best was just for grade three.) He also 
started developing a great interest in books and he couldn't wait until library 
day ... 

His grade three teacher, like his grade two teacher, was Mrs. G. This 
year, however, it was different. Mrs. G. gave out Creative Writing 
Assignments three times a month (hint, hint, Mrs. G.) and T. always came 
through with the most creative, most original and, of course, longest 
stories. This he loved doing and that encouraged him to be a journalist... 

Lakewood school closed that year, but the memories wouldn't. Mrs. G. 
and a few other teachers were transferred to Beachwood School, along with 
T. and half of the kids from Lakewood. 

The next year he was completely different from the previous one, oh, 
sure, his love for books remained but he felt out of place. Beachwood was a 
lot different from Lakewood. 

Another thing that changed was the story writing. His English teacher, 
Mrs. H. gave very little story writing ideas, and the ones she gave weren't 
so hot anyway. T. didn't despair. Mrs. G. was at Beachwood. 

In grade five, T. thought that his story writing would get back into 
swing with Mrs. G. as his English teacher. They didn't. Mrs. G. didn't 
give out Creative Writing assignments for the last two terms. She was hung 
up on book repons. She gave Creative Writing assignments for the first two 
terms but T. wasn't interested in writing those kinds of stories. 

T. didn't despair. He currently wants to be a lawyer, a musician and 
most imponantly a journalist! 
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The end? 

Mrs. G. 's response to T's autobiography: 

This is quite an autobiography, full of interesting events which will no 
doubt mould a great writer. Perhaps it is this piece of work which will get 
you back into that creative writing stream as we knew it in grade two and 
three. Please respond to my note, if you haven't already done so, with your 
suggestions for creative writing assignments. 
(as given to me on/11/83) 
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This piece suggests to me the significance of what choices teachers and students 

perceive they have in using the power of knowledge and language for observing, inquiring 

and creating, and for becoming aware of their own meanings in their social construction of 

reality. 

After TS read his piece to the twenty two teachers gathered in this room, he 

responded to their questions. In response to one question, "How can teachers best help 

kids write?", he replied, "I don't know, I guess listen to them and give them space." 

In abstracting the meaning of this event I concluded 1) that Mrs. G. was a risk taker 

among her peers and with children in her classroom; 2) that she was reflective about her 

teaching and how children learn and relate to her; and 3) that she was responsive to 

children's interests and explorations. 

In March 1984 while on sabbatical leave in Tucson, I wrote to the Coordinator of 

Professional Development of the Riverview School Board and made two requests: 1) that 

she present my proposal of a study on the narrative writing of French Immersion children 

to the appropriate school board officials for their consideration; and 2) that she initiate 

contact with Mrs. G. about her possible interest in participating in the study. She wrote 

back a week later and confmned both the Rivervew School Board's commitment to, and 
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Mrs. G's interest in, the study. At that time I started to keep what Ann Berthoff calls a 

"double entry notebook" which served to record my initial observational, methodological 

and theoretical notes, as well as personal hunches. The following narrative segment 2.5 is 

an excerpt from this notebook. 

Narrative Segment 2.S: Making Contact 

I received Gwen's letter today-March 26th, 1984. She posed four good questions: I) 

Does it matter that our children begin to learn French in immersion settings only in grade 4') 

2) Does the time of year, duration of the collection, etc. affect what is collected? 3) Is it 

better to have writing from children whose teacher does the English and the French? 4) 

Would it be preferable to ask teachers like those suggested who have background in the 

research? She also wrote that Pierre, the French consultant, was concerned about controls 

and the teacher's personality, but that since "this is a descriptive study this obviates the 

need to be concerned about such things. Am I right?" Gwen appears to understand the 

nature and purpose of the study. My personal hunch is leave any further contacts until I 

return to Montreal. 

The four questions expressed in the letter of the Coordinator of Professional 

Development will be discussed in relation to the conclusions and implications of this stud) 

in Chapter Six. The next narrative segment 6 includes an excerpt from field notes written 

after a telephone conversation with Mrs. G. shortly after I had returned to Montreal. 

Narrative Segment 2.6: Initial Impressions of Mrs. G. 

Mrs. G. telephoned me today, July 31, 1984, at McGill. She began by saying that 

she had heard that I had returned home and wondered when we were going to get together 

about working in her classroom. She expressed her enthusiasm in working together but 
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offered the following caution: "Don't expect to see a plan book. I don't plan. I plan 

according to what the children are saying, what has gone on the day before and what's on 

the news and what they are talking about when they come in." She explained that she had 

three language arts classes, grade three, grade five and a split grade five and six. We 

discussed how the French writing might be collected. Mrs. G. thought that her hunch was 

that Marie Josee would be willing to participate and would feel comfonable with a 

researcher sitting in her classroom and observing. "She's had them before in her classes." 

She would assess the situation and get back to me. She also offered the following 

information: 1) that the organization of her classroom was going to "come about through the 

children experiencing a more home like environment; 2) that she knew she had good 

rappon with kids and was going to build this into their social interactions and discussions; 

3) that she was going to continue journal writing; 4) that she wasn't going to use a basal 

reader but have the children read independently from their personal libraries and the school 

library; 5) that the emphasis would be on "collaboration and enjoying language"; 6) that her 

summer experience working on the language arts units for the school board convinced her 

that there was still a lot of work to be done. She also expressed her concern about how 

flexible and supportive the new principal of the school would be to her style of teaching. 

(Field Notes 07/31/84) 

On August 27,1984, I phoned Roben Lacroix the principal of Beachwood about 

making an initial visit to the school. We both agreed that given the Federal election, the 

Pope's visit to Montreal, his "newness" to the school and various other distractions, it 

would be bener to postpone this visit until September 7, 1984. The next Narrative Segment 

7 describes this initial visit to the school and meeting with the Principal and Mrs. G. 



Narrative Segment 2.7: Initial visit to Beachwood and Meeting with 

Principal and Mrs. G. 
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It was a wann, sunny September day. When I arrived at Beachwood School on 

September 7th at 11:45 about fifty or so children were lined up at the front door waiting for 

the arrival of school buses and/or their parents. Others seemed on their way walking home 

for lunch. As I inched my way through this crowd of bubbling, smiling faces, I was 

greeted by a blond haired youngster whom I thought probably was in the second or third 

grade. He opened the front door for me and seemed obviously proud of his gallantry and 

wished me well. As I found my way to the Principal's office, the school secretary greeted 

me warmly. Mrs. G. greeted me with a wann welcome as well and we chatted about her 

classes as we awaited the arrival of Roben Lacroix, the Principal of the school. At 11:56 

a.m. he appeared with a decided air of confidence and deliberation about him. After a brief 

discussion, we left for lunch at a local restaurant. My first impressions of the school were 

that it was clean, orderly and traditional. Over an informal lunch and friendly banter 

between Mrs. G. and Mr. L., we discussed the proposed study. I gave them both copies of 

the written proposal sent to the school board officials. Mr. L. suggested that working with 

Marie Josee might be better, she was the "least structured and traditional in her teaching and 

approach to kids than the other Immersion teachers in the school." Mr. L. impressed me as 

a thinker and genuinely interested in the study by his initial questions and statements: If we 

get into comparing teaching style might this pose a threat to other teachers? What applies in 

tenns of good teaching in L1 should apply in L2 instruction? In the younger grades there IS 

little if any writing in L2? Maybe that shouldn't be so? Why are French teachers more 

structured? Is this related to how you train them at McGill? 

(Field Notes 09/09/84) 
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These initial contacts and discussions with Mrs. G. and Mr. L. about the study, the 

school, the community and classroom contexts left me with the following tentative 

statements that can be grouped into the following categories, "Initial Impressions." 

Initial Impressions: 
The Community: 

1. The immediate community in which the school is situated is middle to upper middle 

class. 

2. The school has changed demographically with a high percentage of single parent 

families. 

3. The homes and the community in which these children live would convey a consistent 

and basic concern about literacy in both languages, English and French. 

4. The community's concerns and values about how literacy instruction in the two 

languages should be socially organized might not be congruent with current research 

and theory in both first and second language development. 

The School: 

1. The school is traditional in design and possibly in pedagogical approaches as well. 

2. The school is clean and orderly. 

3. The children's writings are valued. 

4. The principal will playa key role role in dealing with home and school values. 

5. The library will playa key role in this study. 

The Principal: 



1. The Principal is approachable, open, friendly and helpful. 

2. The Principal is reflective, values and is interested in young children's literacy 

development in both Ll and L2. 

3. The Principal is concerned about relating positively to his new staff this year. 
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4. The Principal is fluently bilingual and this fact influences his social interactions among 

his staff. 

The Teachers: 

1. The English teacher, Mrs. G., will create a climate conducive to language and learning 

through positive social interactions, clear and consistent goals, routines, tacit rules 

and shared assumptions between she and her students. 

2. The French teacher, who will participate in the study, might or might not be more 

structured in her approach than Mrs. G. She and Mrs. G. should work well together. 

3. Mrs. G. appears sufficiently self confident to reflect upon my questions and will 

respond authentically. 

4. Mrs. G. wants her students to think for themselves and take pleasure in using 

language to learn. 

5. Mrs. G. values the children's social development. 

6. Mrs. G. is interested in working out her own Whole Language Philosophy and 

Practice. 

A description of my frrst visits to both the classrooms of Mrs. G. and Marie Josee 

are described in Chapter Three. In summary this school was chosen because it was 

apparent from the initial visit with the Principal and the English Language Arts teacher that 
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1) I would be very welcome in the school and would have a wide range of freedom and 

accessibility; 2) I could visit the school at varying times during the school year and even 

during the course of a school day; 3) I would have opportunity to observe the same 

children in two different classroom contexts and two different contexts of language 

instruction; 4) I could collect data for an indefmite period of time; 5) The two teachers 

would be willing to be observed and interviewed overtime, and would be capable of 

teaching while they were being observed; 6) The school principal would be available and 

accessible to answer any of my inquiries. 

Researcher Role 

During the nine and a half mOnths, I visited this school, a minimum of one day a 

week, I remained an observer-participant in the two classrooms, with the exception of 

occasions, when either the teachers or the children initiated my participation into events or 

conversations. I decided upon an observer status, since I was interested in documenting 

what story writing in English and in French might look like within these two different 

classroom contexts. I visited the classrooms on different days of the week, to ensure a 

thorough sampling and consistency in the teachers' routines, values and beliefs in a variety 

of situations, and to guard against teachers and children responding to my "on the spot" 

interests as a researcher, and/or showcasing for me as a visitor. 

I spent the mornings in the French Immersion class from 8:30 -11:30 a.m., the 

afternoons in the English Language Ans class, a designated flfty minute period, which 

rotated as either flrst period after lunch, or the last period of the school day. I had regular 

fonnal and informal lunch time, or after school meetings with both teachers; some of the~e 

meetings occurred within the teachers' classrooms, the school lunch room, or outside the 

school at a local restaurant. 
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I established myself as a participant in many aspects of school life, such as 

attending curriculum meetings with the principal and his staff, accompanying the teachers 

on yard duty and other out of class responsibilities, and attending social and pedagogical 

(time, school meetings) events as well as communicating and meeting with School Board 

officials. This latter role had the advantages 1) of presenting myself as someone who could 

be trusted, would be a teacher advocate and not be judgmental; 2) of providing another 

social lens for observing the children other than in classroom contexts; 3) of triangulating 

and interpreting field note observations with the teachers' - school board officials' 

spontaneous interpretation of the meaning of significant events in this school, school board 

and community. All excerpts from interview data used in this study and reported here were 

given to the participants for verification. 

I experienced tremendous freedom in being allowed to move around the school and 

gaining accessibility to a variety of people; this ensured that observed behaviors were 

consistent and my field note interpretations of events within this school and community 

context were valid. 

Dealing With Observer Effect 

Although this study focussed on the six children, all thirty children in these two 

grade five/six "split" classrooms were generally aware of my interests in their English and 

French story writing. Both teachers had access to my field notes; Mrs. G. read them from 

time to time, and in some cases responded with written commentary. Being able to visit the 

school and the classrooms at different times of the week provided me with an opportunity 

to observe a range of behaviors and activities as well as to observe and talk informally with 

other children in the school. 
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The children were aware of my presence and general reason for being in their 

classrooms. On several occasions when I did not appear in a particular classroom according 

to the scheduled time period for either English or French some children took it upon 

themselves to search me out and invite me in. However, the effect of my presence in these 

two classrooms is best summed up by the following written commentary of one child when 

he responded to his English Language Arts teacher's request to reflect upon the question: 

Are we the same when Mary is here compared to when she isn't here? Ted writes: 

"I think we're basically the same. At the beginning we showed off and so 
did you. I don't know what she's really doing but she's interested in our 
stories. She talks to us but doesn't bother us and does pretty much the same 
in our French class" 
(TED 09/U9/84) 

Field Data And Four Modes or Data Collection 

The field data for this study was collected during three overlapping phases Figure 

2.5 summarizes the types of data collected during these phases, including the number of 

children, naturalistic measures, mode and language of interview data and function of the 

observational and interview data. 

Three Phases or Data Collection 

During the initial observations of phase One (September - December) the focus was 

1) on comparing the two teachers' ideologies, routines, practices, and values; 2) on 

observing, recording and talking informally with the thirty children; and 3) on their 

responses and general behavior patterns. The data collected during this phase included X2 

hours of observation recorded in field notes and informal conversations which were 

summarized into narrative segments. 
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My goals were I) to establish an observer participant role and develop rappon with 

the children, teachers, principal and other members of this school community; 2) to 

minimize the disruptiveness of my presence; 3) to develop physical and temporal maps of 

these two classrooms, and a sense of emerging patterns of story writing in both these 

classrooms; 4) to select six children for systematic observation for the duration of the 

study; and 5) to develop a set of field work techniques and methodology that would 

accommodate the emerging characteristics of Ll and L2 story writing in this panicular 

school, community and provincial sening. 

The documentation of both teachers' beliefs, values, attitudes and routines during 

this phase served as an important comparative data base for interpreting how these children 

were approaching story writing in Ll and L2 within the context of schooling in English 

Language Arts and French Immersion. 

During phase Two (December - May) focus was on the six children selected for in 

depth observation and interviewing both the children and their teachers. Data included 7H 

hours of observation recorded in field notes, informal conversations and audiotaped 

structured and open ended interviews (individual and group) in both English and in French. 

My goals during this phase were I) to systematically observe the six children in a variety of 

ways and situations; 2) to observe consistency or shifts in teacher ideology, routines, 

practices,values and beliefs; 3) to interview the six children in a variety of contexts and in 

both languages; 4) to uncover general panerns in terms of the children's perceptions of 

story writing as well as their strategies in producing. and the features of their English and 

French wrinen stories; and 5) to interview the two teachers and focus on their ideology. 

awareness of social text, perceptions of the six children as French and English story 

writers. 
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During phase Three (April- June) focus was on the six children and included 48 

hours of observation as well as varied types of individual and group interviews with them 

in English and in French. My goals during this phase were 1) to continue my focus on the 

six children and my systematic observation of their story writing in English and in French; 

2) to uncover their beliefs about the Ll and L2 alliance, and to examine their processing 

strategies for, and their use of resources in, writing stories in English and in French; and 3) 

to elicit open ended self repons from the six children about their French and English stories 

in general, and about the intentionality, genre preference and sense of accomplishment in 

their self chosen best English and French story. 

During the entire study 208 hours of observation were conducted and recorded in 

field notes. 

Field Notes 

As detennined by the appropriateness of the situation handwritten field notes were 

made during, or immediately after, all observations. Since I have considerable experience 

as a classroom teacher, and in observing and working with classroom teachers, I was not 

concerned about the possibility of "missing things." I operated on the assumption that IllO,>{ 

of what would occur would happen again. I kept the following four types of field notes in a 

double entry note book (Benhoff, 1986): 

1) OBSERVATIONAL NOTES: These notes took the form of a statement of 

observed activity. Example: Line 06 -1:20 p.m. - Katie is working on another play. 

2) METIfODOLOGICAL NOTES: These notes functioned as reminders for 

subsequent interviews. Example: Line 06 in the left margin - Ask Katie why she likes to 

write plays. They also functioned as my own queries to my own methodology. Example: 
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In the left hand margin below the fonner note is a question: What's the best way to capture 

her perception of stylistic preference? 

3) lHEORETICAL NOTES: These notes took many forms, but more often than 

not were realized in questions such as the following: Is Katie's stylistic preference related 

in any way to her socialization problem? Does she prefer play writing across the two 

languages and if so why? Is play writing easier than story writing in L2? 

4) PERSONAL NOTES AND HUNCHES: These notes took the form of tentative, 

intuitive statements or questions such as the following: Could it be that Katie is exploiting 

story writing time to suit her own needs? By writing stories can she direct or enlist her 

mates into a collaborative situation?! . 

These notes served four basic functions: 1) to document classroom procedures, 

social organization, materials, activities and the ways in which routines were established, 

as well as the children's general reading and writing behaviors in both classrooms; 2) to 

record personal hunches, and insights about emerging patterns especially with respect to 

the focal question: Is story writing in Ll and L2 different from the perspective of both the 

children and their teachers?; and 3) to facilitate the interpretation and analysis of what 

occurred in both classrooms. 

Following each observation, I rewrote field notes into narrative segments that 

described the patterns that occurred during each observation. These were coded and typed 

into the computer. The format for field notes consists of a narrative overview, a detailed 

anecdotal narrative of classroom observations, and a summary of classroom observations 

and interpretations of what was observed. The word "interpretations" is deliberately used 

as there were occasions when I had more than one interpretation of what I observed. 1 used 
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this ambiguity to advantage as an added lens for subsequent observations. In the narrative 

write up, a column on the left side of the page was used to indicate a time allocation of 

observed activities, routines, and a column on the right provided space for the coding of 

recurring themes or my interpretations of the meaning of events. 

Interview Data 

An interview is a form of discourse. Mishler (1986) states that "an interview is a 

joint product of what interviewees and interviewers talk about together and how they talk 

with each other" (Mishler, 1986, p. vii). He specifies the following four propositions as 

essential components: 1) Interviews are speech events. 2) The discourse of interviews is 

constructed jointly by the interviewers and respondents; 3) Analysis and interpretation are 

based on a theory of discourse and meaning; and 4) The meanings of questions and 

answers are contextually grounded. 

Seliger (1983) has criticized the Validity and reliability of learners' verbal repons as 

reflections of internal processing mechanisms in second language acquisition. He argues 

that "the conscious verbal repons of learners about their own internal device cannot be 

taken as a direct representation of internal processing" (Seliger, 1983, p. 189) On the oth~r 

hand, ethnographic and anthropological research has had a long tradition of examining 

phenomena from the native's point of view (Geenz, 1973). 

What can a research technique like interviewing actually elicit? The data for this 

study consists of over 1900 minutes of audiotaped group and individual interviews in both 

English and in French. A variety of interview data allows for triangulation of verbal data 

and reflects my view of interviewing itself as a contextually socially-negotiated event 

(Mishler, 1986), and interviews as socio-cultural texts. Since the children were used to 
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audiotaping themselves and their classmates for class projects, this mode was considered to 

be the least intrusive use of recording technology. 

Videotaping was used initially but subsequently abandoned because it distracted the 

participants; it did not provide a comprehensive account of classroom story writing events; 

the social organization of both classrooms allowed the children to move around their rooms 

thereby making any videotaping of anyone child too conspicuous and impressive. 

In addition, after comparing the video segments with the field note segments, I 

concluded that for this study "my observing" eye could capture the events and meaning 

of these events for participants better than a moving camera. I believe the former way of 

looking is more fluid. I was able to foreground and background events and characters. The 

latter mode of looking "froze events", and is perhaps more advantageous to micro 

ethnographers and dyad or small group studies. 

Figure 2.5 also summarizes the form, function and frequency of interview data 

collected for this study. In addition to the systematic interviewing of the children and the 

two teachers, I talked both formally and informally with the principal, staff, various school 

board officials (including the Director General) and the children's parents on a regular 

basis. 

The type of interviews varied on a continuum - there were informal conversations; 

audiotaped, open ended retrospective individual and group interviews in English and in 

French; and formal structured individual and group interviews, also audiotaped and 

transcribed. The children were interviewed in English in their English Language Arts 

classroom and in French in their French Immersion classroom. The structured group 

interviews in English and in French were conducted without the presence of an adult. The 
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teachers were interviewed in their own classrooms; other individuals such as parents, the 

principal, consultants and school board officials were or were not audiotaped according to 

the appropriateness of the situation. 

The questions asked of the children varied as well. They ranged from what they 

thought about English and French stories and story writers, and what strategies and 

resources they used to write their own French and English stories or stories for a younger 

child; to how they perceived story writing in these two social texts and two languages, and, 

in particular, what they felt about their best story writing experience in French and in 

English. The retrospective interviews elicited self reports from the children about their 

preferred style of writing stories in English and in French, their prototypical and best 

stories, their sense of their own intentionality and accomplishment, and their genre 

preference and enjoyment of stories. 

The interviews were fIrst logged and reviewed (Heath, 1986) over and over again ~o 

that patterns in the children's perceptions could be identifIed. Group interviews, both 

structured and retrospective, were reviewed as well for common recurrent themes that 

appeared in the children's comments. The structured and retrospective individual interviews 

were similarly reviewed for recurring panerns in each child's responses, and specific 

interview segments were tagged to illustrate the themes produced by each child. A written 

survey questionnaire (Appendix B) was administered in the last phase of the study and 

statistically analyzed for frequency distributions of reading and writing patterns in English 

and in French for the entire class, as well as for analysis of variance among the six 

children. This data lies within the positivistic research paradigm, but was interpreted in 

relation to the qualitative data gleaned from the interviews. 
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The retrospective English and French individual interviews were used in the last 

phase of data collection to guard against any differences between my perceptions of the 

story writing task and contexts, and the children's perceptions. In these interviews, the 

children were asked to choose the favorite story they had written in English and the favorite 

story they had written in French. They were invited to talk about what they were trying to 

accomplish in that story, particularly with respect to their choice of a temporal perspective. 

The children were interviewed about their English and French stories on separate 

occasions. 

Transcription Procedures And Coding Of Interviews 

The procedures used to transcribe the audiotapes are described and followed by an 

excerpt from a sample retrospective interview (Figure 2.6). 

Transcription Procedures 

The following general conventions apply to the transcriptions of the interviews: 

I) Three asterisks at the end of an interview segment indicate that pans of the interview 

have been omitted. Example: Line 034 .... 

2) Relevant behaviors of the panicipants or infonnation about the situational context 

appear in parentheses. Example: Line 034-036 (Jenny whispers her name to the 

interviewer). 

3) Talking and listening behaviors that occur simultaneously or overlap with one another 

are marked with a single elongated bracket. Example Lines: 008-009. 

4) Unidentified utterances or unclear speech are indicated by parentheses ( ) Examples: 

Line 028 NF: uh ( ). 



FIELD NOlES REF: E 06t<)6/8S 
1N - THEORETICAL NOTE 
MN - METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 
ON - OBSERVATIONAL NOTE 

RETROSPEC11VE GROUP INTERVIEW 

Date: 
Mode: 
Language: 
Scene: 

0M)6I85 - lunch hour 
AudioTape 
English 
Group Setting - English 
classroom room 4, children 
siaing at round table near 
window and cubbies. 

~--------------~ 

Participants: 

(Total turns 
of talk 403) 

Interviewer. 

IS (59) 
KA (32) 
AA (30) 
NF(19) 
CT(6) 
RJ (37) 
CH(6) 

JR (116) 

JR 

AA 

CT 

Total minutes of interView: 90 minutes 

Function: Perceptions of processing 
SU'alegies/valueslbeliefs 
about L 1 cl L2 self perceptions 

CH 

RECURRING THEMES 

• L J /L2 Alliance 

• Processing TImel 
Writing Tune 

• P1anning Ll/L2 
Thinking Ll/U 

• Classroom Ideology • 
Sujet librelTopics Assigned 

• Resources 

• Immersion E;~perience 
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Figure 2.6 Sample Excerpt Transcription Procedures (rom Retrospective Interview 
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Notes Unit Talk/Observations Recurring Patterns 

ON 
001 JR: Today is ... ah ••. Jun. 6th. 
002 ... a Thul'8day and this is a a Int: focus on g.n. sit° 
003 group Int.rvlew and w.'r. 
004 going to be talking about 
005 ItOry writing In English and 
006 F,.nch. Would anyone Ik. to 
007 Itart ... jull right off th. bat? 
008 KA: Okay. (Chidr.n ac:cepl 

TN: Is issu. 009 JR: Okay. topic) 
,.ally moth.r 010 KA: Ilk. story writing Oaught.r) 
tongu.? 011 JR: Okay ..• you like story writing 

012 ••• ah •.• in which d ... ? Enjoym.nt 
Perception of 013 KA: In English and In F,.ncn but SW in mother tongue 
.ase/diff. 014 mostly English becau •• 

015 English i. my mother tongue. 
0115 JR: Anyon ..... have a com-
017 m.nt? You ... ah ... Nicky you 
018 . want to ••• ah say?(NIcky 
019 laughs) (A shy n.rvou.laugh) 
020 JR: She said .h. Ik .. to I.arn in 
021 Engllah ••. Do you shar. that 
022 opinion?(Nic:ky laughs) 
023 (Invitildlon to share.) 
024 NF: un ... un .•• y.ah ... it's easier in Ease or Oiff 
025 English ... 
026 JS: W.II ... Encoding l2 
027 JR: "s .•. It' .... ier in English 
028 NF: Uh uh ..• 
029 JS: I find it a lot .uier in English EaSlOiff. 
030 because I can .xpress 
031 mys.1f mo,. d.arly .. .like ah I 
032 can, can writ. whld I 
033 f .. l...and well Fr.nch, it's 
034 much hard.r ... a lot more 

ON: 035 difficult. 
JS whispers her 0315 JR: Okay J.nny y.ah please 
name 037 don't say your nam •... Don't 

038 worry rll squ .. ze it in ther. 
ON: JS t.nd. to 039 som.how. I'D try. W.'II be 
dominate 040 able to recognize voices that 
interviews 041 are on ... 

042 Nicky did you have anything 
ON: Issu. of 043 more to say? (Nicky & Jenny 
.ueIdiff. 044 are fri.nds) 
- procnaing time 045 NF: uh,uh 
L2 or tim. for 0415 JR: W.II, can you .Iaborld. more, l1 Jl2 Alliance 
writing 047 why is it eaier then ... Why is 

048 .... ier tD ah writ. storie. in 
048 English? an you ... 
050 



5) Long pauses are indicated by three horizontal points ... - each represents 1/l0 of a 

second. Example: Line 027 JR: It's ... It's 
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6) Short pauses are indicated by two horizontal points. Example: Line 012 JR: Ah .. in 

which class. 

Tapes were initially transcribed directly into the computer as drafts. The printed 

computer transcriptions were revised based on my relistening to the tapes. A second 

revision was made one year later on my relistening to the tapes again. The interviews were 

coded in the following ways. In the upper left hand comer, there appears relevant general 

information such as date, language, mode, participants, interviewer, total length of 

interview and its function. The upper right hand comer was used to summarize recurring 

themes in the interview data; this proved a useful way to scan and rescan recurring themes 

across interviews. The transcription was segmented into three sections. Section one 

includes theoretical and methodological notes and section four includes observational notes 

and or recurring themes. Section two numerically identifies each line of the transcription for 

cross referencing and comparing patterns across interviews. Section three includes the text 

of the interview. 

Collection And Coding Of Writing Samples 

This study limits the analysis of stories to the six children's self chosen stories in 

English and in French, which they put into story writing folders. At the beginning of the 

study, all writing of the children in their English Language Arts class was kept in their 0\\ n 

writing folders by their desks. The French writing was initially kept in cahiers d' exercices 

which were usually kept on the teacher's desk. This pattern changed as the French 

Immersion teacher became more comfortable with a process approach to writing. Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1 Number of Self Chosen English and French Written Stories 

Number Number 
of Stories of Stories 

Background/Child Sex Grade Age Written Written 
In French· In English· 

1 . Christopher/German M 6 11 19 17 
Born in England 

2. Jenny/English F 5 10 28 17 
French 
Born in Montreal 

3. Alison/Armenian F 5 10.5 16 16 
Born in Montreal 

4. Katie/English F 5 11 20 14 
Indian 
Born in Montreal 

5. Nicky/English F 6 11.5 19 14 
Born in Toronto 

6. David/English M 5 10 16 12 
Born in England 

• The number of stories In this table were calculated accordmg to what the children chose to inclUlk III 

their story writing folders. Other stories also appeared In their dialogue Journals in English and In 

French. 



includes the number of French and English stories selected by each child for the story 

writing folders. A total of211 stories were selected by the children. 
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Since both teachers assured me that I could keep all the childrens' writing at the end 

of the school year, I did not remove their writing samples from their classrooms. In 

addition, because I believed the children's writing to be their property, none of their written 

productions were removed from the school during the year of the study. The children gave 

me their written pennission to photocopy their stories at the end of the school year. 1\:0 

child refused. During the study I had complete access to the children's writing; they 

themselves frequently approached me and invited me to look at their work. 

On July 2, 1984, I collected all the children's writing, including their French and 

English journals, from these two classrooms. Although the journals are not the focus of 

this study, nor will they be analyzed, they serve as an important reference for interpreting 

the children's perceptions of story writing as well as their teachers' ideologies and 

communicative styles. The six children were asked to review their English writing folders 

and place all their stories in another folder labeled Story Writing English; that same week 

they were asked to review their French writing and place all their French stories in a folder 

labeled "Ecriture en fran~ais: Histoires." 

I then typed and coded each piece of writing from each child's folders into the 

computer. A computer file for each child was made; the file included an English and French 

index of all their self chosen stories and dates. The stories were then prepared for coding 

and analysis. 

The top left hand comer of each story included the following information: name of 

the child, date of the story, language, context, type of story, point of view, assigned or 
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spontaneous story, story as first draft, revised or corrected, as well as a field note 

reference. A double space was provided between this section and the child's text in which 

was indicated th\! overall temporal ordering for each story. The transcribed computer 

printout of each story was divided into three sections. Section one indicates the fonns of 

temporal ordering used in the story, i.e. simple past tense. Section two includes the child's 

text and circled and labeled verb items that realize the temporal fonns. Section three 

indicates the function each fonn serves in its context as illustrated in Figure 2.7. This 

infonnation was transferred to a coding grid, a sample of which is provided in 

Appendix C. 

Docu men ta tion 

Classroom documents, curriculum and other relevant documents from the school 

board and the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec, reading materials and newsletters were 

collected when appropriate. These documents were itemized and summarized in field notes 

and categorized thematically. A physical trace of the classroom materials and the children's 

work was regularly recorded in field notes. This background infonnation was used in the 

interpretation of the results of this study. 



FIELD NOTES REF: 10/26/84 
Subject Chris 
Language: French 
Type of Story: Mystery/Adventure 
Point of View: 1st Person 
Assigned: 
Spontaneous: -
Draft: -
Revised: -
Corrected: -
Taped interview ref.: N/A 

CODE 
P 
PR 
F 
RT 
AT 

Other 
Past 
Present 
Future 
Relative Time 
Absolute Time 

Title: La Maison Hanl6e (l 0/26/84) 
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PA1TERNS 
Total Words: 367 
Total Verbs: 73 
Use of Past Tense: 27 
Use of Present Tense: 26 
Use of Fut~finity: 1 1 

FUNCTION TENSE 
AT% 50 
RT 12 

MJ's Class OTIIER II 

Context: Children Assigned 10 Write About a Haunted House Within the Genre of Adventure 

Range of Temporal Ordering - Past <- - -> Present 
Time 

1. P ~l la nuil d'Hallowe'en. A la demier maison. 
2. P 
3. P je ~2 llkr a la pone. LJil ~ Ie bouton. 
4. P 
5. 5 et la terre a ouvene4

• et rna soeur et moi 
6. PR 
7. - Oot IOrnber' dans la sous-sol. "0 IU' ~ un 
8. P 
9. PR f~on de ~7 d'ici," ,[ji'JIiI. "On dW.i ~lO 
10.-
11. P par la maison." On 1..11 ~ par Ie sous-sol, qui 
12.P 
13. P+PR WI2 comme un salon. n ~u des blankets 
14. P+PR 
15. P+PR blanes sur les meubles! Soudainement. une des 

blankets ,,14 ~ el ~u dans I'&ire. 

Figure 2.7 Sample Coding of Story 

Function 

1. RT 
2. AT 
3. AT 
4. AT 
5. AT 
6. AT 
7. -
8. AT 
9. AT 
10.-
11. AT 
12. AT 
13. RT 
14. AT 
15. AT 
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Summary 

The meaning of bilingualism in Canada and Quebec cannot be separated from its 

historical roots. Any researcher comes into a research situation with the intent of focussing 

on the present. However, I have emphasized the historical roots of bilingualism and the 

notion of the overlapping contexts in which this study is embedded for a number of 

reasons. Researching, like story writing itself, involves a looking back and a looking 

forward while making sense of present phenomena. 

The development of Immersion programs can be traced to socio-cultura1, linguistic, 

political and economic changes in Canadian and Quebec society. The notion of overlapping 

contexts is presented as a conceptual frame for studying middle grade children's 

perceptions and productions of English and French written narratives in two different 

classroom contexts during the year 1984-1985. 

This study is a departure from the large corpus of traditional studies of French 

Immersion. Data collection procedures used in this microethnography and described in this 

chapter are within the ethnographic tradition. In particular, the focus in this study is on 

understanding the meanings of the social contexts, the children's perceptions and 

productions from the children's perspectives. In the next chapters I describe the 

factors which impinge on children's 'fashioning' of English and French written stories and 

their perceptions of stories written in the two languages within the genre of schooling in 

English Language Am and French Immersion. The three contingencies of context of 

situation, Field, Mode and Tenor, as described by Halliday all combine to produce a text of 

a particular son. 
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The process of text construction in this study is therefore viewed as both cognitive 

and social; the process takes place in the language user's head and in the context of social 

interactions. In the next chapter I focus on the varied contexts, community, school board, 

school and classrooms in which six children perceived they experienced and actually 

experienced the storymaking process in English and in French. I also analyze the patterns 

among and between the children's perceptions across varied interview situations and in 

relation to the two teacher's respective ideologies, beliefs, values and practices. 
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1. Meech Lake Accord 

During 1987. there were a series of Parliamentary debates on amending the 
constitution of Canada. In the 1982 repatriation of the Canadian constitution. Quebec was 
left out of the accord. The Meech Lake Accord (June 3. 1987) is an attempt to bring 
Quebec into its constitution. It incorporates a theoretical political view developed in the 
1970's that the national government is different from the federal government The national 
government is the combination of the Federal government and the provinces. Former 
Prime Minister Trudeau publically spoke out against special status for Quebec in September 
1987. There has been concern expressed in editorials in the one Montreal daily English 
newspaper The Gazette that the Meech Lake Accord threatens the linguistic and cultural 
security of Anglophones in Quebec. 

2. Provincial Curricula 

There is a central Ministry of Education which serves both the Anglophone and 
Francophone educational communities. Both groups of teacher participate in curriculum 
development through separately consttucted Anglophone and Francophone consultative 
committees. Thus. Anglophone and Francophone teachers are not accustomed to working 
collaboratively on curriculum development especially with respect to language teaching. 

3. Confessional Schools 

A confessional school or school board is identified by a designated religious 
affiliation such as Roman Catholic or Protestant (i.e. The Montreal Catholic School 
Commission. The Protestant School Board of Greater Montreal). 

4. Quiet Revolution 

This is a metaphoric term which refers to the social-political -economic changes in 
Quebec in the sixties and seventies. Prior to the 1980's the responsibility of language 
promotion and purification was left to various patriotic and religious organizations such as 
the St. Jean Baptiste Society and the Catholic Church. The Quiet Revolution which began 
in 1959 with state intervention in education. brought in a period of social and economic 
"rattrapage" (catching up) of French Canadian society with a goal to bringing it into line 
with that of the rest of Canada. During this period. there was an accelerated growth of 
nationalism and heightened feelings of resenttnent of many Quebec Francophones with 
respect to their perceived subordinate linguistic and economic status in the province. This 
led to a resaucturing of social welfare institutions. such as education and health care. which 
had been under the control of the clergy and the "English- speaking elite", and the 
emergence and election of the Partie Quebecois, a provincial pany committed to negotiating 
the political separation of Quebec. In 1964, the system was secularized and put undl!r thl! 
authority of the Ministry of Education rather than the clergy. These economic, social and 
educational changes occurred alonside the global policies on language planning that C:lme in 



the form of the Official Language Act 1974 (Bill 22) and the Charter of the French 
Language of 1977 (Bill 101) 

S. Dicree 
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The Dictee is a traditional routinized genre in French and French Immerison classes. 
It has its roots in French education and the Academic Fran~ais, a language planning 
institution dedicated to the task of purifying and perpetuating correct French usuage as 
rendered by esteemed uthors of the academie "Les Immonels". The Dictee consists of eit~er 
a list of words or paragraphs students memorize the night before and then write on 
command the following day within a designated time period, after listening to a teacher 
orally render the words or paragraphs. 



CHAPTER 3 

A PERTE DE VUE 

(AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE) 

Overview 

In "The Red Fern" the American poet, Wallace Stevens, writes 

Infant it is enough in 
Life to speak of what you see 
But wait until sight wakens 
The Sleepy eye and pierces 
The Physical Fix of things 
(Wallace Stevens, The Red Fern, 1953) 

In this study I view the story making process as a meaning making process in 

sociolinguistic, political and cultural contexts. The lines by Stevens capture for me as a 

researcher the problem of penetrating the world of "objective appearances," in order to 

discover just how the meanings of teachers and children are produced, expressed and 

understood in school contexts. These lines also suggest to me that these negotiated 

meanings between teachers and children may be influenced by other impinging contexts, 

which are not always directly visible to the researcher's discerning eye nor immediately 

apprehendable at the precise moment of observation. 
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Giroux (1983) views this problem as one of a dialectic between human agency and 

structure, in the sense that schools are not only instructional sites but also cultural and 

political sites. He believes that "a dialectical notion of society and theory would argue that 

observation cannot take the place of critical reflection and understanding" (Giroux, 19S3, p. 

20). He believes that schools are complex organizations "whose relation to a larger society 

is mediated by social movements which help determine the configuration of school life" 

(Giroux, 1983, p. xii). In this sense, they are social sites with a dual curriculum, one being 



oven and fonnal and the other coven and infonnal. Giroux sees schools as mediating 

between society and the consciousness of individuals. 
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The researcher's task in this sense becomes one of unraveling distinctions between 

ideologies about schools and ideologies in schools, and understanding the structural effects 

of schooling and their lived effects from the participants' perspectives (Giroux, 1983). In 

Giroux's view, ideologies, which are sets of beliefs, are located "not only on the level of 

speech and language but also as lived experience, as practical conduct in everyday life" 

(Giroux, 1983, p. 152). Thus, the story making process in L1 and L2 is embedded in both 

the oven and tacit social transactions and negotiations of meanings between teachers

students, between students and students, and between researchers-teachers-students. 

As transactive social events, the makings of stories in L1 and L2 involve the 

orchestration of multiple cuing systems to produce texts that function in particular contexts 

of situations, i.e. in this study the classroom contexts of English Language Ans and French 

Immersion (Harste et al., 1983). However, story making is also embedded within such 

overlapping contexts as community values, provincial curricula, school board curricula, 

and the values and policies of the school, all of which impinge directly or indirectly on the 

classroom contexts, or social texts (in Foucault's sense), from which children's stories 

mayor may not emerge. Teachers are important mediators both within and of this 

educational process. For example, each of the overlapping contexts referred to above 

impinges in different ways on the two teachers' (Mrs. G's and Marie Josee) perceptions of 

the six children, the teaching-learning relationship and the narrative competence of bilingual 

children. 

I have divided this chapter into four sections in order to provide background 

concerning these overlapping contexts. In Section I, I discuss the Quebec Provincial, 
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Ministry of Education - Riverview School Board dialectic on the teaching and learning 

relationship. In Section 2 I discuss the Beachwood School context and the two classroom 

contexts for story making in Ll and L2 from the principal's perspective. In Section 3, I 

compare and contrast the two classroom contexts in terms of their social organization, 

teacher ideology, routines, values and beliefs during the three phases of this study from the 

perspectives of both the two teachers and the six children. An interpretative summary of the 

two teachers' models of narrative discourse as well as their values and beliefs about story 

writing and the children as story writers is provided in Section 4. 

Context of the Teaching-Learning Relationshi p 

A Ministry Of Education - Riverview School Board Dialectic Of 

Consciousness 

In his novel Two Solitudes Canadian author Hugh MacLennan writes: 

But down in the angle at Montreal on the island about which the two rivers 
join, there is little of the sense of new and endless space. Two old races and 
religions meet here and live their separate legends, side by side. If this 
sprawling half continent has a heart, here it is. Its pulse throbs out along the 
rivers and railroads; slow, reluctant and rarely simple, a double beat, a self
moved reciprocation. (MacLennan, 1945, p. 10) 

This passage reflects two dominant lietmotifs in the history of Quebec schools, 

school boards and schooling: 

I) issues of confessionality, and 2) rights of linguistic minority and majority 

populations. As well, the influence of the Ministry of Education, which was created in 19M 

as an official government institution, surfaces and resurfaces in Quebec's educational 

cultural history and reform. 

Within the present social-cultural-linguistic and the political and religious reality of 

Modem Quebec, these issues have become particularly contentious especially since 1976, 
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the year the Parti Quebecois came to power and instituted BillIOl. Underpinning these 

issues is the survival of two sociolinguistic speech and educational communities. Thus, 

there exists a dialectical relationship between two communities: the francophone 

community, a majority population, concerned with the survival of its language and culture; 

and the anglophone community, a minority population, concerned with the survival of its 

English language denominational school system and institutions. Each community for 

different reasons is concerned with the central issues of power, domination and liberation. 

The Ministry of Education and Riverview School Board dialectic is also embedded within 

the larger Canadian-Provincial dialectic. 

In an article "Towards the Larger Community" for a special issue of Language 

and Society, Dominique Clift, a journalist and astute observer of the Canadian 

sociopolitical and economic scene, describes the Canadian-Provincial dialectic in the 

following way. 

Language has now become symptomatic of the troubled relations 
that persist between centralized authority and the periphery ... So strong are 
the forces of dissociation, the centrifugal forces, in Canada that there is no 
consensus on the fundamental question of human rights ... While these are 
theoretically supposed to transcend circumstances and expediency, in 
Canada they remain subject to political bargaining, provincial opting-out and 
local tampering ... This situation goes beyond language; it also concerns 
other rights such as those of native Indians and women. And ... 

... as a protest against an oppressive centralization of power and 
resources, it offers rather limited social and economic horizons ... In a sense 
it is an ideological choice: achievement and power versus self
determination. It is the excitement of the large city versus the comfortable 
kinships of the small town . 

... French immersion, in this context, is a choice made on behalf of 
one's children in favour of the larger community. It is the beginning of a 
voyage into a country that is largely unknown. (Clift, D., 1984, p. 68) 
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It is not possible within the purview of this study to outline the complex history of 

Quebec's educational system, nor the historical uneasy alliance between the English and 

French communities. However, since the passage of Section 93 of the British North 

America Act, it is imponant to understand that the Quebec school system existed and still 

exists within a confessional structure. Through the years, there have been some important 

bills which have influenced school board officials' decision making policies, especially 

with respect to the social configuration of language instruction in English and French and 

the compulsory consultation, active involvement and participation of parents in the decision 

making policies both at the level of the school board and at the level of the school (1), 

When the Ministry of Education was created in 1964, it reorganized the school 

system into 64 regional school boards, 55 of which were Catholic and 9 of which were 

Protestant. Since its 1964 existence as "The Riverview School Board," this board was 

constituted, and is still considered to this date, as an off island suburban, English 

Protestant regional confessional school board. During the year of the study, the Board had 

sixteen (16) elementary schools, and five (5) secondary schools and three (3) Ecole 

Primaires (elementary schools) under its jurisdiction, as well as a one room school house in 

rural Quebec. This board serves both a suburban and rural population. 

The Ideological Context of English and French Teaching and Learning in 
The Riverview School Board 

The senior administrators of the Riverview Protestant School Board have 

traditionally perceived themselves as a collective group - as a leading school board in 

Quebec with respect to implementing current educational research and delivering "quality 

education second to none in North America. These officials claim that they have 

consistently maintained a position of responding to the needs and values of its constituents, 

a predominantly middle class suburban Anglo Protestant population. 
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The Riverview School Board and Community. A recent anicle in the only 

English Montreal daily newspaper, The Gazette, suggests that this West Island community 

seems to be "taking on a French face." 

French speaking newcomers are transforming the cultural landscape just as 
construction cranes are altering the suburban flatlands. There are two 
parallel booms going on here: one is exploding the myth of a unilingual 
bastion of anglophones. While the second is bringing a wave of prosperity 
not experienced since the early 1970's (The Gazette, November 30, 1987, 
p. A-4) 

In 1980, according to the figures from the Canadian census for this community, less 

than 10% of its members have less than grade nine schooling, less than 25% have French as 

their mother tongue, 50% or more have English as their mother tongue. The incidence of 

low income families was less than 6%, the average household income was $36,000.00 or 

more with 30% of its members in managerial, scientific or related occupations, and 45-70'1( 

have completed post secondary education. The estimated market value of single dwellings 

was $75,000.00 to $150,000.00. According to the 1986 census statistics there are a third 

more francophone residents in this community compared to a decade ago. In 1986 the 

number of residents who cited French as their mother tongue was 3,755 compared to 1,345 

in 1976. 

At various public school meetings and in public school board documents, the 

board's senior administrators claim that they have consistently responded to the increasing 

"French Fact" in Quebec during the seventies and eighties by implementing French 

Immersion programs to this middle class, upwardly mobile community. This dialectical 

interplay among anglophones and francophones is embedded in two consumer shopping 

structures, Fairview Shopping Mall owned by Fairview Cadillac and Marche de l'ouest, an 

open market which was established in 1981. These two structures are frequented by 
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anglophones and francophones and reflect varied perceptions of bilingualism and the 

English and French alliance in this province. This is reflected in the English and French 

journals of Chris and Jenny. Chris frequently talks about "his family shopping at Fairview" 

while Jenny frequently talks about her family visits to Marche de 1 'Ouest. 

The officials of the Riverview School Board believe the board continues to serve 

this community since it officially adopted French Immersion programs in 1971. In addition 

to the elementary and secondary schools which offer French Immersion but are promoted 

as English schools - "structures preserving the English language/culture, yet producing 

bilingual graduates," the Riverview School board opened three Ecole Primaires (French 

elementary schools) in the mid seventies. These "all French" schools were to serve the 

needs of Protestant francophone parents and were also a response to the wishes of a small 

percentage of anglophone parents who opt to send their children to an "all French" school. 

This latter group of parents tend to operate on the assumption that immersion may not 

provide an authentic second language learning situation for their children. The differences 

among the French programs of the Riverview School Board in terms of amount of 

instruction in English and in French at various grade levels are presented in Figure 3.1 . 

The amount of time children spend in English and in French during an entire school day is 

a particularly contentious issue within this board and community. Figure 3.1 points to the 

complex dilemma faced by these school board administrators in responding to community 

members' perceived educational needs, beliefs and values and by parents in choosing the 

most viable route for their children's English and French language development and 

learning in this school context. In a feature article for a popular Canadian magazine 

Homemaker, Rona Maynard comments that - French Immersion "has been called 
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education's success story, yet 22 years after the fIrst experiment it is still a controversial 

subject" (Maynard, 1987, p. 8). 

The Riverview School Board, The Community and Ministry of Education -
French Immersion 

During the seventies and early eighties, there was considerable educational curriculum 

refonn at the Ministry of Education level, in the fonn of Le Regime Pedagogique 

(pedagogical Plan). However, from a political view point, it is imponant to understand that 

the implementation of French Immersion programs as a "perceived innovative pedagogical 

orientation" in many Quebec communities were largely local parental initiatives rather than 

provincial government mandated imperatives. In this political sense, French Immersion 

programs are at best merely tolerateti by the Ministry of Education as experimental second 

language programs for eligible anglophones. 

Nevenheless, Immersion programs continue to grow in part due to the efforts of 

parents who are members of an influential organization called Canadian Parents for French 

(CPF), headquartered in Ottawa. This voluntary national support group was founded in 

1977 by thirty-fIve parents who work at national, provincial and local levels to ensure that 

the best possible French second language learning programs and opportunities are 

available. The organization has a membership of 6,500 and has published a Registry of 

French Immersion Programs across Canada. 

However, at a local level, Gilles Bibeau, a professor at the Faculty of Education 

Sciences at the University of Montreal, questions whether the claims made for the success 

of French Immersion are exaggerated. He suggests educators adopt a more critical view of 

the language teaching problem and believes immersion is passe. In an article "No Easy 

Road to Bilingualism," Bibeau (1984) talks about Immersion and affective factors, and 

criticizes the concept and teaching methods of French Immersion. 



Unfortunately, research on immersion does not provide the answer 
because immersion programmes did not contain hypotheses about 
educational factors as such (except perhaps with respect to comparing early 
and late immersion programmes). We have no significant data on teaching 
methods or materials, teachers and their relationships with children, the 
influence of immersion classes on other classes at the same school, what 
happens in the classroom, and so on. Moreover, we know little about 
alternative systems. 

The general teaching methods used in immersion classes run counter to 
the most characteristic trends of modem pedagogy. Today's classroom 
methods are aimed at spontaneous expression, great individual freedom and 
satisfaction of children's needs; by contrast, immersion classes require 
children to express themselves in a language they do not know in order to 
meet the needs formulated by parents and educators. (Bibeau, 1984, p. 48) 
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The goals of immersion education for the Riverview School Board are outlined in 

the curriculum document Visons La Cible, 1985. 

Cours d'immersion, de la 4e a la 6e annee 

Buts par ordre de priorite 

1. ~velopper chez l'apprenant l'habilete 1 utiliser la langue fran~aise comme un outil de 

communication, d'expression et de reflection. 

2. Developper et maintenir chez l'eleve une attitude favorable a l'apprentissage et a 

l'utilisation du fran~ais. 

3. Developper l'acquisition d'habiletes, de techniques et de connaissance dans les 

diverses disciplines figurant au programme. 

4. Sensibiliser l'eleve au milieu francophone au Quebec. 

Course of Immersion Studies for grades 4 to 6 

Goals listed in order of priority 

1. To develop the ability to use the French language as a tool for communication, 

expression and reflection. 



2. To have the pupil develop and maintain a favorable attitude for learning and using 

French. 
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3. To develop the acquisition of abilities, techniques and knowledge within the diverse 

disciplines in the program. 

4. To sensitize the pupil to the francophone milieu in Quebec. 

( Visons La Cible, 1985, p. 18) 

The most imponant goals for the French Immersion program are 'acquiring French' 

and developing a positive attitude toward the French language. It would appear from this 

rank ordered list that sensitizing children to the francophone ethnolinguistic and cultural 

reality of Quebec is the lowest priority. 

The Riverview School Board opted for Middle Immersion "as the norm" as I 

discussed in Chapter Two and based this decision on a particular type of experimental 

research by McGill University cognitive psychologists, Genesee, Lamben and Tucker. 

This research takes the form of large scale quantitative, psychometric. product analysis 

studies of students' general achievement and both English and French language 

proficiency. on standardized tests. The Riverview School Board claims it made its decision 

on the basis of research "which suggests that Middle Immersion is the most superior 

model" (87-04-04, p.l). 

However, in retrospect, there are possibly more subtle political factors impinging 

on this decision. For example. consider the following excerpt from one of the board's 

public documents: 

One delicate aspect of a decision to opt for middle immersion must be dealt 
with by all those involved. The decision has profound implications for the 
future. If we cannot sell middle immersion to our communities, we run the 
risk of losing many potential pupils. (87-04-04. p. 6) 
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The risk to which the Riverview Council of Commissioners (an elected 

membership) alludes is the economic loss of pupils to the anglophone Catholic board in this 

community which offers early immersion, and/or the loss of pupils to the francophone 

Catholic school system. Thus, the social and political implications inherent in the 

implementation of French Immersion programs within this community present themselves 

in different guises. In Giroux's sense, schools within the Riverview school board are both 

insttuctional and political sites. 

In its pure form, the educational rhetoric of French Immersion consistently 

emphasizes educational content over learning of linguistic forms. Comprehensive reviews 

of research on the educational outcome of French Immersion (Swain & Lapkin, 1982; 

Cummins & Swain, 1986; Genessee, 1987) consistently claim that students' second 

language proficiency increases as a result of the Immersion experience and they do not 

suffer in academic achievement. The success of these Immersion programs is usually 

attributed to the fact that French language instruction is incidental to the learning of 

educational content in French. Although more recently, there has been a shift to the 

inclusion of some language study (i.e. Language Arts); "it represents a new redressing of 

the balance between language development and language use, a son of fine tuning of the 

Immersion model" (Yalden, 1984, p. 462). 

However, many French Immersion teachers, including many within the Riverview 

School Board, still use both a skills oriented, traditional approach to reading and writing 

and evaluative instruments which focus on discrete skills and the learning of linguistic 

forms (Field Notes OS/23/85). This ideology toward language learning (Language Ans) in 

L2 is most apparent in a routinized genre of instruction in French Immersion, known as the 



Dictee, which is fmnly embedded in many French Immersion teachers' classroom 

practices. 

In an open ended interview, the board's French consultant, Pierre Cannes, 

attributed this deeply entrenched tradition to the French Lycee in France and the "old 

Crocean concept of "explication de texte." The consultant stated that "too many children 

have had to suffer through this dualistic Cartesian mentality but some French Immersion 

teachers seem to be moving in new directions" (Ref. Field Notes OS/23/85). In an open 

ended retrospective interview, Roben Lacroix, the principal of Beachwood School, 

commented on the traditional teacher-directed nature of many French Immersion 

classrooms: (1= Interviewer) 

R: Now I think you can see that evidence of that urn, within the 
school, we are looking at the youngsters work . .1ooking what's 
suppose to .. looking what teachers put up on bulletin boards etc. 
If you visit French Immersion classrooms, you don't see a lot of 
youngsters writings posted. You are talking in the French 
language now I assume? 

I: Uh uh. 
R: Because they do have their English period and ah .. you know 

the same kind of writing that is going on there. But the time 
devoted to it is not as great. So just on a time factor, there is 
nothing much. But ah .. I.. I'd say .. not.. not the emphasis on 
written communication in terms of the author's .. kids being able 
to write .. creative writing in the French stream, no! 

I: Why do you think so? Why do you think that's so? 
R: Well I, I think I've touched on a few of the points. I think some 

of the teachers have had a different philosophy. 
I: Uh uh. 
R: Of teaching-learning process. That ah .. maybe they didn't stress 

ah writing or something. Interestingly I would say that I feel the 
ah .. teaching of French language has not espoused the whole 
language approach in teaching French! 

I: Uh uh. 
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R: 

I: 
R: 

Though we seem to be going that way in English urn .. They have 
been more traditional .. exercises and exercise books; breaking 
the language down into its pans and teaching the skill and the 
component, rather than the whole language. So, that.. I think, 
has mitigated against kids writing as much, because they're 
involved in learning skills. And if you visit French Immersion 
classrooms you will see youngsters learning skills learning ah .. 
they're ah learning you know, vocabulary and vocabulary skills. 
They are learning grammar, traditional French grammar. I am 
not, ah ... you know, an expen in teaching French language. 
Cenainly that's the way I was taught and it didn't teach me a 
heck of a lot. Ah .. but you do see kids doing French grammar, 
grammar exercises. Um .. um .. I think that does not lend itself to 
youngsters writing a great deal. 
Vh uh. 
Interestingly, although the emphasis is on oral I don't even . .I'd 
even go so far as to say that I don't see a great deal of emphasis 
on the kids communication orally .. a lot of.. ah .. skills still in 
the French Immersion programs. 
(Open ended Interview, Roben Lacroix OS/23/85) 
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Confounding the ideological and political context of the Riverview School Board 

are the differences in pedagogical orientation towards language learning in Ll and L2. The 

former context emphasizes the whole language, child centered integrated approach to 

children's language and learning, while the latter emphasizes "l'approche globale" (the 

global approach) and/or a communicative competence approach - both activity centered 

communicative approaches to language learning. 

Although the deflnition "communicative language teaching" is varied, a common 

pedagogical assumption of this approach is that oral competence precedes written 

competence; it tends to focus on the Krashen model of comprehensible input and has been 

espoused by the Department of Second Languages, McGill University as a viable theory of 

second language acquisition and learning. "Comprehensible input" is defmed as 

understood messages in the second language at a level slightly above the learner's current 

proflciency level. These messages are presented by a native speaker who models the 



language in supportive, sheltered environments. In the Krashen model emphasis is on 

learners' receptive skills before production skills (Krashen, 1981). The assumptions 

underlying this approach are not unlike those which underlie the traditional language 

experience approach to English Language Arts. The following are two exarnples of 

assumptions underlying both these approaches. 

1. Written language is derived from and dependent on oral language 

2. Language learners must fIrst develop oral fluency before they can write. 

Ideological Context Of Teaching And Learning In English Language Arts 
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During 1974, there was considerable curriculum development in English Language 

Arts at the Ministry of Education. 

During this period teachers, administrators and consultants across the 
province of Quebec shared their concern, needs, experiences and 
recommendations for teaching and learning in the Language Arts. (1983, 
Document 16-2209A, p. 9) 

Out of this period of consultation emerged the provincial mandated Whole 

Language Arts Curriculum, The Elementary School Curriculum; English 

Language Arts I-VI (Document 16-2209A). This document is the Ministry of 

Education's offIcial policy statement on the teaching and learning of English Language 

Arts. It draws from the theoretical work of James Britton, Douglas Bames, Kenneth and 

Yena Goodman, Michael Halliday, James Moffen, Nancy Martin, Harold Rosen and 

Margaret Spencer, who view the process of language learning from a constructivist and 

functional, rather than prescriptive and behavioristic, position. With the exception of 

Halliday and Britton, these international scholars have all made presentations to Quebec 

teachers of English Language Arts in the years prior to this actual study. 
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During the late seventies and early eighties, the English Language Ans consultants 

of the Riverview School Board encouraged teachers to embrace the theoretical principles of 

teaching and learning espoused by these British and American educators and language 

theorists. Figure 3.2 summarizes Douglas Barnes' view of the distinguishing 

characteristics, assumptions and principles of two types of teacher ideology, the 

Transmission mode and the Interpretative mode, the latter of which is favoured by the 

British and American educators and language theorists mentioned above. During the late 

seventies and early eighties, the English Language Ans consultants of the Riverview 

School Board encouraged teachers to embrace these theoretical principles of teaching and 

learning. 

During the years of educational refonn in English Language Ans, the Riverview 

School board consultants sat on the Ministry of Education's provincial consultative 

committee ELAC (English Language Ans Committee). The Staff Development Coordinator 

herself was on leave from the board during 1982-1983 and worked in the area of evaluation 

for the Ministry of Education. During the year of the study teachers in the Riverview 

School Board were encouraged to embrace the principles of the whole language, child 

centered approach as outlined in the Ministry of Education Document. The following is an 

excerpt from a sample course outline of Language Ans objectives for the Riverview School 

Board. This document was given to me by the English language Ans teacher Mrs. G. on 

my first visit to her classroom (Field Notes I0/l2/84). 



The Transmission Teacher: The Interpretation Teacher: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Believes knowledge to 1. Believes knowledge to 
exist in the fonn of exist in the knower's 
public disciplines which ability to organize 
include content and thought and actions; 
criteria of perfonnance; 

Values the learner's 2. Values the learner's 
perfonnances insofar as committnent to inter-
they confonn to the preting reality, so that 
criteria of the criteria arise as much 
discipline; from the learner as 

from the teachers; 

Perceives the teacher's 3. Perceives the teacher's 
task to be the task to be the setting 
evaluation and up of a dialog in 
correction of the which the learner can 
learner's perfonnance reshape his knowledge 
according to criteria through interaction 
of which he is the with others; 
guardian; 

Perceives the learner 4. Perceives the learner as 
as an uninfonned acolyte already possessing 
for whom access to systematic and relevant 
knowledge will be knowledge, and the 
difficulty since he must means of reshaping that 
qualify himself through knowledge. 
tests of appropriate 
performance. 

Figure 3.2 Characteristics of "Transmission" and 
"Interpretation" Teachers 
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Excerpt from Course Outline Language Arts - levels 4-6 

11us Language Arts Program has similar aims to that of the past but 
it differs in its assumption of how language proficiency develops. Until 
now, the approach has been to focus on the discrete skills of listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Research has shown us that language 
learning is more meaningful to children when the study of language arts is 
pursued in real communication situations. In these situations, listening, 
speaking, reading and writing are inevitably interconnected. Growth in any 
one area reinforces and promotes growth in the other areas. 

Aims 
The aims of the Language Arts Program are a. to lead children to 

appreciate and use the English language as a means of shaping and 
communicating their ideas and feelings clearly, effectively and imaginatively 
and b. to lead children to understand the ideas and feelings of others. 
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The objectives outlined above suggest that the pedagogical orientation of the Riverview 

School Board would appear to be in synchrony with the Ministry of Education global 

objectives. However, during the year of the study some of the senior officials of the board 

also encouraged teachers to embrace another teaching-learning model, the mastery model 

espoused by Madeline Hunter (1982). Both models, the Whole Language model mandated 

by the Ministry of Education and the Madeline Hunter model adopted and marketed by the 

Riverview School Board as its "board wide mission and major pedagogical initiative," 

reflect different philosophical assumptions about how children learn as well as the role of 

the classroom teacher in the teaching and learning process. The following excerpt from a 

memo sent to all staff in the Riverview School Board advertising Madeline Hunter 

workshops reflects this commitment to the Hunter model: 

The Riverview School Board has adopted the Madeline Hunter Model as a 
vehicle to be used in helping us, as a group of professionals involved in 
education, to focus on what can make classroom lessons even more 
effective than they already are. (Field Notes, 10/10/85) 
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Figure 3.3 summarizes the differences between the two models, the whole language 

model being child centered and the Hunter model being teacher centered, as well as the 

Krashen model of comprehensible input. 

Discussion 

It would appear upon critical reflection in Giroux's sense that the ideological 

context for teaching and learning within the Riverview School Board was and is 

contradictory. With respect to French language instruction, the board implemented a 

pedagogical approach whose rhetoric emphasized educational content over learning of 

linguistic forms; however, teacher practice in French Immersion could be generally 

characterized as traditional, skills oriented and linear, at least from the perspectives of the 

French Consultant of the Riverview School Board and the Principal of Beachwood School. 

In addition, there are contradictions within the Riverview School Board's document 

"Visons La Cible." While this curriculum document for French Immersion states that 

grammar is not an end in itself, fonnal grammar is nevertheless given imponance. For 

example, in the ftrst part of the document a Quebec grammlrian' s approach to teaching 

grammar is endorsed for instruction in Immersion classes. Teachers are not expected to 

cover all the grammar rules in instruction. Children are taught through observation and 

discussion of grammatical patterns in wrinen texts. Although the document advocates 

instruction of writing conventions which are relevant to the child (i.e. un programme center 

sur les interets et les besoins speciftques de l'eleve - a program which centers on the 

speciftc interests and needs of the child, p. 41), teachers are also clearly directed to teach 

students to conjugate twelve speciftc verbs in grade 4 and to systematically cover 

instruction of the verbs by the end of grade six. 



Context Madeline Hunter Model Whole Language Model Krashen-Communicative 
Competence Model 

Field • Teacher Cenlered • Child Centered • Teacher-Leamer Centered 
• Controlled Context • Shared Collaborative Context • Sheltered Environment 
• Meaning Determined A Priori • Meaning Jointly Negotiated • Meaning Determined by 

by Teacher • Teacher Responds Teachers Teacher Model 
• Teacher Decides/Assigns/ and Children Explore,(:reate/ • Teacher TalkslModels 
MOIli~ontrols Risk Take 

Mode • Teacher Determines Mode • Multi/Model • Oral Mode 
Tenor • Children Passive Subservient • Children Active • Listening Precedes Speaking 

Dependent • Dialogic • Children Listen Then Speak 
• Teacher-Children Co-PanDers 

Assumptions Toward • Language is Learned Sequen- • Language is Learned in • Oral Language Development 
Language tially Functional. Meaningful Precedes Wriuen Language 

• Skills Model Authentic Contexts Development 
• Focus on Skills • FunctionaVConstructive Model • Interactive Model 

• Focus on Meaning • Focus on Target Language 

Attitudes Toward • Behavioristic • Transactive • Interactive 
Learning • Teacher Generated • Dialogic • Teacher Generated 

• Stimulus Responses • Self Generated Learning • Focus on Comprehensible 
• Focus on Lessons • Focus on Key Integrated Linguistic Input 

Experiences 

Attitudes Toward Error • Focus on Correcting Errors • Focus on Understanding Errors • Focus on Move 10 Correct 
• Children Produce Correct • Errors - Positive Signs Learn- Fonn 

Fonns ing • Focus on Model Native 
·Children Conform 10 Stan- • Acceptance of Variation in Speaker 
dard Form Forms 

Teltl<; • Closed • Open • Closed 
..... 

FiRur~ 3.3 Comparison Hunt~r, Whol~ LanRUaR~, Krash~n T~achinR-L"rning Mod~1s 
co 
\0 
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In addition, the Riverview School Board published guidelines for evaluating 

writing at the French Immersion grade six level. Teachers are instructed to award points for 

correct style such as sentence structure, conjugation and spelling. This method of 

evaluating writing contradicts the process approach to writing and evaluation of writing 

advocated in the English Language Ans Curriculum by the Ministry of Education. The 

Krashen model emphasizes the imponance of second language learners moving towards 

and confonning to the language model of the teacher, a native speaker of the language. The 

Whole Language model emphasizes that children construct the language systems for 

themselves and others in different ways, and use language according to the appropriateness 

of a particular context of situation. 

There appears to be a similar contradiction with respect to English Language Ans; 

on the one hand teachers are being asked to embrace the principles of the new provincial 

Language Ans Curriculum and on the other hand, and at the same time, to operationalize 

the prescriptive Madeline Hunter model in their teaching practice. The former curriculum 

model emphasizes the key integrated experiences children should have in classrooms to 

enhance their language and learning, while the latter model emphasizes the seven steps 

of lesson planning for teachers to improve their instruction. The former model 

emphasizes learning while the latter emphasizes teaching and lessons; it presumes an 

isomorphic relationship between the teaching and learning process. The Whole Language 

model lies more within the interpretative mode while the Madeline Hunter model lies within 

the transmission mode (Barnes, 1976). 

The Dialectic Between Agency and Structure. There would appear to be as 

well a dialectic between agency and structure in the Riverview School Board professional 

development domain. In 1984, the Coordinator of Staff Development created an 
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infrastructure support system for teachers in this board. In theory, this structure functions 

as a vehicle for teachers "sharing, talking, working together and looking at children's 

learning" through formal meetings, either after school or on professional days, and through 

teacher led workshops. However, when the relationship between the purpose of the 

structure is illustrated by its name "Dialogue on Learning" and the role relations of the 

human agents participating in the structure are analyzed, a number of contradictions become 

apparent. For example, the teacher's role in the Hunter Model is following steps and rules, 

whereas the teacher's role in the Whole Language model is facilitating and responding to 

children's interests, intentionalities and accomplishments, and learning itself. Teachers in 

the Dialogue on Learning Institute leam to apply the skills of the Hunter Model by 

practicing the steps they have learned in workshops and then coaching other teachers to do 

the same. The very word coach suggests a competitive jUdgmental role relationship 

between teachers rather than a dialogic, collaborative, co-partnership as is suggested by the 

title of the institute. 

Thus, on the surface the ideology of the institute appears dialogic in character -

"teachers talking to other teachers." Yet, the ideational component in Halliday's sense -

what is being talked about and promoted - is a linear and sequential view of the teaching

learning relationship. The general ideology of the institute was promoted as one of "caring 

and sharing." Applying Bruner's notion of stance marking and Halliday's notions of Field, 

Mode and Tenor, it would appear that the structure of the institute invites teachers to think, 

reflect and elaborate on the teaching-learning relationship in a social context. However, the 

underlying ideology of the Hunter model- consists in Bruner's (1986, p. 124) words "of 

flat declaratives of fIxed factuality." (i.e. "children must fIrst learn to use periods before 

they use question marks or commas" - Hunter, 1987, November, Public Speech) 
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The tenor of the role relationships on the surface appears to be dialogic but the 

construct of coaching suggests an actual imbalance in role relations. "Coach" suggests a 

polar distinction between expert and novice. As an institutional framework, this 

infrastructure potentially communicates two contradictory messages to teachers. The name 

of the structure connotes a dialogic social forum for sharing and talking about classroom 

practice and learning, yet the instructional model embedded in the institute would appear to 

limit the teacher's human capacities. The Hunter model limits and regulates both what 

teachers are and what they can become. Thus, "the ideologies in the schools of the 

Riverview School Board vary from school to school" (Interview with a coach 09/10/87). 

In two extensive open ended interviews in which I discussed the preliminary 

findings of this study with the Director General of the Riverview School Board, an 

administrator, who is professionally concerned about children's language and learning. he 

acknowledged the contradictions between these two teaching-learning models (06/24/86). 

Although the Director General is aware of the contradictions, the consultants and some 

senior school board officials did not perceive any contradictions between the two models 

even after the study was completed, and in some instances when such contradictions were 

drawn to their attention. However, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee were concerned. 

The following narrative segment 3.1 illustrates that this contradictory pedagogical 

context in English Language Arts was within the consciousness of the English Language 

Arts teacher Mrs. G., one of the teachers in the study, and reflects her emerging awarenes~ 

of the curriculum contradictions embedded in the Riverview School Board's philosophy of 

the teaching-learning process. It is interesting to note that Mrs. G. seemed to be cognizant 

of the contradictions in the early phase of the study. 
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Narrative Segment 3.1: Emerging Contradictions: A Structure and Teachers 
as Mediators 

On September 1, 1984, Mrs. G. called and expressed concerns about the 

expectations of the Riverview School Board and the principal of Beachwood School. She 

referred back to her stated goals which she had discussed in earlier conversations the 

previous week. "As I told you last week, I want to be free and flexible with the children 

this year." She stated she had heard about "a Madeline Hunter workshop on the 

supervision of instruction." "The word (supervision) bothers me as it sounds like teachers 

need to be watched and don't know what they're doing. I'm not sure this Hunter stuff 

meshes with Whole Language. I find the ideas contradictory and wonder what Roben (the 

principal) thinks." (Field Notes 09/0V84) 

This narrative segment was typical of the many times during the study. the Engl ish 

Language Arts teacher, Mrs. G., attempted to understand the interplay between the 

Riverview School Board's expectations and her own ideology and actions in her 

classrooms. 

Marie Josee, the French Immersion teacher, was experiencing contradictions in 

another way. In our very first conversation, she expressed concern about the passivity of 

the grade five/six children she had. "These kids are very quiet, they like to do exercizes and 

seat work; I prefer them to be more active and dynamic. They are used to stencils from last 

year" (Field Notes 09/13/84). It would appear from Marie Josee's comments that she was 

experiencing a contradiction between her own ideology and the residual effects of what she 

believed to be another teacher's ideology on these children's attitudes to second language 

learning. 

The four types of ideological contexts which impinge on Beachwood school, the 

two classroom contexts, and these two teachers as mediators of the teaching-learning 
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process are presented in Figure 3.4. Although I began to sense some of these 

contradictions early on in the study, the explicit nature of these contradictions did not 

become as apparent to me until about half way through the study, and in many cases only 

when I presented various aspects of my interpretations to the participants for their 

validation. 

Ideological Context of Beachwood School and the Two Classrooms: 
The Principal's Perspective and Ideology 

The Physical Structure: Two Social Texts-Two Cultural Sites. The 

following narrative segments and excerpts from informal conversations (an average of 15-

20 minutes each week), and a 120 minute retrospective open ended interview with Robert 

Lacroix in the last month of the study, are examples of his perceptions of the ideological 

context and structure of Beachwood school and the two classroom contexts of English 

Language Ans and French Immersion. 

Two socially constituted features of schooling are space and time. The spatial an~ 

temporal structures of this school reflect the social and linguistic configuration of school 

life. 

Narrative Segment 3.2: Two Formal Structures, Two Social Texts and Two 

Solitudes 

It's a crisp October morning. At 8:20 a.m. the parking lot is full. The children are in 

the schoolyard enjoying the last ten minutes of play before they begin their regular school 

day routines. I enter by the side entrance. This day my usual schedule of meeting with Mrs. 

G. in her homeroom before the stan of school would not be possible. 

As I mount the stairs, I wonder whether to tum to the left, which would head me in 

the direction of the staffroom and the principal's office, or to the right which would move 

me towards Mrs. G.'s classroom. I tum to the left and am struck by the fact that the two 
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classrooms in which I am conducting this study are so socially and physically isolated from 

each other and designated to two different, opposite areas of the school. Mrs. G.' s Room 4 

and other classrooms are spatially placed in the "English wing" of the school and the 

French Immersion class and the library in the "Immersion wing."I enter the staffroom and 

note the bilingual messages on the teacher's bulletin board and hear the teachers talking in 

both English and in French. I catch the eye of Mrs. G. and at the same time look for Marie 

losee. Mrs. G. tells me she has gone to her class and volunteers to find a "kid" to take me 

there. While I wait for one of the youngsters to come to the staffroom I observe how 

Roben Lacroix talks to the French Immersion teachers in French and the English teachers 

in English. I note that two Immersion teachers talk to three English teachers in English. I 

don't hear any of the English teachers talk to the Immersion teachers in French. Roben 

Lacroix approaches me and addresses me in both languages: "Bonjour Mme. Maguire, 

comment allez vous ce matin?" - "Hi, how are you today?" 

Paul, a blond haired ten year old from Mrs. G. 's class, greets me initially in French 

and then switches to English as we walk down the hallway of the Immersion wing 

together. I ask him whether he speaks mostly English or French during a regular school 

day. He replies: "Well, it depends where I am and who I talk to for example, in French 

class I talk to Marie losee and my friends in French but we talk English in Mrs. G. 's 

class." We arrive at the door of Marie losee's class, and Paul greets her with "Bonjour 

Marie losee." (Field Notes 09/13/84) Beachwood School forms a two story L shape and 

houses 12 classrooms, a gym, staffroom, library and an administrative central office as 

displayed in Figure 3.5. 

If one comes into Beachwood School by the front entrance, the principal's office is 

on the right. the English classrooms straight ahead and the French Immersion classes are to 
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the immediate left. If one comes into the school by the side entrance, as I did this October 

morning, one is immediately in the English wing. In these wings the language employed by 

the principal, the teachers and the children depend on the time of day, and the nature and 

purpose of the context, activities and classrooms. For example, in the English wing I 

consistently heard the children talk in English, and in the French wing I heard the 

Immersion teachers consistently talk to their fellow teachers and the children in French; the 

children alternated between these two languages. More often than not they tended to speak. 

French when in the presence of a French Immersion teacher. During the entire study the 

children alternated between speaking with me in English or in French, and even on some 

occasions writing me unofficial notes such as the following in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 

a: Mary 
de: Alison 
Si vous voulez, vous pouvez a 
lire mon histoire. 
(03/30/85 written in French class) 

Figure 3.6 Alison's Note 

Hi Mary, 
Please convince Mrs. G. to let 
me put on my play Moose on the 
Loose. 
(04/03/85 written in English class) 

Figure 3.7 Katie's Note 

In addition, the display items on the walls and bulletin boards of the English wing 

were in English and in the French wing in French. The central bulletin board in the front 

hallway tended to have displays of children's work in English. Of my 82 visits to this 

school, I noted only five occasions when the front bulletin board displayed children's work 

in French. Thus, Beachwood School was spatially structured in a way that was consistent 

with its programs, its instruction of children in English and in French, and its teacher-child 
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social and linguistic interactions. In addition, these spaces reflected the two social texts and 

two ideological contexts in this school: English Language Arts and French Immersion. For 

example, a common routine at 8:40 in the English classrooms was the singing of the 

Canadian national anthem. A common routine in the French Immersion classes was either 

the dictee of the day or the singing of a French song. 

The temporal structure of this school reflects the ideological context of the 

Riverview School Board's commitment to "Middle Immersion as the norm." Paul, the child 

who escorted me to Marie Josee's class, spends 70% of his school day in the French 

language and 30 percent in the English language. Given this temporal structure I had 

expected to see a larger percentage of the children's work displayed in French rather than in 

English, and especially on the central bulletin board. 

The Tenor or Social Interactions: Code Switching 

Because of the existence of two speech communities in this school, the need arises 

for the principal, the teachers and the children to choose between two codes during the 

course of a school day. The native language of the teachers present and the context of the 

situation (i.e. staffroom, teacher's classroom, staff meeting) appeared to be dominant 

factors affecting which language the principal chose. Both the previous narrative segment 

above and the following narrative segment below reflect two types of code switching which 

are recorded in my repeated observations in this school. 

Gumperz, J. (1976) distinguishes between situational switching (which is governed by 

nonnative views that allocate a particular language to a particular cluster of topics) and 

metaphorical switching (which is governed by contrastive allocation; it is varied among 

individuals, reflects community wide language uses, and includes situational switching). 
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These two types of code switching exist in Beachwood school as indicated in the following 

narrative segment 3.3. 

Narrative Segment 3.3: Two languages: The Tenor of the Principal's Social 
Interactions with the Staff of Beachwood School. 

Mrs. G. left for her noon time karate class; I find myself at 11:45 in the staffroom. 

There are three English teachers and two French Immersion teachers sitting at the lunch 

table. Robert Lacroix enters, puts his lunch in the microwave and addresses those present 

in both languages: "Bonjour tout Ie monde - Hello everybody." He turns to Emily who has 

been off sick and asks "Are you feeling better?" He then switches to French and talks to 

one of the Immersion teachers, Marie Josee, about a field trip to Quebec city in the spring. 

Immediately after the lunch period I asked Robert Lacroix if his code switching between the 

two languages was something he did consciously. He replied: "Hum ... probably not; I was 

born here and am bilingual whatever that means. It's important to address people here in 

the appropriate language. We both coexist in this school structure" (Field Notes 10/29/84). 

This narrative segment was typical of Lacroix's consistent mode of behavior and 

way of communicating with his staff, and reflects his valuing of the two language groups 

in this school. His attitude toward language use in social contexts reflects a view of this 

school as a cultural and socio-linguistic site. Language use plays a pan in the joint 

negotiations of meaning between the principal and his staff. On every occasion in which I 

observed in Marie Josee's class and Lacroix appeared, he consistently choose the French 

language. He consistently used the "formules de politesse (politeness forms)" when he 

interacted with me, Marie Josee and the children within the context of this Immersion 

classroom (i.e. Je vous en prie; S'il vous plait, Madame, j 'aimerais parler avec .. ; Bonjour 

mes eleves). Thus, it would seem that in casual social interactions with his staff in informal 

settings such as a staffroom, Lacroix used English and French interchangeably according to 



the needs of his teachers and according to the particular context of situation in which he 

found himself. In the fonnal classroom contexts, however, he used English or French 

according to the appropriateness of the situation (i.e. parent-teacher meetings). 
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However, the spatial allocation of these two groups of teachers to opposite ends of 

the physical plant would seem to reinforce MacLennan's metaphor of "Two Solitudes." 

Although in the staffroom observations I consistently observed him interact socially in 

English and in French with his teachers in these infonnal situations, the language spoken in 

general fonnal staff meetings was predominately English. Although the Immersion teachers 

spoke among themselves in French, they tended to defer to the English teachers and to 

speak English with the majority of the staff the majority of the time (Field Notes 10/18/84). 

Two Subjective Realities. My observations of the social interactions between 

English and French teachers, the principal and the children lend some support for 

Cleghorn's (1987) claim that open confrontations or linguistic tensions in dual track schools 

are sometimes avoided by a tacit acceptance among the staff that a social unit, such as 

Beachwood School, is governed by a single set of values and perspectives - English in this 

case. The majority of the middle grade children in this school seemed quite comfortable 

moving back and forth between the two languages as the occasion warranted and as they 

moved within the school and their classroom. On the other hand, on many occasions 

throughout the year, I did observe and hear the third graders in Mrs. G. 's class express 

very negative attitudes towards instruction in French, as illustrated in the following 

narrative segment. 

However, after observing a number of such occasions I interprete the children's 

comments as less a reflection of their attitudes toward learning French, and more of a 

reflection of their dislike for a certain teacher and her style of learning. 
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Narrative segment 3.4: Negative attitudes towards French as Instruction in 
French 

While waiting for Mrs. G. 's grade 5/6 kids to enter the class for their fifty minutes 

of English Language Ans, and the third graders (her home room class) ready themselves 

for French class. As I stand near the door observing these third graders line up and wait for 

French class, I overhear a lot of muttering such as the following: "Let's get it over with," "I 

hate this class, she's so mean," "All we do is sheets of stuff!" I ask Tim what he's learning 

in French class. He says "Nothing, it's boring, boring, boring, plat, plat, plat!." 

(Field Notes 09/28/84) 

During the year of the study, I could sense a feeling of alienation among some 

francophone teachers who believed the Riverview School Board to be more sensitive to the 

interests of the anglophones. On the other hand, some anglophone teachers expressed their 

concerns about the growing French sector in the Riverview School Board and the effect 

this would have on the future of English education in Quebec. 

Differences between these two ethnolinguistic realities and educational orientations 

towards language and learning are forces which impinge on Beachwood school. These 

differences can be explained "in part" by the sometimes uneasy tenor of the role relations 

among different interest groups in the school. Although there was evidence of some 

ethnolinguistic clustering (Genesee, F. & Cleghorn, A., 1984) among the staff in the 

teachers' lounge, the mixed ideological context of the teaching and learning relationship 

seemed to override the language issues. This mixed ideological context is described in the 

next section from the principal's perspective 

Beachwood School As A Social Text: A Mixed Ideology and Mixing of Ideologies 
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In Giroux's sense of schools as instructional, cultural and political sites, 

Beachwood School as an institutional structure mediates between the values of Quebec 

society, the mainstream suburban community it serves, the Riverview School Board and 

the consciousness and values of the individuals working within it. In Foucault's sense, 

Beachwood school functions as a social text according to social rules, such as the children 

adhering to a dress code until the month of June (Principal's memo to parents on dress 

code, (08/23/85). As principal, Lacroix is a key agent who mediates between this 

community's conservative values and both the traditionalist and non traditionalist values 

and the mixed ideologies of the teachers working within this social context. 

The following excerpts from a retrospective interview with Lacroix (05123/85) 

illustrate his awareness of two competing ideologies of teaching and learning in 

Beachwood- the traditionalist and the Whole Language philosophies of teaching and 

learning. He perceives the social organization and ideologies of the two classroom contexts 

of Mrs. G., the English Language Arts teacher, and Marie Josee, the French Immersion 

teacher, "to be more advanced than those of the other Beachwood teachers" (05/23/1985, p. 

2). Within these interview excerpts and the three narrative segments which follow them, we 

see Lacroix's ideological stances, beliefs and values towards language learning, teaching 

and the "sign system of schooling" (Giroux, 1984). We see as well where Lacroix positions 

himself within the four types of ideological contexts for teaching and learning that exist in 

the Riverview School Board (Giroux, 1984). (I=Interviewer) 



R: 

I: 
R: 
I: 
R: 
I: 

R: 
I: 

R: 
I: 
R: 

Cause that's a good example of the kind of mixed philosophy in 
the school. So, probably in transition right now I'd say. 
Uh, uh. 
But certainly a key element, there's a willingness on the part of -
Yes 
Of the staff to look at.. the right the techniques. 
What- urn, do you think .. the direction of the school is now in a 
French and English language ans? 
I'm not sure what you mean French and English. 
French language ans and English language ans- was the 
direction the same? Was .. Is it different? 
I'd say ah, French, ah traditional. 
Uh .. Uh. 
And English moving away a bit from that traditional approach to 
language ans. French .. more .. ah .. language arts teacher-
directed. 

I: Uh urn. 
R: Workbook oriented, exercise-oriented. 
I: Uh, urn. 
R: And ah, in general, talking generality. And English moving 

gradually, and in some places dramatically, away from that 
approach. 

I: Uh, uh. 
R: So I see quite a contrast between the French approach and the 

English approach in the language ans area. 
I: Uh, urn. Okay. If I were urn a visitor from another country 

looking at urn Quebec's schools, specifically, Beachwood 
School, urn-would I see the teachers doing .. For example how 
would I see the language arts teachers approaching language 
ans? Urn, what would I see if I went into, for example, Marie 
JosU and Magdaline' s classes as opposed to some of the other 
teachers? 

R: Okay, well those- you picked two classes that are uh- more 
advanced than other classes in the school. 

I: Uh, urn. 
R: If you want to know what you would see in those, you would 

see something different from what you would see in our 
schools. You'd see very much um- child-centered approach to 
language ans. 

I: Uh, urn. 
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R: 

I: 
R: 

I: 
R: 

I: 
R: 

I: 
R: 

Okay, well those- you picked two classes that are uh- more 
advanced than other classes in the school. 
Uh, urn. 
If you want to know what you would see in those, you would 
see something different from what you would see in our 
schools. You'd see very much um- child-centered approach to 
language arts. 
Uh, urn. 
You would see teachers using um- ah .. ideas brought out by the 
youngsters, building on youngsters strengths and what they do 
know; encouraging youngsters to move ahead on that basis -
and saying here is what we did last week and look at the 
strengths you had and you're going to move ahead from there. 
Uh, urn. 
Urn .. you'd see a more activity-oriented classroom- I don't 
know if that's a good term to use, I don't know if that needs 
explanation. But, ab, youngsters certainly involved in activity
by that I mean a lot of writing, a lot of speaking. 
Uh, urn. 
Um- a lot of different kinds of things a lot of projects going on, 
by that I mean a very activity cen .. oriented classroom. Certainly 
in Magdaline's classroom you would see that Marie losee, yes 
but not as much - more so that some of the other .. say French 
immersion classes . 

•••••••••••••••••• 
R: I think that, that the contrast that I make is between a teaching 

style and a-a, ah,learning philosophy. 
I: Uh urn. 
R: A philosophy - a philosophy of learning. I would like to see my 

school move towards a philosophy of learning for young people
that says, we in language arts for example, we concentrate on the 
whole child, that we build on what they do know, rather than 
what they don't know. That ah- it's a literature-based approach 
to the language arts. That ah-there are main components .. that 
youngsters should be speaking more; that they should be writing 
daily; that they should be talking to each other; that they should 
be reading to each other; that, that the teacher should be reading 
to kids. All .. all those components, those components that they 
of a .. urn .. philosophy of how kids learn. I'd like to see my 
school moving in that direction. And also in Mathematics I 
would like to see them moving in that direction, and that will 
spill over into all the curriculum areas. That approach to how 
kids learn ah- but I don't think that necessarily has to be 
accompanied by a, ah, classroom organization ... 
(Retrospective Interview OS/23/85 English) 
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Lacroix perceives Beachwood School as being in transition between traditional, 

fonnal, structured, teacher centered, skills approaches and non traditional, infonnal, non 

structured, child centered approaches. In his view, there has been a" slow swing" in the 

English Language Arts towards these less teacher centered classrooms and "controlled 

learning workbook book type environments'" but "less so in French Immersion." He 

characterizes Beachwood as having a "mixed ideology." However, from Lacroix's 

comments Beachwood school reveals itself, and the majority of its key agents seem to 

present themselves (Goffman, 1959), as valuing a transmission rather than an interpretive 

model of teaching and learning. 

Of the four ideological structures described earlier in this chapter, the Ministry of 

Education's new English Language Arts Program with its 1989 target date for 

implementation, and the provincial ideological orientation and social movement towards a 

Whole Language philosophy in Montreal schools, would appear to have had more 

influence on Lacroix's view of the teaching and learning relationship than the other three 

ideological contexts. During the year of the study, Lacroix consistently articulated English 

Language Arts and Whole Language to be a school priority. I did not observe him address 

pedagogical issues among the French Immersion teachers; however, this observation 

should be interpreted with caution. 

There seems to be a dialectical tension between Lacroix's view of what "should be 

happening in Beachwood" in terms of the Ministry guidelines, and his perception of "the 

reality of what was happening." For example in the following excerpt (2), he talks about 

the direction in which he would like to see his school moving: 



Excerpt 2: 

R: I would like to see my school move towards a philosophy of 
learning for young people - that says, we in language arts, for 
example" we concentrate on the whole child; that we build on 
what they do know rather than what they don't know, that it is a 
literature based approach to the language arts. That there are 
main components: that youngsters should be speaking more; 
that they should be writing daily; that they should be talking to 
each other, that they should be reading to each other, that the 
teacher should be reading to the kids (Open ended interview 
OS/23/85 p. 4) 

On the other hand he describes the pedagogical rea.ijties of Beachwood in 
the following excerpt (3): 

Excerpt 3: 

R: We would like to hold on to teaching kids grammar, .... to hold 
on to paper and pencil mathematics .... certainly spelling is very 
evident .... We've always done it that way .... 

••••••••••••••••• 
R: "So, the whole tradition is the major obstacle. Now how do you 

overcome it. I think one of the major things you've got to do is 
to move slowly" 
(Interview OS/23/85, p. 2) 
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Mixing Ideologies: Negotiating Ideologies: As well. there would appear to 

be a dialectical relationship between what Lacroix espouses ideologically about schools and 

child centered learning, and his ideological behavior as gleaned from my observations of 

his lived experience in Beachwood during the year of the study. On a number of occasions. 

Lacroix presented himself as a critical thinker. However, his expressed reticence and his 

own uncenainty about moving too quickly towards Whole Language and what he 

sometimes referred to as Magdaline's (Mrs. G.) model of teaching and learning," are 

illustrated in the following narrative segments. 
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Narrative Segment 3.5 : Two Ideologies - Whole Language and Traditional 
Skills 

It's 2.30 p.m. and this is Mrs. G's spare period. 1'v1rs. G. and I had just finished 

watching a video entitled Whole Language in Two Meaning Centered Classrooms 

(Edelsky, 1984). Lacroix enters her classroom, pulls up a chair beside us, sits down and 

initiates an infonnal conversation about "these new radical Language Arts types" and 

"conventional and unconventional teaching styles." A friendly banter ensues between 

Lacroix and Mrs. G. She offers to show him the tape. Lacroix views the tape intently until 

the topic of skills arises; he then starn to interject comments like the foUowing- "Okay see 

there are your skills." For example, Karen Smith, the sixth grade teacher in the video 

mentioned that she does not have a hierarchial list of skills she teaches the children but 

helps them as the need arises." Lacroix states: "See skills are still being addressed." ~lrs. 

G. and Lacroix engage in a discussion about traditional classrooms and open space 

classrooms. Lacroix talks about his experience as a math teacher during the 1960's 

progressive open space movement. He argues, "It was great for some teachers but not for 

all teachers - just like Whole Language is not for all teachers nor all kids." Mrs. G. talks 

about her belief" in the importance of all kids making choices" and her role" in providing 

resources for kids to make these sensible choices and making kids responsible." NlrS. G. 

suggests to Lacroix that maybe the staff could view tl-tis tape. Lacroix agrees but doesn·t 

commit himself to a time nor date: "Okay but we 'U see." (Field notes 10/19/84) 

Narrative Segment 3.6: Critical Discourse and Reflective Action-: \Vhole 
Language - To Do or Not to Do? 

It's 3.35 p.m. and Mrs. G., three English Language Ans teachers,two Immersion teachers 

from the middle grades and I are assembled in Lacroix's office. His desk is very neat. He 

initiates the discussion in a business like manner stating that "English Language Ans is J. 
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on the implementation of the new program." He then turns to the group and poses the 

following question: "Where do we go from here?" Mrs. G. suggests that a pedagogical 

day could be set aside in January for a workshop on Whole Language and issues of 

Language Arts. Two French Immersion teachers begin to talk about using journals in their 

classrooms and express their concerns about how they can get the children to write better 

and avoid errors. They query whether journals should be corrected. An English Language 

Arts teacher asks about correcting spelling. I sense that these teachers have a common 

ideology about language learning and teaching. Lacroix replies by saying that "spelling is a 

biggy and we need to address this issue." Nothing is fonnalized and the meeting adjourns 

at 4.05 p.m. as Lacroix has been called to attend to an emergency. (Field Notes 10/26/84) 

Narrative Segment 3.7: Negotiating Ideologies-Doubts and Dilemmas 

This December winter day I meet with Lacroix after school to talk about how he 

could arrange a professional day for his teachers on Whole Language. He says" I'd like 

them to understand the new program and focus on how we can deal with phonics, spelling 

and journals. Lacroix says that many teachers cannot handle the new program and many 

kids as well. "We've taken away the basals, spellers and not given them anything to replace 

them. We've pulled the rug from under them. " He continues to articulate his concerns 

about how to bring this group of teachers around. The discussion centers on Mrs. G. and 

her role in the school and her "unconventional teaching." For example, he says: "I don't 

see why her kids have to work in the hallway.This bugs other teachers who still have the 

kids sitting in rows." He concludes our discussion with the following comment- "let's pick 

it up in the new year." (Field Notes 12/12/84). These excerpts and narrative segments 

capture Lacroix's ideological stance towards the teaching-learning relationship as he 

conducts himself in the day to day life as Principal of Beachwood school. In addition, they 

reflect the problems administrators in dual track schools, like Lacroix, experience when 

they seek to establish a coherent and congruent philosophy of teaching and learning for 

French Immersion and English classrooms. The competing ideologies in schools like 
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Beachwood influence the degree of hannony and cooperation among teachers in general 

and particularly among English Language Arts teachers and French Immersion teachers 

who may be operating within varied ideologies. Although Lacroix questions the 

traditionalist approach which is embedded in French Immersion classrooms and pedagogy, 

his own ideological stance oscillates between the transmission and interpretative models of 

teaching and learning. Consider for example his comments about the utility of the dictee as 

a routinized genre of French Immersion instruction in the next excerpt from the open ended 

interview: 

I: One of the skills .. it is a tradition in French Immersion 
programmes, that is alive and well in Beachwood is a tradition of 
the dictee. And I was wondering what your thoughts were about 
the role of the dictee in French Immersion? 

R: I can't evaluate it's effectiveness-
I: Uh, uh? 
R: Certainly, that it.. it does not fit with the philosophy of building 

on what kids know or allowing kids to use what they know. 
Because it ah- it negates that by saying, in .. in .. in a dictee it is 
something that they study and incorporates the skills that they 
ab- learn in .. during that week, vocabulary they've learned-

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
R: Gut level reaction to it would be to say that it's probably not 

really effective. Probably it's, its greatest effectiveness is urn, 
teaching youngsters skills, in terms, in terms of work habits. 
You got to study for it. 

I: Uh urn. 
R: It is coming up; ab, you've got to be on task. It's probably, so 

it's probably good at teaching youngsters that kind of thing. That 
ah, there will be demands made on you; you're gonna have to 
meet these demands, that ab, you are gonna have home-work, 
that you will have to do it because if you don't do it the dictee is 
gonna be coming up anyway. And ab, you're not gonna pass in 
this .. pass-fail philosophy of things. Urn, it's probably very 
effective for teaching youngsters that. It's probably, gut level, I 
would say not very effective in teaching youngsters French, or 
language, languaging okay? 



I: 
R: 

I: 
R: 

Vh uh. 
And I, so I think the purpose for which it's designed, I don't 
think it meets it's if, if the purpose is to have youngsters 
function. 
Vh uh. 
In second language. Again, gut level I don't have any research 
on it. It's an interesting question. I have not done any research 
on it. I haven't read any research on it. Ah, and in fact when I 
visit classrooms and see or hear dictees and see the results, I 
guess my reaction is well it's ah- it's not hurting, because it's 
teaching you, ah I guess a life skill, that people are going to 
make demands on you and you're gonna have to meet those 
demands. 
(Retrospective Interview OS/23/85 English) 
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The above excerpt, and previous excerpts and narrative segments illustrate that 

Lacroix is aware of the mixed ideological practices and philosophies in Beachwood School. 

He appears to see schools both as institutions and as sets of socially appropriate practices 

and behaviors in " which youngsters meet societal expectations and demands." On the one 

hand Lacroix embraces a liberal school philosophy which is child centered. He values 

Whole Language because" children have more positive views of reading and writing and 

perceptions of themselves as readers and writers." On the other hand, his view of teaching 

reading as "producing readers who meet the demands of contemporary society," suggests 

an instrumentalist, utilitarian view of language and learning. 

Similarly his conunents about the value of dictee writing and spelling texts and tests 

as "preparing kids to adopt to the realities of the real world because they put demands on 

them," point more to a reproductive view of schooling (Giroux, 1984) rather than a 

transforming pedagogy which reshapes the social order (Freire, 1987). By his own 

admission Lacroix characterized his view of teaching and learning as a "middle of the road 

philosophy." This view of teaching and learning frequently led to after school discussions 

with Mrs. G. and myself about Whole Language as well the teaching styles and 
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Similarly his comments about the value of dictee writing and spelling texts and tests 

as "preparing kids to adopt to the realities of the real world because they put demands on 

them," point more to a reproductive view of schooling (Giroux, 1984) rather than a 

transforming pedagogy which reshapes the social order (Freire, 1987). By his own 

admission Lacroix characterized his view of teaching and learning as a "middle of the road 

philosophy." This view of teaching and learning frequently led to after school discussions 

with Mrs. G. and myself about Whole Language as well the teaching styles and 

philosophies between English Language Arts teachers and French Immersion teachers. The 

negotiating of ideologies between Mrs. G. and Robert Lacroix support Dewey's argument 

that there is" an intimate and necessary relation between the processes of actual experience 

and education" (Dewey, 1988, p. 20). 

Lacroix's pedagogical discourse reveals him to be a critical thinker and sensitive to 

eductional change, such as a change in one's methods, strategies, beliefs and assumptions. 

However, my observations of his lived experience indicates a reticience to take reflective 

action. For example, he clearly states that he would not take an active stance towards 

teachers who want to use spellers and administer spelling tests "because teachers need 

them." This ideological stance may be explained in part by his newness to the school, his 

expressed values and his demonstrated behaviors in establishing cordial and friendly 

relationships with all members of his staff. It may also be explained by his own uncertainty 

about the political implications of the four ideological contexts within the Riverview School 

Board. Lacroix believes that the greatest obstacle to change is "Tradition: even though we 

have modem calculators and hardly anyone ever multiplies anymore .. and it's the 

difference of learning the process of multiplication and memorizing timestables ... and the 

dictee is kind of always been there .. and I have never really questioned it." 
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Fullan believes that if attempts at making change are to be successful, individuals 

and groups must agree about what should be changed as well as how to go about it (Fullan, 

1982, p.4). How to go about it is Lacroix's dilemma; about what should be changed he 

entertains doubts. He seems more concerned about issues such as support materials 

available to teachers and seems to view teachers as being on the receiving end of pedagogy. 

Mrs. G. seems more concerned about implementation issues and getting teachers not to 

operate from a sense of "false clarity" (Fullan, 1982) or interpreting change in a simplified 

way. 

Figw-e 3.8 represents a summary of the ideological beliefs, values and perceptions 

of R. Lacroix and Mrs. G. on the teaching-learning relationships as gleaned from 

interviews, conversations and observations. 

Fullan states that any 

proposed change has more to it than people perceive or realize ... a teacher's 
perception is based only on the superficial goal of the content and guidelines 
to the neglect of beliefs and strategies. (Fullan, 1982, p. 4) 

The next section compares and contrasts the ideologies of Mrs. G. and Marie Josee 

from their ideological perspectives and describes the social organization of their 

classrooms. 

Social Organization of the Two Classroom 
Contexts: Teacher Ideologies, Routines, 

Beliefs and Values 

Epiphanies of the Ordinary: From Old Routines to Informal Conversations 
to New Routines 

Meek (1988) views classrooms as working social units, as sites for analysis and. in 

Hardcastle's (1985) sense, as "sites for cultural making." The culture of any classroom at 

any given time is always being created by its actors and by what they are doing in a 



Lacroix 

Perceives 
• Teacher's task is to proceed according to "right 

objectives and techniques 

• Formal methods emphasize basic ski I lsi 
informal methods emphasize creativity 

Assumes 
• How lowstream children cannot handle whole 

language and unstructured learning environ
ments 

• Some forms of expression are unacceptable 

• Children have to prove themselves to adults by 
meeting their expectations 

• Ten year olds are not self-motivated 

Believes 
• Knowledge to exist according to children's 

ability to meet societal demands 

• A school philosophy should build on what 
children know 

• Teachers have access to knowledge and skills 

• Would not take an acti ve stance toward spelling 

Values 
• Child-cenJered and teacher-centercd • 

proaches 

• Children conforming to public norms 

• Reading and writing as products 

Mrs. G. 

• Teacher's task is to set up an environment with 
resources which children use to reshape 
knowledge through social interaction 

• Teacher's and children as co-partners 

• All children can handle whole language, make 
intelligent choices 

• All forms of expression are acceptable 

• Children already have experience and possess 
knowledge about the world 

• Ten year olds are self-motivated 

• Knowledge to exist in children's ability to make 
choices and take sensible action 

• Breachwood School philosophy is contradictory 
and teacher cente~ 

• Both teachers and children have access to 
know ledge and skills 

• Wants to take an active stance towards change 
and against correcting children's works 

• Child centered approaches 

• Children initiating, choosing, making commit
ments to learning and constructing their own 
view of social reality 

• Reading and writing as processes of learning 

Figure 3.8 Summary or tbe Ideololies or Principal Robert Lacroix and Englisb 
Languale ArtsTeacber Mrs. G. 
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particular place, at a particular moment in time and in a specific context of situation. 

Similarly, the ideologies of teachers emerge through their orchestration of daily classroom 

events, material practices and their social interactions in day-to-day lived experiences 

(Giroux, 1983). In this study the teachers' ideologies are negotiated and renegotiated both 

inside and outside the immediacy of their classrooms in varied social contexts. Likewise the 

patterns of social learning and culture making in these two classrooms, the teachers' 

ideolgies, and the children's perceptions emerge through my observations, social 

interactions and attempts to make sense of both. By observing and retrospectively 

interpreting the particularities of their stories, or what Joyce might call 'epiphanies of the 

ordinary' inside and outside the classrooms the meaning of these events and significance of 

the patterns emerges. 

In retrospect my formal observations, interviews and informal conversations 

provide a frame of reference for understanding how the four ideological contexts within the 

Riverview School Board indirectly influence the cultures of the English Language Arts and 

French Immersion classrooms. They also provide a lens for viewing the routines and 

seeing the beliefs and values of Mrs G. and Marie Josee who are the mediators of the 

educational process within this school board and suburban community (Giroux, 1983). 

Mrs. G., a middle-aged second generation Greek teacher, lives within the 

community and teaches karate after school at the community sports complex. \1arie losee, 

a native francophone teacher, lives outside the community; this is her sixth year of teaching 

for the Riverview School Board. Mrs. G. obtained her teacher certification in Toronto, 

Ontario and in subsequent years returned to University for a Bachelor of Education degree. 

Marie Josee completed a three year Bachelor of Education degree at McGill University at a 
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time when Krashen's model of second language acquisition was popular among members 

of the Department of Second Languages. 

In the narrative segments in this section I describe the varied matrices of social 

organization and the emerging ideological contexts of these two cultural sites during the 

three phases of the study. As two speech communities, two social texts, and two cultural 

sites, these classrooms offer different degrees of fit (Edelsky, 1986, p.6) between the 

children's language abilities and opportunities for use, their narrative competence and story 

writing experiences and their preferred styles of narrating and learning. This is evident in 

the selected microethnographic analyses of key story reading and writing events in each 

phase which are discussed in this section as well as from the interview data - the focus of 

Chapter 4. 

By the end of phase one, descriptive observations reveal both similarities and 

differences in the forms, functions and signalling of the routines in these two social texts. 

In phase two, through focussed observations on the six children and the two teachers, the 

writing context and the teachers' ideologies become more apparent. During this phase Mrs. 

G. and Marie Josee also engage in informal conversations about and observations of the 

same six children. In phase three both selected and focused observations and retrospective 

interviews uncover these teachers' tacit models of narrative discourse and their reflections 

and understandings of the six child narrators. 

During the three phases, the two classrooms are differentiated by the degree of 

mediation and control between teachers and students during story writing events and the 

teacher's ideologies about collaborative learning, models of language and of narrative 

discourse. Giroux views ideology "as a set of representations produced and inscribed in 

human consciousness and behavior, in discourse and in lived experience" 
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(Giroux, 1983, p. 143). Although ideology cannot and should not be reduced solely 

to a set of practices, it is these material practices and social relationships through which 

Mrs. G. and Marie Josee live their school experiences and influence the children's 

perceptions of literacy events. 

Phase One - Emerging Patterns: Literacy Events and Sharing Time. 

In her study of literacy events in a nursery school, Marilyn Cochran Smith (1984) observes 

that adults and children moved along a continuum of participation in literacy events: 

At one endpoint of the continuum were situations in which uses of 
reading and writing were completely initiated, directed and accomplished by 
adults for children. At the other end were situations in which children 
themselves initiated, directed, and accomplished reading and writing 
(Cochran-Smith, 1984, p. 74) 

During phase one, descriptive observations of routines such as story writing. other literacy 

events and sharing time in both classes reveal instances of a continuum of child initiated 

and teacher directed events as summarized in Figure 3.9. 

In English Language Ans most activities or events (i.e. journal writing, reading stories) 

signal a tacit invitation for child participation; however, more often than not they are 

mediated, initiated and indirectly controlled by Mrs. G. Consider for example the following 

excerpt from an extended Narrative Segment 3.8: 

Excerpt from Narrative Segment 3.8: Mediated Activities 

They (this grade five /six class) have been writing in their journals for the last 

fifteen minutes. At 1:24 p.m. Mrs. G. makes an announcement: "Okay. you should be 

finishing off your journals soon and getting into your biographies." Mrs. G. continues to 

circulate around the room, talking informally to groups of and/or individual children. At 

1:40 she signals the end of this event with a question: "Okay can we hear the biographies?" 
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-~ ----==::-~/\~G~ 
I Child Initiated I Teacher Mediated 

r I cachcr Inili:ltcd 

Activities/Events 

• Choosing library books (ElF) • Jounaals (ElF) 

• Story writing (ElF) • .. • Story writing (ElF) ~ . 

• Silent reading (E) 

Responsibilities/Duties - Service 
Events 

• Access to library (ElF) 

• Pencil Sharpening (E) 

• Absence Sheet (E) 

• Dale (E) 

Sharing time (E) • • 
• News sharing (E) 

• Singing natiullal anthem (E) 

• Reading stories (E) 

• Oral reading (E) ~ . 
• Silent reading (E) • • 

• DistributiOlvcollection of milk 
carlOns (ElF) 

• Distribution - journals (ElF) 

• Distribution - writing folders (E) 

• CoUection - homework (ElF) 

• Collection - dictre (F) 

• SIOfY wliling (FIE) 

Sharing limc(E,'F) 

• News sharing (F) 

• Uiclre (F) 

• Singing Song (F) 

• Reading Newspaper (La Presse)(F) 

• Reading stories (F) 

• Oral reading (FIE) 

• Silent Reading (F) 

• Oistribution - cahiers des 
exercises (F) 

Figure J.9 Continuum or Teacher-Initiated and Child-Initiated Events - English Language Arts and French Immersion 

N ...... 
00 
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( Children have been interviewing each other and writing up biographies of each other). 

"Who did you work on Peter?" Peter replies: "Gerald" Peter comes to the front of the 

room and reads his biography of Gerald. During this literacy/sharing time event children 

tacitly know the rule is to listen and not to interrupt the speaker. Mrs. G. responds: "Good

it has a sense of humour to it; that's what makes it interesting." Peter returns to his seat. 

Three other children share their biographies in the front of the class to the whole group. 

Mrs. G. calls upon Philip. Philip assumes "the" spot at the front of the room and reads his 

biography of Chris. Mrs. G. responds: "So Chris's favorite game is Dungeons and 

Dragons." (Field notes 09/13/84) 

In this narrative segment Mrs. G. indirectly mediates the time children spend on a 

given activity and the nature of the social interactions in literacy events such as the sharing 

of biographies. 

In French Immersion, most activities and events (i.e. dictee writing. reading 

stories, news sharing, story writing) are directly initiated and controlled by Marie Josee. 

For example, the dictee routine has a four part participant structure: Marie Josee announces 

the dictee as a routine- "Bon on commence la dictee" (Well we will begin the dictee). She 

reads the dictee au vocabulaire ( vocabulary dictee). The children listen to her and write her 

well articulated words into their cahiers des exercises (exercise books). Marie Josee repeats 

the words and the children review their dictee. (Field notes 09/13/84) 

In both classes service like events (i.e. distribution of materials. milk. writing 

folders, cahiers des exercises - exercise books) are tacitly accepted by the children as 

shared responsibilties; however, child participation in these type of events on any given day 

is signaled by the two teachers in different ways. Mrs. G. tends to use indirect declarative 

statements (i.e. "It's 8:30 a.m"), or questions (i.e. "Where can you write your other 
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news?") Declarative statements generally function as indirect signals for children to assume 

responsibility for a service like event; for example, "It's 8:30" is a signal for the child who 

is responsible on that day to distribute the milk cartons although the child is not directly 

named. On the side bulletin board in Mrs. G. 's classroom there is a tree display made of 

bristol board and labled "Helping Hands." Each month the branches are changed to identify 

particular children and their specific responsibilities. Marie Josee, on the other hand. tends 

to use the imperative mode to directly signal service like events (i.e. "Jerry ramasse les 

cahiers des exercices"- Jerry collect the exercise books) and declarative statements to signal 

a new routine (i.e. Bon on commence la dictee - well we will begin the dictee).These 

service like events also function as signals for children to ready themselves for the 

beginning of a new routine. These teachers move in and out of the four ideological contexts 

within the Riverview School Board. At different times and on different occasions. the 

ideological contexts of their classrooms could be represented as moving back and forth in a 

dialectical interplay between a traditional ideology and an Whole Language orientation as 

illustrated in Figure 3.10. 

This dialectical interplay is particularly evident in the varied patterns of social 

organization of the two classrooms at different times and for different activities. It is also 

evident in the ways in which Mrs G. and Marie Josee invite the children to read and write 

stories and respond to the stories children write. 

Social organization 

During phase one, both Mrs. G. and Marie Josee alternate between three types of 

social oranization: traditional large whole group instruction with teacher in control in the 

front of the class; individualized instruction with children working independently on 

assigned tasks (i.e. journal writing) and small peer group instruction with children working 
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Teacher Initiates .4----
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Teacher Designs and .. 4--

Assigns Tasks and Activities 

... 
Teacher Controls .4----

ChildIen Acquire .4 ----

Teacher Corrects .4----

Teacher Mediates 

English Language Arts 

French Immersiun 

Child Centered 

... 
Children Initiate 

---.... Children Choose 

and Create 

----.. Children Self Generate ... 
Experiences and 

Literacy Events 

----... Teacher Respunds 

----•• Childlen Cunstruct 

----. l'hildrclI Self Currect 

Figure J.W Continuum or Ideological Context: English Language Arts and I,'rench Immersion 
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in small groups on either teacher or child initiated tasks (i.e. sharing books, reading books, 

story writing). The routines in both classes are governed by clear beginnings and endings 

and consistent rules for participation. 

In each context, the social organization defines the classroom rules and detennines 

the range of social interactions among the children and between children and teacher. In a 

sense the social organization of these classrooms supports Erickson's (1973) claim that in 

school contexts children move through different participation structures with well 

established names (i.e. story writing or journal writing).In this study, transitions between 

these structures are usually signalled by the teachers and marked by a designated use of 

space and type of social interaction with tacit rules for appropriate behavior. In English 

Language Arts reading a story to the whole group occurs on the rug; children are expected 

to sit quietly and listen until Mrs. G. invites participation either in the story reading event 

itself or after the event. For example during one story reading event (10129/84) Mrs. G. 

finishes reading Chapter 5 of The Mystery of The Secret Tunnel; she then directs the 

children back to their seats and invites them to write in their Detective Log books. Mrs. G. 

describes the function of these logs as "runnning records of the children picking up clues or 

facts in the mystery in each chapter" as illustrated in an excerpt from Katie's log in Figure 

3.11. (Field Notes 10/29/84) 

Chapter 6 
I. There were steps, and a kitchen in it with a kettle. 
2. They came to a place where a boat may have come long ago. 
3. They were in the tunnel. 
4. The ocean may have been near the same place (near) the place where 

they went boating. 
5. They heard gentle laughing. 
A Surprising Discovery 
I. Who is the man? 
2. Was it Mr. Manier, Mr. Aelley, Mr. Jones? 



3. There was a wall that moved. 
4. The man took 4 bags. 
5. They found some gold. but will the find the rest again. 
6. Will they ever make to the road? 
7. Will they find more gold? 
8. Is the cave going to be here when we come back? 
9. Where is the cave? 
lO. Did the man see them? 
II. Are there any more rooms. 
12. I wonder if there is a trap door? 
13. Where will this passage take them? 
Chapter 8 
I think it is Mr. Mamier. He is the most likely suspect. When they said, 

"Children will be children," before that he had a worried face, and when 
everyone looked at him he had to say, "Children will be children." So he 
cover it up. 

Also, at the beginning they did not want to go anywhere in 
Newfoundland, and now they want to go sightseeing! Weird! 
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Figure 3.11 Excerpt From Katie's Log on The 'f~·~tery of the Secret 
Tunnel 

During whole group story reading in French Immersion, however, the children sit 

in silence and in neatly arranged theatre style rows facing Marie 10see who usually stands 

in front of her desk; children are expected to listen to Marie 10see and to respond to her 

questions which function as comprehension checks that the children "are getting the story 

or understanding the vocabulary" (Field Notes: 12/lV84). Consider for example the 

following social interaction which occurs during the reading of a story called "Noel." Marie 

10see stops at the phrase in the text "une grandmere matemelle" and asks "qu'est ce que 

une grandmere maternelle?" ("What is a a maternal grandmother?") Katie replies "la mere 

de rna mere" ("the mother of my mother"). Marie 10see responds: "Qui, bon on continuer a 

lire" (Yes, well we continue to read). 

Informal Conversations: Interpreting Those Secret Texts. 

In his book The Genesis of Secrecy, Kermode (1979) dicusses the problems 

of and power in making interpretations. The significance of oral and written texts as social 
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constructs is often carried by what they do or do not explicitly reveal in a particular context 

of situation. Geoffrey Williams concurs with Kennode's notion of secret texts: 
Narrative like oracular pronouncements as Kennode argues does not always 
speak its sense directly but requires interpretative work to discover what it 
might be construed to say for a particular social and historical context. 
(Williams, 1988, p. 154) 

During the three phases of the study many of my infonnal conversations with Mrs. 

G. and Marie Josee, recorded as condensed accounts in field notes, functioned as secret 

texts in Kennode's sense. In retrospect they contain subtle clues for interpreting the 

significance of my observations of the classroom literacy events in both contexts. The 

following Narrative Segments 9, 10 and II are examples of these types of conversations -

'Epiphanies of the ordinary'. They tend to occur at impromptu times (i.e. before class, at 

recess, lunch, after school) and spontaneously in different situations ( in the classrooms, 

hallways, staffroom or on the playground). Narrative segment 3.9 summarizes a fifteen 

minute conversation before homeroom with Mrs. G. in her classroom on my initial visit. 

Narrative Segment 3:9: Welcome to a Creative Existence: A Contradiction 
Between Ideology and Structure 

I arrive at Beachwood school at 7:45 a.m. and park along side the lone red Camarro 

in the parking lot. I suspect it belongs to Mrs. G. The janitor, Tom, greets me at the front 

entrance and points me straight ahead to Room 4. He mutters: "She's always here at odd 

hours." A pot with a red geranium functions as a door stopper to the only inviting open 

door along this corridor. I focus on two signs taped to the door. 1) Each child will 

construct his /her view of the world. 2) What does the world look like from here? The first 

sign is similar to objective 4 in the MEQ English Language Arts program - The student will 

construct hislher view of the world (1983 p. 19). The second sign invites and suggests an 

acceptance of different points of view. Mrs. G. greets me and tells me "hI.' has been reading 
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The Backward Muskok by Heather Killenhos and The Bear Mouse by Bernice 

Treschet to her grade three's. She considers the latter to be a good piece of literature. She 

infonns me that the grade five's have been working on journals, folk tales and predictions. 

"I want the kids to get the idea of the Pope as a folk hero" ( The Pope is visiting Montreal at 

this time). "I want them to appreciate the features and characteristics of a folk hero. The 

grade five/six class will be working on biographies." My eye catches the poster resting on 

an easel near the rug area: Welcome to a Creative Existence: What are you going to make of 

it? I am struck by the seeming contradiction between the child centered ideology she 

espouses and the traditional physical structure of her classroom as illustrated in Figure 3.12 

(Field Notes 09/13/84). 

In this narrative segment, in addition to the sign of a possible contradiction between 

Mrs. G's espoused ideology and the social organization of her classroom, what is 

particularly striking is that she makes no reference to the context for story writing in her 

classes nor the children's stories. 

During the study these informal conversations also function as a vehicle for Marie 

Josee and Mrs. G. to share, negotiate and reflect upon their ideologies as illustrated in the 

next Narrative Segments 3:10 and 3:11. 

Narrative Segment 3:10: Sharing and Negotiating Ideologies and Routines 

We are sitting at a corner table in the Meridean restaurant. Mrs. G. knows the 

maitre d' and talks to him in Greek while Marie Josee and I talk in French about the study. 

She is uncertain about the children being able to write stories in French. She says: 

"Children need the oral language before they can write ... I don't want to focus on 

correction and errors but spelling is important especially the verbs in French. The 

conversation switches to English and Mrs. G. replies: "Perhaps, you .. we are 
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underestimating what kids can do." She shares what she has been doing in her classes-

"we do journals every day; we read widely from books in the library or books I bring in; 

they write stories in groups. I believe in collaborative learning." Marie Josee replies that 

"fmding reading materials for Middle French Immersion children is very difficult and the 

books on the recommended school board list do not seem to appeal to these kids nor 

address their linguistic competence. For example the 'contes populaires', classic folk. tales 

of Ti Jean don't appeal. These kids have missed this whole narrative tradition." (Little John 

is the French counterpart to the Jack tales in the Anglo- American Tradition). She goes on 

to remark that she cannot "imagine how kids could write a story in a group." The 

conversation switches to the topic of her own job uncertainty. She is replacing someone 

who is on maternity leave and who might or might not return in January. (Field Notes 

09/13/84) 

Narrative Segment 3:11 Old Routines and New Routines 

Marie Josee and I are chatting in a comer of the staff room. Two French Immersion 

teachers and two English teachers sit at the long table. Our conversation is half in English 

and in French as is the conversation among the four other teachers in this room. She says 

that she is willing to change her routines to suit what I want to observe: "If you want to see 

the children writing or talking that's easy for me to arrange." She expresses her concerns 

about this grade five/six class. They were chosen for their good work habits ... They prefer 

- faire les exercises en silence (to do exercizes in silence). She confesses that she has been 

asking the children what they are doing in English class and wonders how she can do some 

of the same things as Mrs. G .. She says that the children have been writing stories this 

month but "I'm not sure that they enjoy this activity." (Field notes: 10/29/84) 
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These two narrative segments illustrate Marie Josee's openess and interest in the 

study as well as her willingness to accommodate my wishes as a researcher. They also 

reflect many of the informal conversations in which Marie Josee and Mrs. G. negotiate 

their respective ideologies. For example in Narrative Segment 3:10, Mrs. G. states that she 

values children working in groups on stories; Marie Josee honestly and explicitly states that 

she doesn't see the possibilities of group authorship; she "can't imagine how kids could 

write a story in groups." 

In this narrative segment, she appears to view invention in a Platonic sense. That is, 

she sees invention as a solitary private act of the writer rather than as a set of collaborative 

social practices (as Mrs. G. appears to view the writing act). However, implicit in this text 

is her willingness to try out new routines as suggested by her reference to "asking the kids 

what they are doing in English class." The possibility of changing routines in her 

classroom is implicit in this remark. However, her perceptions of change would appear to 

be at the level of what Fullan (1982) calls content and techniques rather than at a 

philosophical or theoretical level. 

The next narrative segments describe and discuss the social significance of the 

routines in both classrooms. 

Routines: Classrooms as Working Social Units. Narrative Segments 3:12, 

3.13 and 3.14 describe the routines in Mrs.G. 's three classrooms on my first visit to the 

school. Narrative segments 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 describe the routines in Marie Josee's 

classroom during French 'language ans'. Narrative segments 3.18 and 3.19 present a 

comparative and intepretative summary of my microethnographic analyses of story reading 

and writing events in the two classrooms near the end of phase one. 
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Mrs G. 's Routines: Three Classroom Contexts. Mrs. G. has three English 

Language Arts classes: a grade three from 8:30 -10:15; a grade five Immersion from 10:30 -

11:20, and a split grade five and six Immersion which rotates periods (1:10-2:00 and 2.:10-

3:(0). Although this study focuses on the grade five/six class, I observed in all three 

classrooms during the year. 

Narrative Segment 3.12: Grade Three - Rules, Routines Responsibilities 

After standing for the singing of the Canadian national anthem, at 8:45 a.m., the 

children sit down and start to drink their milk which has been distributed by two children. 

This routine signals the beginning of the next routine "News Sharing." Other children are 

involved in service like events; one child stands on a chair at the front blackboard and 

writes the date on the board; another child fills out the absence sheet. The news sharing 

events last for five minutes. At 8:50 the end of this event is signalled by Mrs. G's question: 

"Where could you put any other news you want to write?" The children reply in unison: "In 

our journals ... " 

At 8:51 the children begin to write in their journals; they are free to get out of their 

seats and walk around or approach other kids or Mrs. G. 

At 8:55 Mrs G. invites children to share their journals: "Who would like to read 

their journal to us?" Between 8:55 -9:05 five children share their journals in front of the 

class. Mrs. G. designates one child to go to the library and "bring back the books about 

animals the library ladies have reserved for us." Children continue to write in their journals. 
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At 9:11 Mrs. G. makes an announcement: "When you fmish your journals, put them 

in the bin ( different colored plastic milk carrying cases) on the long table and then you can 

choose an animal book to read. They are on the window ledge. When you take a book 

remember to put your name." Children are free to continue their journals or to read silently 

in the rug area. 

At 9:18 Mrs. G. calls the other children to the rug: "Boys and girls will you come 

and sit on the carpet" The children find their places on the rug and share books they are 

currently reading. 

At 9:30 Mrs. G. sits on a stool and holds up the book Over the Meadow by Jack 

Exra Keats for the children to see. "How about if I go on with Over the Meadow?" 

Children either sit or lie on the carpet. The reading is frequently interrupted by Mrs. G.'s 

questions or comments as she moves the children back and fonh in Heath's sense (1982) 

from text to life and life to text (i.e. "have you ever seen a meadow"? - "look at this 

picture"). 

At 9:48, she designates 12 children to go to the library for their library period. She 

opens up the play dough box and starts a new routine: "I want you to have the chance to 

make an animal of your choice. to Children are free to choose varied colored plasticine and 

work in small groups or independently. 

At 10:00 a.m. a grade six child from another class announces that it will be indoor 

recess. (Field Notes 09/13/84) 

This period was marked by five routines: 1) Singing the Canadian national anthem 

as a whole group; 2) sharing news individually in front of the class; 3) writing in their 

journals independently; 4) sharing stories they are reading to the whole group; and 5) 

making plasticine animals either in small groups or individually. Mrs. G. 's rules are dear: 
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Do What I say. Use your head. Exercise free choice when appropriate. Social interactions 

in the small groups or with individual children tend to be fluid and infonnal; social 

interactions with the whole group tend to be more fonnal and controlled. She states that she 

values a collaborative learning environment and children sharing news and books. Her 

definition of collaboration at this stage would appear to be more in line with Macrorie' s 

(1968) notion of "helping circle" - that is two or more people interact together to invent. In 

this plasticine routine the children jointly work together in small groups helping each other 

craft a plasticine animal. She cues the children through questions or half statements. 

Narrative Segment 3: 13: Grade Five- Focus on Genres 

At 10:30 the grade five children enter. Four children pick up journals from the bin 

on the long table and distribute them to the class. At 10:35 the children stan to write in their 

journals. 

At 10:40 nine children put their journals back in the bin and move to the rug area to 

read silently. 

At 10:45 Mrs. G. writes the following story starter exaggerations on the side 

blackboard: 

She was so thin that... 
It was so hot that... 
The mosquitoes were so big that ... 
The class made such a noise that... 
The side walk was so slippery that... 

At 10:51 she calls the children on the rug back to their seats and discusses the 

exaggerations. 

At 11:15, she signals the end of this event by a statement: "Okay,one more 

exaggeration." At 11:16 she shifts the topic to folk heroes, Paul Bunyan and the Pope. 



At 11:20 she asks the children to work in small groups and discuss the Pope as a 

folk hero. Children move to small groups. 

At 11:30 Mrs G. announces that "it is lunch break." 

(Field Notes: 09/13/84) 
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This period is marked by six routines: 1) children writing in journals independently; 

2) individual silent reading; 3) sharing of predictions with whole group; 4) sharing of 

exaggerations with whole group; 5) whole group discussion of folk heroes; and 6) small 

group discussion of the Pope as a folk hero. During this phase of the study, I regularly 

recorded instances in my field notes when Mrs. G. appears to be following the literature 

units published for the elementary grades by the Ministry of Education and those adapted 

by the Riverview School Board ( a list of units is provided in Appendix D). 

Mrs. G. consistently focuses the children on the characteristics of genres (i.e. folk 

tales, tall tales). She prepares the children for literary analysis by questions such as the 

following: What words tell you this is a tall tale? After this class Mrs. G. states that she 

wants the "kids to get the idea of exaggeration so they can use this as a device in their own 

tall tales." She explains her emphasis on literary form and genres in this way: "If you give 

kids the forms to work with they learn to recognize the differences. They learn to use them 

sometimes intentionally or unintentionally." This class is more teacher centered than the 

grade three class and the children appear to engage in more independent rather than 

collaborative activities. 

Narrative Segment 3:14: Grade Five ISix- Tacit Rules and Values 

At 1:05 the children begin to enter Mrs. G. 's classroom. They seem quite subdued 

and I recall Marie losee's lunch time remark about these children preferring to do exercises 

and seat work. 
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At 1:07, four children pick up journals from the long table and distribute them to 

their classmates without being told to do so. Children also begin to write in their journals 

without being told to do so. 

At 1:14 ten children go the library. Mrs. G. announces that "the biographies are on 

the mobile book shelf in the front of the class." 

At 1:24 Mrs. G. announces: " Boys and girls - you should be finishing off your 

journals and getting into your biographies." When Mrs. G. wants the attention of the whole 

group she frequently addresses the group formally with "Boys and girls" in contrast to her 

use of dimunitives in her infonnal conversations with individual children such as the 

following utterance aimed at getting David to do some work: "Come on, Davie." 

At 1:41, she leaves the room to run off a stencil. Alison approaches me and shows 

me her books on Handel and Bach and states that she plays the flute. 

At 1:43 Mrs. G. returns and invites the children to share their books with the whole 

class. "Who would like to share their biographies?" Three children share their biographies ( 

they were assigned to write a biography of a classmate) to the whole class. 

At 1:46 children are invited to write a biography. "But before we do this let's look at 

Nicky's sheet for interviewing." The children review the organization of the sixteen 

questions on this stencil as illustrated in Figure 3.13. 

Nicole Geography Questions 

I. Name? 

2. Where do you live? 

3. Where were you born? 

4. When were you born? 

5. Where did you go to school? 



6. Brothers and Sisters? 

7. Any faroous people in your family? 

8. Did you have any illness when you were a child? 

9. What were your hopes as a child? 

10. What is your occupation? 

11. How long have you been married? 

12. Do you have any children? 

13. Description? 

14. Where would you like to travel? 

15. What are your hobbies? 

16. Any unusual habits? 

Figure 3.13 Nicky's Question Stencil 
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Mrs. G. tells the children "to keep these questions in mind when they write up their 

biographies." At 2:13 Mrs. G. announces that "books taken from the ledge belong to the 

community library. You need to sign them out. Finish your reading." Children are free to 

read or write for the rest of the period. I note Mrs. G. 's consistent message to the children 

to be responsible for and respect books which do not belong to them and during free choice 

time to exercise 'free choice'. (Field Notes: 09/13/84) 

This class is marked by five overlapping rather than clearly bounded routines: I) 

children writing in journals independently; 2) silent individual reading of biographies; 3) 

sharing of books with the whole class; 4) discussion of interviewing questions for 

biography; and 5) free choice of reading or writing. There is little evidence of collaboration 

in this class although Mrs. G. consistently claims she values this type of social learning. 
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In all three classes Mrs. G. has clear routines and tacit nonns for appropriate 

classroom behavior and use of space. There are some routines which are common to all 

three classrooms (i.e. journal writing, sharing of books to the whole group). Her goals and 

nonns are accomplished through a rapid change of routines approximately every ten or 

fifteen minutes (as illustrated in Figure 3:14). Each routine is tacitly accepted by the children 

to have its own designated space, mode of social interaction and type of social 

organization. 

In addition, access to the school library as well as to books from the community 

library Mrs. G. brings to her classes are assumed to be a child's right. Children are 

expected to be responsible for and value these books. My initial observations of the rules, 

role relations, cues and values which underlie Mrs. G. 's teaching practice, as well as what 

I noticed about the physical structure of her classroom, suggest a contradiction. Mrs. G.' s 

child centered ideology and social view of learning seem to be at odds with her 

implementation of these ideas. Although her social interactions appear in this phase of the 

study to follow Mehan's tripartite structure: I-R-E pattern (Teacher initiates, Child 

responds, Teacher evaluates), there is evidence of a tacit mutual respect for each other. This 

is especially evident in Narrative Segment 3.14 when Mrs. G. leaves the room for 10 

minutes on the assumption that these children will be responsible. 

Like many English Language Arts teachers in a French Immersion context, Mrs. G. 

is conscious of the time constraints within her fifty minute periods. This is reflected in the 

quick succession of activities which occur within these periods. One activity is followed by 

another. The social interaction between the children and Mrs G. can be conceptualized as 

moves in a Wingenstein language game that follows implicit rules of behavior for each 

activity and type of social organization. 



Grade 3 I [ - Grade 5 II Grade 5/6 

• Singing National Anthem (WG) • Journal Writing (I) 

• News Sharing (WG) 

• Journal Writing (I) 

• Sharing Books (WG) 

• Teacher Reads Story (WG) 

• Silent Reading (Animal Stories) 
(I) 

• Play Dough Activity (SG) 

WG = Whole Group 

SG = Small Group 

I = Individual 

• Silent Reading (Folk Tale)(I) 

• Sharing Predictions (WG) 

• Discussion - Exaggerations and 
Tall Tale (WG) 

• Discussion - Pope as Folk Ilero 
(WG) 

• Discussion - Pope as Folk Hero 
(SO) 

• Journal Writing (I) 

• Silent Reading (Biographies) 
(I) 

• Sharing Biographies (WG) 

• Discllssion - Stencil (WG) 
• Free Choice ReadinglWriting 

(VSO) 

Figure 3.14 Summary or Social Organization or Routines in Mrs. G.'s Three Classrooms N 
W 
0\ 
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Marie JosH's Routines: Informal Visits and Formal Observations. Because 

of the uncertainty surrounding Marie Jo~e's position as a replacement teacher in 

Beachwood, I initially made informal visits to her classroom. I made condensed accounts 

of the literacy events and sharing time routines which I observed after these visits as 

illustrated in the following Narrative Segment 3.15. 

Narrative Segment 3.15: Corriger L'Expression Fran~ais (Correct French 
Expression) 

When the dictee is completed and collected, Marie Josee invited the children to read 

silently for ten minutes. Jenny and Nicky sit together both reading the same book Alfred 

dans Ie metro ( Alfred in the Metro ); Chris sits quietly by himself reading the book 

titled Iznogoud et I'ordinateur magique (Iznogoud and the magic computer ). 

Alison flipped back and forth between story number 68 and number 74 in her J'aime 

Lire book ( I love to Read book - French basal reading series for the middle grades). 

She finally settles on "Paul et M. Tim," story number 74 in her J'aime Lire book. I am 

surprised to see Katie reading "La Chasse-Galerie," a French Canadian tale of the flying 

canoe. This legend is a popular and widely known symbol for French Canadian culture in 

the river parishes of the St. Lawrence and dates back to the time of the coureurs de bois and 

voyageurs of the northwest. David has several Tintin books in front of him but never 

settles down to actually reading anyone of them. Two children signal the end of this 

routine when they distribute the copies of the French newspaper La Presse to their mates. 

Marie Jo~ asked the children to choose an interesting story, cut it out and write a 

response to it. Most children turn to the comic section. When they are finished they are to 

work with a partner "pour corriger I 'expression fran~ais" (to correct the French 

expression). At the end of this routine Marie Josee announces "Maintenant. trouver les 

faults d'orthographe pour devoirs"(now look for spelling errors for homework). This 
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'language arts period usually occurs in the morning from 8:30-10:10. The next periods 

alternate between math, science and social studies. Children work independently solving 

math problems and work in groups during social studies and science on projects. 

(Field Notes: 11/21/84) 

The next narrative segments 3.16 and 3.17 describe the "language arts" period in 

French Immersion in Marie losee's Room 13. I have put "language arts" in quotations 

because it is not a theoretical concept in the literature of French Immersion nor 

l'apprentissage langue matemelle fran\=ais ( the learning of French mother tongue 

language). The rhetoric of French Immersion emphasizes the learning of educational 

content over the learning of lingusitic fonTIS. In the Ministry document Programme 

D'Etudes Prirnaire Fran~ais (1979, 16-2410) the learning of French language mother tongue 

is conceptualized as separate activities of speaking, listening, reading and writing (i.e. les 

activities pour l'expression orale - types of activities for oral expression p. 211), rather than 

integrated experiences as conceptualized in the 1983 English mother tongue document 16-

2209A. 

In recent years some French Immersion teachers include a period of language study 

within their curriculum. They tend to emphasize separate activities/language games for 

reading, writing and speaking in a second language. For example, I frequently observed 

the children engage in grammar lessons such as practice exercises in French homonymns. 

In Marie losee's class, story writing usually occurs some time during this language study 

period although she does not explicitly call it this. There are clear and bounded routines 

which are directly signalled by Marie losee during this period which she usually calls 

• Fran~ais' . 



Narrative Segment 3:16: La Dictee and Ecriture Sujet Libre - (The Dictee 239 
and Writing Free Subject) 

At 8:30 a.m. I arrive at the door of Room 13. Marie Iosee stands by the door 

greeting the children: "Bonjour Sharon" (Hello Sharon). I observe how neat, well 

organized and aesthetically pleasing this class appears. As a print environment there are 

many visible signs of the French language. For example access to the library is apparent by 

the artfully decorated and printed French signs resting on the book shelf at the side of the 

bookcase: 
Ie suis parti(e) chercher l'inspiration ~ la bibliotheque 
Ie suis parti (e) croquer un bon livre de bibliotheque 
Ie suis aller ronronner ~ la bibliotheque 
Ie suis celle (e) butiner ~ la bibliotheque 

1 note that Marie losee, like Mrs. G., values children's independent access to the 

library in addition to their regular weekly library period. 1 observe later that during silent 

reading a child picks up one of the following cards 
Ie suis parti (e) ~ la bibliotheque (I have gone to the library) and leaves it on his 

seat. 

As Marie Iosee shows me to my post of observation at the round table, I notice 

displays of children's written projects on the Inuits on the back bulletin boards. Colorful 

commercial book jacket advertisements fill the side bulletin board: La Naissance des 

Etoiles, Une conte de Sylvie par Robert Blanchet, Illustre par Katherine Sapon. 

Editions Ville Marie; Ti-Jean -Le Paresseux. lllustre par Robert Bigras. Editions Ville 

Marie ( a Montreal publishing fmn). During this phase of the study 1 observe that Marie 

Iosee frequently sets up her class in theatre style as illustrated in Figure 3.15. 
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In contrast to my relatively unobtrusive post in Mrs. G. 's class, I find this post of 

observation too conspicuous. The advent of the Christmas season is most apparent in this 

class as my eye moves from the attractively decorated l'arbre de Noel ( Christmas tree) next 

to Marie Josee's desk, to the Pere Noel (Santa Claus) sitting in a decorated chair to the right 

of the tree ( my left), to the box of colorfully wrapped presents on the long table, and to the 

Christmas cards which decorate the children's desks. I notice that in contrast to the festive 

ambiance of this colorful and aesthetically pleasing environment, there are cut out verb 

conjugations superimposed along the top of the bulletin boards (i.e. Je vieux, tu vieux). 

The die tee , a common and stable routine in this classroom, is about to begin. Marie 

Josee stands poised in front of her desk as she observes the children tum around and look 

in their book bags and retrieve their cahiers des exercices. She says" Bon allors on 

commence la dictee. Touts mondes sont pretes" (Well we will begin the dictee. Everyone is 

ready). As she continues to observe the children ready themselves, she explains that the 

note that she sent home to parents yesterday is for donations for the Christmas poor basket 

which she points to in the left hand comer near her desk. This is a common project in many 

Montreal communities. I sense that Marie Josee is proud of her classroom. She thanks 

Ruby and Anne for decorating the tree and then at 8:50 says "Bon on vraiement commence" 

(Well, we will really begin). As I note some of the children stiffen and ready their pens on 

their cahiers des exercices, my eye falls on David, one shoe off, contents from his book 

bag scattered on the floor underneath his chair and on his messy desk. Marie 10see begins 

to read from her prepared list of words and announces that it is Dictee Nombre 42. David 

appears seemingly unconcerned and is obviously not ready for this routine. 

Dicree Nombre 42 (English translations are provided for the benefit of the reader) 
1. rever (to dream) - she pronounces it three times 
2. un sorcier (a wizard) - she places children's Christmas cards on the 

blackboard ledge. 



3. un roti (a roast) - ennunciates clearly 
4. une station (a station) - interrupts this routine with the following 

question: "Quel occasions on avait Ie mot station?" "On what occasions do 
we use this word station?") and several children reply: "station de train, un 
gare, police, pompier, station de metro 

5. trente (thirty) 
6. terrestre (terrestial) (David interrupts with a question: "Est ce que la 

fLlme ET etait en Fran~ais aussi?" Is the fLlm ET in French also?" Marie 
Josee nods affirmatively).7. vegetal (vegetable plant) 

8. transformer (to change) - She interrupts with the comment "pas des 
transformers comme en Anglais" - not transformers like in English) 

9. un voyage ( a trip) 
10. la voile (the sail) 
ll.le vente verser (the wind pours) Ie vente de Pere Noel ( the wind of 

Santa Claus) 
12. un vetement (clothing) 
13. un adjectif 
14. aider (to help) - She tells the grade five children to stop (arrete Les 

Gremlins) 
These children sit quietly and patiently while Marie Josee continues the 

dictee with the grade six. 
15. un amusement (entertainment) - She interrupts with "comme un 

pare" -like a park 
16. blond (blonde) 
17. une chambre ( a room) 
18. la crise (the crisis) 
19. enrichie ( to enrich) 
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At 8:55 Marie Josee repeats the words again. Children are asked to check their 

papers. She asks; "Bon, questions sur la dictee" (Well, questions on the dictee), and then 

calls upon Jerry: Jerry ramasse les cahiers ( Jerry collect the books). 

9:00 Marie Jo~ signals a change of routine: "Je lit une historie. Le titre est 

'Malentendu au Pole Nord'" (I will read a story. The title is 'Misunderstanding at the 

North Pole'). She reads a few lines: L'hiver est enfin arrive! C'est la saison preferee du 

Pere N~I! Avec Ie froid,la neige et les glissades en traineau, l'hiver nous amene la grande 

tete de Noel. (Winter finally arrives. It's the season Pere Noel prefers. With the cold, the 

snow and the slippery sleighs, winter brings us to the big feast of Christmas). She checks 
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for comprehension and explains the phrase "Ies glissades en traineau" which she assumes 

the children might not know. As she continues reading, Marie Josee imposes a structure on 

the story and mediates the children's transactions with the text with frequent interruptions 

and explanations at the lexical or phrase level. 

At 9:10 she gives the text to the children and tells them to get into their small groups 

pour "discuter I'histoire et pour ette decider votre solution" ( to get into small groups to 

discuss the story and decide on your resolution of the story) At 9:25 small group work 

stops. Three children are called to the open space area designated for playacting and asked 

to rehearse their lines. They will put on a class play the following week. 

At 9:30 Marie Josee dramatizes a portion of the play, paying close attention to clear 

articulation and pronunciation of her lines. She asks the children to memorize their lines 

"par coeur" ( by heart) for tomorrow. 

At 9:46 she signals a new activity: "Maintenant c'est un period de l'ecriture. C'est 

un text sujet libre. Ecrivez que vous voulez. l'ai la confidence dans ton imagination. Bon 

c'est un period de l'ecriture. Arranger votte pupitres comme vous voulez. (Now it is a 

writing period. It's a free subject text. Write what you want. I have confidence in your 

imagination. Arrange your desks the way you wish). Marie Josee talks to Nicky who has 

approached her desk for help in spelling. She then circulates around the room observing the 

children or responding to their requests for correct spelling or words which she then writes 

on the blackboard Some children ask how to translate some words in French. For 

example, Katie asks "comment on dit "early on en fran~ais?" Marie Josee replies 

"transtoul" As she passes by my chair, she remarks that she thinks that maybe ten minutes 

is not enough time for them to write a story. At 10:09 she tells the children to get ready for 

skiing and fInish their 'compositions' for homework. (Field Notes, 12/12/84) 
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This class is marked by six routines: 1) an explanation; 2) dictee writing, 3) the oral 

reading of a story; 4) a small group discussion about the story; 5) a brief play rehearsal; 6) 

a story writing period. This is the fIrst occasion on which I observe Marie Josee 

encouraging the children to move their desks, to write on a free subject and suggest they 

can talk quietly among themselves. There is less teacher control and fonnal social 

interactions during this activity than during the dictee. After this latter literacy event, Marie 

Josee tells me that" the dictee functions to acclimatize their ears to French as a language 

and to enrich their vocabulary." This narrative segment illustrates that through her 

material practices, and classroom decor Marie Josee emphasizes the Christmas season, 

which is an imponant cultural event among francophones. As well, she appears to value 

children moving toward the correct form in their use of oral and written French, a situation 

which suggests a traditional skills model of language learning. 

This previous narrative segment illustrates how Marie Josee, like Mrs. G., moves 

the children through a rapid succession of activities of relatively short duration. The next 

narrative segment which describes a visit to room 13 a few weeks later is an example of 

occasions when she engages the children in fewer activities for longer periods of time as 

well as her preference for engaging the children in the oral mode. Although the dictee has a 

clear four part participant structure, Marie Josee interrupts this routine to provIde more 

context for a word, to make the children aware of gender differences among French words, 

or to note dialect differences. Although the children participate in the oral expression 

activity, Marie Josee regulates and controls the participation. 

One difference between the social organization of the classrooms of Mrs. G. and 

Marie Josec is the way they deal with this split grade fIve/six class. During the entire study 

I never once observed Mrs. G. divide the children into groups by grade levels. Marie Josee 
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on the ollier hand uses the llimunitive 'Les Gremlins' to indicate when the grade five 

ch:!drcn arc to work as a s(x:ial unit apart from thc gradc six children. This usually occurs 

c1l1~;l1g the dictce routine and math period. In math the children work from separate 

tcxtbooks. TIIC only difference during the dictee routine is that the grade six children get 

fivc or six 111<'re words to wlite! 

Narrative Segment 3:17: Les (;rcllllim's l'I I. ·r-:,prt, ...... illn Orale.' (fhe.' 
Gremlins and Oral Expression) 

I arrive at room 13 at 9:05 instead of my lj<.lI;:! lill~~' Ilr S~() \lrs (j h;ld given me a 

note that morning which she receiveD from \hrie II )~C~ in<li,-'.\tl:lg a lihrary period for the 

Immersion class. Thi~ innocent text as shown III hgurc 3,lh hii:l'::S the bSlIe of social 

interactions i:l Dcachwood school to my consci()lIs a\\'areJl~\s. 

Figure 3.16 Marie Josce's Note 
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As Marie Josee greets me at the door of her class with "Bonjour Mary. Comment ~a 

va ce matin?" (Hello Mary. How are you this morning?) - "The children are at library," I 

am conscious of the fact that she writes and speaks to Mrs. G. in English and alternates 

between English and French in her interactions with me. 

The children start to enter the class. Most of them appear to have at least one French 

book. I notice that Chris has three TinTin books under his arm. Jenny has two books, Les 

Perles de Pluie and Caroline et Sa Maison. Nicky has Baptiste et Son Chien 

and Karen has Le Bebe. Alison has Le Voyage de Mme. Cloutinet and Deux 

Droles D'amis. David does not have a book. 

My eye focusses on the right hand comer of the blackboard; this appears to be 

Marie Josee's favorite spot for indicating the routines of the day. Today she as written the 

following: 
-practiquer la saynete 
-dictee No. 43 
-finir la composition 
-Gremlins -Math -fmir A B series 25 p. 165 No.2 

Chris collects the milk cartons and puts them in a large green garbage bag. Alison 

collects the workbooks Nouveau Exercises de Grammaire par Alain de Bray et 

Michel Therrien. Braut et Brouiller publishers. As she passes by my chair, she says: "Hello 

Mary .. oops Bonjour Mary." 

At 9:15 Marie Josee calls the children to attention: "Alors on commence dictee 

numero 43 (Okay we will begin dictee number 43). This time I observe the dictee routine 

and David's behavior during this ritual. 
Dictee Nombre 43 
1. une seconde ( one second) David gets out of his seat and goes to the 
pencil sharpener. Marie Josee says: "David, c'est toujours avant" 
(David, do it before). 
2. sauter (to jump) David returns to seat and doodles. 



3. speciale (special) 
4. 1a taxe (the tax) She emphasises the deictic "La." David is still 

doodling. 
5. Une toilette ( a wardrobe) Marie Josee interrupts and asks if the word 
has a different sense and gives an example" "Vous avez une belle 
toilette" ( You are dressed nicely). Si vous avez les souliers tu dis"chic 
pas de toilette" et pour une homme on peut dire "un beau costume ou ce 
biens habiller" (If you have shoes, you say chic not dressed nicely and 
for a man we can say a nice suit or well dressed). 
6. Ie vendeur (salesman) David has been chewing on his pencil and has 
written three words. 
7. transponer (to transpon) 
8. troisieme (third) 
9.1es yeux (the eyes) David looks around the room and doesn't bother 
to write this word. 
IO.un veston (a vest) She interrupts and asks "qui pone les vestons?" 
David says "Les hommes" Marie Josee says "oui et les femmes aussi) 
Katie says "c'est une veste." David responds: "Vraiment?" (Really?) 
11. vieux (old) David writes this word and looks around the room. 
12. un verre (a glass) David makes a telescope out of a sheet of looseleaf 
and looks through the peep hole 
13. un annoire (an annoire) 
14. l'age (the age) She announces to the grade fives, "Okay Les 
Gremlins arrete" (Okay Gremlins, stop). 
She continues the dictee with the grade six children. David looks around 
the room and chews on his pencil 
15. l'apres-midi (afternoon) 
16. battre (to beat) David taps his desk with his ruler. 
17. un costume (a suit) 
18. detruire (to destroy) 
19. Ie dos (the back) 

At 9:25 she stops and says "Bon \a va." The children respond in unison "Oui." 

Marie Josee repeats the words and the children check their copies. David is still looking 

around the room. At 9:27 Marie Josee says "Bon d'autre questions? Non Okay. Tom 

ramasse." By this time half of the children in the class are looking around and appear 

bored. 
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While Tom collects the dictees, Marie Josee announces that "maintenant je vous 

donner une activite d'expression oral (now I will give you an oral activity)." Preparez un 

sujet dans les deux minutes que vous avez ( prepare a subject in two minutes which you 

have) She distributes cards with different titles: i.e. Comment Rudolfe a Ie nez rouge; 

l'animal que j'aime Ie plus and tells them that when the speaker is fmished "on dit tres bien" 

(we say very good). This activity lasts until 10:10. The children are allowed to code switch 

in this routine. Marie Josee frequently draws their attention to their use of the "franglais" 

dialect. For example, Jerry says: "J'aime Ie tackle football" (I like tackle football and Ted 

says: "J'aime Ie breakdancing"). Marie Josee smiles and responds: "Nous avons des 

expressions en franglais" (we have expressions in franglais). (Field Notes: 09/13/84) 

Both Mrs. G. and Marie Josee orchestrate their classrooms as working social units. 

They both use a mix of social structures for different routines and activities. For the most 

part these structures could be characterized as cooperative rather than competitive. During 

this phase I observed literacy events and sharing time are more teacher than child initiated. 

Although both teachers seemed to have an edge on the children with respect to power 

relations in Foucault's sense, a friendly and warm ethos is evident in both these 

classrooms. 

In the 1970 Berkely studies of sharing time routines discussed in Chapter One, 

Caucasian teachers are shown to have a preferred model of sharing time behavior and 

notion of the type of narrative content which is considered appropriate to share during this 

routine. In her book Classroom Discourse Cazden (1988) refers to sharing time as "a 

true speech event" and "is of interest as a context for the production of narratives of 

personal experience--perhaps the most universal kind of text" (Cazden, 1988, p.8). During 

phase one of this study, my observations indicate that sharing time occurs in a very 
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routinized manner in both classrooms. However, because sharing time occurs as a literacy 

event in a particular classrooms it is not necessarily experienced as an authentic meaningful 

event from the perspective of the participants. 

Classrooms as Sites For Analysis: Aesthetic Experiences and Efferent 

Exercises 

Eco (1979), a semiotician, differentiates between open and closed texts. In his view 

open texts are intentionally created by writers to invite a variety of interpretations. Closed 

texts create only one system of meaning and usually allow for only one set of semantic 

interpretations. In a closed text the range of possible interpretations is relatively narrow. 

In her book Literature as Exploration, Rosenblatt (1938), a literary theorist, 

writes: "Literature provides a lived through experience not simply knowledge about" (1938, 

p.IO). In another seminal work, The Reader, The Text, The Poem, Rosenblatt 

(1978) differentiates between aesthetic and efferent reading. In aesthetic reading, the reader 

is more concerned with associations, feelings, attitudes and ideas that the text arouses in 

him or her during the "lived experience" of reading the text. In efferent reading, the reader 

is intent on what will be "carried away" after the reading, i.e. information to be acquired, 

the logical interpretation to a problem (Rosenblatt, 1978, pp.24-25). 

Rosen argues that: 
stories are communicative acts committed in particular situations by known 
and knowable people. Although we might look at certain texts in the 
classroom in this way ('reading', 'literature, 'comprehension'), it is quite 
impossible to participate in story telling as tellers and listeners and not be 
intensely aware of who is telling, who is listening, the shared history of the 
group and the particular circumstances of the telling. (Rosen, 1988, p. 198) 

During phase one, my microethnographic analysis of story reading and writing 

events indicate that Marie Josee and Mrs. G. tend to tum these potentially aesthetic 

experiences into efferent exercises which result in the production of closed texts in Eco' s 
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sense. Narrative Segments 3:18 and 3:19 illustrate this situation (Saville-Troike, 1982, pp. 

137,138). 

Narrative Segment 3:18: Story Reading and Writing as Events. 

ROOM 4: (Mrs. G.) 

The story reading and writing events analyzed below take place in Room 4 on 

November 21, 1984. 

Setting: The classroom is now socially organized into four pods. The long table is 

in the middle of the room as illustrated in Figure 3.15. 

PARTICIPANTS: 

All thirty children are present. Focus is on the six children: Chris, Jenny, Alison, 

Katie, Nicky and David and where they are sitting as illustrated in Figure 3.17. 

PURPOSE: 

These two events are intertwined. The purpose is twofold: To share and discuss 

stories written by the children based on the book they have been reading, The Twits by 

Roald Dahl, and to continue writing these stories. 

ACT SEQUENCE: 

The story reading and writing events occur in two sequences. In the first sequence 

the children have just finished a discussion about the book The Twits. Mrs. G. then 

invites the children to VOLUNTEER TO share "their written versions of the story." Jenny 

comes to the front of the room and reads her piece. Children sit silently watching her. Mrs. 

G. responds: "I notice you have put Mr. and Mrs. Twit in different situations." Jenny sits 

down. Katie volunteers to share her story The Tale of the Twiddles. Mrs. G. responds: I 

like the slapstick in it. Katie says she wants to turn it into a play. Then Mrs. G. says: ',),d 

like you to get a chance to share and read your stories. Pay attention to the way authors 
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have crafted their stories. So why don't you get into small groups and read your stories to 

each other." Mrs. G. puts an outline on the blackboard. Children copy it down in their 

notebooks as illustrated in Figure 3.18 a sample from Chris's notebook. 

1. Plot 
A problem 
The action from beginning to end. 

2. Setting 
Where does the story take place? 
Tell about the place. 

3. Charactersl 
Main characters 
Secondary characters 
They have to be believable. 
A hero 

4. Solving the problem. 

5. Your opinion of the story? 
Would you recommend it? 
Your evaluation. 
Be honest. 

Figure 3.18 Outline for a report on an adventure story: Chris's 
Notebook 

Children move to small groups. 

Fifteen minutes later Mrs. G. signals the next event: "It's time for writing. How many 

would be interested in writing a letter to Mr. Dahl and including a book of your versions of 

his story with the letter?" Katie and a number of other children indicate interest. Mrs. G. 

tells the others to finish their Twit stories or stan another adventure. 
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RULES FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Mrs. G. announces the sharing time and writing event. Children sit silently while the story 

writer comes to the front of the room and reads aloud in a perfunctory manner and then sits 

down. In their reading groups they are free to talk and move around the class. Mrs. G. on 

the one hand controls the sharing of the stories in the whole group and then moves to a 

collaborative model in the small groups. In the story writing event, the children have a 

limited choice: Write a letter to Dahl; Finish their Twit story; Write another adventure. 

NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Mrs. G. leads the whole group discussion and controls the structure of this event. Children 

volunteer to share. Children are to listen to whoever has the floor. In small groups they are 

free to talk and move around the classroom and are expected to help each other. 

Event one: 

-Total interactions teacher with children: WG 4 

-Total child-to child interactions: 0 

-Total teacher to individual child interactions: 2 

-Total child to whole group interactions: 2 

Event two: 

-Total interactions teacher to children: WG 2 

-Total child to child interactions (one pod): 82 

-Total teacher to individual child interactions: 15 

- Total child to whole group interactions: 0 
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In this narrative segment Mrs. G. attempts to connect the children's Twit stories to 

a published author, to the stories of their peers and their reading and writing. She appears 

to have moved somewhat away from her routine of treating the reading of stories as 

efferent reading, infonnation gathering exercises and children as information gatherers. 

This latter stance is typical of her approach to reading stories in the flrst six w~eks of the 

study. For example on October 12,1984, she reads the flrst page of a Canadian shon story 

called The Street that Got Mislaid by Patrick Waddington to the class. She assigns the 

children the task of reading the rest of the story silently and answering the twelve questions 

on the stencil for homework (Appendix E). 

The questions and answers are taken up for discussion the following day and result in the 

production of closed texts as illustrated in Katie's written perfunctory response to question 

number one: What was Marc Girondin 's job? - Filing cabinet clerk. In a similar vein, after 

she has just flnished reading The Mystery of The Secret Tunnel chapter by chapter 

to the children on November 7, 1984, she distributes a stencil taken from the Riverview 

School Board's English Language Arts Program for the middle grades and assigns the 

children the task of answering ten questions. Mrs. G. views her purposes to be the 

following: 1) to record things and facts in their reading logs; 2) to relate personal 

experience to reading and to use this as an opponunity to create class discussion; 3) to have 

the children understand and appreciate the traditions of Newfoundland and 4) to look for 

clues in the plot that lead up to the discovery of the treasure (Field Notes IV7.84) Alison's 

decorated felt penned title page (Figure 3.19) suggests an attempt to tum this efferent task 

into some kind of aesthetic experience. 
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Narrative Segment 3:19: Story Reading and Writing as Events - Room 13 

The sharing of stories and writing a story which are analyzed in this segment took 

place on December 11, 1984. 

SETIING: 

The classroom is still socially organized in a theatre style as illustrated in Figure 

3.15. The round table is to the right of the teacher's desk near the bookshelves at 

the back. Richard and Chris sit there. The other four children are scanered around 

the class. The children are clustered together sining in groups of four or five. 

PARTICPANTS: 

All thirty children are present. Focus is on the six children. Marie Josee stands in 

front of her desk. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of the frrst event is to share stories wrinen by the children in front of 

the class. The purpose of the second event is to write a story in a group. 

ACT SEQUENCE: 

Children are invited to share their stories in front of the class and then to 

write a story. In the flrst act, Marie Josee calls upon speciflc children to share their 

stories in front of the whole class: "Quel que veut lire son histoire? Bon-Alison" 

(Who would like to read their story? Good Alison). 

Alison moves to the front of the room and begins to read her text: Le jour 

que je suis ne (The day I was born). 

Marie Josee responds: "Bon plus fon ( Good much louder"). Alison 

continues to read and the children clap at the end. Marie Josee responds: "Bravo" 

Alison sits down. 
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Marie Josee calls upon Ted "a lire ton piece 'Mon Petrol Supersonic'" (to 

read your piece My Supersonic Petrol). Ted reads his piece and stumbles upon the 

word 'detonner'. Marie Josee pronounces the word correctly and explains: "C'est 

comme un bruit explosive, un bomb" (It's like an explosive noise, a bomb). 

After Ted fmishes, she remarks that he has written a piece" avec les mot 

scientifiques mais pour leurs pronunciation, c'est difficle" ( with scientific words 

but to pronounce them is difficult). Five other children are invited to share. When 

Shawn finishes reading his piece she says: "Bon. n y a choses dans ton histoire que 

tu peu corriger." (There are things in your story which you can correct). She tells 

Shawn to sit down. 

Marie Josee asks and signals the next event: "O'autre personne? Bon. C'est 

Ie temps d'ecrire un autre histoire" (Others, No one. Well, it's time to write another 

story). "Mettez beaucoup d'emotions dans vos histoires et n'obluiez pas les 

paragraphs" (Put lots of emotion into your stories and don't forget the paragraphs). 

Children move to small groups. Chris and David are sitting together at the round 

table but working alone. The children work in small groups for fifteen minutes; Marie 

Josee stands in front of her desk and watches them. Children are told to finish their 

composition for homework. 

RULES FOR INTERPRETATION 
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Marie Josee announces the sharing time and the writing event. Children sit silently while 

the story writer comes to the front of the room and reads aloud to the whole group. Marie 

Josee corrects the children's pronunciation. As the story writer sits down children clap and 

say "Bravo." In the writing groups the children sit and talk quietly but are expected to 

produce their own story. Marie Josee observes them writing in front of her desk and 



responds to requests for spelling. 

NORMS FOR INTERPRET A TION 
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Marie Josee controls the structure of both events. Children are called upon to share their 

stories in front of the whole group. The function of sharing appears to allow the children 

opponunity to practice their oral French. Marie Josee acts as a language model for the 

children and corrects their oral and written French language. 

Event One: 

-Total teacher with children interactions: WG 4 

-Total child to child interactions: 0 

-Total teacher to individual children interactions: 9 (8 are corrections) 

-Total child to whole group interactions: 7 

Event two: 

-Total teacher to children interactions: 3 

-Total child to child interactions (one pod): 15 

-Total teacher to individual child interactions: 15 (ten are requests for for spelling) 

-Total child to whole group interactions: 0 

In this narrative segment Marie Josee attempts to have the children write in groups on a free 

subject. Her usual approach at the beginning of the study is to assign the children topics for 

writing. During this phase of the study my observations show she sets the norm for 

appropriate language use by acting as a model, a resource for and judge of the children' s 

use of language and thus regulates the social practices and processes in her classroom. 

The events analyzed above illustrate how similar routines such as sharing a story to 

classmates and story writing in groups are orchestrated by the two teachers in different 

ways and for different purposes. Mrs. G. encourages the children to perceive themselves 
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as readers and writers. Although her model of story reading as observed from her 

classroom practice would appear to be a linear fixed sequence of facts, she appears to be 

moving towards a more collaborative writing model as indicated by the 82 instances of 

child-child encounters observed in one writing group. This type of social interaction tends 

to be more characteristic of her classroom near the end of phase one. In Marie Josee 's class 

the functions of sharing stories to classmates and writing stories appear to be similar: Move 

the children toward native like use of oral and written French. Scholes argues that 

"narrative is not just a sequencing or illusion of the illusion of sequencing. It is a 

sequencing of something for somebody" (Scholes, 1986, p. 209). It appears, as indicated 

by the low incidence of child-whole group interactions during both story sharing and story 

writing events in both classrooms, that the children's real interlocutors during this phase 

are their teachers. The next section describes and discusses key story writing events during 

phase two and three. 

From Observing Routines to Understanding the Meanings of Stories 
and Literacy Events: The Social and Personal Nature of Storying 

In his book, Local Knowledge, Geenz (1983) talks about discovering how 

others "across the sea and down the corridor" organize their significant world. Storying is 

one way individuals can transform their experiences, share and compare these experiences 

with others and construct their view of social reality. In arguing for the social nature of 

storying, Rosen states that "stories are as they are only because others exist: they are 

intenextual" (Rosen, 1984, p. IS). 

To understand the meanings of children's storying and stories, it is necessary to see 

them as intenexts in varied social contexts. During phases two and three I shifted from 

observing near routines to understanding the interlocking sets of meanings between the 
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children's roles and the literacy events from which the stories emerged from the children's 

perceptions of the social and personal nature of their stories. Classrooms are places, texts 

in which children's socialization into narrative competence and performance occurs. Both 

Mrs. G. and Marie Josee create pleasant social orders. However, an ongoing analytic task 

of interpreting the data during phases two and three remained one of characterizing the 

occasions when writing a particular type of story is an individual child's preferred or 

perceived mode of creating and symbolizing reality. Hardy is concerned about the "qualities 

which fictional narrative shares with inner and outer storytelling that plays a major role in 

our sleeping and walking life" (Hardy, 1978, p.13). She maintains that "in order really to 

live we make up stories about ourselves and others, about the personal as well as the social 

past and future"(p.13). 
Nancy Martin believes that personal stories are in fact the basic fabric of 

children's conversations, the means by which they enter into other people's 
experiences, tty them on for fit and advance into general ideas. It would 
seem likely that adults do this, that we collectively through anecdotes, build 
up a shared representation of life. (Martin, 1976, p. 43) 

However, Rosen views the educational implications of "storying as curriculum" in 

school settings as a 
tireless search for those texts which in the classroom are strenuous not 

in the crude sense of being difficult, but in the sense that they ask for new 
meanings and values. That is only feasible in classrooms where there is 
space for the collaborative production of meaning, where the pupil's 
experience is acknowledged to be necessary and relevant. How else can it 
go beyond itself? (Rosen, 1981, p.5) 

During phase one, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee orchestrate and control the occasions 

for story writing in different ways. From my description of the routines in both classes 

during phase one, it is understandable why many of the children appear as Marie Josee puts 

it "as reluctant story writers; I don't think they enjoy writing stories" (01/23/85). Story 

writing is a clearly bounded event and the two teachers are the children's real interlocutors 
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or, in Prince's sense, real narratees. In a retrospective interview at the end of the study 

Marie Josee stresses the importance of enjoyment in reading and writing stories; she also 

comments that "the children are writing stories to please the teacher" (05/24/85) . In a 

retrospective interview Mrs. G. believes her children like to write stories and that she "has 

no reluctant story writers" (05/07/85). On some occasions it is evident that the children are 

writing stories to please their teachers. Despite Mrs. G.'s optimism about the story writers 

in her classroom, there are occasions when some children appear reluctant to write a stol)' 

or uncommitted to a story writing task. 

During phase two both teachers begin to move towards more collaborative models 

of story writing and allow the children more psychological, personal and social space for 

storying. Mrs. G. offers the children larger blocks of what she calls "working time," in 

which the children are free to choose either to read, to write, or to share in a group or with 

a peer. Marie Josee offers the children more time to write stories in either pairs or groups 

(i.e. from 10 minutes to 30 minutes). Although her approach to writing appears to be 

changing, Marie Josee 's approach to reading is the same as during phase one: the function 

of reading is a comprehension check on the children's understanding or reception of 

language. Both teachers make a necessary slot for story writing. However, both teachers 

alternate between constraining the children to write within the generic handrails 

(conventions of a particular type of story they are teaching, such as a mystery, un roman 

policier, or a pourquoi story) and liberating the children to create their own stories and to 

collaborate in writing stories in groups. 

Tierney, Leys and Rogers (1986) see readers and writers as being involved in 

external and internal collaboration. In external collaboration children engage in interactions 

with a variety of people, i.e. peer conferences, teacher conferences; in internal 
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collaboration, they engage in a variety of ways with texts, characters, events and the 

worlds of texts. During phases two and three both teachers move back and forth along the 

corridors of the English and French wings of the school sometimes singly and sometimes 

together. In phase two they also begin to observe the children in both classrooms. From 

their conversations with the children and each other I interpret what they both value, believe 

and attempt to accomplish. 

Fry believes that "no one mode of inquiry will arrive at a full understanding of a 

child's experience with fiction." (Fry, 1985, p.vi) Betty Rosen says 

It is the very ephemerality of the story telling experience that makes it 
the personal propeny of the listeners, a special gift, delivered once and left 
for possessive metamorphosis only within the consciousness of each 
individual receiver. (Rosen, 1988, p. 71) 

My observations of routines in phase two provide a general picture of the two social 

texts as working social units. However, as I look beyond the routines for connections 

between the children's stories and the social situations from which they emerge, their 

stories become more visible as social transactions in Hermstein-Smith's sense. The 

classrooms as well become more visible as sites for cultural making (Meek, 1986). 

Banhes speaks of narratives as a 

prodigicus variety of genres, themselves distributed among different 
substances as though any material were fit to receive man's stories (Barthes, 
1977, p. 79). 

Harding (1977) views all these forms of narrative as invitations for us to be 

onlookers in the evaluation of some possiblity of experience. Although the use of narrative 

and response to narrative are fundamental human attributes. how and why these children 

use narratives vary as much as the language and the forms in which they are embedded. 
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Story writing serves diverse functions for both the six children and their teachers. 

Their teachers' motives for engaging them in storying are perhaps more explicit than the 

children's intentionalities in their inner and outer storying. For Marie losee, story writing 

"is a vehicle of communication between the children and myself. They show what I've 

taught them vocabulary wise" (05/24/85). For Mrs. G. story writing is " a way to expose 

them to as much variety as possible in story books and other forms of writing. It's an 

opponunity to discuss things in the world and to make that pan of their experience" 

(05/04/85). 

I believe it is important to view the children's tacit efforts and narrative thoughts as 

fundamentally "choses sociales" (things social); their efforts are more implicit, and 

uncovering the significance of these effons in a social context is elusive. However, both 

the children and their stories point in subtle ways to the diverse ways in which their 

imaginations are socially transfonned or constrained because of the ways their teachers 

invite them to write stories. Despite their experiences in these two traditional settings. the 

children in this study attempt to establish their own social function of literary education. 

Sometimes they are successful and sometimes they are not successful in transforming the 

social order of their classrooms. 

Occasions for story writing. 

This section is a reconstruction of significant occasions for story writing from an 

ernic perspective, that is from the perspectives of both the teachers and the children. 

Identification of these significant occasions did not always result from direct face-to-face 

interactions between me and the participants. Sometimes a teacher or child explicitly 

articulated a panicular occasion as interesting or enjoyable either to me or to each other; 

sometimes a child's text in a particular context provided implicit links to, and insight into 
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the story making process and the interplay between a child's inner and outer storying. 

However, both the occasions and the texts signalled that the intertextuality of these stories 

is multilayered. Every text is in Banhes sense an intertext in a context: 

Any text is a new tissue of past citations. Bits of code, formulae, rhythmic 
models, fragments of social languages, etc. pass into the text and are 
redistributed within it, for there is always language before and around the 
text. (Banhes, 1973, p. 39) 

The writing of stories in these two classroom contexts are not in Rosen's sense just 

cognate activities; they are in one sense the same activity 'story writing', but as literacy 

events they are differently pursued for different reasons. Some of their stories lean, in 

Youlen's sense, on the stories of others; some connect with past events or texts they read; 

some provide insight into the cultures these children are creating. Others serve a dialogic 

function and connect with their peers. Others serve monologic functions and become 

rehearsals for other texts. Others provide subtle hints, in Kermode's sense, of these 

children's unconscious needs. Their stories are inseparable from their personal 

preoccupations at panicular moments of time in their lives. Some stories for example are 

about things or concerns that are part of their sense of self growing into adolesence. 

Some stories (i.e. Chris's in particular) have a strong family resemblance, in 

Wingenstein's sense, to previous stories. Some stories are merely idle gossip and some are 

what Rosen calls 'footnotes on sly gossip practices' (Rosen, 1988, p. 199); in others, child 

narrators are simultaneously signalling to their teachers as readers!listeners of, and to their 

peers who appear as actants in, their stories. Whatever the functions, the children embed 

their fictions in the real world and the real world impinges on their fictional worlds. Some 

stories at first glance appear like "aimless, discursive wanderings" as Martin (1976) would 
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put it, but are indicators of their ways of learning and discursive strength in Langer's 

sense. 

Fox argues that children enter the school system as experienced sophisticated 

consumers and creators of stories. After observing the social organization of these two 

classrooms and analyzing the teachers' ideologies, I see a dialectical relationship between 

the children's texts and the classroom contexts. It is necessary to look back and forth at 

what is contributed by the social environments and by the individuals themselves. At times 

the social character of a particular collaborative writing group takes precedence; on other 

occasions, a Chomsky like focus on the ideolect of an individual child narrator emerges. 

Whatever generic constraints or limits their teachers unintentionally impose on these 

children's storying, each story/narrative uncovers an exchange of meanings and values as I 

illustrate in the following sections. Thus, while the previous section documents the social 

organization and routines in these two classrooms, this section discusses the meaning and 

significance of these children's stories within these two contexts from BOTH the 

perspectives of the children and their teachers. The following stories which I discuss were 

drawn to my anention by either the children and/or their teachers. 

Narratives as Meta-commentary on the Social Ambiance/Social Texts of 
Two Classrooms. 

On a number of occasions during phase two and three both Mrs. G. and Marie 

Josee commented on how some of the children's stories reflect the children's awareness of 

the social ambiance of the two classrooms, their teacher personalities and routines and the 

children's sense of the predictability of what goes on in schools. In spite of the relatively 

traditional nature of these two classrooms the children perceive both these teachers to be 

child advocates, or as Alison says "pro kid." The positive tenor of the role relations, in 

Halliday's sense, between the teachers and the children may explain in part why the 
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children readily poke fun at both teachers in some of their stories. Thus, some of the 

children's stories seIVe as a meta-commentary, in Prince's sense, on the possibilities and 

impossibilities of storying within the institution of schooling and are filled with what Mrs. 

G. calls "the conventions of school stuff." 

Meek (1988) says that when children know the rules, they know how to subvert 

them. In infonnal conversations, both teachers refer to the fact that in some stories the 

children take great delight in disrupting the predictable social texts, in Foucault's sense, of 

their regular school and classroom routines. Werewolves, warlocks, super pac man, Lex 

Luthor - Superman's enemy, and even hamsters enter both classrooms and disrupt school 

life; the ordinary tools of learning come to life: rulers become swords or compasses become 

projectiles fending off the enemy. In the worlds of these stories children literally evacuate 

the classroom scene as suddenly as they enter it. 

Consider the following examples the children and/or their teachers select on varied 

occasions during the study. I use the word "select" loosely; there are occasions when both 

teachers and the children directly refer to specific stories and other occasions when they 

indirectly allude to a particular story. These narratives are written spontaneously within a 

relatively short spate of time (i.e. ten-fifteen minutes). Most are not revised and from the 

perspective of these children need not be although their teachers would like them to be. The 

classrooms they describe are real but fantasy quickly takes over. They show themselves 

capable of causing fanciful and playful disjunctions between the existing social orders in 

Rooms 4 and 13 and what might happen. In these stories narrators experience both 

centripetal forces - a pulling toward authorized forms of behavior and centrifugal forces - a 

moving away, in 8akhtin's sense, from the normative center. The children draw upon their 

knowledge of fairy tales and incorporate some magical agent to either disrupt or restore 
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social order. They usually end their stories with an air of nonnality. For the benefit of the 

reader an English translation follows after a French text. 

For example, the following excerpt is from one of Chris's spontaneous French 

stories, Le Loup-Garou. Chris writes this story in mid January immediately after the 

dictee routine and in response to Marie Josee's invitation to write a story 'sujet libre' 

(01/23/85). In this excerpt the loup garou, a trickster figure from French folklore, jumps 

into Marie Josee's class, causes a disjunction in the genre of dictee writing, a thing 

regularly done at 9:00 a.m., and terrorizes all the girls. Chris and his mates (his writing 

group), acting as double-zero agents, seek the advice of the general about how to restore 

order. The Loup Garou is captured, only to experience a quick transfonnation into human 

fonn in the person of Lex Luthor, the enemy of Superman. Marie Josee talks with me 

about the story a few weeks later: she smiles and says, "I know you don't approve of 

dictees. I guess Chris doesn't either" (02,u6/85). 

Chris borrows from French folklore, the comic book world and science fiction, his 

favorite genre. 

Excerpt from Le Loup Garou (Chris - French 02/06/85) 

"Et maintenant, class, on va faire Ie dictee," Marie -Josee a dit. 
Soudainement, "Rowr," et un loup-garou a sauter dans la classe. 

"Eh Claus, Keith, c'est la loup- garou qui a terrorise tous la filles," j'ai 
dit a mes deux partenaires de la police secrete. Oui, je sais que nous somme 
jeunes, mais il-y-avait un deficit des agents, donc ils nous laissient entre 
dans la force. 

"Je vais alerte la general part la telephone remote, Keith a dit. "Allo, 
general, c'est nous les agents double-zero, un, deux et trois. On ete en 
traine de faire la dicrCe, quand la loup-garou a saute dans la class. Que ce 
qu'on peut bien faire?" 

"Utilise tes projectiles du sommeil pour Ie capturer," la general a dit. 
"Eh Keith, "Claus a munnuer, "Tout Ie monde a panir, et Ie loup -

garou viens ici." 
"Au-revoir, general," Keith a dit. 



Tous nous trois ont pris les compases de mathematiques, et ont lance a 
la loup garou. 

Soudainement, la loup garou a changee en fonne humaine. C'etait Lex 
Luthor,l'enemi du Supennan. n etait apporte a un laboratoire pour ete 
etudie. 

(English translation) 

"And now class we will do the dictation, said Marie Josee. 
Suddenly, "Rrowr" and a werewolf jumped into the class. 

"Hey, Claude, Keith, it's the werewolf who terrorizes all the girls," I 
said to my two partners of the secret police. "Yes, I know we are young but 
there was a lack of agents. Therefore, they allowed us to enroll in the police 
force. "I'll alen the general by remote telephone," Keith said. "Hello, 
general, it's us the double- zero agents, one, two and three. We were in the 
middle of doing the dictee, when a werewolf jumped into the class. What 
can we do?" 

flU se sleep projectiles to capture him," said the general. 
"Hey Keith!" Claus murmured. "Everyone is gone and the werewolf is 

here." 
"Goodbye, general," Keith said. 
The three of us picked up our mathematical compasses and threw them 

at the werewolf. 
Suddenly, the loup garou is changed into human form. It was Lex 

Luthor, Supennan's enemy. He was brought to a laboratory to be studied. 

In a spontaneous piece written in English class a few months later, Chris 

enters Beachwood School in the persona of Ben the Burglar only to discover that 

grade one children can be very mischievous and things can get sticky. Mrs. G. 

comments: "I think this story is funny; the grade one teachers do teach spelling 

here; they like order" (05,u8/85). 

Ben the Burglar (Chris - English 05/08/85) 

My name is Ben the Burglar. I am not a very good thief, so I steal from 
schools. They are very easy to rob from, because there are only children, 
and no guards. 

I had a very happy life, making a steady living, until I ran into Miss 
Smith's grade one class. It seemed like it would be a normal robbery, until I 
walked through the door. 

26H 



"Ok. Timmy," the teacher said, "How do you spell 'house'?" 
"Urn, H-O-U-S-E:' Timmy answered. Now this is where I Ben the 

Burglar, make the biggest mistake of my life. 
"Uh, I'm Ben the Burglar, and I'm robbing your class," I said as I came 

through the door. The teacher screamed and fainted. 
"Hey," little Sara said," he scared Miss Smith." With that, she picked 

up a pair of scissors, and threw them at me. They ripped a hole in the bag I 
use for holding stolen things. A little boy snuck up behind me, and squirted 
glue down my shirt 

"Ahh!" I shouted. But they weren't finished with me. A girl and two 
boys force-fed me a box of crayons. Six girls and four boys used rulers as 
swords and attacked me. Well I had had enough, so I ran. I ran all the way 
out of the school, into my car, and the I drove home. I took a shower to get 
the glue off my back. I had a rootbeer to get rid of the crayon taste, and took 
a long rest, to let all my bruises heal. 

In the piece A Day in the Dangerous Life of Robert Lacroix, Chris 
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recounts how the principal finds himself contending with Mrs. G's Assault Force. In this 

piece, there is an ordinariness to the events of Lacorix going to and from work. However, 

as an actant in this story along with members of the M.G.A.F. assault force, there is a 

mixture of the fictive and the real. Chris writes this story the last week of January, a day 

after Alison, Katie and Nicky played tricks on Lacroix, who often refers to the children in 

Mrs. G. 's class as "Magadaline's or Mrs. G's kids." In their journals and informal 

conversations in class, the children often joked about her taking karate lessons. Using his 

knowledge of spy stories and the television media, Chris writes this vignette to amuse Mrs. 

G. and his classmates who share both information about the day "we tricked Mr. Lacroix" 

and Mrs. G's style of teaching. 

A Day in the Dangerous Life of Robert Lacroix (Chris - English 

01/29/85) 
Our hero wakes up suddenly, hearing the ticking clock bomb, which 

was planted by Mrs. G. 's Assault Force ( the (M.G.A.F.). He quickly 
throws the clock through the window into the pool. 

He gives his dog a little of his breakfast to make sure the M.G.A.F. 
didn't poison it. 



As he leaves the house, he looks through the window to make sure the 
door isn't trapped. 

He gives his car a thorough check, and finds a bomb on the door 
handle, which he quickly disposes of. 

He parks on the street, and brings a mine detector just in case. 
He enters through the window, so that M.O.A.F.'s hit students don't 

get him. 
Our hero activates the force field around his office, and puts on his 

bullet-proof vest 
He leads a nerve -wrecking day, until five o'clock, when he exits 

through his window, mine detector and all. Then he searchs his car again, 
and goes home. 

He checks the door for traps, then has the dog taste his supper, he 
watches some TV, then goes to bed. 
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The culture of school--shared knowledge: varied entrances. In shifting 

from his structuralist position as a believer in a "legal structure of norms," Banhes posits 

his famous five codes: 1) the henneneutic code - which formulates questions, hints at 

secrets and enigmas; 2) the semic code - which delivers multiple or connative meaning; 3) 

the symbolic code - which through concrete elements points to generalized significance and 

is developed through antithesis; 4) the proaeretic code- which represents the actions in the 

text; and 5) the cultural code - which is the presence in the text of the accepted knowledge 

of culture. He writes: 

... the single text is valid for all texts of literature, not in that it represents 
them (abstracts and equalizes them) but in that literature in itself is never 
anything but a single text: the one text is not (inductive) access to a model 
but entrance into a network with a thousand entrances: to make this entrance 
is to aim, ultimately, not at a legal structure of norms and departures but at a 
perspective (of fragments, of voices from other texts, other codes) .. each 
(single text) is the very theory of this difference. (Banhes, 1975, p. 12) 

In these meta-school narratives, the children are able to use their knowledge of the 

conventions of narrative, narrative codes and the culture of school to subven the 

ordinariness of school life. Intriguing in these fanciful tales are the children's cultural 
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assumptions about school life and, in Barthes sense, the accepted knowledge of school 

culture: there are children and routines in schools; children sometimes can become unruly 

and pick fights with each other; principals lead boring lives; teachers do routine things after 

a school day but are human; they fear critters like hamsters. Also interesting is the diverse 

ways the children choose to enter these fictional worlds. 

In some stories the actions represented in the texts signal that sometimes teachers 

and officials need to be told to liven things up. Take for example, a small piece entitled Si 

j'etait Marie-Josee (If I was Marie Josee) in which Nicky writes that the first thing she 

would do would be "to buy lots of 'vignettes' to put into my children's 'dictees'." After a 

day at school, she would return home and play with her dog. Then she would "correct all 

her students' exercise books and insert the vignettes she previously bought." Even the 

premier of the Province of Quebec enters into school life and disrupts the ordinary patterns 

of busing in this community in one shon piece written by Alison in early March (03/05/85). 

Within the Riverview School Board, the issue of busing children to school is of major 

concern to both parents and school board officials. In Un jour melanger (a mixed up 

day), she begins her story with the narrator hearing a radio broadcast: Un jour j'ai ecoute 

radio a 8:00 du matin et I 'annonceur a dit que Mr. Levesque a veut un jour qui est pas 

ordinaire, alors on a fait un jO}lf melanger. (One day I listened to the radio at 8:00 in the 

morning and the announcer said that Mr. Levesque wanted a day that was not ordinary, so 

he made it a mixed up day). She characterizes the premier as "notre ami Rene au Quet:>cc" 

(our friend Rene of Quebec) and as "o-es nerveuse" (very nervous). Such a dichotomous 

view is frequently reflected in the francophones and anglophones perceptions of the 

premier as reponed in local English and French newspapers. However, I think Nicky's 

intent here is tongue and cheek. In any case, in Nicky's story, Rene declares that everyone 
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who takes the bus will walk to school and everyone who walks to school will take the bus. 

The children are at the mercy of Rene's authoritarian whims. 

Children's narrative culture: The narrative culture of school. 

Sometimes a child's text can provide a subtle cue to a particular teacher that he is trying. in 

Goffman's sense, to present a new face. There is a touch of irony in David's tale about La 

guerre mondial de la salle treize (World war in room thirteen). He enters his story as 

a diligent student working hard on his verbs, until a little piece of paper which hits his desk 

initiates a combat between Keith and himself. This escalates into a world war which can 

only be stopped by super-pac-man. When David writes this piece the fIrst week of 

February, his school career is in jeopardy and he has just been told to get his homework 

signed by his parents so he is anything but a diligent student. In addition, he had in fact 

jettisoned a piece of paper at Keith, his writing mate. The private world of his English 

teacher also impinges on this vignette and his inner and outer storying. When I ask him 

what "Hay, hay, yah, askate, prr!!" means, he explains that this is "karate talk, like Mrs. 

G." (02/06/85). There is both an intrapersonal and interpersonal aspect to his storying in 

this piece. 

La guerre mondial de la salle treize (David - French 02/06/85) 

David travaille fon sur ses verbes. n y an un petit peu d'efface sur son 
pupitr\!. I la jete de son pupitre. eela va dan Ie cou de Kyle. David pense 
qu' elle est allee sur Ie plancher. 

"Hey," dit Kyle, "Ne lance pas d'efface sur moi." 
"Je ne ai pas fait, c'est allee sur Ie plancher," dit David. 
"Oui, tu l'as fait." 
"Non,je ne l'ai pas fait." 
"Oui." 
"Non." 
"Tu veux Ie battre?" 
D'accord." 
Hay, hay, yah, asykate, prrr!! 



Apres cela, toute la classe a commencer a se battre, parceque ils 
pensaient ~a avait I'air amusant! 

Apres, toutes les autres commencent a se battre dans Ie gymnase. Meme 
les professeurs commencent a se battre,. Tout Ie monde saige. Personne n' a 
d'anne. Les nouvelles du comL.1t va dans tout Ie monde, alors tout Ie monde 
se bat. 

Tout a coup, les nuages s'ouvrent et qui a-t-on apercu? Personne d'autre 
que Super-Pac Man. II a arrete Ie combat 

(English translation) 
David is working hard on his verbs. There was a little bit of eraser on 

his desk. He threw it off his desk. It goes on Kyle's neck. David thought it 
was on the floor. 

"Hey," said Kyle, "don't throw eraser bits at me." 
"I didn't do it, it's going on the floor," said David. 
"Yes you did it." 
"No, 1 didn't do it." 
"Yes." 
"No." 
"You want to fight" 
"Okay." 
Hay, hay, yah, asykate, pm!! 
After this, everyone in the class started to fight each other because they 

thought this looked like fun. 
After, all the other classes began to fight each other in the gynmasium. 

As well, the teachers started to fight Everyone was bloody. No one had 
arms. The new combatants went into the world, so everyone fought. 

Suddenly, clouds open and what do you see? No one else but Super
Pac-Man. He stops the combat. 
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During phases two and three of the study I observed that story writing emerges like 

a series of social transactions and intertexts that extend over time. At times these child 

inventors seem to alternate their concerns between what Braudel calls l'histoire 

eventuellement (brief episode) and longue duree (longer time spans). Take for example, 

Katie who divides her Tale of A Twiddle into four chapters. She frames her story 

around the routine of busing to school and a substitute teacher, who finally confesses he is 

a warlock, then suddenly departs leaving only his glasses behind. She narrates the story in 

a joking manner. She actually writes this story during phase one when a substitute teacher 
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fills in for Mrs. G.; however, she takes up the piece again in February, "inserting more 

dialogue in case some of her mates want to act it out," which in fact they do the following 

week (02/06/85). She says that she knows it will make the children laugh. 

Katie like most children who are good 'teacher watchers', knows about the culture 

of busing to school, substitute teachers, fat history textbooks and the school registers of 

child - child talk and principal - child talk as well as what will gain her social acceptance in 

these classrooms - a good story. The tale also, in Banhes sense of the symbolic code. 

points to a generalization quite familiar to those who know schools: the miscommunication 

between children and authorities. 

The Tale of a Twiddle (Katie - English 02/06/85) 

Chapter I 
"O.K. kids, out of the bus, and hurry will ya, I've got a date with a 

pizza!" said my bus driver, desperately. 
Then after I got out of the bus, my friend Cyndy, who was always 

getting into trouble with the school principal because of her misbehavior in 
class, walked over to my side. 

"What's up?" said I, in my extremely intelligent voice. 
"Oh, Ijust had to demolish Mr. Smith's briefcase," said Cyndy. 
"You had to demolish Mr. Smith's briefcase? Why?," said I. 
"Well, I guess Mrs. Smith thought of it as being, well son of a 

punishment. " 
"For what? ," said I inquiringly. 
"Well, you know why," said Cyndy. 
"Well, I guess I do!" said I and we both walked over to Mr. Smith's 

office. 
Chapter 2 
"Hello Cyndy! Did you polish my briefcase like I asked you to?," said 

Mr. Smith in a calm and kind voice as he did not want to make a scene in 
my presence. 

"Polish it? I thought you told me to demolish it!," exclaimed Cyndy. 
"You demolished it! Grrr-R-R-R!!!" Steam was coming out of Mr. 

Smith's ears, and he looked extremely mad. 
"Do you think he's mad? said Cyndy calmly. 
"Naaww, I think it's just his way of saying "thank you,"said I. 
So the girls walked away, in the direction of their classroom. 



Chapter 3 
Cyndy and I walked into the classroom. Maureen was telling her jokes 

to our classmates. Her jokes are so funny that we always forget to laugh. 
On the other hand Maurice was breakdancing with his frog. There, in the far 
right hand comer of the room was fat Suzannah Wilburly, crouched by the 
picture window. She was busy as usual, with her favorite past- time, eating 
one of her father's "high-in-cholestrol- and - in-sodium" Wilburly bars. 
Yuch!, what a name for a whatever you call it bar!. 

Something was strange, something wasn't right, in our classroom. I 
looked around, everything was in order. I counted the students 1-2-29-30-
31-33, everyone's here. Is it my desk? No, it can't be, I'm sitting in it! 
Then, I thought about the teacher. That was it!. Our teacher was missing! I 
looked around for the teacher for a moment or two. She wasn't there. 
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Suddenly there was a great silence. A short man, with curly black hair, 
and glasses walked in. 

(The story continues with Mr. Twiddle attempting to establish order and 
teach a history lesson. As the lesson unfolds, the narrator begins to think 
Mr. Twiddle is a warlock. His identity is confIrmed in chapter 4 when the 
narrator directly challenges Mr. Twiddle.) 

"Now I would like you to open your history books to page 734," said 
Mr. Twiddle. 

Whilst we were opening our books, Mr. Twiddle had turned around and 
reached for some hats. The hats I()()K very old. They looked as if they were 
used in the 1400's! 

"Now we begin our history lesson in 1492. Columbus had discovered 
America .. " said Mr. Twiddle. 

Cyndy leaned over to my desk. She said. "Look at him! Every new 
sentence, he changes hats. He is l'I:ally crazy! Don't you think so? 

Katie ends her story by extracting a confession from Mr. Twiddle who bids her 

goodbye: '''Goodbye?' I said, and before I knew it Mr. Twiddle was gone, and all that wa~ 

left were his glasses and his hats." The end. Katie says her "fantasy ends with a nostalgic 

touch. " 

Influenced by Katie's penchant during the month of February for turning storie~ 

into possible scenarios for dramatic play, the first week of March Nicky writes a "skit" 

about a missing hamster called Australia. The setting is in her geography class and she 

writes this skit for her writing group mates to enact. She says this story is based on an 



actual event that happened in her brother's high school biology class. Consider the 

following excerpt from her piece which she narrates from the perspective of the teacher, 

Mrs. Whitside. 

The Missing Hamster (Nicky - English 03/05/85) 

Narrator: The story begins in my grade eight geography class. The kids 
had just come back from biology with the hamsters they had to dissect for 
homework. I was so scared to death of the little critters but I knew they 
were safe in their boxes. 

Anne: Aren't you a cute little thing, Australia. Come out here and play 
with me. (looks in box) Where are you (looks again but can't find the 
hamster) To Cecile: Psst I can't find my hamster. 

Ox: Ha ha you lost your hamster Nanny, Manny, Boo Boo. 
Cecile: Oh no! What are you going to do? 
Anne: I don't know but we have to tell the teacher. 
Teacher: What is the meaning of this discussion (Hits ruler on desk) 
Anne. Urn ... I can't find Australia 
Ox: Yeah! Anne lost her hamster that she had to dissect for homework. 
Teacher: 0 My Gosh! (Jumps on chair) 
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In the rest of the skit the children leave the room in search of the hamster and end 

up in the library only to be chasti zed by another teacher for being in the wrong place at the 

wrong time. 

Martin maintains that 

much of children's talk to their teachers in primary ..;chool consists of mini 
stories and much of adult's informal conversations everywhere consists of 
these same anecdotes - the tissue of little personal stories by which we open 
our lives to other people and enter into theirs. What is their function? 
(Martin, 1976, p.39) 

The function of these stories is to amuse and entertain their classmates and their 

teachers, who as willing listeners, become accomplices in the children's disjunctive 

behavior. The opportunity for dramatic play may have been a critical factor in the 

production of these stories. Even Jenny who does not perceive herself to be very 
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imaginative, spontaneously writes a story Un multi-couleur planete (A multi color 

planet) in the month of May. In this piece, three Super teachers, Marie Josee, Mme. Hudon 

and Miss Smith decide not to go to school and explore the universe instead. Jenny hints at 

both English and French teachers collaborating with each other: as they look for adventure 

on a multi- color planet, they say in unision: "Professeurs Supers, colle nos abilities 

ensembles" (Super Professors, stick our abilities together). With the exception of Katie's 

piece, these texts are wrinen for the moment. 

This spontaneous spoken telling and sharing of written stories is as Martin says "a 

shared, collective effon .... The story teller couldn't have done it without the audience 

being there to gasp or laugh" (Martin. 1976, p. 39). They know the fictive characters and 

how improbable it all is. These stories are not just personal indulgence. They take on 

significance by vinue of how the children use them for their own purposes. As Betty 

Rosen says 

These days when drafting and redrafting is all the sanctified vogue ... many 
an artist in paint or words is only interested in the task for as long as it is 
being created from scratch. Once the last drop of paint it plopped or word 
scribed then it's on with the motely for the next performance. (Rosen, 1988, 
p.7!) 

Thus, the children bring their narrative culture face to face with their school's 

narrative culture. It is in H. Rosen's sense (1988) the web of these narratives, the story 

writing culture these children are creating which must be weighed: 

Narrative both in and out of school is best regarded as a complex set of 
social practices rather than as isolated texts to be appraised in isolation from 
each other. It is the narrative culture of classrooms which we should be 
debating, what it is and what it might be (H. Rosen, 1988, p. 2(0). 

Narratives in one social text innuence individual narratives. What 

prompts children to incoporate certain themes in their stories can sometimes be elusive. 
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However, there are occasions when I, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee observed how an event. an 

object or even another class seem to directly influence what children choose to write about. 

Consider the following narrative segment 3:20. 

Narrative Segment 3:20 (Room 4 - Mrs. G.): Themes in one social text 
spill over to other social texts. 

This is the second week of observation after the holidays. As I enter Room 4 at 

8:00 a.m., Dennie and Sid, two students from Mrs. G's grade five class plunk their home 

made robots on her desk. Other children are scurrying around attempting to claim a 

physical space for their robots which come in all shapes, sizes and electronic gadgetry 

borrowed from consumer toys. My usual post of observation is surrounded by robots. I 

chat with Dennie and Sid about their creations. 

M What are those? 
D: They're robots. 
M Do they talk? 
D: Of course they talk. All robots talk. 
M Hum. What language do they speak? 
D: They speak Robotian. 
M How do you speak that? 
D: S low I y ( in staccato tone) 
M Do they speak any other languages? 
S: Well, this is English so mine speaks English but in French he's 

bilingual and speaks French. 
M I see .. robots trilingual. 
S: I think mine speaks a little modern American too. 
(Field Notes 01/14/85) 

When I first read this excerpt from my field notes, I viewed it as an amusing spate 

of language which shows children's metalinguistic awareness, but not as very significant to 

the study or to the stories children were writing in the grade five/six class. It was a record 

of what was taking place in Mrs. G. 's fifth grade class that day- a class fascinated with 

fantasy, play acting and creating characters. In contrast to my notes which record this fifth 
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grade class sharing and impersonating robots that morning, my notes on the grade five/six 

class record the children working on predictions and hopes for the future and writing about 

their created future cities. I included an observational note that David was doing something 

else, which I discovered a week later to be a short personal adventure piece he entitles An 

Average Day for a Kid in the Future. In response to my question a week later why 

he wrote this piece, David explains: "I don't know .. really .. I guess just seeing all those 

robots made me do it" (01(23/85). 

In the fIrst observation (01/14/85), David sat next to Chris and began to chat with 

him rather than sitting quietly by himself at the long table. In the second observation 

(01(23/85), he started to work in a writing group with Chris, Jerry, Kyle and Claus. In 

French class that same day, the computer teacher brought an Atari computer and printer into 

room 13 for the month of January. David quickly became known as the class expert on 

computers and on many occasions engaged in collaborative individual tutorials, in 

Bruffee's sense, with many of the children who spontaneously solicited his help. With this 

background in mind, the next three stories by David take on an added significance in these 

two contexts. 

An Average Day For a Kid in the Future (David - English class 01/14/85) 

I wake up to the sound of my alarm clock. I go downstairs and find a 
nice breakfast that 32-401 (my downstairs robot) had prepared. 

After breakfast I get washed, get dressed and find that 10-432) (my 
upstairs robot) has nicely packed my school bag. And is on his way taking 
it to 40-132 (my outside robot) who will take it to the helicopter stop. I go 
downstairs and fInd 32-401 is ready to hand me my velusicucle (a little 
piece of metal you put on your ankle that keeps you warm and keeps you 
dry, so you don't have to put heaps of clothes on). At the helicopter stop 
my school bag is there. When the helicopter came I got in. Soon we arrived, 
not at school but at the space pon. You see our school is on Pluto. 3 
seconds after the space ship took off, we landed at school. Five minutes 
later the bell rang. I entered and sat down. 42-310 (my school robot) told 



me I had to do silent reading, so I did. Everybody in the school has a robot. 
Not to give the answers, but to be a personal teacher. Other than that school 
is similar to these days. When I got home, I was free because I didn't have 
any homework. I played for a while then it was supper. A nice roast beef 
prepared by 32-40 I. After supper I went to bed. 

Mon Ordinateur (David - French 01/23/85) 

J'essaye de dire a Claus comment utiliser mon ordinateur. C'est un des 
PC, ordinateurs personnelles les plus inh~lligent du monde. 

Maintenant Je lui dit comment faire un programme. Je dit, "Premier tu 
ecris 'nouveau'. Prochaine ligne tu ecris '10 Print" .. Je ....... .' ... " etc. etc. 
etc. 

Quand Claus a fini il dit, "Pourquoi l'ordinateur dit "je ne eomprend pas 
la ligne lO'?" Claus demands. 

"Regarde la ligne 10," Je dit, "vois tu a emt 'Pront' pas 'Print'. Si 
j'ecris 'bidtd' ,I'ordinateur va 6crire, 'je ne comprend pas bidtd. Regarde!" 

J'ecris 'bidtd .. dans I'ordinateur. Le disque commence a marcher. Tout a 
coup je vois sur I'ecran 'Tu as entre dans les secrets de la Banque 
International de Toronto Dominion o:le bidtd. Pousse A pour commencer ou 
6 pour arreter. ' 

Je suis tres exiter "j'ai ems 'bidtd' dans I'ordinateur, qui est Ie mot de 
passe puis nous sommes entre dans leurs secret. 

Je posse A. L'ecran montre des tonnes d'information. Je lit tout 
l' informations. 

Apres avais lu tout je dit a Claus, "A tu lu sa? n veut dire que Roger 
Mingon Ie directeur du graduellement volle monnaie. 

"Qui, tu a raison. C'est vrai,' dit Claus. Je telephone la police, et dit 
tout. Roger Mignon est arreter. 

(English translation) 

My Computer 

I attempt to tell Claus how to use my computer. It is one of those PC 
personal computers the most intelligent of the world. 

Now I tell him how the program works. I say, "First you write 'new'. 
Next line you write' 10 Print' "I ....... .' .. .' etc. etc. etc. etc. 

When Claus is finished, he says, "Why does the computer say 'I do not 
understand bidtd," Claus asks. 

"Look at line 10," I say, "See you have written 'Pront' not 'Print." If I 
write 'bidtd' the computer will write 'I do not understand bidtd. Look!" 
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I write into the computer. The disk begins to run. All of a sudden I see 
on the screen 'You have entered into the International Bank of the Toronto 
Dominion 0: Ie bidtd. Press A to begin or 6 to stop'. 

I am very excited" I have written'bidtd' in the computer, which is the 
pass word and we enter into their secrets. 

I press A. The screen shows tons of infonnation. I read all the 
information. 

After reading it all I say to Claus, "Did you read it? It wants to say that 
Roger Mingon the director of the bank gradually stole the money." 

"Yes you are right. It is true," says Claus. I telephone the police and tell 
all. Roger Mignon is stopped. 

Robot at the Party (David - English 01/24/85) 

One night Jerry received an invitation to come to Chris M's party. If you 
can bring a robot, do so. Jerry happened to have one available. All the other 
boys got an invitation but none of us had one available that was suitable for 
a party. At the party everyone turned up. It was Chris's birthday. After 
Chris opened his presents he suggested we have a snack, but when he 
looked in the cupboard it was empty. Jerry's robot to the rescue. He had 
some snacks. After the snacks Colin suggested that they breakdance and 
have a disco, but there were no lights or music and Kyle forgot his 
breakdancing things. Jerry's robot to the rescue. He had disco lights. He 
had music. He had breakdancing things. We had a nice long disco. Claus 
was supposed to be home at 5:00 but he forgot his watch and Chris didn't 
have one either. Jerry's robot to the rescue. He had a watch. Soon enough 
we left. What a great party it was because Jerry's robot saved the day. 
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These three stories mean much more than robots, robot heroes and computers. In 

the fIrst piece Mrs. G. says that David's attitudes toward school come through: even in the 

computer age school life is routine; the only difference is that in the schools of the future 

there is no homework, something no doubt David would endorse. One interesting aspect of 

this story is worth mentioning. Robots are in abundance in this story, each one serving, in 

Halliday's sense, a different instrumental helping or service function. The question arises 

whether access to so many robots, including one who serves David a roast beef supper, is 

his perception of life in the future or a reflection of his middle class upbringing? In the next 

two pieces we learn something about David's social role in both classes. During phase one 
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David functions best in a one to one collaborative relationship with Mrs. G. He is not 

always on cordial relations with Marie JosU. He does not enjoy group work with peers 

and frequently chooses to sit by himself in both classes. The text Mon ordinateur 

foreshadows the next piece Robot at a Party; both pieces signal his changing social role 

in these classrooms. David gains status in his French class by his tutorials on the use of the 

computer. In English class, he is socially influenced by Chris and begins to sit with Chris's 

writing group. These grade five/six children have also begun to socialize outside school 

and hold their own parties, such as David describes in the third story. 

These three texts provide infonnation about the cultures the children such as David 

are creating inside and outside the two classrooms during the month of January: they are 

preoccupied with robots, computers, space and modem technology, breakdancing, videos 

and their sense of self emerging into adolesence. The stories are written spontaneously in 

response to their teacher's general invitations to write a 'story'. In infonnal conversations 

with the children the first week of February, all six acknowledge that the presence of the 

robots in their English class and the computer in their French class influenced their story 

writing during the month of January, and that they had begun to think about the influence 

of modem technology. However, they each choose a different way to bring these artifacts 

to life. This suppons Genette's (1980) argument that all imaginative fiction writers share 

the same resources but will deploy them according to their individual stylistic preference. 

In his discussion of voice - the relations between narrators and the stories they tell, 

Genette (1980) describes the following functions of narrators: I) narrative function - telling 

the story; 2) directing function - directing attention to aspects of the narrative i.e. stage 

directions or calling attention to its organization; 3) communicating function - the narrators' 



relationship to themselves, their emotional, moral, intellectual stance; and 4) ideological 

function - serving a didactic purpose. 
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Alison situates her story in the wild west and writes what she considers to be a 

comic story: "I never write serious stories" (01/23/85). Her narrative self consciousness 

intrudes upon the story. For example, she informs the reader how to envision "weird looks 

- you know the kind - one eyebrow up and the other one down? This story reflects her 

penchant for mixing the sublime with the ridiculous and playing with different language 

registers in her stories. Alison's narrator, in Genette's sense, serves many functions: the 

narrative function is evident in her telling the story of Bipsy and Tipsy in the wild west; the 

directing functions emerges in her dir~tions to the reader about how to interprete "weird 

looks"; the communicating and ideological functions blend into each other as the narrator 

hints that 'snitching on others and modern technology may not be within everyone's value 

system. This story is a good example of how a child's personality and cornmmunicative 

style are intertwined factors that in addition to the social context motivate her linguistic and 

narrative choices. 

In the Wild West (Alison - English OV23/85) 

This story takes place in the wild west- as if you didn't know. Bipsy 
and Tipsy are the robots in this story & they can do anything - or at least 
almost anything. Here goes! 

One day, Tipsy and Bipsy were walking down the street. Suddenly, 
they saw everybody running out of the saloon as if they were running for 
their lives. So Tipsy and Bipsy gave each other weird looks - you know the 
kind-one eyebrow up and the other one down? Anyway, they weren't 
exactly the world's most gutsy robots. So they flipped a coin to see who 
was going to to win - Tipsy lost So she made a loud squeak & went in. 3 
minutes later, she came back looking like she saw a ghost. "Where are 
Mommies when you need them?" "Uh, you don't have a Mommy." "Uh, I 
don't? Oh Yah! That's right!" they told each-other. "So what happened?" 
said Bipsy. "Well, I saw Mean Dean in there" Tipsy said "Oh really?" 
Bipsy said "So whaddy' say" Bipsy said. "He said "Hi."" "O.K, Fine'" 



Bipsy said. "Did he try anything?" Bipsy said?" Bipsy said. "Yah, he tried 
to shan circuit me so I wouldn't tell the police - but he didn't know that I'm 
a X-7902532 model!" 

"I didn't know that either," Bipsy said. "So shall we?" "Shall we 
what?" Tipsy said. "Go to the police & tell on him, you dummy!" I'm not a 
dUlmmy, I'am X-79-" "Ok, Ok, We know. So come on!" 

So they told the police. They pinpointed Mean Dean up to the nearest cm 
on their super Mean Dean detector. He was in Mexico so Tip and Bip put on 
thc=ir jet propelled machines and zoomed off. 2 minutes later - they were 
thc=re. 

They took out their portable detectors & found him near a cactus. They 
pushed him for technical reasons - but didn't realize tht he was against a 
calctus. So you know what happens next -right PAIN! I hour later, he was 
back to normal again. 

So they asked him why he committed the crime. He said - "I needed to 
do it!" "Why?" they asked ... Well ..... Afterall that they went back to home 
base and took him to the police. He hated their guts for catching him. After 
that he absolutely hated modem technology. 

See! I told you they could do almost anything! 
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In both classes the children's story writing is intertwined with varied contexts and 

textures of social relationships. Although writing about robots is not what Katie really likes 

to do, nor usually writes about, her French narrative Martiens is, in H. Rosen's sense, 

pressed inllO service (01129/85), when she finds herself at the end of January sitting 

between two writing groups in French class. One group includes Chris, David, Claus and 

Kylc~ who chat about space adventures and computers; the other group includes Jenny, 

Ted,. Jane land Ken who talk about the robot stories they are writing. Katie produces a 

personal adventure Martiens in which she is driving her car towards the beach 

(Be3ichwoc:xl School is less than a five minute drive from a lake area), and finds herself at 

an intersection when something funny happens: "A green light enters her eyes and she can't 

see." She doses her eyes and finds herself in a flying saucer; a potato agent "avec des 

lunelttes et des vetements brillants" (with glasses and bright clothing) greets her. She is 

brought to the kingdom of Martians. This fantasy interlude comes to an end when she 
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suddenly finds herself back at the intersection. Katie adds a sense of irony to the rest of the 

story. She arrives at the beach and retells her tale to a strange woman who thinks she is 

crazy. In this narrative, she embeds a story within a story. Immediately after finishing this 

story, she solicits the attention of both groups and reads her story to them, acting out the 

off stage voices, as Barthes would put it, of the potato agent and strange woman. She 

engages in both external and internal collaboration. As Katie demonstrates in the previous 

piece and the children in other pieces there is no doubt that in January the social 

environment influences their storying in written language. 

Even Jenny departs from her usual habit of writing mystery stories, a genre 

frequently assigned by Marie Josee in French class. Her story 3016 is an adventure story 

in which the reader encounters a talking computer on the planet Mars who acts as a guide. 

She uses the convention of second person as in 'choose your own adventure' stories. The 

reader has to don a special costume in order not to become sick because of the new climate. 

The reader is taken to an exciting house and encounters fierce marshmallows who walk. 

The fantasy ends with Jenny herself being called to dinner by her mother an authoritarian 

figure. 

Although the contexts of robots, computers and space adventures appear to 

influence each of the children's general choice of topic for their stories during these weeb. 

they each find their individual way to impose their own structure, design and fantasies on 

these objects, events and hatch their own plots (Leondar, 1977). In reviewing the data from 

phase two, the more I look at the children's stories within the contexts of their classrooms. 

the more I come to understand the inter-textual nature and protean shapes of their stories. 

the diverse functions of their story making, and the social fabric of the occasions which 

provide the genesis for the stories they create. On these occasions, there appears to be a 
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dialectical interplay between their perceptions of genres in both classes (i.e. things regularly 

done, the rules of narrative genre such as write a pourquoi story) and their perceived, 

personal and preferred styles of writing (that is their regular way of doing things). As I 

attempt to discover the pathways to these children's literary texts and the social texts in 

which they live, I fInd as Carrine (1979) puts it that if 

.. .I can enter the world space as he has construed it, I am able to accompany 
him upon his particular quest by following the paths he follows into and 
through the world space. I need to know what he recognizes in the world, 
where he dwells, where he travels, where his eye is captured and how 
through speech and craft he answers to the meaning he fInds in the world's 
things (Carrine, 1979, p. 59). 

Thus, to look at children's narrative competence, to see it, perceive it with any 

degree of thoroughness, means to view their texts, as Barthes says, transtextually and 

intenextually - as texts related to both other texts and to social texts. In his book Image. 

Music and Text, Barthes states that narrative is "simply there like life itself, 

international, transhistorical and transcultural" (Barthes, 1977, p.79). 

Narratives as Varied Social Transactions and Different Audiences. 

It is the intenextuality among and between the children's stories in both classes 

which becomes more apparent in phase two. In general during this phase in both classes 

the children for the most part are free to opt for what Marie Josee calls sujet libre. These are 

the occasions when the children are free to write for their own purposes. However, there 

are other occasions when sharing or writing a story in both classes involves varied social 

transactions and different audiences. These are occasions when either Mrs. G. or Marie 

Josee directly initiate the story making process and command the children to write within a 

particular genre. The nature of the transactions largely depends on each child's perceptions 

of for whom the narratives are being created or perfonned. As well there are times when 
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the interpretation of the meaning of a particular transaction uncovers both a teacher's and a 

child's intentionality, both of which may be different. Consider, for example, the 

intertextual ties among the following texts written in English: 

Text 1 written by Chris 05/06/85 

Dear David, 
I'm sorry, but mere mortals cannot get to Fairyland. You must go 

through a hole in your dimension, which is called a vortex. It leads to the 
dimension of Fairyland. No monal can survive the vortex, so it's hidden. 

Yours truly, 

The Toothfairy. 

Text 2 written by David 17/11/82 

Dear Tooth Fairy 
I wood like to thank you for cuming a long way just to get a stoopid 

tooth. I wood like to get a Oolire for my next tooth. I want to know what 
you do with all what teeth. 

love, 

Tom 

P.S. I want to know what root to Tooth Fairy land. 

Text 3 written by Chris 11/09/85 

Vortex's 
I read about vortex's in 0 & 0 books. They are sort of passageways 

that go to different places of existance. 
But mine are inter-dimensional. Everything is reversed like a mirror in 

the toothfaires dimension (Santa and the Easter Rabbit live there as well). 
That's why all three have never been seen. They can make their own 
vortex's in a flash, so they can appear and disappear whenever they want 
(or need). 

Text 4 written by Mrs. G. 10/09/85 

Dear Chris, 



Last year you wrote David a reply to his Dear Tooth Fairy letter, in 
which you talked about the vortex. Do you remember it? I was wondering if 
you would elaborate and give it to Jane (his sister). 

Thanks, 

Mrs. G. 

I queried the meaning and context of Text I which I discovered in Christopher' s 

writing folder three months after I left the research site. Text I was written by Chris to 

David, one of the four boys in his writing group in English and French class during the 
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year of the study. One day when I was not at the school, Mrs. G. discussed letters some of 

the children had written to the tooth fairy when they were in grade two. On this occasion 

(05/06/85) she assigned the children the tasks of choosing one of the letters and responding 

back in the role of the toothfairy. Text 1 is Chris's response to David's letter Text 2. Text 3 

was written by Chris in response to Mrs. G. 's note, Text 4. 

In these texts I see a number of social transactions occurring: a transaction between 

Christopher (in the assumed role of tooth fairy) and David, a transaction between David (in 

the assumed role of Tom) and the tooth fairy; and two separate transactions between the 

previous texts and between Chris and Mrs. G. The intertextual nature of these transactions 

provides me with the perspective, to look at Chris, as a story writer and his stories. from 

the point of view of his own personal search for a place to stand from where he can see thl: 

world and move it. The interplay between humans and aliens over time and space is a 

frequent leitmotif which cuts across his spontaneous stories in French and English. I 

discuss Chris and his storying in more detail in Chapter six. 

Mrs. G. explains her purpose for assigning this letter writing task in the following 

way: 



I wanted the children to see their stories or anything they write as making 
connections .. urn to see them as versions .. of ... a .. of events that might 
seen quite different from another perspective. uh .. I guess then .. they ... 
they can begin to see their stories opening up to other dimensions. 
(09/10/85) 
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Mrs. G. 's entry into this letter writing activity invites the children to engage in 

either/or external and internal collaboration. Writers can collaborate with other writers or 

readers or vice verse. In some cases they choose to transact with the worlds of their own 

favorite texts - e.g. in the example of Chris, his space adventures. They are free to say 

whatever they want and to move in and out of various types of collaborations. The children 

take delight in writing to a particular audience, an individual classmate. and in adopting the 

persona of the Tooth Fairy as illustrated in Nicky's and Jenny's letters to David. 

Nicky's letter to David (Nicky - English 05/06/85) 

Dear Little Boy Who Left Me The Tooth; 
I just had a little chat with our friend Mr. Toothbrush. He tells me you 

haven't been using him very much. Tsk! Tsk! Tsk! Therefore I can't accept 
your tooth. I am returning it with a bill: I piece of paper: $0.50 

red ink - $0.10 

1 stamp - $0.32 

I envelope - $0.25 

my time - $1.00 

my trouble- $1.00 

Total: Blank 

You can add it up because I don't have a calculator! ! ! 

Love and Hoping You'll brush 

The Tootbfairy & associates 



P.S. Include $10.00 postage & Handling & a $20.00 donation for my 
Xmas Gifts. 

Jenny's letter to David (Jenny - English 05/06/85) 

Dear David, 
How are your little teeth doing? I am having more, and more, trouble 

each day. That is because I am running out of room to store your little teeth, 
and the other children's little teeth! With your little teeth ... Each morning I 
go downstairs to the storage room, and there I clean all the little teeth with 
Lilies of the Valley. Then I use all of those nice clean white teeth as my 
furniture, as you said, in your previous letter. Oh my, I forgot! In your last 
letter you wanted me to tell you the "root" to my home. Well, you would 
not be able to reach my home. I live in another galaxy, named Curo, in 
another planet named, The Fairy World. You human beings can not travel 
farther than the moon. Maybe my fairy messenger can take you to to our 
planet... why don't you just wait a few teeth! 

Maybe in the future. 
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Nicky's text can be connected to different types of texts we find in society, i.e. the 

rules for mail order texts - "include $10:00 for postage & handling," solicitation of 

charitable donations - "$20.00 donation for my Xmas Gifts," the collaborative nature of 

the business world - "The Toothfairy & associates." Jenny's peer to peer letter is fanciful 

but also suggests her awareness of our human limitations and the potential of imaginative 

worlds, e.g. " You human beings cannot travel farther than the moon. Maybe my fairy 

messenger can take you to our planet..." After this letter writing literacy event, Mrs. G. 

gives the children the option of writing a story about the tooth fairy or something of their 

own choice. Of the six children, only Alison and Katie pick up on her invitation. 

Alison writes a shon piece A Day in the Life of the Toothfairy in which sht: 

maintains her usual style of playing with different language registers and says this piece 

"was just to kid around." 

A Day in the Life of The Tooth Fairy (Alison - English 05/06/85) 
You are the Tooth Fairy. 



You're walking down the Assembly Line in your own private Mint in 
the country of Goobledy. Obviously, Golbledigook is the main language in 
Goobledy but you know every language - you are The Tooth Fairy! 

Beep! beep! goes your radar. Tooth Alert! Tooth Alert! Molar! Molar! 
You grab a dollar bill and get in your limbrougini - be careful don't wrinkle 
your gown - it's the only one you have! O.K., so you're in the car. 
SHOOM !!!!!!!!!! You're there. You step out of the limbroughini, take out 
the money - Oh NO! You forgot the keys to the house! So you have to race 
back to Gobbledy and try and fmd the keys. You're got them. Back into the 
Lim. SHOOM !!! There again so you go on in. 

You're walking around the house trying to find the stairwell leading 
upstairs. AWA! BINGO! HURRAH! YAY! WOW! JOY! ALRIGHT !!! 
You found it. Now to fmd the room! Stay tuned for the continuation of this 
story which will be tomorrow. 

-JUST KIDDING! 
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Katie draws upon her knowledge of the world of books, TV serials, the 

conventions of fairy tales and writes a longer piece she entitles The Uncouth Fairy. She 

assumes her audience shares knowledge about fairy tales. Once again we see her creating a 

text ripe for potential dramatic play and playing with language registers. 

The Uncouth Fairy (Katie - English 05/06/85) 

Now, you all know the story about 'Cinderella and the fairy'. Don't 
you? 

Well, do you know what she was like when she was younger? 
You probably do not, so I guess I should tell you. 
Well, once upon a time, a young trainee fairy was almost kicked our of 

the "Fairy Academic Graduate School" for being fairy clumsy. 
The teachers, however, wanted to give her another chance, so they sent 

her to the Head Fairy. 
"I've been told that you are being fairy clumsy," she said. 
"It's not my fault it's just that... 
"No excuses please!" 
"Yes ma'am," said Mathilda obediently. 
"Very good. Now, I would like you to become a fairy and I've decided 

to give you another chance, but ... " 
"Oh, thank you so much!" 
But, you will have to do a special task." 
"What, what?" 



"You will have to find a distraught maiden, and let her have three 
wishes, but, you must make sure she is the right one. Away you go now!" 

It was too late! She was in a green forest. It was beautiful! 
Now she staned thinking (it was about time!) about what the fairy had 

told her. 
"Which girl would be the right one?" she thought to herself. 
Her question was answered by the Head Fairy. "You'll know who it is 

by her kindness." 
"Her kindness? Hmmm." She knew just what to do. 
"Oh hello old lady," said a beautiful girl, talking to Mathilda, disguised 

as an old lady. 
"Hello dear! Can you please get me some wood for my carnpfrre?" 
"Me? Ha! No way! Do it yourself!" 
"Then I guess you are not the one," she thought to herself, and she let 

the girl walk away. 
A second girl came, and the exact same thing happened. 
Then a third girl came. 
She said, "Hello dear lady. How are you today?" 
Mathilda said, "Very fine thank you. How are you?" 
"Confused," said she. 
"Why my dear?" she asked. 
"Oh, you wouldn't understand!" 
'Oh!" 
"May I help you in any way?" 
"Could you please get me some sticks for my campfire?" 
"Of course I will!" 
"You need not get me the sticks for, I am a fairy, well, almost.." 
"Is that true?" 
"Of course, and you are granted three wishes." 
"Oh thank you so much! Do I have to wish my three wishes now, or 

can I wait two thousand years." 
"Whatever you want to do with it. It's all up to you." 
''Thank you! I'll wait." 
So, the almost fairy left, and then became a fairy. 
Later on she became the Head Fairy, and, by the way, the girl's wishes 

were granted. It was: A Ferrari, a new wardrobe for life, and to become a 
zillionairess. The wishes anyone could have chosen. Right? 
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Throughout phases two and three, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee continue to use 

infonnal (i.e. small groups or in pairs) and formal (whole group) collaborative occasions 

for the children to share narrative texts. On these occasions, there is a dialectical 
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relationship between the shared text and the context of the shared performance. The social 

context for collaboration varies from invention through interaction (children interact with 

peers while composing) to joint invention (two or three children create a joint text). The 

move back and forth from personal invention to social invention is also influenced by social 

convention. 

Mrs. G. generally tends to favor a loose collaborative social context similar to 

Macrorie's notion of the helping circle - a group of friends or peers respond to each other's 

texts with the idea of helping each other generate ideas. Mrs. G. makes herself acc'.''isible to 

the children for teacher-child or child-teacher conferences such as advocated by Murray and 

Graves. Marie Josee on the other hand generally tends to favor a more structured type of 

collaboration in which children sit with a partner, talking quietly and helping each other 

correct their texts. Marie Josee is accessible to the children for vocabulary words, 

translations or spelling. In both classes narrative performances on these occasions can be 

characterized as shared. preferred or commanded. They oscillate between teacher controlled 

and child initiated social transactions. Consider the following examples of narratives which 

overlap as shared, preferred and/or commanded text performances. 

Bauman states that "performance thus calls forth special attention to and heightened 

awareness of both the act of expression and the performer" (Bauman, 1986, p. 3). 

Shared performances occur when the children spontaneously read their stories with 

a peer, a small group or the whole class. These shared texts capture the children's 

conversational space. Preferred performances occur when the children enact their favorite 

stories according to their stylistic performances (e.g. Katie's awareness for their own 

purposes. Commanded performances are teacher initiated invitations to the children to read 

aloud their stories in front of the whole class. 
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A dialectic between commanded texts and shared texts. During phases 

two and three of the study, the children in Mrs. G.' s class usually share the books they are 

reading and their written stories in small groups. However, there are occasions when Mrs. 

G. revens back to her old patterns: requesting formal written book repons, sharing these 

book repons with the whole group, giving the children an outline to follow. On these 

occasions she appears to be concerned about making children conform to ideal fonns, 

using stories as informational retrieval and, in Eco's sense, producing closed texts. 

However, how children respond to such commanded tasks is varied. For example, the 

following is an excerpt from Katie's book repon on The Lion, The Witch and The 

Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis, a text she likes to read and write about (01/20/85). In 

assigning this task Mrs. G. has approached narrative discourse in a linear fashion and 

required the children to use the nomenclature of narrative (i.e. plot, setting, character. 

problem) in their repons as illustrated in the following excerpts from Katie's repon. 

Excerpts from Katie's report (Katie - English 01/15/85) 

Plot: 
This story is about four children and their trip into the land of Namia, 

whose names were: Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy. They lived in 
London, but then they were later sent to an old professor's home because of 
air-raids. 

One day, the four children were exploring around the house. A while 
after, they walked into a large room. Nothing was in the room, except a 
large wardrobe, so they decided to go some place else. Lucy stayed behind, 
though, because she thought the wardrobe's door just might have been 
open. 

It was open, so she walked in, and continued walking. 
Suddenly, Lucy noticed that she was outside, but it wasn't outside of 

the house she was living in, it was someplace else, because it was snowing 
there. 
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Katie continues summarizing the plot of this story for three pages and supplies the 

infonnation Mrs. G. requests for this commanded text. Mrs. G. 's plot outline suggests she 

has a goal directed theory of narrative discourse. 

Setting: 
The setting of this book was in the house of the old professor, the 

magical wardrobe, and the magical, snowy sheltered world of Narnia. 
I think the setting is a necessity in books. 

Characters: 
The main characters in this book are: Lucy, the youngest and the kindest 

of the four children. Susan, the second oldest child. Edmund, the most 
unintelligent and gullible of them all. The Wicked Witch, (Queen) the most 
evil person in Narnia, and last but not least, AsIan, the hero of the story. 

Problem: 
The problem of this story is that the Wicked Witch had cast a spell on 

Namia, that it would always be winter, never Christmas, so that's what 
AsIan, his team, and the four children's journey was all about. 

Opinion: 
I think this book is great! It's believable even though it's a fantasy 

because, the author, C.S. Lewis, knows what really happens in most 
people's lives. 

For instance there's a character named Edmund, who's unintelligent, a 
betrayer, and gUllible, and in spite of that, he tries to appear as if he's 
mature. 

Do you know anyone like that? 
I recommend this book to people who like to sit down, read and really 

get into the book. I do not recommend this book to people who do not like 
reading for the fun of it, otherwise, I'd say they're wasting the book's time. 

This book is also good for people who like adventure and fantasy both 
put together. 

The book is excellent! 

In contrast to the other five children and the majority of the class who approach this 

task in a perfunctory manner and write shon accounts, Katie says she is pleased with her 

"account of Narnia." She assumes the authenticity of the event: however, for the other 

children this commanded perfonnance never becomes meaningful nor authentic. Mrs. G. 
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invites her to share her report with the whole group "as an example of how to do a good 

book report" (01/20/85). Although both Katie's report and the oral performance can be 

viewed as commanded texts, fantasy and adventure are Katie's preferred modes of 

narrative. According to Mrs. G. this book report is well written; from Katie's perspective 

she says she "enjoys writing and sharing these reports." 

To a certain degree Katie is able to circumvent the constraints of this task and let us 

know about her narrative competence and values, her reading preferences and the 

preferences of others. Katie takes books seriously but knows that others may not share the 

same viewpoint Interesting is her comment about reluctant readers who might be wasting 

this book's time. The book report, although well done, remains an example of what Bruner 

(1986) calls "flat declarations of factuality," especially when viewed against Katie's own 

fantasy tales. However, there is another social transaction and audience which are 

embedded in this verbal act of sharing Lewis's book. Mrs. G. explains that "sharing books 

in front of the whole group gives Katie status and power in the class." Similar to David 

who becomes the class expert on computers, in both classes, Katie becomes known and 

accepted as the class expert on books read and critiqued as well as the "class bookwoml." 

In addition to writing for Mrs. G., Katie is also writing for her classmates and thus her 

inventing self is socially influenced by her need to gain status with her peers. 

On the same day Katie shares her book report with her English classmates, Marie 

Josee announces that the children will share their written French stories in front of the 

class. Although the children are now collaboratively writing in small groups, Marie Josee 

still adheres to her pattern of commanding narrative performances from individual children 

for the whole group. On the surface these performances appear like child -children social 

transactions. However, they really function as opportunities for the children to practice oral 
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French and for Marie Josee to correct their use of the language. This suggests she has an 

ideal model in her head of what the children's texts should look like or sound like as 

illustrated in Narrative Segment 3:21. 

Narrative Segment 3:21. Commanded and Shared Texts 

Marie Josee invites Chris to read his story La Razzai en arriere cours, a story 

about himself, Claus and Kyle in the personae of squirrels living in a tree house and 

traversing dangerous telephone wires. Although Chris incorporates his writing group mates 

into the story and their journeys across wires provide its frame, this text is not 

representative of his preferred style of story writing and considerably shoner than his other 

spontaneous stories. As he begins to read his piece, Marie Josee interjects with the 

following: "Bon, lire lentement et fon" (Good read slowly and loud) and corrects his 

pronunciation of some of the words. Another child she calls upon this day is David. He 

reads his story La Maison Hantee. Despite Marie Josee's interjections, David looks 

quite pleased with himself, perhaps because this is the first occasion on which he has been 

asked to share. Marie Josee responds more to the content of David's story: "Bravo on nous 

laisse avec un mystere."(Congratulations, you are left with a mystery). She gives the 

children the following instructions after this event: "Les histoires sont bien ecrit mais c' e~t 

imponant de pronouncer dans la tete, practiquer ala maison a lire 2-3 fois, lire ton textes et 

parle lentement" (The stories are well wrinen, but it is imponant to pronounce in the head. 

practice reading them 2-3 times at home, read your texts and talk slowly). Similalry in the 

next event she asks the children to produce "clean texts." She distributes a shon text called 

Collette: Que pensez-vous de la jeune fIlle qui demand a son fiance de renoncer a ses amis 

aux spon et meme a la cigarette? (What do you think about a young girl who demands her 

fiance give up his spons friends and also cigarettes?). She tells the children to read the text 
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silently and write a response and "faire un copie propre " (make a clean copy). She then 

invites them to put their folded letters in a box and "everyone will discover the solution the 

writer has posed." (Field Notes 04/18/85) 

On occasions such as the one described above, Marie Josee appears to view writing 

as a problem solving activity, narrating as an opportunity to practice oral French and 

narratives as ideal fonns. Although the children are invited to share with each other, the real 

audience is Marie Josee and the real purpose of these social transactions is to produce an 

error free text. In different ways and for different reasons, both teachers appear on some 

occasions to be moving children to canonical models of discourse. Another example of this 

emphasis on narrative form emerges when both teachers are genre oriented and attempt to 

teach the children the conventions of a particular type of story. Take for example their use 

of the activity of "writing a pourqoui story" which is recommended in both Ministry 

documents and the Riverview School Board's English and French curriculum guides as 

well. The children are given models of the genre. The next section presents excerpts from 

the types of narratives the children produce on such occasions. These excerpts reflect the 

diverse ways in which the children respond to adult imposed tasks. 

Some children like Nicky approach the task of writing a story according to a 

panicular genre in a perfunctory manner as illustrated in the following excerpt from one of 

her shortest stories. 

How Do They Get the Caramel In the Caramel Bars Nicky - English 

03/05/85) 
George Oi Vinci was a very curious boy and often watched T. V. One 

day he saw a commercial for Cadbury's caramilk bars where at the end the 
commentator said "How do they get the caramel in the caramel bars?" and 
George replied to the t.v. "Well tell me the answer." 
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David writes as illustrated in the following excerpt a story about the god 

Preckalongzinc; he explains that he choose this name because it takes up a lot of space on 

the page. 

How the elephant got his trunk (David - English 03/05/85) 

The year is fifty after creation. The God Preckalongzinc is still making 
different animals. 

Once he was making a wonderfull animal and the Devil shot a spear at 
the animal. It came to life before Preckalongzinc wanted it to. It was 
enonnous, with big ears, long legs and a short tail. 

Preckalongzinc sent his strongest animals against the monster, such as 
the lion, the tiger, the crockdile and the shark, but they all failed . 

•••••• 
That is how the elephant got his trunk. Well it's closer to how the trunk 

got his elephant. 

Alison writes two pourquoi stories a week apart. She writes in an uncharacteristic 

serious style in her French story. She appears less constrained by the task in her English 

story as her penchant for the comic and playing with language registers comes through as 

illustrated in the following excerpts. 

Pourquoi Ie neige est blanc (Alison - French 03/05/85) 

Pourquoi est-ce-que Ie neige est blanc? C'est un question assez difficile. 
Je ne sais pas Ie reponse, mais je vais diviner. 

n y a longtemps que Ie neige etait tout different couleurs. 
n y avait un peinteur fou, George, qui habitait dans Ie ciel. 
(English Translation) 
Why is the snow white? This is a fairly difficult question I do not know 

the answer, but I will guess. 
There was a long time when the snow was all different colors. 
There was a crazy painter, George, who lives in the sky. 

How the Skunk got its Smell (Alison - English 03/11/85) 

Once there lived a skunk. His name was Sappy. He thought his life was 
boring. He wished he was different from all the rest. So he went to his 
friend Dr. Zavodsky the scientist to try to help him get different. So Dr. 
Zavodsky mixed a whole bunch of chemicals to - to "improve" Sappy. 



"A little bit of zat, and ..... 
"O.K. Sapenzie try." 
"Are you kidding Zavo?" asked Sappy. (That's what he called the Dr.) 
"No, but of course notenzie?" said Zavo. 
Katie mixes the mythical worlds of Promethus and Zeus with the 

modem world of videos in the following excerpt. 

Why People Don't Look Alike (Katie - English 03/11/85) 

After Promethus was sent to the Cocasin islands, his people were very 
mad at Zeus. 

They wanted to get back at Zeus. They wanted revenge, a nasty 
revenge. 

So, they thought of a nasty revenge. They were going to pay Zeus a 
little visit. 

When they had fmally reached Mount Olympia. they walked straight to 
Zeus's headquarters. Zeus was playing with a video game that he had 
invented for the 1980's. 
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Although Chris's pourquoi stories in both languages as illustrated in the following 

excerpts involve some son of journeying back and forth in time and space, they do not 

reflect his stylistic preference for space adventures as illustrated in the following excerpts: 

How the Porcupine Got Its Quills (Chris - English 06/05/85) 

That night, the porcupine was sleeping in a pine tree, since that was the 
safest place. At around midnight, God came down and shook the tree. All 
the loose needles fell out, and stuck to the porcupine's soft skin. the next 
morning, the porcupine climbed down to look for food. 

Comment .'ete est arrivee au Canada (Chris - French 02/lV85) 

Glooskap a decide d'aller au sud pour chercher la Reine, la seule 
personne plus fone qu'Hiver, et la seul personne qui effraye Hiver. 

Glooskap a traverse l'ocean sur Blob las baleine. A la fin de la traverse, 
Glooskap va sur la terre. n a suivie un chemin jusqu 'a ce qu'il voit un cercle 
sans arbre. Dans ce ccrcle it voit des femmes en cercle aved une dame au 
milieu. 

"c;a doit etre la Reine" pense Glooskap. 
Avec sa magie, it souleve la reine. n I'attrape. 11 emrneme la reince dans 

sa region ... 
(English translation) 



Glooskap decided to go South to look for the Queen, the only stronger 
person than Winter and the only one able to frighten Winter. 

Glooskap rode the ocean on Blob, the whale. At the end of the journey, 
Glooskap goes on land. He followed a path until he saw a circle without a 
tree. In this circle, he sees women in a circle with a lady in the middle. 

"Must be the Queen," thinks Glooskap. 
With his magic he lifts the Queen. He grabs her. He takes her away to 

his region. 

Mission Vanthium (Chris - English 02/07/85) 

A half hour later, we were in the underwater base, Triton dome, named 
that, because it is a dome shape. We were getting our radar-proof, heavily 
armed, lightening-class medium cruiser ready for blast off. 

"Claude, do you think we'll need space suits?" I asked. 
"No, the Manians probably created an anificial atmosphere on the 

planet." 
"Well, let's blast off, " I said. 
Ten minutes later, we were flying towards the asteroid belt. 

The English 'Glooskap Character' lives within one of Chris's French 'pourquoi 

stories, Comment L'Ete est Arrivee au Canada: "Dans Ie reigne du Glooskap il 
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faisait froid. Ce froid etait causer par Ie geant Hiver, et ses assistantes, Mort et Famine." 

(In the reign of Glooskap, it was cold. This cold was caused by the giant Winter, and his 

assistants, Death and Famine. Chris explains he can live "dans cette monde aussi" (in this 

world too). It seems that the sophisticated writers like Chris and Katie are able to transform 

any storymaking task initiated by their teachers into their own narrative purposes while the 

less sophisticated writers like Nicky appear uncommitted to this type of teacher induced 

storying. 

Narrative Texts- Individuality and Social Collectivities. 

In his book The Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact, Fleck 

(1979) talks about the notion of a thought collective which he defines as a community of 

individuals who exchange ideas or maintain an intellectual interaction. During phases two 

and three of the study both teachers assume, as we have seen, a view of story writing as a 
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more social and collaborative act; they now frequently invite the children to write stories in 

small groups or in pairs. Although the major type of collaboration in both classes tends to 

be external, in Tierney's sense, (i.e. child-child conferences, teacher-child conferences), 

social groups form and these informal associations playa significant role in the children's 

creative thinking. The children tend to stay within the same groups across the two 

classrooms and largely group themselves along friendship patterns. 

However, collectivities in Fleck's sense do emerge in phase two and overlap the 

two classrooms. Take for example the social setting of creativity for Chris's writing group 

which includes Claus, Kyle, Jerry and sometimes David. In both classes during phase one, 

Chris usually sat quietly by himself and wrote his personal space adventures. During 

phases two and three although he prefers not to coauthor, he talks with his mates as he 

writes and incorporates his writing group mates into his stories as double zero agents. 

These children and their persona as fictional intelligence agents become a collectivity within 

the class and a collective force in these stories. They also influence the attitudes and 

behaviors of members of Chris's group and other groups. The titles of Chris's stories 

signal his interest in space and adventures: Mission Base Destruction, Mission 

Robot Destruction, The Counterfeiter, Attack of the Giant Insects, Mission 

Vanthium, L'Etoile du Guerre, Ghostbusters et fils, La Rayon Reduction, 

La Dimension sans Retour, L'Espion. During the months of March and April, his 

writing mates start to write similar space adventures. These individual written stories 

evolve after a group discussion. During storywriting time in both classes, to be accepted 

into this collectivity one must talk about Dungeons and Dragons and write space 

adventures. 
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In contrast, Katie's social group, largely because of her influence, writes scenarios 

which they act out for each other in both classes. Among the girls, the more sophisticated 

writers tend to emerge as the leaders of their respective groups. The collectivities among the 

boys could be characterized as clubs with no specific leaders. 

On several occasions during late March and early April, collectivities tend to 

transact with each other. For example one day in French class (03/1 8/85) Katie eavesdrops 

on a conversation about Ghostbusters among members of Chris's group; within the interval 

of ten minutes she moves back and forth five times between these two groups as she 

contemplates what she is going to write about as illustrated in the following excerpt. She 

decides to write what she calls a female version of Ghostbusters. 

Kim et Katie Sont Les Ghostbusters (Katie - French 03n8/85) 

Tout etait calme dans Ie bureau de Kim et Katie. 
Kim et Katie etait tres fatigue 
Subitement la telephone a sonne en theme de ghostbusters. 
"Brring ... Brring .. Brring .. Bring, Bring Brring 
Brring Brring Bring Bring Bring." 
"Allo Ghostbuster." a dit une dame. 
"Oui, "dit Kim calmement. 
"Bonjour,je m'appelle Mme. Lapoint, etj'ai un gros problem. Hier, 

soir j'etais tout seul dans rna maison. Subitement, j'ai entendue un fant6me. 
(English translation) 
All is calm in the office of Kim and Katie. 
Kim and Katie are very tired. 
Suddenly the telephone rings with the theme of ghostbusters. 
"Brring ... Brring .. Brring .. Bring, Bring, Brring 
Brring Brring Bring Bring Bring." 
"Hello Ghostbuster," said a woman. 
"Yes," said Kim calmly. 
"Hello, I am Mrs. Lapoint, and I have a big problem. Last night I was 

alone in my house. Suddenly, I met a ghost. 

Katie subvocalizes the sounds of the telephone as she writes the words "Brring ... " 

This captures the attention of Chris's group. Chris and his mates engage in a secret 
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conversation. In the afternoon in English class Chris writes a play he calls Alien Attack. 

Although the play is written for Katie's group, as illustrated in the following excerpt he 

stays within his own preferred territory of space play. 

Alien Attack (Chris - English 05/04/85) 

Characters 
Brian alien leader, cool, intelligent 
Matt alien warrior, shon tempered 
Andrew alien warrior, calm, non-aggressive 
Chris human boy 
Claus human boy 
(We join the aliens on their huge mother ship planning to turn Earth into 

a fast food franchise). 
Brian: Our strategists have decided to have us raid Earth.The earthlings 

are least scientifically advanced, so they pose the smallest threat. The 
tastiest, most nutricious form of life is the humans. They walk upright. like 
us and wear clothes. Any questions? 

What these two examples of transacting collectivities show is that the children's 

story writing consists of social dialectical verbal acts. To understand these individual story 

writers means looking at their purposes and the contexts of their inventions from a social 

perspective. These children transact dialectially with the socio-cultures of their classrooms 

in distinct ways to generate particular types of stories for particular reasons and for 

particular audiences. However, despite the force of these collectivities. some of the children 

do not always see the creation of a story as collaborative social invention but as an 

outgrowth of their own personal thinking. Take for example David who oscillates between 

what Mrs. G. calls the "Ghostbusters" group and working alone. He claims his own 

individual story writing space by writing his own 'Star Wars' but as illustrated in the 

following excerpt takes care to include his writing mates as actants in it. 



My Own Star Wars (David - English 04/21/85) 

Me and my crew of Chris and Kyle are flying along and suddenly a whole 
gang of Martian ships were heading towards me. After dodging three or 
four bullets from the Martians I shoot a bullet through another one blowing 
that up and into another blowing it up. With one more bullet I blow the 
remaining ship in the gang. 

Or take Jenny who is influenced by one group of children writing a "series of 

stories." She moves out of her group in English class to write her own series she calls 

Behind the Closet Wall. She includes the following note from the author: 

I have published 3 mini-stories in this small chain of stories involving one 
boy. I found those stories too simple to compose. I could not use enough 
imagination, so my stories were less exciting. The length of my stories 
decreased every time I wrote one too. So I have decided that this will be my 
last story of the series. I shall continue to write stories, but they will be 
based on any topic. (04/21/85) 
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Sometimes even within these thought collectives, the children write stories just for 

their particular social group as a playful form of idle gossip. For example Nicky writes a 

vignette in French class (04/18/85) for Kyle and Ann who are seemingly attracted to one 

another. She writes the title Anne et Kyle -amoureuses pour la vie (Anne and Kyle 

lovers for life) and comments in parentheses: (Cette histoire est juste pour une bJag! C'est 

pas vrai! - This story is just for a joke! It's not true!). On other occasions the children's 

growing sense of self emerging into adolescence influences their storying. In French class, 

Nicky writes a story Catherine Ie geant; her story is about a girl who is too tall to dance 

with any of the boys in the class, a concern of Nicky's. However, the narrator becomes the 

heroine when she saves the children because she is the only one who can reach the fire 

alarm. Although the heroine's name is Catherine, Mrs. G. feels the implied narrator, in 

Booth's sense, is really Nicky as she concerns herself "with looking nice and not eating too 

much, and her sense of self emerging into adolescence" (04/21/85). 
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What is interesting about these pourquoi stories above and other stories in which 

the children are asked to write within a specific genre is the difference between those child 

narrators who feel pulled, in Bakhtin's sense, to the nonnative centre and attempt to 

conform to the rules of this genre, or a social text of a particular classroom and those child 

narrators who can liberate themselves from this discourse and yet play with the narrative 

conventions within a specific genre. 

Teachers as Products of the Collectivity. Microethnographic analysis of 

story reading and writing events during phases two and three indicate varied social 

transactions and contexts for storying. Although both teachers tend to keep many of the 

same routines I described earlier, they do move towards a view of invention as a social act. 

Through these teacher's own observations, informal conversations and visits to each others 

classrooms, they become more aware of the patterns of social interaction among the 

children and their collectivities as illustrated in the following narrative segments 3:22. 3:23. 

3:24 and 3:25. These narrative segments summarize their notes and comments about the 

patterns they observe in each other's classes during the month of March. I have examined 

the communicative events with a description of the components which are most salient 

(Hymes, 1967; Saville-Troike, 1982). 

Narrative Segment 3:22 - An English Language Arts Teacher Looks at the 
Children In French Immersion Room 13. 

ROOM 13: Marie Josee - French Inunersion) 

The story writing event analyzed below takes place in Room 13 on March 21, 1985. 

SETIING: 

The classroom is organized into pods of four or five. Marie Josee circulates around the 

room. 

PARTICIPANTS: 
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All thirty children are present Marie Josee and Mrs. G. focus on the six children writing 

with their partners. Nicky is working with Ann, Alison with Jean, Jenny with Kim. Katie 

is working with Stephanie at the round table to the right of Marie Josee's desk. David sits 

by himself and Chris sits chatting and writing with his mates Jerry and Klaus. All the grade 

fives seem to be working together with the exception of Chris's group. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this event is for the children to write stories in pairs and to correct texts 

together. 

ACf SEQUENCE: 

Marie Josee frames the beginning and ending of this event; she tells them to write a story 

'sujet libre' and to work in pairs and to correct together. An hour later she tells them it is 

easier to write together and to give in their papers and she will correct them. Within this 

story writing event the children arrange themselves in pairs. They move around the class 

and Marie Josee circulates and helps the children with spelling. 

9:50 - Chris settles down to writing a story Ghostbusters et Fils as he chats with his 

writing group. Katie and Stephanie are brainstorming about a possible scenario. David 

stands around, then sits down and talks to the members of Chris's group. 

David: Hi ( the group invites him to sit down and he remains standing). 

Chris: We're trying to figure out our plot. 

Claus: I think we need to create another character. 

Chris: Okay, but don't you think we have enough? 

Kyle: Yeah. (David returns to his seat). 

Jenny is looking in the dictionary. Alison is at the blackboard writing out words and 

looking at the spelling. 
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10: 10 - Chris has a whole page written. Marie Josee suggests David join Chris's group. 

He moves over to the group again, reads what they each have written and says "I won't 

copy your story." Jenny is writing. Nicky is recopying her story. Alison is talking with 

Jean. 

10:30 - Children continue story writing after recess break. Katie is reading her story to a 

small group. Nicky and Jenny are lined up waiting for Marie Josee to correct their work. 

Chris, David and Klaus are now working together. 

10:50 - Marie Josee ends this event, signals Tom to collect the papers. She mentions that 

the stories the children wrote for Mrs. G. 's grade three class are now in the library. 

RULES FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Once Marie Josee announces the story writing event, the children socially organize 

themselves in pairs as writing partners. The children are free to move around or approach 

Marie Josee for vocabulary words or correct spelling. 

NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION: 

The function of writing stories in groups is to help each other correct their texts. Marie 

Josee is the language model for the children and the custodian of their literacy development 

in French. 

Narrative Segment 3:24 - A French Immersion Teacher Looks at Children 

in English Language Arts Room 4 

ROOM 4: Mrs. G. English Language Ans 

The story writing event analyzed below takes place in room 4 on March 21, 1985. 

SETTING: 

The class is organized for small groups of four to five students and for working pairs. 

Clusters of students also work outside the classroom in the hallway. 
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PARTICIPANTS: 

All thirty children are present. Focus is on the six children. Jenny is working with Kim and 

Kelly. Alison is working with Jean. Nicky is working with Ann, Yasmin and Martha. 

Chris is working with Claus outside the classroom. David and Katie are sitting alone. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this event is for the children to write stories. They have just reviewed 

"things about the narrator." Mrs. G. 's purpose is also to show Marie Josee that she focuses 

on content not on fonn. 

ACf SEQUENCE: 

Mrs. G. invites the children to write an adventure story on any topic and circulates around 

the room responding to the children who approach her or solicit her attention. The children 

quickly move into groups or towards their selected partners. 

1 :35 - David does not have a partner. Half the class including Chris, Katie, and Nicky is in 

the corridor. David walks around and stops to talk with Mrs. G .. Jenny talks to Kim. 

1 :40 - David starts his story and sits alone. Alison and Jean whisper together and Nicky 

and Ann talk about what they will write about. The children are in their same groups as in 

French class in the morning. 

1 :45 - David has three lines written and says he has "the whole story in his head." He just 

has "to get it down." Jenny and Jean are at the blackboard writing. Chris and his mates are 

talking about looking for a new character and settle on the wizard because as Claus says 

"they conjure up things." Most of the children begin by writing a title. Chris says he 

always writes the title at the end. Chris and his group are writing spy stories. Katie is 

writing another play. Nicky and Ann are still talking about what they will write. 

Nicky: You start .. 



Ann: You start .. 

Nicky: Maybe we can write about .. Let's see .. about.. my dog. 

Ann: No I don't think I want to write about that. 
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Nicky gets up and gets a drink of water and returns to Ann. Alison asks Marie Josee for 

suggestions for a story. 

2:00 - Katie's group are acting out the voices from her previous play. Nicky starts writing 

a play called The Missing Hamster. David is looking around the class. Chris moves 

inside the class and begins to write by himself. Mrs. G. leaves to xerox pan of Katie's 

play. 

2: 11 - Mrs. G. checks "where they are in their stories." Children repon back. 

RULES FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Children are free to talk and move around the class or even outside the class. Mrs. G. 

expects them to exercise free choice and be responsible. Children interact to invent, are 

expected to help each other but are free to work alone when they want to. 

NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Children are expected to work in small groups, in pairs or alone according to their own 

preference but to help each other invent. Mrs. G. acts as a resonator - a friendly audience 

who lends suppon for the these child inventors. 

Narrative Segment 3:25 Marie Josee Takes Another Look in Room 4 

ROOM 4: Mrs. G. English Language Arts 

The story writing event analyzed below takes place in room 4 on March 28, 1985. 

SETTING: 

The class is organized according to the children's preferences. Some like Chris begin 

working in groups of four or five outside the classroom and then move to their own 



preferred ways of doing things. David is working as usual alone at the long table in the 

class. Others are working in pairs or groups and are scattered about the class. 

PARTICIPANTS: 

All thirty children are present. Focus is on David and Chris and the other four children. 

PURPOSE: 
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The purpose of this event is to continue working on adventure stories already in progress 

or to stan new stories. 

ACf SEQUENCE: 

Mrs. G. announces it's time to write stories or work on other things. The children organize 

themselves rapidly into social groups of four to five or working partners. 

1 :25 - Chris and Klaus are writing outside the class with their other mates. David is sitting 

alone. Katie is reading her story to her group. Nicky is reading her story to Magdaline. 

1 :30 - Chris and Klaus are talking about their stories. 

Chris: I've created a great story. 

Claus: Me too. What's your general doing? 

Chris: Initiating missions just like yours. 

David reads his draft to Mrs. G. Alison asks Marie Josee how to spell a word. Nicky and 

Ann are talking and writing about their story. 

1 :40 - Chris moves back into the class. Claus joins him. David has a page written. Alison 

asks Mrs. G. if she wants to hear her story. Jenny is writing. Nicky and Ann are working 

together; Nicky is doing the writing for this scenario. Katie reads her story aloud to herself 

but loud enough so others can overhear her. 

1 :50 - David silently rereads what he has written. Alison reads her story to Marie Josee. 

Jenny is at the blackboard "editing words." Nicky approaches Mrs. G. Katie is on the rug 
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reading. 

2:00 - Chris and his mates share their stories with each other. David is looking around the 

class. Nicky leaves to xerox part of her scenario. Jenny joins Katie on the rug. 

2: 10 - Mrs. G. announces that the period is over. "Everybody worked well. I've seen a lot 

of good story writing. Those of you working alone can finish it at home." 

RULES FOR INTERPRETATION: 

Children are free to move in and out of the classroom and to choose what they want to 

work on. They know Mrs. G. will listen to their stories. They can write on any topic. They 

can brainstorm ideas together if they are uncertain what to write about. 

NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION: 

The children are expected to share ideas and help each other invent. Mrs. G. 's role is to 

listen and respond to their narrative inventions. 

Interpreting the Teachers' Observations and Ideologies. My general 

interpretation of the four events described above is that some of the children like Chris tend 

to have individual ways of approaching storymaking but do so in the same way in each 

class. Other children like Jenny tend to approach storymaking in different ways in each 

class. In their observations, both Mrs. G. and Marie Josee focus on what the children are 

doing in each context. Both teachers encourage the children to work in small groups. I infer 

from these observations that Mrs. G. and Marie Josee have different asswnptions about the 

purposes of small group learning. It appears that the real purpose of external collaboration 

in Marie Josee's class is to correct their written texts which suggests a view of language 

that embodies the abstract and the ideal. While Marie Josee appears to view the relationship 

between language and thought as the passive effon to imitate an objective, external reality, 



Mrs. G. views the children as language users - as active agents in the process of 

constituting social reality. 
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Mrs. G. tends to value the children engaging in both external and internal 

collaboration. In one sense her view of collaboration is similar to Barnes' (1976) view of 

collaborative learning environments where children are free to explore and discover ideas 

with others in small groups in order to clarify and expand their thinking. Mrs. G. appears 

to value a learning environment that supports these children in their use of literacy events as 

experience. As well, her display on the bulletin board in the front hall of Beachwood 

School (04/28/85) also suggests she views collaboration on a continuum from individual 

invention to invention as a social phenomenon. Her display which includes samples of 

children's stories and journals, illustrates the following: reading and writing are personal 

experiences and exchanges of ideas; journals are a child's personal record of experience, 

ideas and opinions; and creative writing satisfies the basic need to communicate by 

externalizing that which is the subconscious use of language. 

It appears that for Marie Josee, children's literary texts are objects to be corrected. 

For Mrs. G. children's literary texts are experiences to be shared with others and a social, 

collective responsibility. At a theoretical level she views their texts as open systems for 

making meaning. If Wittgenstein is correct in his assumption that meaning arises from the 

use of words according to social rules in a community, one possible explanation for these 

teacher's different ideologies about the functions of collaborative writing groups and 

literary texts may be that they are culturally/historically influenced to adopt a cenaln 

perspective. 

There is a long historical tradition in L'academie fran~aise (the French academy - an 

institutionalized group of scholars who determine the nonns for standard usage of French) 
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to standardize and maintain the purity of the French language. More recently in Queb«: 

since Bill 101 and the establishment of the Office de la Langue Fran~aise Quebec (Quebec 

Office of the French Language), there has been increased emphasis and concern about the 

maintenance of French as a language and the language competence of francDphDnes. There 

is as well a debate among Quebec scholars in AnglDphDne and FrancDphone establishments 

about the French language competency .of anglophone 'French ImmersiDn' students. In 

both the fFancDphDne and Immersion educational contexts, there has been a tendency to 

focus like Saussure on the abstract system of language; this model .of language as well is 

embedded in the French educatiDnal system. In contrast the English tend tD emphasize a 

ChDmskian like focus on the ideolect.of the individual language user and tend tD be less 

cDncerned about language canonizing. Thus, each of the teachers may be influenced by the 

cultural historical intellectual collectivity, in Fleck's sense, she is a member .of. 

During phases two and three .of the study infDrmal conversations with these two 

teachers as illustrated in the following narrative segment 3:26 provide funher insights into 

their perceptions of StDry writing and these six child narrators/inventors as illustrated in the 

fDllowing narrative segment 3:26. 

Narrative Segment 3:26 Teacher's Perceptions of Social context and 

Children as Story Writers 

We are sitting in Marie JDsee'S Room 13 at the round table discussing the six 

children. Marie Jos« talks about her upcoming field trip tD Quebec City with this grade 

five/six class. Mrs. G. jokes about nDt being allDWed tD gD on the trip. Marie Josee 

responds seriDusly: If YDU come alDng, they will speak English. She recDunts an incident a 

few years agD when an English principal came .on the trip and all the children spDke 

English. The cDnversatiDn switches tD the six children. 
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MJ: I think David is lazy. He doesn't give his best in stories ... They're not rich in 

content ... What he has to say is interesting. 

Mrs. G: I disagree. Is he lazy or just spaced out? I think his mind is working all the 

time .. his practices are different. I think his writing is original. 

MJ: He wastes his time. If I wait for him to finish everything or anything I'd be 

waiting forever. The last four art lessons are not finished .... Chris settles down right 

away. He writes about his patrols and space ventures. I think he's locked into a few topics. 

He started this at Christtnas .. with these topics. He's writing a saga. He has an internal 

sense of French grammar and structure. Katie is like that also. 

Mrs. G.: Chris plays complex games at home and this is evident in the complex 

structures of his stories. He writes long stories. I think Katie has a social problem. She 

sees herself as being different. I think the family is very ambitious in terms of academic 

achievement. Katie competes for everything. 

MJ: Yes, she's at the top of her class. She likes attention and praise. She frequently 

approaches me with "See how good my story is built." Her mother knows the child is 

gifted. Last year in a parent interview she said "Katie is perfect." Katie does mostly flrst 

drafts, some second drafts. She is aware of all the possibilities when she writes and that 

she doesn't have to follow them. Nicky has improved the most on a regular basis since last 

year. She likes to share ideas even if it's not a perfect performance. 

Mrs. G.: That's like Jenny. She is a very nervous up tight kid. She likes to share 

but is very concerned about getting it right and doing the right things. She set herself a goal 

to read 100 books this year and is close to it. Alison sees the comical in everything. 

MJ: She has a good sense of humour. I think that most of my students feel they can 

say what they want. They feel very free. After visiting your class, I think they tend to do 
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topics on the same content. If they do a lot of mysteries in your class, they do mysteries in 

French. I think I prefer to look at content more now .. But how do you give the students the 

skills? I never realized how they were building their stories. 

Mrs. G.: They have fun working in groups. Most like working with a partner. 

They can work out different ideas and different suggestions can be offered by the group. I 

think they prefer to write rather than be read to. One day I tried to read to them and they 

said they dido't want to be read to. They know the basic steps for strategies or for working 

out a story. If one doesn't suit them they know that they can skip it. For example, they 

know they don't have to brainstorm. Some prefer a ftrst draft as a ftnished piece. For 

example Chris never rewrites. 

MJ: The groups have changed since September. In my class they tend to write in 

pairs .. In your class, there's no limit in a group, 4-5 and even some kids are alone. 

Mrs. G.: They assume responsibility for planning their writing. There has to be the 

possiblity of choice. 

MJ: Their writing is not mark related. 

(Field Notes 03/28/85) 

Although Mrs. G. and Marie Josee share their perceptions of the six children and 

their approach to storywriting, they have different views about the use of English within 

the Immersion context. Immersion teachers do express concern about Immersion children's 

French language proftciency within the context of an English school. What 10 this segment 

is significant about the snippet of conversation about using English is the dialectical 

relationship between these two linguistic groups; the segment points to the two solitudes 

coexisting within Beachwood School. Despite Marie Josee's concern about the children 

speaking English in an Immersion setting, she acknowledges that the school context and 
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some key social events influence the children's storywriting in her classroom. In particular. 

both teachers refer to the forthcoming child-author conference in April and believe that 

Claire McKay's visit to the school will influence the children's sense of authorship. As the 

teachers negotiate their ideologies, the children establish their own connections with each 

other, their literary texts and with professional authors. This is illustrated in narrative 

segments 3:27 and 3:28. 

Narrative Segment 3:27 - A Social Event - Individuals Connect to a 

Professional Author 

The children in Mrs. G's room 4 have been reading the book Mini Bike Hero by 

Claire McKay. At 1:30 they move to the library where Mrs. McKay is waiting to talk with 

the middle grades. When they arrive the library is already full and these grade five /six 

children scurry to find places to sit on the floor. Jenny points me to her own story book she 

has written for a grade three child. Her book Le Premier Jour D'Ecole de Marie 

Claude sits on top of one of the bookshelves near the sign - Have You Read A Story By 

A Beachwood Author? Mrs. McKay talks with the children for half an hour and then 

invites questions. The children jump right in. Nicky asks: Are some stories easier to write 

than others? When you were younger did you dream of becoming an author? Katie: Do you 

get your ideas from books? Do you base your characters on people you know? Are your 

stories usually fantasies? David: Does someone help you get ideas? Do you write a story 

based on something that really happened? Katie: Is the illustrator your friend? Do you ever 

get turned down? Alison: How do you find an illustrator? Jenny: What does your publisher 

look for in your stories? Alison: Do you ever get writer's block? Nicky: When you go to 

the publisher are you scared he will turn you down? When you finish a book do you start 

another one right away? David: When you write a book do you ever get ideas for another 
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book when you are writing? Do you know how long your stories will be? Katie: How do 

you write a story you know children will like? Jenny: Since Mini Bike involves children 

do you have children and write about their experiences? Nicky: When you write is the 

ending always happy? Alison: Do you like to write many different characters? Katie: How 

do you go about ending your stories? Nicky: Do you get a chance to meet other authors? 

(04/15/85) 

The range of questions posed by these children indicate their awareness of writing 

as a social activity. Some children are more concerned about how an author might make life 

to text moves while others are curious about the move from text to life. 

Narrative Segment 3:28 - Sharing Individual Narratives as Social Events 

There is a sense of excitement and anticipation in Room 13 as the children await 

Mrs. G's grade three class. Marie Josee tells them that they will read their stories to five 

children. Since Mrs. McKay's visit the children have been working on writing stories for 

younger children. At 9:00 a.m. Mrs. G. arrives with her group; the third graders enter 

demurely in apparent awe of these older children. The children naturally search each other 

out, moving from one story reader to another. There are sixty children and three adults 

moving about. Yet there is a sense of social order. Marie Josee brings John over to Chris 

and tells him to read his story L' Espion - "parce que votre histoire est bonne" (because 

your story is good). Jenny is reading her story Le Premier Jour D'Ecole Pour Marie 

Claude to Denis. Denis listens and then moves on to Alison reading Le Crayon des 

1000 Expressions. Nicky has a group of boys in the comer and is reading her story 

Jacques L'Epyx. David has been eagerly searching kids out to read his story Les 

Adventures de Jo. The children are caught up in this social event. Both Marie Josee and 

Mrs. G. stand back watching them with obvious enjoyment and fascination. Mrs. G. 
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announces to the whole group that it's time to leave: We've been lucky to hear your 

stories. The grade threes return to room 4. Marie Josee asks her children how they feel 

about this experience. Alison comments on their French language proficiency and says they 

comprehend French very well. Nicky says she was at first afraid to read in French. Marie 

Josee asks if the children talked to them in English or in French; they respond "in French." 

This discussion about this aesthetic experience and social event fades into the efferent 

exercise of the dic~e. Marie Josee signals the beginning of the dictee. The children put their 

stories away and open their cahiers d'exercices. This routine seems particularly 

incongruous when viewed against the children's affective responses to the previous literacy 

event in which they were decidedly in charge. 

Summary: Between the Stated and the Actual 

Dewey (1936) believes "all human experience is ultimately social; it involves 

contact and communication" (p. 38). Geenz argues that human thought is consummately 

social in its origins, functions, form and application. This chapter documents the 

ideological context of the Riverview school board, Beachwood school and the classroom 

ideology and routines of the two teachers. It describes how these two teachers'. Mrs. G. 

and Marie Josee, orchestrate literacy events in their classrooms and negotiate their 

ideologies both inside and outside their classrooms through social interactions in day-to

day lived experiences (Giroux, 1983). It would appear that both teachers value story writing 

in their classrooms as social events. Both teachers set up collaborative writing 

environments in which children socially interact while writing a story jointly or singly. On 

some occasions children spontaneously choose to work as a collective group to produce a 

single text and on other occasions they write parallel texts (a text on the same subject or 

within the same genre) singly after a joint conversation. 
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Both teachers value and encourage cooperation and participation. Although at a 

theoretical level both teachers appear to view literacy as a set of social practices, in actual 

classroom practice they organize literacy events in different ways and respond to the 

children's stories in different ways. Thus, there are some fundamental differences between 

Mrs. G. and Marie Josee with respect to their teacher ideology and classroom practice. 

Mrs. G. sets up her class as a reading and writing workshop/community while Marie Josee 

encourages a tutoring relationship among the children as writing partners. They both 

relinquish their traditional teacher role at times, provide routines and a format for story 

writing. However, their patterns of intervention in this process are varied; Mrs. G. acts 

more as an enabler and responder to the children's ongoing efforts, while Marie Josee acts 

more as a linguistic resource for the children to draw upon for vocabulary and spelling 

during the process and a corrector of their written texts after the story writing event. 

However, to characterize collaboration only around the educational tasks these teachers 

define is a limited view of the potential of the collaborative process. 

Table 3-1 summarizes the two teachers' models of narrative discourse as well as 

their values and beliefs about story writing and the children as story writers. In some cases, 

there appears to be a gap between their stated beliefs as indicated by their reflecti ve 

comments and their actual lived experiences as teachers mediating the educational process 

in these social contexts. Although there are differences between the two teachers in what 

they say and do, their theoretical beliefs suggest a wider framework for storying and 

broader perspective on narrative discourse than their actual classroom practice reveals. 

Consider both teachers' definitions of an author: For Mrs. G. "being an author means you 

have opportunity to express your ideas and your thoughts and to internalize things that are 

nonnally in your free conscious." Marie Josee states that "little by little at ease in a 



Table J.J Comparison oC Mrs. G.'s and Marie JltSEe's l'crsl.cdivcs on Narrative and Slory Wriling 

Favorite Type or Siories 

Essenlials oC a Good Siory 

Mrs. (; 

• I like all kinds of stories 

• TIlCre is no one genre I prefer over 
others 

• for the child, he has to feci frcc 10 
usc words without fcar 

• freedom comes from knowing that he 
is not going to be corrected 

TIle child who has been exposed to a 
lot of re.1<ling, has donc a lot of 
reading, has II.,d a widc range of ex(IC
riences, who is familiar with the 
things that me haJlllCnillg ill Ihe world 
is prohahly ~()illg 10 he Ihe heller story 
writer hccame he has a lot more to 
draw Oil 

MarieJoset 

• My favorites are those where the characters 
live thmugh situations, where the feelings are 
very strong 

• I don't have Iny particular preferences as 10 
subjects, situation, themes or settings 

• I'm DOl looking necessarily for action but the 
fccling in I slOry 

• I need to relate to characters 

• I'm I person who likes to live intense feelings 
ond 1'111 looking for these feelings in books 

• 

A good slory has 10 be easil y read 

I think the writing is more important than the 
adventure 

for me,the characters must have enough 
nmmces, IIIl1st be ahle to b.ing SlNllClhing new 
to the re.,der, must be colorful enough 10 give 
Icclings 10 the reader, must he realistic enough 
evell if they arc lictium" characters, to believe 
ill them 

W 
N ...... 



Kinds 01 Stories You Uke to 
Itead to Children 

Seledlon 01 Stories to Read 

Mrs.H Marle-Jos& 

• I like aillypes • Stories where lhe children arc involved, where 
chiklrcn live dinicllllics, where childrcn can 
identify particularly prohlems or adolescence For youngcr childrcn I like !;Iorie'llhat 

Ihey cm. play with words illiun alld 
origirwl ways • I like 10 rend stories nf cxperience which will 

Icadlo a discussiollahcrward 
• Siories in which thcy can stand back 

and think 

• Siories they find appealing 

• I cklll'llikc 10 rcnd a story where afterward I'll 
ask Ihe chiklrcII COUlllfchcliSioll '1llCSlions 

I like 10 rcad stories for pleasure 

Ilhink my choice is based always on feelings 

Slnric!C III whkh you can Idcnlir y wilh die 
lI1&1ill c.:hmaclcr 

• Knowing children al dinerclII agc!!, • I pulmyselr in the children's place or the age 
you gel to know what al,.lCals 10 Ihcrn 

An example, one or Ihe Ihings Ihey 
cnjoyed immensely Ihis year was l11e 

• I clK)()SC Ihelll nccording 10 Ihe situation we 
CXllClicflce in class 

Twits by R. Dahl and Clairc McKay's • I choose them in periodicals, magazines; I 
Ihink Ihose lellts are for children of that age 
(11,12) 

Mini Biki Hero 

Use your inluition 
I choose whcn I rc.1lize there's a lherrIC that 
can touch the childrcn 

• I won'l choose a slory in relation to a need ror 
advcnturc; it's much more cmotionalthan 
(lnylhing else IN 

N 
N 



English and French Narrative 

lIow Children I.earn to Write 
Stories 

Mrs. (I 

• I think thcy express dirrercnt idcas, 
lIaditions, sccncs and charactcrs 

• U's jllstthe words tll.,t makc the 
difference, die way die cxprcssions 
come across 

~lar~-JlIs~f 

I think thc contcnt is thc same. 

• rnglish stnrics nre nK.rc acccssible because 
thcy IIrc ck.ser tu tile SJ.ukclI L,nguagc; french 
stories arc closer to dlC literary language 

• l11e dirrcrcnce betwecn oral and wrillen is not 
• l11C basic writing l)Jocess is tile SillrIC as great in English 

• l11e experiencing of reading is tiIC 
same 

• Genre is an important organizing 
factor in children's wriling 

• Genre is important because it offcrs 
you I variety of forms to keep in mind 
as you are using your crart to express 
yourselr 

• I don't think any or the genres require 
more creative imagination or experi-
ence than the Oilier 

• Through being exposed to current 
events 

• They draw on both personal and 
imaginative cXllCriences 

• ndorc tileY writc a story tileY need to hear lots 
(If stories, atlcast4-S stories I week 

• Invite children to participate and bring stories 
to class; at the beginning they imil8le .. thors 

• In the beginning of learning in I second 
languagc, children will try to rewrite I story 
using olher characters 

• They rely on existing stories 

• Children should be able to express themselves 
- telling not only facts but reelings 

W 
N 
W 



Mrs. (; 

Use or Story Wriling in Class • I expose lhem 10 as milch variely as 
possible in slory books and other 
fonns of writing 

I use as many opportunilies Ihat are 
available within sclK)()1 for different 
types of story writing 

• I play on their interests and use those 
to develop and expand their ideas so 
ideas can be clarified in discussion 
and can become part of story wriling 

• I make tbem aware through lise of 
audio visual CCJlliJlIIIClitthcy have in 
tllCir homes, radio, T. V. , lcaming 
flCWS 

• I give lhem OflI01l1nily to di~uss 
tllings in the w(lfld allli to make Ihat 
part of tllCir cXJlcricnce 

• lllCfC is a range or experience IIICY 
can be exposed to which gives tbern 
opportunity 10 draw from more IIlings 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Marie-Josh 

I use il in a fairly direcled way, maybe a billOO 
directed in the beginning 

I find the children have difficulty finding a 
lopic 

I direct them: Do you want 10 write about a 
character? Do you want to write a story in the 
past, in the future or tell an adventure? 

I alternate between frce choice and assigned 
lopics (i.e. loday you will wrile in the firsl 
per"""I, or Ihe stury will take place at a 
Iwticulur lime 

l11C nKIfC I sec children ahle 10 work inde-
pendently lleavc IhclII frce 

My gnal is tbat tlICY come to write as freely as 
IlOssihlc 

I do thc free writing once a week 

I have an impression of always walking on 
eggs wben I invite them to write a story 

W 
N 
~ 



Intenlionality and Accomplish
Dlent 

Childre.'. Narrative Compe
tence 

Mrs. (~ 

• A story will become a play, a skit, a 
sccnario 

TIICY put down cxactly whatthcy want 
to say 

TIICY arc proud of whatthcy have 
donc 

(think they write stories for thcir own 
sakc 

• They are very good story writers 

• TIICY know how 10 writc a story; tlICY 
can carry a story from tllC beginning 
to its final end 

They can take ideas and order them 

• They feel satisficd with the dling they 
have expressed 

Most have an idca of what wc call the 
writing process 

TIlcy know about hrainstorming lind 
working with a partner, gClling a linal 
prutluct 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Mllrle-.hl.'i& 

11ICY try to shuw off a bit 

11ICY try to show a part of thcmselves lhalthey 
admirc 

Thcy try to have an cffect on the reader 
because thcy know thcir stOfies will be read by 
sumcone 

lllCY cxpress thcir feclings 

Dy writing thcy can hide behind a character 

1hcy show to what cxtent dlCy can use the 
second language 

• ( think lhey know a lot more than they show 

• 11ICY don 'I know much 

• Globally, I dlink they know thai a good lellt 
should have an interesting introduction, a 
development and a certain conclusion that 
leaves us with die desire to come back 

• From the writing viewpoint, lheir use of 
punctuation and paragraphs is very poor 

111e writing itself is vcry wcak 

• 1hcy know dlat dley should amuse the reader 
ahovc anything 

111c more thcy wrile tllC morc tlICY undcrstand 
lhe process 

My kid~ Ihink IhatllCillg an aUlhor is Ihal wc 
IIIl1st ciliellain 

W 
N 
Ul 



MrsJ: 

Kinds or Stories Children Write • 'nlCY ,k'Il'1 waflilo he lolel whallypcs 
or silKics 10 write 

• l1ICY like 10 have a rree choice 

• Some rccl mysleries arc easier 

• lbcyeach have a ravorite IYlle 

Enjoyment or Slories • TIICY like 10 re .. "llIIyslcry alld advcn-
lure 

• I don'llhink I have any reluclanl slcwy 
wrilers or rc:,,1ct s 

• Some children jusllakc kMlgcr 10 gCI 
down IllCir ideas 011 l"llll~r 

Marie-JosEe 

Adventure stories rm IIIC nUI~,..ity - always in 
relatiulilo a IllCnlC or sillmliull we experience 
in class 

• Children arc very in.hlCnccd by Ihe leacher 

• l1ICY write aiKltlt tllC same lhing in French as 
allCy ck, in English 

• 

• 

• 

• 

l1ICY arc inlerested in tllC rUlure; llICY will 
wrile IIlCir SkKY laking .,Iace in Ihe fulure 

I ck'II'1thillk they like to write siories; I think 
IIICY ck, ilto 1,lcnse IIIC lcachcr 

I hllve the illllllclISi,w. 1Ia.,llhcre Is. small 
IIIUllcMliuulhallikes lu wrile slcwies 

Ilhink Ihe chilcllcn like whal is easy, flUJ and 
sillll'lc 

I ck,..'lthink tlICY like wriling because ii's lots 
or inlclleclual work 

W 
N 
0\ 



I)ennilion or an AuUlor 

Mrs. <: 

• Deing an author means you have 
opportunity to express your ideas and 
YOllr thoughts will to extcrnalil£ 
Ihings thal arc normally in your frcc 
conscious 

Marie-JosH 

• SlOry wriling is a vehicle of eommunicailon 
bclwccn me and my studenlS 

• II's impol1anlthcy experience pleasure 

• Imagin81ive Slories are harder lO wriac and take 
,"ore lime 

• Whal is slrange is thai many children are very 
good slory lellcrs and Ihey don't have the 
inlcntion of becoming professional aUlhors 

• Narrative is any Slory, for me,lhat is wriuen in 
the lirst person or any descriptive text 

• Lillie by lillie as a child becomes very much II 
ease in a language, helshe will use hWher 
imagination more 

W 
N 
0'1 
QI 
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language, he/she will use his/her imagination more."Mrs. G. judges the essentials of a 

good story in terms of children's interests. Her methods are aimed at spontaneous 

expression, great individual freedom and satisfaction of children's needs. She relies on her 

intuition in choosing stories to read to her children. For Marie Josee stories must engage 

her affective response; the style of writing is more important than the adventure. She 

consciously chooses stories in which the children can identify with the main character. 

While Marie Josee says that she feels she "is walking on eggs when she approaches story 

reading and writing," Mrs. G. is fully confident she is giving the children the opportunity 

to engage in the process of storying, which in her view means "creating a story in their 

minds from experience" (Retrospective interview 05/U3/85). 

Marie Josee assumes that story telling and story reading must precede story writing. 

Mrs. G. believes that genre is an important organizing factor in children's story writing. 

Both teachers appear to be influenced by the ideological contexts for teaching and learning 

in English and in French in the Riverview School Board as described at the beginning of 

this chapter. For Marie Josee vocabulary and description are the most important aspects of 

narrative discourse. Mrs. G. believes that literature extends children's sensibilities and 

children extend their social orientation in daily social interaction with each other. 

In summary, at a theoretical level Mrs. G. appears to have a functional, dialogic 

view of language and storying while Marie Josee appears to adhere to a copy theory of 

language. In relation to Barnes' characteristics of teacher ideology as transmission and 

interpretative, Marie Josee appears to be more in the transmission mode and Mrs. G. more 

in the interpretative mode. Mrs. G. tends to have a collaborative view of learning and 

invention as a social act while Marie Josee views collaboration as children working with 

partners to help each other. In her view, ultimately each child is an individual agent of 



invention. However, there are occasions for example as described in narrative segment 

3:28 when she appears to value story writing as a social act. 
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On occasions both teachers' models of narrative discourse as interpreted from their 

classroom practices can be characterzed as linear and goal directed and offer the children 

different degrees of fit between opponunities for storywriting and the children's stylistic 

preferences. However, it is imponant to note that their views are not static. Infonnal 

conversations and observations indicate that their knowledge is always on the move. As 

Britton says, "In any confrontation what we know must be refonnulated in the light of 

what we perceive and our knowledge is forever on the move" (Britton, 1983, p.921). 

In this chapter, I have described how the meanings of both teachers and children are 

produced, expressed and understood in a school context. These meanings are influenced by 

other impinging contexts, which were not always apprendable at the precise moment of the 

observations in the two classroom contexts, English Language Arts and French Immersion. 

The socio-political and linguistic contexts for teaching and learning within the Riverview 

school board and Beachwood school mediate between the consciousness of the two 

classroom teachers, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee and the six children in complex ways and 

influence the children's inner and outer storying, what their narratives look like and what 

they might be. 

In the next chapter, I provide a descriptive analysis of the children's perceptions of 

the storymaking process as gleaned from the varied interviews in English and in French 

over the period of one school year. 
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NOTES - CHAPTER 3 

1. Important Bills and French Immersion 

The Official Languages act of 1969 recognized French and English as the two 
official languages of the federal government. This act officially sanctioned bilingualism in 
Canadian institutions. French Immersion education evolved in response to a national 
language policy as well as the 1977 Quebec provincial language policy, The Charter of the 
French Language (Bill 101). This law established French as the only official language of 
the province and it limited access to English schooling. Many francophones view this 
chatter as an essential legislative measure to ensure the survival of the French Language 
and are opposed to the notion of bilingualism in Quebec. Many anglophones feel threatened 
by this charter. 

2.Riverview School Board 

The Riverview School Board was one of the first school boards in Quebec to 
implement a middle French Immersion Program. In the late sixties and early seventies, it 
was traditionally perceived as one of the most innovative school boards in the Province. In 
infonnal conversations with some of their school principals during the year of the study 
several principals questioned whether this perception was still valid in the eighties. 

3. Krashen 

The relationships between first and second language acquisition is a central issue in 
the literature on second language acquisition. Krashen distinguishes between two possible 
processes: 1) acquisition is a largely unconscious process in which language acquirers are 
not usually aware of the fact they are using the language for communication; 2) learning is a 
conscious process usually experienced in classrooms. Krashen uses the tenn learning to 
refer to "conscious knowledge of the second language, borrowing the rules, being aware of 
them and being able to talk about them" (Krashen, 1982, p. 10). I believe that Krashen's 
acquisition/learned dichotomy which is central to his theory of second language acquisition 
is questionable and does not reflect what some second language learners do when they 
learn a second language. 

4. Ministry of Education Objectives and the Riverview School Boards Goals of 
French Immersion 

I have used the word "appears" deliberately. A surface comparison of the two 
programs would seem to indicate they are in synchrony. However, document analyses of 
these two programs indicates that the literature __ adopted by the Riverview School 
Board for their teachers include certain recommended teaching practices which are not 
compatable with the theoretical assumptions which underlie the Ministry's program. 

5. Dialogue on Learning 

It is interesting to note that during the entire year of the study, I did not hear, with 
the exception of Mrs. G., the Beachwood teachers or principal mention of this 



infrastructure. In addition, the Elementary Language am consultant for the board did no?30 
visit the school during the year of this study although she participated in the Dialogue on 
Learning sessions. 





Chapter 4 

D'APRES L'APPARENCE 

(BY THE LOOKS OF IT) 

Overview 

Merleau - Ponty (1964) examines what he calls the infrastructure of the child's 

understanding - the collection of processes that enable him to feel, perceive and 

understand. He views the language acquisition process as an open system capable of 

expressing an indeterminate number of ideas to come ( p.97). He argues that 

there is no moment at which you could grasp, in a pure state, his way of 
perceiving, completely apart from the social conditioning that influences 
him .... It is as though there is in the child a son of elasticity that sometimes 
makes him react to the influences of his surroundings by finding his own 
solutions to the problems they pose (p.108). 

He goes on to say that 

the internal characteristics of the subject always intervene in his way of 
establishing his relations with what is outside him. It is never simply the 
outside which molds him; it is he himself who takes a position in the face of 
external conditions ( p.108). 
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In this study Merleau - Ponty's argument is the imponance of understanding how 

children view English and French authors and see themselves as English and French 

authors. This chapter is divided into three sections. In Section 1, I provide a descriptive 

analysis of the general patterns of the six childrens' perceptions of the story making 

process which gleaned from the varied interviews I conducted in English and in French 

over the period of one school year. In Section 2, I describe the patterns of variation among 

the six children and across interview situations within an interpretative framework. In 

Section, 3, I discuss interviewing as a research tool for understanding how teachers and 
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children come to know and negotiate meanings, and how a researcher comes to understand 

the meanings they have negotiated. 

Janet Emig (1983) argues that inquiry paradigms of writing need to be based on at 

least four different theories: 1) Theory of Meaning; 2) Theory of Language; 3) Theory of 

Learning; and 4) Theory of Research. These four categories are used in the intrepretive 

summary which concludes this chapter. This summary expands Goodman's theoretical 

concept of dual text (Goodman et al., 1987). The data collected in this study suggests that 

there are two texts (Goodman et al., 1987): the commanded text - the text a child writes to 

please his teacher or interlocutor, and the preferred text - the text a child creates to represent 

his intentionality. 

Descriptive Analysis of Childrens' Perceptions of English and French Story 
Making 

In order to organize the interview data a profile was developed for each interview. 

This profile identified the recurring themes from each of the taped interviews. Figure 4.1 is 

a profile which summarizes the general panerns of the children's perceptions that occurred 

frequently in both the English and French individual and group interviews. However, no 

one interview ever elicited the total picture of the children's perceptions nor that of an 

individual child. I have grouped their comments thematically under the following four 

general domains which emerged from the data: 1) Alliance between L1 and L2; 2) Social 

Texts; 3) Preferred Style; and 4) Sociolinguistic and Affective Issues. 

The analysis of this data shows variation in panerning between the six children's 

perceptions across all four major domains. Within the six sub domains, there is variation in 

terms of the strategies (Production/Processing Strategies) they deployed, differentiated 

lines of reasoning, and degrees of acceptance of the two social texts (Social Texts); there is 
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variation in the children's stylistic preferences and social purposes for writing (Preferred 

Styles). The children's perceptions of themselves as story writers/authors and their 

enjoyment of story writing in English and French are equally varied 

(Sociolinguistic/Affective ). 

Issue I: Alliance Between Ll and L2: Processing Time or Time For Writing 

in L2. 

The dominant pattern and issue to emerge consistently from the interview data was 

the children's perceptions of an uneasy and uneven alliance between L1 and L2 writing, and 

English and French story writing, especially with respect to the time and effort involved. 

Figure 4.1 columns on the left, labelled D (Difficult) and Reasons indicate that the children 

unanimously perceived story writing to be more difficult in L2 than in Ll. The children are 

in agreement that physical time is the major reason for the difficulty. The following 

comment by Jenny reflects the children's concern about sufficient time for story writing in 

French. 

Jenny: As I was saying before ... whenever urn ... she (the French teacher) 
gives us only one hour to write a story, I find it more difficult to write 
my story and to get something in the middle ... and when she gives 
us ... when the teacher gives us more time, I can think up my ideas 
clearly ... 
(Retrospective Group Interview, 06/06/85) 

The children's comments reflect their awareness of time constraints when they are 

dealing with the activity of story writing in L2. They perceive themselves to be more 

efficient story writers in L1 than in L2. Katie says she thinks "it's easier to write in English 

because you're always thinking in English and all your ideas can go down on one sheet and 

you can write .. .it's much easier." They perceive a direct relationship between their reliance 

on time and their resulting proficiency in realizing stories in L2. Although Jenny believes 
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story writing in L2 to be a slower process than in LI, she does acknowledge in this 

retrospective group interview, that given more time to write, she can express herself more 

clearly. Alison believes shaping at the point of utterance (Britton, 1978) is easier in Ll than 

in L2. She offers the following advice to resolve the time problem: 

Well for time, it should be like ... the teacher should know that ah 
your mother tongue is English, because that's how all the people 
are in the class ... and so in French, they should give you a bit 
more time because you have to think about it more and it's 
harder for you uh to do ... to do it fast. .. ah ... like you do in 
English .. .like you can't go like it's finished .. .like for 
simpler ... so they should know that you need more time to ... to 
think ... to think about what you're going to write 
about. .. (Retrospective Group Interview, 06ft)6/85) 

In this same group interview, David agrees with Alison on the issue of teacher 

assignment of time for story writing in L2. 

Yeah. The same as Alison says ... that. .. that in French they should give 
you more time. But often a French teacher doesn't give us much 
time ... cause she says like just do it for homework and I. .. then 
I. .. and fIrst I have to do my other homework and then I have to 
think of a title and that's a problem ... or a subject. .. and then you 
know ... to, to translate them ... and to just do it for homework is 
not enough time. They should give us more than one day like, 
like Mrs. G. does give 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 

However, David perceives the time constraint from a number of perspectives such 

as processing time in L2, assignment of physical time for writing a story, and his own 

personal preferred time for writing stories. Consider his comments in the following 

segments from the same interview: 

Well ... that, that, you know thinking in 
English ... whenever ... whenever I must speak to the teacher or 
friend in class. 1...1 .. .1 think what I'm going to say in English 
and then I translate it, then say it in French ... and so it takes 
longer than if I just want to say something in English .. .it just 
comes straight out. 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I think I like stories the ways Mrs. G. does it than Marie Josee 
because often Marie Josee says you've got to do a story for 
homework ... but...Mrs. G ... doesn't say that ... that so much. 
She says, urn ... you have to do say four or five stories for ... for 
the end of the year or whatever and ... and so I could son of do it 
like one out of one ... when it suits me and I have a lot more time 
to do it in ... so I find it much easier. 
(Retrospective Group Interview 06/06/85) 
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David has his own personal rhythm for getting things done; writing a story in either 

language is easier when he can write as he says, "when it suits [him]," and also "when he 

has a lot more time to make his stories longer and different." This attitude did not endear 

him to his French teacher, nor to school administrators nor other teachers in the school! 

Thus, the children's measurement of time refers to varied intervals of time: "the 

time it takes," "how long a time," "during how much time," "to have the time," "the time in 

which they normally act," "to take the time" and in David's case even "to lose time." 

Although the issue of "time" was most frequently mentioned as a source of 

difficulty in L2 story writing in both the English and French group interviews, this item 

appeared much less frequently in the individual interviews. In these interviews, the children 

talked more about the difficulty of realizing story time and human time in writing in either 

language and in particular, the problem of dealing with tense in L2, and backgrounding and 

foregrounding events in time, or as David put it, the problem of "mise en forme." 

Their teacher, Marie Josee, herself reflected on the issue of time during one of my 

classroom observations in the month of January. As we both observed the children writing 

stories, she approached me and commented: "I think that ten minutes is not enough time for 

them to write a story." (Field Notes 12/12/84) 
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It is clear from the children's initial comments that they initially perceived time as 

the major constraint in the Ll and L2 alliance. The question arises to what extent this 

perception was influenced by and intertwined with the actual physical time and opportunity 

allocated for L2 story writing. David explains that even "when it is assigned for 

homework, you have to leave time for other subject areas." 

Although the children generally agreed on the issues of time, speed and ease of 

processing written language in Ll and L2, they did not attribute the same reasons for their 

own personal difficulties in realizing a story in French. Their comments centered on the 

two major issues of planning and thinking in Ll or L2, and of translating. It is within these 

areas we see a variation across the children in their perceptions of the strategies they used. 

For example, both Chris and David thought it was a problem of accessing the 

semantic system in L2, and more specifically of representing humor in French. Chris says 

that "there are some things you can't say from one language to the next," "for example, hit 

the road ... frapper la rue .. .it doesn't quite work in French." David says in his French 

individual interview, it is easier to write in French because he has "plus de mots en 

Anglais, c'est plus facile" (more words in English, it is much easier). It is interesting to 

note that accessing the L2 semantic system was mentioned by Halliday (1976) in his 

personal description of learning Chinese. Jenny thought that her reliance on the dictionary 

(which was encouraged in her L2 class) was slowing her down. Katie attributed her major 

problems to the differences in word order in the French language system; as she puts it in 

the following comment, "it's all those jumbled up words"; she maintained her position on 

learning in Ll and L2 throughout the entire study and across interviews. Nicky believed 

that the English language system is "more free." She says, "You can fiddle around more in 

English and that's what makes it easier." The issue of the alliance between Ll and L2 
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becomes more complicated when we move to the third category under Alliance Between 

Ll and L2 in Figure 4.1 and examine what the children say about their production and 

processing strategies. 

Production and Processing Strategies . McLaughlin differentiates between 

tactics and strategies. He describes strategies: 
as superordinate abstract constant and long term cognitive 
processes. They are thought to be employed by all language 
learners regardless of language background, age or acquisitional 
context. .. Tactics are used to meet the demands of specific 
learning tasks. (McLaughlin, 1978, p. 26) 

McLaughlin's distinction reflects back to Vygotsky's original 1935 question about 

language differentiation, which I posed in the introduction, and Steiner's concern about the 

relationship between natural language learning and institutionalized language learning. 

Evidence from the profUe chan, Figure 4.1 shows varied patterns among the children's 

perceptions of production and processing strategies. When I began this study, I thought 

naively that I would be able to neatly categorize and chan what bilingual story writers do. 

In charting these children's interviews, observing, and interpreting what they did do over 

the period of one school year, I have had to rethink this assumption. Consider what the 

children say in the following excerpts. 

Chris says he does not plan ahead when writing his English and French stories; in 

the following segment, from an individual interview, he describes his approach to story 

writing: 

Chris: Well usually when I write a story .. .1 just think up in my 
head as it comes .. .1 don't know some son of a design or graph 
to ... to do the steps of a story and figure it out 
beforehand .. .like ... un ... some other writers might do. 1. . .Ijust 
take it off the top of my head ... and ... write it down and ... hope 
that I don't write myself into a corner.( 
Individual Interview, 05/15/85) 
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He also reported that he "thinks in French" when he writes his French stories. It 

would appear that Chris approaches L2 story writing with the same set of general 

language-learning and story-writing strategies. One could infer from both the 

observational data, and from his and his teachers' comments, that he weaves two language 

systems together. 

Jenny describes herself as a planner in both languages. Recall her comments earlier 

in Chapter 3 where she said she "brainstorms her stories" ("you brainstonn a story and 

then you use your brainstonn") and her perception of brainstorming as a major strategy 

writers should use to write stories. This is a strategy that she was directly taught in her 

English Language Arts class. Recall how she also reports her reliance on books and the 

dictionary as resources for her story writing; the former strategy was encouraged in her 

English class, and the latter was encouraged in her French class. The question arises: are 

these natural strategies Jenny uses, or in McLaughlin's sense, tactics she uses to meet the 

demands of doing school and pleasing her teachers and which may influence her long tenn 

writing strategies? This question raises further questions about the relationship between 

experiences, child development and the influence of instructional contexts. 

In an individual interview and in group interviews, she mentions that she writes 

stories in both languages for her little cousin. Yet, in these interviews there is no mention 

of her use of brainstorming as a strategy for story writing, nor reliance on either a French 

or English dictionary. Contrary to what one might expect about a bilingual child who like 

Jenny, has been exposed to both languages simultaneously, she says she translates and 

thinks in Ll when writing her French stories. Midway through the year of the study. she 

describes her dilemma of thinking in L2 and switching to Ll when writing a French story. 

She describes her struggle to break her dependence on Ll in the following interview: 



Jenny 

Int 

Jenny 

Well, whenever I write in French, sometimes I think in English 
what to write down. I stan writing in English ... and like ... half of 
the story is in French and half of the story is in English because 
when I first .. .1 hope you understand. 

Uh, uh. 

In the first half of the story I think in French and I write in 
French and then I get tired of writing and I stan thinking in 
English what I am going to say ... when I'm losing all my 
ideas ... then I stan .. .1 stan thinking in English and then I start 
writing in English and in French. So I get so mad that I have to 
stan allover again cause ... like I usually ... when I write my 
French stories, I usually think in French and I ... 
(Retrospective Group Interview, 06/06/85) 

Jenny obviously gets upset with herself when she finds herself translating -

something the L2 literature claims is not characteristic of a compound bilingual, as one 

might likely expect Jenny to be. Jenny is the one child in the study who shifted her 

perceptions across all domains. 

While Alison says she plans only in L2 and thinks in L2, Katie was most 

emphatic about not planning ovenly on paper in either language. She does admit to 

what Murray (1987) characterizes as covenly rehearsing and planning in her head. 

As she says in one group interview with a great deal of rising intonation. "I planned 

Aunt Maude IN MY HEAD" (06106/85). This commentary on writing her English 

play, Moose on the Loose, which includes the character called Aunt Maude, 

reflects her general stance in interviews towards story writing in both languages. 

She says she thinks in L2, and is the only child who talked about imagining in L1 

and L2, and an author's problem of searching for salient details in writing stories in 

English or in French. Katie: I knew what I was going to do from beginning to the 
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end, cause I sort of had planned it in my head. I didn't plan it on paper. 

(Retrospective Group Interview 06A>6/85). 
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She says that "some of [her] ideas come right away" and that "it's really easy to go 

to the end [of a story] if you know what you're talking about." Katie attributed her success 

as both an Ll and L2 story writer to the power of her imagination. She comments that 

"what comes out on paper in either language is rarely different from what I imagined or 

pictured." Within the same group interview on English and French story writing strategies, 

she says 

Katie: When I'm writing in ... French ... my ideas come in 
French ... Although when I'm speaking in French, my ideas 
come in English ... Un .. .1 find it's like, like when, when I write a 
story in French .. .it's much easier in French 'cause I know 
what's going to happen ... uh 'cause I had urn an idea in French. 
Unless if the teacher is speaking or something, I write it down 
and I don't have to think ... in English very much. (Katie is 
referring here to the routine of dictee writing in her French 
Immersion class). I have to think in French ... 'cause ... you see, 
if you think in English, you sorta get mixed up. 
(Retrospective Group Interview, 06A>6/85) 

Like Katie, Nicky also appears to be "shaping at the point of utterance" (Britton, 

1972), as she offers the following commentary on her story writing process in Ll and L2. 

In general, she says, "I just do it as it comes." In the same group interview, she disagrees 

with Jenny's statements about planning: 

Nicky: Ah well ... Ah no because it means .. .in French .. .1 don't plan 
ahead but I don't in either in English, but I don't. .. I just go 
like .. .1 just start and continue from where .. .like I. . .if .. .like I'll 
just say 'the Reverend's here now', and do something else and 
then I'll say whatever I want. . .like I DON'T PLAN AHEAD. 
(Retrospective Group Interview, 06A>6/85) 
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Like Chris and Katie, Nicky says that she is a non planner across the two 

languages. Unlike Chris, and more like Jenny, she is another bilingual child who admits to 

translating in L2 story writing. Nicky does not perceive that she has the skill to dip into her 

own personal resources and fantasy as Katie does. Yet. as we saw earlier in chapter 2 in 

her meta commentary on writing errors she has the ability to take advantage of linguistic 

data she encounters and move between micro and macro levels of linguistic processing. 

Of all the six children, David was the most fluent in French but the least productive 

story writer in either language. Consider his viewpoint in the following excerpt from a 

retrospective group interview: 

David: Well that. .. that you know thinking ... whenever I must speak to 
the teacher or friend in class .. .I ... I...1 think what I'm going to 
say in English and then I translate it. .. then say it in French ... so 
it takes longer than if I just want to say something in English .. .it 
just comes straight out. .. 
(Retrospective Group Interview, 06106/85) 

In this interview, David frequently says he thinks in Ll when someone is speaking 

to him in L2, but he thinks in L2 when writing by himself in L2. However, in a later 

retrospective individual interview, he recalled that he had to "plan out the middles" of his 

fIrst English story, choose your own adventure. This experience confIrmed his belief in 

himself as a "real story writer," because he had to "judge how to work out those 

middles ... " and he "took ajump from writing only one page to writing founeen pages." 

Across the interviews, David consistently viewed plot construction as a "work of 

judgement." He says that he fInds "doing the middles hard ... " '" "but to keep track of 

several middles is really difficult!" In considering the above excerpts, it may be that, as 

Steiner (1985) has suggested, elaborative and inferential strategies are easily interfered with 

when L2 learners find themselves in uncomfortable surroundings. This was cenainly a 



position in which David, by his own admission, found himself in his French class. In 

response to questions about what a visitor might see him doing in English and French 

class, in both English and French interviews he says, "they'd probably see me fooling 

around ... I fool around more in French." 
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These children's comments indicate that they have their own active and systematic 

text forming strategies for writing stories in Ll and L2. The variations among their self

reported Ll and L2 production and processing strategies suggest that they each use 

distinctive expressive means to convey the diversity of their inner representational modes. 

They lend suppon for Steiner's (1985) point that "the connections between recurrent 

experience, selective attention, and reliance upon a particular, or inner language of thought 

and planning are not clearly understood." (p.213) For example, Chris appears to be 

weaving two language systems together by his use of similar strategies across the two 

languages. Jenny might appear to be initially relying on Ll as a primary processor, to 

provide internal structure, in L2 story writing. The intriguing question is to what extent, 

Jenny's apparent reliance on Ll as a language system is an anifact of her tactics, in 

McLaughlin's sense, to meet her perceived immediate demands of the tasks of 

institutionalized learning or to what extent in a Vygotskian and Hallidayan sense, she is in 

control of her meaning system "doing school well" which she transfers to the L2 social 

setting. With the exception of Chris, all the children, at different points in the study seem to 

be searching for ways to process and produce their stories without translating. 

However, the translation phenomenon is panicularly interesting among these 

children. I suspect that it may not be just a simple issue of "straight" translation. Straight 

translation would suggest that the children were always writing French versions of English 

stories. Sometimes this was the case. The children's emphasis on translation might be 



explained in a number of ways, especially with respect to the notion of overlapping 

contextual factors as represented in Figure 2.3 and discussed in Chapter 2. 
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At a macro level, translation is a common phenomenon not only within the 

Canadian national socio-political context, but particularly within the provincial context of 

Quebec. For example, in one interview, Jenny says "if someone came from another 

country, like Australia, where there is no French, (she) would have to translate for him!" 

As the children worked in their L2 writing groups, I observed that they frequently 

translated for one another. Code switching was permissable in oral discussion, but not in 

writing. On several occasions, I overheard children say to one another, "vous ecrivez les 

mots anglais" (you are writing English words). Yet. there are minimal instances of word 

switching or anglicisms in the oral interview data. Their comments about translation 

suggest their awareness of these two languages as autonomous systems of sound and 

structure and that the Ll and L2 alliance does not imply an isomorphic relationship from 

their viewpoints. They frequently discussed various verbal possibilities for expressing the 

same concept in the two languages. In addition, Marie Josee engaged the children in 

frequent discussions about the problems of translation and the issues of equivalences and 

differences in verbal expressions between the two language systems. The children also read 

French translations of English stories, and talked about the difficulties. as Nicky perceives, 

"a traduire de Anglais-Francais ou Francais-Anglais" (to translate from English to French 

or French to English). 

A striking feature to emerge from the group interview data, and one which I did not 

deliberately solicit, was substantial conunentary on reading and watching television in 

English and in French. The children are very aware of the problems of translating within 

the media of television and film in Ll and L2, as well as translating into. in Langer's terms, 
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"another symbolic presentational fonn," or as Nicky puts it, "translating and transfonning 

those novels into television serials." Consider the following comments from Jenny and 

Katie from a structured group interview: 

Jenny: ... and the same in shows, they don't use the same expressions, 
same ideas ... and sometimes they change it over. I've seen this 
show in English and then I saw it in French translated, and when 
it was translated, it was completely different. It was so bad ... it 
was worse . 

Katie: 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

When I watch Charlie Brown ... When I watch Charlie 
Brown ... When it's translated in French, and I've seen them in 
English and urn ... whenever I watch Charlie Brown in 
French .. .it doesn't make sense because I always watch it at 
Easter and Christmas and I know it off by heart ... so like 
you ... whatever words they use, whatever kind of urn ... however 
they phrase the sentences it's much more difficult. 
(Structured Group Interview, 05ft>3/85) 

In these structured group interviews, the children not only answered all my 

questions, but frequently broke into such narrative commentary about the poor quality of 

French translations of English television programmes. To explain this concern, I consulted 

several francophone colleagues whose children were brought up bilingual in Quebec. They 

verified that their own children watched more English than French television, "because of 

the poor quality of the French translations." It is interesting to note that in not one instance 

of well over 1900 minutes of audiotape, did these children ever talk about the translation 

of French television programs into English! Although they talked about their favorite 

English stories, there are as well very few references to French stories in this data. Nicky is 

the only child who referred to "Les Contes" - a subspecies of French narrative; these are 

playful symbolic tales which stem from Quebec's rich oral story telling tradition. Thus, 

what the children did not talk about is just as significant as what in fact they did talk about. 
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Written Survey Questionnaire 

In addition, all twenty eight children in the class completed a thiny eight item 

wrinen survey questionnaire on their reading, writing and viewing preferences (Appendix 

B). They were deliberately cued to itemize their answers with respect to English and 

French. For example, the children were asked to list three favorite English stories in one 

column and to list three favorite French stories in another column. Table 4.1 depicts the T 

test differences between number of responses to the English and French questions. 

Table 4.1 T Test Differences Between Number or Responses to the English and French 
Questions 

Whole Class 

Variable Mean 

Question E 2.5021 

Question F 0.9769 

N =28 

P <.001 

Correlation 

.398 

Prob. T value Prob. 

.03 19.30 .001 

The results of this table suggest that the overall response to English questions is 

greater than the response to French questions. The children responded more frequently to 

the English questions than to the French questions. The means (2.5 and .97) respectively. 

are significantly different (p<.OOl). The results of this questionnaire and the interview data 

suggest that the children although competent conversationalists in French. were not 

participating in the soc io--<:u ltural life of Quebec. This is shown from the way the children 

respond to French items in the wrinen survey questionnaire. Many French items are left 

blank. It is also shown by their lack of reference to French stories, books, magazines. 

newspapers in the oral interviews.They seem to put little value on French books. 

magazines, movies, television programs, and music in spite of the fact that, in a 
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Vygotskian sense, "these cultural tools" are available to them in this unilingual French 

province. For example, the reference librarian at one of the public community libraries 

accessible to these children reponed a circulation of 13,737 French books, a fairly good size 

collection in comparison to other suburban community libraries. Alison went so far as to 

say that she "wouldn't dare read one of those big French books!" 

The variation among the children's reponed production and processing strategies 

can be funher explained by the interplay among three categories: I) their perceptions of the 

two social texts; 2) their preferred styles of writing stories; and 3) and their perceptions of 

themselves as English and French story writers as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

Some children like Nicky are influenced by the television media and the world of 

'pop' entenainment, while others like Katie are drawn more to the imaginative world of 

fiction and books. What is particularly striking in their responses is their lack of reference 

to the French literary tradition, entertainment and popular culture. There is no mention of 

such classic tales as Les Contes de Perraultor Le Petit Nicoles by Goscinny. 

Nicky is the exception among the six children. She refers to French books. stories and 

singers in both the questionnaire and the oral interviews. 

Similarly the six children show significant difference between their responses to the 

English and French questions as illustrated in Table 4.2. Table 4.3 shows the means for 

both boys and girls in response to the English and French questions. 
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English and French Questions - Target Group and Whole 
Group 

Variable Mean Correlation Prob. Tvalue Prob. 

Group I N = 28 

Questions E 2.4510 
0.619 0.190 7.77 0.001 

Questions F 0.9216 

Group 2 N=6 

Questions E 2.5160 
0.325 0.140 17.37 0.000 

Questions F 0.9920 

Table 4.3 Means for boys and girls on English and French questions 

QEMEAN QFMEAN 

Boys (N=7) 2.51 0.79 

Girls (N=21) 2.49 1.03 

The differences between the means are not significant. The two sexes and the two 

language groupings follow the same general tendencies. However, there are qualitative 

differences among the six children's response to particular questions as illustrated in Table 

4.4. For example, if we look at Katie, there is a striking difference between her responses 

(English and French) to items which refer to television, movies and music stars and her 

responses to items which refer to her reading preferences. The former items are left blank 

while the latter items indicate her stylistic preferences. 

Social Texts and Preferred Texts. 

In Chapter I and 3, I discussed the dialectical interplay between two types of texts 

- between literary texts children construct and social texts, as institutions which like literary 

genres, function according to social rules (Foucault, 1981). Among the similarities and 



Table 4.4 Comparative Summary of the Six Children's Responses to Particular Questions 

Media CHRIS JEhWY ALISON KATIE NICKY DAVID 

Three Favourite · Knight Rider · Three's · Cosby Show · Days of our · Video Hits 
TV Shows E · Transformers Company · n's Your Move Uves · BasebaN 

· Star Trek · Cosby Show · Video Hits · DaUas · Three's 
· Gimme a Break · Cosby Show Company 

· Baseball 
Three Favourite · VMea Trois 
TV Shows F · Passe-Partout 

· Le Mondedu 
Disney 

Three Favourite · David · B~I Cosby · B~I Cosby · Tom Selleck 
TV Stars E Hasselloff · John Ritter · Jotvl Ritter · Patrick Duffy 

· Wi.iam Shatner • NeH Carter · Bill Cosby 

· Bill Cosby 

Three Favourite · John Ritter 
TV Sars F · Suzanne 

Somers 

· Joyce DeWitt 

Three Favourite · Ghostbusters · Gremlins · Splash · Cannonball · Star Wars 
Movies E · indiana Jones - • A Girl Named · The Blues Run · Raiders of the 

Temple of Sooner Brothers · Pink Panther LostAic 
Doom · Splash · Neighbours Returns · Beverty HiHs 

· Return of the · Return of the Cop 
Jedl Jedi 

Three Favourite · La Guerre des · La Guerre des 
Movies F Tuques Tuques 

Three Favourite · Harrison Ford · Dan Ackroyd · Burt Reynolds · Mark Hamel 
Movie Stars E • Mark Hamel · Tom Hanks · Drew · Harrison Ford 

· Bill Murray Barrymore · Eddie Mtxphy 

· Eddie Murphy 

Three Favourite · Genevieve w 
Movie Stars F Bujould ~ 

~ 



BookeIRMdIng 

Three Favourite 
Books Read this 
Year E 

Three Favourite 
Books Read this 
YearF 

Thr .. Favourite 
Stories Read to 
You E 

Thr .. Favourite 
Stories Read to 
You F 

Thr .. Favourite 
Stories You 
Would Read to a 
Younger Brotherl 
Sister E 

Three Favourite 
Stories You 
Would Read to a 
Younger Brotherl 
Sister F 

CHAtS 

• Tmeofthe 
Great Freeze 

• Three &r.Md 
• Conquerors 

from fle 
Darkness 

• Tntin 
• AsIerix 
• Iz Nogoud 

• Bobsey T wi1s 
Mini SMe Hero 

• The Secret 
Toone! 

JENNY 

• Taking Sides 
• It's Just the 

Begiming 

ALISON 

• Are You There 
God. It's Me 
Margaret 

• Go JlJT1P in the • 
Pool 
~ 
Tales of a 4th 

• Les TAches de 
Roussen 

• Le Robot 
• Les Drinns 

Grade Nothing 
A Targe of 
Roots 

• Emperor's New • Chip and Dale 
Books Clothes 

• Mother Goose 
• The Three 

Ponies 

• Mother Goose 
• Sesame Street 

KATIe NICKY 

• Behind the Attic • 
WaJlandall 

The Cat Ate 
my JlJT1psOO 

books 

• AI the Books 
I've Read 

• Cute is a 4-
Letter Word 

• Megan's Beat 

• Alfred dans Ie 
mi!tro 

• Le Pique-Nique 
• L'ecoIe 

• Lulu 
• Trois petits 

cochons 

• Care Bears • Cinderela • Sesame Street • Oisney Books • Fairy Tales 
• Transformers • Black Beauty 
• Cabbage Patch • Sleeping 

Kids Beauty 

• La Maison 
Hontee 

• Bon Amiver
saire. Candy 

• Martine fait du 
Camping 

• Dr. Seuss 
Books 

• The Tale of 
Peter Rabbit 

• Fumy Stories 
• Easy FICtion 

• Easy Readers • The Same as in 
English 

DAVID 

• The Milerva 
~am 

• Mini Bike Hero 
• The 

Witchmaster's 
Key 

• Les 
schtrOtJnphs 
oIympiques 

• Les 
schtrOtJnphs et 
la craconcass 

• Le bebe 
Schtroumph 

• Mr. Men 
• Thomas the 

Tank Engine 

• Mr. Men 
• Thomas the 

Tank Engine 

w 
(J1 

a 



School ReMIngI CHRIS JEhWY ALISON 
StyIlatlc 

Preference 

Types cA Stories • AdverUe · Adventure · HtJOOUrOUs 
Read in English · Fanlasy · Mystery · About Growing 

· Science FICtion Up 

· Comedy 

Types cA Stories · AcMnUe · Fiction · FI6lI1Y With 
Read in French · Comedy · Mystery Cartoons 

Favourite Type of • AdverUe · Mystery · About Growing 
Books English · Science Fiction • Adventure Up 

· Fantasy · Funny 

Favourite Type of • Mystery 
Books French · History · Fiction 

· Fantasy · Science Fiction 

· Mystery 

Three Favourite · Mini Bike Hero · Mr. and Mrs. 
Stories Your · The Secret Twit 
English Teacher Tunnel · Mini Bike Hero 
Read to You · The Twits · The Secret 

Tunnel 

Three Favourite · L'ecoIe du · Le chanteur 
Stories Your Reve etait beau 
French Teacher · L' ecole du rave 
Read to You · Les enfants 

humilies 

KATIE 

· HlJ'IlOtX · · Mystery · · Adventure · · Science Fiction 

· Fantasy 

· Myth 

· HlJ'IlOtX · · Mystery · · Fary Tale · · Legends 

· Mystery · · Adventure · · History · · Fantasy 

· Mystery · · Comedy 

· Fiction 

· The Incredible · Journey · · The Secret · Tunnel 

· The Bear Who 
Thought He 
Was a Dog 

· Genvieve · Gueurement 
Gardienne · · La Feu Fonet · · Le Refrigerateur 

NICKY 

FI6lI1Y 
Fiction 
Mystery 

Fiction 
FI6lI1Y 
Animal Stories 

Comedy · Fiction · Fantasy · 
The Same as in • 
English · · 
Mini Bike Hero · The Twits · Secret Tunnel · 

Les coeurs en 
chocolat 
L'ecole du reve 
Le chanteur 
etait bon 

DAVID 

Adventure 
Mystery 
Science Fiction 

Adventure 
Mystery 
Comic 

Mini Bike Hero 
The Twits 
Mystery of the 
Secret Tunnel 

W 
0"1 ..... 



Newspepersl CHRIS JE~Y ALISON KATIE NICKY DAVID 
Magazlnesl 

Popular Cullur. 

Newspapers In • Galene • GaleHe • Galolle • News and • Galene • Galene 
IlomeE • Nowsand • News and a.0I1ido • News and • News and 

CI 1101 I6cIo CIIIOIIido • Galolle CIIOIIido CIIIOIIido 
• Financial Post 

Newspapers In 
IlomeF 

Three Favourite • World • Mad • Crlckel • Nallonal 
E Magazines ~lne • ~~ap Geogfaptic 

Magaline • Sixteen 
• Ranger nick • Rock 

Three Favourite • ViJeo Press 
F Magazines 

Three F avourte E • Snoopy • Aldie • The Galelle • ~ · Snuls 
Comic Oooks · Garield • Snuls Comics · ASlcrlx 

· AIel lie · Family Crcus • I em ... • Pearus 

Three Favourite • Babar • Aslefix • SdWOlInphs 
F Comic Books • les wcunphs • PeclflJts 

• Dabai' 

Three Favourite • She's SO Usual • She's SO Usual • She's SO Usual • She's SO Usual 
E Records · The Seven- • like a Virgin • like a Virgin • Privale Dancer 

Ragged 1 iger • Can'l Slow • PlJpIe Rain 
• U-2 Down 

Three Favourite 
F Records 

Three Favourite • OtnnDllan • Cindy l auper · CRty lallper • Clndyta,~ 
Musiclansl • U-2 • Madoma • lionel Richie • Tina llJller 
Groups E · 1 ears lor Fears • lhe Pointer · Wham 

Sislers 
Three Favourite • Pierre Bel/rand 
Musiciansl • Angele 
Groups F AI scnault w 

(J1 · !Ioherl N 

Charlebois 
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differences between the two social texts in which the children experienced story writing, 

two features in particular were frequent items of mention: 1) topics assigned or "sujet libre" 

(free sUbject) and 2) working collaboratively or alone. 

Several Ll writing researchers (Britton, 1978; Graves, 1981; Martin, 1987) have 

emphasized the importance of children's sense of ownership of their texts and stories and 

being empowered to choose their own writing topics. As well, the notion of collaborative 

writing groups has frequently been viewed as a way to enhance writing development and 

create a writing-learning community. In general, the children's comments suggest that 

classrooms as social texts might be working against children's preferred styles of learning 

and story writing. The children seem caught somewhere between perceiving story making 

as a constraint - "a writing down of something that happened," "a reponing of how things 

are for someone who already knows how things are," and story making as something 

Roland Barthes calls "ecriture comme jouissance" - a free play of language and 

consciousness. As well, all six children have their own perceptions of genuine and 

manipulative "collaboration." Both teachers encouraged the children to work either in pairs 

or in collaborative groups during story writing. The children frequently worked with their 

same friends in both English and French classes. Both teachers were genre oriented, and 

alternated between assigning topics thematically, or according to a panicular genre they 

were teaching, and allowing the children to choose their own topics and writing groups. 

Although the children did not always have the opponunity to self select their writing topics, 

they could choose their writing groups. 

The children frequently talked about protecting TI-lEIR ideas. In a sense some of 

this concern could be attributed to the translation phenomena as discussed earlier. It is 

possible that some children might have chosen cenain text fonning strategies and topics to 
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ensure a kind of protective zone around their texts because of the pragmatics of having to 

write a story in English and a story in French on the very same day! In another sense, this 

concern can also be attributed to their sense of justice and fair play in collaborative 

situations. In commenting on children "taking each other's ideas and getting all the credit," 

Katie says " .. .it's not really fair when it's really your idea." While David recognized that 

"you can write a story for your friends or with your friends," he believed that "everyone 

can express their own idea and nobody can really express something for someone else, at 

least I don't think so ... " 

Preferred Style.The children frequently talked about finding their own voices by 

placing themselves within the discourse of others. Although they initially started with a 

perception of story writing in both Ll and L2 as a common social phenomena, they more 

and more claimed some part of it as their own, and as their individual way of using 

language. While much emphasis in current rhetorical theory emphasizes the notion of 

invention as a social act (Lefevre, 1986), the children perceived invention to be both a 

social and individual phenomenon. 

Of all the six children, Chris provided the most overt evidence from interviews. 

observations and his productions of a preferred style of writing stories. He enjoyed 

working alone in both classes and writing adventure stories across the two languages. In 

these stories, he incorporated his writing group mates as characters. He has a stylistic 

preference for using first person, dialogue and past tense. He says he tries to "write as 

many adventures as [he] can." ... "but if [he] can't, well [he] can't." Chris perceived himself 

to be a competent story writer within these two languages but didn't think he would "make 

a good seasonal writer ... " "you know that Valentine sluffl" The function of story writing in 

both classes for Chris was to explore and to amuse himself and his mates. thus serving 
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story" as "something individuals undergo," Chris perceived "events as something 

individuals make happen." 
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Jenny rigidly conformed to both social texts., English Language Ans and French 

Immersion. However, she did move from a preference for assigned topics in the early 

phase of the study towards "sujet libre" (free subject) at the end of the study. She initially 

liked working in groups, but expressed her concern about ownership of her ideas in the 

retrospective interviews. Although she says she prefers writing English and French 

mystery stories, she perceives her English and French stories to be very different. She 

believes that she writes more personal "regular" experience stories in English and mystery 

and adventures in French. Although she says that she enjoys writing stories in both 

classes, she did not perceive herself to be a competent nor efficient story writer in either 

class. Cenainly, in her mind, professional writers write better stories than she does as she 

reveals in the following comment: "I prefer books instead of my own stories because 

there's always usually ... other people usually have bener ideas than you." The function of 

story writing for Jenny "is to show the teacher you're capable of doing it," thus serving in 

contrast to Chris more of an institutional than a personal purpose. In another sense, these 

two purposes are intenwined in complex ways. 

Although Alison preferred the Ll story writing experience as a social text, she was 

the most reluctant story writer of the six children. She did not enjoy writing stories in 

English or in French. She thought that fantasy and humor were the easiest type of stories to 

write in any language, because "humor is pan of [her] personality." However, she thought 

that a good story writer needs "patience ... and needs to know when a kid might get 

bored ... " And to be a good story writer, "the key word is willing." She described her 
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stories as "not anything stories ... " and "mostly about kids and objects." She disliked 

working in groups in either class because she "winds up doing all the writing." Although 

Ll writing research suggests that the teacher plays a critical role in creating collaborative 

writing groups (e.g. Bruffee's peer tutoring, MacCrorie's helping circle, Murray's student 

teacher conferences), Alison thought that "kids should form their own groups" and "decide 

if they want to be together." She was vehement in her dislike for the past tense in English 

and French stories. This may be attributed in part to her dislike for dictee writing and daily 

tuition in the French verb system as well as her personal indwelling in the present. "After 

all," she says ''I'm never ever going to live it (the past)." For Alison the reason why people 

write stories is "because the teacher tells you to," and "for prestige." 

Katie was emphatic about her preferences for "sujet libre" and free reign in story 

writing in both classes. She definitely preferred to work alone on plays and scenarios, 

which she then solicited and directed her writing group mates to act out. Katie's plays 

functioned as a medium through which she could find social acceptance among her peers 

through soci()-{iramatic play. Katie engaged in a lot of social pretending through her Ll and 

L2 plays and scenarios. When she could seize the opportunity, she consistently used this 

form of "storying" in both languages to work her way into a social group. She also enjoyed 

writing stories about her family and dog in both English and in French. Both Katie's and 

Chris's approaches to story writing across the two languages suggest that there may be Ll 

and L2 parallels between the strategies bilingual children use in the creation of plots, their 

sociodramatic play, and the narrative features and forms of their stories. 

Although Nicky says she likes to write from personal experience about people and 

animals, she actually preferred to be given topics. She did not have a preferred style of 

writing, and alternated between using first and third person in both her English and French 
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stories. She maintained that she enjoyed writing stories more in Ll than in L2, but did not 

perceive herself to be an author of English or French stories. She says "I just don't write 

very well." Unlike Katie she thought that humorous stories in Ll and L2 were difficult to 

write. Of all the children, Nicky seemed to be the most influenced by television; she 

consistently initiated this topic into peer group discussions and interviews and drew some 

of the plots of her Ll and L2 stories from television. On many occasions she talked about 

the problems of foregrounding and backgrounding characters and events in television 

serials, as well as the differences between story time and viewing time. 

David definitely preferred Ll as a social text, perhaps because of his school related 

problems, and his perception that the French teacher was "always directly on (his) case." 

He preferred "sujet libre" and working alone. He believed that "working in groups can 

sometimes be good" when he was included as a hero in one of the stories written by a 

classmate. But most times he says that he "quits the group rather than quit a story." He 

believed collaborative text consttuction to be difficult. He says that (his) ideas "don't 

always get into a story when writing a group story". Although he preferred writing 

mystery and adventure stories in either language, he did not perceive himself as a real story 

author. In an individual interview he admittd that he wants "to be a scientist, not a story 

writer." (05/09/85). 

Socio-Iinguistic and Affective Issues 

Donald Fry (1985) believes that "as readers, children see themselves, and see for 

themselves; and as readers of fiction this 'seeing' is a special kind of learning" ( p. 97). 

How the six children in this study see French and English authors and themselves as 

authors raised interesting sociolinguistic and affective issues. In Chapter 2 I stated that I 

agreed with Miller's (1983) argument: where bilinguals position themselves within the 
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language influences their perceptions of themselves as bilinguals. Evidence from this study 

indicates that where bilingual children, especially children like Chris and Jenny, position 

themselves both within languages and within narrative discourse influences their 

perceptions of themselves as authors and their apprehension of narrative as fonn and 

possibility (Bruner, 1986). 

For example, Jenny initially and consciously positions herself within two languages 

as systems and institutions as social texts. In Figure 4.1, we see she translates when 

writing in L2 and accepts both social texts, her English Language Ans Classroom and 

French Immersion. Chris positions himself within the world and genre of narrative 

adventure and his personal, inner, natural and tacit resources across the two language 

systems and social texts. All six children differentiate between the language systems and 

narrative discourse in LI and L2 in different ways. Their varied perceptions influence their 

enjoyment of story writing in L 1 and L2 and their sense of themselves as English and 

French authors of stories. Their perceptions of the linguistic, symbolic and social 

constraints shaping their effons capture their individual spirits. 

Chris sees the major differences between English and French stories operating at 

the level of verbal expression and views his own narratives as thematically organized 

wholes. Consider the following excerpt from an open ended individual interview in 

English: 

Chris: Well, most of my stories are about me and my friend Claude 
going on special missions ... to stop the Manians from invading 
eanh and destroying it and taking it over ... as we're being special 
agents, who ... whose job it is to do this ... and our leader or boss 
is someone named the general ... whose ftrst name isn't 
mentioned in the story and ... all usually stop off at this 
office ... to receive the mission and to tell us about them ... 
(06'{)2/85) 
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Chris feels culturally and linguistically at home writing English and French stories 

which involve himself and his friends within the game of adventure and sees himself as a 

genre writer. At the back of one of his stories Mission Robot Destruction, he includes 

the following narrative commentary about himself as an author: 

About the Author 

He enjoys reading, writing stories, watching T.V. and playing video 
games. He likes making modem weapons. He dislikes homework, projects, 
spinach, kidney, liver, raisins and cheese. 

He writes comedy - adventures, which include stories about him and 
his friend Claude as spy panners in the R.C.S. P. ( Royal Canadian Secret 
Police), and the new weapons they get. 

Other stories by Chris include: 

Mission: Base Destruction 

Mission: Vanthium (not yet available) 

(02,tU6/85) 

Chris realizes that to construct a fictional world, he has to orient himself in it, to 

locate and understand the characters, their situation and actions. He says "I enjoy writing 

humorous adventures that have strategy and brute force in it. .. that's the kind I'm best at 

writing ... "1 prefer writing stories about me as, as being the hero." .. .In French sometimes 

we write in groups and I can't be myself as much in writing." Chris reveals himself 

indirectly in the interviews. His comments, while succinct and very consistent, are 

infrequent in group interviews. However, they confirm his role, in Greimas 's (1973) 

sense, as actant in his stories; "C'est moi qui parle a terre" (It's me who talks to earth), and 
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his view of the monologic and dialogic functions of his stories. His view of language and 

narrative is akin to Bakhtin's (1981) concept of a speaker-her~listener interaction in 

language and narration. Chris's stories express his semantic intention of both self and 

other, as he says, "I just want to write stories my friends will enjoy listening to and 

reading" (06!U2/85). 

Jenny, on the other hand, is a loquacious and powerful talker, who outalks 

everyone in group and individual interviews both in English and in French. She tries to 

wrest control of almost every interview situation as she attempts to present herself as a 

"serious student." Jenny sees the major differences between English and French stories of 

authors other than her self occurring at the level of narrative description. For example, she 

comments in a French interview that "les traditions sont differentes" (the traditions are 

different). In her view, 

when you make a description, when you put a lot of description, the story is 
urn ... better, better And like ... when you say things and like urn with the 
haunted house, when you say, urn when you walk on the floor, the floor 
cracks and makes some and makes noises. When you make stories like 
when a person is scared, like that it's nicer, better and like you say ... um 
you want to say that was going on. And with the spirit, like it was, there 
was a chapter on the urn. the urn the Quebec legends of Quebec with the 
wooden spirits. And like I get my ideas from that. (05/07/85) 

On a similar tack in a French retrospective interview, Jenny claims that the Haunted 

House is her best story because "like it has a lot of description, like, urn, it was the only 

castle in the city and the streets are paved and there were many broken lanterns." (05!U7/85) 

She goes on to explain: 



and like in the beginning I ... I want urn to make a description ... of the 
castle. After I wanted to say like who lived in the castle. It's like if you do 
some research, you do the description of the animal and then you say where 
it lives. (05!U7/85) 
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She perceives authors as "being capable of doing a lot of research" and this enables 

them to "explain more" as she describes in the following text: 

What Does An Author Do When He Writes 

When an author writes, he has to make up a plot for his book. That means 
he has to express his ideas, his feelings, and he has to use his imagination. 
It is a lot of work. Before he writes his story, he has to do a lot of research. 
Then he has to compile all of his research to make a good book. He also has 
to think of what level his book will be so he can impress the majority of 
people. The book has to be suitable and very interesting for the people too. 
(05!U7/85) 

However, during the year of the study through writing her own stories and reading 

the stories of others, Jenny comes to understand the possibilities of narrative as form. In 

writing "real stories" in natural settings outside school and searching out authors for herself 

in English and in French, she perceives she has become an author of English and French 

stories. She shifts from seeing herself as an adaptor and translator of other professional 

stories to viewing herself as a recollector of past experiences, real or fictional. Consider her 

comments about one of her best and favorite English stories Mr. and Mrs. Twit Go 

Camping which she adapts from Dahl's The Twits: 



I want people to understand so I decided to put my ... ah I had it planned all 
along in my head .. .it's just. . .it was just like the book. They go camping 
and it was like everyday ... what people do in their life. It's just like 
that. .. how they camp ..... .1 want my stories to be .. .1 want them to be like 
real books .. .like in the movies, TV, they stan calm and then in the middle it 
begins to get climbs ... the action climbs.(05/07/85) 

In contrast to the above excerpt, consider her comments a month later 

When writing your stories, it's just like, it's just like a dream because when 
you dream, no maner, what kind type of dream, it .. .it. . .it's something that 
has happened to you in the past and when you write it you get. .. you write 
stories from experience, from ideas, and when you are dreaming, you 
usually dream about something that has happened in the past. (06/07/85) 

For Jenny, being a recollector means one can write "personal accounts of what 
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really happened" which she claims she does in English, or "report events as they happened 

or may have happened" which she says she does in French. She offers the following 

example: 

Like one of them was about Jacques Canier ... they went down and travelled 
the St. Lawrence ... and urn it wasn't really Jacques Canier .. .It was 
someone else ... It was myself. . .1 discovered I was with little people and so I 
told about how they found me strange. (05/07/85) 

She continues to explain her view of storying: 

It's stories like everything that we do, it goes into your brain and, when you 
are dreaming, like it comes out like what has happened to you and the 
like ... I wish sometimes we didn't have to write stories all at home for 
homework ... but sometimes I wish we could do it at school and sometimes 
at home ... whenever we feel like it you know (05/07/85). 
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Jenny perceives that through her stories herself she has changed herself in relation 

to the worlds she is perceiving and reflecting and the worlds she is experiencing. She is the 

one child who became concerned with the role that inner and outer storying plays in her 

sleeping and waking life. She says in a retrospective interview "Most of my stories are like 

what I see ... experiences that I've had and ah .. things that really happened" (05/07/85). 

Initially she views herself as an adapter of professional stories but by the end of the school 

year becomes more self confident as a story writer in both languages. 

Alison describes herself as a humorous writer who writes "her own versions of 

myths, modem fairy tales or "down to earth things about real life things" (06/05/85). She 

says "I just don't have it in me to write mysteries." She sees herself in Heath's sense as an 

event caster that is as someone in a shared context 

who writes about humorous events ... something that has to do with kids 
like 'the teachers fuming nostrils' or stuff like that. .. stuff that kids would 
know what the other person is talking about (06/05/85). 

She believes that she is influenced by "everything around (her) like books, TV, 

radio, friends, family and life." This means "trying to write in a particular author's style 

like Judy Blume, (her) favorite author"; she says she is "trying to write in her form or 

trying out a form." Alison differentiates between real writing and school writing. She does 

not perceive her intentions to be honored in school writing. She feels caught between 

"making up funny stories that everybody would enjoy, especially kids (her own age)" and 

"something the teacher would enjoy." She explains: 



Because I absolutely hate that when the teacher tells you to write about 
something and you have a story you are dying to write and then she won't 
let you. You have to write something about Christmas and you don't have 
the slightest idea and you have this really good idea that is gonna sound 
really neat but then you can't write it. (06,u5/85) 
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However, "arranging events in stories in either language just comes naturally" for 

Alison because she says "like you don't put out the garbage after the garbage guy comes." 

In her opinion all stories should have action but "the episodes have to follow in order." She 

views stories as having a linear progression of events. However, every story" has to come 

out funny." ... and in an individual interview chuckles to herself as she explains, "like I 

wrote the whole life of a potato and how if it is unlucky it can become french fries!" 

Although she claims to be a book wonn and able to write with ease, she doesn't enjoy 

writing stories in school in either language or context. be that French or English. She 

admits she gets more inspired writing English stories and that "you really have to think in 

the language in order to write it." She believes all writers French or English have "to read a 

lot to get good ideas." 

In contrast to Chris who sees himself as a "dialoguer". Alison sees herself as a 

user of dialogue "to push the story along"; "I write a whole bunch of dialogue then I go to a 

new paragraph ... three dots and just say what's going on and start the dialogue again." It 

may be that Alison's dialectical position between the two languages and her view of school 

writing as a rule governed social text limits her perception of what she can do with the 

engaging and communicating power of story fonn in both sociolinguistic contexts. 

Like Jenny, Nicky views herself as an author who translates. This means "not only 

translating from one language to another" but "taking those TV serials and writing (her) 

versions of these stories." She says she adapts stories with new characters or characters 
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from TV and likes to begin her stories with a focused description of an object or character. 

She explains 

If you pick a person like a star of something and you pick little habits or 
things like that, like you think they're rich on the show and or what they 
son of ... they're a singer whatever, then you can make them funny. 
(05~3/85) 

In her view, creating characters in stories means "you know the person well 

enough" and creating stories means inferring plots and characters from the concrete things 

she sees on TV. She maintains that she couldn't write a French story like her favorite 

English story A Day in the Life 01 Tom Selleck, because she doesn't "watch much 

French TV and (doesn't) know the characters well enough." The meaning of being an 

author in English and French is "being an accurate judge of character" and construing 

characters as types of lives to be imitated. The way to make a story French is "to change the 

background and give the characters a French name." The major difference between English 

and French authors is the type of stories they write: English authors write more fantasies 

and French authors "recount experiences." In spite of the fact that she has been exposed to 

the French language since birth, she does not feel culturally at home writing stories in 

French. 

In either language she says she gets impatient when authors "don't speed up the 

action"; she explains in the following excerpt: 



Say a girl is waiting in a room fo her friend to come up. I don't like them to 
spend much too much time on that because it's not very exciting ... to just 
say I waited for an hour and she came that would be just fIne but I'm sitting 
there and I'm sitting waiting, and waiting and her ... ya know and I'm 
reading this and I'm wishing that she's coming. It's better if they just said 
"Well I waited and they did that when I can and she's here now and we're 
doing this." (05JU3/85) 
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Unlike Chris who knows exactly the kind of stories he writes and enjoys writing, Nicky 

does not think her stories can be classifIed in any group. She says 

Most of my stories .. .like you can't really class ... or like they're not really 
adventure, they're not really myths ... you can't really class it in any 
kind .. .it's just like a story I hope people will like to read .(05/03/85) 

Katie describes herself as a flexible writer who "enjoys writing all types of stories 

in both languages," although "English is one point higher" and "scenario writing is her 

favorite pastime." All stories in any language must have the attributes of adventure, 

mystery and realistic characters. Narrative competence entails "having a good imagination 

and not imitating." Katie sees herself as a "creator of images." She views storying as a 

form of "playing around" and story writing" as a continuous literacy event and life long 

building process; "even when you are fIfty six you can learn to write better stories; you're 

constantly building, building, building." 

She emphasizes the imponance of authors "picturing, observing and understanding 

people." She talks about the imaginative creativity of the human mind which "allows her to 

create stories which even have 'talking potatos'!" She explains that an author must 

see how people ... see the person ... like you describe the person so that the 
person gets the picture in his head how the person is .(05/14/85) 



She says she says she learned to be concerned about narrative detail from her mother: 

I remember my mum ... she used to talk to me. She used to tell me that 
urn ... princess, you can't like if you want to write a nice story in depth, you 
can go something like it was, like .. .let's say you say it was Monday 
moming and then you could have said something like it was a sunny 
Monday windy morning. (05/14/85) 
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Katie values the importance of constructing for an audience; "You have to think 

about who is going to read the story" and for her this means 'her peers'. She sees the 

possibilities in hatching plots in Leondar's (1977) sense as she describes in the following 

excerpt from an open ended interview: 

even if there's a bird on the urn ... on the gate ... and then and then he flapped 
up his wings, then he staned flying away ... well you could do that. .. Like, 
urn the boy scrunched up his nose, took a deep breath ... and then exhaled 
and then you find out and ... and he still has shut his eyes and then you can 
teU the boy sneezed. You're just writing how you see the person doing 
it. .. That 's how you can tell, like you observe things. That's also how you 
can do stories. (05/14/85) 

In her view you can get your "ideas and stories from everywhere." Like Chris, 

Katie views stories as serving a dialogic and monologic function. They can be a way of 

communicating with an audience, in this case, her classmates. They can also, in Sutton-

Smith's sense (1979) function "as a representation of underlying intra psychic processes 

which involve memory, fantasy and imagination." (p.53) She prefers reading and writing 

fantasy stories because 

they're so unreal that I son of believe it. . .I pretend that I am the character in 
the book and I get to be in the book. (05/14/85) 
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She believes that she can do the same thing in her scenarios~ she says "I can 

escape." In talking about her play Moose on the Loose, she says "you see I'm the 

narrator and I am Winston." Katie senses the rhetorical power of the dramatic mode in 

creating what Bakhtin's calls "double voiced utterances "where a narrator's (speaker's) 

language comes into a zone of dialogical contact with a character's (hero's)" (as quoted in 

Shuster, 1985, p.599). It is this strategy and mode which allow Katie and her friends to 

negotiate and play together. She says she learned that "if she writes for them and only gives 

them small pans" they become willing actants. 

Contrary to Katie who trusts what writing theorist Ann Benhoff calls "the forming 

power of her imagination," David admits that "one thing (he's) not so good at is using (his) 

imagination." He finds "writing stories in French boring" and is rather equivocal about his 

sense of authorship in French class. Intitially he claims that "there are no French stories that 

are well written." However, he nostalgically refers to one of his French stories La 

Maison Hantee (The Haunted House): "I guess it was good because Marie Josee asked 

me to read it to the class and that's the only time .. .1 hate it when people ignore my ideas" 

. (05/09/85) 

In David's view the "plot rhythm in any language is what makes stories 

interesting"~ "bad stories are those that have things that don't move the story forward." He 

explains that good authors already have their endings and beginnings and just need to work 

out the middles. He sees a similar task for himself as an author of stories as he reveals in 

the following excerpt: 



And but, really like the hard thing in most stories is the middle and that's 
hard enough ... And it's hard enough just thinking of one middle but with 
this Choose Your Own Adventure, it's really hard 'cause you got like 
several middle to do. Really like arranging the events in the story, puning 
them in the right order is really not a problem 'cause you woudn't say "The 
chicken died. He shot the chicken." You'd say "he shot the chicken; the 
chicken died." It's logic a lot of it but I really find you can find the middle 
part the hardest. .. You have to make sure you don't put anything in there 
that doesn't make sense or confuses people .. .I don't want to write stories 
people don't understand .(05/07/85) 
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These children's self perceptions of themselves as French and English authors lend 

suppon to Brady's claim that narrative competence in ordering and structuring a story 

remains intimately connected with the social interactions of a narrator's peers. In their peer 

group social interactions and interviews with adult interlocutors, these children are quite 

candid about what they value as engaging and meaningful in storying. They all see humor 

as a way to engage their peers in their stories and believe it is more difficult to realize it 

linguistically in a second language. 

In summary, panern and diversity are interwoven throughout the children's 

comments and across the four loosely constructed domains. I have discussed the general 

panerns which emerged from the children's comments across interviews. Understanding 

the place of language in the life space of a child, as the British psychologist Winnicott 

(1971) maintains, is a complex process, and for the bilingual child even more so. 

Confident writers like Chris and Katie tap into their own personal resources in both 

languages and personally indwell in their stories. Less confident writers like Nicky seem to 

think they must shape their stories around events, characters and settings as they see them 

in the real world. For reluctant writers like Alison and David, the constraining tradition of 

school story writing, and the fast pace and immediacy of media impinge on their 
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consciousness and influence their perceptions of themselves as authors. Perception as 

Bruner claims "consists of active and exploratory approaches to one's surroundings" ( p. 

21) and "self rises out of our capacity to reflect upon our own acts" (p.60). These children 

do appear to act in accordance with their perceptions of stories, their possible forms and 

functions and their perceptions of themselves as authors. However, they see themselves as 

authors of English and French stories in very different ways. 

Their comments indicate that they see themselves as illustrated in Figure 4.2 on a 

continuum from genre and scenario writers and imaginers (like Chris and Katie) creating 

their own stories, to recollectors, translators and adapters of the stories of others (like 

Jenny and Nicky). These categories can overlap for anyone child and reflect more what the 

children feel they can accomplish in particular contexts of situations. as mentionned earlier. 

For example, some of the children see themselves as dialoguers or users of dialogue. For 

Chris, this means he can allow the actants, his friends in his stories, "speak for 

themselves." For Alison dialogue functions as a way to move her stories along and for 

Katie it serves her purposes as a scenario writer and to engage her friends in her plays. 

Adapting the stories of others allows Jenny to find her own narrative space and move her 

inward and closer to her own inner storying, while for Nicky it allows her to make life to 

text moves. The genre writers, imaginers and "dialoguers" they see stories as serving a 

variety of functions such as allowing them to entenain, to amuse their friends, to participate 

in a social group, to become actants in their stories and to create a fictious "I." In contrast to 

the translators and recollectors, these writers seem more predisposed to negotiating what 

Bruner calls the "world of wonder and possibility" (Bruner, 1986, p.130) in both 

languages. All six children's perceptions of writing stories and perceptions of 
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themselves as English and French authors are influenced not only by the sociolinguistic 

context of writing stories in two languages and classroom contexts but also by their 

feelings of friendship, self confidence and world views. 

river" 

Patterns Across Interviews: Interviews as Texts and Children as 
Interviewees 

Ellen (1984) states that "interviews and observations are part of a trek along the 
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(p. 224), and that "we have to navigate the river in order to discover its interesting features" 

(p. 225). In her view, interviews are tools through which we learn to talk, and thus "to 

think and understand the people we study" (p.227). Cicourel (1980) raises the 

methodological problem of the ecological Validity of interviews: Do research instruments 

capture the attitudes, competence and knowledge of those we study as expressed in their 

natural surroundings? 

In this study the types of interviews I used varied along an informal-formal 

continuum from a traditional written survey questionnaire within the positivistic mode to 

open ended and structured group and individual interviews within more interactional and 

dialogic modes. In the section which follows, I discuss the context for each interview, the 

relative strengths and limitations of each interview as a 'text' and a mode of interviewing 

for tapping the children's perceptions of English and French written narratives. 

Mishler (1986) proposes a new view of interviewing as a theory of discourse 

between speakers and the ways that "the meanings of questions and answers are 

contextually grounded and jointly constructed by the interviewer and the respondent" ( p. 

34). Thus, in Mishler's view, interviews are jointly produced socio-linguistic and socio

cultural texts. The interpretation of interviews implies a theory of discourse and text. 
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In a theoretical sense, one might think of an interview as involving a dialectical 

interplay between two texts competing for the same space, page, world. In the previous 

chapter, I presented an argument for the existence of dual texts in children's story making: 

there is the commanded text - the text that the child feels obliged to create by the context of 

the social text; and the preferred text - the text that the child intends, or wants to create as a 

representation of a preferred style, intentionality or view of social reality. Similarly, there 

can be a dialectical interplay between interviews as texts and interviewing as a research 

tool. Thus interviews in Eco' s (1979) sense can function as either open or closed texts and 

conversations. There is the commanded text - the text respondents create as a result of their 

perceptions of what they perceive they should or should not talk about or are asked to talk 

about. There is the preferred text - the text that the respondents create as a result of what 

they want to or do not want to talk about. 

It is not the purpose of this dissertation to repon on the quantitative frequency of 

mentionable items nor turns of talk in the interview data. However, two points are wonh 

mentioning in passing. First, the girls, especially Jenny and Nicky, dominate the group 

interviews in both languages and are aware that they are doing so. Consider the following 

invitation to panicipate in a discussion about their English and French stories that Nicky 

offers to the boys, "Okay, gentle gentleman ... "; " ... Okay, here's your chance ... " 

(Structured group interview English, 05/03/85). Second, the number of turns of talk per 

child did not necessarily correlate with the significance of the information gleaned about an 

individual child's perceptions. Consider the following excerpt from a group interview in 

which the children are talking about their personal difficulties in writing their L2 stories. 

Chris, who has had only six turns of talk throughout this entire 90 minute group interview, 

makes reference to the encoding of ideas in stories in general as well as the thematic content 



of his stories. 

Chris: Yeah, and there ... there's nothing much more to write but 
in .. .in the middle of a place, that's action ... that's action is really 
happening, and suddenly you have ideas .. .like the Manians 
about to kill you and you have to freeze and run. 

Jenny: That's what happens next. .. 

Chris: And that. .. that you don't know what is going to happen 
next. 

Katie: I guess it will continue tomorrow. 
(Retrospective group interview English, 06/06/85) 
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Chris's succinct commentary reflects his consistent approach to, and perceptions 

of. story writing across the two languages as gleaned from observational data and other 

interviews. At issue here is how we can tap what children really know. French 

phenomenologist Merleau- Ponty (1964) argues that 

in the case of the child's perception, it is not a matter of simple 
reflection of external phenomena within the child or of a simple 
sorting of data resulting from the activity of the senses. It 
seemed to us to be a question of an actual "informing" 
(Gestaltung) of experience in the child. ( p. 98) 

In discussing theories of category formation, Mehan (1986) states that 

all people partition their environment into categories for 
establishing equivalences among objects and events. Two 
theories concerning the process by which instances are placed 
into categories are (a) a critical features theory, and (b) a family 
resemblance theory. (p.298) 
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The fonner theory is derived from a correspondance theory of meaning and 

assumes that a single set of objects will have a single set of fonnal criteria necessary and 

sufficient for group membership. The latter is derived from Wittgenstein's (1953) use 

theory of meaning and assumes a complex network of similarities or patterns of 

overlapping similarities (Mehan, 1986, p. 316). Mehan poses an interesting question which 

applies to interviews in general and which may be applied to this study, which focuses on 

children's perceptions of English and French written narratives: Is the locus of perception 

in the head of the perceiver - the child narrator, or in the stimulus object- the interview type 

and context? At issue here is whether the children's perceptions uncovered by the 

interviews are influenced by interview types or other more subtle variables. In this study I 

mixed traditional qualitative field data with quantitative data such as a written survey 

questionnaire. 

Written Survey Questionnaire • A Second Look 

Mishler (1986) argues that 

the standard interview is in itself essentially faulted and that is therefore 
cannot serve as the ideal methodological model against which to assess 
other approaches. (p. 29) 

On the other hand Ellen (1984) argues that "in combination with other kinds of data there 

is no reason why opinions in this way (survey questionnaires) could not be properly 

interpreted" (p. 259).Twenty eight children completed a 38 item written survey 

questionnaire (Appendix B) near the end of phase three of the study. Thus, this survey 

followed an intensive field work. period in which I had already gleaned considerable 

information about the children's frames of reference. The interview was administered in my 

presence near the end of the study. By this time the children were convinced about my 

genuine interest in their views and accustomed to my presence in their classroom as well as 
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my various ways of tapping their opinions. This is reflected in the following comment by 

Katie, who after completing the written survey, remarked .. Dh you have another way of 

talking to us ... hum it's a little fonnal uh!" (06/U5/85). 

Katie is right. As a text this survey questionnaire is a closed text. As a 'mode of 

interviewing' it is formal and as such does not lend itself to in depth interpretative leads nor 

open ended explanations of the children's responses. In this sense it is, as Mishler (1986) 

argues, limited. Like most survey questionnaires it gives little freedom to the children to 

write or talk about what they think is relevant and important. Its three pan structure would 

appear to constrain and limit the children's responses to a three item enumerative listing and 

to place their responses into categories based on a critical features theory of meaning (.e.g. 

three favorite English stories, three favorite French stories). 

However, the intent of this survey was to provide additional general infonnation 

about the six children's general tendencies and orientations towards English and French 

narratives as compared to those of their classmates. Another purpose was to assess 

whether the six target children generally held similar or different beliefs and attitudes about 

reading English and French stories than their classmates. Thus, it served as a confinnation 

instrument which verified the typicality and correlation of items reponed in interviews. In 

this sense it served a useful although obviously limited function. Narrative segment 4.1 

describes the context in which this survey was administered. 

Narrative Segment 4.1. Context of the Written Survey 

It is 1 :05 p.m. and the children shuffle into room 4. Mrs. G. greets 
them at the entrance and holds the written survey questionnaire. 



By 1: 10 all 28 children are sitting at their desks. Mrs. G. makes the 
following announcement. "We are going to do something a little different 
today. As you know Mary and 1 have been interested all year in what you 
think about English and French stories. 1 have a questionnaire here and we 
would like you to flU in your responses. It's not a test and you can have the 
whole period to do this." 

At I: 11 Katie and Nicky distribute the questionnaire and Mrs. G. says: 
"If you have any questions, just ask either me or Mary." All the children 
with the exception of David who sits at the long table by himself begin to 
answer the questionnaire immediately. 

At 1:18 Katie raises her hand and says she doesn't watch T.V ... Mrs G. 
responds: "That's okay just fill in what you think or feel reflects what you 
really think or really do." All children with the exception of David complete 
the questionnaire within the fifty minute period. At 2:00 the children depan 
for French class; Mrs. G. invites David to remain and complete the survey. 
David looks up and says to me" 1 suppose you do really want this ... you 
always do want to know what we think." What is elusive about the 
significance of this episode is whether David is genuinely responding to my 
interests as a researcher or whether he has deliberately used this occasion as 
an opportunity to get out of going to French class. He completes the 
questionnaire within the next thirty minutes and leaves for French class. 
Mrs. G. explains afterwards: "I decided to invite him to complete it because 
if he had to do it at lunch or after school or not at all, I think I would be 
confmning one more instance that David doesn't comply and I don't want to 
convey that to Robert (the principal)." (05~/85) 
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The enumerative listing format of this survey provides a general typology of the 

children's preferences although it does not have the explanatory power of the qualitative 

data. A significant feature of the qualitative data was the minimal reference to French 

stories, books, newspapers and culture. The results of this survey indicate a low incidence 

of the children's participation and use of what Vygotsky (1978) would call the tools of the 

French culture. However, my intent here is not to show causality but to unveil possible 



correlations between the children's voluntary choices on the survey and the preferences 

they articulate in other interviews as discussed in the previous section. 
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Demographic Variables. Sections I and n of the survey deal with the 

demographic variables. Comparison of the target group and the entire class on demographic 

variables indicates that the six children as a target group are representative of the entire 

group as indicated in Table 4.5. For example, there are more girls than boys in the entire 

group. The 66.6% female population in comparison to the 33.3% male population indicates 

that the target group is similar in male/female distribution as the entire class. In the entire 

group 85.7% of the children perceive the neighborhood language to be English. Similarly 

83.3% of the target share this same perception. 

Of the 28 children who completed the survey 75% were females. Overall, 82% of 

the entire group reponed they were born in Montreal, 89% indicated their birth place as 

Canada and 85.7% perceive English to be their native language. Two interesting features of 

the survey are that over 95% perceive English to be the language spoken most of the time at 

home and 85% perceive the language of their neighborhood to be English. This fmding is 

interesting when compared to the Canadian and provincial census data as discussed in 

Chapter 2. The census data indicates that this suburb has taken on an increasing French 

face. Both the target group and the entire group appear to perceive this suburb as a 

predominantly Anglophone community. However, 50% within both groups reponed that 

French was the other language spoken at home. 
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Table 4.5 Comparison of Target Groups and Entire Group on Demographic Variables 

Variable Value % Entire Group % Target Group 

SEX 
Male 25.0 33.3 
Female 75.0 66.6 

CITY 
Montreal 82.1 66.7 
Hamilton 3.6 16.7 
Other 10.7 0.0 
Missing 3.6 16.7 

COUNTRY 
Canada 89.3 83.3 
England 7.1 16.7 
India 3.6 0.0 

YEARS IN CANADA 
4 3.6 16.7 

10 17.9 33.3 
11 42.9 16.7 
12 35.7 33.3 

NATIVE LANGUAGE 
English 85.7 83.3 
Annenian 3.6 16.7 
French 7.1 0.0 
Chinese 3.6 0.0 

LANGUAGE SPOKEN 
MOST OFTEN 
AT HOME 

English 96.4 100.0 
French 3.6 0.0 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
LANGUAGE 

French 3.6 16.7 
English 85.7 83.3 
Neither 3.6 
Many 7.1 
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The limitation of this survey is obvious in that it does not explain from the 

participants' perspectives what "speaking French at home means" (e.g ... the language of 

conversation, or the language used in response to a situational context such as parents 

helping their children with French homework assigned by French Immersion teachers or 

responding to language law BillI01). In retrospect, this finding is particularly interesting 

in the light of the recent 1988 Quebec legislation, Bill 178, which forbids the use of 

English signs outside comrnerical and private establishments. This bill contravenes the 

1988 Canadian Supreme Coun ruling which suppons the linguistic rights of the English 

minority in Quebec. Therein continues the dialectical tension between these two founding 

linguistic groups which I described in Chapter Two. 

Analysis of Variance Between Groups On Section III Questionnaire. 

Section 111 of this questionnaire deals with the electronic media of television, 

movies, musicians and the written media of books, magazines, comic books and 

newspapers. Table 4.6 shows the results of a one way anova analysis of variance between 

the two groups (target and larger groups) on questions in Section III which were found to 

be significant at .05 level. 
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Significant differences were found between the two groups on the following questions: 

Question 3F: What are your three favorite movies (French)? .008 

Question 5F: Of the following which do you spend the most time on (in order)? Television. 

movies, newspapers, magazines, comics, music .. 008 

Question 12E Do you read stories in English this year? (Specify kinds) .004 

Question 12F Do you read stories in French this year? (Specify kinds) .. 004 

Question 17E What are your three favorite magazines? .03 

Question 16E What are your three favorite magazines? (English) .017 

Question 18E What are your three favorite comic books? (almost significant) 

Question 19E Who are your three favorite musicians or groups? (almost significant) 

Question 22E What are your three favorite stories which your teacher read to you this year? 

(almost significant) 

Although analysis of variance indicates significant differences between the two 

groups (entire group and target group) on the above questions, these findings should be 

interpreted with caution. For example. on question 3F the differences can be explained in 

part by the fact that seventeen children from the entire group cited the French film La 

Guerre du Tucques in contrast to only two children, from the target group Jenny and 

David, who made reference to this film. Only three other French films were cited by 

children from the entire group: La Cage au Folies; Les un et les aut res, Au noms 

de tout les miens. Within the qualitative data, the children make no reference to French 

films despite the fact that there are more French than English cinemas in their suburban 

conununity and in urban Montreal. Both the quantitative and qualitative data suggest that 
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The responses to question 5F (Which do you spend most time on in order) indicate 

significant differences between the two groups with respect to voluntary leisure activities. 

Responses indicate a preference for comics, television and musicians as preferred leisure 

pastimes. Twelve students listed television as their primary leisure activity. Twelve listed 

musicians and sixteen listed comics as their prime leisure activity. Within the target group 

two students, Chris and Alison, left this question blank. Of the twenty eight children, Katie 

was the only one who listed reading books as her favorite activity; her appreciation of 

books is also well confirmed by the observational and interview data. Nicky rank ordered 

magazines, comics and musicians as her favorite activities. Jenny listed comics, news and 

television and David listed comics as their preferred leisure activities. 

However, movies may be more popular than the actual results of the survey indicate 

since fllms regularly appear on Cable TV, and 90% of the students in the entire class had 

VCR's at home. For example, in the structured English group interview the children 

frequently talked about English movies they had seen on television. On the survey, Star 

Wars, Return of the Jedi and Raiders of the Lost Ark were frequently mentioned 

by boys while the girls tended to cite Splash, Terms of Endearment and Risk)' 

Business. In the structured French group interview the children did not talk about French 

movies which are accessible to them on French cable television nor did they cite instances 

of French movies on television on the survey although they have access to French videos at 

the local depanneur (7/ll) for 99 cents. 

Looking back to the responses of the target group in Table 4.4. it can be seen that 

their favorite movie and television stars tended to be male figures such as Harrison Ford, 

Eddie Murphy, Mark Hamel and Bill Cosby. Nicky was the only student to list the 

Canadian female movie star Genevieve Bujold as her favorite. One parent of a child in the 
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target group attributed the popularity of Bill Cosby to prime time programming; in 

Montreal, this show appears at 5.30 p.m. just before the six o'clock local news. Her 

children tend to watch television at this time after they have finished their homework and 

await supper. The qualitative data shows that the children engaged in frequent 

conversations about television, and all agreed with Alison that watching television takes 

less effort than reading a book. Except for Katie, television is basically viewed by all 

children in terms of its entertainment value; they make no reference to documentaries nor 

specific news programs in the survey nor the qualitative interview data. 

The responses to questions 12E and F, indicate that there are significant differences 

between the two groups with respect to the types of stories they read in English and in 

French. Mystery and adventures stories are commonly cited by both groups and support 

Mrs. G'.s claim that" (these) children prefer mystery and adventure." However, it might 

be that the children cited these types of genres on the survey because these were the types 

they frequently encountered in both classrooms and perhaps thought they should repon. 

Both the English and French pedagogical guides from the Ministry of Education and the 

Riverview School Board recommend these genres for grades five and six children. The 

qualitative data would seem to suggest that this is a plausible interpretation. However, in 

another sense interpreting the children's responses on this survey suggests complex 

transactions between interviews as texts and children as interviewees in particular contexts 

of situations. In the qualitative data several children make reference to their stylistic 

preferences for mystery and adventure stories. 

Responses to questions 16E and 18E indicate significant differences between the 

two groups with respect to favorite magazines and comics. Table 4.7, an enumerative 
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listing of magazines titles and comics, indicates a wide range of preferences among the 

children. 

Table 4.7 Enumerative Listing Favorite English And French Magazines 

Seventeen 5 
Sixteen 5 
Roc~ine 4 
Tiger Best 3 
C>vvl 3 
World 3 
Bop 3 
Women's Day 2 
Young Miss 2 
People 2 
MS 2 
Great Looks 1 
1V Tattle Tales 1 
Jam 1 
Pop One 1 
Cyndi Lauper 1 
Madona 1 
Madonna 1 
Ranger Rick 1 
Founeen 1 
Rock Rap 1 
Power Station 1 
Rock's Best 1 
Hair Styles 1 
Chatelaine 1 
T~n 1 
RockS~ 1 
Photograph 1 
Popular Science 1 
Flying 1 
Popular Magazine Life 1 
Guns & Ammo 1 
Time 1 
Mad 1 
National Geographic 1 
Cricket 1 
Video Press· 1 
·(French) 

Most children left questions 16F and 18F blank. Both the English and French responses on 

questions 16 and 18, indicate that the children place more value on English than French 
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magazines and comics. Girls tend to value magazines more than boys as illustrated in Table 

4.8. The list of titles for English comics ranged from light humor 'funnies' (eg. Family 

Circus, For Better Or Worse) to male super heroes (eg. X-Man) as illustrated in Table 4.8. 

Both the boys and girls in the two groups indicate an avid interest in Archie, perhaps 

because the characters are pre adolescents. 

Table 4.8 Enumerative Listing English And French Favorite Comics 

Archie 16 
Garfield 3 
Pep 3 
Betty & Veronica 3 
Riche Rick 3 
Dennis the Menace 2 
X-Man 2 
Family Circus 2 
Peanuts 2 
Bute Baily 1 
Marvin 1 
Heathcliff 1 
Sugar & Spike 1 
Dot I 
For Bener of Worse 1 
Jug Head 1 
Gazene Comics 1 
Blondie 1 
Superniends 1 
Wonder Break 1 
Tintin I 
Spider Man 1 
Fantastic Four 1 
Asterix 1 
Bugs Bunny 1 
Transformers 1 
Daredevil 1 
Secret Wars 1 

Responses to question 19E indicate significant differences between the two 

groups with respect to musical preferences. Cindy Lauper and Madonna are at the top for 

favorite musicians and male recording groups, like Duran Duran, are most frequently cited 
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than others by both groups of children. Table 4.9 lists the range of musicians or groups 

referred to by both groups. 

Table 4.9 Three Favorite English And French Musicians/Groups 

Cyndi Lauper 
Madonna 
Corey Hart 
Wham 
Duran Duran 
Bryan Adams 
Lionel Richie 
Jack Wagner 
Tears for Fears 
Police 
Julian Lennon 
Bruce Springsteen 
Michael Jackson 
Cool 
Carlo Imperato 
Def. Leppard 
Boy George 
Phil Collins 
Quiet Heat 
Twisted Sister 
Pointer Sister 
U2 
Tina Turner 

12 
13 
7 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

When this data is compared to responses on 19F, there is evidence that suggests the 

children have little value for French musicians. Thineen students left the French items 

blank; seven stated they didn't have any favorite French musicians and the following 

French musicians were listed once: Gilles Vignault, Pierre Bertrands, Angele Arsenault, 

Roben Charlebois. 

Story Types and Stories Read by Teachers. 

In response to questions 22E and F, nineteen children reponed The Twits, 

fifteen Mini Bike Hero and eighteen The Mystery or The Secret Tunnel as their 

favorite stories from the ones that Mrs. G . read to them. Fifteen children reponed 
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L'Ecole d'Reve and sixteen Les Coleurs en Chocolat as their favorite story of those 

that Marie Josee read to them. Another limitation of this survey lies in the fact that it does 

not explain why the children chose these stories. Observational data indicates that both 

teachers read these stories to the children in very traditional and structured ways (i.e. read 

the story and ask questions). It may be, that the children answered the questions on the 

survey with a 'school'based frame ofreference, which if the case, supports Mishler's 

argument against survey instruments. It may also be as I mentioned earlier in this section, 

that the children were less concerned about the form of this survey and more sensitive to 

the fact I wanted information about their preferences. 

However, there was one advantage to the survey. It did supply additional 

information about the reading preferences of the male students, especially the two target 

children, David and Chris who tended to have the fewest numbers of turns of talk in the 

qualitative group interview situations. While the survey served a useful function in 

capturing the children's general tendencies towards reading in English and French, it did 

not tap their knowledge of English and French stories nor competence in reading and 

writing stories as illustrated in the section on general panems. 

Group Interviews 

Goetz and LeCompte (1984) cite as one of the advantages of group interviews the 

fact that data can be elicited from several individuals at once and variation in their responses 

and or contradictions can be gleaned in naturally occurring bounded groups. Children were 

interviewed in groups in three different contexts of situation and two language contexts. 

During the second phase of the study, I conducted two structured group interviews, one in 

English and one in French. These were held a week apart in both the English and French 

Immersion classrooms without the direct presence of any adult. The purpose of these 
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interviews was to uncover the children's perceptions of English and French story writers, 

stories and story writing in English and French. Although the children were given the same 

set of questions on both occasions, they were free to audiotape their responses in any order 

they so wished. 

A retrospective open ended group interview in English with a university graduate 

student in the role of interlocutor was conducted near the end of phase three of the study. 

The purpose of this interview was to uncover the consistency of the children's perceptions 

of story writing in English Language Ans and French Immersion and to look for shifts in 

perceptions. I chose this mode of interviewing because of the type of questions which I 

wanted to ask (e.g. If I were to come to your English class this year what would I see you 

doing?). Because I had observed and talked with the children for a whole year, it did not 

seen authentic nor natural for me to pose such questions to them directly, hence the choice 

of another interlocutor. Narrative Segments 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 describe the contexts for 

administering these interviews. 

Narrative Segment 4.2 : Context for Interview 

It's 1: 10 p.m. in room 4. Forthe past week the children have been working in small 

groups of five or six audiotaping plays or stories. Today, there are four groups of children, 

each with a tape recorder. The six target children and one other child are working together 

at the long table. Mrs. G. announces that they will be working in groups. She says "as you 

know Mary and I are interested in what you think about English and French stories. Today. 

we invite you to talk about what you think about English and French stories and story 

writers. We need your help and want your opinions. So you can work in groups and talk 

about the following questions." Jenny passes out the structured interview to each child 

(Appendix G). "This is not a test and you can answer as many of the questions here on tht: 
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sheet as you wish and in whatever order you wish." Mrs. G. hands each group two tapes; 

each tape has been labled and coded. She asks children to have someone in their group 

write the names of the groups members on the space provided on the tape. She informs 

them that there is no limit for this interview. The children set about this task quickly. The 

six target children are sitting together. Katie is appointed by her friends as secretary of the 

group. (04/03/85) 

Narrative Segment 4.3 

It's 9:00 a.m. in room 13. Marie Josee invites the children to work in groups of five or six. 

The children arrange themselves in the same working groups as in English class. Chris is 

asked to pass out the French questionnaire which has been translated by Marie Josee. She 

explains that they will be working in their groups and audiotaping their discussions to these 

questions. They have as much time as they need. She reminds the children that they had a 

similar experience the previous week in English and that the only difference is that they are 

to talk in French. The children begin to form their groups and the six target children move 

their desks together and hover around the tape recorder. Nicky is appointed the secretary by 

the group and David begins to test the tape. (04/11/85) 

Narrative Segment 4.4 

The six children and the graduate student are sitting around a round table in the comer of 

room near the sink. It is lunch hOUT. Because the rest of the class would be working inside 

and outside the classroom on what Mrs. G. called 'noisy activities' during Language Ans, 

she suggested this time and location as a more appropriate environment for audiotaping this 

discussion. Jenny strikes up a conversation with Jim, the graduate student, and then 

attempts to negotiate control of the interview at the beginning. (06106/85) (Cf. chapter 2 for 

excerpt) 



Structured Group English and French Interviews 
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Although both group structured English and French interview contexts, although 

the questions are predetennined, the children control the flow of topics. In this sense these 

interviews function alternately as both closed and open texts. Analysis of these two 

interviews indicates a relative global similarity in thematic progression across the two 

languages, although some themes emerge in one interview situation that do not emerge in 

the other. 

On ftrst glance the context of these two interviews seem to indicate that they 

function as closed texts. At the beginning of both interviews, the children respond in a 

perfunctory manner to the interview questions. Later, however, it appears that of all the 

interviews, these have generate the most talk, although the English interview is longer than 

the French. By question six the children are transfonning the interview text questions into 

their own subtexts for their own purposes, and their conversations become more 

openended. For example, the ftrst ftve questions "What does it mean to be an author of 

English and French stories?," "Why do you think people write stories in English and 

French? "Where do authors of English stories and French stories get their ideas for writing 

their stories?," "Do you think that stories wrinen in English are the same or different than 

stories wrinen in French?" and "Do you think there are different ways to stan and end 

stories in English and French?" - frame the interviews as texts about English and French 

authors, storying and stories. The wording of the questions may have cued the children to 

respond with declarative statements. Subsequent questions may have cued the children to 

be more speculative and transform the interview text into their own subtexts, which are 

frequently about television and reading books. However, in responding to these questions 



they negotiate the meaning of the interview situations for themselves and establish their 

own respective roles as interviewers and interviewees. 
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Children as Interviewers and Interviewees: Negotiating Interviews as 

Texts. Although the children were not asked to deal with the methodological problems of 

group interviews, such as the identification of speaking voices, they demonstrate their 

awareness of the pragmatics of this situation. In each of the groups and in both interview 

situations, the children spontaneously designated a member of their group to record on a 

sheet of paper who is speaking to whom as illustrated in Narrative segment 4.5 

Narrative Segment 4.S The Pragmatics of Interviewing. 

The target group are sitting around the long table. Chris insens the tape into the tape 

recorder. Nicky writes the names of the group members on a sheet of paper. Katie says 

"Okay let's stan with question one" and reads it out to the group: "What does it mean to be 

an author of English and French stories?" Alison responds: "I donna know." Katie stops 

the tape recorder and says to Nicky: "Okay let's take turns and record on your sheet who is 

talking then Mary will know who is talking when she listens to this." Chris turns the tape 

recorder back on and they stan to negotiate the interview as a text. (04/03/85) 

In the English interview Katie initiates the discussion, interprets the meaning of the 

interview as a text and initially controls the flow of talk as illustrated in the following 

exchange: 

K: Well intelligent authors .. .it means ... 

A It feels, it feels very prestigious. 

K: No ... what it means ... No ... What does it mean to be an author? 



A:. Oh, Oh, what does it mean. 

K: To be ... to be 

N: It means that some time you're going to be invited on the 
Tonight Show Oaughter). 

A:. A Carribean cruise. 

N: You're just kidding. 

A You're capable of writing "that's incredible." 

K: It means that you're capable of writing in different languages. 

J: It means you're capable of doing a lot of research and studying . 

••••••••••• 

K: Can we go to the next question, please? 

A:. Yes ... okay. (04/U3/85) 
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Alison reads the second question "Why do you think people write stories in English 

and in French?" and quickly responds "To keep them busy." This remark sets the tone for 

the children, with the exception of Jenny, to engage a series of comic exchanges: 

N: Ah well to give other people entenainment. 

A:. The teacher tells you to. 

K: To fill libraries. 

J: To express your ideas. 



To write in English. 

N: It's good practice, it's good practice 

A:. To become famous 

J: Well it's easier for them to know what they're writing down so 
the people can understand them and it's a foreign 
language ... they'd have to know how to spell ... and get 
organized .. .If they know how to do ... they know how to use 
their language they know what to do ... then they can make their 
books to read. 

N: Okay. I'm going to read the next question. (04/03/85) 
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Many of these "mini" subtexts occur at different junctures throughout the interview. 

Sometimes an interview question triggers the emergence of a subtext, and on other 

occasions the children themselves shift the topic of conversation. The tenor of the role 

relations playa pan in these topical shifts. For example, in the above excerpt Nicky. aware 

that Jenny dominates interviews, interjects with the move of reading the next question 

aloud. In the French interview. Nicky initiates and controls the flow of talk in the first two 

questions and signals the shift to another question as illustrated in the following excerpts 

Excerpt I 

N: Qu 'est ce que cela signifie, etre auteur d'histoire en francais? 
(What does it mean to be an author of French stories) 

K: Pas beaucoup (laughter) (Not much). 

J: Oui. .. qui lit beaucoup de livres et (sigh) qui fait des recherches 
sur cet sujet. (Yes ... who reads a lot of books and does research 
on the subject). 



N: Okay ... Je pense que I 'auteur en francais est ... il raconte des 
histoires qui a deja passees comme des ... des ... experiences et 
quelque chose comme ca ... mais les anglais (urn) fait plus de 
fantaisie, je pense. (I think that the French author is ... He tells 
stories about what has happened like ... the ... the experiences 
and things like that ... but the English (urn) make more fantasy, I 
think. 

J: Des choses qui a deja passees comme si une personne dans sa 
famille est mort il ecrit une histoire comme ca ... quand il est petit 
(clears throat) il y a une guerre ... Ia guerre mondiale? .. (Things 
that have happened like if a person in a family dies he writes a 
story like that. .. when he is small (clears throat) there was a war 
... the world war? .. 

A Comme hier Ie .. .I 'auteur a dit que sa flls a dit: "Ecris cet 
livre." ... (Like yesterday the ... the author said that her son said: 

"Write this book" (Reference to C. Mckay, a Canadian 
author who visited the school). 

K: Pour la plaisir (For pleasure). 

C: Pourquoi on ne dit pas les memes chose qu'on dit en anglais? 
(Why do we not say the same things like we say in English?) 

•••••••••• 
Excerpt 2 

N: Oui, il y a beaucoup de legendes en francais, je pense (Yes, there 
are many French legends, I think). 

C: Comme tu sais Chasse Galerie (Like you know Chasse Galerie) 
(A classical French legend) 

A C'est plus facile a ecrire en fantasie de l'autre (It is much easier 
to write in fantasy than the other. 
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N: Oui mais c'est un peu fantasie les legendes parce que tu sais pas 
si c'est vrai ou si c'est faux (Yes but it's a little fantasy the 
legends because you don't know if it's true or false. 

J: Et quand tu ecris des histoires avec des enfants c' est difficile 
parce que tu ne sais pas de ... de choisir un bon sujet ... c'est 
difficIe (urn) a penser de quoi les enfants veut. .. tu sais? (And 
when you write stories with children it is difficult because you 
don't know how to ... to choose a good subject. . .it is difficult 
(urn) to think of what children want. .. you know?) 

••••••••••• 
Excerpt 3 

N: Okay. Numero deux. Pourquoi pensez vous ecrit~n des 
histoires en francais? (Okay, number two. Why do you think 
people write stories in French?) 

c: Pour les personnes qui parlent francais (For those people who 
speak French. 

c: Parce que Ie professeur dit pour ecrire ... (Because the teacher 
tells you to write) (All the children laugh) 

K: Parce que tu as rien d'autre a faire ... (Because you have nothing 
else to do ... ) Ou pour Ie plaisir ( Or for pleasure) ... Ou pour faire 
la plaisir aux ... aux autres (Or for the pleasure of ... of others). 

c: Pour I'argent (For the money) (The group laughs and says "pas 
pour I 'argent"(Not for the money). Est-<:e que nous avons 
I'argent quand nous ecrivons une histoire? (Do we have money 
when we write a story) Non (group) 

c: Au lieu de ca notre parents donnent I'argent ales professeurs 
pour qui ecrit I'histoire ... (then our parents give money to the 
teachers for someone who writes the story). 
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J: On ecrit en francais pour passer nos temps et on ecrire parce que 
quand on ecrit en francais ca aide pour saver des autres mots, tu 
regarde dans Ie dictionnaire et tu ... et tu (We write in French to 
pass the time and we write because when we write in French it 
helps the learning of other words, you look in the dictionary and 
you ... and you) ...... et quand tu lis beaucoup tu as beaucoup 
des idees (And when you read you have lots of ideas). 

K: C'est aussi pour exprimer vos idees ... (It is also to express your 
ideas). 

N: Ou les auteurs prennent-ils les idees de leurs histoires? (Where 
do authors get their ideas?) 
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In the fIrst excerpt, although Katie tries to interject some humor into the discussion, 

Jenny pulls them back to serious discussion about authorship, French legends and her own 

sense of authorship. In the third excerpt, Chris initiates a tongue in cheek exchange about 

writing for money and writing assigned by teachers. The latter remark emerges as a subtext 

in both interviews. In this French interview, Chris is more talkative than he was in the two 

group English interviews. Several children like Nicky, Jenny and Katie use the reading 

aloud of a question to shift the topic of conversation, gain a turn of talk or maintain the 

floor. These moves, characterized by Goffman (1959) as "interactions that alter and 

threaten to alter the relative social positions of the interactants" (p.84), do not as illustrated 

in the following excerpt from the English interview always work: 

N: Okay, new question. 

K: They would make up a fIction story and make it seem like a non 
fiction story. 

J: Yes, ah or ... 

N: Okay, next question. 



J: Or sometimes when they lived or a book or something ... they 
never describe enough, they never describe enough (referring to 
a story about the Lock Ness Monster) ... they never describe 
enough about urn the monsters.(04/03/85) 
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It is possible that the English and French structured group and retrospective group 

interviews, favor the girls, who are loquacious talkers, more than the boys, who have 

comparatively few turns of talk. In both interviews although the children had the freedom 

to respond to the questions in any order they wished, they follow a matching order of 

questions and responses. It is possible that the school contexts in which these interviews 

were conducted may have inadvertently influenced the children's approach to the 

interviews. This is purely speculative. However, they have had considerable experience in 

answering questions in a sequential order. If this is the case, then the interviews should be 

construed as closed, commanded texts in contrast to open ended conversations which are 

informal and recursive in character. 

Overlapping and Emergent Themes. In their responses to some of the 

interview questions the children are remarkably consistent across the two interviews. It is 

interesting to note that in the whole corpus of interview data, I found only one instance of a 

contradiction. In one interview Nicky says English authors write more fantasies than 

French authors and in another interview reverses this statement. The translation 

phenomenon emerges in both interviews as a dominant subtext. Thus, there are segments 

where themes overlap over both interviews. This may be attributed in part to the 

predetermined nature of the questions which are thematically organized but also to the 

children's consistent stance on certain issues. 

In other instances, themes do or do not emerge from one interview to the next. For 

example, comments about television programming and viewing overwhelm the English 



interview but not the French. Table 4.10 provides a comparative summary profile of the 

children's perceptions of English and French stories in both the English and French 

structured group interviews. 
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What they repon suggests that some children, like Chris, Nicky, David and Alison, 

attribute the major differences between English and French stories to be language related 

(i.e. idiomatic expressions, syntax, humor). Jenny. on the other hand, is perhaps more 

sensitive to the content of English and French stories and narrative description. Nicky 

believes that French stories "have more nature." 

Bruner (1986) claims "the inseparability of character, setting and action must be 

deeply rooted in the nature of narrative thought" (p.35). Katie's comments indicate that she 

is perhaps more sensitive to narrative as a mode of thinking than the other children. While 

Jenny is more concerned about action background and setting. Alison believes characters 

are the most imponant features of stories. Although David's comments are infrequent, he 

does see the power of the imaginative story in both languages. The children seem to be 

caught in a dialectic between thinking about narrative in relation to a fIrst and second 

language and thinking about stories and storying in relation to their preferred modes of 

storying. This may be explained in pan by their explicit aniculation of their attitudes 

towards reading French books. As well. the children seem to differentiate between English 

and French stories according to their own abilities and facility with the English and French 

languages rather than differences between English and French narrative traditions. This is 

apparent in subsequent questions where they discuss the kinds of stories they like to write 

and believe they are good at writing. 

The children's perceptions may be interpreted in a number of ways. Rosen (1986) 

argues that children derive the written language system from what they experience of it. 



Table 4.10 Comparative Summary or Children's Perceptions or English and French Stories in English And French 
Structured Group Interviews 

Differences bdwHII English 
and Frnc:h Stories 

Cbr~ 

Jenny 

Alison 

English Structured Group Interview 

If you take English expressions and 
try 10 change them into French and 
they don't make sense 

.. .in the French books they um write 
about delightful things ... things that 
are nice ... ah mysteries but they are 
not very interesting 

... in this French book it just dragged 
on ... they were always talking 
about. .. silly things but in English 
books um the place changes all the 
time and there's more excitement 

If a person is French and lives in 
France, some times in their stories it 
was the life of France and if you're 
English and lived in Australia or 
Canada then he writes 

If it isn't your mother tongue, you 
can't be so free like some times words 
are jumbled around. Like it's the same 
expression and it's jumbled around. 

French Structured Group Interview 

Not always are they different. But in France 
perhaps, there are no trees like here. In French 
stories they use the traditions, their family, 
their clothes. 

In a story which is wriuen in French ~be
coise the words are different from English and 
you can't understand very well the French 
stories because it's not your language. 

""" o 
o 



Di"~rellCe5 betwftn EnRlish 
and French Stories 

AIMiI 

Nkky 

Kat~ 

David 

English Structured Group Intervw 

If it isn't your mother tongue, you 
can't be so free like some times words 
are jumbled around. Like it's the same 
expression and it's jumbled around. 

Like I wouldn't dream of reading one 
of those (French books) from cover to 
cover ... because I'd die from boredom 

• ... even for the younger kids who are 
born speaking French ... they, they 
would have ttouble too because like 
it's a more complicated language to 
wri te and learn in. 

A lot of the French books talk ... they 
have more about nature 

I was trying to write gravy train ... so I 
just put gravy train 

French Structured Group Interv~w 

It's perhaps the same story but in different 
words. 

If a French person reads something in English 
maybe they won't understand because there is 
slang in it 

In the French TV Guide .. .it says "The A 
Team" ... and it explains that it is an English 
broadcast 

~ 
o ..... 



Recopition 01 English/French English Structured Group Interview 
Stories 

Chris By idioms. He's dead as a doornail 

Jmny You know its a French story. The 
Freoch franc has a different image. 
The English from England wear 
watches on a chain. 

Alison 

• The way expressions in French the 
people use ... when I read these books 
from France their bonnets and their 
Freoch bread and they're carrying 
their bags 

... the selling ... as if...if you're in front 
of the Eiffel Tower or the houses, 
when they describe the houses they're 
usually small and humble and they 
have wash basins different from other 
countries. So it's the lifestyle lOO that 
you can tell if they're different 

In Freoch ... Wah Disney I'd hate to 
read them because they'd be more 
boring than in English 

French Structured Group Inte"n 

on TV ... their voices don't sound the same 

That doesn't make sense 

Sometimes. if. . .it doesn't work 

Because there are times when I write a French 
story ... but I translate from English to 
Freoch ... and you don't have the correct 
writing. 

If you translate word for word ... you know 
what it translates 

Yes, Ie g~on grand ... the boy big 

You need a good French and English diction
ary and you also need a day and a half to 
translate 

When sometimes if something has happened 
and they say ah that was good 

~ 
o 
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Recopitioll of EnKiish/French 
Stories 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

English Structured Group Interview 

In French books I hope it finishes 
soon. 

Well I'm reading around the world in 
80 days and its about an English 
man ... uh he's dressed with a top 
hal. .. he has a liule pocket watch. 

If you ever watch TV and the volume 
was turned down you could tell if it 
was a French or English ... unless it 
was translated ... by the way they're 
dressed 

By the scenery ... it always rains there 

When I watch Charlie Brown in 
French .. .it doesn't make sense ... how 
the phrase ... the sentences 

By the humor 

French Structured Group IDtervn 

When you say don't judge a book by its cover, 
you say "Ne pas juger un livre par sa couvre." 
Oh Woa! If you say that in French. 

• From dreams they have during the night 

Some people take their ideas from a photo they 
have seen or ideas just arrive in your head and 
you write on a piece of paper. 

Sometimes people take their ideas from their 
family and the characters of their brother. If he 
wants someone who is a "pest," he takes their 
brother ... but never their sister because we 
know girls are better ... and their mother is the 
same character as their mother or like a 
different person or like the majority of mothers 
are. 

~ 
o 
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Attributes 01 Good EnRIish! 
French Stories 

Chr~ 

Jenny 

English Structured Group Inteniew 

• It's like Robin in Magnum PI. You 
never saw Robin Masters ... once when 
they had that basketball game you 
only see him from his neck down ... ten 
years later they show his face 

Usually like stories with action like 
James Bond 

Sometimes when the SIOries ... um 
breathtaking like if you have a very 
very interesting story and you don't 
want to put it down but then 
it. .. sometimes at the very end it drags 

I'm reading a Wrinkle in Time now ... 
I still want to know what's happening 
butI'm still bored 

I love books from the future .. .I like to 
read a good adventure story with 
horror combined in it 

I read the Mystery of the Secret 
Tunnel... they're walking in the 
marsh .. .1 got bored until the next 
chapter came but it kept on 
dragging ... a good story has to have a 
different setting ... different things 
happening in each chapter. 

French Structured Group Intervn 

Some people like Asterix and Tin Tin 

It's good when it has a lot of action .. .if the 
place ... in the stars ... if it's in another galaxy 

It's difficult to understand French books like 
that have good French stories. 

The good stories ... the story is not real its in 
different dimensions 

To have a good story, the character must be all 
different, a happy character, a mischevious 
character like characters in a story 

The majority of kids like funny stories 

~ 
o 
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Attributes 01 Good English! 
French Stories 

Alison 

Jenny 

Nicky 

EnRlish Structured Group Interview 

What makes it good ... you have to put 
some umph into it and you have to put 
loes of dialogue ... to keep you 
busy ... there should be humor in the 
dialogue but not so exaggerated you 
lose interest in the story ... it should 
have perfect timing. 

When I read this book it itlells ... is 50 
pages of what he's going to do and 
then he fmaUy does it. 

Everyone should have a different 
picture in their minds that's fun to 
read. 

French Structured Group Interview 

I like stories that are funny but it's a bit 
difficult 

Adventure, and horror story. 

I think they must have realistic characters 

Speaking of realism, they must have French 
names if it is to be a French story like if it's 
Marie in the snow, that's okay but if it's Boris 
the Wolf, it's not. You can see it's not 
real...because I don't think Boris is a French 
name 

~ 
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Attrib.aes of Good English! 
Frfttch Stories 

IUItie 

David 

EnRlish Structured Group Interview 

It sort of lakes you into fantasy 

It would be nice if they put the 
description in the person first and then 
you have to think of how the person's 
hair looks 

The Mystery of the Secret Tunnel is a 
good book ... they kept on 
changing ... first to Mr. Ackley, then 
you think it's the Manions ... then your 
not so sure 

If it didn't drag on sometimes, it 
wouldn't make a good book 

It would be nice if they had a moral at 
the end. 

I like hilarious humor 

Something that really couldn't 
happen ... all really make believe 

The Incredible Journey ... you should 
listen to that book ... it just drags 
on ... nothing really happens 

French Structured Group Interview 

Humor 

• They (characters) have to be realistic and not 
realistic 

A little realistic like you but you are an ogre. 
or a cannibal. .. who eats people ... like suppose 
you walk down the street and you didn't see 
the cannibal there ... because there are a million 
people who are cannibals. 

Children like words like Harold Knucklehead 

In a story, you need to have different charac-
ters like suppose you need to have someone 
who talks a lot. .. who is mischevious 

• If you are an adult or a child its necessary to 
have humor 

You need to have different people, to have a 
story, all the different qualities say you have 
the three pigs ... then you need to have stupid-
ity, mischeviousness and intelligence ... you 
know all these other qualities 

Not always realistic .. .if it's a fantasy .. .it's not 
realistic 

~ 
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Difl'eruces bdwHn EDglish 
and French Stories 

Katie 

David 

RKOInition or F..nglishlFr~nch 
Stories 

Chris 

English Structured Group Int~rview 

I read more English books 

I have more patience 10 Sil down and 
read an English book than a French 
book 

Well, there's a girllhat's French who 
lives nexl door 10 me and she never 
reads in French ... she finds the English 
much more interesting than French 

Yeah, they're much differenl because 
ya can'l use humor in it 

How can you say spill the beans in 
Frcnch? 

By idioms. Hc's dcad as a doornail 

You know its a French story. The 
French franc has a differenl image. 
The English from England wear 
walChcs on a chain. 

French Structured Group Interview 

Also our first language is English and it's 
difficult .. more difficuh 10 write a slOry in 
French 

h's nol always the same ... you can make things 
as you wanl in English 

~ 
o ....., 
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Since the children experienced relatively few demonstrations, in Smith's (1981) sense. 

from French authors, this may explain why they do not appear to see major differences 

between English and French authors and stories. For example, Jenny was the one child 

who set herself a goal to read English and French stories; she read 98 English books and 

45 French books over the school year and appears to be more sensitive to the content of 

French stories. On the other hand Chris's stylistic preferences across the two languages 

would seem to indicate that it is possible some children view storying as language 

independent in bilingual contexts. Chris says "stories are stories." Another explanation 

might be that the children's concerns about their narrative performance in L2 overrides their 

attention to possible differences between English and French authors and stories. As I 

discussed in the section on general patterns, the children aniculate their concern about time 

provided for writing and their own narrative performance in a second language. 

Transforming Interview Text Questions. The children's responses seem to 

be related to their overall attitudes, assumptions and values. However, although these two 

interviews are relatively similar in tenns of their general thematic and global coherence. 

there are segments where the children transform the interviews for their own purposes. For 

example, in the English interview, the children's responses to questions 6 and 12 generate 

subtexts and extensive conversations about the media. Sometimes this occurs because an 

individual child shifts the conversation to a particular topic as we saw earlier in this section. 

In the following excerpt, the children have been talking about the book The Mystery of 

the Secret Tunnel and Nicky shifts the conversation to her favorite topic - television. 

Sometimes a shift just occurs naturally because a particular topic is really what the children 

want and prefer to talk about. 



K: The Mystery of the Secret Tunnel is a good book but like 
also ... they keep changing it fIrst to Mr. Ackley, then you think 
it's the Manions, then you're not so sure it's the Manions .. .then 
you go back to the Manions. 

c: No it's Mr. Jones. 

A It shouldn't be .. .it shouldn't drag on .. .It should get straight to 
the point ... although .. .it .. .it may not be long but what counts is 
the content actually ... who cares .. .like "one day there lived a 
king. He met a mouse. They were best friends. The end." It's 
still a story, but it didn't drag on. 

K: But if it didn't drag on sometimes, it wouldn't make a good 
book. 

N: You know the after school specials ... you know how they take a 
book and they put it on TV ... and they have (04/03/85). 
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The television theme keeps emerging in the children's responses to subsequent 

questions and thus functions as a leitmotif throughout the English interview in contrast to 

the French interviews where this theme does not emerge. This is consistent with the 

information they repon on the written survey. However, in their responses to question 11 

in the French interview as illustrated in the following excerpt the children refer to how they 

deal with assigned writing for homework: 

J: Yes, because when Marie Josee said to the class last week to 
write a story but with the same subject and people called their 
friends and said: "What are you going to write?" And they all 
copy and almost all the stories ... yes ... we must write a story and 
a subject on a girl with a bird. 

K: No, she gave different groups like she gave the horse. 

J: Ah, yes that's it... 



N: And with the ftrst words of the phrase Okay and you must have 
a title ... so you must continue from there ... so people phone 
so ... each other ... (04~3/85) 
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Thus, an interesting feature of these two interviews are the different subtexts which 

emerge. In the French interview one major subtext focuses on school based story writing 

and how they cope with it, while in the English interview subtext largely focuses on 

outside influences such as the popular culture, media and in particular, television which 

impinge on the children's sense of stories. 

Interviews as a Renection or Soci~Cultural Values. In both the English 

and French interviews, the children express their cultural assumptions about stories for 

younger children and values about types of stories for grade ftve and six. For Jenny" a 

good book for grade ftve and six is when you learn something from that book ... the book 

teaches you something." She says that for "grade ftve/six, the majority like adventures like 

The Hobbit and the children all agree. Chris likes "stories with action like with James 

Bond" and doesn't think there are mystery stories with women detectives. The girls 

respond and list every television program they can think of that has female investigators. 

This is a good instance to suppon Mishler's (1986) claim that interviews are contextually 

grounded. The children see differences between adults and their own reading tastes as 

Nicky explains "One week my dad ... cause he was going to the library .. .1 asked him if he 

could get me a book from the library and he comes back with something like the children's 

version of airplanes." Alison advises the children: "Never trust your parents to get you 

books ... because you know and they know they're going to get the wrong book for you, so 

you're better off going alone. " 

David thinks that "parents shouldn't force kids to read books." Jenny thinks that 

for younger kids "usually the stories would have to involve the children's school life, and 
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valentine cards, their little friends, and bicycles and a little humor ... like mommy, mommy 

she ran down the hill and she went deeper and deeper and deeper. Nicky thinks that when 

you read stories to younger children "You son of have to tell them what's happening." 

Alison thinks" you have to write in a special way so it sounds like you're talking to the kid 

alone .. .I've noticed that when I used to watch Mr. Rogers." 

As texts these interviews are both open and closed. One limitation of these 

interviews is the predetermined nature of the questions. Nicky, Jenny and Katie play dual 

roles as interviewers and interviewees as they move back and forth in their moves of 

reading a question aloud. This may account for the fact that they seem to function like 

reponers 'reporting' what they think they should say in these interviews. The questions 

which place the children in the hypothetical mode seem to function as a signal for the 

children to move to more open and preferred texts. The strength of these interviews as a 

mode of gathering information lies in the comparative possibilities across interviews, 

languages and children. In contrast to the written survey these interviews do capture the 

children's attitudes towards English and French stories. In this sense they serve a useful 

function. However, understanding the locus of the children's perception means not only 

looking at these child narrators or the interviews as stimulus objects but also as the open 

and closed texts they construct and jointly negotiate. 

Retrospective English Group Interview 

In contrast to the English and French structured group interviews, the retrospecti ve 

English group interview was conducted with an adult male interlocutor during an informal 

lunch time conversation near the end of the study. Like the other group interviews this type 

of interviewing generated a lengthy text. As an interview text, it functions as a more open, 

infonnal text and allows the adult and the children to move back and fonh as interviewers 



and interviewees and as co participants. There are a few instances when the adult 

interlocutor's participation results in a closed text as illustrated in the following excerpt: 

J: How about um .. .1 just want to ask this one question. How about 
marks and grades ... How are your stories graded? Are they 
graded ... You receive ... you don't receive marks. 

K: No 

A:. Sorta on the report card which, which comes up four times a 
year .. .It says in creative writing ... they give you a mark. 
(06JU6/85) 
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In this excerpt the children had been talking about writing and thinking in a fIrst and 

second language when the adult intervenes with a question on evaluation and shifts the 

focus of the conversation for a few minutes. Jenny pulls the conversation back to writing: 

"Back to time that we were talking about a few minutes ago." However, these instances are 

minimal and the children seem to enjoy talking informally to an interested adult 

What these children report in this interview indicates that they are able to reflect 

back upon and articulate their own composing processes in L I and L2 and the diffIculties 

they encounter in writing English and French stories. Several themes emerge which overlap 

with the English and French structured interviews; these are translation, school writing, 

correcting stories and their own competence in LI and L2 writing. Many of these themes 

have been discussed in the section on general panerns. 

Similar to what takes place in the other group interviews, there are occasions when 

the children do transform the interview text and create their own subtexts. In this sense, 

this interview functions as an open and closed text according to the dialectical moves back 

and forth between the interviewer's text question and the children's responses. Some of 

these moves can be attributed to the fact that the adult was not familiar with the Quebec 
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Educational system. This proved to be an advantage because there are times when these 

children find themselves in the role of the expert explaining facets of French Immersion to 

the adult. One of the strengths of this interview is the incidental contextual and background 

infonnation the children provide. In addition to their perceptions of their cognitive 

processing in L 1 and L2, they provide a useful soci(}--<ultural infonnation, which I was 

able to use in documenting the context of situation in Chapter 2. This interview was useful 

way to tap the children's perceptions and uncover more subtle variables which appear to 

influence these perceptions, thus supporting Merleau - Ponty's (1964) argument about the 

"infonning' of experience in the child. 

As soci(}--<ultural texts these'three group interviews (structured English and French 

and retrospective) served different functions and and uncovered different kinds of 

information. In both the structured English and French interviews the culture of these 

children's worlds emerges. From the content of their subtexts which are largely about 

favorite English books, ., television, favorite singers, it seems reasonable to infer that the 

children position themselves largely within the English culture. In the French interview the 

culture of their French classroom emerges as a central subtext. In the retrospective group 

interview, the culture of the school and English Language Arts and French Immersion 

emerges in relation to what these bilingual writers think they do and can do in both social 

texts. 

Individual English Interviews. 

These interviews support Mishler's (1986) claim that when respondents are 

"empowered to speak in their own voices they are more likely to tell stories" (p. 119). The 

individual interview texts are both personal and public and take the form of open ended 

informal conversations. As a mode of interviewing, the individual interview has the 
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advantage of capturing the candid articulateness of an individual child. the diverse ways the 

children talk about their stories, and providing fun her insights into each child's sense of 

self and authorship within the context of schooling. As an interview text, it is especially 

useful for uncovering the subtexts and perceptions of children like Chris and David who 

are reluctant talkers in a group situation. 

Ways of Telling About Stories. The children have diverse ways of talking 

about their stories. There are some children like Chris and Katie who talk about their stories 

thematically as illustrated in the following excerpts; their stories their tellings become 

retellings. 

Chris: 

Chris: 

Urn well .. .1 write about like me and my classmates .. .1 kinda got 
used to doing this this year and last year and I find that not too 
many people do that either .. .like its me and Klaus and we're 
spies ... and we are working for a special organization and I 
... we write stories about that ... (06JU 1/85) 

••••••••• 
So I wrote about me and two other friends of mine and we went 
into a dark room and we feel through a trap door and ... there was 
a zoo and the button pushed accidentally and it had all kinds of 
animals ... And as we were going, we found out that uh as we 
were going past all the cages to our own cage, we found that 
was two other of our friends who had gone through another 
door ... through the dark room and had gotten captured ... and we 
escaped ... and we had to write down on our shins and hands 
where we were ... where the passage ways lead so we could get 
home ... not home ... through the trap door and then we escaped. 
(06JU2/85) 



Katie: And also there's this one .. .it's about a turtle. And he meets his 
friends at this feast. And urn so they ... they make friends. And 
they work with each other all summer long. And then it came to 
September first. The geese said: Oh we have to go down 
south, would you like to come with us? It's in Horida. We have 
our own pool and then you could drink as much beer as you 
want there ... And urn, I'm making it sort of like it's people 
talking to each other. And urn, then they say "Oh we even have a 
store there. And then the turtle said "How should I come?" 
(05/14/85) 

••••••••••• 
Katie: This one wasn't humorous; it was just suspense. Urn it was 

about a girl and urn she ah the father okay. He loved his wife a 
lot. And then one day the wife, like she was pregnant. She had 
the baby and then when she was having the baby, she died. And 
then the man was really mad at the the little girl and he called her 
La Songsiog. And urn she and then she had, she had ... a witch, 
a little witch. Because they thought that she had killed the mother 
and that. And the nanny urn she a like she's a very nice lady and 
she ... but she thinks the little girl is strange because one day she 
found her looking in a book of witchcraft. An urn urn in the 
book ... she asked her,"Hey put away that book, you don't need 
to look at that. You're not a witch and you don't want to be a 
witch, do you? (05/14/85) 
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As illustrated in the following excerpts other children like Jenny chronicle, list their 

stories and describe them as they connect them to books they are reading: 

Jenny: Urn but my stories in English urn I try to remember what stories 
in English. Oh they're like urn ... the Most Embarassing Moment 
in Modeling things to do with .. .like I wrote an adventure ... Like 
Harriet and Elmer's adventure, and adventure .. .1 write stories 
like oh let's see" like I wrote The Day the Pool Turned Green 
because it was something that really happened ... (05~7/85) 



••••••••• 

And urn well I write about The Day in the Life of Ronald Reagan and well 
its usually oh different things that happened .. .1 read books by Canadian 
authors and most of them have stories urn about the past and urn things that 
use good language and urn ... well I read oh The Handle by Roben Squires 
and it is way back in 1706 and urn well her ... her father died and urn or his 
father died and urn ... and so she went with this uncle ... back to the 
sea ... (05/07/85) 

Some children like Alison describe what their stories are like and others such as 
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Nicky talk about their stories in terms of what they like or do. Some like David talk about 

their stories in terms of how they have improved as authors and students. These 

characteristics are illustrated in the following excerpts: 

Alison: ... most of them are ... not really like they are just anything 
stories, like there are not. especially like they are not 
adventure ... or there are not. .. um urn crime stories or anything 
like that. They are just fun stories. I guess they have lots of 
humor which I love to put in them. And in French it's about the 
same thing because our teacher usually gives us free subjects so 
we could do whatever we want. (06ft)5/85) 

Nicky: Well I like writing stories about animals you know 'cause they 
and for linle kids. And I like writing stories about animals that 
can't tell. .. that can do different things and animals that have 
super powers and stuff like that. And I like writing about 
different kids and different things you know. Well I like writing 
funny stories ... And urn well French is usually just fiction 
stories, stories about people, stories about animals. (05/14/85) 

David: Well, when I started off in the year I used to write shon stories 
like one page, one page and a half and then it growed to two 
pages sometimes .. .I'm still in French about two pages 
though .. .In English I've wrinen a couple of stories which were 
longer like I'm .. .I'm .. .1 just wrote one which has eight pages 
and it's now in the library. And also I'm ... I'm in the process of 
writing a story which is so far founeen pages and it might be a 
bit longer. It's for Mrs. G. She doesn't know that yet. 
(05m185) 



Recalling Best Story Writing Experiences. The children recall their best 

story writing experiences in different ways. Some like Alison and David are reluctant to 

recall any best storywriting experiences. However, Chris recalls his best English story 

writing experience in terms of a social event the year before the study began when he 

visited the dark room of the Montreal Gazette and wrote a story called The 
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Interplanatary Zoo. In French he talks about his best story writing experience in tenns 

of his favorite story L'Etoile de Guerre. In remembering both these stories, he relives 

them. In contrast to Chris who recollects and relives the plots he has already hatched, Katie 

lives the plots she has created and is creating. The difference between the two is illustrated 

in the following excerpts: 

Chris: Well that was this year ... that was a twelve page story that I 
wrote in French .. .It's about me and Klaus and another boy in 
my class and ah ... too four friends who are space cadets ... who 
are fighters in .. .in the Marines .. .in air ... in the space marines and 
who had been captured by Martians. So we stole this huge space 
... space ... huge space station was a being made ... (06/02/85) 

Katie: Well what I think is going to be the best. . .I'm not finished but 
it's called Mooses on the Roofs. That I think is gonna be the 
best thing because it's humorous and it's down to earth ... But 
it's not down to earth sometimes because there's this sheik that 
comes on the plane with Mooses ., . and it's pretty strange there, 
urn you don't know what's happening and then this moose starts 
to break dance ... do the moon walk? And he breathes down his 
back and he starts to give them a talent show. (05/14/85) 

Jenny feels her best English story writing experience came from her response to 

Mrs. G 's suggestion in a journal entry that she write a story about The Day Her Pool 

Turned Green. In recalling her best French story writing experience she verbalizes in 

eliptical fashion her doubts about her own narrative competence, and then alternates 
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between paraphrasing what the story is about and telling how she wrote the story and her 

tendency to write personal experience stories as the following excerpts provide illustrations: 

Jenny: Well what please me the most ... was like u ... was when I wrote 
a story about ... well when I told to Mrs. G. in my journal about 
my pool turning green over the sununer time ... well we have 
been on vacation then and ... our pool got very, very diny and so 
and I was too tired to write so then um ... so I told her about that 
in the journal and she goes "why don't you write a story about 
that?" So I go "sure I'll write a story about that so well ... when 
most of my ... well when I see things that are 
happening ... something that has happened ... when I usually do is 
urn ... well. when something that happened to me ... like urn let's 
say a fall from the backyard ... my brother was riding one day 
and his bike flipped backwards ... Well sometimes when I used to 
write a stories with that something that has happ ... happened to 
my family. (05ft>7/85) 

Jenny: I think it was The Haunted House one ... cause I wanted to write 
about it, I was seeing things about it. I write usually write about 
what I've never done before ... something weird ... but ah in some 
stories it's true to life ... but the best ones ... my stories in French. 
they're not very good and I don't like the way I use my 
French ... and the haunted house .. .1 like I use some ideas like that 
and they have knockers and urn all of these ancient things. We 
find those in the hallway and you ( ) stories of bats fluttering 
around. I use ideas from what I've seen but I usually change it. 
(05/14/85) 

Nicky recalls her best story writing experiences in both classroom contexts in tenns 

of her favorite stories A Day in the Lire or Tom Selleck and Le Chien Noir: 

The following excerpts illustrate her recollections: 



Nicky: And I just made up you know urn you know he lives out there 
... and you know he sleeps in a little late and he works two hours 
and goes to sleep. (05/14/85) Le Chat Noir (The Black Cat) 
and it is the longest story I've ever wrote ... written in French and 
about thee and a half pages or something. And it's about this 
.. .it's supposed to be a horror story but is not quite. It turned 
into a horror at the end. It's about this guy and he goes to work 
and he sees a black cat. And he goes home and sees a black cat. 
And like if he goes around and everywhere he goes he sees the 
black cal And then he goes over to his friend's house and the 
friend says: "Oh look at the new kitten I bought at the 
store or something and it turns out just to be his cat. And you 
know the guy played a trick on him ... you know telling his cat to 
follow him and he thought it was a ghost. I liked that.(05/14/85) 
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Alison at fIrst was reluctant ~bout recalling any story writing experiences in English 

or French as the best. However, she chooses one story about a Blob Dog, describes the 

qualities of this story and alternates between paraphrasing what the story is about and 

recreating the dialogue in the story. 

Alison: Maybe the one that I just wrote because it's nice. it's nice and 
long and it doesn't fmish that fast. An is has this good humor I 
guess and it's and it's really how other kids would act son of. It 
's about this urn kid who has a teacher who is always bugging 
him for stuff he doesn't do. An on one day she just murmurs: 
"Oh get a dog to help me." So he goes and asks his mommy 
"Can I have a dog?" And she says, "Ask your father." And you 
know something? And he goes,"What a dog?" ... "Yeah." And 
he dreams. Well his father decides to take him to get the dog and 
he's dreaming he's at a dog show, the world champs. And he 
goes to the guy next to him, "That's ... you see that dog getting 
first prize down there? And he goes "Yes so what Mac" "It's my 
dog you know." And so he gets a dog and at the end like I said 
so Ha Ha Ha on the teacher and stuff like that ... (05/07/85). 

David does not recall any best story writing experiences in either class but vaguely 

refers to two English stories Choose Your Own Adventure and The Robber as his 

best stories. In French he says, "All of them like they have been two pages. Really I don '( 
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think I have really a best. I don't have any good ones at all. I couldn't say so" (05/09/85). 

It would seem that the more children are engaged in their stories and feel confident about 

them the more they recall story writing experiences as memorable and pleasurable 

experiences and create live rememberings of stories past. 

Perceptions of English and French Stories. In the individual interviews we 

see that some children, like Chris, perceive that they structure their stories around cenain 

events, characters or objects which are then remembered as stories and then are told and 

retold. For other children, like Jenny, the events are structured at some deeper level from 

which narratives are constructed and remembered according to the dictates of a specific 

performance situation. According to these individual interviews it seems that the children 

view English and French stories from the perspective of their own storytelling, their 

resources and their perceptions of English and French as language systems. 

Chris perceives his English and French stories to be relatively the same; he says he 

"tries to write as many adventures as (he) can." As he explains in this excerpt he thinks that 

the only difference between English and French stories would be at the level of narration. 

Well .. .it would probably depend on what kind of story they wanted to 
write about because there are different topics and they use different words 
like comedy usually uses funny words or stuttering or sometimes people 
stutter to make it funny or like .. .like actions or adventures ... there ... there's 
usually ... there's running, shooting, punching. That's different words for 
that and mysteries ... there's like uh ... like creeping around. spying and it all 
really depends on what kind of story you want. (06/02/85) 

In Chris's view, authors can make either life to text or text to live moves. He says 



if you have a good imagination that could, does help ... or they watch the 
news ... and see tragedies like in Bangledesh ... they had that tidal wave? And 
they could write something about that ... the tidal wave in their city ... and the 
newspaper and just ... just everyday life .. .like sometimes ... things happen 
like fires, houses, forest fires ... so ideas are imponant ... You can get your 
ideas from TV, newspapers, reading books. 
(06ft)5/85) 
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Chris does have a sense of audience, as Smith (1981) puts it, writing like a reader 

as he explains in this excerpt: 

.... Sometimes I assume that they'll know ... the reader knows what it is but 
really they wouldn't be able to figure it out so if you ask questions you can 
iron out all the little bugs. (06/05/85) 

Although he is aware of gender as a marked feature of the French language, he doe~ 

not think it affects his writing, unless he "mixes up 'un' or 'une' ... and that doesn't really 

change anything unless it is a play on words" 

As she explains in this excerpt Jenny thinks that there are two meanings to the word 

histoire. 

Yeah ... so histoire, well ... there's two meanings to that history in 
French ... and it is history and the story and when you see my stories the 
differences would be the urn .. .it would seem a different way.(05/07/85) 

In a 'different way' for Jenny means that she "makes her stories with regular 

things" in English and writes mysteries in French. She differentiates between stories like 

histories which demand research and stories she writes about regular things. This is in 

keeping with her perception of herself as an author and her feeling about professional 

authors. She appears influenced by her teacher's recommendation to use the dictionary as a 

resource and her mother's suggestion to "go look in the encyclopedias" for ideas. 

However, in this interview she shifts her perception and thinks "now she is getting most of 
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her ideas from books." In soning out what she thinks are the confusing aspects of gender 

as a linguistic feature, she claims that she usually has to use the dictionary. However, 

Jenny says sometimes "some dictionaries are all confused and (she) looks for a few words 

(she wants) to write in (her) French stories and they're not there ... " She claims that when 

she was a little girl she used to think there was a rule for gender but now "is beginning to 

think "you just have to know it" What she believe she basically learned throughout the 

year by writing English and French stories is "how to use humor and mix high language." 

Alison believes that the "way you get ideas for writing English and French stories is 

basically the same." Unlike Jenny who thinks she should only use the dictionary in French 

class, Alison claims "you can use the dictionary in either English or French." However, in 

her view the way all authors and children learn to write stories is by reading. She sees 

reading as a language based activity and reading and knowing a language as interrelated. 

She explains 

They have to read a lot though to get a good idea unless its a miracle that 
you have the greatest imagination. You have to read alot to get your 
idea .. .like if it weren't for reading you wouldn't even know the English 
language very well. (06iU5/85) 

In Alison's view, "French is a funny and complicated language." She claims 

in English it is quite simple. In English the adjectives come before the noun 
and in French a bit of both, sometimes the adjectives come before, 
sometimes it's after ... in English you have a couple of rules and they are 
easy to follow ... (06iU5/85) 

This is in keeping with her view in the group interviews that word order, "all those 

jumbled up words," make writing stories in French harder than in English. Nicky doesn't 

perceive any differences between English and French stories. Like Chris, she thinks that 

"whatever kind of story you want you just describe the pans or urn ah mystery or 
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adventure or whatever kind of story it is ... " and "it's not really much different ... you just 

say the same thing you know in French." Although she is aware of gender as a marked 

feature of the French language, like Chris she doesn't think it affects her stories. Rather for 

Nicky, gender differences are marked in stories by naming characters. She explains in the 

following excerpt: "say if it's about a girl, you could say her name is G.I. Joe .. Jill. Like 

they do things that boys and girls do." (05/14/85). Television is Nicky's major resource for 

writing stories and this is consistent with the views she expresses in the group interviews. 

Katie attributes the differences between English and French stories to how she sees 

her classmates write stories. As she explains in the following excerpt she feels they are 

writing French versions of English stories. 

I think those people write stories usually like Mission Impossible and all 
those things urn science fiction and um horror. Some people in my class do 
that ... thingS they have seen on T.V. you know um ... Many people don't 
watch TV in French. So um the English kids whenever they do write, they 
son of base it on their stories in English ... like they make it son of fantasy 
like. (05/14/85) 

Rather than talking about gender as a marked linguistic feature, Katie sees gender 

differences in tenns of what boys and girls do. She claims that boys "play rough spons. 

like they're wrestling with each other or something like that" She believes that 

a long time ago you could tell girls from boys and boys from boys. And 
nowadays, you fInd girls beating up the boys. Like um this morning I saw 
a girl take away one of the boys hats and they were passing it to each other 
and they were running away. And then they stan kicking a boy 
... (05/14/85) 

She claims she draws her characters names "boys or girls" from books. She says 

that what she basically learned from writing stories was "to give her friends small pans or 



the pans they want in her play so they will be in the plays ... You see people arguing and 

trying to make better deals with people." 
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David says that when he begins his stories he "really son of (goes) straight into it in 

French." He claims that "the thing (he) really (fmds) hard when (he writes) a story is to 

think of an idea. Once he figures that out he claims that "he can just branch things off." 

Like many of the children he is aware of gender. can cite instances of gender differences in 

English and French but sees gender in stories largely in terms of what characters do; it all 

depends "on the story whether you want the person to be a girl or a boy." 

Interpretive Summary 

All teaching of and research in reading and writing are based on assumptions about 

language and learning. The data in this study confirms that teachers and researchers are not 

the only ones who have assumptions on these subjects. Interviewing children about their 

assumptions. beliefs and values is a valuable way for both teachers and researchers to 

understand how children learn to mean and construe reality in bilingual contexts. The 

information I obtained from interviewing and talking with these six children over the period 

of one school year leads to the following conclusions: What they tell us is that as middle 

grade children. they perceive the act of writing narratives in English and French involve a 

culturally organized system of strategies and values learned in specific contexts of situation. 

1. Across interviews in both English and French the children are very consistent in their 

perceptions of story writing in L2 as being more complex than in L 1. 

2. They do not perceive themselves to be more efficient language learners nor story 

writers than younger children. 
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3. Although they agree on these common issues, their lines of reasoning are, as well as 

their perceptions of the forms and functions of narrative and storying in their lives are 

while consistent, quite varied. 

4. The variation between the six children is evident not only from their responses in the 

interviews, but also consistent from my observations recorded in field notes over the 

school year (as discussed in Chapter 3 and their written productions, (the focus of the 

Chapter 5). 

5. The use of varied interviewing techniques allows for different kinds of information to 

be uncovered. Some seem to favor the girls more than the boys. Some interview 

situations are from an individual child's perception more enjoyable than others: "I 

liked the group talk" (Katie, Jenny and Nicky ); "I liked going through my folder and 

talking about my stories" (Jenny and Katie); "I liked the individual chats" (David and 

Chris). 

6. The children show themselves to be competent conversationalists in both languages. 

Their statements tell us that they perceive that there are optional pathways to approach 

written language texts in two different linguistic codes and contexts of situation. 

However, what captures children's attention and imagination or conversational 

interest influences the optional pathways they perceive to be accessible and 

permissable to them in realizing stories in different languages and in different soci<r 

linguistic contexts. 

7. Their differentiated lines of reasoning suggest that the L 1 and U alliance is, from the 

children's viewpoints, more complex than is traditionally reponed in the U research 

literature. I would like to have uncovered and heard the children self repon neat 
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sequential patterns; this would have made my task in interpreting the data a lot easier. 

However, what these children tell us is that person variables, contextual variables and 

language use transact in far more complex ways than we can imagine or sometimes 

even capture in research studies. In particular, the differences point to the complexity 

inherent in characterizing the interplay between individual differences in language 

learning and experiences in writing stories in social contexts. For example, how much 

of Jenny's use of different strategies in each social text reflects her perceptions of 

"doing school" and "doing it well" for her teachers and her parents? Why are some 

children such as David and Alison the most reluctant story writers among the children 

when they obviously know a lot about constructing narratives? 

The diverse ways in which these children perceive the storymaking process in L I 

and L2 reflects in part their culturally and educationally specific experiences with story 

making and would seem to call in to question linear models of story making at both a 

theoretical and applied level. Their comments suggest a need to funher characterize those 

occasions when writing a particular type of story is perceived as a preferred 

andIpermissable mode of symbolizing reality. 

These patterns suggest that any theoretical explanation of strategy differences 

among bilingual children is still guess work. We could invoke a vague notion with Chris's 

proflle of a child's preferred style across two language systems, and with Jenny, a view of 

a child riveted to the institution of schooling and tuition in Ll and L2 as I have suggested. 

The former demonstrates similar patterns across the two language systems, while the latter 

exhibits patterns which vary according to language contexts. However this interpretation 

while plausible, is still simplistic. 
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Generally speaking, Jenny's interviews do ovenly demonstrate that she is 

concerned with story writing within the genre of schooling, while Chris conducts his own 

personal exploration of time and space across two languages. Jenny appears tied to the 

social texts of both classrooms (Le. use a dictionary and write mysteries in L2 and 

brainstorm and rely on books in Ll). Chris plays out the game of adventure in both his 

French and English stories and stays within his personal preferred genre. Because Jenny 

'-and Chris are playing in different ways with different worlds, and the 'fashioning of 

stories' in English and in French, they are accessing the language systems in different 

ways, and perceive the forms and functions of stories and storymaking in different ways. 

The differences among all six children and in particular Chris and Jenny, in their ways of 

attending, believing and doing, influence their habitual uses of language as systems and as 

resources, the stylistic diversity of their verbal expressions, their choices of genres and 

their perceptions of their own expressive verbal potential. 

If we generalize Harste's 0983) construct of language learning as a process of 

orchestrating multiple systems in the production of texts that function pragmatically and 

Halliday's 0978) theory of language learning as meaningful, contextualized and functional, 

the implications for teachers and researchers are clear. All teaching of, and research in, 

reading and writing are based on assumptions about language and learning. Interviewing 

children about their perceptions, beliefs and values is a valuable way for a researcher to 

understand and come to know how children learn to mean when they read and write in 

bilingual contexts. 

Evidence in this data confums Emig's 0978) claim that inquiry paradigms need to 

be based on theories of language, learning, meaning and research. In the process of coming 

to know these six children I have learned the following: 1) Language - language learning 
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and language use in Ll and U are socio-psychological, dialogic generative phenomenon; 

2) Learning - learning is a social event, a transactive ~nd constructive process of learning 

how to mean; 3) Meaning - meaning is jointly negotiated by teachers, children and 

researchers through a coming to know process of constructing social reality; 4) Research -

research is a way of looking and coming to know. The ethnograhic inquiry paradigm with 

its emphasis on comparative looking across contexts of situations, is the most sensible 

paradigm, at the present moment, in which we can come to an understanding of "the 

process by which a perfonnance and a text live" (Hymes, 1978, p. 136). 

Literary critic, Roben Scholes (1988) says that "a written text is a record of 

transaction between writer and the language in which the text is composed It is always the 

production ofa situation" (p. 165). To situate children's stories in an educational context 

means discovering the pathways to their texts, their worlds and their lives. Goodman's 

notion of dual text is a powerful concept for understanding children's stories as texts, their 

classrooms as social texts and interviews as socio-cultural texts. In any situation there are 

always two texts competing for the same page, place and social acceptance. Text 

construction can be conceptualized as a dialectical interplay between creating commanded 

and preferred texts. There are the commanded texts children write to please their teachers or 

interlocutors and the preferred texts they create to represent their intentionalities and view of 

social reality. There are the commanded texts teachers create to fulfill institutional 

guidelines and regularized ways of doing things and the preferred texts teachers create to 

reflect their views of language and learning. There are the commanded texts interviewees 

create to please or inform an interviewer and the preferred texts they create to talk about 

what captures their interests, inquiries, personal stances about the world, institutions, 

significant others, events and temporal frames of reference. 
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In the next chapter, I discuss the patterns of variation among the six children's use 

of temporal expressions in self chosen English and French written narratives. In addition, I 

examine the children's marking of tense in a self chosen favorite English and French 

written narrative in relation to their self repons about these narratives. 



Chapter 5 

A CE QUE DIT L'HISTOIRE 

(AS THE STORY GOES) 

Views About Literary Uses of Tense 

In her book Feeling And Form Susanne Langer (1953) writes: 

The study of tense and its literary uses is, in fact, a revealing approach to 
the problem of poetic creation; and English is a particularly interesting 
language for such a study, because it has certain subtleties of verb 
fonnations that most languages lack, notably the progressive forms, "I am 
doing." (p. 260) 
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On the other hand, French grammarians Judge and Healey (1983) argue that the 

French language has a "particularly rich tense system, since it has 7 tense forms which may 

refer to the past" (p.90). These forms are distinguished by aspect which Judge and Healey 

say "refers to the stage reached by the action or to its duration" (p.90). 

In a chapter from Feeling and Form, "Making of a Symbol," Langer goes on 

to say that "present tense proves to be a far more subtle instrument than either grammarians 

or rhetoricians generally realize and to have quite other uses than the characterization of 

present acts and facts" (p. 260). In her view although the perfect tense "is the most 

conunon verb form in fiction" (p.260), we can find a subtle mixing of tenses in the early 

English ballads such as '~ Rhyme of The Ancient Mariner". Langer poses an interesting 

question: 

"If the purpose of literary an were, as Tolstoi maintained, to make the 
reader live in the story, feel with the characters, and vicariously experience 
their adventure, why is not the present its natural tense, as it is in free 
imagination?" (p.262) 
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This chapter examines the patterns of variation among the six children's encoding 

of time in English and French written narratives. The question posed by this study is the 

following: What kinds of temporal perspectives do a selected group of ten and eleven year 

old children choose in self selected samples of their stories written in English and French 

over the period of one school year. In answering this question, it became apparent that the 

children in this study bear out the views of Langer. 

Comrie (1985) says that it does "seem to be the case that all human languages have 

ways of locating in time" (p.7). He views tense as a grammaticalized location in time and 

sees two ways in which languages may differ: 1) the degree of accuracy of temporal 

locations that is achievable in different languages; and 2) the relative weight assigned to the 

lexicon and to the grammar in establishing location in time (p.7). Three parameters are 

relevant to the definition of tense categories: 1) the deictic center (whether this is the present 

moment, as in absolute tense - or some other point in time, as with relative tense; 2) 

whether the event referred to is located prior to, subsequent to or simultaneous with the 

deictic center; and 3) the distance in time at which the event referred to is located from the 

deictic centre (Comrie, 1985, p.l). 

There is some controversy in the literature as to when children begin to understand 

the concept of time and the tense system. Bloom, Lifter and Hafitz (1980) maintain that 

children do have some kind of temporal perspective based on past experiences. Ferriero 

and Sinclair (1971) suppon the Piagetian decentering hypothesis and attribute the 

egocentricity of children under six to their problems of moving beyond the present tense. 

Fawcett and Perkins (1980) argue that until the age of ten children use tense inconsistently. 

However, Pemra (1984) acknowledges that "adults often move from the past tense into the 

present in the course of narration" (Perrara, 1984, p. 109). Y. Goodman (1984) found that 



less proficient writers may employ the strategy of matching order of 
mention with order of events at all times .... The more proficient writers 
may be better able to deal with the features of duration, simultaneity, and 
iteration by making sharper constrasts and distinctions in their choices of 
lexical items and by employing more time advm,ials to make these 
distinctions. ( p.lV -47) 
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lbis chapter examines how six middle grade bilingual children encode time in 

English and in French in self selected stories written within the context of school. I present 

and discuss the patterns of variation among their use of English and French tenses in 119 

self selected English stories and 92 French stories written over a school year. 

Evidence from this data suggests that there are tenses which are theoretically 

possible in bilingual children's written narrative productions and which do or do not appear 

because of a complex interplay between the following: 1) what the children are asked to 

read and encouraged to write in English and French; 2) the children's and teacher's 

intentionalities, their perceptions of the functions of stories and what the verb systems can 

accomplish in the two languages and contexts of situation. Evidence also suggests that the 

more children, especially the more confident writers, are given opportunities to write 

spontaneously within their own preferred genres, styles of writing, and on self chosen 

topics in both languages, the more they explore and exploit the tense systems in both 

languages. 

I have divided this chapter into four sections. In Section 1, I discuss some 

characteristics of the French verb system which are relevant to this study. In addition, I 

provide examples of the tenses which emerged from the data from the children's actual 

written English and French stories. In Section 2, I describe the general patterns of variation 

among the six children in their use of 1) absolute and relative time; 2) range of temporal 
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forms - past, present and future; and 3) use of French and English tenses. In Section 3, I 

examine and discuss other variables which mayor may not influence children's choices of 

particular tenses; for example assigned vs spontaneous stories, fIrst and third person point 

of view, and type of story. In Section 4, I look at the children's choices of tenses for their 

favorite stories in relation to their self reports about what they were trying to accomplish in 

them. 

In the interpretive summary, I present the argument that children seem to know a lot 

more about the tense systems and encoding of time in both languages than their stories 

sometimes display. Thus, any single performance can be only a skewed sample of 

available skills, intentionalities and accomplishments. The children use tenses in both 

languages in functional ways to suit their own purposes. Daily tuition in the French verb 

system does not appear to have directly or positively influenced their use of, nor the 

presence of, certain tenses in either their spontaneous or assigned stories. It is possible that 

direct instruction in the French verb system even made the less confIdent writers more 

conscious of their writing in L2 and influenced their decisions not to use certain tenses so 

that they could render "safe" error free texts. 

Halliday (1980) argues that 

children can make a link between the categories of a granunar and the reality 
that is around them and inside their heads. They can see the sense that lies 
behind the code. ( p. xviii) 

It would appear that the children in this study are making their own linguistic 

judgments on the basis of their intra-personal knowledge of English and French and their 
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interpersonal knowledge and perceptions of both contexts of situations in which they fmd 

themselves writing stories as well as for whom they perceive they are writing. 

The French Verb System and Examples of English and French Forms In 
Children's English and French Stories 

French Verb System 

The French verb system has traditionally been characterized as one of the most 

difficult features of the French language. Pierre Cannes, the French Immersion consultant 

for the Riverview School Board, believes 

anglophone children's learning of the French verb system is a concern 
among many French Immersion teachers. Many Immersion teachers like 
Marie Josee attempt to directly teach children the French verb system 
through dict~s and formal grammar lessons. (05/23/85) 

However, the children in this study do not perceive this kind of instruction to be a 

natural nor effective way of learning as Chris articulates in the following excerpt from an 

individual interview: (1= Interview, C= Chris) 

I: How would I know what tense to use in English stories and 
what tense to use in French stories? 

C: Urn ... well ... the way I do it. .. I know ... well it just son of 
comes nat. .. nat ... well not really naturally in school but like it 
comes ... I just know what to do. I just know which one to use. 

I. Could you give me an example in English? 

C: Well ... like he is running, or he ran, or he is going to run, or 
something like that. 

I: Okay, present, past and future. 



c: But in French it's a little more complicated because ... well I 
guess for English, for someone who isn't English, it would be 
more complicated because you have to like ... there's passe ... 
because you see ... the first one you learn is passe, urn, I forgot 
what it is ... I shouldn't have forgotten. 

I: You've forgotten the names? 

c: Yeah, like there's futures and indica ... they're indica ... I forgot 
how to pronounce that indicative or something like that and 
there's different groups, like fIrst groups, second group and 
third group or ... 

• •••••••• 

c: II cour, there is not ... like he ... like there's so ... it's just urn ... il 
cour, il a couru I think, il corrait ... Ah well it's like that ... 
there's endings ... passe ... what is passe anyway? ... In one of 
the groups it'sj'ai manger or j'ai couru so you gott&, you got to 
make it with another verb je or tu a ... there's sixteen that go with 
je suis. There's sixteen verbs that go withje suis or tu es 

I: Uh Uh. 

C: So it can be a little confusing . 

•••••••• 

I: Do you have to mernoriZA: (verbs) in English? 

C: Well I think, I think if your first language is English it ... it's 
probably easier to mernoriZA: because you hear it more often and 
so it just comes to you ... you know that sort of just you coming 
to knowing it. (06101/85) 
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In this excerpt Christopher is describing his recollection of the verb conjugations 

that he has been explicitly taught in his French class. In French, the children are taught that 
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verbs are conjugated according to a system of classification depending on the ending of the 

present infinitive of each verb. Jenny describes how these endings confuse her: 

Because ... because of those endings and urn ... well if ... you 
wanted to go in the past. .. because sometimes there is the 
auxiliary and all these confusing things and so I. .. I've been 
absent a lot. .. so I've missed a lot on it. but urn ... like that 
future it's accent on the or something like that. .. but for the 
present it's AIT .... (051fJ7/85) 

French grammariansJudge and Healey (1983) note that native French grammarians 

classify verbs according to the following three groups - ER verbs, e.g. manger; IR verbs, 

e.g. finir; and all other verbs that are irregular. However, the children in this study were 

taught to group verbs as follows: Group 1 - ER verbs e.g. aimer (to love); Group 2 - IR 

verbs e.g. finir (to finish) , which have a present participle ending - 'issant'; Group 3 - IR 

verbs e.g. sentir, which do not have a present participle ending; Group 4 - RE verbs e.g. 

connaitre (to know); Group 5 - OIR verbs e.g. vouloir (to want, wish). Because the two 

verbs etre and avoir can have a lexical or auxiliary function, they do not belong to any 

group. They were taught to the children as separate categories. Judge and Healey also state 

that the ER and IR groups are known as "Ies conjugaisons vivantes" (lively conjugations) 

because many of the new verbs which are added to the French language such as 

'polycopier', 'interviewer' tend to follow the ER and IR grouping patterns ( p.228). 

It is not within the purview of this dissertation to compare and contrast the English 

and French verb systems nor their historical evolution. However, it is important to note that 

French tenses are distinguished by aspect which Stevens (1985) characterizes as the 

semantic component of the verb. This component specifies 



whether the action will have an outcome. or describe a process whether 
resultative or non resultative. or the characteristics of this action such as 
completion. or non completion or the moment at which the action takes 
place. (p. 44) 
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Judge and Healey (1983) conceptualize tense "as a correspondence between a 

specific linguistic fonn and time as a universal concept" (p.91). In most English dialects 

time and aspect are distinguished by clearly defined morphological fonns such as "I walk, I 

walked." whereas in French. time and aspect are fused. Judge and Healey maintain that 

there are three ways of expressing aspect in French: 

1) aspect may be expressed gramnlatically by the tense fonns. The action may be seen as 

midstream (aspect secant). it may be seen as completed. it may be seen in its totality, 

and it may be omnitemporal; some tenses also imply speed of action. 

2) aspect may be expressed lexically: an action may be seen to be continuous, 

noncontinuous or punctual because of the intrinsic meaning of the verb which 

expresses it (sortir is punctual; rester is continuous). 

3) aspect may be expressed contextually: the iterative and the semelfactive are expressed 

by a combination of tense and context. i.e. the presence or absence of suitable 

adverbials. p. 94) 

Comrie (1985) distinguishes between absolute tense. which includes the concepts 

of past. present and future at the present moment of speaking. and relative tense. which 

includes anteriority and posteriority in relation to the action and another action. In French, 

absolute tense is expressed by simple tenses; and relative tense. with the exception of the 

past and conditional. by compound tenses. Grammarians do not agree on the number of 

moods nor labeling of tenses which exist in French. 
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For the purposes of this dissertation Judge and Healey's classification of five 

moods was used as the framework for coding French tenses in the French stories. 

According to Judge and Healey, there are four impersonal moods: 1) indicative - L'Action 

Actualisee - the action is seen or described as if it were taking place; 2) subjunctive - the 

action is seen as either in the past or future; 3) conditional -the action is described from an 

imginary point of view and can function as a mood or tense; 4) imperative - the action is 

dictated by someone and is the mood for giving orders; .5) the nominal mood includes the 

three impersonal moods of the infmitive, participle and gerund because they belong partly 

to the verbal system and partly to the nominal one. (p. 95) 

French granunarians also distinguish between the general system and the narrative 

system. The fonner is generally used in spoken language and in written language highlights 

events or opinions. The latter is used in story telling and includes the past historic (passe 

simple) and past anterior. In contrast to the Imparfait (imperfect) which views the action 

from within from the subject's point of view, the past historic describes completed action 

from the outside with no reference to beginning, middle or end and is sometimes referred to 

as aspect of totality. The passe compose (compound past) can either function to express 

action that has taken place a long time ago or in the recent past; because of its dual role. it is 

frequently used instead of the past historic (passe simple), which is considered by some 

granunarians to be a fossilized form. 

Examples 01 French and Enllish Tenses Used By The Six Children 

In An Introduction to Functional Grammar • Halliday (1985) views 

language 



as a system of meanings accompanied by forms through which the 
meanings can be realized. The questions is ... 'how are these meanings?' 
This puts the forms of a language in a different perspective: as a means to an 
end, rather than as an end in themselves (p. xiv). 

As I discussed in Chapter 2, Halliday views his systemic theory of meaning 

as a choice by which a language, or any other semiotic, is interpreted as 
networks of interlocking options in a context of situation ... Whatever is 
chosen in one system becomes the way in to a set of choices in another, and 
we go so far as we need to, or as far as we can in the time available or as far 
as we know how (Halliday, 1985, p. xiv). 
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The children in this study use English and French fonns for their stories, in 

Halliday's sense, as a means to an end, rather than as an end in themselves. Their choices 

seem to be governed by their perceptions of both languages as systems, their own language 

resources as well as the contexts in which they are writing stories. This section provides 

examples of the six children's management of tense from their English and French self 

chosen written stories as illustrated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In Table 5.1 examples of 

French forms used by the children range over 17 tenses. In Table 5.2 examples of English 

forms used by the children range over 31 tenses. I asked the children to select a story from 

their English and French folders which best represents a story in which they felt they "were 

in charge" and one where they did not feel in charge. All children chose their favorite 

spontaneous stories as examples of when they were in charge and assigned stories as 

examples of when they were not in charge. It is interesting to note that in most cases the 

examples in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 emerge from the children's favorite or spontaneous 

stories. and not their assigned children from their favorite French stories. In table 5.2, there 

is an example of the use of the simple present by all six children in their favorite English 
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stories. When an example could not be found in these stories, I searched through all their 

stories for an appropriate example. In some instances, an example for a particular child 

does not emerge. For example in Table 5.1, Chris and Jenny do not use the present 

infmitif and Jenny, Katie and David do not use the present participle. In Table 5.2 Chris 

and David use the imperative whereas Jenny, Alison, Nicky and Katie do not. 

The examples in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicate that there are some linguistic fonns in 

both languages that some children simply do not choose to use even though they know 

them, and in the case of the French examples, have been directly taught them In French, 

with the exception of Nicky, the children do not use the plusparfait. Jenny is the only child 

who uses the French subjonctif. In English, with the exception of David, the children do 

not use the past progressive. All six children do not use the continuous past perfect nor the 

continuous passive. 

Katie is the only child who uses the continuous future and the present 

subjunctive and Chris is the only child who uses the future progressive and passive. Alison 

is the only child who uses the present indicative. I discuss the absence of cenain fonns in 

sections 2 and 3 of this chapter. It would appear that the children have their own systematic 

strategies for expressing time either aspectually or deictically. For these children, it would 

appear that the deictic center in Comrie's (1985) sense is the present indicative system in 

French and simple present and/or simple past in English. Their marking of tense and 

temporal stance, in Bruner's (1986) sense, in these stories seems to indicate that these 

children are forming and creating communities in the ''present.'' 



T.ble 5.1 En.ples or Fnnc:h Forms Used by Six Children 
• Indic:aIes favourite story 

Indicaees ~ Story 
- Indicates assiped ltory 

Form 

1. ~sent Indicatif 

Child 

Ouis 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Example 

~ une grand honneur pour etre accepte. alors 
j'espere que vous n'aller pas faire des betisse 
(Its a great honor to be accepted. so I hope you 
won't do anything silly) 
c.:m sur la rue "Ombre". ~ la seul chateau 
sur la rue. 
(Its on Shadow Street. Its the only castle on the 
street.) 
Maintenant quelque chose comme les chutes 
Niagra. mou - se tombe sur moL 
(Now something like Niagra - soft. falls on me.) 
Nous sayons comment, mais tu dois nous prom-
ettre que tu ne vas pas ouvrir ta bouche. 
(We know how but you must promise us that you 
will not open your mouth.) 
II marche sur la rue Pomme et il tourne et devant 
lui est un chat noir. 
(He walks on Apple Street and he turns and in 
front of him is a black cat.) 
Si tu pousses un des deux boutons qui mIll 
corrects tu vies et Ie fan tome de prince arrete de 
hanter Ie theatre mais si lu pousse un des auttes 
tll est mort. 
(If you push one or the buttons which are correct 
you live and Ihe Prince or Ghosts stops haunling 
the Ihealre but if you push one or Ihe olhers you 
die.) 

Function 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

~ 
~ 
0 



Form Child 

2. Prisent Infinitif Chris 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky 

Katie • 

David • 

Example 

Mais quand j'arrive chez moi, je suis contente ~ 
Y.2ir mes parents. 
(When I arrive home J am happy to sce my 
parcnts) 

Ahl C'est impossible, je ne peux pas lliI&U. 
(Oh its impossible, J can't swim). 

Ralph decide de reearder dans la maison 
(Ralph decides to look in the house). 

Nous courons pour sauver. 
(We run to save our lives). 

Function 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

~ 
~ ...... 



Item Child 

3. Present Participle Otris • 

Jenny 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie 

David 

Example 

J' ai vu Claus sonantla laboratoire 
(I saw Claus leaving the laboratory). 

J'ai vu une rue passante 
(I saw a road in passing) 

Dans la feu on peut voir qui il y a un autre 
person, dans la maison avec lui et it crie .res fort 
en diHD1 "Ahhh." 
(In the fire he can see that there is another person 
in the house with him and he screams very loudly 
sclying, "Ahhh.") 

Function 

~ 
~ 
N 



Item Child 

4.P~Comp* Ouis • 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

David • 

Example 

Nous avons rnarder Ie general avec les bouches 
ouvene. 
(We looked at the general with open eyes). 
Le couple a IeJ)arer en dohors de la chateau, mais 
l'interieur its peut pas). 
(Ille couple repaired the outside of the castle, but 
the inside dley could not) 
Je ne pense pas que les humaines sait que les 
pommes de terre ne peut pas nager,!!! mais, j' Ii 
survie. 
(I don't think that humans know that potatoes 
can't swim'!!, but,l survived). 
Les deux oies et la tonue ont devenues de bonnes 
amies. 
((be two geese and the tunle became good 
friends) 
Un fan lome a venue dans la chambre et it dit, 
"Ahhh," a toi aussi 
(A ghost came in the bedroom and he says 
"Ahhh," to you too. 
Par accidcntDU pOllsse un bouton et lInc partic 
du planchcr s'cst ouvert. 
(By accident I pushed a bullon and a part of the 
floor opened. 

Function 

AT(P) - PR 

AT(P) - PR 

AT(P)-PR 

AT(P) - PR 

AT (I') - PR 

AT (I') - PR 

~ 
~ 
w 



Item Child Example Function 

S. Imparfait Ouis • Tu etais recruiter pour I'etoile de guerre. RT(P-PR) 
(You were recruited for the Star War) 

Jenny • II etait une fois, qu'i1 y avail un tees vieux cha- RT (P) - PR) 
teau 
(Once upon a time, there was a very old castle) 

Alison • Si ~ un pomme de terre, rna vie va Stre tres CRT (P) - F 
annuyante, mais vers Ie fin de rna vie peut etre 
tees suspensif. 
(If I were a potato, my life will be very boring, 
but toward the end of my life may be very 
susenseful). 

Nicky • II y IYili1 une fois, unc tortue qui habitait dans un RT(P) 
petit etang. 
(,111ere ollce was a turtlc who lived in a little 
pond). 

Katie • II ne pensail pas de \=a mais quand iI arrive au RT (P) - PR 
travaille son fenetre est brise. 
(He wasn't thinking of that but when he gets to 
work his window is broken. 

David • Ce n'etait pas tres fort alors it ~ bien mais iI RT (P) - PR 
d' eu un peu mal. 
(It wasn't very strong so he was alright but he 
(was) a little sore). 

~ 
~ 
~ 



Form Child 

6. Participle Pas~ Duis • 

Jenny • 

Alison -

Katie • 

Nicky • 

David 

Example 

(Juand je suis retourner, Keith tte en traine d'un 
bataille avec les patrouille d'espace. 

(When returned Keith was in a battle with the 
space control). 

Les volets ~ Ie chateau 
(The shutters hit the castle) (lmparfait) 

Son couleur preferes etait blanc. 
(Their preferred colour was white). 

Elles sont allW au forum pour voir Cyndi Lau-
per. 
(They were going to the Forum to see Cyndi 
Lauper). 

II ne pensait pas de ~a mais quand it arrive au 
travaille son fenetre est brig. 
(He wasn't thinking of that but when he gelS to 
work his window is broken)._ 

Function 

AT(P) - PR 

RT(P) 

(P) - PR 

P-PR 

~ 
~ 
(J1 



Item Child 

7.lnfinitif P~ Chris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Example 

• C' est un honneur pour etre accepter. 
(It's an honour to be accepted). 

- Le bebe finallement arriver du Pole Nord. 
(The baby finally arrived at the North Pole). 

• Apres, quelque me mits dans un sac et me laisse 
tomber sur un promenade tres amusant. 
(After, someone puts me in a bag and (lets) me 
fall on a very fun ride). 

• Quand les oies sont venues voir la tortue, elles 
ont dit. 
(When the geese came to see the turtle, they 
said). 

Si tu pousses un des deux boutons qui sont 
corrects tu vies et la fan tome de Prince arrete !k 
.b.ilnlg: Ie theatre mais si tu poussse un des aurres, 
tu est mort. 
(If you push one of the buttons which are correct 
you live and the Prince of Ghosts stops haunting 
the theatre but if you push one of the others you 
die). 

Function 

~ 
~ 
0\ 



Item Child 

8. Plusparfait Ouis 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Example 

i.e dinosaur perdu 
("Ille dinosaur lost) 

Function 

~ 
~ 

" 



Item Child 

9. Plus-que-parfait Ouis • 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

David 

Example 

Mais pourquoi n' etais- tu pas sorti? 
(But why had you not left?) 

Ah-ha!, Marc il avait tot. il-meme pour ce 
raison. 
(Ah-ha!, Marc had killed him himself for this 
reason). 

Le jour que j' etais ne etais tres different que les 
autres jours. 
([be day that I had been born was very different 
from the other days). 

Quand Jean toome la petite fille etait disparu. 
(When Jean turned the little girl had disap-
peared). 

Jacques n'ayait pas aime plongeon mais il fallait 
Ie faire, it n' avait pas Ie choix 
(Jacques had not liked diving but he should make 
it, he had no choice). 

Function 

AT(P) 

RT(P) 

RT(P) 

RT(P) 

RT(P) 

~ 
~ 
en 



Item Child 

10. Futur proche Orris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Example 

• On va les tchapper. 
(We're going to escape them) 

• Je yais voir ce que c'esl 
(I was going to see what it is) 

• Ma vie ya commencer dans un ~tit, et un 
homme avec un chapeau fou comme Ie reste de 
ses vetements ya me planter dais Ie sol 
(My life will begin in a little seed, and a man 
with a crazy hat like the rest of his clothes will 
plant me in the soil). 

• Voici une branche; nous alkml metttre ceUe 
branche dans nos bouches, et toi, tu dois mettre 
la branche dans ta bouche aussi. 
(f lere is a branch; we will put this branch in our 
mouths and you must put the branch in your 
mouth also). 

- Aprcs je Yilis nile till lit jusqu'au prochain jour. 
(Aftcr I will be going to bed until the next day). 

• "II faut rester ensemble Chris," Claus a dit, "Ou 
on va nOlls pcrdre." 
(Its necessary to stay together Chris," Claus said, 
"Or we will lose. "). 

Function 

RT(F) 

RT(F) 

RT(F) 

AT (F) 

AT (F) 

AT (F) 

~ 
~ 
\0 



Item Child 

II. Infmif Ouis • 

Jenny -

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

David • 

Example 

Le general m'a donner avant de partir 
(The general gave me before leaving). 

Peux-tu diviner qu'esl que sail? 
(Can you guess whal il is?) 

Je ne peUl pas .mir. 
(I cannol see). 

Le malin du premier seplembre Ie lortue est 
venue chercher les oies. 
(The moming of the first of September, the tunle 
came lo look for the geese). 

Ralph doit marcher au travaille 
(Ralph must walk to work). 

Apres it disent si quelqu'un bouge je vais Ie tyg:. 
(After he says if anyone moves he will kill him). 

Function 

AT (P-PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (F) 

~ 
(,1'1 
o 



Item Child 

12.1mperatiC a.ris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Examl,le 

• IIN'es5nye pOS tie lUer, parce qu'i1s sOllt sur lIolre 
cot~," rai diL 
(Ooo't try to kill them because they are on our 
side). 

• Quand j'~lais en train de manger j'entends une 
voix qui dit, "YimI ici." 
(When I was eating, I heard a voice say, "Come 
here."). 

• U'acccords Einslein, .,rends-Ie pour moi 
(Okay Einstein, take it for me). 

Function 

AT (PH.) 

AT (F) 

AT (I') 

~ 
U1 -



Item 

13. Conditionnel 

Child 

Chris 

Alison 

Example 

• Si rien n' etait fait, la region mourait. 
(If nothing were done, the region would die). 

• Si je gagnais Ie lotto 6/49, j'acheterais un maison 
pour tout la famille. 
(If 1 won the lotto, 1 would buy a house for the 
whole family). 

Jenny • l' aimerais yim com me eux 
(I would like to live like them). 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Function 

~ 
(JI 

N 
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Item 

IS. Futur 

Child 

OIris 

l~xmlll)le 

• Si tu insistes, viens et nous pourro!)s sortir. 
(If you insist; come and we will leave), 

Jenny • Un chose quo a toujours marc~ est, tu dois lui 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

Uavid 

nK:ontres des bonnes histoires, ou tu lui dites 
qu'ils &III un beau cadeau qui entendre pour lui. 

Il'unctiun 

AT (F) 

~ 
(J'I 
~ 



Item 

16. p~ simple 

Child 

Chris 

Example 

• On um cette programme en utilisation 
(We make this program useful) 

Jenny • Comme t'appelle tu di1 Joanne 
(When you call you say Joanne). 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Function 

~ 
U'1 
U'1 



Item Child 

17. Unclear Chris • 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Example 

"Comment est-ce que tu as sayais Ie numero de 
la station," Ie general a demander. 
("How did/do you know the number of the sta-
tion?" the general demanded). 

II a mettte de la gomme au ballon dans la 
cheveux de la professeur 
(He put/puts? some bubble gum in the hair of the 
professor). 

II a se rappeler Ie film et qu est-ce qui a passe a 
minuit. 
(He remembered the film and what happened at 
midnight). 

Marie etait tres triste est elle a decide d' aller _ 
dans la neige avec son amie. 
(Marie was very sad and she decided to go (play) 
in the snow with her friend) 

Function 

~ 
<.n 
0\ 



Tnble 5.2 ":lnmples or .. :nglish Items Used by Sill l:hildrcn 

lie ... Child EXUlIII,lc 

I. Simple Prcscllt L1lris • "'I "his I Inwuiiun vnclltion sure iI hili, iSlI't 
( :lau5'/" 

Jcnny • ""Illc wCRthcr Wils not su 1,lcnsnntlnlcly, lind wc 
~ all in-ground pool in Illy backYRld." 

Alison • "Squeeececeeeeceekl" UmLlthese people ~ 
J.i~ in oil'/ 

Nicky • Uee whiz Samson I really ~ it 

Katie • Winston never had any fears like some people 
we~ 

lJavid • You decide to go to the cliffs to find an adven-
ture. 

Function 

AT (RR) 

AT (I'I~) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

~ 
U1 ....... 



Ilem Child 

2. Continuous O.ris • 
Present 

Jenny -

Alison • 
Nicky • 

Kotie • 
Uavid • 

ExamlJle 

They're puliinK us into the mother ship with a 
bactor beam. 

One evening Simon Peter said IIJ 0111 going 
fishing." 

111'111 just trying to get customers for A von." 

Uh nol What Hie you KoinK to d07 

Gee that's comfolliU2.. 

They're falling all around you. 

Function 

AT lPR) 

AT (F) 

ATlPR) 

ATlPR) 

ATlPR) 

AT lPR) 

~ 
til 
co 



• 

Ilclil 

3. Present 
Imperative 

Child 

l.1lris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

Unvid 

Examl,lc 

, "You hoo speisy weisies ~ ill" 

• If you won't to ~ to a desert, &.U to section 4 

Function 

AT (I') 

AT (fIR) 

~ 
<.TI 
\0 
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Ucm Child 

S. Simple Put Olris • 
Jenny • 

Alison • 
Nicky • 

Katie 
• 

David • 

ExallllJic 

What problem did you stumble upon today1 

I scOQl,!CX1 up the grass from the pool and my 
brother vacuumed it. 

I WlI their doorbell. 

I ~ scared to dealh of Ihe little criners but I 
knew they were safe in their boxes. 

A while back there Jm:d a man named Winston. 

You tlmu~bl bears couldn't run quickly. 

Il'unction 

AT(P) 

AT(P) 

CAT(P) 

AT (I') 

AT(P) 

AT(P) 

~ 
C'\ ..... 



Item Child 

6. Continuous Past Olris • 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 
Uavid • 

Example 

We were ,euh)1 our own radar-proof, heavily 
anned, lightning class, medium cruiser, ready for 
blast-off. 

In the afternoon, Illy falher was paintinl the 
windows in the basement in the backyard on the 
cemcnt. 

'J1Je ncxt thing I kncw I was lying on the world's 
dirtiest sofa wilh watcr 01) my face. 

Today he wns rcully excited because he Ml1 
ICllinl1l raisc. 

I knew thnt. I Ml1 just leslinl you. 

Me nnd my crcw of Ulris H. and OnislJ., nre 
flying along and suddenly a whole gang of Mar-
lian Ships ~ hendin! towards mc. 

Function 

RT(PR) 

RT (I') 

AT (PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (I', 

AT (PR) 

~ 
en 
N 



Item Child 

7. Put Participle Olris • 

Jenny • 

Alison -

Nicky • 

Katie • 
David • 

EXUlIIlJlc 

A half hour later, we were in the underwater 
base, Triton L>ome, I1Ullled that, because it is a 
dome shape. 

Mr. Traver, known as Jack's boss, was holding 
II" Jack's pie and he wanted to take the pic away 
from Jack. 

It would even be more perfect of we never got 
1iwl, 

Then he relile~ IIntillhe next moming when he 
wnkes to his alarm clock Kl for J J :00 

A while back there lived a Ulall limned Winslon 

When you're almost ~ out, you stumble inlo a 
hole in lhe ground. 

P 

P 

P 

I' 

P 

Function 

~ 
0\ 
W 
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lie ... Child Example 

9. Past Progressive a.ris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David • 1ben afler I got out of the bus. my friend. Cindy. 
who was always &euine inlo trouble wilh the 
school principal because of her misbehavior in 
class. walked to my side. 

FUliclion 

~ 
0\ 
(J1 



Item Child 

10. Pluperfect Olris • 

Jenny • 
Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

lJavid • 

ExallllJle 

·Ille brain-suckcl'S hnd only hgm a divcrsion, 
while the Martians beamed aboard. 

Eight hours bnd ah-cady passed 

Shc told hcr best friclHI, AI'palonin, but shc lold 
hcr that computcrs hadn't .been) inyentcd yct. 

So he was very sad but after a while he forgot 
about Lucy and 3 years later he heard he had ill-
b«iJgJ R lot of money fr~n his father Lo, the 
Lion, retired king of beasts. 

When they hid finally reached the doctor's 
o£(icc, lhey put Winston down, and walked in. 

You lhink you're crazy, but you l!&lncver nm 
away in timc. 

Ii'Ullcliuli 

RT(P) 

RT(P) 

RT (1') 

RT (P-PR) 

RT(P) 

RT(P) 

~ 
0\ 
0\ 



Item Child 

II. Present Perfect U.ris • 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

David • 

l~xUIIII)le 

"Now, they hnvc,,'t tin, it out, but they picked it 
up 01. a Geiger Counter." 

"Since ~ nil the food, all we've been living 
on for the past 24 hours, drinking spring water." 

You'rc hOlllc. You'vc seemed to hnvc misplaced 
your robot. 

"Anyway," continued Ucolfrey, "I nlll ha"flY to 
say thnt you "live wvn the 101lery this wcek. 

You see, ever since I was a little IUd J've been 
afraid of Moose. 

You lIIay have died, bUI you enjoyed your adven-
lllre while it lasted. 

I,'unction 

RT (I'R) 

RT (I'R) 

RT (PR) 

AT(P) 

AT(P) 

(1') 

~ 
0'\ ....... 



Item Child 

12. Continuous Olris 
Present Perfect 

Jenny • 

Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 

David • 

Exmul,lc 

Since we've caten nil the lucxI, nil we've been 
living on lur the pust 24 hours, drinking spring 
water. 

You nccc..l to buy the ingredients lur the chocolnte 
cake that your robot Peaches i£20iJJ2 to_make. 

lie tells me you haven't been usin& him very 
lIluch. 

L1larles, since l'~ really been havin& a rough 
time here in Bermuda, and who knows what will 
happen. 

In the lIIallY years you've lived, you've never had 
an adventure. 

Function 

RT(PR) 

AT (PR) 

AT (F) 

AT(P) 

AT (1') 

AT (PR) 

~ 
0\ 
co 
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Item Child 

14. Future alris • 

Jenny • 
Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 
Oavid • 

EXUlIII,lc 

It's so radioactive, that if Bliving being is ex-
posed to it for five hours or more, IDey-'1l die of 
radiation poisoning in three days. 

It is olle that IlhaI.llong remember. 

fn go buy stilt!! nnd flnshy clothes nm) dless ul' 
as a 16 year-old, 81Kl buy an expensive car. 

lie Inter wakes up for R nightcap with whoever 
lV.iIl ~ over - uSllnlly the prettiest gill he can 
find standing around his estate. 

lietthose moose out of here, or ru scream. 

You lmILidk, really. 

Functiun 

AT(F) 

AT (F) 

AT(I;) 

AT (F) 

AT(F) 

AT (F) 

~ ...., 
a 



Item Cia lid 

14. Future alris • 

Jenny • 
Alison • 

Nicky • 

Katie • 
David • 

ExamlJle 

It's so radioactive, that if a Jiving being is ex-
posed to it for five hours or more, lbeY11 die of 
radiation poisoning in three days. 

It is olle dlat I man long remember. 

rn go buy stilts and flashy clothes and dress up 
as a 16 year-old, and buy an expensive car. 

He later wakes up for a nightcap with whoever 
MIl ~ over - usually the prettiest girl he can 
find standing around his estate. 

Get those moose out of here, or 1:11 scream. 

You lmJL1 ~ really. 

I4'Ullclioll 

AT(F) 

AT (F) 

AT(F) 

AT (F) 

AT(F) 

AT (F) 

~ ....., .... 



Item Child ExamlJle 

1 S. Continuous OJris 
Future 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie • Today we will be rlyin& you directly to the Dalm-
mas. 

Oavid 

Ii'ullction 

~ 

" N 



Jtem 

16. Future 
Progressive 

Child 

alris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

I)avid 

EXIIIII 1,Ic 

We will be going to go get the mission from the 
general tomorrow. 

Funcliun 

~ ...... 
w 



lIem Child 

17. Subjunctive o.ris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

ExamlJle 

Ms. Ford feels the school subjects should be 
changed and they should be dIe student's choice. 

• •• Now, dearie, let's get back to business, or 
beauty, I should say," George said sarcastically. 

"Oh, yeah, we milh' be here all night," said 
nanny. 

Function 

~ ..... 
~ 



Item Child Example 

18. Subjunctive Ouis 
Present 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie • Now I think you should 10 to the llahmnas where 
there are no moose at all, so you can rest. 

lJavid 

Function 

~ ...... 
(Jl 



Item Child 

19. Subjunctive alris 
Present Perfect 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie • 

Dayid • 

ExullllJie 

Oh boyl You shouldn't have said, "When I go 
crazy,''because maybe he'll find some moose, 
Rnd drive you crazy. 

You should have known. 

Function 

(1') 

~ ....... 
~ 



lIem 

20. Modnl 

Child 

<..1lris 

EX81111)le 

• We can put diem in another anti-radiation suit to 
carry them. 

Jenny - !dUl he maintain peace in this world? 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

Oavid 

• Oil dny Bobby, better known as Mr. Bet, made a 
het wilh Johnny for a pnck of seeds that he gmld 
breakdance better than Oave. 

• J am the owner of the Vennont Daily Numbers 
(Jnllle, you 1IlBX~ Stacy Keesy, she's my 
wife. 

• Oh Charles, I Sdl!.Ll belieye you believed all of 
this. 

• You can hanJly blenthe. 

I,'unction 

~ ...., ...., 



Item Child 

21. Modal Present ams 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

Vavid 

Example 

• High radiation IllU cause them to explode. 

• For instance, Jeanie (my friend) is to, butI'm 
only 9 - so I gm m ''I'm also to." 

• "You gm ~ by tomorrow at around noon to 
pick it up," said Geoff, a little sad to have to give 
awayallthatll1oney. 

• Good, then, I'll get the goif clubs, and you gm 
IU make reservations for dinner for after we play 
golf, we will be hungry. 

• You gn~ the dome now. 

Ii'unction 

.1:10 

" 00 



Item Child 

22. Modal Past a.ris • 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie • 

Unvid • 

Examl,le 

"you had 10 come out just as I was walking over 
the tral' door," Steve said. 

lie couldu't Slop rcnding it uillil he was a leen-
ager 

Somcthing lllllSl ~ wrong 

14ullcfion 

P 

P·RR 

P·PR 

~ 
....... 
\0 



Item 

23. Modal Simple 
Present 

Child Example 

Olris • We shouldn', be~. 

Jenny • One of these diamond rings, the one that Ilarriet 

Alison 

hnd, ~ hri!!llhem forward in time, and it 
Dmkl also kYKd as R sword, or a knife. 

• I W1hlto go. 

Nicky • "flow gn this ~'I" thought Sarah. 

Klltie • J Ie said he needn't. 

lJavid • J Ie Sc1id he mu w it. 

Function 

AT (PH.) 

~ 
0) 
o 



'lellse 

24. Modal 
Continuous 

Child 

auis 

ExamlJle 

• tr only the general mu.kl ~ us now. 

Present Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie • Now you must be woodedna. what happened to 
Winston's only fear 

Uavid • 'Ilte IJerson who !;tolc the rings JUust haye been 
.,ullina thcm all day. 
(Modal p,-esc", peljixt "olllinuow) 

Function 

AT (1') 

~ 
(X) .... 



Item Child 

25. Passive Chris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

Example 

• Its so radioactive, that if living being is exposed 
to it for five hours or more, they'll die of radia
tion poisoning in five days. 

Function 

AT (PR) 

~ 
CD 
N 



Item t:hild 

26. Put I'asslvc Ulris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

ExUltllJlc 

We were luke'l nbotlrd lhe Murtinll shi", and Jml 
in a prison cell. 

°llley M3 surrounded by a gigantic jungle. 

I"unction 

AT (I'J 

AT(P) 

~ co 
w 
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Uelll Child 

28. Infinitive O.ris • 

Jenny • 
Alison • 

Nieky • 

Katie • 
lJnvid • 

Exnml,le 

"Now what on Earth would I want l!Ukz that 
for'''' I asked. 

'ille rocks Stllrtoo to crumble. 

You ncct.ll!!..ln!Jthe ingrecJients for the chocolutc 
cake that your robot peaches is going .w ~. 

After he WitS ready he went to show off, after 
millions of beauty experts went .lQ ~ 011 his 
lace, on his way to the set of Magnum P.I. 

J didn't know whatl!Ukz. 

lie isn't easy.w..kill. 

Function 

RT 

AT 

~ 
co 
U'I 



Item Child 

29.Oerund Ouis 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Kalie 

lJavid 

Examl,lc 

• 1 went and got an anti-radialion suit, then we 
started looking for the vanthium. 

• Minutes later, flnrriet and Elmer werc fOlllKl 
outside wearing very mystcrious diamond rings 
on their fingers. 

- '1lICn 1'lIlctirc from school, nnd thc job Incycr 
had, and sit in the 111,) of luxury lalking on the 
.,hOIIC, and watch TV in Illy expensivc car 

• Onc dny in hiN Ilnwniinn homc, Tom Sclleck 
hc~nn to wnke hiN nlnllil set'cJr II :()() A.M., hiN 
hutler slond;nl ovcr him snyinl. 

• Now, my conchlNion is that you're armid or ~ 
l~otllltering anothcr moose. 

• Whcn you're up in lhc tICC, you sec 0 poisonous 
snakc climbi"g up thc b·cc. 

Ifunctioll 

~ 
00 
0\ 



Item Child 

30. Conditional Olris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Nicky 

Katie 

David 

ExamlJle 

• Well they could put it in our water system, they 
could make nn atomic bomb out of it, and ik: 
llml a continent. 

- If they continued to kill people, there would be 
none other than sea animals surviving on the 
earth. 

- We .wmilil each ~ a list every night saying 
what we want. 

• "We would study wouldn't we," Roger asked 
doubtfully. 

• Wouldn'titzfunny1 

• You thought bears couldn',rull. 

Ji'unction 

~ 
00 ......, 



Item 

31. Present 
Indicative 

Child 

Chris 

Jenny 

Alison 

Katie 

Nicky 

David 

Example 

* Today rm supposed to get out and get new cus
tomers for A von. 

Function 

~ 
(X) 
(X) 
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Absolute Time and Relative Time 

Figure 5.1 compares the the percentage of the six children's use of absolute tense 

and relative tense in both English and in French stories. In 119 English stories, they use 

absolute tense 97.32 percent of the time and relative tense 2.68. In 92 French stories they 

use absolute tense 83.17 percent of the time and relative tense 16.83. As a group the 

children have a strong general tendency to choose absolute tense more frequently than 

relative tense in both languages This may be explained in part by the kinds of stories they 

write, are asked to write, and prefer to write. Adventure seems to be the most frequent type 

of story wrinen and read by all the ~hildren across the two languages. Since the children 

often appear as actants in these stories and some of these stories, as we saw in Chapter 3, 

are wrinen to please themselves, it is logical that they would choose absolute tense to signal 

that the actions in these stories are seen to be happening at the present moment and are 

presented from their inner point of view. The children can and do use relative tense in both 

languages and do so appropriately although infrequently. There is a higher frequency in 

their use of relative tense in French as compared with English. This can be explained by the 

fact that at the beginning of the study the children were asked to use the past tense and third 

person in their French stories. 

Range of Temporal Perspectives 

In general, as a group, the children tend to situate their stories in the present, 

although they are quite capable of expressing and creating situations from the past and 

future temporal perspectives as illusttated in Figure 5.2. These bar graphs indicate that the 

children demonstrate the same general tendencies in their range of temporal perspectives 

across languages. In French they use the present 48.65%, the Past 47.37%, and the future 

3.98%. In English they use the present 48.77%, the past 47.99%, and the future 3.24%. 
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One might infer that the children are more concerned about expressing simultaneity of 

actions than anteriority or posteriority in both their English and French stories. 
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However, although the children exhibit the same general tendencies in choosing 

tempond perspectives for their stories, there are different reasons for these emergent 

patterns in English and in French. In English, the patterns may be explained in pan by the 

influence of television (and other media) on their writing, and its emphasis on describing 

and presenting the immediacy of a situation. In some cases, children like Alison, as we saw 

in OlaplCr 4, admit they do not like to think about the past and deliberately use the present 

as a temporal perspective for some of their stories. This interpretation is supported by the 

qualitative data in the group interviews where the children talk about their impatience with 

"long duration" between events in television scenarios and stories they read. In French their 

ptefc:rence for the present temporal perspective may be explained in a number of ways. The 

present is used far more frequently in French than it is in English. The present tense is also 

one the children feel most comfonable using in French and, by their own admission, tend 

to use more frequently when they know their stories are going to be corrected. It would 

seem then that the range in their choice of temporal perspectives for their stories is 

influenced by a number of similar but also different factors across the two languages 

accmding to the two contexts of situation. 

This evidence suppons my argument that they use English and French forms, in Halliday's 

sense, as a means to an end rather than an end in themselves. 

Use 01 French Forms 

In general the children seem to have a stylistic preference for the present indicative 

(1639) , the passe compose (1248) and the imparfait (1430) which are pan of the present 

indicative system. The next highst frequency are the present infmit (161), future proche 
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(181) and infinitif (335). The present indicative system in French is a carrier of both time 

and aspect. Because the children stay largely within the indicative system. it is inevitable 

that the tenses the children choose to use are tenses within this system. Table 5.3 compares 

the frequency of French forms and means scores for 92 French stories across the six 

children. They used a total of 3972 verbs distributed over seventeen tenses. With the 

exception of Chris. none of the children use the passe simple - a feature of the French 

classical narrative system. This may be explained in part by the type of stories they were 

reading in French; for the most pan. the children read short vignettes from Selection 

(Reader's Digest). Also. the fact that the children use a lot of dialogue in their stories would 

inevitably tend to result in their more frequent use of the present indicative system than the 

other systems. 

Similar to those in Stevens (1984) study, these childrens's choices range broadly 

over many French tenses and they frequently use them appropriately when they call them 

into service. The frequency of instances when a tense category could not be coded (e.g. 

unclear) is remarkably low. In most cases these instances occurred in their spontaneous 

stories and resulted in the creation of a new form. For example, in one of his favorite 

stories L'Etoile de Guerre , Chris writes - "Comment est-ce que tu as savais Ie numero 

de la station" Ie general a demander. He could have used "tu as su" or "tu as appres." It is 

unclear whether Chris intended to use the imparfait (ais) to indicate a present state of 

knowledge at the present moment or was influenced by the surrounding linguistic 

environment of "a demander" where he uses the passe compose (compound past - auxiliary 

avoir ). He creates what Goodman a peripheral miscue. In the Goodman Taxonomy of 

Miscues (Goodman Y .• Watson, D., Burke, C., 1987) this type of miscue is defined as 

"the near periphery as the line immediately above or below the point of the miscue; the 



Table S.J COlli pans Ihe ft'requency and Mean Scores or Ilrench Ilorlns Across all Six ~hildren and 
allli'rench Slories 

Mean Frequency 

P~sent Indicatif 17.815 1639.000 
P~sent Infinitif 1.750 161.000 
P~sent Participle 0.065 6.000 
P~CompoK 13.565 1248.000 
hnparfait 4.674 430.000 
Participle Pas~ 0.467 43.000 
Infinitif Pass~ 0.109 10.000 
Plus Parfait 0.022 2.000 
Plus-que-parfait 0.348 32.000 
Future Proche 1.967 181.000 
Jnfinitif 3.641 335.000 
JIII~rntir 0.467 43.0(J0 
COflditiollllel 0.250 23.()()() 
Subjonctir O.()22 2.()OO 
lilliur (J.(M] ~.()O() 

l'n5.~ Simple O.(Ml ~.OO() 

Unclenr 0.772 71.UOO 

~ 
\0 
(J1 
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periphery is defined as the second or third line above or below the line in which the miscue 

occurs . (p. 74) 

Whatever Chris's actual intention really was, this example demonstrates that he 

relies on what he thinks he knows already about conjugating the imparfait and passe 

compose and the use of the auxiliary avoir in French. There are numerous examples like the 

above within the data. However, it is not within the purview of this dissenation to examine 

all the written miscues (although they are interesting) which I coded as unclear. This is a 

subject for another study. 

There are some forms used by all six children and some forms an individual child 

does not use. Table 5.4 compares the frequency and means scores for the six children's use 

of French forms. A striking similarity across all children is their tendency to use the present 

indicative, passe compose, imparfait, past participle, and future proche, all tenses within 

the present indicative system. The exceptions are Chris who uses the passe simple and 

Katie who uses the plusparfait. The other children avoid the passe simple and plusparfait. 

There are differences among the six children in their use of other forms. as illustrated in 

Table 5.5. The numbers in parentheses (i.e. Chris = 17) indicate the total number of stories 

chosen by each child. For example. Chris does not use the present infinitif; however. 

Alison. Katie and David use it on a number of occasions. In Alison's stories there are 73 

instances of the present infinitif; there are 35 instances in Nicky's stories and 48 instances 

in David's stories. Table 5.5 compares the French tenses used and not used by the six 

children. Verbs have been selected which the childrens' unique responses.If we compare 

Table 5.4 and 5.5 at first glance it would seem that the more confident writers like Chris 

and Katie tend to use more forms than the less confident writers like David A closer look 

at Table 5.5 indicates that Chris and Jenny tend to use more French forms than the other 



Table 5.4 Comparison of Six Children's Uses of French Tenses and Mean Scores of French Stories 

Chri! Jenny Ali!lOlI Nicky Katie David 
(N~I7) (N~17) (N~16) (N~16) (N=14) (N=12) 

Tetill Freq Me •• Freq Mean Freq Me.n Freq Mean Freq Mean lorrq Mean 

PmenlIndic.rif 354.000 2O.111A 251.000 14.756 295.000 111.431 1110.000 11.250 396.000 28.286 163.000 13.583 
Pmenllnlinitif 0.000 0.000 5.000 0.294 13.000 4.562 35.000 2.181 0.000 0.000 48.000 4.000 
PmenI PIr1icipIe 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.250 2.000 0.125 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 

P-'~ 506.000 29.615 1211.000 1.529 202.000 12.625 91.000 5.681 242.000 11.286 19.000 6.583 
...... rait 911.000 5.165 111.000 4.165 96.000 6.000 51.000 3.562 78.000 5.571 20.000 1.667 
PIIticipIe Pad 15.000 0.11112 13.000 0.765 5.000 0.312 4.000 0.250 6.000 0.429 0.000 0.000 
Inlinilif Pad 6.000 0.353 2.000 0.1111 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.071 1.000 0.083 
PIal Pldlit 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.143 0.000 0.000 
PhIs~-.. rait 11.000 0.471 13.000 0.765 4.000 0.250 2.000 0.125 5.000 0.357 0.000 0.000 
htweProche 40.000 2.353 15.000 0.882 44.000 2.750 13.000 0.812 3.000 4.500 6.000 0.500 
Inr .. ilir ISO.IX)O 11.1124 70.1100 4.1111 0.1100 0.000 0.000 0.000 111.000 7.929 4.(J00 0.333 
hnp&.rir 35.000 2.059 6.000 0.353 2.1100 0.125 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1"'" 0.000 0.1"10 
Conditinnn6 2.IJOO 0.1111 12.0IJ1J 0.706 5.000 0.312 4.0IJO 0.250 0.0IJ1J 0.1"'" O.IJUI' 0.1"10 
Subjonctir 0.000 O.IJlJIJ 1.000 0.0'i9 0.000 O.IJI'O 1.01'" 0.1)62 O.OIJO 0.1"'" (J.W' 0.1"'" 
Fatur 2.IJUI' 0.1111 1.0IJ1J IJ.O'i9 0.000 0.01'" 0.0IJ1J 0.01'" I.W' 0.071 O.IJUI) 0.1""' 
P •• t1 Slrnple 4.W' 0.235 0.000 O.INJIJ 0.000 O.OIJ1' 0.01'" O.IJUI' O.IJOO O.lN"' 0.000 0.'"10 
Uncle. 1.000 0.471 12.000 0.706 13.000 0.812 32.000 2.000 4.000 0.286 2.000 0.167 

.::a 
\0 
""-J 



Table 5.5 Comparison or French Tenses Used Dnd Not Used by Six Children 

+U5ed 
- Not Used 

aJri~ Jenny Ali~()n Nicky 
(N=11) (N=17) (N=16) (N=14) 

Pr&ent Inlinilif +(S) +(73) +(3S) 

Pr&ent .,.uciple +(4) +(2) 

Infinitif ~ + (6) + (2) 

PlUSI*rli1 
Inralitif +(150) + (70) 

Impmtif +(3S) +(6) +(2) 

Conditionnel +(2) +(12) +(S) + (4) 

Subjollctif + (I) + (I) 

Fuu. +(2) +(1) 

Pus6simplc + (4) 

Partkiplc~ + (IS) +(13) +(S) +(4) 

Plus-que-padail +(8) +(13) +(4) +(2) 

Katie 
(N=14) 

+ (I) 

+ (2) 

+(111) 

+(1) 

+(6) 

+(S) 

David 
(N=12) 

+(48) 

+(1) 

+ (4) 

~ 
\0 
00 
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four children. The distribution of tenses for Chris and Jenny reuse an interesting question 

about the relationship between writing confidence, fluency in a second language and choice 

of particular linguistic forms to express their meanings. The range of French tenses in these 

narratives indicates that the children have the ability to express a broad range of temporal 

relationships although they demonstrate a general preference for assigning a present 

temporal ordering to their stories. It may be, as Stevens (1984) concluded in her study, that 

these children actually do know some tenses but do not use them because of the types of 

stories they are writing as well as the context of situations they find themselves in. It may 

also be that they do not use cenain tenses because, as I have argued earlier, of their 

tendency to write 'safe' stories when they know their stories are going to be corrected. 

Use of English Forms 

Table 5.6 compares the frequency and mean scores for English forms across the six 

children. The children have a tendency to use the simple present (2397), simple past 

(2533) and modal present (10237). The next highest frequency included the following 

tenses and forms: the continuous present (149), continuous past (140), future (186), 

infinitive (60), gerund (310) and conditional (204). Similar to their choices of tense in their 

French stories, their choices in th majority of their English stories would be in keeping with 

their stylistic preference to choose the present as a a general temporal perspective. Table 5.7 

compares the frequency and mean scores for English forms for the six children. Although 

there are differences among the children in their choices of cenain tenses, the general 

distribution patterns in this table are similar to Table 5.6. For example, there are 577 

instances of the simple present, 779 instances of the simple past and 2304 instances of the 

modal present in Chris's English stories. There are 591 instances of the simple present, 

536 instances of the simple past and 1330 instances of the modal present in Katie's stories. 



Table 5.6 Compares the Frequency and Mean Scores of English Forms Across all Six Children and 
all English Stories 

Mean Freq 

Simple Present 20.143 2397.000 
Continuous Present 1.252 149.000 
Present Imperative 0.134 16.000 
Present Participle 0.286 34.000 
Simple Past 21.286 2533.000 
Continuous Past 1.176 140.000 
Past Participle 0.504 60.000 
Past Infinitive 0.076 9.000 
Past ProgJessive 0.008 1.000 
Pluperfect 0.546 65.000 
Present Perfect 0.723 86.000 
Continuous Present Perfect 0.076 9.000 
Continuous Past Perfect 0.034 4.000 
Future 1.563 186.000 
Continuous Future 0.034 4.000 
Future Progressive 0.008 1.000 
Subjunctive 0.160 19.000 
Subjunctive Present 0.067 8.000 
Subjunctive Present Perfect 0.000 0.000 
Modal 0.857 102.000 
Modal Present 86.025 10237.000 
Modal Past 0.084 10.000 
Modal Simple Present 0.269 32.000 
Modal Continuous Present 0.025 3.000 
Passive 0.025 3.000 
Past Passive 0.034 4.000 
Continuous Passive 0.000 0.000 
Infinitive 5.050 601.000 
Gerund 2.605 310.000 
Conditional 1.714 204.000 
Present Indicative O.IX5 22.000 

1.1'1 
C> 
C> 



Table 5.7 Comparison of Six Children's Uses of English Forms and Mean Scores for English Stories 

Chris Jenny Alison Nicky Katie David 
(N=21) (N=28) (N=16) (N=18) (N=26) (N=16) 

Fnq Mean Fnq Mean Freq Mean Fnq Mean Fnq Mean Fnq Mean 

Simple Pramt 5n.000 27.476 189.000 6.750 338.000 21.125 155.000 8.611 591.000 29.550 547.000 34.187 
Continuous Present 34.000 1.619 12.000 0.429 18.000 1.125 16.000 0.889 56.000 2.800 13.000 0.812 
Present Imperative 15.000 0.714 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.063 
Present Plrticiple 11.000 0.524 22.000 0.786 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.062 
Simple Past 779.000 37.095 473.000 16.893 211.000 13.187 285.000 15.833 536.000 26.800 249.000 15.562 
Continuous Put 30.000 1.429 37.000 1.321 7.000 0.437 20.000 1.111 37.000 1.850 9.000 0.562 
PMt Plrticiple 10.000 0.476 10.000 0357 8.000 0.500 18.000 1.000 8.000 0.400 6.000 0375 
Patlnfmitive 6.000 0.286 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.125 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 
Pat Propasive 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 
Pluperfect 10.000 0.476 18.000 0.643 2.000 0.125 7.000 0.389 22.000 10 1. 000 6.000 0375 
Present Perfect 27.00> 1.286 11.000 0.393 4.000 0.250 5.000 0.278 25.000 1.250 14.000 0.875 
Continuous Present 0.00> 0.000 1.00(J 0.036 1.000 0.062 1.000 0.056 4.000 0.200 2.000 0.125 
Perfect 
Continuous Past 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.056 0.000 0.000 3.000 0.187 
Perfect 
Future 69.000 3.286 23.000 0.821 21.000 1.312 16.000 0.889 55.000 2.750 2.000 0.125 
Continuous Fuwre 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 
Future Progressive 1.000 0.048 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Subjunctive 4.000 0.190 5.000 0.179 4.000 0.250 5.000 0.278 0.000 10.000 1.000 0.063 
Subjunctive Present 1.000 0.048 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000 0.350 0.000 0.000 
Subjunctive Present 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Perfect 
Modal 23.000 1.095 21.000 0.750 12.000 0.750 20.000 1.111 13.000 0.650 13.000 0.812 
Modal Present 2304.000 109.714 2100.000 75.000 1200.000 75.000 2000.000 111.111 1330.000 66.500 1303.000 81.437 
Modal Past 1.000 0.048 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 0.450 0.000 0.000 
Modal Simple Prescnt32.000 1.524 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Modal Continuous 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000 0.150 0.000 0.000 
Present 
Pa.ive 2.000 0.095 1.000 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Pat Pasive 4.000 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Continuous Passive 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Infmitive 123.000 5.857 11.600 3.964 66.000 4.125 79.000 4.389 158.000 7.900 64.000 4.000 
Gerund 92.000 4.381 31.000 1.107 59.000 3.687 38.000 2.111 54.000 2.700 36.000 2.250 
CondilJonal 38.000 1.810 39.000 1.393 41.000 2.562 29.000 1.611 38.000 1.900 19.000 1.187 (,11 

Present IndIcative 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 22.000 1.375 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
C> ..... 



1'able 5.8 Comparison or English Terms Used/Not used by Sill ~hildren 

+ Used 
- Not Used 

anis Jenny Alison Nicky 
(N=21) (N=28) (N=16) (N=18) 

I'reIent tmrer.lI.e .. (IS) 

I'mrent r.ticll"e +(11) + (28) 

r.llnr .. lIl.e +(6) + (2) 

r"l'ropessl.e 
COIIIinaouI I'resenl Perfecl + (I) + (I) + (I) 

ConIinucMa Pill Perfect + (I) 

COIIIinucM. F1IIure 
Subjunctfye I'retenl + (I) 
Subjuncdye I'reletll rerfect 
Mod .. r .. + (I) 

Mod .. Simple Present +(23) 

Mod .. ConlillllOUl Present 

' .... e + (2) +(1) 
p .. p .. i.e + (4) 

COIIIin .. Pusl.e 
IndicaliYe r,~ml +(22) 

FIlIItfCl r'naeui.CI + (I) 

SubjllnCliYCI + (oi) + (5) + (oi) + (S) 

Kalie 
(N=2U) 

+ (I) 

+ (I) 

+ (4) 

+ (if) 
+ (7) 

+ (9) 

+ (3) 

lJavid 
(N=16) 

+ (I) 

+ (I) 

+ (2) 

+ (3) 

+ (I) 

VI 
o 
I'\J 
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Table 5.8 compares the English tenses used and not used by the six children. As they do in 

the French stories, the more confident writers like Chris and Katie tend to use more fonns 

than the less confident writers. 

If we compare Tables 5.3 and 5.6 it would seem that there is a greater range in their 

use of English fonns than French fonns. This is consistent with the children's perceptions 

of themselves as more confident writers in their mother tongue and their concerns as I 

discussed in Chapter 4 about rendering error free French texts. It may well be that they 

actually know how to use a lot more French tenses than they actually use in their written 

stories. My observational data indicates that this could be so. 

Although storying is recognized as a human propensity, the distribution of tenses in 

these children's English and French spontaneous and assigned stories raise a number of 

questions about their human, meaning, and narrative potential within the institution of 

school. For example, how much of this natural propensity for storying is realized or 

constrained in school settings? Do the social texts limit children's perceptions of particular 

linguistic features they can access for use in the stories they write in school? Because the 

children tend to position themselves within the indicative system, does this mean that they 

perceive life as one continuous flow of time? 

Other Variables 

There are other variables which mayor may not influence the children's use of 

particular tenses. I examined three variables in particular: 1) assigned or spontaneous 

stories; 2) choice of points of view; 3) frequency of story genres written. 
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Spontaneous and Assigned Stories 

Table 5.9 compares the children's uses of French tenses on assigned and 

spontaneous stories and Table 5.10 compares the English tenses on this variable. The 

evidence from these tables indicates that whether a story is assigned or spontaneous 

defmitely influences the frequency and range of tenses used by these children in both 

languages. For example, in Table 5.9 there are 1186 instances of the present inficatif, 974 

instances of the passe compose and 303 instances of the imparfait in their spontaneous 

French stories. In the assigned French stories, there are 429 instances of the present 

indicatif, 274 instances of the passe composee and 127 instances of the imparfait . In the 

English spontaneous stories, there are 1725 instances of the simple present, 1866 instances 

of the simple past and 7426 instances of the modal present. In the English assigned stories, 

there are 672 instances of the simple present, 667 instances of the simple past and 2811 

instances of the modal present. In all cases, except for the future tense, there is a higher 

frequency in their use of tenses in spontaneous stories than assigned stories particularly for 

the more confident writers. This finding, although interesting, is not surprising given the 

literature in writing research on assigned versus unassigned writing. There is a higher 

incidence of "unclear" tenses in this data. This can be explained in part by the fact that in 

their spontaneous stories the children are less concerned about grammatical correction and 

more concerned about communicating their thoughts in writing and are thus more willing to 

hypothesize how a particular tense might be represented in L2. 

It is evident that in both languages, there are some forms that some children do or 

do not use in spontaneous and assigned stories. The distribution patterns in these tables 

suggest that although the children do not exploit any tense system to the fullest, they make 

broader use of many English and French tenses in their spontaneous stories than they make 



Tobie 5.9 Comparison of l're(IUclicy nml Mcnn Scorcs lor Assigned alld SIJOntuncous Frcnch Storics 

N=92 A~igncd (N=39) SIK)IIlnncous (N=51) 
Ii'.·cq Mcnn FrC(1 Mcan 

Pr&cnlindiclllir 429.()(K) II.lKJO I I 86.O'JJ 23.255 
Pr&enllnfinilir 7().000 1.795 91.(){K) 1.784 
Pr&cI.l Participle 3.000 0.077 3.000 0.059 
PaBCompos6 274.000 7.026 974.()()() 19.098 
Im ..... ak 127.000 3.256 303.000 5.941 
Participle ~ 13.000 0.333 30.000 0.588 
Inr .. ilir .,.. 2.000 0.051 8.000 0.157 
Plus Parr.it 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.039 
Plus-que-.,.rait 15.000 0.385 17.000 00333 
Future Proche 34.000 0.872 146.000 2.863 
Inr .. ilir 60.000 1.538 271.000 5.314 
Im¢ralir 2.000 0.051 41.()(K) 0.804 
Condilionnel 12.000 0.308 11.000 0.216 
Subjonclir 0.000 0.000 2.()(JO 0.039 
Fu .... 2.000 0.051 2.000 0.039 
PaBSimple 1.000 0.026 3.000 0.059 
Unclear 27.000 0.692 43.000 0.843 

(J'1 

a 
(J'1 



Table 5.10 (;ulIIl,arisull ur "n(llielley oml Meall Scures lur Assigned alld SIJUllloliCUliS 1!:1I~lish Slm'irs 

(N=119) Assigned (N=f,I) S"otlL111OOU5 (58) 

I"r~ Melin h~ Mun 

Simple Present 672.000 11.016 1725.000 29.741 

Condnuoul Present 49.000 U.803 100.000 1.724 
Praent impendye 0.000 0.000 16.000 0.276 

PreHIIl PIItidpIe 16.000 0.262 18.000 0.310 

Simple Pat 667.000 10.9J4 11166.000 32.172 

ContinaouI PISI 32.000 0.525 108.000 1.862 

PastPIr1idpIe 20.000 0.328 40.000 0.69C 
P.inflnitiye 2.000 0.0.13 7.000 0.121 

Pill PropeaIYe 0.000 0.0"0 1.000 0.017 

"upeded 2".000 OJI)3 "1.tllK) 0.707 

Praent Perfect 17.000 0.219 69.000 1.190 
ConIiIIUOUI Present Perfect 4.000 0.066 5.000 0.0116 

CoiIIInuoaI PISI Perfect 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.069 ..... 51.000 0.836 135.000 2J28 
CUiIIIHaoaI Future 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.069 
....... Propeuiye 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.017 

SubJ-ctlYe 8.000 0.131 11.000 0.190 
Sahjanctiye Present 0.000 O.ono 8.000 0.138 
Sabjanttiye Present Perfect 0.000 O.ono 0.000 0.000 

MocW 28.000 0.459 74.000 1.276 
MocW PraenI 2811.000 46.0112 7426.000 128.034 
Mod .. PISI 8.tlOO 0.1 JI 2.fllJO. 0.03" 
MocW SUnpe rresmt (J.tllM' O.tllM' 32'(Mlf' (J.552 

Mod .. COIIlInuous !'resent l.tll'O 0.016 2.fllII' 1I.II.l" 

p .. lYe l.tJOO 0.016 2.11110 0.034 
p .. p •• lye 0.1"'" O.tllK) .. .ellll' 0.069 
Continuous ruslye 0.000 O.OIK) (J.IIIII' O.fIIJ(J 

Inr .. idve 208.000 JAW 393.000 6.176 

Oerund 93.111'" 1.525 2I7.1J1)(' 3.7"1 
Conditinnal I 01'. """ 1.619 101.11111' 1.793 
P,esent Indicatiye 12.000 0.1'17 1U.000 0.172 

l.n 
0 
a-
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in their assigned stories. The absence of certain forms in both English and French stories 

may be explained in a number of ways. First, there are occasions when the children do not 

use all the tenses because a particular story does not call for them. Second, some children 

like Chris, have a definite stylistic preference (such as writing space adventures), which 

accounts for his frequent use of the present indicatif and infinitif in French and simple 

present, simple past and modal present in English. These are all tenses which express 

action as happening at the present moment and from the inside. With respect to the French 

stories, the children explain in informal conversations that there are times when they do not 

use a cenain form if they are unsure of the spelling or the correct form. As David explains: 

"In French I just drop it and use the present." On these occasions the children were writing 

assigned stories. In their spontaneous stories they seem less concerned about grammatical 

correctness and in both languages we see a broader range in their use of tenses. Thus, 

some forms that do not appear in their assigned stories emerge in their spontaneous stories 

and vice versa. 

Point of View 

Kress (1982) argues that "when children begin to write about their own 

experiences they do introduce a narrator, usually the child himself or herself, or a 'we' 

which includes the child and some others" ( p. 115). Leondar (1977) believes that 

genuine ftrst person point of view is a later achievement, one closely 
correlated with the appearance of psychological motivation in 
characterization. Around the tenth birthday children begin to produce stories 
told, as it were, from inside a character, who speaks in his own person. ( p. 
184) 

Kress (1982) distinguishes between stories which have a single point of view, that 

of the invisible narrator, or those which have the present self conscious narrator, who may 
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or may not present several points of view. The difference between the two types lies in the 

fact that 

the story with the present narrator includes an 'I' or a 'we' as the speaker, 
and therefore it opens up the possiblity of a 'you' or 'they' as speakers in 
the story also ... , It opens the door for the introduction of the other in the 
narrative. (p.1l5) 

The six children in this study bear out what Kress and Leondar are saying about 

point of view. They alternate between using a first person and third person point of view. 

Their choice of a particular stance or perspective for their English and French stories is a 

variable which influences the presence or absence of cenain English and French tense 

forms to a cenain degree. Tables 5.11 and 5.12 compare the frequency and mean scores for 

use of point of view in French and English stories. In French, there is a greater use of the 

Imparfait with a third person point of view. 

For example, there are 247 instances of the imparfait in stories with a third 

person point of view. and 178 instances of this tense in stories with a first person point of 

view. The present indicatif ( first person -613, third- fJJ7) and passe compose (flrst -742, 

third - 732) do not really seem to be affected by the choice of a particular point of view. 

The fact that the frequency and mean scores in these two tables do not indicate 

much difference in the distribution of the tenses in relation to point of view may be 

explained by the fact that the children were writing adventures, plot centered stories with 

dialogue, rather than in other genres. It may also be that the children perceive an affmity 

between the cinematic techniques they see on television and their own construction of 

verbal narratives. As we saw in Chapter 4, some children like Nicky use their sensitive 

"camera eye" to pretend events just happened in the presence of a neutral recorder. Other 



Table 5.11 COlllllarison or li're(lliency and Mean Scores ror French S.ories According '0 Puint or View 

First (N=44) Third (N=42) Mixed (N=5) 

I"r~q Mc~m I'rr(, M~lIn I"r~(, MClin 

Pr~scnllndicalif 742.0()O 16.864 732.()()() 17.429 161.()()() 32.()()() 

Pr~llnrillilif 108.fIUO 2.455 48J)()() 1.143 5.()()() 1 J)()() 

Pr~scnl Participle 2.0110 (W45 4.()()() (W95 (U)()() O.f)()() 

~Compost 613.()(l() 13.932 607 .()()() 14.4 52 28.fn) 5.6()() 

Imparfail I 78.(J()() 4.045 247.c)()() S.HHI S.()()() l.c)()() 

Parlicil*: Pa~ 16.()(J() 0.364 25J)()() 0.595 2.(J()() 0.4()() 

Infinitif Passt 3.(J()() 0.()68 7.cX)() 0.167 0.000 0.000 

Plus Parfail o.()()() O.c)()() 2.()()() OJ)48 O.(X)() O.(X)() 

Plus-que-parfait I3J)(l() 0.295 18.()(l() 0.429 I JXX) 0.200 

Fulure Proche 88.()(J() 2J)()() 85.()()() 2.024 7.()()() 1.400 

Infinitif I 36.()()() 3.()c) I 177.000 4.214 22.000 4.400 

Impb"alif 27.()()() 0.614 IS.O()() 0.357 I.()()(l 0.200 

Condilionnel 9.()()() 0.205 13.f)()() 0.310 J.()()() 0.2(X) 

Subjonclif O.()(X) O.()()() I.()()() OJl24 I.()()() 0.2()() 

Full. 2.c)()() O.()4S 2J)(X) OJ)48 O.()()() O.(X)() 

P~Simple 4J)()() OJ)c)1 OJ)()() OJ)()() O.(X)() 0.000 

Unclear 28J)()() 0.636 40.000 0.952 2.000 0.400 

<..TI 
o 
~ 



Tuble 5.12 COllllmrisun or Ic'rccillency und MClin Scores rur I~nglish Slories According 10 "uint of View 

IIi,s! (N-40) 'l1,i,d (N:(,7) Mi.cd(N~J) 

fo'r~tl Me •• "retl MUll hCtI MUll 

Simpic Presenl 930.1". 2J.250 1173.11111. 17.057 M.333 21.333 

COllIn-. Presenl 511.11111 I ASCI 69.11Il) I.IIJO 5.11I1f) 1.667 

Prcsmllnlperlliyc 15.01" 0.375 1.000 0.015 0.000 0.11I1f) 

Preseal P.liciplc 25.111.' 0.625 9.11111. 0.134 O.ClCIf) O.IICIO 

SitneJlc Pat 1145.111111 211.625 IJ-17.11I1I. 211.wt 18.111 •• 6.111111 

Cullin-. I' ... 4KIIII) 1.200 K9.11II1 1.32K 3.11(11) 1.11(11) 

.... P·lic:iIJlc 21.IUI 0.525 3-1.1'" 0.'i1l7 D.IIIII) 0.11110 

I'al InfiniciY. 5.111111 0.125 2.0110 0.11.111 O.IXX) 1I.11Il) 

1'.1 l'tOC,c:aiyc 1.11(11) 11.1125 O.IIIX) 0.11111) 0.111111 0.111111 

I ..... JCrfcct 2').111.) 0.725 36.IIIIC) 11.537 11.111111 II.IIIIC) 

1'.CIa" I'afect "".IU' 1.11(11) 411.11(1) 1I.'i97 2.(1111) 0.667 

CtJntinuClus I'tCSalll'c.rC(.1 ".111111 II. UII' 5.111111 II 1115 0.(1111) IHIIII) 

COIIIinuous ..... I'alcct 3.11111' 11.1175 1.11Il) 0.11 IS 11.11(11) D.IXII) 

Future nlXl) 2.075 91.CIC" 1358 3.ClCX) I.ClCIf) 

CcaIinIMJuI Fulure O.lXIO 0.000 4.000 0.060 0.000 0.000 

Future PropessiYC I.ClCJO 0.025 0.000 O.IICJO 0.000 0.000 

SubjundiYC 7.000 0.175 9.000 0.134 1.000 0333 

SubjundiYC Present O.ClCIO 0.000 6.0110 0.090 1.000 0.333 

SubjuncLiyc Present Pcrfccl O.ClCIO O.IXJO O.ClCl) O.IIIXI 0.000 0.000 

Mod .. 44.ClCIf) 1.100 HOllO 0.791 0.000 0.000 

Mod .. Pn:sal 4406.OIJO 110. ISO 5325.000 79.478 0.000 0.0110 

Mod .. P ... 1.000 0.025 9.ClCIO 0.134 0.000 0.000 

ModII Silllfllc PrcsmI 32.ClCIO 0.800 O.lXIf) O.IICIC) 0.000 0.000 

Mod .. Continuous '''escnl IHIIII) 0.11I1f) 3.11I1f) 0.0·15 II.ClCIf) O.ClCIII 

PISSM 3.IIIl) IHI7S 0.1l1li1 11.111111 II.CIIIO 0.1l1li) 

PISI Pasjyc 4.1l1li) I.ClCIII IHIIIII 0.111111 11.11(11) 0.11(11) 

Continuous PlSSiyc II.ClCIf) 0.01" 0.111 If) OJICIf) 0.000 O.IIIJO 

InfiniliYc 2111 .IICIII 5.025 356.IICIII S.31l 10(0) 3.333 

Gerund 152.IICII) 3.8111) I 26.ClC10 I.RRI Jll.ooo 3.333 

Cnnclilinnal I JIll .. ) 2.750 81lnl 1.219 2.Im 0667 
U'1 

I',uall IlItliCltivc nlllll 11.5511 II 11111) 0111111 11.11(11) 0.11111) -0 
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children like Chris call upon the simple present, which implies habitualness; this suggests 

that he is used to writing stories which are reminiscences of acts repetitively perfonned 

(secret spy missions). These acts although in a particular time for a particular story are 

identical to previous adventures in other stories. 

Table 5.11 indicates that certain French tenses like the imparfait, participle passe, 

infmitif passe, plus-que-parfait, infintive and conditionnel increase when the third person is 

used. For example, there are 247 instances of the imparfait, 24 instances of the participle 

passe, 7 instances of the infinitif passe, 18 instances of the plus-que-parfait, 177 instances 

of the infinitif and 13 instances of the conditionnel. These children use the imparfait in a 

variety of ways: to signal that action is seen as happening and from within, to signal a 

present-in-past temporal perspective, to express habituality, or to signal that all actions 

occur simultaneously. It would appear that the children use the imparfait as a stylistic 

device either to place their readers in the middle of the action (imparfait dramatique), to 

make their readers relive their stories in matching order of events or even to simply attract 

their reader's attention at the beginning of their stories, or to express modality and/or to 

give reality to the events they are describing by situating them in a past-present temporal 

frame. 

They use the passe compose either to signal a definite past or to refer to a completed 

action. They appear to use the passe compose instead of the past histoiric (passe simple) to 

signal anteriority to the present. In classical French literature, the passe simple describes a 

past action from a psychologically detached perspective, whereas the passe compose is 

considered more informal and subjective and relevant to the present, and thus as discussed 

in Chapters 3 and 4 serves the social function of these children's storying. This may also 
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explain why the children stay within the present indicative system or L' Action Actualisee in 

their French stories. 

In comparison to the mean scores for distribution of tenses in assigned and 

spontaneous stories and the mean scores for choice of a panicular point of view, it would 

appear that whether a story is assigned or spontaneous influences the distribution of tense 

in the children's stories more than a panicular point of view, although the laner does have 

some bearing on the distribution of cenain tenses. 

In English when the children use a third person point of view, there is a higher 

frequency in their use of the simple present (1173) continuous present ( 69), infinitive 

(356), and simple past (1347) and a lower frequency in their use of the present infinitive, 

present participle, model simple present, gerund and conditionals. However, Table 5.12 

should be interpreted with caution. There are 62 stories with the third person point of view 

and 40 stories with the flrst person point of view. It could be that the additional 22 stories 

with a third person point of view, merely afforded more opportunities for these forms to 

emerge. 

Also, in English there is an increase in the use of the modal present (5325) in 

stories with a third person point of view in comparison to stories with first person point of 

view (4406). In both their use of frrst and third person points of view, it would appear that 

the children have begun to separate "the two discrete narrative roles of protagonist/hero and 

narrator" (Kress, 1982 p. 118). For these children, using dialogue, that is introducing 

various forms of speech into their texts either from a first or third person perspective, 

appears to be a natural way for these children to accomplish this separation of roles in their 

stories. Kress (1982) argues that "dialogue included in the writing shows the highest 

development, and ultimately this leads to a separate genre, drama" (hero and narrator 
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p.125). This may explain why for confident writers like Chris and Katie, the two narrative 

roles and their possibilities are distinct The children also anticipate and know that their 

stories readily lend themselves to dramatic presentation. The qualitative data provides 

evidence that these two children are very conscious of their roles as narrators and heroes in 

their stories. 

Type of Story 

As I documented in Chapter 3, both the children's English Language Ans and 

French Immersion teachers, Mrs. G. and Marie Josee are genre oriented and adhere to the 

Ministry of Education curriculum guides which advocate the direct teaching of certain 

genres such as biography, myths, legends, mysteries, animal stories and realistic fiction 

about boys and girls. In French the children tend to write adventure, space adventure, 

personal adventure, mystery, science fiction and pourquoi stories more frequently although 

they were taught other forms. In English they tend to write adventure, space adventure, 

personal adventure and pourquoi stories more frequently although they were taught and 

exposed to other forms as well. 

Scholes says "genres are more social and durable, styles more local and personal" 

(Scholes, 1986, p. 2). He goes on to say that "both genres and styles, however, manifest 

themselves in recurrent patterns or codes that can be constructed by analyzing a set of 

individual texts". (p.2) 

In the individual French texts of these six children, the present indicative and passe 

compose appear across all story types. Since the children were writing largely within this 

same generic frame of adventure as I have discussed earlier in this chapter, it is 

understandable why story type does not seem to be as important a variable as whether they 

were writing assigned or spontaneous stories. It is interesting to speculate whether 
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differences in tenses would be manifested in other story types, such as biographies, myths, 

legends and tall tales, if the children had not been commanded to write within these genres 

and choose to write volitionalIy within them. 

Kress (1982) maintains that learning genres 

represents the child's socialization into appropriate and accepted modes of 
organizing knowledge, of knowing, and the modes of representing 
perceptions and knowledge to others. The learning of genre is therefore 
intimately linked with the codification of knowledge in a society, and with 
modes or organizing and communicating information to others. ( p.125) 

As I documented in Chapter 3, the children in this study were socialized into modes 

of story writing which were deemed appropriate for grade five and six children by the 

Ministry of Education and the Riverview School board. Although the children were 

exposed to a variety of genres in English, they prefer to stay within the genre of adventure 

when writing their spontaneous stories. An interesting question arises: because these 

children do not choose to write spontaneously in genres their teachers would like them to 

be socialized in are they then rejecting the codified knowledge of the social texts of their 

classrooms? Or are they as pre adolescents asserting their own textual power in Scholes 

sense (1986)? I suspect the answer to both these questions for some children is affirmative. 

Thus I am sympathetic to Kress's (1982) cautionary statement against the direct teaching 

of genres: "The genre will construct the world for its proficient user? Is that what we want? 

", p.125). Cenainly in comparing the distribution of tenses in both languages, it would 

appear that direct teaching of genres not only constrains some children's world views but 

their perceptions of particular linguistic features they think they can access. It is interesting 

to note that the lowest frequency of both English and French forms occurs in their assigned 

stories - the genres in which they were required to write. 
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Patterns. Table 5.13 and 5.14 compare the children's use of French and English 

tense fonns according to story type. Several patterns emerge in the distribution of tenses in 

both English and French stories. In general. the following fonns are not used in French but 

are used in English by some children: present infmitive. present participle. plus-que-parfait. 

SUbjunctive. past infinitive. plusparfait. infinitive. future. conditional. imperative and past 

participle. There are some forms not used in L2 nor in L 1 by some children such as : 

present participle. past infinitive. present imperative. subjunctive. past infmitive and plus

que-parfait. 

In English five patterns emerge: 1) non use of a fonn by all children such as the 

present perfect subjunctive; 2) use of a form by all children except one child such as the 

subjunctive. continuous present perfect and modal continuous present; 3) use of a fonn by 

two children but not by the others such as the present imperative. continuous past perfect. 

present SUbjunctive. modal past. passive; 4) use of a form by one child and not the others 

such as the following: past progressive, continuous future, modal simple present, past 

passive, present indicative, future progressive; and 5) use of a fonn by three children and 

not by the other three such as the present participle, past infmitive. 

In French five patterns emerge: 1) use of a fonn by all children except one child such as the 

past participle; 2) use of a fonn by one child and not the others such as plusparfait and 

passe simple; 3) use of a fonn by two children and not the others such as the subjunctive; 

4) use of a fonn by three children and not the three others such as the imperative and the 

future; 5) use of a fonn by four children and not the two other children such as the present 

infinitive. present participle, infinitive, conditionnel. These patterns suggest that although 

the children exhibit the same general tendencies in their frequent use of English and French 



Table 5.13 Cmttlmrison or Ii're(lliency Use or Ifrench Tenses and Mean Scores ror Ifrench S.ories 
Accn.-cling '0 S.ory TYI,e 

Aclvenlure Space ",Ivcnlure Myslery nclvcnlllre Person.,1 advcnture POUrtllKJi Science Fiction 
(N=IS) (N=I1) (N=I(,) (N=If,) (N=14) (N=12) 

'l'ense I'rfll Mu. .'req Mun .'rfll Mun .'req MUD .'req Mun .'req MUD 

PrilCftllndic .. ir 3-i4'.(II'O 16.0110 223.11111' 2231111 1 79.fll'O 17.9111' 28S.III'" 19.(11111 147.(11111 16333 14S.S01) 36.2SO 
Prisenllnfinitif 2S.IIIII' 1.667 11.11111' UOO 26.0(JO 2.6(11) 34.(111) 2.267 21.000 2.333 0.000 0.1100 
PmenI P.ticiple 2.000 0.133 0.000 O.OIIO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 OJIOO 0.0110 0.000 0.000 
PlSsi Composi 141'.(1110 9.333 33S.01l0 33.S(JO 103.(Il10 10.31., U3.(X)() 1II.1IK) 18.000 8.667 tOI.OOO 2S.2SO 
Im..,r.it 77.(111) S.133 63.0I11' 631)() S6.0I1IJ S.6IJII 61J.OfIIJ 4.000 30.000 3.333 9.000 2.2S0 
P.ticiple rusi .... )()() 0.267 7.000 0.7(K) 2.000 0.2110 S.OOO 0.333 4.000 0.444 1.000 0.2SO 
Inf .. itif PasH 1.000 0.067 1.000 O.HIO 2.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.f1lK) 1.000 0.2SO 
Plus Put';l 2.000 0.133 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OI)() 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0110 0.000 0.000 

PIus~·..,f.it 4.000 2.670 2.000 0.2110 6.000 0.6110 S.OOO 1333 O.OIK) O.OCIII 4.000 1.000 
Future Proche 20.000 1.333 33.000 ]3(10 7.000 0.700 34.000 2.267 20.000 2.222 10.000 2.S00 
Inf_if "".0Il) 2.933 93.000 93110 4S.OOO 4.S00 30.000 2.000 22.000 2.444 33.000 8.2SO 
Impb .. if 0.0110 0.000 29.01111 2.900 S.OIIO O.SOO 0.000 0.000 O.OCIO O.OC)() 4.(11111 1.000 
CondilionnS 0.000 0.000 9.000 0.900 2.000 0.200 3.000 0.200 7.000 0.778 0.000 0.000 
Subjonctif 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0110 0.000 O.OI)() 1.000 0.067 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flit .. 0.0110 0.000 1.000 O.HIII 1.000 0.100 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.111 0.000 0.000 
PISsi Simple O.OCIO O.OCIII 3.000 0.3110 0.000 0.0Il) 1.000 0.067 0.000 0.0110 0.000 0.000 
Uncle. IB.OIl) 1.21111 12.000 1.21111 0.000 0.0I1O 12.000 O.BOO 12.000 1.333 1.000 ,0.2SO 

(J1 ..... 
0\ 



Tahle 5.14 COlli 1m rison or Ii'reflnency Use or English Tenses Dnd Mean Scores ror English Siories 
According 10 Siory TYI,e 

Advcnt ... e Space adventure Personal aclventure Pourquoi 

(N=34) (N=IO) (N=14) (N=I() 

Freq Mean .Freq Mean Freq Mean Freq Mean 

Simple Pment 945.000 27.194 333.000 55.500 76.000 5.429 31.0()0 3.100 

Continuous Presenl 36.000 1.059 27.000 4.500 3.(MJO 0.214 0.000 0.000 

Presc:nl Impcrllive 1.000 0.029 15.000 2.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.lMJO 

Present P.liciple 10.000 0.294 7.000 1.167 5.000 0357 O.lMJO 0.000 

Simple Pat 929.000 27324 463.lMJO 77.167 150.(MJO 11.214 118.000 11.800 

ContinuouIPut 57.000 1.676 20.000 3.333 11.000 0.786 7.000 0.700 

P.I Plrticiple 26.000 0.765 4.000 0.667 3.000 0.214 1.000 0.100 
P.I Inr .. ilive 2.000 0.059 4.000 0.667 O.(MJO 0.000 O.()(JO 0.000 
P.t Pro,raaive 0.000 0.000 0.000 O()(IO 0.000 0.000 0.0(10 O.IMJO 

~fect 21.000 0.618 5.lMJO 0.833 9.000 0.643 2.()(JO 0.200 
Presenl Perfect 28.000 0.824 21.000 3.500 5.000 0.357 1.000 0.100 
ConIinuouI Presenl Perfect 3.000 0.088 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Continuous Put Perfecl 4.000 0.118 0.000 0.000 O.lMJO O.()(IO 0.000 O.()(JO 

Future 59.000 1.735 40.000 6.667 8.()(JO 0.571 5.()(JO 0.500 

Continuous Future 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.(MJO 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Future Proaressive 1.000 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Subjunctive 7.000 0.206 4.000 0.667 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.200 
Subjunctive Presenl 2.000 0.059 O.()(JO 0.000 0.000 O.()(JO 0.000 0.000 
Subjunctive Presenl Perfecl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Mod .. 40.000 1.176 16.000 2.667 7.000 0.500 7.000 0.700 
Mod .. Presenl 4008.000 117.882 1600.000 266.667 702.000 50.143 700.000 70.000 
Mod .. Pili 2.000 0.059 0.000 OJlllO 0.000 O.()(IO O.()(JO OlMJO 
MocbI Simple Present 32.000 0.941 O.lMJO O.O(M) O.()(JO 0.000 O.()(IO 0.000 
Model Continuous Presenl 0.000 0.000 O.()(IO 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.lMlO O.lMJO 
Passive 0.000 O.()(JO 2.()(JO 0.333 1.000 0.071 O.lMJO 0.000 
P.I p •• ive 0.000 O.()(JO 4.000 0.667 0.000 0.000 O.lMlO O.(JOO 

Continuous Passive 0.000 0.000 O.()(JO O.lMJO O.lM)O O.()()() O.lMlO O.lM)O 

Inrinilive 201.()(1O 6.()()() 74.6110 12.333 23.1)(1() 1.643 36.1MIO 3.6(M) 

Ocnllld I 12.IMIO 3.588 4S.IMIII 7.5IM) 12.IMIII 0.857 7.IMII) 117(11) 

Condilion.1 37.1)1111 I.OR8 311 1)1111 S.flllll 12.1111() IIKS7 21.IMIII 2.71111 

Prcscnt Indic .. ive JO.I)III) 0.294 11.111111 11.111111 11.111111 II.IMII) 0.(1111) 11(1111) 
U'1 ...... ...., 
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fonns there is a subtle variation between children and among the individual children in their 

choose of specific tenses in English and French. 

Tense Choices and Self Reports of Favorite Stories 

It is interesting to note that when the children were asked to select a story where 

they felt they were in charge and one where they were not in charge, in all cases and across 

the two languages, they chose a favorite spontaneous story to reflect the fonner situation 

and an assigned story to reflect the latter. In Chapter 1 I distinguished between genre, 

which refers to things regularly done, and style, which refers to a regular way of doing 

things. There is a subtle interplay between the children's preferred genres for writing 

stories and their own individual styles. They discuss this situation in excerpts from 

retrospective self repons later in this chapter. The summative comparison of the children's 

use of English and French tenses. follows. 

Summative Comparison .Table 5.15 is a summative comparison of the 

children's use of tense in a self selected assigned and favorite French story. This data 

clearly indicates that the children use more verbs in their favorite or spontaneous stories 

than they do in their assigned stories. For example in comparing the six children's use of 

the present indicatif, we see 97 instances in Chris's spontaneous story and 5 instances in 

his assigned story, 17 instances in Jenny's spontaneous story and 2 instances in her 

assigned story, 43 instances in Alison's spontaneous story and 9 instances in her assigned 

story, 51 instances in Nicky's spontaneous story and 4 in her assigned story, 24 instances 

in Katia'es spontaneous story and 16 in her assigned story and 23 instances in David,s 

spontaneous story and 10 instances in his assigned story. This Table also suggests that 

most of the children, especially those like Chris and Katie who perceive themselves to be 
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confident writers, explore a broader range of temporal expressions in their spontaneous 

stories than they do in their assigned stories. For example, Chris uses 10 different tenses: 

97 present indicatif, 100 passe compose, 10 imparfait, 2 participle passe, 1 infinitif passe, 

13 future proche, 42 infinitif, 4 imperatif, 2 passe simple. In his assigned story he uses 4 

tenses: 5 present indicatif , 7 passe compose, 1 imparfait and 2 infinitif. For reluctant 

writers like Nicky and David the differences between use of forms in spontaneous and 

assigned stories is even more dramatic. There are 23 instances of the passe compose in 

Nicky's spontaneous story and 7 in her assigned story and 29 instances in David's 

spontaneous story and 0 instances in his assigned story. This provides additional evidence 

to suppon my argument that the children have a stylistic preference for certain tenses when 

writing spontaneously across the two languages. As we saw in a previous section in this 

chapter, some children appear to avoid cenain forms such as the present participle, past 

infinitive, plusparfait, plus-Que-parfait, conditionnel, subjonctif, future and passe simple. 

However, although they do not use these forms in their spontaneous stories that does not 

necessarily mean that they do not know how to use the forms or cannot access them. For 

example in Table 5.15 we see that Chris does not use the past infmitif in an assigned story 

and uses it on only one occasion in his favorite story. However, the 150 instances when he 

uses it in other stories would seem to indicate it is a form he can access when he wants or 

needs to. 

Table 5.16 is a summative comparison of the children's use of English forms in self 

selected assigned and spontaneous stories. These stories were selected by the children as 

an example of when they felt they were and W!I'e not in charge of their writing. Similar to 

the French data, this table indicates that the children use more verbs in spontaneous stories 

than in assigned stories. The distribution of tenses in Chri's and Jenny's spontaneous and 
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assigned stories indicates that these writers explore more tenses in their spontaneous stories 

as compared to their assigned story. For example in Chris's spontaneous story there are 

306 verbs and 21 verbs in his assigned story. There are 532 verbs in Katie's spontaneous 

story and 15 in her assigned story. There are 482 verbs in David's spontaneous story and 

23 in his assigned story. This is especially true not only for the more confident writers like 

Chris and Katie, but even more strikingly in English for some reluctant writers like David. 

Chris use 18 tenses in his spontaneous story and 4 in his assigned story. Katie uses 17 

tenses in her spontaneous story and 5 in her assigned story. The questions remain: 1) how 

many of the children's choices are governed by their own stylistic preferences for writing 

stories in general and in English and in French in particular and by their first and second 

languages; and 2) what choices are governed by a particular genre, such as adventure, 

which may lend itself to certain tense forms over others. For example in Table 5.15 the 

children do not use the conditionnel in their self selected favorite French stories. Yet, in 

Table 5.5 we see that four out of the six children do use conditionals in their stories. This 

form usually appears in their assigned pourquoi stories, a genre which lends itself to the 

use of conditionals. Another question arises: Do David and Katie not know how to use 

conditionals or is this form absent because their perception of the context of situation for 

writing a story or their particular story does not call for it to be used. The qualitative data 

indicates that these two children were not very keen on writing pourquoi stories. It is 

important to note that because children may omit certain forms in their stories it does not 

imply that they do not know them or could not use them on another occasion. 

Self Reports About Favorite Stories 

In Chapter 4, I argued that the six young writers in this study have the ability to 

articulate their own routines, text forming strategies and preferences for creating English 
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and French stories within the context of school. The data in this chapter calls into question 

Seliger's argument that "the conscious verbal reports of learners about their own internal 

device cannot be taken as a direct representation of internal processing" (Seliger, 1983, 

p.189). The children in this study are consistent and reliable infonnants. 

A comparison of their marking of tense in their self chosen English and French 

stories with their self repons about these stories indicates that these middle grade children 

do recall quite accurately what they were trying to accomplish in these stories and why they 

chose a particular tense or temporal persepctive from a set of possible configurations or, in 

Halliday's sense, of a network of interlocking options. While their verbal repons may not 

necessarily be a direct nor isomorphic representation of internal processing, their comments 

do provide a good window, in Goodman's sense, on their language processing in L 1 and 

L2. 

Writing stories foregrounds cenain aspects of choosing for the writer. The data in 

the present chapter indicates that these middle grade children are very consistent in their use 

of and choice of English and French tenses for their stories. These favorite English and 

French stories are included in Appendix F. 

In a French retrospective interview Chris reports that in his favorite story 

L 'Etoile de Guerre , he was "trying to write a story with adventure, and a little comedy 

and action." Thus, he says "it was only natural to use the past tense in this story" ... (as he) 

.. is explaining what happened." He says that he can move back and fonh in the future and 

in the past; "you can't do that in real life yet, but sometimes it's something to write a good 

story about. .. like you get zapped into the future or the past." In Table 5.15 the distribution 

of tenses such as the present indicatif (97), passe compose (100) and infmitif (42) would 

seem to reflect his articulated intentions. 
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In an English retrospective interview he describes how he decides to use tense in 

his stories in general and in particular his favorite story Mission Vanthium : 

Because almost all of my stories, I use the past tense because I'm telling the 
story ... cause ... because it's an adventure about me ... it's easy to figure 
out what time you're going to be using if someone is telling the story 
because it's going to be in the past tense if someone is telling it to you after 
it happened. (07,u3/85) 

Similar to what occurred in his favorite French story, the distribution of tenses, 

such as 123 instances of the simple past in this English story, is consistent with his 

reponed intentions. He describes what he learned from writing Mission Vanthium 

I learned that adventure stories aren't all pow, pow you're dead and that 
sometimes ... your ... people do use strategies and their minds to get by the 
bad guys and a lot of my other stories, we use brute force to get by the 
Martians which isn't that bad because sometimes brute force can be funny 
and humorous, but. .. but ... this ... but this time I learned that it's not 
always funny and that sometimes strategy is a good strategy to use. 
(07,u3/85) 

In this story he breaks into the present historic for dramatic effect as illustrated in 

the following excerpt: 

The explosion throws us off our orbit, and we collide with the moon, it 
shoots off and scatters Jupiter's moons. 10, the first imponant moon zips 
off, hits Mercury, who crashed head on with the sun, and the next thing 
you know, the sun goes super-nova. Any planet that isn't destroyed in the 
blast, will be as good as dead, with no sun to heat it. 

Like many of the children in this study, Chris views his stories, in Herrnstein 

Smith's ( 1980) sense, as verbal acts of someone telling someone else that something 

happened ( p.226). 
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In a French retrospective interview Jenny repons that in one of her favorite stories, 

Le Mystere de la Maison Hauntee , she wrote "the place (setting) in the present and 

the story in the past" She explains that she 

tried to leave people in suspense ... because that's a story that happened to 
be with ... like in the past. .. Because that's a story that happened in the 
past, like the mystery of the haunted house ... I wanted it to be a scary 
story ... I wanted to explain that there is a castle in the town and they are 
paved ... on the street ... they ... and like a long time ago there lived in this 
castle a young couple. And like in the begining I want urn to make a 
description of the street and of the castle ... And like the husband dies and the 
woman goes crazy in this house and that she is never outside. And like 
seventy five years later, I will say that another person lives ... and the 
woman who is like ... a woman like. the woman who lives first in this 
house. She is dead. But her spirit is in the house. And the other couple live 
in this house ... Like within one week later ... the ... a terrible thing 
happens ... like its like something ah something happened like the same 
thing that happened with the first couple. (06121/85 ) 

Although this is not Jenny's longest mystery story nor one that shows the full range 

of her linguistic competence in French, the distribution of the tenses in this story is 

consistent with her tendency to rely on the present indicatif for description and the imparfait 

and passe compose in her words "to tell the story." In the English retrospective interview 

Jenny talks about her favorite story Mr. Twit Goes Camping: 

I was like the narrator ... it stans Mr. Twit Goes Camping. One hot summer 
day Mr. Twit decided to go camping with his wife Mrs. Twit so you can see 
that my story ... I'm the narrator but somewhere in the middle ... end of the 
story they stan talking ... it's like a play but I'm telling the story most of the 
time ... I was trying to make my story very funny with high high language. 
(06/15/85) 



She says that 

it was mostly in the present in the bool" .. I've just thought that I'm gonna 
make my stories about the 1980's ... the 1970's. Well my story about 
camping you can say it could be any time between the 1930's and the 
1980's ...... in the present because every. urn ... it's it's just the same. all in 
it's like they're all in this pan of time ... camping was the same since then ... 
you fish ... you have knapsacks ... I'm sure they had ... You see I thought of 
the plan of my story before I thought of the time ... so the best time to go 
with this story would be the present.(06/15/85) 
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What Jenny means here is that she chose to use the simple past to locate the actions 

of her story "sort of' in the past but to indicate they are still relevant to the present. In her 

view camping is camping as illustrated in the line "So they brought their belongings. A 

tent, two knapsacks, food, a frying pan and other items." In this story she shows that she 

can switch to the pluperfect and the continuous past to signal a passage of time between 

events ("eight hours had passed") and to make a universal time statement ("the sun was 

setting and it became very cool outside"). In the lengthy excerpt above, she is also referring 

to a segment near the end of this story, where she moves into dialogue and uses the present 

perfect to indicate the continuous relevance of the past to the present. This is illustrated in 

the line "Since we've eaten all the food, all we've been living on for the past 24 hours, 

drinking spring water." 

Alison explains in the French interview that because she tells stories that happened 

to her she 



writes stories that tell things that happened ... if you write in the present, 
you have to think of what will happen now when it's past, it's all pan and 
you know in your head ... because there is adventure in that, and the 
adventure is funny and its' always imaginary and you know that it couldn't 
happen ... because I am a potato and I talk about everything that happens to 
me (06/15/85). 
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The way in which she accomplishes this telling what happened in her favorite 

French story Si J'etais Un Pomme De Terre is by using the present indicatif. In 

talking about assigning tense to her favorite English story Groucho and Grouchess 

Marx-Twit she explains: 

Well it's not something you flip a coin ... I guess it fits the story and so I did 
it that way. I use past, present or future ... I use present the most in most of 
my stories but here ... Well usually past, like if I write stories like the person 
is talking and so he is telling the story so it's past. I guess ... He's telling 
them about the past. And in French its a bit of both ... Here like I'm telling 
the story like looking down at the story ... telling you what was happening 
so that's past I guess but it can be sometimes present. (06115/85) 

In this excerpt, Alison is explaining why she choose the first person narrator and 

told this favorite story in "the past and the present." The disoibution of tenses in this story 

indicates that she is able to exploit both the past and present tenses to narrate her comic 

story, establish her narrator presence and involve her reader in the story. This is illustrated 

in the following line "Oh Yeah, I forgot to tell you, I call Mr. and Mrs. Twit Groucho & 

Grouchess- Marx-Twit secretely because of their great-looks - if you know what I mean." 

Nicky repons that in one of her favorite French stories Le Chat Noir it's easier 

to write in the present 



because if you write in the future you don't know ... really what the ideas 
will be and what the people will say in the past ... It's in the past but it's just 
a little bit past not much past. .. so I put the events in the morning, and the 
afternoon and the evening. (06115/85) 
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Nicky believes that it is appropriate to sketch in chunks of time in arranging events 

in stories. She uses the imparfait to connect the narrator's thoughts to the present state of 

affairs and relies on the present indicative to pull her readers into the story. 

In the next excerpt she comments on how she assigned tense to this story and 

speculates about how she could have done it differently. In her view choosing a tense for 

her favorite English story A Day in the Life of Tom Selleck was quite easy. She 

explains: 

... because Tom Selleck is alive now. You know he is a star now and he's 
on you know the TV show now. But if I had written it in the present. .. But 
if I had decided to use the future then I could have ... you know written it 
differently may ... like he was ... he didn't have work or anything like that. .. 
But you see Magnum PI might not be around in three or four years and you 
know he might not be that big a star anyway ... And I don't like urn ... if I 
wrote it in the past then I wouldn't really urn know like much about him in 
the past. Because all I know about him is now and ... But if I had written 
something like a Day in the Life of Laura Ingles I would have used it in the 
past because you know she's dead now. But if I had written A Day in the 
Life ot Tom Selleck Junior I would have written it in the future because you 
know there isn't a Tom Selleck Junior now ... I don't know ten years 
maybe. So I guess I just decided that the present was the easiest time to 
write in ... It's a day in the Life ofto Selleck and it's just his whole day. So 
I decided well to start at the morning and it goes to you know about like 
lunch. Then to four o'clock and then till night. So it's just the regular day 
plan that I used in the story ... so you have to decide which paragraph it 
would be for the morning. (06/15/85) 
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Nicky relies on the simple present to carry her 'day in the life story along'; it serves 

several functions from making habitual time statements about the main character Tom 

Selleck such as "a hard days work- 4 hours, he relaxes with a martini and dozes off," to 

capturing the dialogue of Magnum PI such as '''Gee Whiz Samson I really need it' under 

his breath Samson replied, 'Yes you do'. Nicky says she learned to do "past and present 

together" from 1V and uses this in her longest piece and another favorite English story 

The Missing Hamster. The distribution of English tenses in this story would seem to 

reflect this knowledge. 

Katie repons that in her favorite French story La Tortue Qui N'a Pa Pu 

Arreter De Parler she tried to write in great detail and wrote the story in the past 

because you don't have all the things that we have now ... we don't have 
ab ... they don't have computers here. So I made it like it was a long time ... 
it's not really the past, past but just like a few weeks ago ... I didn't have a 
plan ... I just did it in my head. I had some ideas ... I knew what to do ... It 
has to be a few months past and it's near the 31st of August because the 
birds are flying south. (06/14/85) 

Katie is explaining that she knows how to use the passe compose in its dual role to 

express action that takes place a long time ago or in the recent past. It serves these two 

functions: I) to frame the beginning of the story as occurring long time ago; and 2) to 

establish a temporal frame within the story itself. In her favorite play A Moose on the 

Loose she claims that she knew what time to use "because of past experiences with 

stories." She goes on to explain how she went about arranging events for this play: 



I had it all in my head of what I was going to do and I know what was 
going to happen. But sometimes I plan things to happen at this cenain time 
and then I had this idea to be at Aunt Marcy and Aunt Marcy would um ... 
take him in because he, I had not thought of a place for Winston to stay. 
And so I went about making it, so Aunt Marcy could take Winston in and 
everything would go alright. And the tourist for him to break his leg and all, 
I made that so it would be um so they'd get to meet people there. And I 
made everything so it didn't flaw, there wasn't a flaw in the story ... 
. . . Arranging this story is pretty hard too because you have to make sure 
when you write a play everybody has an equal part and if they don't, they 
may get mad at you ... And it's hard when you have a lot to say and if there 
is not much time for it you see. So you have to make it so everything comes 
in how it's supposed to come in. So you give it little segments ... (06/15/85) 
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If we examine Katie's narrative competence in this lengthy excerpt together with the 

comparison between the distribution of tenses in her assigned story and this favorite play 

A Moose on the Loose as illustrated in Table 5.16, there is a striking example of how 

assigned writing can have a disabling and constraining effect on a child's linguistic and 

narrative performance. If we further compare the distribution of tenses for Chris's and 

Katie's favorite English stories, there is added suppon for my argument that confident 

writers explore more tenses in spontaneous stories than assigned stories. 

David had very little to repon about how he assigned a temporal order to his 

favorite French story Maison Hantee other than he had "been thinking about a story in 

English that happened in the past and he just wrote it. .. it just happened like that." 

However in other interviews he talks about another favorite French story Ghostbusters 

et Fils and how he plays between "pasts and presents and doing middles of stories ... just 

as the story goes." By writing his favorite English story Choose Your Own 

Adventure, he says he "learned how to deal with the problem of when to move the action 

along." In looking at the distribution patterns for tense in this story compared to the 
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assigned story, there is a striking increase in the use of the simple present, present 

imperative, infInitive and gerunds. This story, written near the end of the school year, 

proved to be important evidence for documenting David's linguistic competence given the 

fact that his school career was at risk throughout the entire study. 

The children in this study are learning how to encode time in English and in French 

in various ways. Their self reports and their stories lend support for Ervin -Tripp's (1981) 

argument that we can expect the learning of a second language to reflect many of the same 

processes of development they used in L 1. The present temporal perspective appears to be 

the most salient and accessible feature for these children in English and in French. Their 

presentational symbols, their stories, in Langer's (1953) sense, are their worlds, worlds in 

the present. However, the children use the present tense and other tenses for different 

functional purposes. They perceive their stories as verbal acts. However, the verbal acts of 

these six child narrators are performed, in Herrnstein- Smith's (1980) sense, in "response 

to and thus shaped and constrained by sets of multiple interacting conditions" (p.226). 

Interpretive Summary 

In his book Textual Power, literary critic Roben Scholes (1988) argues that as 

educators we "need to help students unlock textual power and turn it to their own uses. We 

must help students come into their own powers of textualization" (p. 120). He views texts 

as interpretative texts and argues that any "interpretive text is always in a network of 

relations with other texts and institutional practices" (p.30). This chapter brings us back to 

Bruner's (1986)notion of stance, that is a role which a person has learned to play with 

respect to ideas, events, institutions and other people. The children in this study adopt a 

stance or stances for their stories; their marking of a temporal perspective for a particular 
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text they create in English or in French is a result of a complex interplay between Bruner's 

four variables. 

Evidence in this chapter leads to the following conclusions: 

1. The children in this study know a lot more about story making, assigning temporal 

order to stories and English and French tenses than their own stories sometimes 

display. 

2. Although they demonstrate that they can move back and forth among past, present and 

future perspectives, they frequently choose to stay within the present temporal 

perspective and indicative system. The deictic center for these children is obviously 

the present and the most natural tense to use from their viewpoint They appear to use 

it for purposes other than characterizing present acts or facts. 

3. The comparison of mean scores and frequency across all stories and the six children 

indicate that they have similar and systematic ways of assigning tense to their stories 

in both languages. 

4. The children know that the basic rules of the narrative genre include the expectation 

that a story will have the minimal obligatory features of beginning, middle and end. 

However, the way in which they accomplish storying in their own written stories 

varies from child to child and also contributes to the diversity of structures in their 

stories. 

5. If we use genre in Foucault's sense, it would appear that the children's repetoire of 

story writing strategies is in pan influenced by the English media and the social texts 

of their classrooms panicularly their French Immersion classroom. In French the 

children are very clever in staying within the licensed appropriate features of tense 
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marking for their French stories and which they feel they control in order to escape 

correction. 

The more confident writers in both languages have a more obvious personal and 

preferred way of storying. They demonstrate that they can, in Rosen's (1986) sense, 

"liberate themselves from the authority of another's discourse while not rejecting the 

discourse itself' ( p. 236). When these confident writers seize opponunities to take up the 

role of narrator for themselves and write spontaneous stories there is a richer distribution 

of temporal forms than are shown in teacher assigned, commanded texts. The dialectical 

relationship between genre and style within the institution of schooling, and in particular 

bilingual education, suggests that classrooms as social texts may be working against 

children's intentionalities and may constrain their verbal potential in linguistically realizing 

stories in their first and second language. Evidence in this chapter suppons Scholes (1988) 

argument that "we must open the way between the literary or verbal text and social text" in 

which our students live and learn ( p.24) 



CHAPTER SIX 

C'EST PLUS DANS MON GENRE 

(THAT'S MORE IN MY LINE) 

Overview 
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Ervin Tripp (1981) argues that "the relation between knowledge of social frames, 

cognitive growth and linguistic means that the learner can deploy is what motivates rapid 

learning in both a frrst and second language" (p.45). In this chapter I provide a 

retrospective, intrepretative examination of two children, Chris and Jenny with respect to 

the relationship between ftrst and second language learning. In spite of the vast amount of 

evidence I collected in this study about the six children, as I began to make sense of the 

data, I found myself continually coming back to or being pulled towards, these two 

children because they are so seemingly different in their perceptions and approaches to 

story making in English and French. 

The energetic and constructive processes of these two children raise questions about 

the theoretical and applied significance of the LI and L2 alliance which are fundamental to 

this study. For example, one unresolved debate in the L2 literature is whether there is a 

single language system or two separate linguistic subsystems that underlie both languages 

of the bilingual child. Is there one meaning system within two semantic systems across the 

two language or two meaning systems? In this study both universal patterns and systematic 

individual variations emerge. All six children in this study provide evidence to suppon the 

hypothesis that there might be a single processing mechanism that is flexible enough to 

handle differences among bilingual children in their perceptions and use of strategies for 

writing stories in English and French in different contexts of situation. 
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Steiner states that "perceptions consist of active and exploratory approaches to 

one's surroundings" ( Steiner, 1985, p.21). Jenny and Chris do have active but different 

exploratory approaches to their surroundings and storymalcing. In Chapter 4, I quoted 

Merleau-Ponty's notion of the "informing perception of the child." I remember how this 

notion made more sense to me when I was rummaging in the data and noticed (a year after 

the study) was completed, the striking differences between the cover pages Jenny and 

Chris created for the French stories they had written for a younger child. 

To put it in Langer's terms (1953), their presentational symbols, for these stories 

(Figure 6.1) reflect their informing spirits. They are, in the sense of Goodman et. al. 

(1987), their worlds, that is, each child is announcing himself or herself to the world. The 

cover page for Chris's story L'Espion reflects his fascination with the world of space 

adventure, espionage and dungeon and dragons across the two languages. This story is 

about Pierre and his snowball army who discover the enemy's plans and outwit them; 

Chris concludes the story with the hero planning his escape through a window. The cover 

page for Jenny's story Le (1) Premier Jour D'Ecole de •.. Marie Claude reflects 

her consistent tendency to represent stories and encode her meaning within a school type 

frame of reference. The story is about Marie Claude, her main character, who has "une I' air 

triste" (an unhappy air about her) and undergoes a series of unhappy experiences on her 

flrst day of school. 

Ervin- Tripp (1981) emphasizes the similarities between first and second language 

learning. If she is correct in her assumption that we can expect a child's second language to 

reflect many of the same processes of development as those used to develop L 1, then we 

come back to the central question of this dissenation: From a child's point of view is 

writing a story in a second language that much more complex than in a first language. 



Figure 6.1 covers of stories of Chris & Jenny 
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This question has been the major theoretical and applied focus for this study. In spite of the 

fact that Jenny is more fluently bilingual in oral language than Chris, he seems more 

culturally at home writing stories in French and English than she is. If we use Chris and 

Jenny as case studies to answer this question about writing stories in L I and L2, who is 

telling the truth? -- those who favor a theory of unity of process or those who suppon a 

theory of diversity of expression? 

Jenny and Chris 

Jenny and Chris raise interesting theoretical and applied issues for theorists, 

researchers and educators. Their comments and approaches to storying in English and 

French force us not to be t 00 comfortable with our expectations of, and claims about, 

what bilinguals do or do not do. The linguistic histories and backgrounds of these two 

children led to certain expectations at the beginning of the study which were later 

contradicted by what these children said and did. A bilingual child like Jenny, exposed to 

the two languages simultaneously since birth, might lead to the expectation that she 

functions as a compound bilingual ( those who attribute identical meanings to 

corresponding words and expressions in two languages). Chris, a monolingual exposed to 

English as native tongue and commencing sequential formal instruction in French in grade 

four, might lead to the expectation that he functions as a coordinate bilingual (those who 

derive different or partially different meanings to words in the two languages). 

The differences between Chris and Jenny in how they approach story writing in LI 

and L2 would seem to call such expectations and categories into question. These two 

children force us to reexamine our assumptions about slotting children into such neatly 

hardened categories. Chris appears to be operating at a global level of narrative as he moves 

from thought to narrative expression across the two languages. He achieves a unification of 
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ideas in L 1 and L2 by staying within a single artistic fonn. Jenny initially differentiates the 

language systems at the code level; she then moves to a more global differentiation of 

narrative in LI and L2 by experimenting with repetoires of story forms. The interplay 

between internal and external processes for these two children appears distinct and 

different. 

What is interesting about these two children, and their mates as well, is the diverse 

ways in which they reflect on their presentational forms in LI and L2. For example we saw 

in Chapter 4, how Chris constantly talks about his stories thematically; his retellings 

become stories related to other stories and reflect his personal living in his L 1 and L2 

stories. Jenny chronicles and lists her stories according to the various narrative forms she is 

exploring and perceives accessible to her. The ways in which Chris and Jenny talk about 

their stories provide clues as to how and why they structure their stories as they do and 

how they apprehend a linguistic universal like narrative as form in LI and L2. However, 

there were other sources of evidence such as their journals which also provide clues to 

understanding the informing spirits and perceptions of these two children. 

In the rest of this chapter, I discuss Jenny and Chris as two revelatory, critical and 

discovery case studies. As revelatory case studies, these two children are unique in that 

they offer insights into the L 1 and L2 alliance that would not have been possible within a 

traditional large scale product analysis study of French Immersion children. As critical case 

studies, these children offer evidence of what seems to be at first two rival two rival 

propositions. However upon closer examination these two case studies provide alternative 

and possible perspectives on the LI and L2 alliance. The underlying issues which are 

revealed in Chris's and Jenny' s perceptions and approaches are of national, provincial and 

educational importance both in terms of theory, policy and language curriculum. As 
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communicative research devices then, these two retrospective case studies serve both 

descriptive and explanatory purposes in this study. In this Chapter I also discuss how the 

seeming rival propositions and possiblities can be considered, might be explained and 

interpreted. 

Chris - Proposition I -There is a unity of process across both languages 

and writing of Ll and L2 stories. 

Chris and his tales raise interesting questions about the way "human beings engage 

in the construction of integrated generative systems of thought" (Steiner, 1985, p. 3). Chris 

provides evidence that there may be a narrative discourse schema for some bilingual 

children that is independent of language. Chris views himself as a competent and willing 

ranconteur in both social texts and in both languages. He has a well internalized mode of 

representation across the two languages which suggests patterns of overlapping language 

representation. As we saw in Chapter 4, he achieves a unification of ideas not only by 

staying but also by playing within a single artistic form - space adventure. What seems to 

nourish his creativity is the playing of games, caleco toys, television, movies and his 

awareness of world events in general and his perception that he can call on any of these 

resources in either language or social text to create an Ll or L2 text 

Getting to Know Chris. 

I first noticed Chris the second week of the study when he arrived one morning in 

Mrs. G.'s class. I. happened to be sitting beside him and watched him write the following 

journal entry: 

In Winnipeg, I did play D & D with my friend. We also played min~golf, 
and his brother and my sister each won a free bumper car ride. Naturally 
our parents had to buy us a ride too. We saw "Indiana Jones and the Temple 
of Doom" as well. On our way back from Winnipeg, we saw 
"Ghostbusters" in Toronto. At home again, my father and I saw "Star Treck 



111 The Search for Spock." A couple of weeks later, my friend from 
Winnipeg came here and we saw ''The Last Starfighter." My friend (Jimmy) 
and I play pool as well. I won two out of seven games. (08/10/84) 
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This entry early in the year records Chris playing ''0 & D." However, I did not 

really see how Dungeons and Dragons was providing so much of the impetus for his 

stmymaking in English and French, until I followed up on an ambiguous snippet of 

conversation in an individual interview and started to work recursively with the research 

data . (05/15/85) In the middle of this interview, Chris recalls his own development as a 

story writer. 

uh a couple of months ago I went downstairs into a .. a .. and found a book .. 
a story book from what I think was grade one and it had a little story .. 
stories in it.. I remember .. they weren't the kinds I write now .. they 
weren't anything like that .. (05/15/85) 

The "that" to which Chris refers is the first story in a "book of stories" wrinen 

during Grade 2, which Chris gave me the week after this interview. This flrst story 

illustrates the beginnings of his stylistic preference for the topic of space and personal 

involvement in his stories. 

I am a Jovian 
My year is 5092 
My name is Bobafet. 
I live in Jalville. 
I am 5,()()() years old. 
I have no job. 
(09/1980) 

Even in Grade 2 we can see that Chris has a preferred style of writing and it is obvious that 

space captures his imagination as the following illustrate. ( I have maintained Chris's 

original spelling). 

The Rocket Named Scissors 
Once up on a time at cape canaveral their was a new rocket being built. It 
was called the scissors. When it was fmished and blast off time, their was a 
countdown. Three, two, one, blast off but it went so fast it past the moon 
and went out of the Milky way, 



The Space Shuttle 

This story is about a space ship run by robots. Their was only three robots 
but they could do the job. Their was Bob. Vincent and Maximilian. There 
ship was called the Searcher. The Searchers was big compared to their size. 
Bob and Vincent were only about five feet tall. Maximillian was about 
fifteen feet tall and the ship was sixty feet tall. Bob and Vincent weide 
twenty pounds. Maximillian weide fifty pounds and the ship weide two 
tons. 

The Know Nothing Universe 

Once there was a know nothing universe. a know nothing universe if a 
universe with nothing in it. The no nothing universe has no planets. no 
moons. no suns and no stars. This is the only no nothing universe. The 
End. 
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As early as Grade two, we can also see Chris playing with the worlds of space, 

planets and larger than life themes. During 1984-85 when he writes "dans au Isur un sujet 

libre," he controls his stories, makes deliberate choices to write within this genre of space 

adventure and invent planets such as planet Gnor for his own characters to visit His 

spontaneous stories are all based in action. His English titles (i.e. Alien Attack, 

Mission: Base Destruction, Mission Vanthium, Mission Base Impossible) 

and French titles (i.e. La Rayon de Reduction, La Dimension Sans Retour, 

Ghostbusters et Fils, L' Etoile de Guerre) signal his favorite topic and focus, on 

the adventure itself or a particular character. or characters (usually the mates of his writing 

group) who function as 'actants'. AU Chris's L 1 and L2 stories, spontaneous and 

assigned. involve some son of journeying back and forth in time and space. The same 

characters reappear, including a mysterious character called 'The General' or 'Kimosobi,' 

whom we never get to know. Chris explains from his perspective that we are" not 

supposed to get to now him .. he just gives us the missions." 

What is Chris doing? What is he learning? In the story. Mission Vanthium and 

L'Etoile de Guerre (cf. Appendix F). we see Chris more clearly. Within the rules of 



narration, he is playing out the game of adventure and the concept of vortexes which he 

explained in a letter to Mrs. G. 

Vortex's 
I read about vortex's in 0 & 0 books. They are sort of passageways that go 
to different places of existence. But mine are inter~nsional. Everything 
is reversed like a mirror in the toothfaries dimension (Santa and the Easter 
Rabbit live there as well). That's why all three have never been seen. They 
can make their own vortex's in a flash and disappear whenever they want 
(or need). (11109/85) 
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For Chris, the function of story writing in both languages is his personal exploration of a 

genre in which he chooses to read, and to write and to live and dream, as he reveals in this 

journal entry: 

My Dreams 

Whenever I dream, it's almost always some sort of adventure with 
monsters, swords and traps. At the end of the dream, I'm always running 
away from the bad guys, and I have no control over where I run, then the 
dream ends. Once I remember being able to fly but that's all I remember, the 
flying sensation. (09/26/84) 

The distinguishing elements in his spontaneous stories include the features of 

adventures in time and space, sophisticated computers or "des ordinateurs," "Ies projectiles 

du sommeil," transforming objects and agents, dangerous missions, a journeying back and 

forth between space and earth: "all of a sudden the ship started tumbling through space. I 

heard the ship's computer buzz out a warning 'Five Minutes' to Earth's abnosphere." It is 

obvious that he loves to move his friends and himself back and forth between these varied 

time and space dimensions and in these stories he is fully in control of the events. This 

interest in playing with missions, journeys and "zapping people back and forth into the 

future" may be traced to his readings as well as his dreams. The following is a selected 

sample of Chris's commentary on some of the English books he reads: 1) Ken Holt books 
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- Ken and Sandy solve mysteries which they somehow get involved in; 2) Conquerors 

from Darkness - Dovirr Stargon rises from being an inhabitant of a floating city, to 

Thallasarch of Two Seas; 3) Time of the Great Freeze - Jim Barnes and six others are 

outlawed from their under-the-ice-city during the fifth ice age; 4) Three Survived - Three 

men escape their exploding spaceship and survive a jungle planet to reach a reserve beacon. 

Vygotsky claims that "the central attribute of play is a rule that has become a desire" 

(Vygotsky, 1978, p.99) and includes affect and volition as its motivating factors. Chris's 

imaginative English and French stories are fonns of verbal symbolic play - the playing out 

of the game of adventure through strategies and outwitting enemies. As Carol Fox says 

stories "also offer the child the opportunity to escape the Father's Law by manipulating the 

rules subversively" (Fox, 1988, p. 66). Thus, I see a deliberate choice in Chris's use of 

lexical items in these Ll and L2 stories: "use plan F," "well they could put it in our water 

system," "How about plans," "that's the surrender plan," "tu doit trouver les plan des 

ennemies a dit Jean Paul, Ie chef de I' armes; "Pierre a pris les plans et sonir par la fenetre." 

This is one explanation of what Chris is ttying to accomplish in his L 1 and L2 stories. 

However, it is Chris's recall of his best English story writing experience in Grade 4 

which provides additional clues to his inner and outer storying across the two languages. 

Chris recalls that after a trip to the Montreal Gazette (a Montreal English newspaper) in 

Grade 4 which included visiting a darkroom, he wrote a twenty six page story The 

Interplanetary Zoo. As he recalls a year later, the experience and the story are still 

within his active memory. He is able to hold on to the texture of this past but still 

memorable event as he recalls a year later: So I wrote about me and two other friends of 

mine and we went into a dark room and we fell through a trap door and ... there was like a 

zoo .. and it had .. all kinds of animals ... where the passage ways lead. (05/15/85 It is this 
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experience which provides insight into the reasons for Chris's frequent choice of such 

lexical items as 'passage ways, corridors, tunnels, escaping and capturing' in both his LI 

and L2 stories. In recalling this story Chris remembers carefully observed details of the 

experience in the dark room of the Montreal Gazette. 

What do Chris's tales tell us? Steiner says that "remembering such carefully 

observed details, writers choose a starting point for their intricate task of weaving together 

resonant language with the themes of their intellectual and emotional concerns" (Steiner, 

1985, p. 127).At a theoretical level Chris's stories show, in the above sense, a uniform 

relationship between his internal representation and external ordering across the two L I and 

L2 modalities of his thoughtful expression. They provide evidence that text processing is 

not a unidrectional imparting of significance. At an applied level several questions arise: Is 

Chris using the easiest expressive modality he knows across the two languages? How 

should his teachers respond to his stories, which contain such obviously recurring 

letimotifs and characters? 

In an informal conversation near the end of the school year, Mrs. G. and Marie 

Josee disagreed about what their own responses should be. Mrs. G. said that she saw 

Chris "working out some complex ideas for himself and needs to be allowed to play them 

out." Marie Josee felt he "had reach a point of stagnation and need to explore other genres." 

About space adventures Chris said" C'est plus dans mon genre." However, Steiner says 

"oportunities and context of children's learning are historically and culturally patterned and 

shaped by interactions which provide models and motivation for the acquisition of 

knowledge ". (Steiner, 1985, p. 11) 

Chris's journals and interviews with his parents indicate that they play board games 

together as a family. His English and French journals became another source for 
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understanding the infonning spirit of this child, and can be regarded to borrow a title from 

Steiner, as he "notebooks of his mind." Take for example, the following excerpt from his 

1983 journal: 

Today I finished a Dungeons and Dragons map I was making. It has two 
levels, a killer bee hive, a ( .. ) crawler pit, and a statue with a treasure under 
it p.s. Don't tell anyone about the treasure under the statue. It's a secret. 

Teacher response: How is this game played? 

Chris's Response: 

You have a character, it can be an elf, a dwarf, a hafting, a fighter, a cleric, 
a thief or a magic user. Your character also has an armor class which tells 
how easy for monsters to hit you. And last of all your hit points. When a 
monster hits you, you lose a couple of hit pints. When you run out of hit 
points you die. The rest is hard to explain. Woudn' t you think so if you had 
to use some twenty, twelve, ten, eight, six, and four sided dice? (10/04/83) 

What connection does this entry have to Chris's tales in Ll and L2? Chris plays, creates 

and fashions his own fictive worlds either through stories or even through other symbolic 

forms. The north is well known to the Canadian literary imagination, English and French, 

as the region of challenge and adventure. The literary imagination, when it turns to the 

north is restless, questioning and in search of something it cannot find by being still. The 

speed with which he moves the characters in his stories in the following excerpts: i.e. 

L 'Etoile de Guerre, "une heur apres on etait dans Ie corridor" or as in Mission 

Vanthium, "we blasted off and went into hyper space. twenty minutes later, we docked in 

our underwater base. We gave the Vanthium to the general, he put it in lead, and it joined 

the other chunk at the bottom of the sea," Mission Base Destruction "we zoomed 

through the air at the speed of light," points to Chris, as a child narrator building an image 

of a fictive world of the future as he interpretes the world around him. As a child narrator 

as we see in the following excerpt from Jack The Genie - he is clearly in connol - "And 

a few minutes later, I was sitting in the connol seat of a starship zooming through the void 

of space." 
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At the global level of topic and interplay between time and space dimensions, Orris appears 

to differentiate not so much on the level of a particular linguistic code but more on a level of 

the language of narration and of a particular type of story. His stories, interviews and self 

reports about his own text fonning strategies provide clear support for Propostion 1 - there 

is a unity of process across the two languages which characterizes Chris's observable 

language strategies and functions in Ll and L2 story making. We can see a network of 

interlocking concepts in both his English and French stories (i.e. "I think that's earth" 1 

said. "See the US and Canada meet the islands between Canada and Greenland. Either that 

or we're in another universe" Jack said. " .. You know I never realized till now that the ship 

has artificial gravity"). However, Chris shows that we are only beginning to understand the 

choices learners make and how these choices influence their L I and L2 verbal expressions 

and self reflections, representational worlds and vice versa. 

Jenny - Proposition 2 There are two different and distinct processes 

operating in Ll and L2 and the writing of Ll and L2 stories. 

Jenny and her tales raise the issue of differences between language processing in L I 

and L2 and the storymaking process . Unlike Chris, she does not view herself as a 

competent story writer in either language, nor does she feel she has the skill to dip into her 

own linguistic resources. She does not appear to have an internalized mode of 

representation for storying across the two languages. The titles of both her English stories 

(i.e. If I Found The Treasure, My Best Vacation Ever, It's Fun Being a Kid 

Sometimes) and French stories (i.e. Le Pere Noel, Le Mystere de La Maison 

Hantee, Le Fils Qui Ne Savait Rien) do not signal a common or strong thematic 

interest nor lexical similarity. 
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Getting to Know Jenny. 

At the beginning of the study I thought I had Jenny clearly figured out. Near the 

end of the study I began to sense through Jenny's interviews and stories that stories and 

storymaking in L 1 and L2 became accessible to her only when she began to feel that she 

could transfonn her inner thoughts into communicable story forms that could be shared 

with others. The writing of stories in both a first and second language released Jenny's 

creativity in using language only when she began to see play rather than" doing" school as 

important and stories offering her worlds of possibilities. Consider her comments on how 

to keep children happy in a discursive piece written near the end of May 1985: 

How to keep children happy, is actually very simple. You have to keep the 
children occupied with their hands and minds. Children are very creative, so 
what I suggest to you is .. to take them to the park. There, they build their 
very own dream castles. Children enjoy playing with themselves, 
sometimes. At times they enjoy it when you play with them. They create 
imaginary games, and imaginary characters. Sometimes their imaginary 
characters can be a pain, you have to set up higkhairs for these imaginary 
friends, set an extra plate of food out on the table for them and so on. 
Children like it when you listen to them, so they will not feel left out 
. (05n. 1/85) 

However, Jenny's recollections about her own inadequacies as a story writer and 

learner, previous school experiences, and her anxious attempts to present herself as a 

serious student during the year of the study, permeate her whole approach to storymaking 

in both English and French during 1984-1985. These were the recurring leitmotifs that 

kept emerging as I listened and relistened to her voice and interpreted the meaning of her 

interviews. In contrast to Chris whom I got to I know through his stories, I got to know 

and understand Jenny from her interviews. As we saw in Chapter 4, Jenny perceives she 

approaches storymaking in different ways in both classes, that her English and French 

stories are very different and that when she writes French stories, she thinks in English and 

then translates. At first glance Jenny seemed to provide evidence to suppon Proposition 2 -
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that two seprate and distinct processes may be operating in Ll and L2 and the writing of LI 

and L2 stories. She deliberately kept the genres she wrote in seprate in both classrooms. by 

writing personal adventure stories in English Language Ans and mysteries in French 

Immersion. The fact that she seemed to think she had two different modes of representation 

for each of the languages and each classroom context, would suggest that that she 

perceived herself to be learning two different subsystems and/or the rules of the two 

different social texts? 

However, Jenny plays with different story fonns in each class in order to master 

the task of story writing in school rather than to experience storymaking as a pleasurable 

activity, or to think of writing as Barthes' (1981) does, of ecriture as a Itjouissance ,It a 

free play of consciousness. Greimas (1966) says that games are structurally alike; it may 

be on the basis of relatively little observation on Chris's pan he can induce the two 

language systems within a game like structure because it is well internalized in his 

consciousness. As an active language learner he knows that he can negotiate the 

conventions of the game structure to suit his representational intentions and semantic style. 

and presentational needs. In contrast to Chris, Jenny's stories then serve an instrumentalist 

and instructional function rather than a representational or creative one. Similar to Tannen's 

American subjects in her studies of American and Greek students. Jenny is willing to do a 

school task for its own sake. This may explain why on the surface her modes of 

representation may appear to be different and distinct and one might at ftrst be inclined to 

argue in favor of Proposition 2. 

However, a closer look at Jenny and her stories indicates that she seems to provide 

evidence that some bilingual story writers, especially non confident writers, may ftrst 

approach the storywriting task externally by exploring forms and rules rather than their 

own personal resources. This may account for the individual differences and variation that 
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emerge in her Itheir stories. In both classes she approaches storywriting &om the outside 

and needs to be sustained by others until at the end of the school year she hears her own 

voice and learns to sustain herself in and through her own stories and strategies. 

In contrast to Chris's journals which reveal how much he plays outside school, Jenny's 

entries frequently reveal that "she has no time to play." What seems to feed Jenny's writing 

apprehension in both Ll and L2 is a complex interplay among a number of things - her 

perceived (and familial) need to meet school demands, familial demands and her own 

'nervous' personality. For Jenny pleasurable activities are always being deferred in order 

that she get on with the learning of piano lessons, doing homework. She feels tremendous 

pressure to conform to local, linguistic and social standards from both home and school. 

She discloses these feelings in the following journal entries: 

Entry 10/12/84 

Yesterday I was invited to go to Kelly's birthday party, but at the same time 
I had piano lessons. So I told my mother I would rather go to Kelly's 
birthday party than going to piano lessons. Then there was a problem, I still 
have to go to piano lessons, but after I would go to the party. I really had a 
great time, there were a lot of fun games. 

10119/84 

This morning I woke up at 6:00 to finish my history and study my dictee. 
At the same time my brothers were getting up to start The Gazette ( a local 
English newspaper). I started working on my history and then it was 7:00 
and I knew I had to stop there because I had to catch the bus because it 
comes at 10 after 8. But I kept on working until 7:30, finally I finished all 
my work and I only had half an hour to eat and get dressed. 

10/28/84 

Yesterday I did my homework. I had a book repon to do, history, 
something for french, english. I read and studied for my tests. The test that 
I had today I got 32 right out of 35. Katie and I had the highest mark out of 
all the grade fives. 
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I guess I am worried because I'm a nervous person. I guess I'm nervous. I 
just want to get things right. 
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In an October 30th 1984 English journal entry, I began to get some glimmer of the 

possibility of a breakthrough for Jenny. In addition to recording in her journal all the 

homework she was conscious of doing she wrote about books that she was reading: "At 

home I'm reading a mystery. It's by Carolyn Keene, it's called The Mystery of the 

Moss Covered Mansion." The story is really good. She is the author of the Nancy 

Drew books." Although Jenny set herself the goal to become a voracious reader, books 

offered her both an awesome challenge and a promise. In a French journal entry she writes 

about a French book she has been reading; "C'etait 98 pages, et il y a beaucoup d'~ture 

sur un page." (It's 98 pages and it has lots of writing on a page.) Jenny first experiences 

'pleasurable' reading by immersing herself in the work of others and work recommended 

by others such as her mother, her teacher and her classmates. What she reads in French 

influences what she reads in English and vice versa. For example, in the month of January, 

she had been reading mysteries in her French class and began reading English mysteries a 

week later. During this time she believed that she had "to stick to reading even a boring 

book to prove that you can do it" 

Thus. initially she proceeds from 'imitating,' trying out models she finds in her life to 

generating her own fictional stories. Her first breakthrough is a spontaneous mystery story 

she includes in her English journal called The Case of The Bottle of Cyanide. It is 

written to please her teacher but is a breakthrough nonetheless. The following excerpt from 

this story shows her trying out features of mystery stories. (Arthur Maxim sagged in an 
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easy chair. His right hand lay in his lap, clutched about a bottle of cyanide. "He's been 

dead about ftfteen minutes," Dr. Haledijian told Caner). (11nl84) 

Steiner says "In most instances what is learned from others becomes pan of a dimly 

conscious awareness, to be summoned in those moments when an individual is trying to 

push beyond the edge of his or her talent." (p.57). Jenny is clearly learning from others 

and attempting to push beyond the edge of her own perceived limited talent and serious 

personality. This explains what she means when she says that what she learned from 

writing stories in L 1 and L2 is how to mix humour and high language together in one 

story. This is what Jenny was trying to accomplish during most of the school year. 

However, as she appropriates the forms of stories of others she begins to develop and to 

claim her own literary style. She ftrst begins to use television as her model as she explains 

in a journal entry about how she wrote the story Slapstick: 

Nov. 10th 

This slapstick is based on Three's Company as you 'U see. 

One day Jack had a pie contest, so he made a pie and put it in the fridge. 
Later on Chrissy was hungry, so she ate Jack's pie without realizing it was 
his ... 

By the end of the school year she becomes an actant in some of her May 
stories as illustrated in the following exerpt from her story I'm in love 
with a Skunk: "Here 1 am Jenny, living on the planet Camio. Our planet 
is inhabited with Camions and skunks." She has begun to pick up a sense 
of narrative detail: "I never realized how good looking he was, with his cute 
little stripe running down his back, his luscious licorish eyes and his 
mountain pointed ears." She has also began to create fictious places and find 
different points of entry for beginning her stories: ( "On a hot, muggy day, 
Christie, Joe and John, decided to go to Fun House. You see, Fun House 
visits Adamsville"; .. Roy sighed .... All of a sudden the wall began to 
move! Then Roy found himself in another world, a new dimension." 

What do Jenny's tales tell us? At a theoretical level they show the imponance of 

considering bilingual children's stories always in relation to the contexts from which they 
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emerge. Jenny's emerging narrative competence suggests that there is a dynamic, 

interactive interrelationship between learning in Ll and L2. She provides evidence to 

support Ervin-Tripp's (1981) view that there is a selective processing by the language 

learner. In addition she shows that a child's language and learning systems interact in 

complex ways. As I argued in Chapter 4, Jenny changed herself through writing her own 

stories and reading the stories of others. When she began to believe that she could play, 

and play with genres, she began to see less differences between her Ll and L2 stories and 

to realise her creative potential. A significant breakthrough was her discovery that her 

cartoon drawing, a fantasy drawing, was accepted and published on the front page of the 

comics for the local English newspaper, The Gazette. The lesson that we can draw from 

Jenny is that we have perhaps underestimated the role of play in children's language 

development in L 1 and L2 in both home and school contexts. Both Chris and Jenny 

confinn Sapir's notion that personality and communicative styles are intertwined factors 

that I1X>tivate children's linguistic choices and affect their meaning potential. 

Halliday (1977) argues that meaning is not an activity in and of itself (p. 9). He 

explains: It is because meaning is a mode of action which has some funher context from 

which it derives its value and significance (Halliday, 1977, p. 9) If, as Halliday argues, a 

child is creating a language and the social reality behind it the question remains: From what 

contexts did Jenny derive her "good manners" view of language learning, learning through 

language and learning about language and Chris his "good fun" view of storying? 

Jenny and her tales tell us that storymaking and stories can sometimes have a 

tenuous existence in school settings. A year after the study was completed I came across a 

snippet of conversation in one of Jenny's interviews where she said that it was "in grade 

four where she learned all her stuff." Since I did not know what Jenny meant by this 
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remark. I asked Mrs. G. to follow up with her. Jenny responded with the following letter 

to Mrs. G. 

September 26, 1986 
Dear Mrs. G. How are you? It·s good to hear from you. 
I'm going great in high school, but the english is much more difficult than it 
was in elementary school. I 'm in grade 7 enriched, so I do advanced math. 
and sometimes grade 8 or 9 English. The other subjects are in the grade 
seven level. I get in the 90's in all of my exams. So I must say that I'm 
succeeding. I understand that you wanted to know what I meant two years 
ago when I said it's in Grade 4 when you get to know your stuff. To be 
honest with you, I don't even remember what I said at my interviews. 
Grade 5 seems like eons ago! In relation to story writing though, I must've 
meant that in grade 4, I learned proper grammar and punctuation and 
sentence structure. You know like in the first paragraph. of any story I had 
to write an introduction then the middle pan of the story was the climax ( 
I'm writing in terms of grade 9 English) and then the resting point. In grade 
4, I learned how to write a story properly. 

It is obvious from this letter that the glimmer of possible volitional and enjoyable story 

writing for Jenny which seemed to be emerging at the end of the school year in 1985 has 

been suppressed. Jenny continues to appropriate the school register. talks in the language 

register of her grade nine English class and her achievement rather than her learning at 

school. It would be interesting to speculate what she thinks about writing stories in her 

high school French class. Would she still provide evidence which suppons Proposition 2? 

As a case study of a language learner, Jenny. provides evidence to suppon Halliday's 

(1977) argument "that first and second language learning may be more readily relatable not 

merely to each other but also to learning theory in general" (p. 13). 

Interpretive Summary. 

In the Prologue I raised the question of how bilingual children differentiate between 

languages at the production level and unite them at the level of verbal meaning and thought. 
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Implied in this question is the relationship between first and second language learning and 

how one looks for evidence. Chris and Jenny provide evidence that we must look not only 

at the cognitive processes in first and second language learning but also at the social 

processes that lie behind the semantic system and context of situation. Although the starting 

points for learning a second language may be different for individual children, as is the case 

of Jenny and Chris, I argue in favor of proposition 1 - that there is a unity of process that 

across the two languages and the writing of stories in Ll and L2. Ervin-Tripp (1981) 

believes that L2 learners are learning new forms for old ideas and that "youngsters can 

alter their semantic systems readily because of the frequency of the here and now referents 

and the directive expressive words of play (p. 34). 

MacNamara argues that "the ability to master and apply the details forms part of 

what we call the human ability to learn a language" (p. 176). Over the last twenty years 

there have been three positions which have attempted to account for or explain the L 1 and 

L2 relationship. MacNamara sununarizes them in the following way: 

Identical process: The learning of a second language is scarcely influenced at all by 

the learner's other language. The processes which persons employ to learn a second 

language recapitulate in detail those which infants employ when learning the same language 

- Corder 1967, Dulay and Bun 1974. 

Intertanguage: Another position is that the utterances of the second language differ 

in form from those of the native speakers of that language and those of the learner's mother 

tongue; the learner's utterances reveal a grammar of their own - Fishman 1968 , Selinker 

1972. 



Interference: The claim is that the learner employs the structures of his mother 

tongue in forming sentences in the second language - Sampson and Richards 1973. 

(MacNamara, 1975, p. 181) 
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I agree with MacNamara's argument that "the best theoretical explanation (of how a 

ten year old child and adult learn Rl,ssian) is that the process whereby they did it is the 

same." (p. 175). So what of Chris and Jenny; their profiles suggest that L2 learning might 

not be the same. But the interesting question is why? Part of the answer is that in the 

writing ofLl and L2 stories Chris's focus was on what he was saying in the stories. He 

applies what he knows about stories and Ll writing to the L2 writing context. Jenny's 

focus was on what was being said in a specific language in a particular context of situation, 

and whether what was being said was pennissable or appropriate. There is reason to 

believe that the way Jenny thinks she should spend her energies in and out of school is not 

spent well. Her concern appears to be how to meet the demands of a language lesson in 

either language or institution. 

The profIles of Chris and Jenny have implications not only for the theoretical 

question of the Ll and L2 relationship and for bilingual and French Immersion classrooms 

but also the interrelationship between social convention and invention. What do we want to 

see in bilingual classrooms - the Chris's or the Jenny's? I have less concern for the success 

of students like Chris. I am more concerned about the influence of institutional language 

learning on the Jennys. These two children point to the critical issue of Ll and L2 teachers 

in dual track schools working together and coming to terms with their models and theories 

of language learning in L 1 and L2. In Canada and Quebec where French Immersion is a 

way of schooling for the majority of the children, it is imperative that teachers examine their 

assumptions about how children leam a first and second language. The answer is not a 
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simple one. The issue is not one of choosing Chris over Jenny or vice versa. It is more 

complicated than that. Chris is culturally at home writing stories in either language and 

classroom context but does not read many French stories. Jenny is not culturally at home 

initially in writing nor reading stories in either language or classroom context However, of 

all the children in her class she read more French stories during the year of the study and 

seems to be more sensitive to French stories and traditions. Thus, at a theoretical level we 

can answer the question about the relationship between LI and L2 alliance with a strong 

argument for a unity of process across the two languages. At an applied level we still need 

to tustle with issue of how school contexts and institutional and systematic language 

instruction enables or disables the emerging narrative competence and performance of 

bilingual child narrators and contributes to individual differences among language 

learners.We still need to know how L 1 and L2 learners perceive the functions of 

assignments, the purposes of schooling and learning. We still need to know how Ll and 

L2 learners perceive the functions of assignments, the purposes of schooling and learning. 

In Chapter 1 I stated that recent research in LI writing supports free, spontaneous, natural 

use of language and a holistic approach to language instruction for the L2 learning 

environments. The question remains: Can such use be envisioned for the L2 learning 

environment? 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

C'EST SELON (THAT DEPENDS ON CIRCUMSTANCES) 

Overview 

In his poem "The Red Fern" Wallace Stevens writes (1953): 

Infant it is enough in 
Life to speak of what you see 
But wait until sight wakens 
The sleepy eye and pierces 
The physical fix of things. 
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These lines capture something of the puzzle I have been trying to unravel: what in the 

minds of middle grade children does it mean to be biliterate and bicultural in Canada and 

Quebec? 

Bilingualism and multilingualism are continuing features of nearly all societies. The 

values attached to the meaning of being bilingual vary from individual to individual, group 

to group, country to country and province to province. This is especially true in Quebec, 

where French is the official language, and yet another recent (1989) government 

legislation, Bill 178, outlaws the use of English signs outside. This has led to many 

acrimonious debates and even jokes about inside and outside bilingualism! 

Historically, bilingualism has been and will continue to be differently valued, 

experienced and perceived by Anglophones, Francophones and Allophones living in 

Canada and particularly Quebec. Evidence from this study of middle grade children writing 

stories in English and French indicates that in a French Immersion context of a mainstream 

West Island suburb, biculturalism is a social, political and cultural phenomenon for 

Anglophone children, a minority group within the Quebec educational system. The 

question arises: Within what cultural context do these six children position themselves? The 
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data in this study suggests that the language used by English television, movies and records 

might be shaping this younger generation's cultural references. 

However, bilingualism is also a linguistic phenomenon. For example, writing a 

story in any language requires certain elements of foregrounding and choosing for the 

writer. What governs the choices young bilingual writers make when writing English and 

French stories in school? This question raises another important theoretical applied 

question: Is the learning of a second language all that different or more complex than 

learning a fIrst language? 

Miller (1983) perceives one of the major issues of bilingualism to be one of the 

broader ones of "discrepancies between linguist's models of language use and speakers 

own accounts of their behavior" (p. 127). In the eighties, the issue is still central to the 

competence (what learners know) and performance (what learners do) debate. This debate 

emerged in the seventies between Chomsky, who argues in favor of a generative model of 

language, and Hymes, who argues in favor of a social theory of language use. In this 

chapter, I provide a retrospective interpretative summary of the major fIndings which 

emerged from this year long study of middle grade children's perceptions and productions 

of English and French written narratives within the context of English Language Arts and 

French Immersion. In addition, I look back and discuss major recollections of the dialectic 

of consciousness which manifests itself among the many voices which can be heard in this 

dissertation text. Finally, I look ahead and discuss the emergent issues and future directions 

for the learning of a first and second language. 

Interpretive Summary 

In the prologue, I put forth the argument that narrative is a linguistic universal; 

narrating is a way of knowing and creating; and the more children take active roles in 
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narrating and using language to narrate in social contexts, the more they define, create, 

control their own world and shape the world in general. In observing and talking with these 

six children and reflecting upon how they went about their English and French story 

making during the period of one school year, I am more convinced than ever of the 

untapped potential of children in the middle grades as bilingual narrators. These six 

children can and do look reflexively at their own language use when invited to do so. 

Evidence from this study shows that they have clear ideas about what is useful, easy, 

appropriate, rule governed and even licensed for storymaking in the two school contexts of 

English Language Arts and French Immersion. They know that both languages are systems 

outside themselves and ones they can personally draw on as a resource although some 

children like Alison and David are reluctant to do so. The six children provide evidence that 

learning a second language is more similar than different as a process of development. 

However, from the children's viewpoint, writing a story in a second language is more 

difficult than in a first language. Although the children in this study appear to unite the two 

languages internally at the level of verbal meaning and thought, they do differentiate 

between the languages at the production level in their written narratives. They do so 

according to their own social radar of the contexts of situation they flOd themselves in. 

This study has convinced me of two things: I) children look for evidence about 

language in use but they have to work it out for themselves: how it is organized, how it 

functions, and how, in Halliday's sense, "it is the progressive mastery of meaning 

potential" (Halliday, 1978,p.)~ 2) children are innately predisposed to accomplish this 

consttuctive, creative and social act, but will do so in different ways in both LI and L2. 

This suggests that bilingual writers may deploy different strategies when writing stories in 

English and in French. These strategies are derived more from their cultural and educational 
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experiences with writing stories than from differences between languages. I reject the folk 

wisdom that language is a sequential training, imitating and rehearsing process of building 

vocabulary or habits by practicing or by doing dictees in both Ll and L2. L2language 

learning is a recursive process like Ll; thus, language learning in either Ll or L2 is a 

complex, process of making meaning. It is as well a social, personal and self generated act. 

The findings from this study suppon my argument that when children are invited to make 

their own linguistic choices in supponive literate environments, they are active participants 

in their language leaming. Bilinguallbiliterate children are no different. 

The children's understanding of English and French storymaking reflect a common 

perception in the L2 literature of the relationship between native and second language 

acquisition: the encoding of ideas is a slower process in L2. However, to understand the 

source of their perceptions of the complexity of realizing a story in French as opposed to 

English is much more intricate than much of the L2 literature suggests. Some children, like 

Chris, provide evidence to suppon the position that there is a unity of process that 

characterizes all language functions in L 1 and L2. Other children provide evidence for 

differences in strategies; they show that such differences in strategies among bilingual 

children depends on a number of circumstances, panicularly the social organization of their 

classrooms, their teachers' models of and beliefs about language use and stories, and most 

importantly their own perceptions of what they think they can accomplish in any given 

circumstance. The degree of synchrony between teacher's and children's perceptions of 

discourse inventions influences children's inventions and teacher's response to these 

inventions. 

The six children in this study see their written productions, literary texts, as verbal 

expressions of social activities, created in different situations with differentiated purposes 
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and functions. Their perceptions and written productions are not consistent with linear and 

dualistic models of narrative structure as they are posited by the early fonnalist critics and 

story grammarians. The children in this study perceive their English and French stories as 

verbal acts and social transactions which are or are not constrained by multiple conditions, 

such as time for writing, teacher or child selection of topic, degree of self confidence in 

their LI and L2 writing, and preferred genre and audience for story writing. Their views 

and texts support Herrnstein Smith's (1980) argument for narratives as verbal acts and 

social transactions, rather than the structuralist notion of narratives as autonomous texts, 

which in a traditional sense, "stand on their own" (Olson, 1977). There is an obvious 

dialectical relationship between the genres the children choose and are invited to write in 

and their own style of writing and approach to story making in English and French within 

the institution of school. An intriguing question remains: In view of the children's attitudes 

towards reading French stories, how may their own written stories be characterized? 

In Chapter I, I listed twelve theoretical principles which frame this study. In this 

retrospective summary, I relist the twelve principles and indicate in brackets additions to 

these statements, which I have made based on the evidence I see before me. 

I. Narrative is a linguistic universal which can be approached from a number of 

diverse perspectives. (From sociolinguistic and bilingual educational perspectives, the 

study of children's viewpoints of narrative is a critical element in their linguistic, narrative 

and social competence and perfonnance. I would not have gleaned as many insights into 

these children as language processors, nor into their meaning and learning systems, had I 

looked at them only in one context of situation). 

2. Narrative is a way of knowing and creating (and of construing, shaping social 

reality, informing and presenting self). 
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3. Writing stories are active, aesthetic, complex, cognitive, linguistic, symbolic, 

personal and social acts (and social transactions). 

4. Storymaking serves diverse functions for bilingual children in school contexts. (For 

some children some functions are explicit and for other children they are tacit). 

5. The more children take active roles in narrating and using language to create in 

school contexts, the more they define, create and control their worlds and shape the world 

in general. (Teachers are important mediators in how and if children accomplish 

storymaking and represent their stories as Ll and L2 texts.) 

6. There are linguistic forms, which are possible theoretically in bilingual children's 

storymaking, but which do not appear in their stories because of constraints imposed by 

what children are asked to read, (are taught and choose to read and to write). 

7. A single perfonnance is only a skewed sample of available skills and an imperfect 

measure of narrative competence (and is an inadequate way of evaluating the range of 

bilingual children's linguistic and narrative competence and performance). 

8. Context of situation influences the creation of text in any literacy event and, 

likewise, the creator's perception of text and its construction (and the actual written text 

and retrospective response to the text constructed). 

9. Teachers play an imponant role in nunuring the active voices of children as 

narrators, as natural symbolists within the genre of schooling. (However, they can, even 

with good intentions, easily suppress children's narrative potential and voices). 

10. Within the genre of schooling, there are two texts in the story making process: the 

commanded text, which is the text a child writes to please his teacher, and the preferred 

text, which is the text that reflects the child's personal style of writing and intentionality. 



(A dialectical mix between these two types of texts in a single text can result in a 

disjunction and a seeming lack of coherence for a reader.) 
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11. Interviews are sociolinguistic cultural texts (which can function as open or closed 

texts, or as conunanded or preferred texts and should not be interpreted independently of 

their context of situation). 

12. Differences in children's perceptions are a consequence of the interplay between the 

ways in which they decide to create a story and their perceptions of whom the narrative text 

serves, and what it can accomplish in a particular story telling and story writing situation. 

(TItere is frequently a dialectical tension between teachers' and children's views about how 

story making can be accomplished.) 

Theoretical Contribution of the Findings 

A major finding to emerge from this study is the extent of difference among the six 

children in their perceptions of the story making process in L 1 and L2. The perceptions of a 

child, like Jenny, indicates that there may be children who perceive story making to be 

different in English than in French because of their perceptions of differences both within 

the languages as systems and their contexts of use. A child, like Chris, provides strong 

evidence that a single language system may be operating which thus implies a common 

underlying proficiency (Slobin, 1973). The pragmatic and clever ways all these six children 

dealt with the time allotted for story writing in English and French would lend suppon for 

those theorists who argue for unity of process. That is, they take the most efficient and 

effective route to accomplish the task of writing a story in L 1 or L2. in a school context. 

Another major finding of this study is that the children themselves provided their 

own theoretical framework of a continuum for characterizing narratives of bilingual 

children and for describing their emerging narrative competence in a bilingual school 
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context. This framework can be used to characterize the written narratives of bilingual 

children and for describing their emergent narrative competence and performance. This 

suggests that any theory of language processing must be able to account for language use in 

natural contexts of situation as well as the learner's perceptions of its use. The children fine 

tuned their language in their stories to meet the school demands of writing. Classrooms 

provide frameworks for children to encode their experiences through language. A 

comparison of their language use on assigned and spontaneous stories provides strong 

evidence against teachers who believe they must move children towards canonical forms of 

narrative discourse and genres and their own preferred narrative styles and genres. 

A third major finding of this study relates to Vygotsky's (1978) argument that 

learning to write involves a deeper cognitive awareness of one's own speech than learning 

to talk and that learning a second language involves a deeper conscious awareness of 

language processing than learning a first language.Evidence in this study suggests that this 

assumption may be questionable and warrants further investigation. At this point, I do not 

reject entirely the argument that writing and learning a second language involve a deeper 

conscious awareness of language processing than speaking or learning a rust language. I 

argue that because many studies in metacognition and/or metalinguistic awareness are so 

school based, there is a need to investigate these issues both within and outside school 

contexts. The evidence presented by the children in this study suggest that a child's 

narrative discourse schema is detennined not only by language in a particular context of 

situation, but also by other more subtle variables. Cenainly their comments call into 

question story grammar research and its application to classroom practice, i.e. teaching 

children the structure of genre and temporal linguistic perspectives in English and French. 
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Methodological Contributions or the Study 

The diversity among the children's perceptions and productions calls into question 

large scale psychometric product analysis studies of children's perfonnance on researcher 

devised tasks which are both isolated and given on single occasions. The children in this 

study were extremely reliable and consistent infonnants even in less than ideal interview 

situations. They provide evidence that interviewing children about what they think, believe 

and do is a valuable way to tap their linguistic, narrative and social competence and 

performance. However, they also provide evidence that a single interview cannot capture a 

total picture of their competence. Nor is one story an adequate measure of their narrative 

performance. One methodological contribution of this study is the use of varied modes of 

research (Emig, 1988): qualitative and quantitative, descriptive, analytic and interpretative. 

A third contribution lies in the many voices (principal, teachers, children and parents) in 

Miller's (1983) and Bakhtin (1981) sense which can be heard throughout this dissertation. 

Because of the amount of interview data collected and transcribed, there are voices and 

stories, such as the principal's and the teacher's, which emerge in addition to the children's 

voices and stories. From both a theoretical, methodological and discourse perspective, 

there are various subtexts which run throughout this major text. 

Applied Contributions 

A major applied contribution of this study deals with the issue of conscious and 

direct teaching of linguistic forms and skills, which has been characteristic of much second 

language teaching. A major finding from this study is the deleterious effects the direct 

teaching of French forms had on the children's perceptions of the story making process in 

L2 and the distribution of tenses in their written productions. Assigned writing samples in 

both languages were significantly shorter and contained fewer tense forms than 
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spontaneous child-initiated stories across the two languages. The children in this study 

know a lot more about stories and story making than their actual stories display. Their 

comments call into question the beliefs and practices of those theorists and teachers who 

insist on teaching children linguistic structures and forms and genres of written language, 

metalinguistic awareness or metacognitive strategies, and/or providing children with the 

nomenclature of narrative discourse. 

Another applied contribution of this study relates to teacher education. In this study, 

the two teacher' models of language, narrative discourse influenced the children's narrative 

accomplishments. The teacher's models were derived in pan from their own educational 

experiences and their attitudes towards stories. This finding has implications for teacher 

education programs, which in Quebec tend to separate English Language Arts and French 

Immersion teachers and Anglophone and Francophone teachers. The children reflected 

exposure to contradictory models of language instruction in both classroom contexts. The 

models of language of the teachers were contradictory and thus when operationalized in 

classroom practice were also contradictory. This suggests that there are several levels of 

theory which impinge on the children's perceptions. An obvious but nonetheless important 

finding is that school administrators and government policies influence the character of 

teachers' ideologies and practices in their schools. It is interesting to speculate what the data 

in this study might look like had the principal taken a more active role in promoting the 

Whole Language model of teaching among both his English and French Inunersion 

teachers in Beachwood school. 

Major Recollections 

In reviewing and looking back over the interpretative summaries in Chapters 1 to 

6, several themes and concerns emerge especially with respect to the dialectic of 
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consciousness between Anglophones and Francophones which I talked about in Chapter 1 

and the cultural significance of narratives and stories within the context of English 

Language Arts and French Immersion in Quebec. 

The Influence of the Social Context on Children'S Writing and Perceptions 

In the interpretative summary of Chapter I, I argued that we still need to understand 

how social context in general and school social texts influence children's storymaking 

modes, worlds and techniques. This study suggests that we need more investigations into 

how narrative competence emerges as a volitional as well as symbolic language function for 

children who write stories in more than one language. Most research has focused on the 

psychological factors of language learning and story writing. Evidence from this study 

suggests that the need for a social theory of learning and more discrete and comparative 

ways of looking at children's language and learning in Ll and L2 which capture their 

language use and their perceptions. in varied social contexts. In Halliday's sense, studies 

with intra and inter-organism perspectives are clearly needed. 

The children's storymaking in this study is embedded within the political and 

sociolinguistic context of Quebec where French is the official language and within an 

educational setting, a West Island mainstream suburban school, where French is the 

dominant language of instruction in grade four, five, and six. This study calls into question 

the notion of mainstream communities and classrooms as homogeneous speech 

communities. 

In addition, the results of this study raise interesting issues about the language and 

learning of minority language children in school in Quebec and Canada. One issue is how 

the six children in this study fit into Hirsch's (1988) notion of cultural literacy . Hirsch and 

the cultural literacy movement argue for the notion of a primary culture and canon of 
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representative stories which children need to know. This has led some educators to 

promote the idea of national, cultural cmriculum which will ensure students acquire the 

right type and amount of academic, social, linguistic cultural knowledge,"Good national 

literature and stories included." The provincial cmriculum in Quebec recommends cenain 

key genres and texts for children to read in English and in French. The children in this 

study have, in Vygotsky's (1978) sense, these cultural tool (genres, stories) available to 

them at home, in school and in community libraries. However, the fact that the children in 

this study have preferred reading and writing genres which are not necessarily congruent 

with the Ministry of Education and school board guide-lines nor their "teacher's preferred 

realities" calls into question the notion that school and teachers can teach children genres 

and cultural literacy. It also raises issues how texts may be viewed, in Basso's (1977) 

sense "as raw materials for cultural study" and/or should they be. 

In Chapter 1, I discussed Bruner's (1986) notion of cultural posture, which he 

defines as the manner in which a theory relates "the growing individual to the culture at 

large, since language is the coin in which the relationship is effected". The children in this 

study each expressed their own cultural posture, which implies a view about their symbolic 

environments and how they presume to operate within them. Of all the children Jenny, a 

bilingual child, seems to be the most conscious of the French story traditions and culture 

and is comfortable talking about them. Yet, Chris is the child who is most comfonable and 

culturally at home writing stories in English and French, but rarely reads stories from the 

French narrative tradition. H culture is a tool kit for achieving higher ground and 

intelligence, as Vygotsky purports, and involves the readiness to use culturally transmined 

knowledge, what might this imply for the influence of Quebec social life and social activity 

on these children's linguistic and narrative consciousness? Are we to infer from the 
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children's seeming lack of reference to the value of French stories that they are not 

intelligent? Their comments and written productions confinn that they are obviously 

intelligent. Are they then rejecting the socially codified knowledge of French Quebec by the 

fact that they do not read volitionally in French? Would a study of Francophone children in 

French schools uncover similar patterns revealed by a bilingual child like Nicky, that is a 

pull of children's imagination to the world of American television and media? Would 

children in the Ecoles Primaires (French elementary schools) within the Riverview School 

Board value French stories more than these children seem to? All these questions point to 

future investigations. However, the question remains: how much of the overlapping 

contexts I discussed in Chapter 1 impinge on children's consciousness and influence their 

perceptions of Ll and L2? Jenny conceptualizes her language growth as formal, and an 

informal and formal struggle against her previous experience with school. During the year 

of the study, reading and writing stories was in a sense for her a working through, a search 

for and expression of her individual self. The language growth of other children like 

Alison, and Chris emerges out of their social lives and interactions with their friends. There 

is as well an internal logic, as we see with David, to the way children like him go about 

storymaking in English and French. In a sense, the children in their own ways reflect the 

views of language of the three great titans of this century, Freud, Piaget, and Vygotsky 

(Bruner 1986). They also show us that our theories will also be necessarily incomplete 

because our descriptions of possible uses of language will always be incomplete. Like 

language, theory is always on the move. 

Between the time I conducted this study and the writing of Chapter 2, and this 

present chapter, the historical conflicts over issues of languages, cultures and schooling 

which predate the 1867 British North America Act, resurfaced in December 1988 with the 
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Canadian Supreme Court ruling against the legalities of Bill 101. The Premier of Quebec 

refueled the linguistic fIres with his response - his enactment of the not withstanding clause 

in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and legislation of Bill 178, which does not 

pennit the use of English signs outside establishments. Although there is a certain 

vagueness surrounding the interpretation of the meaning of inside and outside bilingualism. 

one possible envisioned scenario within the institution of schooling might be the following: 

An English display of stories outside a particular school would be in violation of Bill 178! 

In the interpretive summary of Chapter 2, I stated that "the meaning of bilingualism 

in Canada and Quebec cannot be separated from its historical roots". Any researcher comes 

into a research situation with the intent of focusing on the present In looking back on this 

chapter, I sense a certain irony in what at the time of writing seemed like an innocent 

statement: "Researching, like story writing itself, involves a looking back and looking 

forward while making sense of present phenomenon." The development of French 

Immersion programs can be traced to socio-cultural, linguistic, political and economic 

educational changes in Canadian and Quebec society. Thus, the socio-psycho-genesis of 

children's stories lies not only within their minds and worlds but within the social history 

in which children fmd themselves. The tradition of French Immersion as a way of 

schooling and the Canadian-Quebec dialectic is part of the social history of these children. 

However, the present linguistic tensions may result in very different kinds of phenomenon 

being uncovered by researchers who might want to examine bilingual children's 

storymaking in 1989 and raise questions about the nature of the language education 

curriculum in dual track schools. Thus, I find myself looking back on what I uncovered 

and looking ahead to the possibilities of what might be uncovered in future investigations. 

One clear implication from the findings of this study is the need for further in depth 



ethnographic studies which compare the influence of teaching and learning in English 

Language ans with teaching and learning in French Immersion and French in varied 

contexts of situation. In addition, further studies are needed to examine the effects of 

bilingual instructional contexts on children's language and learning and perceptions of 

language and learning in different social contexts from the perspectives of teachers, 

children, parents and school board officials. 

Political Innuences on Teachers and Learners 
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It is interesting to speculate what storywriting might look like now within the 

context of the present 1988-1989 linguistic tensions and how much of the overlapping 

contexts which I described in Chapter 2 would impinge on children's consciousness and 

intrude into their stories. During the year this study was conducted (1984-1985) we 

experienced a time of "linguistic calm". The liberal government was elected to power in the 

September of 1984 with a majority government. This may be attributed to the years of 

economic and social unrest during the reign of the Pani Quebecois. The fact that neither 

Francophone, Anglophone, nor any Allophone group seems pleased with the present 

legislation, Bill 178, leads to interesting speculation about what this study might have 

looked like or uncovered had I been conducting it during the year 1988-1989. I suspect that 

my questions might have been very different and the children may well have focussed on 

different things since the political-linguistic issues are given daily media hype. In addition, 

the ideological context for teaching and learning within the Riverview School board has 

changed towards a more coherent Whole Language orientation in English Language Am. 

This orientation is beginning to influence the teaching, learning context within the context 

of French Immersion and Ecole Primaires schools, largely due to the pedagogical 

orientation and commitment of its present Director General. 
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During 1986 and 1987 I attended home and school committee meetings for parents 

and teachers on issues of French Immersion and English Language Arts. At that time 

parents were becoming more agitated about the amount of instruction in English children 

would be receiving, and the pejorative connotations of "English core" (for children who 

cannot function in Immersion). It is interesting to speculate what type of speech 

community, in Ervin-Tripp's sense, parents of Beachwood School and officials of the 

Riverview school board might perceive the children within this suburban community have 

entered in 1989 and would choose for their children in 1990. Once more the dialectical 

debates between early and late Immersion, between Immersion and English Core, between 

Immersion and Ecole Primaires rears its ugly head as parents attempt to choose the best 

schooling experience for their children. The middle grade children in this study perceived 

early immersion to be the better route. 

In view of the above and as I argued in Chapter 2, my study is a real departure from 

the large corpus of traditional studies of French Immersion. In retrospect, it would seem 

that given the children's diverse perceptions of English and French written narratives 

during a period of relative linguistic and political calm, I have all the more reason for 

questioning whether large scale psychometric product analysis studies really penetrate the 

complex issues and process of what it means to be bilingual/biliterate and the many optional 

routes within its educational system to becoming bilinguaJ/biliterate in Quebec. It would 

seem that this type of research is no longer a tenable way to make claims about what French 

Immersion children do and why they do it, let along how they themselves think about the 

process of learning a first and second language. 
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Teacher Ideology and Children's Writing 

In the interpretive summary of Chapter 3, I quoted Dewey's (1936) belief "that all 

human experience is ultimately social; it involves contact and communication" (p. 38). This 

quote is particularly significant with respect to teacher ideology and children's writing 

development in Ll and L2. The two teachers orchestrated literacy events in their 

classrooms in different ways. However, during the year of the study the more they came 

into contact with each other and communicated both inside and outside their classrooms, 

the more they began to negotiate their ideologies about teaching and learning. The more 

they reflected and made sense of their teaching, the more they came to understand their 

children, and in particular, the six children who were the focus of this study. Although 

both teachers appeared to value literacy and story writing as a set of social practices and to 

set up collaborative writing environments, they had different ideological views about the 

function of literacy events and stories in their classrooms. This certainly influenced the 

diverse ways in which they responded to the children's stories, and their collaboration and 

participation in literacy events; Mrs. G. responded more as an enabler and Marie Josee 

more as a linguistic resource and corrector. It would appear that there are not only 

discrepancies between linguist's models of what they think language is and learner's self 

reports about how they use it. In addition, there are discrepancies between teacher's stated 

beliefs and their classroom practices as well as between children's beliefs, language use 

and their teacher's. All these factors enable or disable children's written narrative 

productions in school settings. 

In some cases, there is a serious gap between the teacher's stated beliefs and 

classroom practices; their theoretical beliefs suggest a broader framework for story writing 

than their actual classroom practice indicates. Their models of narrative discourse are linear 
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and goal directed and offer different degrees of fit between opponunities for story writing 

and children's stylistic preferences. This suggests that teacher ideology operates at several 

levels simultaneously; there is the theoretical level of stated or articulated or non-articulated 

beliefs; there is the operationallzed theoretical level of their classroom practice; there is the 

dialectical interplay between their theoretical and applied levels and the influence of 

institutional policy, and school administtators on their teaching and learning. Evidence in 

this chapter suggests that it is important for both English Language Ans teachers and 

French Immersion teachers to work collaboratively on issues and concerns in the teaching 

and learning of a first and second language. The conttadictory ideological context within 

the Riverview School Board and the mixed ideologies within Beachwood school influenced 

the children's perceptions and productions of English and French written narratives. The 

children in this study experienced contradictory messages about language use, learning and 

functions of stories. 

In relation to Barnes's (1976) classification of teacher ideology as transmission or 

interpretative, it would appear that the latter ideology would be more conducive to 

children's language and learning in both a first and second language and to creating 

inquiring classrooms which liberate children's natural curiosity and verbal potential. The 

evidence in this chapter supports Rosen's (1986) view that the funher up the school 

system we go, the less we see of spontaneous child initiated stories. 

In the interpretive summary of Chapter 4, I argued that all teaching of, and research 

in, reading and writing are based on assumptions about language and learning, and that 

teachers and researchers are not the only ones who have assumptions about these issues. 

Evidence in this chapter indicates that interviewing children about their assumptions, beliefs 

and values is an extremely valuable way for both teachers and researchers to understand 
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how children learn to mean and construe social reality in bilingual contexts. The fact that 

these children were such reliable infonnants who showed they have the ability to talk 

reflexively, in Giroux's (1983) sense, about what they are doing, why they are doing and 

what "it all means to them", has important educational implications. A major implication is 

the way in which classrooms or teachers can enable or disable children's verbal potential 

and sense of authorship. The children's comments reveal that they perceive there are 

optional pathways to approach writing in any language, in different linguistic codes and in 

different contexts of situation. However, the ways in which first and second language 

teachers invite children to make their own linguistic choices has important implications for 

the ways in which children accomplish their intentions and see themselves as reader, 

writers, authors and learners. 

Children's Temporal Stance in Writing 

In the interpretive summary of Chapter 5, I agreed with literacy critic Roben 

Scholes (1988) that we need to help students come into their own powers of textualization. 

The children in this study adopt and seem to prefer a present temporal perspective for their 

stories. Their stance marking in English and French stories is a result of a complex 

interplay between their ideas, literacy events, institutions and interlocutors, all of which 

influence how they structure their experiences in written language. and in particular their L I 

and L2 stories. A major contribution that can be inferred from the data in both Chapters 4 

and 5 is the need for teachers to observe, reflect upon what language learners are 

attempting to accomplish in Ll and L2. The children in this study have very clear notions 

of their first and second language composing processes and have the ability to move 

beyond what Giroux calls a reproductive view of teaching and learning and towards more 

critical reflective action. Thus, a change in the social organization and professional 
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development of teachers own language and learning is clearly warranted. Their reflective 

action will influence what their students believe they can or cannot accomplish in their 

classrooms and beyond them. 

What Bilingual Children Do and Can Do 

In the interpretive summary of Chapter 6, I argued that a comparison of the two 

children Chris and Jenny force us not to be too comfortable with our expectations of what 

bilingual children do or do not do. The children also force us to re-examine our 

assumptions about slotting bilingual children into neatly hardened categories. as well as our 

assumptions as researchers about what/why learners do or do not do. 

Emergent Issues and Future Directions 

I have argued that the children in this study seem caught - somewhere between 

perceiving story making as a constraint - writing something down, reponing how things 

are for someone who as Nancy Martin (1986) puts it 'already knows how things are' - and 

perceiving it, in Barthes (1977) sense, as a jouissance - a free play of language and 

consciousness. A major emergent issue, then, is the power relationship between teachers 

and children. This means that children and teachers together, whether writing in Ll and L2 

need to be empowered as real, authentic authors, or in Tolkien's (1966) sense of 

subcreators, who believe themselves licensed to perceive and create a vision of another way 

of life and school life than what they see before them or dictated by institutional policies. 

This also means discovering new emergent literacies and stories and new emergent 

occasions for literacies and creating bilingual communities of bilingual/biliterate story 

writers. 

When I juxtapose these children's comments from the many hours of taped 

conversations in both English and in French with Friere's (1986) two metaphors - Reading 
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the World and Reading the Word, it becomes apparent to me that these metaphors are the 

only foundations in which literacy, storymaking, new literacies and stories, old and new, 

can be established and seen as socially constituted acts of making meaning and construing 

reality. As one of the ten year olds in this study shows us in the middle of a journal entry in 

French: "when we write about the worlds we are reading, we can be critically reading and 

remaking the worlds we are living in so we can be creating new worlds." However, Jenny 

poses a question to which an answer is still elusive: "Comment se faire les idees et d'autres 

mondes arrivent dans la tete et realiser dans les histoires, mes histoires?" (How is it that 

ideas and other worlds arrive in the head and are realized in the stories, my stories?) 

We can weather and review the meaning of current debates in the research literature 

about narrative and literacy in Ll and L2, and label it. However, what does this Western 

penchant for naming of parts really mean when we consider the life space of a bilingual 

child? Take for example, a ten year old from the study who comments in an infonnal 

interview: "I suppose you want to know if I'm a compound or coordinate!" 

We can talk about the value and nature of story as a means by which human beings 

shape, represent and structure their world. But as Alison tells us: "You have to be willing. 

The key word is willing" In this study there are some reluctant raconteurs and we might ask 

why is this so and if it need be so. And what then are the responsibilities of educational 

systems, schools and teachers? The questions arise as to whether and how schools, as 

instructional, cultural and political sites can become hospitable to children's language and 

learning and storying in the next decades. 

This question leads to a second major issue that emerges from this study: the debate 

between those who argue that children need to be taught the characteristics of genres and 

that there are a fixed number of genres to learn and those who believe that children learn 
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genres by playing both within and beyond their specific generic conventions in varied 

social contexts. The argument for teachers giving instruction on the fonns of language 

appropriate to various genres is similar to the argument postulated by the story 

grammarians which I discussed in Chapter 2. Evidence from the children in this study 

indicate that the story grammarians (cognitive psychology) and genre advocates (systemic 

linguistics) have missed the point To argue for story making as a constructive process as I 

have done in this thesis means to consider story making within the life space of bilingual 

child narrators.in particular contexts of situation. The children in this study lend support for 

Britton's (1985) argument: 

That by taking part in the rule governed behaviors of listening to stories, 
enacting them in make-believe play, and reading and writing the young 
writers pick up the forms appropriate to a range of narrative purposes. And 
they do so in ways that are indistinguishable from the ways in which the 
genres first evolved. The overlap in human beings and their purposes (what 
Coleridge called "all-in-each-of every man'') sets the writer into the culture
producing framework as well as the culture-reproducing business (p. 75). 

The children in this study also lend support for the argument put forth by French linguist 

Benveniste (1971), that a human view of the world is an intersubjective view which 

emerges through social experience with dialogue, that is, a purposeful processing of social 

experience. 

I wonder if we have not found ourselves, given the current emphasis on story and 

narrative as primary acts of mind - in the right place but with the wrong and perhaps 

contradictory signs, which only point children, like David to dead ends or children like 

Jenny, to conform to canonical fonns of genre and story grammar rather than enabling 

them, like Chris and Katie, to develop their own grammars for stories for their own 

purposes. Are we ultimately by the language of research and school registers, as well as by 

narrow categories and labels, such as coordinate and compound bilinguals, story 
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grammars, creating images of women, men, children, languages, schools and societies as 

already perfonned, and having no quality of growing, developing and becoming? Are we 

conceptualizing narrative discourses in different languages as having predetennined fonns 

into which we pour aesthetic existences? Further questions arise: How do genres develop? 

How do we empower genres becoming and children becoming genre users? rather than 

genre imitators? 

This study has convinced me that to understand narrative or literacy in the life space 

of a bilingual child is a complex, multidimensional process. This means resisting simplistic 

recipes and linear paths of perceiving and reading worlds as they literally are. Instead we 

must pierce through the physical fix of things and read children's words and worlds - both 

the ones they are creating and the ones they can potentially create. Since classrooms are 

places. "social texts", where children's socialization into narrative competence and 

perfonnance occurs, the on-going analytic task remains one of characterizing the occasions 

when writing a particular type of story is the preferred or perceived mode of creating, of 

symbolizing reality and has authentic social consequences. 

Summary 

In summary my concerns and conclusions are these: 

I . Language involves remembering and we need to help children remember their 

experiences by means of a language of doing and being (Halliday, 1978). 

2. Composing is conscious. The children in this study are very aware of their 

composing processes in L I and L2. To pierce through the physical fix of things, as 

Stevens puts it, means that we need to be conscious of the interplay between different 

textures of experiences, in Berthoff's sense (1986), -that is, the textures of our theoretical 

experiences of how things may be, and the texture of situational experiences of how we see 
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things as they are at the moment It also means we must consider children's texts in 

contexts and think of them not simply as they are but what they mean to child narrators at a 

particular time in their social history and in particular contexts of situation. 

3. Composing stories in L 1 or L2 consists of a dialectical interplay between choosing 

and remembering and remembering and choosing. It is language, the recursive nature of the 

composing process and of storying which makes these choices possible. 

This means that our role as teachersllearners is to create literate communities where 

teachers and learners believe they can make choices and understand why they have chosen 

to view the world in a particular way, know they can reflect upon their accomplishments 

and play with possibilities. We can take a cue from Chris who fashions a story in which the 

English Glooskap character lives within one of his French pourquoi stories. He explains: 

he can live "dans cette monde aussi" ( in that world as well ). Language is not only a 

system but is a resource and one children can exploit more imaginatively than schools allow 

or even invite. them to do. 

Children in this study perceive that the reasons why authors write stories are: I) to 

make money, 2) the teacher teUs you to do it, 3) to fiU libraries otherwise librarians would 

be out of a job, 4) that people write English or French stories because they can't write in 

"Gennan". I think that what we want when we invite children into storying, into emergent 

literacies in our changing world, is more than that. I also think that we want them to 

perceive that to be an author means more than "you're capable of doing a lot of research 

and studying," or "that you can get through a whole package of paper or put anything 

down and get it in just in time". We want more than what Ann Berthoff (1986), in an article 

in the book Reclaiming the Classroom, edited by Goswami and Stillman, characterizes 

as an adjective swamp. Alison describes: 



Well, when I write my story in English and in French, I like to just put 
something like the Reve~nd's h~ now and if they want more details I just 
add either the blue-eyed or black-haired guy. In F~nch, if you add a few 
more tres, tres that usually gives them the picture! 
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To consider children's perceptions of language as a social and volitional symbolic 

function, in Halliday's (1977) sense, and how stories work for them as they work their 

stories, means understanding that-

The child's task is to construct the system of meaning that ~presents his 
own model of social ~ality. This process takes place inside his own head. It 
is a cognitive process but it takes place in the context of social interaction 
(p.6). 

Language, learning and storymaking for my educational story exists within the 

socia-political, linguistic, cultural and personal contexts in which these six middle grade 

children live in Quebec. These children provide us with a challenge - to continue to 

understand how the dialectical interplay between children's literacy texts and social texts, in 

Foucault's (1977) sense, enhance or constrain children's perceptions and productions. 

What this means is that children learn to write in any language by giving them back, in 

Benhoff's (1986) sense, their language and their stories, letting them play and take their 

own in Giroux's sense, reflective action. I believe, that we come to know clearly for 

ourselves by using our language resources and learning strategies in new ways, and by 

shaping new meanings and new visions in new contexts of situations, and then can 

effectively pierce through the physical fIx of things as they are, communicate and create 

with others and shape our being, becoming and explore worlds of possibilities. 
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APPENDIX B 

Questionnaire 

Please Complete the Following 

1. 

1. NAME: __________________________________________________ _ 

2. AGE: ____________________ ~----~~~~------------------
(Date of Birth) 

3. SEX: Male Female 

4. Where were you born? __________________________________________ __ 

5. How many years have you been in Canada? ---------------------
6. What is your native language ( first 

(!) 
(ii ) 
(ii!) 

language you spoke )? 
English ______________ __ 
French ------------------Other __________________ _ 

7. What other language do you speak? ____________ -. ____ --.~~------
(specify) 

8. Which language do you speak most often at home? ______________ _ 

9. What other language/s do you speak at home? ________________ _ 

10. Where was your mother born? -----------------------------------
11. Where was your father born? ------------------------------
12. Where were your grandparents born? 

your mother's parents: -----------
your father's parents: ----------
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II. 

1. Bow would you describe the neighborhood or ca.munity you live 
in? (choose one of the following) 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

Mostly French speaking 
Mostly English speaking 
Most people speak one language 
which is neither French or English ______ _ 
Many languages are commonly 
spoken 

2. Please check the Box to indicate your years of schooling in 
English and/or French. 

Years of ENGLISH FRENCH FRENCH OTHER 
Schooling Schooling (Schooling IlIIIDersion 

one In) Done In) 

K K 

Elementary 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3. Was your schooling done entirely in Montreal? Yes No 

$. If your answer was NO indicate below 
(i) Place 
(ii) Year -------------------



III. 

1. What are your three favorite TV shows? 

English French 

2. What are your favorite TV stars? 

English French 

3. What are your favorite three .ovies? 

English French 

4. Of the books that you have read this year in English/French 

which are your three favorites? 

English French 
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5. Of the following, which do you spend the .ost time on? (in 
order) Television, .ovies, newspaper, aagazines, ca.ics, music. 

English French 



6. Did your .. other read you stories in English when you were 
young? 

7. Did your .. other read you stories in French when you were 
young? 

8. Did your father read you stories in English when you were 
young? 

9. Did your father read you stories in French when you were 
young? 

10. What were your favorite stories that were read to you? 

English French 

11. Which stories would you read to a younger brother or sister? 

English French 

12. Do you read stories in English this year? (specify kinds) 

13. Do you read stories in French this year? (specify kinds) 

14. Who are your three favorite IBOvie stars? 

English French 
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15. Which newspapers do you get at home? 

16. Which kinds of newspaper articles do you read? 
(in English) 
(in French) 

17. Which are your three favorite magazines? 

English French 

18. Which are your three favorite comic books? 

English French 

19. Which are your three favorite records? 

English French 

20. Who are your three favorite musicians or groups? 

English French 
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21. Which of the following are your favorite types of books? 
(Animal • .ystery. horror. adventure, history. science fiction. 
fantasy. fairy tale. or other.) 

English French 

22. What are your three favorite stories which your teacher has 
read to you this year? 

English French 
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CHll.D: ____ ASSIGNED ____ _ 
DATE: _____ UNASSIGNED ___ _ 
LANG: _____ CONTEXT ____ _ 
TYPESTORY ____________ __ 
TITLE __________________________ _ 
POINT OF VT£W ____________________ _ 
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CODING GRID FOR ~SE 
TEMPORAL ORDERDIG 

FREQ TYPE OF VERB USED FUNCTION/S TEMP. FOR.'vI/S RA.'-:GE OF TL\lE 
ASPECT 

I PRES I PAST I FL'T. 

I 
I I 

I 
I I I 

I I 
I I I 
I I 

I 

I 
I I 
I I 
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SUPPORT DOCUMeNTS 
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I 
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I 
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Excerpt fro. Canadian Short Story - The Street That Got Mislaid 
by Patrick Waddington 

From: Cavalcade of the North, Doubleday & Co., New York 1958 

Marc Girondin had worked in the filing section of the city hall's 
engineering department for so long that the city was laid out in 
his mind like a map, full of naaes and places, intersecting 
streets and streets that led nowhere, blind alleys and winding 
lanes. 
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In all Montreal no one possessed such knowledge; a dozen policemen 
and taxi drivers together could not rival him. That is not to say 
that he actually knew the streets whose names he could recite like a 
series of incantations, for he did little walking. He knew simply 
of their existence, where they were, and in what relation they 
stood to others. 

But it was enough to make him a specialist. He was undisputed 
expert of the filing cabinets where all the particulars of all the 
streets fro. Abbott to Zotique were indexed, back, forwards and 
across. Those aristocrats, the engineers, the inspectors of water 
mains and the like, all came to him when they wanted some little 
particular, some detail, in a hurry. They might despise him as a 
lowly clerk, but they needed him all the same. 

Marc much preferred his office, despite the profound lack of 
excitement of his work, to his room on Oven Street (running north 
and south fro. Sherbrooke East to St. Catherine), where his 
neighbours were noisy and sometimes violent and his landlady 
consistently so. He tried to explain the meaning of his 
existence once to a fellow tenant, Louis, but without much success. 
Louis, when he got the drift, was apt to sneer. 

"So Craig latches on to Bleury and Bleury gets to be Park, 
so who cares? Why the excitement?~ 
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"I viII show you," said Marc. "Tell me, first, vhere you live." 

Discussion Questions 

1. What vas Marc Girondin's job? 

2. Why do you think the author makes the statement right at the 
opening of the story, '~rc much preferred his office ••• to 
his roOlll on Oven Street?" 

3. Why might the author have called the street Marc liveson 
Oven? Wby aight the author have called the street that got 
mislaid Green Bottle? 

4. When Harc is explaining to his friend Louis the importance 
of his job, he says "If my cards didn't say so, you vouldn't 
exist-fl. What does he _an by this? Do you think what he 
says is true? Bow·do you knov that you exist? (Bow does 
living in a Computer Age affect your life?) 

5. Bow had Green Bottle Street been lost for all those years? 

6. Why does Marc have a nightmare of '~is chief going mad 
and forcing him into a red-hot filing cabinet"? 

7. Why could Hare not find the street at first although he knew 
exactly where it should be? 

8. Describe the life the people on Green Bottle Street had 
led since the street had been mislaid. Would they receive 
the normal services that are available: garbage collection, 
snow removal, water supply, electricity, etc.? 

9. Marc "carried in his pocket a grenade which could blow their 
little world to pieces". Why does the author call a little 
card a grenade? 

10. What does Marc decide to do? Is he right? Explain your 
reasons for saying his decision was right or wrong. What 
would you have done? 

11. Would you like to live on Green Bottle Street? Why or why 
not? 

12. Have you changed your mind about this story after discussing 
it with your group? 
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15. What kinds of stories have you written in English/French this 
year? 

16. Do you think English/French stories written for children are 
the same or different from English/French stories written for 
adults? 

17. Do you think a teacher needs to know a lot of stories in 
English and in French to help kids write stories? 

18. If an author is writing a story in English or in French, 
should she do it alone or with others? 
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Mission: Vanthium 
Chris: Favorite English Story 

"This Hawaiian vacation sure is fun, isn't Claus?" I said to my partner. 

"It sure is. It's even more fun than ... " 

Beep-Beep, Beep-Beep. 

"Uh-oh. It's the general. We always get a mission in the middle of vacation," I said. 

"You can say that again." 

"Now what on Earth would I want to do that for?" I asked. 

"You-hoo. Spiesy whisies. Come in." the general said. 

"Yes we're here. What problem did you stumble upon today?" Claus asked. 

"Well, the Martians have discovered some vanthium on an asteroid. The only other 

vanthium in existence is at the bottom of the Marianna's Trench, and it's hidden by some 

over hanging rocks, so it's as good as gone. Anyway, the Martians discovered a little 

chunk of it. Now, they haven't dug it out, but they picked it up on a Geiger Counter." 

"So the stuff we're dealing with is radioactive." Claus said. 

"Very. It's so radioactive, that if a living being is exposed to it for five hours or more, 

they'l1 die of radiation poisoning in three days." 

"But what what about the vanthium at the bottom of the sea?" I asked. 

"We put that there, but we encased it in lead, so it's perfectly hannless." 

"Good." Claus said. 
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"What can the Martians do with that dangerous stuff'?" Claus asked. 

"Well, they could put it in our water system, they could make an atomic bomb out of it, and 

destroy a continent. But the worst thing they could do, is make a super-atomic bomb, that 

explodes next to Earth. The explosion throws us off our orbit, and we collide with the 

moon, it shoots off and scatters Jupiters moons. So, the fIrst important moon zips off, hits 

Mercury, who crashes head on with the sun, and the next thing you know, the un goes 

super-nova. Any planet that isn't destroyed in the blast, will be as good as dead, with no 

sun to heat it." 

"But wouldn't the manians be destroyed also?" Claus asked. 

"No, they have a special force field around their planet." 

"Oh goody, isn't this going to be fun." I said. 

"You'll get your wrist-band, cyanide tipped, heat-seeking, darts, with the dartgun." 

A half hour later, we were in the underwater base, Triton Dome, named that, because it is a 

dome shape. We were getting our radar-proof, heavily armed, Lightning-class, medium 

cruiser, ready for blast-off. 

"Claus, do you think we'll need space suits?" I asked. 

"No, the Martians probably created an artificial atmosphere on the planet." 

"Well, let's blast off," I said. 

Ten minutes later, we were flying towards the asteroid belt. 

"The general said the asteroid was on this side of the belt," I said. 

"Uh-oh." Claus said. 



"What?" I asked. 

"Look at all those guard ships." 

"Must IT' 

"Yes. Hey, try that button, it says' secret weapon'." 

"O.K." I agreed. 
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I pushed the button, and laser guns all over the ship came out Then the ship started 

spinning and shooting, just like the 'Death Blossom' in 'The Last Starfighter'. Soon all the 

guards were gone. 

"O.K. Chris, take us to the asteroid." 

"I can't." 

"Why notT' 

"During the spinning, my water canteen spilled allover the controls, and they shon 

circuited. The only thing that works is he radar." 

"Speaking of radars, we picked up some blips," Claus said. 

"It's a good thing the ships radar-proof. Wait a minute, the blips are surrounding us. They 

must have seen us through a ponhole." 

"Well, so much for the leisurely cruise through the enemy lines," Claus said. 

"Well look on the bright side. We'll get an escon." 

"Just what I always wanted." 

Just then a voice came through the radio. 
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"Surrender, Earthlings." 

"Psst, Chris, use plan F." 

"O.K. Well Mr. Martian, we're here to show you, new Venus Shampoo. It's guarantied to 

get Plutonian lice out of your hair. 

"I won't buy that!" the Martian commander yelled. 

"I'm sure you'll want to buy this new Jupiter Dye. It'll tum your disgustingly purple hair, 

into a sickly orange." 

"Really? I'll take two bot-. You sneaky human. Unless you have a driving desire to 

become mincemeat, you'll surrender." 

"Well Claus, got any more great ideas?" 

"How about plan S?" 

"That's the surrender plan." 

"Got any bener idea's?" 

"All right Mr. Martian," I said into the microphone. 

"We'll go quietly." 

"As soon as they get in, we'll tum 'em into cheddar cheese with our dart guns, and 

mincemeat with our Vibra-Blades," Claus said. 

"They're pulling us into the mother ship with a tractor beam." 

Zap! 

"Hey! What happened? I can't move!" Claus said. 
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"They put beam chains on us. But don't worry. I've got a 'concealed multi-mega-utensil-

quick-action-standard-equipment set'." 

"What's that?" 

"A Scouts pocket knife," I said while cutting the beam chains. "They must have a high 

power chain thrower, to chain us in a different ship." 

"Hey, they're beaming something aboard." Claus exclaimed. 

Two slimey, gooey things with six tentacles with suction cups suddenly appeared. 

"Yuck, what are those?" I asked. 

"Don't worry. We shouldn't be scared. They won't attack us. They're brain suckers," 

Claus said. 

"Your right, they won't want us." The brain suckers turned around, and ran down a 

hallway away from us. 

"Hands up, Earthlings," said the Martian general. There were twenty guards behind him. 

The brain-suckers had only been a diversion, while the Martians beamed aboard. We 

turned around and dropped our weapons. 

"Search 'em," the Martian general ordered. Two guards came and searched us. One took 

my Scout knife, and melted it down with a laser. 

We were taken aboard the Martian ship, and put in a prison cell. 

"OK, Claus, this is the plan," I said. 

"What is?" 

"What I'm about to tell you." 
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"Oh." 

"When the Martian comes in to bring us food, we kill him. That would be the straight 

forward way. If you want to be a little more sneaky, we could hide behind the door, and 

when he carnes in, we run out, and lock him in. 

"The second one would be better, but the first is more appealing," Claus said. 

"We should use the second." 

We hid behind the door for a half hour, before the guard carne in. He went forward about 

six feet past the door. We snuck out, and quietly closed the door. We heard the Martian 

pounding on the door. 

"Where do we go now?" I asked. 

"There. That computer in the middle of the hallway, it may have a map design of the ship." 

Suddenly, from a loud speaker in the ceiling, boomed a voice: "The ship is about to land. 

All aboard, please go to your designated acceleration couches. Thank-you." 

"I don't suppose anyone designated us any acceleration couches?" I asked. 

"I don't think so. We'll just have to make do with the floor." 

"Well," I said, "If only the General could see us now. We're escaped prisoners on a 

Martian ship, with the floor for an acrelera-, alectera-, acceleration couches." 

The landing was very painful. It was as if a piano was on us. 

"Well," Claus asked, "How many broken bones?" 

"None." 

"Me neither." 
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"Let's find a hatch, if that computer is a map." 

The computer was programmed for a map, and we found a hatch, just around the comer. 

We looked through a window in the hatch. The Manians we walking around freely without 

spacesuits, so there must have been an anificial atmosphere. We waited until the coast was 

clear, then snuck out. We walked to a door that said 'Authorized Personnel Only'. 

"We're not authorized are we?" I asked. 

"No, but who cares?" We walked in and saw another sign: 'High radiation. Please wear an 

anti-radiation suit'. We walked over to a rack of suits, and took two. 

"This must be where the vanthium is, if we need anti-radiation suits, "Claus said. 

We went through countless corridors and stairways, until we saw a sign that read 'Deposit 

weapons here. High radiation may cause them to explode' . 

"That would be a good weapon," I said, "When we get to the mining area, we could throw 

some of those blasters in the mining area, and they blow up the whole operation." 

"But we'll have to shield them from the radiation before we get there." 

"We can put them in another anti-radiation suit to carry them." Claus ran to get another suit. 

When he came back, we stuffed the suit full of blasters from the box. We started off, and 

after about twenty minutes, we peeked around a comer, and saw the whole mining 

operation. 

We took the head off the suit, and threw it into the 20' x 20' room. We ran back down the 

hallway. We heard screams and shouts, ten an explosion, and bright light. All was quiet 

for a couple of minutes. 

"Chris," 



"YesT' 

"It's your tum to get an anti-radiation suit, to carry the vanthium in." I went and got an 

anti-radiation suit, then we staned looking for the vanthium. 
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"There it is!" I shouted, "The explosion must have dislodged it!" We walked over to it, and 

put it in the spacesuit. Then we ran back through the countless corridors and stairways, to 

the opening, to the surface. We discarded our suits, and ran to the airfield, still with the 

shielded vanthium. We got into a mini-fighter, and were about to take off, when the control 

tower called us and said: "Please give us your identification zip code, and reason for 

flight. " 

"Great," I said, "Claus, give a zap code." 

"Gotcha, Chris." Claus got the laser cannon ready, and blasted the tower to atoms. 

"I suggest we leave, Chris," Claus said, "Now would be fine." 

"Jolly good idea." 

We blasted off, and went into hyperspace. Twenty minutes later, we docked in our 

underwater base. We gave the vanthium to the General, he put it in lead, and it joined the 

other chunk at the bottom of the sea. 

(My comment: the word "zap" in Claus, give a zap code" is underlined in the original text, 

but I dido't know how to put in that command) 



L 'Etoile de Guerre 
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Chris: Favorite French Story 

"Chris, Claus, Keith. J'ai des bonnes nouvelles pour toi. Tu etais recruiter pour I 'etoile de 

guerre." Nous avons regarder Ie general avec les bouches ouvertes. 

"C'est cette plan ultra-secrete que Ie Russie, l'Amerique, et Ie Canada sontjoindre pour 

construire, oui?" Claus a demander. 

"Oui. C' est une grande honneur pour etre accepter, alors, j' espere que vous n' aller pas 

faire des betisse." 

"Quand est qu'on va aller au station d'espace 19037 pour border l'etoile?" j'ai demander. 

"Comment est-ce que tu as savais Ie numero de la station?" Ie general a demander. 

"Uhhh, ummm. Un devine chanceux." 

Trois jour apres, nous etions en route pour Ie station. Nous avons border Ie station, puis on 

etait guider au chambre ou on reste avant de partir. 

"Qu'est ce que c'est ~a Keith?" Claus a demander. 

"Je ne sais pas. La general m 'a donner avant do partir. C'est un bOite, mais je ne sais pas 

qu'est ce que c'est." 

"Qu'est-ce qu'il dit au cote?" j'ai demander. 

"~a dit 'Vibrablades', puis 'Made in Japan. Fabriquer en Japon. '" 

"Ouvre Ie, et voir qu'est que c'est," Claus a dit 

Keith a ouvrir la bOite, puis il a en levee trois epees avec un buton sur chaque. II pris un 

epee, et a pousser Ie bouton. Soudainement la lame a commencer ~ bouger. Si vite, que tu 

ne voit de la couleur. 
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"Regarde, il-y-a des instructions." j'ai dit, IOns disent: 'Celte arme est la plus avancer. n 

peut arreter un laser, i1 peut reduire Ie metal en rien dans cinq minutes. II peut r6:luire un 

personne en rien dans un minute. Ce n'est pas un farce. Utilise cette arme prudamment. 

C'est tres dangeruex! Quelle instructions. C'est plus comme in avis de mon." 

Cene instant la radio de communications a ouvrir: "Claus, Keith, Chris? C'est Ie general. Je 

parle de la terre. J'ai desw nouvelles mauvais. Les Capitaines Jarrod et Cameron etait 

capturer par les Martiens quand ils etaient en patrole. II n 'y a rien que vous pouvez fiare." 

Puis la radio c'est fenner. 

"Ca c'est qu'est que tu pense general." j'ai dit. 

"Qu'est que ~a veut dire?" Keith a demander. 

"On va les echapper," j'ai repondu. 

"Mais ona besoin de quelque chose Ie grandeur de ... l'etoile? On va ... Tu n 'est pas serieux 

Chris, s'il vous plait dit que tu n'est pas serieux," Claus a dit. 

"Tu sais qu'est que les Martiens fonts avec leur prisonniers?" j'ai demander. 

"Je sais," Keith a dit, "lls coupent la coeur en deux avec un laser, puis ils dechirent la 

cerveau, ils mettent les clous dans Ie foie, et Ie dynamite dans Ie grognon, puis ils 

demandent I' information." 

"Exactement Est-ce que tu veux que ~a passe au Jarrod et Cameron?" 

"Non." 

"Alors, on dit les sauver." 

"D'accords, qu'est qu'on fait?" 



"On va passer par les murs avec les Vibrablades." 

Une heme apres, on etait dans Ie corridor. 
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"Une minute," Keith a dit, "On ne doit pas passer par les murs. On a I 'accesse parce qu 'on 

va etre sur Ie Galactica." 

"Ah oui." 

Alors, on a entree Ie chambre ou on met Ies compets d'espace. Puis on a entree Ie sas 

pneumatique. On a ferme Ie premier pone, puis on a ouvre Ie deuxieme qui va a l'espace. 

La, on a vu I'etoile de guerre. C'etait une enonne globe, a peu pres dix kilometre en 

diametre, avec vingt canons de laser, trois metre de Iongeur. II y avait dix lanceurs de 

missiles, avec cinq missiles chaque. 

"Comment est-ce que tu penses de conduire cene chose avec seulement trois persons?" 

Claus a demander. 

"L'ordinateur et l'auto-pilote peuvent conduire. J'ai entendu une rumeur qui dit qu'il peut 

gagnez une guerre sans personne. Mais si jamais quelque chose ne va pas, sans personne 

pour reparer, il est fmi," j'ai dit. 

"Est ce qu'on va border?" Claus a demander. 

"Qui," j'ai rut, "Allons-y?" 

Nous avons nous tirer par un corde jusqu'au l'etoile, puis, nous sommes border. 

"Juste un question," Keith a dit, "Comment est ce qu'il bouge?" 

"Je ne sais pas, mais on va trouver." 

Nous avons entree Ie passerelle. 



"Regarde tous ces oniinateur," Claus a dit 

"Oui," Keith a dit, "Alors, est-ce qu'on va prend?" 

"Oui," j'ai repondu, "Mais en premier, on doit arreter les vehiculres d'espace que garde 

I' etoile." 

Claus a marcher a un ordinateur, et a pousser un bouton qui dit 'INSTRUCTIONS'. 

Immediatement, des pages, et pages des instructions sont apparus sur l'ecran. 
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"~a dit comment controler et bouger I'etoile," n a dit. Keith a fait Ie meme choses, mais ses 

instructions ont dit comment controller les arms. J'ai fait Ie meme chose qu'eux, mais mes 

instructions ont dit comment les choses marche sur I' etoile. 

"Voila qu' est qu' on cherche," Keith a dit, "On peut controller des autres machines avec un 

rayon special, comme Kin peut faire." 

"Bon, on va essayer ~a," j'ai dit. On mis cette program en utilisation. 

"Qu'est qu'on veut qu'ils font?" Keith a demander. 

"Dis au gardes de se border Ie station," Claus a dit. Keith a pousser des boutons, et 

soudainement, tous les gardes ont partis." 

"Vite! On doit echapper avant qu'ils Ie corrigent. Claus, tu as lu comment bouger I 'etoile, 

aIors faire bouger. Et si quelqu 'un veut quelque chose a manger, je sais comment les 

choses sur I'etoile marchent. Je vais avoir un morceau de gateua (tchr. correction) en 

chocolat. Qu'est que vous voulez." 

"Je vais avoir Ie meme," Claus a dit. 

"Moi aussi," Keith a dit. Alors, je suis aIle chercher ttois morceaux de gateau. Quand je 

suis retourner, Keith ete en traine d'un bataille avec Ie pattouille d'espace. 



"N'essaye pas des tuer, parce qu'ils sont sur notre co~," j'ai dit. 

"J'essaye de les controller, mais il y a trop," Keith a dit. 

"Laisse l'etoile bataille lui meme," Claus a suggerer. 
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"Bon idee," Keith a dit, "n sait des annes qu'on ne sait pas." ALors Keith a laisser 1 'etoile 

batailler. n a lancer trois sorte de bombe a fumee. Ca a confuse la patrouille et on echappe. 

Trois heures apres: 

"Voila Ie station d'espace de les Martiens." 

"Chris, Keith, regarde cal C'est un enorme armee des Martiens sur Ie radar!" Claus a erie. 

"C'est Ie temps de laisser l'etoile batailler," Keith a dit. 

"Vite, au chambre de transportation," j'ai dit, "On va transponer ou Jarrod et Cameron 

sont. " 

Dix secondes apres on etait en traine de materialiser. 

"Aaaiiiiyaiie-yooiiii!" Keith a dit, "C'est Ie chambre de tonure! Et voila Ie procession avec 

Cameron et J arrod!" 

On a cache deri (?tchr) la porte, et quand la procession est entre, nous avons anaque avec 

les Vibrablades. Les gardes ont tirer sur nous avec leurs lasers, mais nous l'avons arreter. 

Zap, zap, zap. Wwwhhheennnnnn-tss. Puis nous avons attaquer. 

Wwwwwhhhhhhheeennnnn-splat! Nous avons tuer toutle monde. et ontlibrer Cameron et 

Jarrod de les chaines. Puis, l'etoile a transporter nous sur l'etoile. 

"Ca c'est 1 'etoile! " Jarrod a exclamer. 

"Oui, on l'a voler," Keith a dit. 



"Je vais tu voit en quinze ans," Cameron a dit. 

"Je pense pas," j'ai dit, "On a pas voler parce qu'on veut, rnais on va Ie retourner." 

"Regarde!" Claus a dit, "L'etoile a detuire I'armee." 

Trois heures apres: 

"Voila Ie station," Keith a dit. Nous avons transporter dans notre chambre, et deux 

secondes apres, Ie general a entree. 
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"Des fous ont voler l'etoile, puis ils ont retourner et. .. " il a regarder a Cameron et Jarrod. 

"Comment, quoi, qui, ou, explique!" 

"Uh-urn, er," Jarrod a dit, "On a transponer de nos vehicules avant qu'on ete attraper." 

"Mais pourquoi personne t'a vu?" 

"Parce-ce qu'on ete frappe par des laser et ~a a donne de degat a l'ordinateur, et il a pris du 

temps pour transponer." 

"Ah ca c'est pourquoi," il a dit, et a sonie. 



The War Star 
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Chris: Translation or French Story 

"Chris, Claus, Keith. I have good news for you. You were recruited for the war star." We 

looked at the general with open mouths. 

"It's this ultra-secret plan that Russia, America, and Canada are joined to construct, yes?" 

Claus asked. 

"Yes. It's a great honour to be accepted, so, I hope that you won't do anything silly." 

"When is that we will go to space station 19037 to board the star?" I asked. 

"How did you knew the number of the station?" the general asked. 

"Uhhhh, ummm. A lucky guess." 

Three days later, we were en route for the station. We boarded the station, and we were led 

to the room where we rest before leaving. 

"What is that Keith?" Claus asked. 

"I don't know. The general gave me before leaving. It's a box, but I didn't know what it 

is." 

"What does it say at side?" I asked. 

"It says 'Vibrablade', and, "Made in Japan." 

"Open it, and look what it is," Claus said. 

Keith opened the box, and he took three daggers with a button on each. He took a dagger, 

and pushed the button. Suddenly the blade started to move. So fast, that you don't see 

color. 
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"Look, there are instructions." I said, "They say: 'This weapon is the most advanced. It 

can stop a laser, it can reduce metal to nothing in five minutes. It can reduce a person to 

nothing in one minute. This is not a joke. Use this weapon carefully. It is very dangerous! 

What instructions. It is more like a death warning." 

That moment the communications radio turned on: "Claus, Keith, Chris? 

It's the general. 1 am speaking from earth. 1 have bad news. Captains Jarrod and Cameron 

were captured by the Martians when they were on patrol. There is nothing you can do. 

Then the radio turned off. 

"That is what you think general." 1 said. 

"What does that mean?" Keith asked. 

"We're going to escape them," 1 answered. 

"But we need something the size of the ... star? We will ... You're not serious Chris, please 

say that you're not serious," Claus said. 

"You know what the Martians do with their prisoners?" 1 asked. 

"I know," Keith said, "They cut the heart in two with a laser, then they tear the brain, they 

put nails in the liver, and dynamite in the groin (translator'S term), and they get the 

infonnation. " 

"Exactly. Do you want that to happen to Jarrod and Cameron?" 

"No. " 

"Then we must save them." 

"Okay, what do we do?" 



"We will go by the walls with the Vibrablades." 

One hour later, we were in the hall. 
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"One minute," Keith said, "We must not pass by the walls. We have the access because we 

will be on the Galactica." 

"Oh yes." 

So, we entered the room where we put on the space outfits. Then we entered the pneumatic 

sas (translator's term). We closed the first door, then we opened the second that goes to 

space. There we saw the war star. It was an enormous globe, about ten kilometer in 

diameter, with twenty laser canons, three meters long. There were ten missile launchers, 

with five missiles each. 

"How do you think to drive this thing, with only three people?" Claus asked. 

"The computer and the automatic pilot can drive. I heard a rumor that says you can win a 

war without anyone. But if ever anything doesn't work, without anyone to repair, it is 

finished." I said. 

"Are we going to board?" Claus asked. 

"Yes," 1 said, "Let's go." 

We pulled ourselves by a rope to the star, then, we boarded. 

"lust one question," Keith said, "How does it move?" 

"I don't know, but we'll find." 

We entered the gangway. 

"Look at all these computers," Claus said. 



"Yes," Keith said, "So, what are we going to take?" 

"Yes," I answered, "But first, we must stop the space vehicles that guard the star." 

Claus walked to a computer, and pushed a button that says 'INSTRUCTIONS'. 

Immediately, pages and pages of instructions appeared on the screen. 

"It says how to control and move the star," it said. Keith did the same things, but his 

instructions said how to control the weapons. I did the same thing as them, but my 

instructions said how the things on the star work. 
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"Here is what we're looking for," Keith said, "We can control the other machines with a 

special ray, like Kilt can do." 

"Well, we'U try that," I said. We got this program running. 

"What do we want them to doT' Keith asked. 

"Tell the guards to board the station," Claus said. Keith pushed the buttons, and suddenly, 

all the guards left. 

"Quick! We must escape before they correct it. Claus, you read how to move the star, so 

make move. And if someone wants something to eat, I know how the things on the star 

work. I will have a piece of chocolate cake (tchr. correction). What do you want." 

"I will have the same," Claus said. 

"Me too," Keith said. So, I went to get three pieces of cake. When I returned, Keith was in 

a battle with the space patrol. 

"Don't try to kill them, because they are on our side," I said. 

"I'm trying to control them, but there are too many," Keith said. 
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"Let the star fight itself," Claus suggested. 

"Good idea," Keith said, "It knows weapons we don't know." So Keith let the star fight. It 

threw three sons of smoke bombs. That confused the patrol and we escape. 

Three hours later. 

"There is the Martian's space station. 

"Chris, Keith, look at that! It's an enonnous army of Martians on the radar!" Claus cried. 

"It's time to leave the star tight," Keith said. 

"Quick, to the transponation chamber," I said, "We will transpon to where Jarrod and 

Cameron are." 

Ten seconds later we were materializing. 

"Yeeeeooooowwww!" Keith said, "It's the tonure chamber! And there is the procession 

with Cameron and Jarrod!" 

We hid behind the door, and when the procession entered, we attacked with the 

Vibrablades. The guards shot at us with their lasers, but we stopped it. Zap, zap, zap. 

Wwwhhhennn-tss. Then we attacked. Wwwhhhennnn-splat! We killed everyone, and 

were freed Cameron and Jarrod from the chains. Then, the star transponed us on the star. 

"That's the star!" Jarrod exclaimed. 

"Yes, we stole it," Keith said. 

"I will you see you in fifteen years," Cameron said. 

"I don't think so," I said, "We didn't steal is because we want, but we will return it." 

"Look!" Claus said, "The star destroyed the army." 
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Three hours after. 

"There is the station," Keith said. We were transported in our room, and two seconds later, 

the general entered. 

"Some fools stole the star, then they returned and ... " he looked at Cameron and Jarrod. 

"How, what, who, where, explain!" 

"Uh-um, er," Jarrod said, "We transported from our vehicles before we caught." 

"But why dido't anyone see you?" 

"Because we hit by lasers and it gave a mess to the computer, and it took time to transport." 

"Oh that is why," he said, and he left. 



Mr. Twitt Goes Camping 
Jenny: Favorite English Story 

One hot summer day, Mr.Twin decided to go camping with his wife, Mrs. Twitt. 
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Sothey brought their belongings. A tent, two napsacks, food, a frying pan and other items. 

They were on their way. 

Once they reached the country road, cows broke out of their farms, and were standing in 

the middle of the road. 

Mr. Twitt got out of the car and he staned to throw tomatoes at the cows, but they wouldn't 

budge. So they had to wait. 

Eight hours had already passed. The sun was setting, and it became very cool outside. 

Mr. Twin grew very impatient. that he started yelling at his wife. From all that yelling, they 

grew very tired and Mr. Twin and Mrs. Twin fell asleep in their car. 

At 7:00 am they woke-up. 

Finally the cows were gone. So they started on their way. After having a long and tiring 

day, when they reached the camping grounds, they were starving. 

They ate all their food, and at that point, with no food left to last them for the rest of the 

journey, they could die of starvation with nothing else to eat! 

Mr. Twin gathered his fishing rod and other items. 

He had walked a mile to the pond. He hd caught a few fish, he thought that they were good 

enough, so he returned to the camping grounds. When his wife saw the fish, she screamed 

in exasperation. 

"Those are catfish, people do not eat catfish from a pond!" 



"Since we've eaten all the food, all we've been living on for the past 24 hours, drinking 

spring water!" Mrs Twin was so mad that she hit Mr. Twitt over the head with a frying 

pan. 

After that scene, Mr. Twin couldn't take it any longer. 
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They left at once, back to their home where they could enjoy their comfon of city living. 

-



The Day the Pool Turned Green 
Jenny: Favorite English Story 
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The weather was not so pleasant lately, and we have an in ground pool in my backyard. 

My favourite sport besides baseball is swimming. I was so depressed! The weather was 

going on like that for a week. When it was Saturday, my brother Tony and I took the cover 

off the pool, and it was green! It was as green as a pond, you could not even see the 

bottom of the pool! My brother double chlorinated the pool, and added algeside plus 

P.H.D. The water was clear in two hours! I could not believe my eyes! Except, the pool 

was very merky for a whole week. The following Sunday ... It was hot outside. It was 

supposed to be 28 or 29 (JH-degree signs after each number) degrees Celsius. In the 

afternoon my father was painting the windows in the basement in the backyard on the 

cement. When it was even honer, I asked my mother if Christina and I could go swimming 

and she said, "You could only go swimming when your father is finished painting, and 

when the water is warmer in the pool." I put the heater on for the pool because the water 

was 70 (JH-degree sign) degrees Fahrenheit. The lowest I ever swam in was 74 degrees 

Fahrenheit. Gradually the pool was getting warmer. When my father was finished painting. 

and when the pool was 79 (JH-degree sign) degrees Fahrenheit, I knew it was time for me 

to go swimming. I scooped up the grass from the pool, and my brother vacuumed it. So 

we swam for half an hour. And once my sister and I got out of the pool, our eyes were as 

red as anything! I could even see clearly because there was so much chlorine. At least I 

went swimming anyway! 



Le mystere de la Maison-hauntee 
Jenny: Favorite French Story 
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n etait une fois, qu'it y avait un tres vieux chateau. C'est sur la rue "Ombre." C'est la seul 

chateau sur la rue. Les rues sont en paves, sur la rue il y avait lamparde brisee. II y a long 

temps, dans cette chateau habite une jeune couple. Leur marriage Ie duree jusgu'au cinq 

jours, parce que son marrie est en poisonee par son cousin qui voulait herite de la fonune 

familliale. 

Apres son mon la femme est devuneu folie. 

Son esprit a hauntee Ie chateau. 

Le chateau a des fenetres brises, les mirroirs falle sur la mur. Les volets frappe Ie chateau. 

n y avait des toiles d'araignes qui pendait des chandliers. Et Ie planchait grinsait quand on 

marche dessus. 

15 annees apres un nouveau marrie couple est venu habite la. 

Le couple sont joyeuse. 

Le couple a reparer en dehors de la chateau, mais l'interier ils peut pas. 

Toujours les choses ne marc he pas. 

Les drapeau sont dc5chires, et l'interriur de la sofa est enlever. Les cousins de la sofa sont 

perdus, il y avait des troues dans les meubles. 

Et toujours les meubles sont rearrange par I 'esprit. 

Cinq jours apres la couple a decide de faire un partie. Ce soir la, une chose terrible et ce 

fait. 

Peux-tu deviner qu'est que sait? 



The Mystery of the Haunted House 
Jenny: Translation of French Story 
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Once upon a time, there was a very old castle. It's on "Shadow" street It's the only castle 

on the street The streets are paved, on the street there was broken lantern. A long time ago, 

a young couple live in this castle. Their marriage lasted until five days, because her 

husband is poisoned by his cousin who wanted to inherit the family fortune. 

After his death the wife became crazy. 

Her spirit haunted the castle. 

The castle has broken windows, the mirrors fell off (translator's term) the wall. The 

shutters hit the castle. There were spider webs that hung from the chandeliers. And the 

floor creaked when you walked on it. 

15 years after a newly married couple came to live there. 

The couple is happy. 

The couple repaired the outside of the castle, but the inside they could not. 

Always things don't work. 

The flags (translator's term: draperies) are torn, and the interior of the sofa is taken out. 

The sofa cushions are lost, there were holes in the furniture. 

And always the furniture is rearranged by the spirit. 

Five days after the couple decided to have a party. 

That night, a terrible thing is done. 

Can you guess what it is? 



Le chateau du mystere 
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Jenny: Favorite French Story 

Sur un froid jour d'automme, inspecteur Loop etait en train de marcher a 3222 rue Halo. Le 

vent etait feroce aujourd'hui. A 3222 rue Halo, habite Monsieur et Mme. Luc dans Ie 

chateau Luc. La-bas, leur fils, Marc. etait tues la semaine passe. Lorsque I'inspecteur Loup 

va faire une inspection de Ia maison ... 

- Knock, knock. Comme c'est froid! 

- Oui? Que heux tu! 

- Je suis inspecteur Loup. Je suis ici, pour travailler sur l'inspection Luc. N'est-ce-pas? 

- Ah, oui! Tu as raison. Entrez. 

- Merci. On peut commencer. Ou est tu, et ta femme Ie soir de I'lljuin? 

- On etait ici, dans Ia bibliotheque. Marc etait avec nous. Ma femme et moi etait entrain de 

lire un article ensemble. 

- C'est quoi Ie subject de ton article? 

- C'etait sur la famine en Europe. C'est tout! 

- Maintenant, ce qui se passe quand vous avez lu I'article? Est-ce-que Marc etait faim, 

content, nerveuse, fache? 

- Arrete de me demander un ton de questions! 

Et, il a pousser I'inspecteur Loup dans une chute. 

- Est-ce-que je suis dans une cave? 
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- ~a scent comme du sang, je suis malade, qu'est-ce-que je va faire maintenant? Je ne peux 

pas voir tres bien. Que je dois faire est de chercher les indices, si je suis ici. 

Inspecteur Loup ctait dans ce cave pour quatre jours. Dans Ie nuit, il s'allait coucher, et 

dans les jours il march au hord de la cave pour trouver les indices. Le cinqieme jour: 

- Je suis faim. Je touche la plancher, et rien se fait, je trouve aucune indice. Si je peux etre 

sauver, si, je vais Quine ee travail! Je ne suis pas bon dans eet travail detective! Tous que je 

sais est que il scent comme du sang ici, et un personne est mon, ici! 

Inspecteur Loup a remarque, ou il ctait, dans Ie coin, il y avait du sang, et des empreintes 

des souliers en bou. Le bou n'ctait pas fraiche, c'ctait Ie bou d'un personne la semaine 

passe. 

- Ha! ~a c'est la bou et Ie sang du Marc, j'ai trouver deux autres indices! 

Inspectuer Loup a s'appuyer contre la mur de la cave froide. Le mur a houge, c'ctait un 

mur coulissant! 

- Ahhh! Le mur peuvent glisser! C'est quoi derriere la mur? C'est un chambre secret! 

Et, Inspecteur Loup a marcher dans la chambre ... 

- ~a c'est la cadavre de ... ?? 

MARC! MARC EST ICI! 

Dans ce chambre Marc ctait installc sur Ie lit, mais, il etait MORT. II y avait des chauves 

souris, des toiles d'araignees, un ancient chandelier, et MARC, MORT sur un lit avec un 

couteau de cuisine dans Ie coeur. 

- ~a doivent etre Marc. J'ai trouve son cane d'identification, et cet ecris: /Marc Luc/, et 

dans son poche de monnaie sur une cane, c'est ecrit: Je suis stupide! Hier, par accident, 
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j'ai tues un personne dans I'auto. A trois hewes, je vais me tuer. Je suis chanceux que la 

police m'a pas attrape! 

- Ah, hal Marc il avait tues il-meme pour ce raison. Maintenant, comment est-ce-que je vais 

alle pour dire a Monsieur et Madame Luc que Marc I' avait tues il-rneme? Je suis attrape 

dans ce chambre secret! 

Derriere Ie lit, Inspecteur Loup a vu un escalier. Ca peut alle jusqu 'au la bibliotheque! II est 

chanceux! n a raconte a Monsieur et Mme. Luc ce qui est passe. I1s n'etait pas heureux. 

- Et toi, Monsieur Luc, tu es vraiement foul Je veut d'avoir mes 2,000 dollars maintenant! 

Tu m'a donne beaucoup de trouble! 

AU-REVOIR! *Bang* 

La fin. 



The Mystery Castle 
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Jenny: Translation of French Story 

On a cold autumn day, inspector Wolf was walking to 3222 Halo Street. The wind was 

fierce today. At 3222 Halo Street, lived Mister and Mrs. Luc in the Luc castle. There, their 

son, Marc, was killed last week. When inspector Wolf goes to do an inspection of the 

house ... 

- Knock, knock. Is it ever cold! 

- Yes? What do you want? 

- I am inspector Wolf. I am here, to work on the Luc inspection. Is that not right? 

- Oh yes! You are right. Enter. 

- Thank you. We can begin. Where were you, and your wife the night of July ll? 

- We were here, in the library. Marc was with us. My wife and I were reading an article 

together. 

- What is the subject of your article? 

- It was on the famine in Europe. That's all! 

- Now, what happens when you read the article? Was Marc hungry, happy, nervous, mad? 

- Stop asking me a ton of questions! 

And he pushed the inspector Wolf in a chute. 

- Am I in a cellar? 

- It smells like blood, I am sick, what will I do now? I can't see very well. What I should 

do is look for clues, if I am here. 
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Inspector Wolf was in the cellar for four days. In the night, he was going to sleep, and in 

the days he walk on the edge of the cellar to fmd clues. The fifth day: 

- I am hungry. I touch the floor, and nothing happens, I find no clue. If I can be saved, if, 

I will leave this world I am not good in this detective world All that I know is that it smells 

like blood here, and someone is dead, here! 

Inspector Wolf noticed, where he was, in the corner, there was blood, and muddy shoe 

prints. The mud was not fresh, it was mud from a person last week. 

- Ha! That is the mud and the blood of Marc, I have found two other clues! 

Inspector Wolf leaned himself against the cold cellar wall. The wall moved, it was a sliding 

wall! 

- Ahhh! The wall can slide! What is behind the wall? It's a secret room! 

And, Inspector Wolf walked into the room ... 

- That is the body of ... ?? 

MARC! MARC IS HERE! 

In that room Marc was installed on the bed, but, he was DEAD. There were bats, spider 

webs, an old chandelier, and MARC, DEAD on the bed with a kitchen knife in the hean. 

- That must be Marc. I found his identification card, and it is wrinen:!Marc Lucl, and in his 

change pocket on a card, it is written: I am stupid! 

Yesterday, by accident, I killed someone in the car. At three o'clock I am going to kill 

myself. I am lucky that the police did not catch me! 
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- Ah hal Marc he killed himself for this reason. Now, how will I go to tell Mister and Mrs. 

Luc that Marc killed himself? I am caught in this secret room! 

Behind him, Inspector Wolf saw a stairway. That may lead to the library! He was lucky! 

He told Mister and Mrs. Luc what happened. They were not happy. 

The End. 



Groucho + Grouchess Marx· Twit 
Alison: Favorite English Story 

I'm so glad I got a job. I finally got a job. 

I am now, officially an "Avon Lady." I'm so excited. 
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Today, I'm supposed to go out and get new customers for Avon. I think I'll try the Mark

Twit couple. 

Oh yea, I forgot to tell you, I call Mr. & Mrs. Twit Groucho & Grouchess-Marx-Twit 

secretly because of their great-looks- if you know what I mean. 

-'Ding=dong!' I rang their doorbelL 

'Squeeeeeeeeeek!' Don't those people believe in oil? "Ya. Whaddia want?" Grouchess 

asked. "Urn. er, urn. Avon?" "I mean do you want to be an Avon customer?" I said. "No." 

She said. and then shut the door to my face. Great personality. Real social. 

I rang it again. "Now what?" Ms. America said. "Do you want Avon?" I said. "No." "Are 

you deaf or something?" She said. "No, Gr-oops! I almost called her my secret name. 

"No, I'm not deaf!" I said politely. "I'm just trying to get customers for Avon." I said. 

"Well, Lari-da-da!" Georgious said. "Well, you sure need it!' I said without thinking. 

"And what do you mean by that, young lady?" She said. Then I felt honest and told her: 

"You're really desperate, Miss. America!' I mean you are sooooooo ugly!" "I'm doing 

afavor for you here and all you're doing is acting ugly! You're really desperate!" "Well!" 

She said "I'm, I'm, speechless!" "What can I say?" She asked. And I said: "That you're 

ugly!" Now, that really ticked her off. "Well, then, Miss Universe. Why don't you step 

inside and show me how you can make me glamourous lile yu. deerie." She said. "Fine!" I 

said, plugging my nose to go inside. 
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-As we stepped inside, we saw Mr. Hair factory. "Oh, hello!" Groucho dais. "And who 

might yoooooooooou be?" He asked. "I'm Gertrude, Gertrude Jingleheimer." I said 

sarcastically. 

"Now, Deerie, let's get back to business, or beauty, I should say." Gorgeous said 

sarcastically. 

--"Now." I said. "Where should we start from? The face." Miss America said. "O.K. 

fine." I said going through torture looking into those, -those things that are supposed to be 

eyes on her face. 

I took out a couple of zillion shades of lipstick, 1 billion shades of eyeshadow, 10 shades 

of eye-liner, 20 shades of lip liner, lip-gloss, 3 trillion shades of cheek-blush, and 10 tons 

of skin moisterizer. "Will that be enough?" I said panting. "1-1 think so." she said then 

sighed on me. Ahhhh! I thought. What wonderful breath! I almost fainted. Then she sighed 

again. "Oh no!" I screamed. Then- Thunk! The next thing I knew, I was lying on the 

world's dirtiest sofa with water on my face. "How are you?" a terrible voice asked. 

"Peachy, just wonderful." I said. Then I got up and ran for the door then went home 

without my A von stuff. 

I don't think I like this job very much. 



Si J'etais un Pomme de Terre 
Alison: Favorite French Story 
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Si j'etais un pomme de terre, rna vie va ette tres annuyante, mais vers Ie fin de rna vie peut 

etre tres -suspensif. 

Ma vie va commencer dans un petit pepin, et un homme avec un chapeau fou comme Ie 

reste de ses vetements va me planter dans Ie sol. Je ne peux pas voir! Alflllllll-I! Oh non! 

Maintenant quelque chose comme les chutes Niagara -mou- se tombe sur moi. Oh c'est 

impossible, je ne peux pas nager! 

Maintenant, quelque chose se pousse de rna tete! Des feuilles? Et maintenant, de mes 

pieds- des racines! Oh, oui. Apres, je devellope en fonne d'un, -d'un- je ne sais pas! Je 

suis bruno Cene meme homme fou me tire du sol. II me jene dans un grand panier avec des 

autres pommes de terre. C'est la vie? II me met sous un douche d'eau. Je ne pense pas que 

les humanes saitque LES POMMES DE TERRE NE PEUT PAS NAGER!!! mais,j'ai 

survie. 

Apres, quelqu 'un me mets dans un sac, et me laisse tomber sur un promenade tres 

amusant. Mais pas pour grand temps. lls m'enleve rna peau. Ma belle peau!! Apres ils 

m'ont coupee en morceaux rectangulaires. Ooooh, sa me fait mal. Apres, ils m'ont mis 

dans I'huile. Je ne peut pas NAGER! Oh! C'est chaud! Je deteste Ies choses chaudes! Je 

devient un jaune/brun. YUCK! Apres ils m'enlevent de l'huiIe, et met dans un sac plastique 

avec des millions des auttes pommes de terre! lls me mettent dans un bOite. lls menent Ie 

boite dans un graaaaaand camion. On conduite pas longtemps. Le camon arrete. un homme 

ouvre Ies pones du camion. II son rna boite. II me met sur un comptore. Apres 10 minutes, 

quelqu'un ouvre rna bite. II prends mon sac. -Oh, oh.- je pense. II s'ouvre. II me laisse 

tomber dans un grand pot de -L'HUILE! JE NE PEUT PAS NAGER!!! Apres environ 
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un minute, quelqu 'un me pelle dans un panier. Apres j' entends un erie: "LARGE ORDER 

OF FRIES!!'" Quelqu'un me pelle dans un canon rouge. "Here you go sir, and have a nice 

day." La personne dit. Apres un petit enfant a dit: "Moi, j'adore la nourriture de 

McDonald's Papa." 

Oh, pourquoi je n' ai pas obeie maman et devenu un docteur? 



If I Were a Potato ... 
629 

Alison: Translation of French Story 

If 1 were a potato, my life will be very boring , but toward the end of my life maybe very 

-suspensif. 

My life will begin in a little seed, and a man with a crazy hat like the rest of his clothes will 

plant me in the soil. 1 can't see! A.IDD-lllli! Oh no! Now something like Niagara Falls

soft- falls on me. Oh it's impossible, 1 can't swim! 

Now, something is growing in my head! Leaves? And now, from my feet- roots! Oh, yes. 

After, 1 develop into the form of,- of- 1 don't know! 1 am brown. This same crazy man 

pulls me from the soil. He throws me in a big basket with other potatoes. This is life? He 

puts me under a shower of water. I don't think that humans know that POT A TOES CAN'T 

SWIM!!! but, 1 survived. 

After, someone puts me in a bag, and lets me fallon a very fun ride. But not for a long 

time. They take off my skin. My beautiful skin! ! ! After they cut me in rectangular pieces. 

Ooooohh, it hurts me. After, they put me in oil. I can't SWIM! Oh! It's hot! 1 hate hot 

things! 1 become yellowish-brown. YUCK! After they take me out of the oil, and put me in 

a plastic bag with millions of other potatoes! They put me in a box. They put me box in a 

biiiiiiiiiiiiig ttuck. We drive for a long time. The truck stops. A man opens the doors of the 

truck. He takes out my box. He puts me n a counter. After 10 minutes, someone opens the 

box. He takes my bag. ·Oh, oh.· I think. It opens. He lets me fall in a big pot of -OIL! I 

CAN'T SWIM! ! ! After around one minute, someone peels me in a basket. After I hear a 

cry: ''LARGE ORDER OF FRIES!!!" Someone peels me in a red carton. "Here you go sir, 

and have a nice day." The person says. After a linle child said: "I adore the food at 

McDonald's dad" 
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Oh, why didn't I obey my mother and become a doctor? 



A Day in the Life of Tom Selleck 
Nicky: Favorite English Story 
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One day in his Hawaiian home Tom Selleck began to wake to his alann set for 11:00 a.m., 

his butler standing over him saying, 

"Tom, Tom, time to take your sex appeal potion." Tom looked in the mirror and said to his 

English-accented most paid butler Samson, 

"Gee Whiz Samson I really need it." Under his breath Samson replied, "Yes you do!" 

After he was ready he went outside to show-off, after millions of beauty expens went to 

work on his face, on his way to the set of Magnum P.I. The show in which he plays 

Thomas Magnum a private investigator-the star of the show. 

Today he was really excited because he was getting a raise, 

"And if your wondering how much I make, it's none of your business!" says Tom winking 

to some of the girls who have been stunned by his presence. 

After a hard days work- 4 hours he relaxes with a martini and dozes off. 

He later wakes up for a night cap with who ever will come over usually the prettiest girl he 

can fmd standing around his estate. Then he retires until the next morning when he wakes 

to his alann clock set for 11 :00. 

THE END 



Fifi la chienne 
Nicky: Favorite French Story 

n y etait un fois que Lise Le Blanc a achete une chienne. Elle a I'appellait Fifi. 

Le jour qu'ils ont arrive a IA Maison Fifi a prepe son lit Elle a mit dans la coin pres du 

television. Elle a aime la tv. beaucoup. Son emison favori etait "Lassie." Chienne 

Brillante! 
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Elle a aussi aime la poupee bout de chou que Lise avait. Elle s'appelle Robena Samantha. 

Fifi, un jour, a leur prepare un partie avec du the et des biscuits. Gravy Train etait sa 

favouri. 

Un jour Fifi a eu des bebes: Gigi Mimi, Titi, Lili et Bibi, et elles ont tous heureuses pour 

tres longtemps. 



Fifi the Dog 
Nicky: Translation of French Story 

Once upon a time that Lise Le Blanc bought a dog. She was named Fifi. 

The day that they arrived home Fifi prepared her bed. She put it in the comer near the 

television. She liked the T.V. a lot. Her favorite show was "Lassie." Brilliant Dog!" 
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She also liked the Cabbage Patch doll that Lise had. Her name is Robena Samantha. Fifi, 

one day, prepared them a party with tea and biscuits. Gravy Train was her favorite. 

One day Fifi had babies: Gigi, Mimi, Titi, Lili, and Bibi, and they were all happy for a very 

long time. 



Le Chat Noir 
Nicky: Favorite French Story 

n y avait longtemps qu'un homme qui s'appelle Ralph Chartrand vivait. n n'avait pas 

d'autos dans cet temps, alors Ralph doit marcher au travaille. 
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Un jour il aIle au travaille la date est Vendredi Ie 13 Novembre, 1908. n marche sur la rue 

Pomme et il tourne et devant lui est un chat noir. n ne pensait pas de ~a mais quand il arrive 

au travaille son fenetre est brise. Le jour est long et ~a commence a faire froid, il toume et 

encore il voit Ie chat noir. 

Le chat a une impression qui disait "Venir avec moi" et Ralph decide d'aIle avaec lui. Ils 

arrive a une vieille maison. Ralph tourne Ie chat est plus lao Ralph decide de regarder dans 

la maison. Les planche "creek." 

Dans la feu il peut voir qui il y a un autre person dans la maison avec lui et il erie tres fon 

en disant "AIm!" Un fan tome a venu dans la chambre et il dit "AJD-IH, a toi aussi." Ralph 

est tres, tres peur et il cours jusqu 'au sa maison, mais sa maison n'a plus lao Le diable est la 

et il dit "Quand tu est mort tu doit venir avec moi sinon ... 

Ralph est tres peur, mais il ne veut pas alle avec Ie diable. n cours a la maison de son ami et 

il frappe la pone. Son ami etait un sorcier et accote de lui etait Ie chat noir. 11 cours dans Ie 

foret et il trouve un deu-follet. 

n ne sait pas quoi faire. il ne peux pas comprendre tous ses choses. n dit a lui etre brave et 

aIle au maison. n entends les cloches de I'eglise c'est 12:00, et il continue a sa maison. 

Quand if arrive Ie diable est plus la parce que c'est 12h pense-t-il. 

Le prochain jour est samedi et il alle voir son ami, et l'ami disent "Est-ce que tu pense que 

ce chat est jolieT' et il montre Ie chat noir. 



The Black Cat 
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Nicky: Translation French Story 

It was a long time ago that a man who was narned Ralph Chartrand lived. He dido't have 

cars in that time, so Ralph must walk to work. 

One day he was going to work the date is Friday, November the 13th, 1908. He walks on 

Apple street and he turns and in front of him is a black cat. He wasn't thinking about that 

but when he gets to work his window is broken. The day is long and it becomes cold, he 

turns and again he sees the black cat. 

The cat had an impression that said "Come with me" and Ralph decides to go with him. 

They arrive at an old house. Ralph turns the cat is no longer there. Ralph decides to look in 

the house. The floors "creek." 

In the fire he can see that there is another person in the house with him and he screams very 

loudly saying "AAHlllI!" A ghost came in the bedroom and he says "AAHHH, to you 

too." Ralph is very, very scared and he runs all the way to his house, but his house is no 

longer there. The devil is there and he says "When you are dead you must come with me or 

else ... 

Ralph is very scared, but he doesn't want to go with the devil. He runs to his friend's 

house and he knocks on the door. His friend was a sorcerer and next to him is the black 

cat He runs into the forest and he finds a "feu-foUet" (translator's term: wood 

spirit/demon). 

He doesn't know what to do. He cannot understand all these things. He tells him to be 

brave and go home. They hear the church bells it's 12:00, and he continues to his house. 

When he arrives the devil is no longer there because it's 12 o'clock he thinks. 
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The next day is Saturday and he goes to see his friend, and the friend says "00 you think 

this cat is pretty?" and he shows the black cat. 



Moose on the Loose 637 

Katie: Favorite English Story 

Cast: 

Winston: Kim Katie 

Charles: Katie Kim Lee 

Narrator: Katie 

Doctor 1: Jenny 

Stew: Helen 

Passenger 1: Jerry 

Passenger 2: Dawn 

Pilot: John 

Whacko:John 

Lead Moose: Rosaleen 

Breaker Moose: Jerry + Jenny 

Aunt: Rosaleen 

Tourist: Tina 

Nurse: Stephanie 

Doctor 2: Tun 

Priest: Jenny 

• • Not wanting to participate 



--New character 

MOOSE ON THE LOOSE 

Narrator: A while back there lived a man named Winston. Winston was a fine 

gentleman. He was rich, kind, and lovable. 

Winston never had any fears like some people we know. He was 

brave. He never was afraid of the dark, or bats, or anything like that. 

But behind every single person, they all have at least one fear. 

Winston's only fear were moose. 

Now, who would be afraid of moose? Winston would. 

But why? 

(Winston knocks on the door, with his side kick, Charles, at his side.) 

Doctor: Come in! 

Winston: Hello doctor! Sorry to bother you, but, I've been having problems! 

Doctor: What son of problems? Please, take your time in telling me what your 

problems are, for I only charge 100$ per hour, so, now relax! 

Winston: Gee, that's comforting! Now back to my problems. To tell you the 

truth, I only have one. Yo see, ever since I was a little kid, I've been 

afraid of moose. 

Doctor: Why? 
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Winston: Well you see, one day I was walking through the park, and pop! Out of 

nowhere came a moose! I was scared! I didn't know what to do! So, I 

just stood there,like a statue! Then, Whamo! The moose attacked me, 

and I've been afraid of them ever since then. Doctor? Doctor? Doctor? 

Doctor: (snores thrice, then wakes up startled.) Oh! Yes! Yes! And ... 

Winston: I'm finished! 

Doctor: I knew that! I was just testing you! Cheez! I just wanted to know if you 

were with me. Now, My conclusion is that you're afraid of 

encountering another moose. Now, I think you should go to the 

Bahamas where there are no moose at all, so, you can rest. Now, here 

is your bill and have a nice vacation. Now scoot! 

Winston: Thanks! Thanks a lot! 

Narrator: So, Winston, and Charles, went to the Bahamas on Moosair. Moosair. 

Hmmmmm .. .1 wonder if there are going to be any moose on 

board? .. Nahhh that's a silly idea! 

Stew: Welcome to Moosair. Today we will be flying you directly to the 

Bahamas. I hope you enjoy your flight! 

1 Passenger: Enjoy your flight huh! Every time I go onboard Moosair, this 

whacko always brings moose on board! How can anyone relax with 

those creatures breathing down your back? 

Winston: Moose? Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! you honestly don't meant moose come on 

board do you? 
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1 Passenger: Why of course I do! But relax you'll get used to them! Bye! 

Winc;ton: Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Bye! Oh no! What if some moose really do come on 

board? 

Narrator: What if some moose really do come on board? Wouldn't it be funny? 

What's going to happen to Winston? Was going to the Bahamas a good 

idea? 

Pilot: We will now be landing in the Bahamas in approximately 10 minutes. 

We hope you have enjoyed your flight. 

2 Passenger: Oh! Oh! Not this again. In approximately 10 seconds this whacko is 

going to be bringing his moose on board! Quick everyone, hide! 

Whacko: Come my darling creatures! Come, Come! Come on board this 

beautiful plane in which they have named it after us. Moosair! Aahhh! 

Mooses: Ashhh! 

Winston: (talking in sleep) No moose! No moose on board! (snon thrice) 

(You're up now) Hmm! Huh! Aaahh! Attacker moose! Help! Shoo! 

Shoo! Don't breathe down my back! Shoo! Shoo! 

Whacko: What is it that I hear my darling creatures? 

Mooses: Him! (point up at Winston) 

Whacko: Oh you mean this fme gentleman? 

Mooses: Yeahh! 

Winston: Get those moose out of here, or I'll scream! 
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Whacko: Go ahead scream! But. wait! Maybe we can think up some deal! You 

give me two million dollars, and my moose, and I will disappear right 

before your eyes! 

Winston: For ever! (smile nervously) 

Whacko: Three million, and you're never going to be seen again on Moosair! 

Whacko: No use staying here! Ta! Ta! 

Winston: Hahhh! (He faints) 

Narrator: Oh boy! Wasn't that scary? I mean brave old Winston being attacked 

by another moose? Terrible! Just terrible! 

Now that Winston is landing on an island on the Bahamas, I wonder 

where he'll stay, and if there'll be any moose there! 

But, wait! Didn't Winston's doctor say there were not to be any moose 

down there? 

Stew: Sir! Sir! Wake up! We are about to land any minute now! 

Winston: Huh! Oh yeah! I'll get up. 

2 Passenger: Boy! Did you ever give us a scare! I mean you lying on the floor so 

peacefully, we thought you were dead! 

Winston: Oh, I'm very sorry, for this inconvenience, it's just that this whacko 

came on board with his moose, and ... 

1 Passenger: One big moose attacked you, right? 

Winston: Right! how did you know? 
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1 Passenger: It happened to me once. (JH very small writing) 

Winston: What? Pardon me, I didn't hear you! 

1 Passenger: It happened to me once. (JH a little larger writing) 

Winston: Pardon me! 

1 Passenger: It happened to me once! (JH very large writing) 

Winston: Oh! (slouch into your seat, as if you're embarrassed.) 

Pilot: We'll now be landing on an island in the Bahamas. We hope you have 

enjoyed your flight! Thank-you for coming on board Moosair! 

Charles: Winston, let's go, and beat the crowds to the bag drop! 

Winston: Yeah, yeah! Sure. 

Narrator: So, Winston, and Charles, went to the bag drop, got their bags, and 

started to leave from the airpon. 

Winston: Boy, is this airpon ever crowded. 

Aunt M.: Winston? Winston, is that you dear? 

Winston: Aunt Marcie! It's you! 

Aunt M.: Yes, Winston, it's me! Tell me, what are you doing here? 

Winston: Oh, I'm just here, in Bermuda, on a vacation. 

Charles: But. .. (Winston nudges Charles in the stomach.) 

Aunt M.: Oh! Do you have any place to stay, darling? 
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Winston: Well, not really because, I just decided I was going to the Bahamas this 

afternoon, and to tell you the truth, I didn't even know where I was 

going until, I saw this sign in the airport saying, "Welcome to 

Bermuda." 

Aunt M.: How is that you didn't even know where you were going. 

Winston: Well, you see I told the lady at the front desk, that I wanted two tickets 

to anywhere in the Bahamas, and that I didn't even care where they 

were to. 

Aunt M.: Oh! I think I understand? Winston dear, since you have no place to 

stay, why don't you stay in my manor? 

Winston: Well, I don't want to impose ... 

Charles: Sure we'll stay with you! 

Aunt M.: Oh, that's just marvy! Come now, my chauffeur is waiting! 

Winston: Sure, I'm ... Aaahhh! (Winston's pushed down by a tourist.) 

Tourist: Oh, I'm sorry! Are you all right? 

Winston: Aaaahhhhaaahhellle! 

Tourist: I guess not! 

Aunt M.: Young lady, what do you have to say? 

Tourist: Sorry! I'll pay for all the damages, and plus, I'll take you to the best 

doctor in town! Is that all right? 

Winston: Aaahhhh! 
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Charles: Sure! You can also pay for the damages right here. 

Aunt M.: Oh Charles! (she pushes him away, and then she takes the money.) 

Tourist: How much do lowe you? 

Aunt M.: Well, it depends. How much do you have? 

Tourist: 30.000$ 

Aunt M.: You owe me 29,999$! 

Tourist: What! That only leaves me with one dollar! 

Aunt M.: I know! 

Winston: Aunt Marcie! Give her, her money back! Aahhh! 

Aunt M.: Well, if you insist. Here you go! 30,000$ minus five hundred dollars. 

Tourist: The extra five hundred, and then we're off to my doctor's office! 

Aunt M.: Oh okay! 

Narrator: So, tourist, Winston, and the others walked over to Aunt Marcie's 

limousine. 

The tourist, whose narne ended up being Julie Hanson, then gave 

directions to the chauffeur, and they fmally reached Julie's doctor's 

office. 

They got out of the car, and, started to carry Winston up the stairs. 

When they had finally reached the doctor's office, they put Winston 

down, and walked in. 
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Nurse: 

Tourist: 

Yes! You people want something from me? A brace, perhaps? Or, a 

filling, or something similar to that in which I can use a drill on you? 

(smile wickedly, and rub your hands together.) 

To tell you the truth, all we want to see is the doctor, because, you see 

I bumped into this gentleman ... 

Aunt M.: Winston! 

Tourist: Winston, and then he fell down, and hurt his leg! 

Nurse: You mean, I've just lost one whole lunch period because he hurt his 

leg? Come on! Couldn't you have thought of something bener than 

that! 

Tourist: 

Nurse: 

Doctor: 

Tourist: 

Doctor: 

Tourist: 

Honestly though! He really did hurt his leg! 

Oh! All right! Fine! rlliet you see the doctor! Come in! Put your friend 

on the operating table, and the doctor will be with you in a minute! 

(Nurse leaves) 

Hellooo there! 

Helloo there! 

Julie? 

Doctor? 

Tourist and Doctor: Yiiii! It's you! (dance around) 
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Aunt M.: (wait 15 seconds, then talk) A heheam! Excuse me! Poor Winston is 

sitting on top of the operating table, while you two are dancing around! 

Now I want service, and I want it now! 

Doctor: Well, if you insist! Now, what's the problem? 

Aunt M.: Well, you see Winston, was pushed down by Julie ... 

Tourist: By mistake of course! 

Aunt M.: ... and as I was saying he was pushed down by Julie, and he hun his 

leg. 

Doctor: Now, let's get to work! Nurse? 

Nurse: Yes. 

Doctor: Pass me a sponge! 

Nurse: Check! 

Doctor: Pass the scissors! 

Nurse: Scissors. 

Doctor: Hinges. 

Nurse: Hinges? 

Doctor: Just give me what I ask you for! Hammer. 

Nurse: Hammer. 

Doctor: Nurse! 

Nurse: Nurse! Oh, I'm the nurse! Ha! Ha! Ha! 
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Doctor: Look! (say it as if you're about to cry) 

Nurse: Oh no! 

N + Doctor: Boo! hoot Hoo! Hoo! Hoo! Hoo! Hoo! Hooo! 

Aunt M.: What's the matter? Tell me! What's the matter with my Winston? Tell 

me, is it serious? 

(D+N, nod) 

Tourist: I think I'll leave now! 

Charles: I'll come with you! 

Doctor: Boo Hoo! Hoo! Winston has a broken leg! 
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Narrator: Dh no! Winston's leg is broken! There goes Winston's whole vacation! 

Or does it? 

So, Winston left the doctor's office, with a white cloth around his leg, 

and went for Aunt Marcie's house, with Charles at his side. 

When they arrived at Aunt Marcie's manor, Aunt Marcie got on the 

phone, an started to make plans for Winston to see another doctor. 

Winston: Aunt Marcie, please stop! Julie already took me to see her doctor, and 

he told me I had a broken leg, and then, he gave me this cast! 

Aunt M.: Now, now Winston! I'm just doing this for your own good! 

Winston: Aunt Marcie! Put that phone down! 

Aunt M.: We~, I never ... (walk away) 

Winston: Dh boy! I shouldn't have yelled like that! 

Charles: I know! Don't worry, though! I think she knows you just yelled out of 

frustration! 

Winston: Charles, since I've really been having a rough time here in Bermuda, 

and who knows what will happen, I'm going to give you my entire 

fonune when I die or go crazy! 

Charles: Dh, thank-you, thank-you! I love you! Moouuaa! 

Aunt M.: What's all the commotion? 

Charles: Cigars? (dance around) 

Aunt M.: Why is that silent nut so happy today or should I say right now? 
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Winston: Well, I sort of told him that I, well, was going to write my will again, 

and, well I was going to give him all of my money when I die, or if I 

go crazy. 

Aunt M.: Oh boy! you shouldn't have said, "When I go crazy," because maybe 

he'll find some moose, and drive you crazy! 

Winston: No, he wouldn't do that! Anyways, how did you find out I was afraid 

of moose? 

Aunt M.: From your mother, dear! 

Winston: Oh, that mother of mine! Oooohh! (walk off stage) 

Charles: Ahhh! Maybe I won't find any moose, but, I may try something else! 

Ha! Ha! Ha! 

Narrator: Oh boy! What has Charles got up his sleeve? 

I wonder, do you think Charles would really stoop that low, just to get 

5 billion dollars? 

I mean, why would anyone try, to make someone crazy? Isn't that 

cruel? I know, I, as a decent, kind, human being wouldn't do that in a 

million years! 

Can't someone in this world explain to me, why, Charles is doing this? 

Oh, I cannot take this! (storm out) 

Charles: Good morning Winston! How are you on th-th-th-this fine Monday 

morning? 

Winston: You mean it's already Monday? 
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Charles: Sure is! 

Winston: Oh! Time sme flies! Say, Charles, how about us both playing some 

golf! Good, then, I'll get the golf clubs, and you can go make 

reservations for dinner, for after we play golf we'll be hungry! 

Charles: Check! 

Narrator: So, Winston, and Charles drove off to 'Sweet Meadows' golf course. 

There, they met some people that Charles knew. 

Charles, and his friends talked for a long time, while Winston started to 

practice playing golf. 

After I hom, Charles left his friends to go meet Winston. 

Winston: Hello Charles! Charles, how good are you at golf? 

Charles: (you use your hands going 'C'omme ci, comme ca') 

Winston: Hmmm ... Let's say we'll playa betting game. You win, I give you one 

billion dollars, I win, I disinherit you, okay? (Charles nods) Okay! 

Let's play some golf. 

Charles: You go first Winston. 

Winston: Okay, but, I'll need total concentration. 

Charles: O.Key Doky! 

Winston: All right! (rub hands then, start to pun) 

Charles: Moooooo! 

Winston: A moose? Naahhh! (putt again) 
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Charles: Moooooo! 

Winston: Charles stop that! Charles? Charles! Aaahhh! Attacher Moose! 

Charles!? That was not very fuMY! Now let me have total 

concentration! Hey! Where's my ball? 

Charles: There! 

Winston: Oh no! 

Charles: Now I get to putt Yehhhyy! My billion dollars please! 

Winston: Hiunnhh! I billion dollars down the drain! 

Charles: Thanky youel In another words, "Thank you! 

Winston: (Murmur) 

Charles: You know Winston, it's not that bad! 

Winston: Hnmm! Yeah! Yeah! 

Charles: I mean, you can easily get that money back in no time! 

Winston: Right yeah! 

Narrator: Oh! Poor Winston! I feel so sorry for him. Hmmmy hmmm hmmm! It 

looks like Winston has got something up his little sleeve. 

Charles: Hey Winston! Good for you! You're smiling again. 

Winston: Yeah! Uh Charles how 'bout playing once again, but this time I don't 

give you any more money, it's just to win my money back! 

Charles: Oh! All right! 
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Winston: Right! Now I putt, and ... Help! 

Charles: Quick! Get a doctor! I think Winston's (gulp) dead! 

Doctor I: Hi! Charles? Is that Winston on the floor? 

Charles: No, it isn't! It's a dummy that's lying down on the floor who looks 

exactly like Winston. 

Doctor I: Oh well, I guess I'll leave then! 

Charles: No wait! Wait! It is Winston, and I think he is (gulp) dead! 

Doctor I: Hmmmm! Nope! Yup! Uh-hyh! 

Charles: What? What? Doctor is he dead? 

Doctor I: (Kneel down towards Winston, and pretend he's talking to you.) Yep! 

I think Winston's time has come! 

Charles: Oh! Boo! Hoo! Hoo! 

Narrator: Oh Boo! Hoo! Hoo! Why Winston? Oh! Boo! Hoo! Hoo! Winston 

was such a fme man! Why him? Hmmm! I wonder what Winston 

really died of. I wonder if Winston even every died. 

Priest: 

Oh! I can't take the suspense! What really happened to Winston? 

Oh! I can't stand this suspense anymore! Let me go and see what's 

happening.Oh boy! It doesn't look that good! 

We gather here today, to say farewell to our beloved Winston. 

Passenger I: Winston was a fine gentleman. 

Passenger 2: He was rich ... 
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Stew: Kind ... 

Tourist: And lovable. 

Whacko: Winston never had any fears, like some people we know. He was 

brave! 

Aunt But, but Winston did have one fear! He was afraid of moose. 

Doctor&Nurse: He would be afraid of moose? 

Charles: Winston would. 

Priest: Oh! Yes. I remember when Winston told me that he was afraid of 

moose. I laughed at it at the time, but, as he got older, I realized how 

serious it was. 

Winston: Pssst! You guys, don't tell anyone that I'm alive! To tell you the truth I 

was always alive! Everyone knows that, except Charles. So, keep this 

a secret! 

Oh wait! I almost forgot! You know what I'm trying to do? I'm trying 

to get my billion dollars back from Charles, and then, I'm going to 

replace it with 900 million dollars, so, Charles really won't miss 

anything! After all! It's just a 100 million dollar difference. 

(Winston gets the billion, and replaces it.) 

Priest: And now, we will be putting our beloved Winston into his grave. 

Winston: Wait! I'm still alive! 

Charles: But, but Winston! I thought you were dead! 
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Winston: Oh Charles! I can't believe you believed all of this. It was just to see 

how rlJUch you cared about me! 

Charles: Oh Winston! I'm so glad you're back! 

Winston: So am I, Charles, so am I! 

Narrator: Now you must be wondering, what happened to Winston's only fear. 

Well, you see, after Winston left the Bahamas, he went to funny fann 

to get cured, and believe it or not, Winston is not afraid of moose 

anymore! 
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La tortue qui n'a pas pu arreter de parler! 
Katie: Favorite French Story 

n y avait une fois, une tOOue qui habitait dans un petit etang. 
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Un jour deux oies sont venues chercher de la nourriture quand elles ont vu la petite tortue. 

Les deux oies et la tortue ont devenues de bonnes amies. Les mois ont passe. Le 31 aout 

les oies ont decide que c'etaient sunnent Ie temps pour retoumer au sud. 

Quand les oies sont venues voir la tonue, elles ont elit: "Notre ami, Tortue, nous devons 

retoumer a notre beUe maison en Aoride, demain. Est-ce que vous voulez venir avec nous? 

II Y a une piscine, la-bas, derriere notre maison, et il y a un spa aussi. De plus, vous 

pouvez boire lOute la biere et Ie jus d'orange possible!" 

"Mais, comment? Je n'ai pas des ailes!" a exclame la tonue. 

"Nous savons comment, mais, tu dois nour promettre que tu ne vas pas ouvrir ta bouche. 

Promis?" 

"Promis." ALors la tortue est aIle chez elle, et eUe a mit ses lunettes de soleil, son chapeau, 

et ses vetements d'ere dans des valises. 

Le matin du premier septembre la tortue est venue chercher les oies. 

Quand les oies sont venues chercher la tortue, la tOOue a demander aux oies: "Comment, 

est-ce que vous pensez que je peux voler avec vous?" 

"Regarde. Voici une branche; nous allons mettre cette branche dans nos bouches, et wi, tu 

dois mettre la branche dans ta bouche aussi. Mais, souviens-tu, que tu as elit que tu ne vas 

pas ouvrir to bouche?" 

"Oui, je me souviens. Je ne vais pas ouvrir ma bouche." Et les amies s'envont. 
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Quand les amies etaient dans Ie ciel, des enfants les ont vu. lls ont dit: "Regarde ~a deux 

oies avec une tonue dans Ie ciel! J'ai jamais vu quelque chose si fou que ~a!" 

Latonue a dit: "Tu penses que c'est fou?" et la tonue est tombe de ciel et elle est mone. 



The Turtle Who Was not Able to Stop Talking! 
Katie: Translation of French Story 

There was once a tunIe who lived in a little pond. 

One day two geese came to look for food when they saw the little tunIe. 
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The two geese and the tunIe became good friends. The months passed. The 31st of August 

the geese decided that it was surely time to return to the south. 

When the geese came to see the tunIe, they said: "Our friend, TunIe, we must return to our 

beautiful house in Florida, tomorrow. Would you like to come with us? There is a 

swimming pool, there, behind our house, and there is a spa also. Moreover, you can drink 

all the beer and orange juice possible!" 

"But, how? I don't have wings!" exclaimed the turtle. 

"We know how, but, you must promise us that you will not open your mouth. Promise?" 

"Promise." So the tunle went home, and she put her sunglasses, her hat, and her summer 

clothes in suitcases. 

The morning of the first of September the turtle came to look for the geese. 

When the geese came to get the turtle, the turtle asked the geese: "How, do you think that I 

can fly with you?" 

"Look. Here is a branch; we will put this branch in our mouths, and you, you must put the 

branch in your mouth also. But, remember, that you said that you will not open your 

mouth?" 

"Yes, I remember. I will not open my mouth." And the friends went away. 
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When the friends were in the sky, some children saw them. They said: "Look at that two 

geese with a little turtle in the sky! I've never seen anything as crazy as that!" 

The tunle said: "You think that it's crazy?" and the turtle fell from the sky and she died. 



Choose Your Own Adventure 
David: Favorite English Story 

THE ADVENTUROUS CAVE 

Section 1 
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You want an adventure. In the many years you've lived, you've never had an adventure. 

You decide to go to the cliffs to find an adventure. When you're there, you see a cave and 

you go in. 

Suddenly, a voice booms out, "You're in an adventurous cave. You have to fmd the 

treasure before you die. You won't die really. Do you want your adventure in a Nonh 

American forest, an Asian jungle or an African desen?" 

If you want to go to a forest, go to Section 2. If you want to go to a jungle, go to Section 

3. If you want to go to a desen, go to Section 4. 

Section 2 

You find yourself in the midst of a million trees. Beside you, you find an axe and a shield. 

You stan looking for clues to find the treasure. You look under, around, on and in bushes. 

leaves, hills, trees and holes. Suddenly, you see a great big beat rushing towards you. 

If you get out your axe and shield and try to kill the bear, go to Section 5. If you try to run 

away from the bear, go to Section 6. 

Section 3 

You find yourself in a beautiful jungle. Beside you, you fmd a sword and a bow and 

arrows. You stan looking for the treasure. You look allover the place to fmd clues. You 
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can't find anything. You even climb one of the great big palm trees and sit up there with the 

monkeys, looking for clues. When you're up in the tree, you see a poisonous snake 

climbing up the tree. 

If you jump in the pile of enonoous palm leaves underneath, go to Section 7. If you wait 

for the snake to come higher, and then kill it with your sword, go to Section 8. 

Section 4 

You find yourself in a burning hot desert. Beside you, you fmd a dagger and a club. You 

start looking in the sand, in the rare small desert plants and around the cliffs of rock. When 

you're looking for clues near a cliff, some big rocks start to fall. They're falling all around 

you! 

If you stay put and knock away the rocks falling towards you with your club, go to Section 

9. If you run for it, go to Section 10. 

Section S 

You get out your axe and shield and start fighting the bear. He isn't easy to kill. Then, with 

his enonnous paw, he knocks the shield out of your hand. In his fury, he jumps up and 

down on it Well, goodbye shield! You decide to fmish off this bear once and for all. You 

swing at his neck with the axe, but the bear grabs the axe and swings at you. The bear cuts 

off your head. 

Go to Section 11. 

Section 6 

You run for all your worth. You thought bears couldn't run quickly. Either it's not true or 

this one's an exception. When you're almost tired out, you stumble into a hole in the 
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ground. You're in a little underground cave. On the wall is a sign that says ''Follow the oak 

trees." You know it's a clue for the treasure. There's also an arrow pointing down a tunnel. 

You follow the tunnel. After a small time, it comes out in another part of the forest. You 

see a trail of oak trees and immediately understand the clue. You follow the trail. After a 

little while, you come to an opening. There is a house in the middle. The trail of oak trees 

doesn't continue. You know that in or near the house there is another clue or maybe the 

treasure itself. 

If you look outside, go to Section 12. If you look inside, go to Section 13. 

Section 7 

You jump. You fall, fall, get ready to land, but continue falling. You crash through the big 

palm leaves and land on your rear, at the bottom of a small cave, with a big bump. Your 

sword jams in your side and you feel like you just committed suicide. After lying at the 

bottom of the cave, feeling dead, for a couple of minutes, you recover. On the wall of the 

cave it says, "up the cicouya." You know it's a clue. When you get out of the cave, you see 

a clearing with a very tall cicouya tree in the middle. It looks easy to climb, so you climb it. 

You search every inch of the tree, top to bottom, right to left, back to front and inside out. 

At one place you see a very large hollow. You look inside and see a spiral staircase going 

up and down the enormous trunk of the cicouya tree. 

If you go up the staircase, go to Section 14. If you go down the staircase, go to Section 15. 

Section 8 

You get out your sword and wait till the snake is within range. You swing, but the snake 

dodges the sword. You swing. It dodges. Swing. Dodge. Swing. Dodge. Swing. Dodge. 

Bite. You find yourself rolling on the ground in the pain. A bit by the painful falloff the 



tree, but mostly by the snake's painful bite. In a few minutes you're ... Guess the next 

word. Yup! Dead! 

Go to Section 11. 

Section 9 
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You think you're crazy, but you'd never run away in time. You get out your club and stan 

whacking the rocks. You're surprised how strong this club is. You're also surprised at 

your accuracy. Believe it or not, you lasted for the whole shower of rocks. About thiny 

seconds. When you look up, you see a cave. The rocks that fell opened up the cave 

opening. You go in the cave. On the wall is a sign that says "in the cactus." You know it's 

a clue. You run to the only cactus in sight How are you ever going to get into that cactus 

with a dagger, but you set to work. But you go through easily. It's made of paper. You 

should have known. Only North American desens have cacti. Under what was a fake 

cactus are two holes. They're both tunnels. 

If you go down the left one, go to Section 16. If you go down the right one, go to Section 

17. 

Section 10 

You start running. You have to run a long distance in a short time. Ow! A rock just hit your 

leg. Another rock hits you and you fall down. Tons of rocks fall on you. A few years later, 

some naturalists discover your body under a pile of rocks. Your dead body! 

Go to Section 11. 

Section 11 



You find yourself back in the cave you first came upon. You just died on your mission. 

You may have died, but you enjoyed your fIrst adventure while it lasted. 

lHEEND 
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Section 12 

You start looking for clues outside the house. You look everywhere. When you look in a 

barrel, you see a scrap of paper. It says "on the roof." There must be something on the 

roof. You can climb the drainpipe or you can climb the telephone pole and swing over with 

some rope you found while looking for clues. 

If you climb the drainpipe, go to Section 18. If you climb the telephone pole and swing 

over, go to Section 19. 

Section 13 

You go in the house. Bang! A bullet rips through you. You just have time to see an old 

man who looks like a hunter. Then you remember the sign that said "No trespassers." 

Darn! You konk out, dead! 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 14 

You go up the staircase, looking for clues as you go. You see a couple of cubicles but 

they're empty. Suddenly, a bat swoops down. You're scared of bats and you lose your 

balance. You fall offthe staircase. You fall down the middle. You land with an enormous 

bump at the bottom. Your bum is really killing you. That's the second time you've had a 

big bump today! You get up. 

Go to Section 20. 

Section 16 

You go down the left tunnel. It is made of rock and it is cool, a great improvement from 

outside. You follow the tunnel. You go through a lot of caves. You come to one cave that 
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has a tunnel on the other side and a tunnel beside you. Then, you realize the tunnel beside 

you is the other tunnel. 

Go to Section 21. 

Section 17 

You go down the right tunnel. It is made of rock and it is cool, a great improvement from 

outside. You follow the tunnel. You go through a lot of caves. You come to one cave that 

has a tunnel on the other side and a tunnel beside you. Then, you realize the tunnel beside 

you is the other tunnel. 

Go to Section 21. 

Section 18 

You go over to the drainpipe. It feels a bit slippery, but who cares? You try to climb it. You 

slip back. You slip a lot of times but finally you're on the roof of the house. 

Go to Section 22. 

Section 19 

You get the rope and climb the pole. It is not the easiest thing to climb. When you get to the 

top, you make a lasso. You throw it. You want it to go around a branch above you. Dam! 

You missed. You try again and this time you make it. just like a cowboy. You tie the other 

end around your waist, and jump. Dam! The rope is too long. You smash into the house 

and end up hanging in mid-air. Then a hunter comes out of the house. 

If you get out your axe and throw it at the hunter, go to Section 23. If you cut the rope then 

stop the hunter from shooting, go to Section 24. 
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Section 20 

You stan looking for clues. You see a hollow root and you follow it Then you come into a 

cave. It says "You're nearly there." You hurry along the tunnel coming out the other side. 

You go around a bend and into another cave that says "Watch out!" At the other end of the 

cave there are three tunnels. 

If you go down the left one, go to Section 25. If you go down the middle, go to Section 

26. The right, go to Section 27. 

Section 21 

You follow the tunnel on the other side of the cave. It zigzags all over the place, but in a 

few minutes you come out of the tunnel. You find yourself in an airfield. But aren't you 

supposed to be in a desen? Well, it's not exactly an airfield. It's just three little planes in the 

middle of the desen. A turquoise plane, a beige one and a multicoloured one, go to Section 

30. 

Section 22 

It's gravel on the roof of the house. You decide to dig up the gravel all round the roof 

looking for clues. It takes a long, long time. After about six hours, you're two fifths 

through the whole roof. You see a little hole in the roof. You dig round it to reveal a hole 

large enough for you to fit through. You go through it You're in a little room. You see 

three tunnels leading off. 

If you go down the left one, go to Section 31. The middle, go to Section 32. The right, go 

to Section 33. 
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Section 23 

You get out your axe. Ready. Aim. Fire! The axe goes straight into the hunter and he dies. 

You get out your shield and try to saw through the rope. When you do you have a big 

bump. You're glad you chose to throw your axe, because if you didn't you would've been 

shot before you could've got up. You recover your axe. Now you still have to get on the 

roof. 

If you try to lasso again, go to Section 34. If you think you're better off climbing the 

drainpipe, go back to Section 18. 

Section 24 

You get out your axe and cut the rope. Plonk! Ow! You didn't know you were so high. 

Bang! Why does that stupid hunter have to hunt you when you're lying on the ground in 

agony anyway? 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 2S 

You go down the left tunnel. In a minute you see a glorious cave. But you don't see a 

crocodile jump up at you and bite your guts out. 

Go to Section II. 

Section 26 

You go down the middle tunnel. Soon you come to a beautiful cave, you see a chest in the 

middle. It's the treasure! You pick it up. 

Go to Section 35. 



Section 27 

You go down the right tunnel. You soon some to an enormous cave. TCiiiiililll! 

Something on the ceiling electrocutes you. Wrong tunnel! 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 28 
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You enter the beige plane and shut the door. You can hardly breathe! There's no oxygen in 

the plane. Nice way for you to die. Kind of like a gas chamber! 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 29 

You enter the turquoise plane. Ow! A gila monster just bit you, the poisonous lizard that 

lives in desens. 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 30 

You go into the multicoloured plane. It looks cute with all of the strange colours. Inside 

you see a chest. It's the treasure! You pick it up. 

Go to Section 35. 

Section 31 

You follow the left tunnel. In a second you come to a dead end. You also come to a 

treasure chest! You pick it up. 

Go to Section 35. 
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Section 32 

You go down the centre tunnel. You step in some sort of liquid. A lighted match falls from 

the ceiling. It was gasoline you stepped in! 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 33 

You go down the right tunnel. Bang! Bang! Two metal doors slam down in front and 

behind you. Then guns stan coming out from holes in the floor, walls and ceiling. Bang! 

Have you ever had twenty bullets come in you from different directions? You have now! 

Go back to Section 11. 

Section 34 

You decide you must try it again. You still have enough rope, so you climb the telephone 

pole. You make a lasso and throw. Right on! You jump. Tarzan! You have a perfect 

landing. 

Go back to Section 22. 

Section 3S 

You find yourself back in the first cave. In your arms is a chest full of diamonds, emeralds, 

gold, sapphires and rubies. You succeeded in your first adventure. 

THE END 



Ghostbusters et fils 
670 

David: Favorite French Story 

Drringgg! 

"Allo?" Claus a dit. "Ca c'est les Ghostbusters et ftls. On chasse les fantomes vingt-cinq 

heures par jour. Ohh bonjour maman. Qoui? Les c5picc5ries. O.K. Au-revoir. Venez Chris, 

on doit allez chercher les c5picc5ries pour Maman." 

"Venez Oaus," Chris a dit, "On va utiliser notre bicyc1ette super-sonic de He-man." 

Nous avons parti pour chercher la bicyc1ette quand, drriiiinnnngggg, la telephone a 

resonner. 

"Allo?" Chris a dit, "Ca c'est les ghostbusters et fils. On chasse les fantomes vingt-cinq 

heures par jours." 

"Alloj'aiunfantomedansunmaisonacoteddelamien." 

"Repete la s'il vous plait," Chris a dit. 

"Alloj 'aiunfantomedanslamaisonacotedelamien." 

"Repete lentemant." 

"n y a un fantome dans la maison a ootc5 de la mien." 

"Ohh. C'est quoi I'addresse?" 

"Dix-neuf Chemin d'Erable." 

"On va etre la immediatement." etj'ai decrocher la tc51c5phone. 
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Nous avons saute sur notre bicyclette super-sonic de He-man. Dans dix second, (compte 

pas les heures et minutes), nous avons arrive. La maison ete gros et noir, sur un elevation 

petit. 

"I'ai pense que c'etait un maison hante, mais sa c'est trop!" Claus a dit. 

Nous avons entre. Eiiiiye, "Fait attention pour cetter trou," Claus a dit. 

"Je sais,je n'ai pas aveu ... aaaaagh!" Crash. 

Chris a plonger dans la farine. Quand il remonta, il ctait tout couverte avec la farine, et 

Claus a pense qu'il etait Ie fantome. n etait si peur, qu'il a plonge dans un barreau de 

whisky. Quand Claus a sorti, il etait tout ivrogne. II a tire sur Chris, mais parce qu'il etait 

ivrogne, illui a manque. Chris a laver son visage, et Claus a voir que c'etait lui. 

"Voila, prend cette pilule de vitamines des Flinstones. Ca va te guerrir." Chris a dit. 

Deux minutes apres: 

"n faut reste ensemble Chris," Claus a dit, "Ou on va nous perdre." Naturellement, on a 

pris des passages differents pas faut. 

"Chris, Chris?" Claus a dit, "Ou es tu? Ah voila. Pourquoi ta main est si froid? Chris, 

pourquoi tu ne parle pas?" Puis il a regarde derier lui. "Tu n'est pas Chris, tu est Ie 

fantome! Aaaaaaaaaaah!" n a couru a Chris plus vite que jamais. 

"C'est Ie fa-fa-fa-fa-fa-fantome!" 

"Pourquoi tu n' a pas tuer?" 

"Uh, j'ai oublie rna fusil chez nous." 

"Alors, quel arme est-ce que tu as apporte?" 



"Cette grenade, mais je ne sais pas comment utilise." 

"Tu enl6v6 I'epingle comme~, puis tu lance comme ~a." Boom! L'explosion a tue Ie 

fantome. ~ c'6tait notre. 
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Ghostbusters and Sons 
673 

David: Translation or French Story 

Drrinngg! 

"Hello?" Claus said, "That is Ghostbusters and Sons. We hunt ghosts twenty-five hours a 

day. Ohh hello mom. What? The groceries. O.K. Bye. Come Chris, we must go get the 

groceries for Mom." 

"Come Claus," Chris said, "Well use our super-sonic He-man bicycle." 

We left to get the bicycle when, drrriiinnnngggggg, the telephone rang again. 

"Hello?" Chris said, "That is the Ghostbusters and Sons. We hunt ghosts twenty-five 

hours a day." 

"Hellolhaveaghostinahousenextlomine. " 

"Please repeat," Chris said. 

"HelloIhaveaghostinthehousenexttomine. " 

"Repeat slowly," 

"There is a ghost in the house next to mine." 

"Ohh. What's the address?" 

"Nineteen Maple Drive." 

"We'll be there immediately," and I picked-up (French: decrocher / translator's term: hung 

up) the telephone. 

We jumped on our super-sonic He-man bicycle. In ten seconds, (don't count the hours and 

minutes), we arrived. The house was big and black, on a little elevation. 



"I thought that it was a haunted house, but that's too much!" Claus said. 

We entered. Eiiiye, "Watch our for this hole," Claus said. 

"I know, 1 am not bli ... aaaaaagh!" Crash 
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Chris dove into flour. When he came up, he was all covered with flour, and Claus thought 

that he was a ghost. He was so scared that he plunged into a barrel of whisky. When Claus 

came out, he was all drunk. He shot at Chris, but because he was drunk, he missed him. 

Chris washed his face, and Claus saw that it was him. 

"Here, take this Flintstones vitamin pill. It will make you better." Chris said. 

Two minutes later: 

"We have to stay together Chris," Claus said, "Or we'll get lost." Naturally, we took 

different passages (French: pas fautl Translator's term: by mistake). 

"Chris, Chris?" Claus said, "Where are you? Ah there. Why is your hand so cold? Chris, 

why aren't you talking?" Then he looked behind him. "You aren't Chris, you're the ghost! 

Aaaaaaaaaaaah!" He ran to Chris faster than ever. 

"It's the go-go-go-go-ghost!" 

"Why didn't you kill it?" 

"Uh, I forgot my gun at our place." 

"So, what weapon did you bring?" 

"This grenade, but I didn't know how to use it." 

"You take the pin out like that, and you throw it like that." Boom! The explosion killed the 

ghost. That was our 



Le Hijack 
675 

David: Favorite French Story 

Je suis sur un avion qui va au Mexique. On traverse Ie desert. Tout a coup les personnes 

derriere moi prends un pistol puis dit "Ieve tes mains." Je l'obei. 

Apres ils diset "Si quelqu 'un bouge je vais Ie tuer." 

Un brave dame va a lui et dit, "Tu es un homme tres stupide." Les hommes la tue. 

Apres une homme reste avec nous et I 'autre va a la pilote. n explose les controle d'avion. 

L'avion a tombe dans la sable. n aussi coupe les lignes de transmission alors on ne peux 

pas telephoner a la cite. 

Les hommes nous fait travailler tres fon. 

Tout a coup en en tend un helicoptere. C'est les personnes de securite qui a su que I 'avion 

avais un accident par radar. Les hommes sont arrestes. 



The Hijacking 
David: Translation of French Story 

I am on a plane that's going to Mexico. We cross the desen. All of a sudden the people 

behind me take a pistol and say "put up your hands." I obey him. 

After they say "If anyone moves I will kill him." 

A brave lady goes to him and says, "You are a very stupid man." The men kill her. 
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After a man stays with us and the other goes to the pilot. He explodes the plane's controls. 

The plane falls in the sand. He also cuts the transmission lines so we can't phone the city. 

The men make us work very hard. 

All of a sudden we hear a helicopt~r. It's the security people who knew the plane had an 

accident by radar. The men are arrested. 



La Maison Hantee 
David: Favorite French Story 

Un jour Keith, Chris Hammock, Cameron et moi avons decide d' aller l un concert de 

Prince et la Revolution. C'est Ie soir. On est presque arrive au theatre quand la radio de 

Keith s'est mystc5rieusement arretee, et il a eu un shoe electrique. Ce n'etait pas tres fort 

alors il etait bien mais il d'eu un peu mal. 

Quand nous sommes arrives tous les gens ont dit qu'il y l un fantome de Prince. Nous 

n 'avons pas cru, mais tout l coup nous voyons un fantome qui resemble l Prince, qui 
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poursuit tout Ie monde. Nous COWTons pour sauver nos vies. Par accident j'ai pousse un 

bouton et une partie du plancher s'est ouvert. Nous sommes entres et nous etions dans une 

piece secrete. Sur Ie mur il y avait trois cent mille boutons. Si tu pousses un des deux 

boutons qui sont corrects tu vies et Ie fantome de Prince arrete de hanter Ie theatre mias si tu 

pousse un des autres tu es mort. Cameron essaie, Mort! Keith essaie. Mort! I'essaie. J'ai 

reussi. Tout Ie monde est sauve. I'ai gagne. 



The Haunted House 
678 

David: Translation or French Story 

One day Keith, Chris Hammock, Cameron and I decided to go to a concert of Prince and 

the Revolution. It's evening. We have almost arrived at the theatre when Keith's radio 

stopped mysteriously and he got an electric shock. It wasn't very strong so he was alright 

but he (Fr: d'eu) a lillie sore. 

When we arrived all the people said that there is a ghost of Prince. We didn't believe it, but 

all of a sudden we see a ghost who looks like Prince, who is chasing everyone. We run to 

save our lives. By accident I pushed a button and a pan of the floor opened. We entered 

and we were in a secret room. On the wall there were three hundred thousand buttons. If 

you push one of the two buttons which are correct you live and the phantom Prince stops 

haunting the theatre but if you push one of the others you die. Cameron tries, Dead! Keith 

tries. Dead! I try. I succeeded. Everyone is saved. ~ won. 
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Group Discussion 

Questions 

1. What does it mean to be an author of English/French stories? 

2. Why do you think people write stories in English/ In French? 

3. Where do authors of English stories/Prench stories get their 
ideas for writing their stories? 

4. Do you think that stories written in English are the same or 
different than stories written in Prench? 

5. Do you think that there are different ways to start and end 
a story in English? In French? 

6. If someone is reading an English story/French story, how 
would they know it is an English story/a French story? 

7. What makes a good English story? What makes a good French 
story? 

8. What special qualities do you think a good English/French 
story should have? 

9. What do you think an author haa to do to be a good English/ 
French story writer? 

10. What kind of stories do you think are hardest to write in 
English/in French; easiest to write in English/in French? 

11. How do you think children learn to write stories in English/ 
in French? 

12. If you were to take an English story and translate it into 
French, would it be the same story or a different scory? 

13. If you were to write an English/French story for a younger 
child, what would you do? 

14. You are in grade 5/6; how do you think stories for grade 5/6 
kids should be written? 
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